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PRE PACE: 

ITTLE, I think, is required in the way of special preface 

to the present instalment of my ‘Aeschylus’. I have 

used constantly, as for the Septem and the Agamemnon, the 

critical apparatus of Professors Wecklein and Vitelli (1885), and 

the commentaries of Paley and of my friend Mr A. Sidgwick. 

For this volume I have also had the full advantage of Dr 

Wecklein’s explanatory commentary (1888), and—not less help- 

ful than any—the still indispensable edition of the Choephori by 

Conington, from whom, as will be seen, I have not unfrequently 

copied entire notes, and whose grasp of fact, whose insight and 

prudence, I have incessantly had occasion to admire. 

I must not omit to mention here, as well as in the particular 

place, my debt to my friend Professor Ridgeway for the hint 

out of which has been developed the essay on the scene of the 

Recognition—important if anything in this volume is such. 

That the book is not without a certain importance for lovers 

of Aeschylus, I do believe, or I should not still be giving my 

time to this series. I trust there is no harm in confessing my 

belief, if only in gratitude to the many whose praise and 

sympathy have encouraged me to go on. To my less indulgent 

critics I am equally though otherwise indebted. 

One acknowledgment I have never made before, but once at 

least for all it shall be made. There are not a few scholars in 
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England, as I am proud to think, who can imagine for them- 

selves how much, for anything good that I may do, I am 

indebted to the scholar who is my wife. 

The staff of the University Press have deserved my sincere 

thanks for the diligence and care with which their part of the 

work has been done. 

One word as to the typography, and specially with regard to 

the critical notes. In all cases, except a few very trivial errors 

of spelling or accentuation, the reading of the Medicean MS., if 

it differs from the printed text, is given immediately below. If 

there is divergence of letters, and therefore a disputable question — 

of authority, it is further indicated in the text itself by putting 

the variant letters in an uncial type. Even insignificant vari- 

ations of this kind have often, but not always, been so marked, 

particularly in the earlier part of the play. It did not however — 

seem worth while to distract the reader’s eye, even for a second, 

in order to note that for the fortieth or fiftieth time es and 4, 

at and 7, etc., were treated as indifferent methods of denoting 

the same sound. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The Story of Orestes’. 

In tracing the links by which the second part of the Ovestea is 

connected with the first, we are in one respect even less advantageously 

situated than with regard to the Aeschylean legends in general. It 

would have been in the prologue to the Choephori that we should have 

expected to find such an account of intermediate events, if any, as the 

dramatist thought to be necessary: and the prologue, all but some 

small fragments, is lost. Had it been entire however, it would probably 

have told us little more than we now know. Except for the informa- 

tion of the audience, there is no reason in nature why Orestes, visiting 

his father’s grave, should give a history of himself: and we may suppose 

that here as elsewhere Aeschylus presumed the audience to be already 

informed. 

But if, as is the case, the sparse allusions in this and the preceding 

play are far from giving us the Aeschylean story of Orestes in a 

complete chain of events, and assume more than we can supply, it is 

fortunately otherwise with the main purpose and controlling genius of 

the story. It is essentially a legend of the Apolline religion; and 

we can scarcely be wrong in supposing that, by whomsoever in the 

course of legend-making sundry details may have been introduced, it 
was the authority of Delphi which fixed the general shape of the version 

used in the Choephori. 

1 Aristophanes, in Frogs 1124, gives 
the name Story of Orestes (Orestea) not to 

the trilogy, but to the second play, our 

Choephori. At least he appears to do so, 

Nor is it easy to understand the passage 

otherwise. This may be merely a slip; 

but it is quite likely that the titles of the 

Aeschylean plays fluctuated in popular 

usage before they were fixed by the 

learned ; and in sense, as distinct from 

form, the title describes our play better 

than it describes the entire work. 
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Of the Choephori only this is true, not of the Ovestea, or not to the 

same extent. The story of the Agamemnon is neither Apolline nor 

essentially religious. The facts are moralized from a religious point of 

view, as would be those of any story which passed through the handling 

of Aeschylus. But they are moralized, so to speak, from outside. 

Stripped of the religious interpretation, there would still be ample 

material of interest in the Thyestean feast, the death of Iphigenia, the 

passion of Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra, the conspiracy, the storm, the 

signal, the triumphal entry, the vision of Cassandra, the fatal bath, the 

dupes and hirelings of the usurper, and the final overthrow of the Argive 

liberties. No theological prepossession is required to account for the 

existence of the story, which is constructed primarily to satisfy the 

human appetite for exciting narrative. There is in the piece no divine 

agency more direct and special than the general government of 

Providence; and Apollo in particular is but slightly attached to it 

through the punishment of the false Cassandra. In the Lumenides 

on the other hand, though the field is almost filled with divine 

personages, the religion taught is not by any means that of Delphi, 

nor of Hellas in general. It is the creed of Athens, or rather a creed 

for Athens, and the maker of it is Aeschylus. Apollo and the wisdom 

of Delphi have neither the highest place nor the last word; and religion 

itself, in its proper personal aspect, is merged in a sort of higher 

politics, which might have been approved at Delphi as best in the 

circumstances, but assuredly was neither invented nor preached by the 

possessors of the oracle. Indeed the Lwmenides, alone of the extant 

plays, might be called original in plot as well as treatment, since in it 

the legendary data bear a small proportion to the transformations or 

additions of the author; for which very reason it is singularly easy of 

comprehension for us. 

But the story of the Choephort is, in a different sense and the proper 

sense, a legend of religion. It is legendary as the Aumenzdes is not, 

and religious as the Agamemnon is not. The moral is neither made 

for the age of Aeschylus, nor superinduced by reflexion upon facts 

which to another mind might have had a merely secular interest. The 

story itself is a sacerdotal invention, and could not be secularized, 

except, as by Euripides, with the deliberate purpose of destroying it and 

turning it into contempt. Schlegel (Dramatic Literature, chap. 1x.) 

remarks on Euripides’ Zvectra, “I shall say nothing of his abuse of the 

oracle of Delphi. As it destroys the very basis of the whole drama, I 

cannot see why Eunpides should have written it, except to provide a 

fortunate marriage for Electra”, and so on. The simplicity of hatred, as 
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of love, surpasses all understanding. We shall see hereafter that 
Euripides, as well as his reviewer, has furnished an illustration of this 
truth. But Aeschylus, with profound reverence, took the legend as it 
was. The whole is contained in the statement, that Apollo by an 
oracle commanded and compelled a man, whose mother had murdered 
his father, to inflict with his own hands: the punishment of life for life: 
and that the god himself at his own hearth bestowed the ceremonial 
purification by which the man-slayer was restored to communion. The 
“bare fact’ that the heir of Agamemnon returned to Argos and killed 
both the murderers of his father, had been put into story at the 
date of the Odyssey’; but almost everything else in the Aeschylean 
version has been shaped with the purpose of converting Orestes into a 
minister of Pytho. 

In the first place he had to be brought there. The ‘ Odyssean’ 
story placed his exile, for some reason not known, at Athens; and from 
Athens or elsewhere it would have been easy, had this suited the 
intention, that he should repair to the oracle and consult it on a project 
of revenge. But this was not enough for the inventors, with whom 
Apollo, not Orestes, was the centre and mainspring of interest. The 
command of Apollo is related in the play five times®: but neither in 

these places nor elsewhere are we told that it was given in answer to a 

question on the subject, or that the purpose of exacting a bloody 
retribution was originally conceived by Orestes*. Nor was it the design 

to make him an independent ‘hero’, in the modern sense of the word. 

On the contrary he dilates upon the tortures, which he was to suffer for 
disobedience, with all the particularity of one who desires to remember 

that he has no choice, and though he spurs himself with the ‘contri- 
butory’ motives of affection, poverty, and patriotism, he leaves it plain 
énough that Apollo, not he, is responsible for the view that the offence 
of Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra is inexpiable, and not to be com- 
pounded for by anything less than life*. To give the initiative to Apollo 
was the purpose with which Orestes was placed during his exile in the 

god’s own city of Crisa on Parnassus. Here, in the original city of 

Apollo’s priests, the place from which, according to tradition, he had 

3 Contrast Soph. £7. 32, 171 ete. 

Here as elsewhere we have to remember 

1 See Od. 1. 30, 1. 298, 3. 193, 3- 304, 
4- 545, 11. 461. These references, and 

other such materials of this section, are 

mainly taken from my predecessors, es- 
pecially Conington and Mr Sidgwick. 

_ 7 wv. 268, 556, 899, 952, 1027. See 

also note on wv. 37—41, and repeated 
references in the Zumenides. 

wate, CH, 

the loss of the prologue, but it would be 

unnecessary to repeat each time that the 

prologue may be assumed to have agreed 

with the data of the extant play. 

4 vu. 268—304. 
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founded his worship in the adjoining Delphi, Orestes could receive the 

divine command without any suspicion of seeking; and to bring him to 

Crisa is the part played in the story by Strophius’. 

As to the manner in which Strophius became possessed of him we 

are imperfectly informed. We have in the Agamemnon the account 

which Clytaemnestra gives to her husband’, and we have a few allusions 

in the Choephori. In the Agamemnon the queen, after dwelling upon 

her anxiety about her absent lord, continues thus: 

This is indeed why the boy Orestes, he who might best make confidence between 

thee and me, is not, as he should be, here; be not surprised. He is in the special 

care of our kind ally, Strophius of Phocis, who warned me of double mischief, the 

peril first of thee before Ilium, and the chance that noisy rebellion from below 

might risk a plot against us, as it is native to man to spurn the more him that is 

down. ‘The excuse however is such as cannot have guile in it. 

This then is the face which was put on the transaction at the time. 

But that it was false, we should actually suppose from the emphasis 

which Clytaemnestra is made to lay upon its truth; and the other 

allusions prove this suspicion to be correct. ‘This interest of ‘ our kind 

ally’ in the heir of the Atreidae, if it ever existed, had certainly ceased 

before his return, and there is much reason to suppose that it never had 

existed. For if the murderers of Agamemnon had had reason to see in 

Strophius the zealous protector of their enemy, Orestes and Pylades, 

desiring to present themselves in an unsuspicious character, would have 

chosen any pretence sooner than that of a not unfriendly message from 

Strophius. The message itself also, and the way in which it is supposed 

to be sent, attribute to Strophius a perfect indifference to his ward. 

Orestes is dead, and the proper ceremonies have been performed ; 

Strophius, having fallen in with some traders bound for Argos on their 

own concerns, takes occasion to enquire of Orestes’ family, that is to 

say, of the adulterous pair who had murdered his father and usurped 

his inheritance, ‘whether they will have the urn sent home or not’. 

And he adds an injunction, not at all unnecessary considering the 

sort of messenger he has chosen, that the commission should ‘on no 

account be forgotten’. Such are the delicate and sympathetic feelings 

ascribed to ‘our kind ally’. When to this positive evidence about 

Strophius is added the fact that neither Orestes nor Electra ever speaks of 

him with expectation or gratitude, or appears to be interested in him at 

all*, it is plain that his service must have been ambiguous in motive, if 

See on wv. 681. plays by Sophocles and Euripides. In 

v. 872. the Ovestes of Euripides (v. 765) Strophius 

This is true also of the corresponding is made to disapprove the conduct of 

1 

9 

2 3 
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not in fact, and his subsequent attitude at least equivocal. The same 
is implied in the only passage, except that already cited from the 
Agamemnon, in which the sending of Orestes to Phocis is described. 
Clytaemnestra is pleading with Orestes for her life’: 

C7. Hast thou no respect for a parent’s curse, my child ? 
Or. Not for a mother who cast me into misery. 
Ci. I never cast thee away. I sent thee to the house of our ally. 
Or. It was a two-fold sale of me, of me, a freeman’s child! 

Ci. And what then was the price that I am thought to have got ? 
Or. For shame! Who should know it better than thou? 

To us, who have not the story, this brief and allusive account is 
naturally unintelligible ; but it is hard to suppose that the phase Buys 
éempdOnv, it was a two-fold sale of me, following as it does immediately 
upon a reference to the character of Strophius, can have any meaning, 

except that the transference of Orestes from Clytaemnestra to him was 

a bargain corrupt on both sides, in which both parties sought their 

apparent interest ; and this is in fact the only supposition consistent 

with the rest of the story. Beyond this we can but conjecture, but 

there does not seem to be much room for mistake. The dafa are 

these: that Clytaemnestra and Strophius between them transferred 

Orestes from Argos to Phocis, before the return and murder of Aga- 
memnon, and thereby saved his life: that nevertheless the transaction 

was wholly sordid and selfish, neither proving any kindness nor de- 

serving any gratitude. Now why and when was it the interest of 
Clytaemnestra, as Orestes implies, for the sake of her relations with 
Aegisthus, to part with the control of her son? So far as I can see, 

there is but one possible answer to this question. It never was for the 
true and ultimate interest either of Aegisthus or the queen; it was a 

thing to which they never would have consented unless under com 

pulsion. But it was a thing absolutely necessary for their immediate 
interest, as things stood shortly before the king’s return, if at that time 
some one, who was in a position to act as a friend of the family, 
threatened to raise a scandal, and demanded the possession of the heir 
as the price of his quiescence. To the security of the adulterers it was 
essential that their relations should remain a pretended secret up to the 
king’s death or return. And it was in the power of Strophius, or any 

Orestes and Pylades, after the event, in _ there is no hint that he was concerned at 

the strongest manner ; but this belongs to all in the matter, either beforehand or 

the treatment of the subject adopted by afterwards. 

Euripides, and must not be transferred to 1 Cho. vv. gt1—916. 
Aeschylus. So far as Aeschylus shows, 
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other ostensible friend of Agamemnon, by nothing more than a public 

protest, to make them either break their intercourse or declare them- 

selves. If any such person chose to make his profit out of the 

situation, they could not refuse him whatever he asked. The conduct 

of Strophius on the other hand, if this was what he did, though 

excessively base is perfectly intelligible. He got what, according to 

any issue which he could have anticipated, ought to have been a very 

advantageous position. If the kings, or either of them, came back 

irresistible, and Clytaemnestra fled, then Strophius was the man who 

had rescued the heir from danger. Even if both Agamemnon and 

Menelaus died abroad, still Orestes remained the eventual successor in 

natural course, and the possessor of his person must be treated with. 

But, in the incalculable and inconceivable events which happened, 

Strophius got nothing, except the burden of his charge. After the 

murder of Agamemnon, so long as Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra lived 

or their faction prevailed, the only way, in which Strophius could have 

made any profit out of Orestes, would have been to sell them his life, 

an act of perilous cruelty very different from the prudent and decorous 

fraud of which Orestes appears to accuse him. But his service to 

Orestes was this and nothing more, that having, for his own supposed 

interest, assumed the charge of him, and finding himself in the issue 

compelled either to maintain him for nothing or to be his murderer, he 

preferred to let him grow up in his house, until he was old enough to 

depart. The mutual indifference of the pair requires no further expla- 

nation; and the same supposition accounts for what must have been 

somehow accounted for in the story, the suicidal act of Aegisthus and © 

Clytaemnestra, in letting the avenger out of their hands. 

It is not to be thought that these speculations can be spared, 
because the result of them must remain to some extent uncertain. 

The Choephorz, like the plays of Aeschylus generally, consists of scenes 

from a story taken as known. Some indispensable parts of it are 

represented only by allusions. Others can scarcely be said to be 

represented at all. The history of Pylades belongs to the second class, 

and we will speak of it presently; that of Strophius belongs to the 

first. What is evident is that the author presumes us to be familiar 

with his conception of both, that as a fact we are not, and that our 

only way of approaching the play intelligently is by the assumption of 

some working hypothesis. 

With regard to the escape of Orestes the point of chief interest is 

also that which rests on the broadest evidence, that according to the 

version of Aeschylus he was not saved purposely, and for his own sake, 
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by any human deliverer. Had there been any person thus interested in 
him and entitled to his gratitude, some trace of it must have appeared 
in the course of a play which describes his return. In this respect 
there is a marked contrast between Aeschylus and his two successors. 

In Sophocles and Euripides the child is rescued at the time of the 
murder by faithful friends, who also play a leading part in his restora 

tion. In Aeschylus he is ‘cast away’ beforehand by the undesigned 

effect of a base intrigue. As elements in a romance or in a study of 

character, the inventions of the two later dramatists would be as much 

superior as they are more obvious’. But the story of Aeschylus is not 

such ; it is a legend of Divine Providence; and for this purpose the 
Aeschylean method of rescue has an advantage equally manifest. No 

event, not even one effected by miraculous means, has so much of the 

providential character, as that which comes to pass by human agency 

indeed, but without or against the will of the agents. And such in 
Aeschylus is the saving of Orestes. 

We pass to a personage not perhaps more important in the story 

than Strophius, but nearer to the foreground in the picture of Aeschylus. 

Nothing in the Choephori is more curious, or more significant of the 

purpose with which the legend was framed, than the part assigned to 

Pylades. Until the double vengeance is completed by the slaying of 

Clytaemnestra, Pylades is inseparable from Orestes. He is present at 

the meeting of Orestes and his sister, he is present even during the 

litany which is performed at the grave by the children and slaves of 

Agamemnon. But during all this time not only is he himself without 

speech or function, but scarcely any notice is taken of him. In 

arranging with Electra and the others the manner in which the enemy 

are to be attacked, Orestes just remarks that ‘this man, Pylades’ will 

be with him’; and accordingly, along with Orestes and the rest of the 

pretended company of traders, Pylades re-appears, but still without 

function, speech, or notice. Aegisthus is slain, and Clytaemnestra Is at 

the mercy of her son. He shrinks; he cannot take her life. But 

Pylades, and Pylades alone, is there, and now his voice is heard”: 

What then of Loxias’ word, yet unperformed? What of the Pythian oracle? 

And the faith of oaths, what of it? Think that the enmity of all the world is better 

than that of heaven. 

Orestes obeys; Clytaemnestra is dragged to her death; and Pylades 

disappears both from the scene and the story. 

1 Pindar (Pyth. x1. 25) has a similar 2 vy. 559. 
version ; Orestes is saved at the time of 3 vy, 899. 

the murder by his nurse Arsinoe. 
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There is something singularly impressive in the very simplicity of 

this conception, this living embodiment of the divine command. It is 

worth notice, that the compression of the part is in no way due to 

stage-necessity or limited resources. On the contrary Pylades speaks 

just at that point in the play, when, with a limited number of actors, it 

is not very convenient that he should, and is silent through long 

scenes in which it would have been easy to provide him with a voice. 

But with Aeschylus Pylades, like Orestes, is simply the servant of 

Apollo, sent with him lest at any time, lest above all at the last dreadful 

moment, the arm of flesh should fail. He acts when he does, and only 

then, because there is no other need for his function. The spirit of the 

legend could not in any way be more sharply and vigorously ex- 

pressed. 

From another point of view the play of Aeschylus explains, what 

otherwise we could hardly guess, how and why the person of Pylades 

was introduced into the narrative. Certainly we could not discover it 

from Sophocles, in whose admirable drama Pylades, with no part at all, 

is little more than a piece of the scenery, and but for conventional 

expectation might apparently have been left out. But the legend, as 

we find it in Aeschylus, by making Orestes homeless and resourceless, 

made it also necessary that he should be provided with a helper. He 

goes (and Aeschylus does not let us forget it) to slay a despot, whose 

power and person were defended by armed men, and to deliver his 

country from a tyrannical usurpation. Had he been sent alone, he 

would have been sent, unless the god designed to work a miracle for 

him, to certain death, if indeed he had ever arrived in Argos. But 

Pylades, as Pindar tells us’, was a man who had ‘rich lands’ at Cirrha, 

in the sacred plain between Parnassus and the sea. Pylades therefore 

had means and men at command, and with him to aid, the journey and 

enterprise of Orestes were possible. In sharing the peril Pylades, as 

well as Orestes, acted by command of Apollo, who even dictated the 

means of attack that they were to use*. This is all that Aeschylus tells 

or suggests, and probably the legend furnished no more. 

There is an accidental circumstance, which makes it specially 

desirable that, in approaching the Choefhori, we should clear our minds 

* Pyth. X1. 15.  Pindar’s story of — since this fact precisely fits the purpose 

Orestes is in so many respects at variance for which Pylades is required in the cir- 

with that of Aeschylus, that we cannot cumstances given by Aeschylus, we may 

borrow a trait from him with confidence. perhaps conclude that it is a common 
But since the only thing that he notices _and primitive touch. 

about Pylades is that he was rich, and 2 vv. 556 foll. 
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on the subject of Pylades. It happens that Euripides, looking among 

the legends for matter of realistic romance, pitched upon the friendship 

of Pylades and Orestes as a workable vein, and worked it so excellently 
after his own fashion, that his gold has been coined into a proverb. 
Except a page or two in Homer, nothing in ancient literature has made 
more impression on common thought and language than the ‘ Pylades ’ 

scenes of the Orestes and the /phigenia in Tauris, which, like the Odes 

of Horace, are unconsciously cited by thousands, who do not know that 

they exist. Now speaking for myself, I find it not a little hard to see 

the figures in imagination without all this brilliant embroidery: which 

however it is necessary to do, if the treatment of Aeschylus is to seem 
natural or even intelligible. Not only are the stories of Euripides filled 

with details, which if admitted in that of Aeschylus, would destroy the 
foundation’; but the Euripidean conception of a mutually devoted pair 

is irrelevant and inadmissible as a whole. ‘The absence of Pylades in 

the ZLumenides, especially in the opening scene, and also—since the 

silence about him seems otherwise inexplicable—in the finale of the 

Choephori, the neglect of his personality and character throughout the 

story, and the manner in which he drops out of it unnoticed, all imply 

that Aeschylus saw no such Pylades as it has become, since Euripides, 

almost impossible not to see: and the Choefhort is apt to suffer some- 

what from our mis-occupied vision. In the primitive legend the 

importance of Pylades was merely that of a wheel in the mechanism. 

His help and means made the enterprise of Orestes possible; and he 

rendered help, because he was a pious man whom Apollo ordered to do 

it. The way of exhibiting him dramatically, as a remembrancer of the 

god’s injunction, is probably a device of Aeschylus’ own, and is worthy 

of his genius for broad and simple effects. For Aeschylus, Pylades and 

Orestes are connected by friendship doubtless, but mainly by their joint 

oath, taken under the sanction of the Pythian deity, that his will should 

be done. Pylades is to see it done; he is in Greek phrase the BpaBeis * 

1 For example, in the Orestes Pylades 

is made into a son of Strophius, and in 

the Zphigenia in Tauris, to draw the 

friends into closer connexion, Strophius 

himself is uncle of Orestes by marriage 

and Pylades js his cousin. This latter 

supposition, as we shall see hereafter, 

would convert one scene of the Choephort 

into nonsense. According to Pindar, 
who is our only applicable authority, 

Strophius and Pylades did not even live 

in the same place. The home of Pylades 

in the ‘rich fields’ of Cirrha is distin- 

guished clearly from that of Strophius on 

the ‘foot (spur) of Parnassus’, that is to 

say at Crisa (Pyth. XI. 13-17, 35): 

Neither Pindar nor Aeschylus suggests 

any connexion between them. 

2 Cf. Eur. Med. 274. From a phrase 

of Euripides (Or. 1065 IlvAddy, od & 

huiv Tod pévov yerod BpaSe’s), it may be 

guessed that the term, in the above sense, 
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of Apollo’s command; and there his function ends. So long as all is 

proceeding in due course, he watches in silence. Orestes himself, 

when arranging the parts of himself and his coadjutors in the approach- 

ing deed, seems to speak as if Pylades would be a ‘spectator’, an 

expression at which modern readers, with minds full of Euripidean 

sentiment, have very naturally stumbled’. But a ‘spectator’ he is in 

Aeschylus, a sentinel of Orestes’ virtue, and silent as a sentinel should 

be. Only at the last, when the emissary flinches, the guardian opens his 

lips to insist on obedience ; and with that his essential part is done. It 

is a grim conception; but it breathes the very spirit of an enthusiastic 

missionary corporation, and such in its great days was Pytho. 

These are the preliminaries of the drama. When we come to the 

action, the same religious strain continues to prevail. More than a 

third part is occupied with the performance of ceremonies to obtain aid 

from the subterranean powers, especially from the departed spirits of 

Agamemnon and other Atreidae. We have first in the prologue the 

offerings of Orestes, then the propitiation attempted by Clytaemnestra, 

but converted by the act of Electra and her slaves to a contrary office, 

and lastly, when the recognition has taken place between the brother 

and sister, a formal litany of the dead, itself nearly one fifth of the whole. 

No wonder that it is, by common confession, hard for us to enter fully 

into the spirit of the Choephor?. In truth it is no more possible, for 

one who does not believe in Apollo and the religion of Hellas, to feel all 

that Aeschylus here expects, than for one, who does not really attach 

importance to the redemption of man, to feel entirely with Milton in 

Paradise Lost, The whispers of impatience, which escape from com- 

mentators during the sacred office, are as well justified (but no better) as 

the murmur of Pope against Milton’s Zizrd Look. To those of us, who 
begin to fidget when ‘God the Father turns a school divine’, Milton 

would have said sharply, and very justly, that unless the scholastic 

theology is a true and awful thing, Paradise Lost is a mere toy ; which if 

we suppose, we had better put down the book. And Aeschylus would 

have waved us out of the theatre with a like reproof. Conington’, 

speaking of the principal rite, the great invocation of the dead, remarks 

with truth that 

in the poet’s view it is not a suspension of the action, but a part of the action 

itself. It is not merely an impassioned lyric, awakening successively the various tones 

of human feeling, but, as we are repeatedly reminded, an actual agent, conducting the 

had been actually applied to him, At _ pides’ manner. 

least this supposition adds a satiric touch ly. 581. 
to the phrase, which is exactly in Euri- 2 Introduction to Choeph. p. xvii. 
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inquisition for blood, assembling the succours underground, and bringing on the destined 
hour which, long fixed, has been awaiting its summons. 

It is in short a species. of sacrament, the appointed means of enter 
ing into communion with the unseen world, efficacious and indis 
pensable. This was to Aeschylus the very truth ; and it was to set this 
forth, not to adorn the story, that his scene was written. But here is the 
point where such belief as a modern reader can feign defrays tts evil 
grain (to borrow a figure from Aeschylus) under the rub and touch. We 

cannot really worship with Orestes and Electra; we cannot help the 

infidel whisper that ‘the action is suspended’ and that ‘they have 

prayed enough.’ It is not our fault, nor the author's: yet it signifies, 
what we are bound to acknowledge, that the work is for us but a body, 

out of which the spirit is departed and can with difficulty be conjured 

back for a few moments of pale and dubious resuscitation. 

From the nature of the rite which Orestes is directed to perform’, as 

the means of success, the introduction of Electra, his sister, into the 

story would arise by natural suggestion. Assistance in the house of the 

enemy is manifestly important, if not indispensable : and this assistance 

is brought to him providentially, at the moment of his arrival, in the 

form of a participator already engaged in the same ritual as himself. 

To effect this is the work of Clytaemnestra’s dream, which, as treated in 

Aeschylus, is like everything else an essential part of the divinely 
guided event. In the night before Orestes comes, a vision is sent to 

Clytaemnestra, intimating danger to her life, and this from her children 

or one of them, so clearly that it might have been designed for the 

purpose of exposing Orestes to detection. And indeed it must have 

done so, but that, by divine foresight, it is so constructed as to bear a 

second interpretation, less obvious in itself, but more obvious in the 

actual circumstances, so far as known to Clytaemnestra or her advisers. 

This second interpretation, put into the mouth of the seers consulted, 

produces immediately the sending of Electra with offerings to the grave 

of Agamemnon, and so the union of the brother and sister*. In this 

1 That the rite was prescribed by 

Apollo is expressly stated by Sophocles 

(42 82) and doubtless assumed as part 

of the story by Aeschylus, whether it was 

stated or not, as it may have been in 

the prologue. 

2 wv. 31—41, 521—549- The dream 
in Sophocles is otherwise designed, and 
for a different purpose. On the success 
of Orestes it appears to have no effect, 

either one way or the other; but by ex- 

citing the dubious hopes and fears of Cly- 

taemnestra, Chrysothemis, and Electra, 

it serves excellently for the exhibition of 

character. What is required for this is 

that the portent should be suggestive but 

radically indecipherable, and it is so. 

Clytaemnestra sees the ghost of Agamem- 

non, planting on the hearth the sceptre 

‘‘borne formerly by him but now by 
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part of the story, which is highly curious and has not received as much 

attention as it deserves, all is still calculated for religious effect. As it 

belongs to the wisdom of Providence, according to the common con- 

ception, to attain an end by means of involuntary or unwilling agents, 

so does it also to attain contrary ends by identical means. The dream 

of Clytaemnestra is so devised that on the one hand it conveys to 

Orestes, knowing what he knows, a promise of success scarcely less 

explicit than words, and yet, instead of warning Clytaemnestra against 

him, causes her only to play into his hands. This it does by means of 

its double interpretation, which is vital and must not be ignored. If the 

prophets of Clytaemnestra had thought of Orestes, he would have been 

lost; and they must have thought of him, unless by divine forethought 

another and a nearer signification had been laid in their way. 

These are the materials of the First Act, as we may call it 

(vv. I—582), in which the parties to the attack are brought together, 

the ritual preliminaries performed, and the plot laid. This part is for 

its purpose admirably designed, and open, in my judgment, to no valid 

objection’. The difficulty, for a modern mind, of arriving and remain- 

ing at the right point of view is only too real; but this is no fault in the 

object. But in the Second Act (vv. 649—934), the execution of the 

plot, there is one flaw, which is excusable certainly, because for 

Aeschylus inevitable, but otherwise not to be defended. This is the 

transparent device by which it is contrived that the stage and its 

precincts should be kept clear of fighting. It was a constant difficulty 

with the Greek tragedians that their method of acting excluded scenes of 

Aegisthus”, and the sceptre grows into a 

prodigious tree. This signifies plainly 

prosperity to some one; but to whom? 

The appearance of Agamemnon, and the 

fact that the sceptre had ben his, are 

against Clytaemnestra and favourable to 

her enemies. On the other hand, since 

Clytaemnestra, directly and in the highest 

degree; and it all but names Orestes. 

On this last point only there is just the 

possibility of error; and into this error 

Clytaemnestra through her interpreters is 

divinely guided. Even this possibility 

would scarcely have been open, had the 

the omen is a happy one, and sent to 

Clytaemnestra, there is room for the 

reflexion that the sceptre, to which pros- 

perity is promised, is zow in the pos- 

session of Aegisthus. Of Orestes there 

is no hint, except of that sort which is 

visible only after the event. Clytaem- 

nestra therefore, though vaguely alarmed, 

consoles herself easily with the ‘double’ 

aspect (Soph. 47. 417—425, 644—647). 

In Aeschylus the portent is menacing to 

circumstances in Aeschylus been what 

they are in Sophocles, whose Electra 

and Orestes have long been exchanging 

demands and promises of revenge, as is 

known or strongly suspected by Clytaem- 

nestra. But all this belongs exclusively 

to the story of Sophocles. 

1 The highly important subject of the 

Recognition is discussed separately here- 
after. 
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violence and confusion. What artistic compensation there may have 

been for this disability, we need not now enquire, being concerned only 
with the other side of the account, in which the Choephori appears with 
a heavy figure. Orestes returns not only as an avenger but also as a 

political deliverer. Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra are not only murderers 
but despots, holding down a city-state by the strength of a castle and a 

force of paid soldiers. It may be that the religious legend in its earliest 

form did not make much of this, though the administrators of Delphi, 

during the best part of its career, would have been quite ready with a 

word against tyrants’. But at any rate the spectators of the Aga 

memnon could not forget it, nor does the poet intend that they should * 

Now although from the preceding play* we are prepared to find, and in 
this play are actually told, that seven or eight years later there has been 

a complete reaction of feeling, and that the tyranny is now simply a 

reign of terror, and although, in a society where there is in general no 

profession of arms, the force, by which such a reign is for a time sup- 

ported, may be very small, still it must exist and be accounted for. 

Before Orestes can be saluted as ‘the liberator of Argos’ there must be 

either a fight or a treaty ; and it is not likely that even the first step, the 
slaying of the tyrants, will be won without work of another kind than 

prayers and resolves. Aeschylus knows this well, and does not want to 

conceal it. At the end of the ‘First Act’ Orestes goes expressly to 

“prepare his swords for the fray*”; and such a fray the Marathonian 

maker of the Seven against Thebes would have rejoiced to show us, if 

only he could. But he could not. Nor was it open to him, with the 

Agamemnon preceding and the Humenides in prospect, to take the 

course of Sophocles, who in his drama, with his habitual soundness of 

judgment in such matters, masters the difficulty, or turns it at least, 

by ignoring it, and stopping at the precise moment when it might have 

become embarrassing. 

In the Zvectra of Euripides, such fighting, or show of fighting, as 

there is, is represented as usual by a descriptive ‘report’. And indeed 
little fighting is wanted, when Orestes never so much as enters the city, 

and achieves nothing beyond the slaying of Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra, 
for which act the Argives, as we learn from the Oresfes, sentenced him 
to death. Nay, even he himself heartily repents, to the great satisfaction 

) Pindar, whose general conception is 2 See Cho. 53—58, 301-303, 43° 
likely to be faithful to the hieratic idea, 862—864, 971 foll., 1044-1045. 

seems to regard the enterprise as mili- 2 See the finale of the Agamemnon, 

tary, xpovlw dv "Apec mépve uarépa xrX. and particularly v. 1522. 

Pyth, x1. 36. 4 vu. 582. 
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of Castor and Pollux, who, ‘if it became them as lower deities to speak 

their minds, must really say that Apollo’s advice...” and so forth. This 

again is all very well—in a travesty. 

But Aeschylus, who must go through with Orestes, and in earnest, to 

the true end of the enterprise, is at his wits’ end, when it comes to the 

crisis, to know what is to be done with the soldiers. The first thought 

of Clytaemnestra, when she has brought into her castle a dubious 

company of strangers, is to send for Aegisthus, and for his guards, whom 

indeed he would not have been likely to leave behind on such an 

occasion. And anywhere, except on the classic stage, the troop would 

have come. The spies of Orestes intercept the messenger, and 

persuade him, or rather her, to suggest, as from Clytaemnestra, that 

the soldiers will too much ‘alarm’ the supposed merchants, whom 

Aegisthus is to examine; and accordingly they do not appear. But 

who is this strange azde-de-camp, who goes from a queen to a captain of 

bandits, and is induced by maidservants, with no other explanation than 

that the captain is a “foul tyrant” and that “God hath his purposes”, to 

change the sense of the orders? It is a poor doting nurse, half crazed 

with grief, who swaddled and cradled Orestes at his birth, and now 

comes muttering a broken rambling wail about all the trouble she had 

with his food and his napkins. Into the sketch of this portrait 
Aeschylus has put his utmost mastery; and nowhere perhaps, save in 

Shakespeare or Cervantes, is there anything equal to it of its kind. It 

appeals irresistibly to that broad, commonplace, human emotion which 

‘does not know whether to laugh or to cry.’ The author trusted that 

the gem would atone for the setting, which indeed it so far does, that no 

one could wish it away. He wanted in fact to repeat the device of the 

Agamemnon. There, when the plot reaches a crisis, and there is a 

necessity—not however of the stage, but inherent in the story, and this 

is a material difference—that the scene should pass as it might indeed, 

but ninety times in a hundred would not, the attention of the audience 

is admirably amused with a silhouette from the vulgar, grotesque and 

pathetic, which in style has much resemblance to that of our nurse’. 

But here the trick is too visible. The nurse, as a nurse, is admirable ; 

but as a person sent by Clytaemnestra, on an anxious day and at a 

moment of suspicion, to summon Aegisthus and his soldiers, she is, to 

speak plainly, out of her place. We cannot help seeing that an un- 

suitable and untrustworthy messenger is chosen simply because, for 

1 See the herald’s story Ag. 556 foll. in the similar figure of the watchman 

There is something of a like contrivance (Agamemnon, Prologue). 
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stage-reasons, It is necessary that the message should miscarry: and it 
must be added, that even so the miscarriage is not attained without 
straining a point in the way of probability. What may be said for 
Aeschylus is that with his means it was here impossible to go straight, 
and that not one man in a million would have come off so well. 

When the critical minutes are once passed and the tyrants slain, 
there is no more difficulty about their soldiers. Between the Second 
Act and the Finale, there is ample time for the mercenaries to disappear. 
They may capitulate, fly the country, submit to Orestes, fight to the death, 
be torn in pieces by the populace, as the legend related, or as we choose 

to suppose. And since they are for themselves of no interest to us or the 
author, we naturally hear no more of them. 

In the two last scenes therefore, the death of Clytaemnestra and the 

Final Act, all is again clear and magnificent. The Finale, in which 

Orestes’ public address of self-justification and farewell is interrupted by 

spasms of the invading madness or visitation of the Furies, “gives scope 

to one of the poet’s most peculiar powers, the power namely of effect- 

ively suggesting the presence or approach of some unseen or terrible 

thing’”. This is indeed the part of the play which lies nearest to 

modern comprehension. We do not, it is true, believe in the Furies 

any more than in the incantation of the dead or the worship of an- 

cestors. But the horror which follows a fearful deed, even when done 

from the highest motives, and the disorder of a mind strained beyond 

human endurance, are simple facts of moral and physical experience, 

which move us easily even when presented in alien forms or figures. 

It is a most interesting historical question, but not to be answered 

completely with the existing materials, what were the feelings by which 

this strange and impressive legend was originally inspired. Part of the 

moral, and a large part no doubt, is that which is drawn by Pylades, that 

“God is an enemy more to be feared than all the world”. Obedience 

to the deity of Pytho, obedience unto death or worse than death, is the 

first lesson both of the legend and of its presentation by Aeschylus. 

He proposed in the Zumenides to preach to Athens the necessity that 

human society, into whatever developments it might pass, should have 

somewhere in it “‘a salutary fear”; and he preludes to this exhortation 
by a chapter from scripture, not yet deprived of authority, which strained 

the doctrine of religious fear and its ultimate reward to the highest 
possible point. But the end is not seen in the piece now before us; in 
fact the legendary end is probably not to be found in Aeschylus at all, 

having been somewhat modified for his own particular purposes. We 

1 Sidgwick, /ntroduction. 
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shall find a more convenient opportunity in the sequel for considering 

why the makers of the legend, in illustrating the duty of doing whatever 

Apollo commanded, chose for the illustrative case that of a man com- 

manded to slay his mother in revenge for the murder of his father. 

Concerning the literary development of the story little is known, and 

that little not very significant. The references to the subject in the 

Odyssey have been mentioned above. They exhibit a conception of the 

events differing from that of Aeschylus not merely in detail but funda- 

mentally. For the epic poet the vengeance of Orestes is a famous 

exploit, distinguished only by gallantry from the common course of 

affairs: and the death of his mother is treated as ‘an unimportant de- 

tail’, Nothing is said of a divine command before the deed, or of divine 

protection after it: and the-moral lies merely in the perversity and folly 

of the victims. In short the religious basis, without which there is 
nothing but an ordinary tale of adventure, has still to be laid. This 

was done, and everything essential was done, by the prophet or prophets 

who, having risen to a perception of the elementary principle in personal 

religion, that the true unattainable object of man is to do right, con- 

ceived the sublime idea of illustrating this principle by the case of one 

divinely commanded to slay a wicked parent, tortured by powers divine 

for the unnatural act, and at last by divine protection restored to peace. 

When of by what stages these notions were introduced into the story of 

Orestes, the evidence does not show; one thing only is plain, that the 

work was performed under inspiration from Delphi. It is perhaps the 

strongest proof now extant of the services rendered to Hellas, and so to 

humanity, by the religion of Apollo. In the lyric Ovestea of Stesichorus, 

which may be placed a century or something more before the trilogy of 

Aeschylus’, the legend seems to have been essentially complete. Above 

this date we have little more than a name or two (Xanthus, Agias of 
Troezen); but there can be little doubt that the decisive step of 

centering the story upon Mount Parnassus was taken long before 

Stesichorus; and probably, if we had all the literary and poetical 

versions that ever existed, the origin would still be lost in the untraceable 
antiquities of Pythian teaching and tradition. 

On the other hand, for the purpose of showing upon what version 

Aeschylus depended, as elucidating to the audience those parts of the 

story which he tells only by way of allusion, our series is as much 

‘ A compendious statement of the little | Choephori. It cannot be said to con- 

that is known or guessed concerning the _ tribute anything to the comprehension of 

predecessors of Aeschylus will be found the play, which is not derivable from the 

in Mr Sidgwick’s Introduction to the _ play itself. 
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defective at the lower end as for the history of religion it is at the 
higher. Between Stesichorus and Aeschylus we have only the allusion of 
Pindar already mentioned, which, except that it rests on the common 
Pythian foundation, disagrees with Aeschylus in almost every detail 
given, and moreover occurs in a poem not at all likely to have been well 
known or appreciated in Athens. But it would be gratuitous and un 
reasonable to suppose that the subject had not been treated, and treated 
in Athens itself, during the full century which separates the Orestea of 
Aeschylus from that of Stesichorus. Of what was really important to 

Aeschylus at the moment, the conception of the story then generally 
prevalent in his own city, we have no extraneous information at all. And 
it must be remembered, that the significance of particular writings, as 

matter of commentary upon other writings, is not measurable by their 

independent value or permanent place in literature. Among the books 

which served Shakespeare, and even in his case are sometimes indispen 
sable to a full comprehension of his text, were several which, except in 

this connexion, are now hardly ever mentioned, and probably some of 

which all vestige has disappeared. How many of us, reading Mansfield 

Park for the first time, have found ourselves equipped with a perfectly 

adequate notion of Lovers’ Vows? The conception of the Jewish King- 
dom given in the Old Testament is not only more true, but for almost 
every purpose far more important, than that which pervaded the Whig 

and Tory sermons of the seventeenth century. But without some notion 

of the sermons Adsalom and Achitophel is scarcely comprehensible, while 

a vivid recollection of Aznugs and Chronicles will embarrass the reader of 
Dryden more than it will assist him. That which, as students of 

Aeschylus, we should like to possess, but do not, is a collection of the 

writings relevant to his themes, which had vogue in Athens during the 
times of Cleisthenes and Themistocles. Fortunately however his 

dramas, though they do not pretend to state all the data explicitly, do 

in the main, if carefully considered, suggest them: so that we may hope 

at least not to miss the principal lines. 
In the version attributed to Stesichorus, which was probably as 

important as any in the development of details, there is one trait 

specially noticeable. There, as in Aeschylus, Clytaemnestra had a 

warning dream. She saw a snake with blood upon his head, which 

turned into the figure of Agamemnon. We have here expressly that 
identification of the snake with the dead, which, as will be shown in 

the commentary, is of great, though secondary, significance in the 

Choephori. 
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The Time and Divisions of the Action. 

The action of the Choephori occupies almost exactly that ‘revolution 

of the sun’ to which, according to Aristotle, tragedy endeavoured as far 

as possible to confine itself. It is divided into three Acts, I. (vz. 

1—582): Zhe Arrival of Orestes, the preparatory ceremonies, and the 

laying of the plot. U1. (vv. 649—934): The slaying of Aegisthus and 

Clytaemnestra. III. (vv. 97t—the end): Zhe solemn public appearance 

and farewell of Orestes ; his madness, and departure for Delphi. ‘The 

Second Act is subdivided (at v. 714) into two scenes, (i) the admission 

of Orestes and his company at the castle-gate, and (ii) the murders. 

The First Act takes place in the early morning ; the Second at night-fall 

(to which hour the execution of the plot, from its nature, is necessarily 

postponed’, and which gives it the advantages of darkness); and 

the Third, which follows the liberation of the city, on the next day”. 
Within these divisions the action is continuous and the choric per- 

formers take their share, which is important, in the conduct of the plot. 

In the First Act is included, besides other considerable lyric portions, the 

most complicated piece of strophic art now extant, the invocation of 

the dead. 

The first break in the action is marked by an ode (vv. 583—648), in 

which the subject of passion and crime in women is illustrated by 

examples from legend. In form and style it is carefully distinguished 

from the drama proper, to which it bears the same relation as a modern 

‘drop-scene’ painted specially for the piece. A careful examination of 

the text points to the conclusion that this important break is further 

emphasized by a short interval in which the scene is empty*. 

In Act II. sc. i. there are no lyrics, and the original Chorus of 

Maidservants do not appear to be present. The brief interval, about 

ten minutes of imaginary time, between this scene and the next, is 

marked by the retirement of all the performers, and also perhaps (see 

hereafter) by some simple change of scenery, but not by anything in the 

nature of an entr’acte. 

In Act II. sc. i. there are three lyrical portions, the Maidservants 

being at three points for a time alone upon the scene. All three how- 

ever are thoroughly dramatic in form and style, so that the action is 

1 See v. 656. vv. 971—983. 

~ See notes on the fiza/e, especially on 3 See notes at vv. 582, 648, 714. 



| practically uninterrupted. Two are brief passages in anapaests (v7. 

- 715—725, 854—867); the third, during which takes place the summon 

ing of Aegisthus (vv. 779836), is a piece, of which the metrical structure 

is a problem at present unsolved and not likely to be solved with cer 

tainty. In considering the question, it must not be overlooked that in 

its relation to the drama this piece is widely different from such a piece, 

for example, as the ode on the passions of women. It is obvious that 

a modern dramatist would drop the curtain at 7. 582, and would not 

drop it at v. 778. We have no reason therefore to be surprised if, 

as seems to be the case, the structure is a compromise between the 

‘irregularity belonging to natural action and the strict regularity proper 

to performances choric but not dramatic. There are brief s/ref/ae and 
antistrophae in the piece; but between them are passages, and after 

them a long passage, of free rhythmical recitative. It is likely that, 

in the evolution of drama from the lyric chorus, many such experiments 

were made, before it was clearly and finally seen, that the two types are 

essentially irreconcilable’. In fact, as soon as this had been perceived, 
the chorus began to wither, and before long died a natural death. 

The next and last break in the action, between Acts II. and IIL., is 

of extreme importance to the dramatic effect, as there is not only a con- 

siderable lapse of time, but such a violent rupture and contrast of emotions, 

that continuity, even of performance, would be almost intolerable. As is 

shown in the notes’, Aeschylus seems to have done the best that he could 

with a situation, which transcends the resources of the ancient theatre. 

The interval of time is signified by an empty scene, and symbolised by a 

song of triumph (vv. 934—970), which, so far as can be judged in the 

Tuinous condition of the latter part, appears to have been strictly 

strophic. 
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Scenes and Performers. 

With regard to the scene of an Aeschylean play we have to keep in 

view two distinct questions : (r) What picture of the place or places ts 

suggested to the mind, and how would the author have described them, 

1 The Parodos of the Seven against pression may be allowed, into strophy 

Thebes (vv, 79 foll.), in which the metre __ regularity, is a somewhat similar case. 

appears to settle gradually, if the ex- 2 See at wv. 871, 933: 

Wee. CH. d 
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if he had been composing a narrative, free from theatrical restriction ?, and 

(2) What were the actual arrangements of the scene? The Lumenides 

shows, and the Choephori scarcely less, that Aeschylus to the last had not 

resigned himself to that unfortunate necessity of the ancient theatre, 

which the critics of the Renaissance erected into a rule under the name 

of the ‘ Unity of Place’. About his decorations we are, as Conington 
reminds us, scarcely entitled to speak ; but the imaginary scene he cer- 

tainly changed without scruple. 

As to the imaginary scene, or rather scenes, of the Choephori there 

is no difficulty. The action passes at and in the neighbourhood of the 

fortress of the Atreidae’. The First Act takes place at the grave of 

Agamemnon. The whole proceedings suggest and require, that this 

should be placed zz zmagination, as it is placed by Sophocles, at some 
distance from the castle, or so that what passes around it shall not be 

exposed to the hearing or observation of the inmates?. Indeed the ~ 

murderers, who buried their victim without rites, would not have been 

likely to put the grave at their own gates. Euripides, for the purpose of 

his plot, removes it to the extremity of the country; but for Aeschylus 

it is enough that it should be in a quiet and neglected place. It is of 

course supposed to be a mere ‘ mound’ without any mark or decoration 

whatever. 

The rest of the play takes place at the castle itself. The citadel is 

evidently imagined, as in the Agamemnon, to be very large and magni- - 

ficent, as well as strongly fortified. Within the precinct are various 

buildings; in one part live the queen and her personal attendants ; 

another part, with separate buildings for the two sexes, is used for 

the entertainment of strangers; and Aegisthus again has a residence 

of his own. A troop of soldiers also is quartered there, naturally in 

such a position as to be at the command of Aegisthus. 

Act II. sc. 1., as we have called it, takes place before the outer gate, 

carefully distinguished as “the gate of the wall” or “‘precinct®”. Act IL. 

1] have said in the Introduction to 

the Agamemnon (p. xxxviii.) that this is 

placed by Aeschylus on the site of the 

historic city of Argos. It was pointed 

out to me by Mr J. A. Platt that there is 

no proof of this. The absence of the 

name Mycenae only proves that Aes- 

chylus did not think of that place in 

particular; the use of the name A7gos, 

which signifies primarily the whole state, 

the Argolid, proves nothing about the 

site of the fortress, respecting which it is 

likely that Aeschylus had not troubled 

himself to form any idea more precise, 

than that it lay in the plain and not very 

far from the mountains or from the sea. 

This is all that the plot of the Agamem- 

mon requires. 

2 See particularly vv. 263—267, which 
are alone sufficient to show that the grave, 

however represented on the stage, is not 

supposed to be really at the castle-gate. 

3 Epxetoe TUNAL, VV. 559, 569, 649. 
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' sc. ii. takes place within the wall, in an open space, from which are seen 

the residence of Clytaemnestra and part of the buildings for the reception 

of travellers. 

The Fina/e passes within the castle, but in the open air (vv. 984 

1057), probably therefore in the same place as II. ii., but this does not 
need to be determined. 

For the purposes of the reader therefore all is simple. But when we 

pass to the question, how far and by what arrangements the scenes were 

suggested to the eye, the only safe answer is, that we do not know. It 

is certain that there was nothing resembling the decoration, which in our 

theatres would be thought appropriate or necessary: and it would be 

easy, with an audience sufficiently accustomed to make-believe, to per- 

form the piece without any shifting, and with no addition to the simple 

_ back-ground of ‘three doors’ (which is described as normal in the Greek 

theatre) except an object in front representing the grave. That the same 

area, or different parts of the same area, should be taken successively, 
without change of decoration, for places really distinct or even distant, 

cannot be thought strange, as an expedient of necessity, when it is re 

_ membered that French critics of the greatest ability—Voltaire himself, 

so blind is the spirit of faction—seriously defended such an arrange 

' ment, combining two or three typical places in one scene, as the ideal 

form for a permanent stage, and the only quite satisfactory way of ‘ pre 

serving the unity’. And there is one slight circumstance, from which it 

_ might be argued that such was actually the case, the apostrophe addressed 

_ to the grave at the moment (zv. 718) when the assailants are first lodged 

_ within the castle. Such an invocation does not suggest that the speakers 

can see the object, nor require that it should then be visible to the au- 

dience. But a certain effect is gained, if it was then visible: and there 
is just this much in favour of supposing that the decoration is the same 
throughout. On the other hand Conington’ is prudent in declining to 

__ base an absolute generalization about Greek scenery upon the conflicting 

_ and fragmentary statements of the extant authorities: and there is no 

proof, or anything approaching to proof, that the Choephori was not first 

performed, as it would be now, with two changes (at least) of the decora 

tion. Opportunity for change is afforded, by the absence of the perfor 

_ mers, at all the points where it could be wanted. 
7 One small conjecture may be worth suggestion respecting the 

theatrical representation of the grave. We know from vases and 
other works of art that Greek artists were accustomed to use the 

snake, as a conventional symbol of the dead, to make such an object 

1 Introduction, p. xxiii. 

d2 
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recognizable. This device, as the notes will show’, would be peculiarly 

appropriate and serviceable in the Choephori ; and we may therefore 

guess that it was not forgotten. 

Two (speaking) actors are employed in every scene, and three (at 

least) in the scene of the murders. If only three were employed’, the 

parts of the manservant (v. 874) and Pylades (v. 899) must have been 

somewhat inconveniently ‘doubled’, as the ancient commentary ob- 

serves, by the same performer. There is no other evidence as to the 

distribution. 

Of mute persons or ‘supers’ there are none (except Pylades) in the 

first act, but the second requires many (pretended ‘ merchants’ travelling 

with Orestes, suite of Clytaemnestra, etc.), and in the /iza/e it would be 

natural to introduce still more. As many as might be convenient could 

be supplied from such a company as is requisite for the other two parts 

of the trilogy. 

Both in the Agamemnon and in the Lumenides there is, besides mere 

‘supers’, a secondary Chorus. In the Choephori this is not so manifestly 

required. But @ priori it is probable that such a dramatist as Aeschylus, 

of whose practice the one thing we are told is that he loved to display 

his properties, having got his second Chorus in hand, would not leave it 

behind the scenes for the whole of the middle play: and I think it 

sufficiently clear that he did not. The Second Chorus, not the First, 

sing the extracte between Acts I. and II., and are afterwards absorbed 

into the train of Orestes®*. In the /ima/e there are present on the scene 

certain ‘enquirers’, citizens of Argos, one of whom (at least), represented 

probably by an ordinary ‘actor’, has a spoken part. And it would bea 

very great advantage in aiding the turn of the play most difficult for 

the ancient theatre, if these citizens performed, or joined in performing, 

the hymn of triumph which separates the Fzza/e from the preceding 

scene. It would be easy to introduce them, for the primary Chorus of 

slave-women has been withdrawn, judiciously and almost necessarily, 

from the scene, and in any case has to re-enter. The break here* 

is so violent and emphatic, that any change of circumstance would be 

welcome to aid the substitute, admirable in itself but sadly inadequate 

as mechanism, which Aeschylus had to use for a curtain. 

On the questions now so hotly debated as to the form, dimensions, 

1 See especially on vv. 37—41, 925— _ far as I see there is nothing to determine 

927. the question one way or the other. 

* Mr P. Richter, in his interesting book 3 See notes at vv. 649, 714. 

Zur Dramaturgie des Aeschylus, throws 4 At v. 933. 

over the tradition on this point. So 
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or existence of the ‘stage’ as distinct from the ‘orchestra’, the play 
affords no conclusive evidence. All that can be said is that, as in the 
Agamemnon, no notice is taken of the division or difference of level, if 
such there was, between one portion of the area and another, and that 
in some parts, especially the /iza/e, the inconvenience of the ‘ Vitru 
vian’ stage would be as great as can well be imagined. 

The Recognition’. 

“Electra. And what, old man, hath brought this moisture to thine 
eyes? Is it for me, for some recurring thought of my woes? Or 

sighest thou for Orestes, unhappy exile, and for my father, whom long 

ago thine arms carried and nursed, little for good to thee or any whom 
thou lovest? 

Old Slave. \attle indeed! No, this it was, which all my patience 

could not brook. On the way here I took occasion to visit my lord’s 

tomb ; and finding myself alone, I fell on it, and wept, and opening the 

bottle which I was bringing for your guests I gave a libation of wine, 

and a garland of myrtle. And then, right at the place of burning, I saw 

a black sheep that had been offered, blood lately spilled, and cuttings 

of auburn hair: and I wondered, my daughter, who could have dared 

to visit the grave. Noone of Argos would. May-be the secret visitor 

was your brother, returned and paying his respect to the place where his 

poor father lies. Put the hair to yours, and see whether the colour of 
the piece cut will prove the same. It is common, with those that have 

the same father’s blood, that in most points their persons should be 

alike. 
Electra. This is beneath the wisdom, sir, of thine age, to think 

that for fear of Aegisthus my gallant brother would enter the land 

by stealth! And as for our hairs, how shou/d they match? His a 
man’s, grown in brave exercises, mine a woman’s, combed and soft,- 

impossible! Locks ‘of one feather’, sir, may be often found in persons 

not of the same blood. 
Slave. Nay, but go and put your foot in the shoe-marks, dear child ; 

and see whether you will find them of the same measure. 

1 See‘Eur. Electra, v. 503. 
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Electra. But ina hard ground how could the earth take prints of 

the feet? And if there are such prints, a brother and a sister will not 

have equal feet: the man’s is the larger. 

Slave. Is there not, supposing it was in fact your brother returned’, 

a piece from your loom by which you could recognize him—that wrap- 

ping in which he was shawled, when I stole him from death ? 

Electra. Dost thou not know that, when Orestes was sent away 

hence, I was too young fora loom? And if I had one, how should he, 

who was then a boy, have the same stuff now, unless the clothes grew 

with the body ?—No, the hair must have* come from some traveller, 

who knew thy lord® and pitied his grave, or may-be a soldier, spying 

the country*. 

Slave. And ¢he travellers, where are they? I should like to see 

them and to...have their account of your brother from themselves. 

Eletra. “ere they are, coming from the house,...running indeed ! 

(Enter Orestes and Pylades hastily: on seeing Electra and the slave they 

pause.) 

Slave (to himself). They are of noble breed; but that is no sure 
mark ; for many, that are of such breed, are base. Howsoever... 

(addressing them) ry salutation to our visitors ! 

Orestes. And mine to you, aged sir! (turning from him) Lady 

Electra, who of your acquaintance owns this ancient relic of a man? 

(The slave moves so as to keep Orestes tn view ; Orestes moves again, and 

SO on.) 

Electra. This, sir, is the man who had the rearing of my father. 

Orestes. What, what? This he, who effected your brother’s 

escape ! 

Electra. Yes, the saviour of Orestes, if any Orestes still there be. 

(The slave comes close and examines his face.) 

Orestes. Eh, what is this? Why does he peer at me as close as at 

a bit of silver with a mint-new stamp? Can he see any likeness in me? 

Electra. May-be he finds a pleasure in looking at a comrade of 

Orestes. 

Orestes. And one that loves him too! (Zhe slave starts back, and 

begins dancing wildly.) But why this capering ? 

Electra. This, sir, astonishes me as well as you. 

1 ge. ‘that the person who made the 3 qaurov, zpstus, here means Tov deord- 

offerings was’ etc., reading ei kat y’ jv Tov, a slave usage: £évos as well as raga 

Kaolyvnros mody, for ef kal yhv. is related to it. 

2 Reading rod’ av (as the metre re- 4 For Orestes, and therefore naturally 

quires) for Tijode. interested in the grave. 
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Slave. Give thanks, my lady, thanks, daughter Electra, to heaven ! 
£lectra. For what in the world that is, or that is not ? 

Slave. For the boon of a treasure, divinely revealed. 

Electra (taking the bottle, which he still holds unconsciously in his out 
stretched hand) Well then, ‘Thank God for it'!’—What else can you 
mean ? 

Slave (pointing to Orestes)... Then look at /Ais, the dearest treasure 
of all! 

Electra. I have been some while afraid, that show hast ceased to 

be sane. 

Slave. Not sane, when / can see thy brother! 

Electra. How, how sayest thou, old man? What unimaginable 

thing...? 

Slave. That here I see Orestes, Agamemnon’s son. 

£letra. And what mark hast thou seen on him, that I should 

believe ? 

Slave. The scar of a wound at his brow, got from a fall at thy 
father’s long ago, as he ran with thee after a fawn. 

Electra. Sayest thou so?...I see the sign of a fall, but... 

Slave. But yet wilt not fall thyself into his dear arms! 
Electra. No, no, I yield....Thy proof has convinced my heart.. 

O my despairing hope!...My brother at last ! (Zmdéraces).” 

Such, in plain substance stripped of its lightly flowing versification, 
is the famous scene of Ze Recognition, as it appears in Euripides’ 

tragi-comedy LZ/ectra, a passage which in the classical studies of the 
present century has produced an extraordinary commotion, and about 

which many scholars have written as bitterly—some, it must be added, 

with as little scruple—as if it had been a lampoon upon their favourite 

politician. This excitement is specially an affair of the last two genera- 
tions. The earlier commentators, occupied mainly with the preliminary 

difficulties of language, do not, as a rule, go far into questions beyond ; 

and when they touch on the literary problem presented in this scene, 

they treat it, if not profoundly nor altogether impartially, yet with a 

ing in Pidov Oncavpdy dy Palree Gods, ap 

plies it to the bottle, as containing the 
17.2. for the ‘divine revelation’ of 

wine. The slave has described the old 

wine which he brings with him (v. 497) 

as wadaidv Oncatpioua Acovicov. Electra 

therefore, seeing no other possible mean- 

precious ‘invention’ or ‘revelation’ of 

Dionysus. The explanation has escape! 

notice. 
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certain judicial indifference. But A. W. Schlegel, whose Lectures on 

Dramatic Art and Literature have had a wide influence, and in 

many respects deserved it, approaches the subject in a temper of 

wrath and contempt, which excludes a priori the idea of balance or 

examination, and did in fact prevent him, as we shall find, from seeing 

or remembering the elements of the case. Donaldson, whose Zheatre 

of the Greeks was long dominant and is still in use, found the tone of 

Schlegel so congenial, that he actually printed a translation of the well- 

known Lecture IX., as an appendix to his own work. And even quite 

recently, writers, who owe no obedience to Schlegel or to Donaldson, 

betray in their handling of this topic that the old passion is not extinct. 

But neither passion nor haste is of any use. There is a question to he 

answered, a problem to be solved, of the highest importance to all 

students either of Aeschylus or of Euripides. It is difficult, it is now 

very difficult, to find a solution ; and the answer is certainly not to be 

found by invective. 

We should be taken far beyond the proper limits of this essay if we 

went into the causes of the anger which animated Schlegel. His 

chapter and his whole book are the highest or at least the strongest 

expression of that Teutonic spirit, which has had the lead in the 

classical Renascence of the now expiring age. His reason for giving 

two chapters to the depreciation of Euripides is fundamentally the same 

as his reason for giving one chapter (in a history of dramatic art and 

literature) to an attack on the character of the French. To admire and 

to understand Aeschylus is so natural to the Teutonic mind, that never 

since his own contemporaries died has he been so well and so justly 

estimated as by the Germanizing Hellenists of this century. To 

admire and to understand Euripides would and perhaps will be equally 

easy to Gallicizing Hellenists. But between Euripides and us there is 

a great gulf, We and our cousins have produced hardly anything like 

him, and should be more than half ashamed of ourselves, if we did. 

We care but little for the play of the intelligence; and we care very 

much for things with which the most free and subtle play of the 

intelligence is, for limited humanity, not compatible. But Euripides 

cared for this one thing always, andor nothing so much; and French 
writers innumerable, all French writers so far as they are characteristi- 

cally French, are at one with him on this essential point. 

Now it was the main object of Schlegel, as appears in his preface, 

to show that in literature at least no one need bow down to France. 

Instinctively therefore and logically he fell upon Euripides with all his 

strength. Not that Euripides and Racine (for example) are individu- 
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ally much alike, for they are very much unlike ; but both appeal to the 
same faculty, a faculty for which we have borrowed a name from 
France, and call it esprit. We might have borrowed a name from the 
Athens of Euripides, and have called the faculty sophia. It is not a 
faculty natural to the Teutonic races, and we are not indisposed to 
depreciate it. Since the days of Schlegel we have on the whole had 
our way ; we have had it, to a large extent, even in France. But the 
conditions are nevertheless much altered. Few of us indeed, in this 
country at least, admire or enjoy Racine as much as we might; but 
most of us perhaps are more or less aware that this is our own fault o: 
our own misfortune, and that no one, who does enjoy him, is at all 
concerned to notice our observations. And though, as between 

Aeschylus and Euripides, it is not possible for us to be naturally 
impartial, we are aware that as critics it is our duty to be so; and 
there are rany signs to show’ that at the present day this effort will be 
made more willingly than it was made eighty or forty years since. It 

may perhaps be found to bring an immediate and an unexpected 

reward for our virtue. Because the excellencies of Aeschylus and 
Euripides are, as they truly are, discordant and incompatible, it does 

not follow that to detract from one is to serve the other. It may be 

that wisdom, the greater sophia, is in some sense justified of both her 
children. But that remains to be seen. 

If any one, without previous knowledge of history, were to read the 

scene of Euripides, which has been cited above, and were then informed 

that it had been the subject of angry diatribes, his first impulse would 

probably be to wonder where can have been the provocation, or what 

there is in it, which calls for special remark. The situation is simple, 

the picture clear. According to Euripides, Orestes, who was still in 

Argos at the time of his father’s death, was saved from Aegisthus and 

conveyed to Phocis by the slave who had had the charge of Agamemnon 

himself when a child. As the slave returned to Argos and lived there 

undisturbed, we must suppose, and it is also directly intimated (# 28), 

that the escape was effected with the assistance of Clytaemnestra. 

Both Orestes and Electra were then children, presumably between ten 

and twelve years old, and Electra was the younger (vv. 15, 254). 
When many years afterwards Orestes, who in the meantime has had no 

communication with Electra, returns by Apollo’s command, with his 

faithful Pylades for sole companion, to avenge his father, the brother 

and sister, as might naturally be expected, do not know each other; 

1 Special notice is here due to the Mollendorf on the Heracles of Euripides. 

fine work of Prof. von Wilamowitz- 
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but the recognition, which is the first object of Orestes, is effected 

without any difficulty through the slave, who naturally does remember 

the boy who had been in his charge. Since the slave has always 

enjoyed the confidence of Electra, the proof is not only simple, but 

would, for the purpose of dramatic interest, be much too simple, if 

care had not been taken to put some slight and temporary obstacles 

between the parties. For this reason it is among other things provided, 

that at the moment when the recognition takes place Electra shall be 

accidentally indisposed to put faith in her servant’s testimony. It is 

natural that a very old man, whose mind has for years been set upon 

one hope, should be excited to the degree of extravagance by a glimpse 

of realization. Things are so arranged that in this mood the slave 

exposes himself to the observation of his mistress just before he is 

presented to Orestes; and in this way, as well as by other conspiring 

circumstances which will be noticed more conveniently hereafter, is 

secured the desirable check between his declaration and the conviction 
of Electra. 

It may be asserted with confidence that, if the scene had come 

down to us without comment or extraneous illustration, no other 

motive would have been sought for it but the dramatic motive apparent. 

The language, with the exception of one single word, is as free from 

suspicion as the structure. That word indeed, for a very alert and 

positive critic, might be enough. In discussing the resemblance of 

hair, Electra uses, for Ze, the fanciful expression dpomtepos, of like 

Jeather. The slave, whom she is criticizing, has not used the word or 

any like it. As involving a needless and merely decorative metaphor, 

it is alien from the Euripidean style, and jars perceptibly with the tone 

of the dialogue. ‘The very alert and positive critic might perhaps have 

convinced himself, that Euripides could not have used this word with- 

out a purpose. How many besides himself he would have convinced 

by this evidence, we may perhaps imagine; but to the incredulous he 

could have offered no more. To the student of Euripides this fact is 

highly significant, when it is remembered that to us the mass of the 

poet’s work has actually come with no better apparatus of explanation, 

than the Zvectra easily might have had, if we had happened to lose the 

Choephori. And even for our present purpose it will be worth notice, 

that the scene, as a part of Euripides’ play, is independent of that 

critical purpose which, as we happen to know, may be found in it. 

If the Choephori had never existed, a scene essentially similar would 

have been suggested by the dramatic requirements of the situation as 

conceived by Euripides, a situation in itself so simple, that to suppose 

A 
vi 
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it invented expressly in order to make a place for the scene would be 
forced and wholly gratuitous. 

However the Choephori is before us: and we find, not only that the 

alien opomtepos is borrowed from Aeschylus’, in whose style it is 
natural, not only that a verse of Euripides, in itself unnoticeable, is in 

fact an echo from Aeschylus’, but that the three objects which the slave 

suggests as likely, if Orestes should return, to convince his sister of his 

identity, that is to say, his hair, his foot-prints, and a piece of her work 
which he may be supposed to possess, are the very three from which, 

and from which alone, she actually appears to infer his identity in the 

Choephori. Manifestly therefore the contempt expressed by the Euripi 

dean Electra implies a judgment, on the part of her creator, that the 

proofs in the Choephori are inadequate, and that to a ridiculous and 

offensive degree. We have to consider, as critics of Aeschylus, whether 

this judgment is well founded, and what defence, if any, can be made 

for him. 

Before we go further, there is one aspect of the matter which, 

unless our object is merely polemical, we shall resolutely put out of 

sight. Whether Euripides deserves censure as an artist, and to what 

extent, for using drama as a vehicle of criticism, is for us altogether 

irrelevant. We are concerned with him not as an artist, but only as a 
critic, and are bound to take his judgment exactly as if it had been 

expressed in a treatise. In one respect only the form may be signi- 

ficant to us. If we attach a personal importance to the opinion of 

Euripides on a literary question merely because it was his (and it may 

seem to concern our modesty that we should), then it is something, 

that by the form in which his opinion is conveyed we are assured of 

his confident conviction and good faith. That the proofs which he 

puts in the mouth of the slave should be manifestly and indisputably 

futile is essential to the success of his scene. Any doubt on this 

point must have spoiled the scene in performance for hundreds of 

people, who would neither know nor care whether the proofs were 

those of the Choephori. Thus Euripides has pledged his own work for 

the correctness of his opinion, that the proofs could not appear con- 

vincing to any one in his senses. He assumes indeed that they 

appeared convincing to Aeschylus; but this he explains by a supposi- 

tion which, whether likely or not, is more complimentary to the elder 

poet than some which have been advanced by modern apologists. 

 Cho.. 173: El. 520 oxéya 5¢ xalryy xporrlaca 
a a | aga 

2 Cho. 229 oxépar roun mposbeica Bbo- op Koup. 

Tpuxov Tpixds. 
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The error or negligence of Aeschylus might be excused, he thinks, by 

the lassitude of old age. When the Ovestea was written, Aeschylus 

was old, and if we may judge from a passage in the Agamemnon’ 

about the poet’s art and the poet’s decline, was feeling the burden of 

years. That passage implies indeed that he did not feel any failing in 

literary power; but it is no unreasonable or unkind suggestion that 

mere weariness might affect him more than he was aware; and this 

suggestion Euripides makes, by putting the inventions contemned into 

the mouth of one who complains bitterly of his decrepitude, and by 

putting into the mouth of the critic the fear that the old man’s faculties 

‘are no longer’ what they were. All these circumstances however are 

extraneous to the subject of our investigation, which may here be 

finally detached from the motives and speculations of Euripides, and 

presented thus :—Is it a defect in the Choephori, as a work of imagina- 

tion, if the proofs of Orestes’ identity are not reasonably adequate ? 

Are those proofs of identity reasonably adequate, which are suggested 

by the Euripidean slave? If not, how is Aeschylus to be defended 

from censure for having rested conviction upon them ? 

First then, is it of importance to the effect of the Choephori, as a 

story, whether the proofs are adequate or not? That is a question 

which can be answered only by considering what the particular story is, 

and what part the alleged proofs play in it. It would be absurd to lay 

down, as a general rule of criticism, either that the evidence by which 

an imaginary personage is convinced must always be adequate, or that 

it never need be. In this as in other things the imagination, within 

wide limits, gives the law to itself; and the measure of proof requirable 

is proportioned not to the necessities of real life, but simply to that 

expectation which the author chooses to raise. How little the question 
depends on the facts of real experience may be easily seen by putting 

cases. Suppose for example that in the Choephori Orestes, from his 

striking resemblance to his father, had been recognized, immediately on 

his appearance, by two or three old slave-vomen among the chorus. 

Or suppose again, that he had simply claimed to be recognized by his 

sister, and she, after a moment’s hesitation, had declared that her 

memory confirmed his claim. Judged by reality, these two methods of 

recognition would be at opposite poles of likelihood. ‘The first, which 

is in substance identical with the way of Euripides, would have been 

perfectly natural; the second, by a careful collection of passages from 

the trilogy, might have been shown to be practically impossible. 

But for the purpose of a story, for the demands of the imagination, 

1 wv. 104 foll. 
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either way would be equally good and sufficient ; and assuredly neither 
of them would have provoked the criticism of Euripides, or of any one 
deserving an answer. Or take again not an imaginary version of the 
incident, but the version actually adopted by Sophocles. No reader 
complains of it, and no reasonable reader will. Let us see why not. 

Between the stories of Orestes related by the three tragedians there 
is a general resemblance, but nevertheless a profound difference, not 

merely in the treatment but in the basis of fact. In the story of 
Sophocles there are several circumstances, probably of his own inven 
tion and certainly contrived with care, of which the total result is this, 
that the recognition of Orestes by Electra depends upon Orestes’ 
pleasure as to the time when it shall occur, and is, when it does occur, 
of no importance at all to the mere mechanism of the plot. According 
to Sophocles, Electra was by several years the senior. She had been as 
it were a mother to Orestes. It was by her that he was saved from his 

father’s murderers and put into the hands of the old servant, who 
carried him to Phocis and returns with him on his mission of vengeance 
And above all, she has been in frequent communication with him during 

Ais exile, stimulating him to revenge and demanding for some time past 

the tardy fulfilment of his promises’. In this state of things it is 

evident that, if it were any part of Orestes’ plan to make himself known 

to his sister (which in Sophocles it is not), he could do so at once. 

The mere correspondence between them itself would furnish the means. 

The trusted servant, though altered so far as to escape recognition 

while he chooses, could presumably awaken her memory, if he chose. 

And her own recollection of her brother, considering the relations 

between them and their ages at the time of parting, would serve as a 

confirmation, if any were needed. But further, the course of the plot is 

so arranged, that before the recognition takes place, the ample evidence 

available has become scarcely necessary. Since Orestes is accompanied 

by a person intimately acquainted with the country and the palace, his 

plans proceed without any domestic assistance. It is the old slave, his 
companion, who directs his operations, brings to Clytaemnestra the 

false news of his death, and undertakes to reconnoitre and prepare the 

household. Meanwhile a younger sister, Chrysothemis, visits the 
tomb of Agamemnon, sees there the offerings of Orestes, and returns 

convinced of his presence in the country: this opinion, though rash, 

ill-founded, and necessarily incredible to Electra, who has been told 
that he is dead, may nevertheless be supposed to leave in her mind a 

germ of unconscious doubt and expectation. It is only after all this 

1 Soph. £/, 12, 169, 296, 1144, 1350, and passim, 
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that Orestes, arriving with the urn alleged to contain his relics, en- 

counters Electra, and is betrayed by his emotion into the imprudence or 

disclosing his identity. The effect is instantaneous. Together with his 

declaration he proffers the seal of Agamemnon, a piece of evidence 

which, critically considered, adds little or nothing to his word. But 

nothing is wanted: Electra accepts him instantly. Nor are we sur- 

prised. ‘The facts, the scene itself, taken with what has gone before, 

would in real life go far to justify her conviction: and what for the 

purpose of art is far more important, the spectator is prepared, by a 

whole series of suggestions, to suppose that, should occasion arise, 

Electra can easily be convinced. It is in short impossible for us, upon 

the facts given by Sophocles, to care how she is convinced, or to pay 

any attention to the means or the guantum of proof. The interest of 

the story lies wholly elsewhere. 

By a very different road Euripides arrives at the same result. 

Orestes is accompanied only by Pylades, who has no acquaintance 

with the country. To put himself in communication with his sister is 

therefore necessarily his first step. He is a stranger to her, and she to 

him. Nothing has passed between them during his exile; each has 

remained ignorant where, how, and even whether the other lives. At 

the opening therefore it is a question of interest to Orestes, and to us, 

how he is to make himself known. But he presently discovers, from 

Electra herself, that the slave who saved him is still alive and likely to 

recognize him. The question of proof is thus so thoroughly disposed 

of, and the form of the disclosure so completely prefigured, that the 

actual scene must have fallen flat, if it were not animated by con- 

trivances, of which something has been said ances and something 

remains to be said hereafter. 

To expose the principle of the matter in its simplest form we may 

put yet one more hypothesis. In a real adventure resembling that of 

Orestes and Electra, it could not but be a matter of the gravest 

moment, how the parties were brought into communication. In a real 

action the actors are not free to choose where a zodus shall lie. But a 

narrator is perfectly free. The separation of Orestes and Electra, the 

need of a recognition, is an element in the situation which a dramatist 

might either use or not use, as he thought best for his purpose. If he 

chose in his opening to take the recognition as a fact accompli, we should 

never object ; we also should take it so, without explanation or enquiry, 

simply supposing it to have been brought about in some one of the 

many ways imaginable, and addressing ourselves forthwith to the sequel 

presented by the author. The whole matter is in the hands of the 
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author, and it is he who, by determining our expectation, sets the rule for 
judging his performance. 

Let us then apply this principle to the Choephori, and ask whether 
by the arrangement of the story we are led to expect that the manner, 
in which Electra recognizes her brother and is satisfied of his identity, 
will be interesting and will repay our attention. Euripides in his criticise 
assumes that we are led by Aeschylus to this expectation; and he is 
right. The story of Aeschylus differs from those of the two other 
dramatists in nothing more essentially than in this, that between the 
brother and sister there is no intermediary whatever. No one in Argos 
knows him, nor he any one in Argos. He brings with him no pacda 
gogus, as in Sophocles, and therefore must put himself in communication 
with some one in the house of Clytaemnestra, before his design can 
proceed. Nor, as in Euripides, is there any Aaedagogus to recognize 
him. ‘To Electra he is an absolute stranger’. Now in this situation it 
is a question of high romantic interest, how the orphan pair are to be 
brought together, and how Electra is to be assured that her brother is 
actually before her. 

And that she shall be so assured, in some rational and effective 

manner, is required by her character, and by the important part which 

in Aeschylus, in Aeschylus only, she takes in the execution of the plan. 

The Electra of Sophocles would have been equal to any part, but her 

active services are scarcely required. In Euripides accident does 

everything ; and it is certainly fortunate that no great demand is made 

upon the nerves or the judgment of his Electra. But in Aeschylus 

Electra is a right hand of the plot. To her, and to her alone, it is due 

that the slave-women, whose fidelity and co-operation are indispensalle 

to the sequel, are roused from the apathy and cowardice natural to their 

debased condition, and are induced to share with her the first act of 

rebellion, to risk death and torture, for conscience’ sake, by performing 

the rites at the grave, not according to the impious intentions of 

Clytaemnestra, but in a contrary sense and on behalf of the possible 

avengers”, It is inconceivable, that we are meant to regard the Electra 

of this scene, which precedes the Axagnorists, and of the scenes which 

follow it, as a foolish and irresponsible person. But how rash, how 

contemptibly rash, she must be, if she risks the whole future of herself, 

! The loss of the prologue does not 
affect what is here said, which is proved 

sufficiently by the negative evidence of 

the whole play. It is worth notice that 

in Aeschylus the separation of the 

children takes place earlier than in the 

other stories, certainly before the murder 

of Agamemnon, and possibly some time 

before. 
2 wy. 74—1063- 
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her brother, and her house upon anything less than a certainty, that it 

is indeed Orestes, and not, as she naturally at first supposes', some 

spy or impostor, who presents himself at this perilous crisis! The 

Chrysothemis of Sophocles is, or pretends to be, convinced that her 

brother is in Argos by reasons palpably insufficient. But we know what 

Sophocles means. His Chrysothemis is a creature warm-hearted but 

weak, whose main resolve is to keep out of danger. She stakes nothing 

upon her unproved opinion. On the contrary she makes it a plea for 

shuffling out of a dilemma. She is sent to make offerings on behalf of 

her mother at the grave of Agamemnon. Electra protests against such 

an impiety, and begs her sister to pray and make offerings for the good 

cause instead. Their friends support the admonition, and Chrysothemis, 

imploring secrecy, promises to comply. She might safely have done it ; 

for she goes alone, and only the promise, not even the intention, could 

have been proved against her. But she does nothing at all. She went 

to the grave, she saw that an offering had already been made there, a 

lock of hair, the look of which ‘struck her as something familiar’. Surely 

it must be the gift of Orestes! And in her eagerness to communicate 

this joyful inference, she very judiciously returns as fast as possible®. 

Electra, who has reason to believe Orestes dead, and of course perceives 

that Chrysothemis brings nothing to the contrary, dismisses her story 

with impatience and disdain. And such are the feelings which our own 

Electra must excite, if she has no rational ground for the belief on which 

she acts. But Aeschylus cannot have intended this. If his heroine 

were a Chrysothemis, his play would be unsound at the base. 

For two reasons therefore we must answer our first question in the 

affirmative. The author of the Choephori has chosen to make it difficult 

that Electra should be: rationally satisfied of her brother’s identity. He 

has chosen to make it vitally important that she should be so satisfied. 

And thirdly, he has bespoken our attention to the proof by the mere 

space allotted to it. Both Sophocles and Euripides have provided that 

the proof shall be easy, and so in itself uninteresting. Both accordingly 

despatch it with speed. In Sophocles there is just a line and a half 

between Electra’s first glimpse of the truth and her full embrace of it*. 

In Euripides there are seven lines, and but for an accident, so to speak, 

there would have been nothing at all*. But Aeschylus, though the 

scale of his play is to that of Sophocles as two to three, keeps us fifty 

times as long as Sophocles and ten times as long as Euripides, keeps us 

hovering for nearly seventy lines on end over nothing but the conviction 

1 Y. 210. 3 Soph. Z/. 1222—1224. 

2 Soph. £7. 328 foll., 871 foll. 4 Eur. Z/. 570—577. 
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of Electra’. ‘Can he be in Argos?... It seems.... He must be. . 

And yet... Impossible!... Yes... No!... But then again...,... 

And again.... Who is this?.... Orestes!.... You are not..... 
You cheat me.... Or you jest?... I will pretend you are... . It is! 

......It is!”. How futile and wearisome is all this argument and 

obstinacy, if nothing is really proved, if all the time the question 

remains visibly where it was, the final belief as weak as the first surmise, 

and all the rejoinders equally void! 

Assuming then that it is a matter of just censure upon the Choephori, 

the story being what it is, if the proof of identity is not fairly solid, we 

have next to ask whether the proof criticised by Euripides is fairly solid, 

And here it will be well to observe, that Euripides cannot be answered 

by showing that the arguments are such as might under certain circum- 
stances occur to the mind. It is really a little strange, since after all 

Euripides was not quite brainless, how many modern respondents would 

have requested him not to forget, that Electra, when she thus argues, is 

‘agitated’. For example Seidler’, an excellent scholar, gravely observes: 
“In this ridicule Euripides was wrong. It is a truth perceived by 

Aeschylus that an anxious and depressed mind will often catch at hopes 
which have no real ground”. Euripides would have been wrong indeed, 

and withal a transparent fool, if he had censured Aeschylus for doing 

what he at that very moment was doing himself, for attributing these 

arguments to an anxious and depressed mind. He censures the scene 

of Aeschylus not because it contains these worthless arguments, but 

because it contains no others, and because these are treated as sufficient 

ground for a momentous practical decision. Are they sufficient? ‘That 

is the only question. 
We may be the more brief with the answer, because at this point 

even the most valiant defenders of Aeschylus hesitate. Even Schlegel, 

in the midst of his fury, can say no more than that ‘the seeming 
improbability of the Aeschylean recognition perhaps admits of being 

cleared up”. The proofs impugned are (1) that a lock of Orestes’ hair 

is like his sister’s, (2) that her foot fits his foot-print, (3) that he 

possesses a piece of her weaving. What is the value of them? 

Nothing. The first is nothing, the second is nothing; the third, 

by its nature, is worthless alone, and worthless in the circumstances 

supposed. 

Of the third it might be sufficient to say, what I think will be 

admitted by any one who will calmly consider the text, that, according 

to Aeschylus, before Orestes presents himself, and therefore before the 

1 Cho. 164—231- 2 On Eur. £/. 520. 

VV. 45... CH. é 
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piece of work is produced, Electra is already all but convinced, and for 

good reasons, that her brother must be in the country. It is doubtless 

a truth perceived by Aeschylus, as well as by Euripides and by every 

one, that an anxious mind will catch at straws. But surely it is not the 

language of one who catches at straws, to say that he is thrown by his 

doubts into “an agony destroying thought”’. The slave in Euripides, 

or Chrysothemis in Sophocles, would have been as incapable of such an 

agony as of all the strenuous debate which precedes it: It isethe 

attitude not of one who is willing to deceive himself, but of one 

struggling desperately to see the truth, and confronted with the worst of 

mental tortures, a seeming proof of something which he cannot or dare 

not believe. If the first two proofs are really sufficient to bring a brave 

sane woman to this pass, then the third may be what it will, The mere 

coincidence, that just at this moment and in these circumstances a 

person presents himself claiming to be Orestes, would be evidence 

enough, when the first alarm passed off, to raise doubt into rational 

certainty. 

We are therefore allowed and, I think, required to suppose, that the 

piece of work serves but as a feather-weight in a sinking scale. Nor 

could it be anything more. To see this we need no subtleties of 

critical acumen. The common sense, by which every one acts in his 

own daily affairs, will tell us that, if a person is to prove his identity by 

means of a thing or things in his possession or knowledge, he can do so 

only in a case where Zhe circumstances exclude the possibility of a prepared 

imposture. We have a good example of such a proof in the /phigenza 

in Tauris of Euripides. Two Greek strangers have been captured. 

The priestess of Artemis, a Greek woman, is about to sacrifice one of 

them to the goddess according to custom, and to send the other with a 

message to her friends in Greece. She dictates the message, and 

thereby discloses that she is Iphigenia, daughter of Agamemnon. 

Thereupon one of the strangers declares himself to be her brother 

Orestes. She requires him to prove it, and he does so by mentioning 

several intimate facts in his knowledge, a family relic which lay out of 

sight and forgotten in Iphigenia’s chamber, domestic incidents which 

occurred on the morning of her projected marriage, and the patterns of 

two pieces which she had woven. This is enough. But why? Because 

from the circumstances of the case it is impossible that the proof should 

have been fraudulently prepared. Because it is only the discovery, that’ 

the priestess is Iphigenia, made but an instant before, which gives the 

stranger a motive for proving that he is Orestes. But if the stranger 

ly, 210 mdpecte 5 wals Kal ppevdv KatapOopda. 
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had come to the temple having known, before he left home, that 
Iphigenia was the priestess of it, then what would his proofs have been 
worth? All of them together scarcely anything, and one alone nothing 
whatever. 

But we need not appeal to literature. Let us suppose the case our 
own. A shabby stranger calls upon me, and asks me to lend him ten 
shillings. In support of a pathetic story he alleges that he is well 
acquainted with the Bishop of , concerning whom he gives me 
various particulars. When he has done, I say to him “I am sorry that 
I cannot believe you. What you tell me of the Bishop is partly 
notorious and partly true. But parts of it are absurdly false, and 
unluckily for you 7 know the Bishop. Here is his card-case, with his 
cipher and arms, which he left on my table yesterday. And if you do 
not go, I shall send for the police”. My visitor, perceiving that I was 

not likely to have within reach the card-cases of all the Bench, would 

conclude that I did know the Bishop, and would take himself off. But 

suppose that, not knowing the Bishop, I were unable to detect the 

man’s blunders, and he, seeing me hesitate, were to say “I assure you 

I know him well. Were is his card-case, with his cipher and arms, 

which he left on my table yesterday”. Should I be convinced? Or 

should I not rather send for the police? 

Now in the Choephori the hypothesis of deliberate imposture on the 

part of the stranger is so far from being excluded by the circumstances, 

that it immediately occurs to Electra as the most natural’. Motives are 

plenty ; he might be a spurious ‘claimant’ or, likeliest of all, a spy set 

upon her by the tyrants to betray her into rebellion and death. Why 

should she change her mind, and reject the notion of fraud, because he 

possesses a piece of her childish work? An impostor, particularly if 
prepared in Argos, would be more likely to possess twenty such objects 

than to want for one. 

If then the conviction of Electra were supposed to depend in any 

material degree upon the piece of work, this would be one absurdity the 
more in the scene. But Aeschylus, as we have seen, is not liable to this 

charge at any rate, nor is it alleged by Euripides. Unless the violent 

agitation of Electra’s mind, before the entrance of Orestes, has some 

rational ground, the scene is not defensible. If it has any rational 

ground, the sequel is already accounted for. For the sake of complete- 
ness, and because of some undeserved reflexions which have been made 

upon Euripides for ‘inconsistency’, it seemed best to estimate the final 

proof by itself. But the real case, so far as Aeschylus is concerned, 

1 y, 219 GXN 7 Sddov Tw’, @ Ev’, dul wor wéxens; 
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turns on the reasons which, before Orestes appears, almost persuade 

Electra that he must be in the country ; and to these we now proceed. 

We have classed them above as the first two proofs; but to be 

accurate, we should say ‘the first three’. There is firstly the fact that 

some one has made an offering at the grave of Agamemnon. ‘There is 

the fact that the hair of the unknown visitor resembles Electra’s own. 

And there is the fact that his foot and hers are of the same size. On 

all this the remarks of Euripides leave little to be said, and nothing 

material has been said by the apologists, who for the most part prefer to 

‘abuse the plaintiff's attorney’. To those who describe the inferences 

of Electra as ‘natural fancies’, ‘the natural exaggerations of hopeful- 

ness’, ‘the natural extravagances of an over anxious mind’, ‘the natural 

sophisms of affection’, and so on, it is enough to say that, although 

some of them hardly seem to perceive it, they agree with Euripides, and 

concede everything for which he contends. To those (if any there be) 

who maintain that these inferences are not fancies, exaggerations, 

extravagances, sophisms, or the like, but xeasovs, upon the faith of which 

an intelligent human being would be likely to risk her all, we may reply 

in the words of Conington, that they ‘“ proceed further with less judg- 

ment” than those who accept in substance what Euripides alleges and 

take it out in scolding him. 

For my own part I conceive that, on a question of common sense 

and human nature, the opinion of Euripides is good enough for any 

man. To the principles of his criticism there is, in my judgment, but 

one objection to be made, and that is not to the advantage of Aeschylus. 

Euripides, by the manner in which he uses the faulty arguments in his 

own scene, implies that, though they are ridiculous as reasons, they are 

not unnatural as fancies. But one of them at least is beyond this range. 

It is not natural for a young woman, it is not natural, though less out- 

rageous, for an old man, even to fancy that the relationship between a 

brother and a sister could be proved by the equal size of their feet: and 

if Euripides erred in making drama the vehicle of criticism, he has 

punished himself in the appropriate way. Be it noted meanwhile, that 

it is this most extravagant absurdity by which, as it would seem, the 

Electra of Aeschylus is most profoundly impressed. After straining her 

mind in vain over the resemblance of the hair, she returns to comparative 

calm ; and it is after the examination of the foot-prints that her ‘agony’ 

rises to its height. 

And now what next? What next, I mean, for those of us, a great 

majority, who graciously or ungraciously do, when all is said, assent in 

principle to the criticism of Euripides. In admitting that Aeschylus, by 
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his treatment of this incident, has without apparent reason defaced his 
play, there is room for many varieties of tone. There is the conscious 
haste of Schlegel, eager only to bully the critic, “at all events one may 
easily let it pass”; there is the robust and cheerful indifference of 
Paley, ‘“‘one does not see why Aeschylus should be held impeccable ” ; 
there is the calm, scholarly, and mildly contemptuous dignity of 
Conington, “we need not be much concerned to vindicate Aes hylus 
from the ridicule of Euripides in the well-known passage of his Electra, 
not only because such a weapon, so used, recoils with fatal force upon the 
inventor, but because the point in which it is meant to touch Aeschylus 
is one which his admirers would most readily give up, his attention to 
probability and the nicer proprieties of the drama”. But after wats hing 
the readers of Greek drama for many years with attention, I will venture 
to say that none of these tones represent the real feelings with which 
persons of average sense and sensibility, who are not framing a sentence 
for publication, rise from the perusal of this historic controversy. It 
may be that Schlegel would have spoken exactly as he writes; but 
Professor Paley I knew, and I am convinced that he would have spoken 
otherwise. Impartiality is always appropriate ; but cheerfulness is here 
out of place. For the lover of letters it must be painful to see and to 

say, that such a magnificent fabric of imagination is thus broken in 

the very heart of it by a piece of purposeless and incomprehensible 
folly. 

But it is yet premature to discuss, what tone we ought to adopt in 

accepting the conclusions of Euripides. Modern apology, so far as it 

has been relevant, has been directed almost entirely to showing that 

Euripides is wrong in his principles, wrong in attaching importance to 

probability, wrong in assuming that the tragedian can no more than 

any other artist defy with impunity the laws of nature and common 

sense. This line of apology has failed; the principles of Euripides 

remain sound and intact. What he assails is indefensible; and he 

can be shaken, if at all, only by disproving his facts, by showing that he 
has misread his author. ‘This is a bold undertaking; but Euripides 

himself has given us some encouragements. In the first place, it is 

highly remarkable that, while the moderns, who know Aeschylus only 

by a small fraction of his works, and this not perfectly explained, incline 

to the opinion, that the improbabilities of the Aecognition are in 

Aeschylus not surprising, Euripides, with knowledge incomparably 

wider, confesses them to be unworthy of Aeschylus, and attributes 

them to the physical decline of his faculties. And in this he is the 

more to be credited, because he witnesses against himself. His object, 
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here as often, was to ruin the authority of his predecessor. What were 

his motives, and how far justifiable, we are not now to enquire. At 

any rate nothing would have suited his purpose so well as to say, if he 

honestly and decently could, “This is the sort of nonsense which 

Aeschylus habitually talks’’: and nothing would have been easier than 

to put this in a dramatic form. But Euripides did not think (and the 

fact is worth reflexion) that the author of the Agamemnon and the Seven 

against Thebes was in the habit of defying sense. Euripides thought it 

strange that he should have done so in this one scene; and he thus 

emboldens us to enquire, what pains he had taken to ascertain the 

fact. 

And we shall become still bolder, if it appears at a glance that he 

looked neither far nor carefully. I am not the first to think so. I am 

only insisting on what was observed by Stanley two centuries ago, and 

ages before by some critic, of whom a fragment is preserved in the 

scholia. ‘The remarks of Euripides on the matter of the loom-work are 

unjustifiable. The absurdity which he censures is not in his author. 

‘““How should the man”, he says, “have the clothes of the child?” 

But in Aeschylus there is nothing about any clothes. “Look at this 

piece of weaving (vdacpa), the work of thine own hand” are the words 

of Orestes'. There is nothing to show even that the thing is a garment, 

much less that it belongs, or ever did belong, to the dress of Orestes. 

From what is said of the weaving we should suppose that it is merely 

such a bit of stuff, presumably small, as might be made by a learner at 

the loom. It is indeed possible, and not unlikely, that Euripides had 

seen the scene acted so as to appear liable to his objection®. But if it 

were so, it was the duty of a critic, in passing severe sentence upon 
a play some forty or fifty years old*, to distinguish between the play- 

wright and his expositors, and to give him the benefit of a doubt. The 

importance of this ancient remark is immense. It is a ground for more> 

than suspicion that the studies of Euripides in the Choephori were hasty 

and superficial; and it should, I think, acquit us of impertinence in 

raising the question, whether his exposition is right. 

What I now propose to show is that his exposition is utterly wrong, 

2 See Klausen ad loc. Aesch. cited by ly, 230. ot mdavrws ev TO vov xiTOVL, 

Gdn’ elkds abrov exe matdixdy omdpyavoy 

schol., and see Stanley ad loc. The 

word omdpyavor is used here in the looser 

sense of foy, plaything. There can be 

little doubt that the annotator is answer- 

ing Euripides. 

Paley. 

3 The date of: Eur. Zlectra is not 

exactly known, but several indications 

point to 415—13 B.C., which may be taken 

as approximate. 
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the not unnatural blunder of a poet in vogue, picking up at random for 
a temporary purpose the ‘general sense’ of an author not very clear, 
whom he much disliked, despised a little, and complacently believed to 
be gone once for all out of date. And I propose to show further, that, 
for all we know, no one in antiquity, except Euripides, ever did accept 
his interpretation, and that at all events as soon as a methodic criticism 
existed in Athens, that is to say, in the generation following Euripides’ 
death, his error, if current before, was detected, and a better opinion 

established. For the germ of my, theory, and therefore indirectly for all 
of it, I am indebted to my friend Professor Ridgeway of this University. 
The hint which he gave me in conversation, some years ago, has been 

freely developed, and he is not responsible either for the whole product 

or for any particular element. But whatever he will recognize is his. 

In treating this question, as in all difficulties which arise with respect 
to the stories of Aeschylus, there is one plain fundamental truth to be 
kept steadily before the mind ; and this is, that in respect of our know- 

ledge, or rather of our ignorance, we stand (and for the matter of that 

Euripides in his later years already stood) in a position which Aeschylus 
never conceived or took into account. The plays of Aeschylus were 

written for audiences versed, like himself, in a small, but widely popular, 
literature of poetic narrative. His stories, with rare exceptions which 

we may here neglect, were taken bodily out of that literature, and are 

assumed throughout to be known beforehand. His own famous de. 

scription of his works, as ‘slices from the great banquet of epic poetry’, 
defines his view precisely. A drama to him was, in respect of its plot, 
a thing essentially relative, a part, selected out of a given whole, to 

be illustrated by action and dialogue. To think of himself as an original 

narrator, and of his audience as coming to be informed of the facts, 
would have been a gratuitous and embarrassing perversion: and of 

readers he thought not at all. His position was that of one setting 
scenes from the Bible for a compact community of Protestants. Ours ts 

the position of people who have lost all the Bible except the Pentateuch. 
And the position of Euripides, much better than ours and also much 

worse, is that of one who possessed or might have possessed the whole, 
who in a supercilious literary fashion knew and admired it as well as 

another, but who hated it nevertheless, like any Hume or Voltaire, and 

thought with pride that he had converted thousands to his view. It 

could not occur to Aeschylus, that his plays would be studied by men 

who had no Stesichorus; and he would perhaps have found it even 

harder to believe, that among the boys who listened to the warnings of 

the Zumenides were some who, before they died, would regard himself, 
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and Stesichorus too, as the devotees and idols of an obsolete super- 

stition. 
With regard to the story taken by Aeschylus for the Choephori we 

stand, as we saw in a preceding essay, in our usual state of nearly 

perfect ignorance. We see that he takes it as known, and that barely 

the germs of it are to be found in the older poems now extant. We are 

certain that he followed authority, and may put a guess-name to the 

author. But beyond what Aeschylus tells or implies, we have no in- 

formation sufficiently accurate and trustworthy to be of use. And 

where, which is almost everywhere, he seems to omit or compress, we 

are of necessity thrown upon inference. If what he says is obscure, we 

must look for what he assumes. 

Now when we consider generally the outline of Aeschylus’ narrative, 

in its bearing on the matter of the Recognition, it will naturally occur to 

us to remark, how very peculiar and remote from common experience 

must be the situation supposed. The problem, which Aeschylus in the 

Recognition professes to solve, is this. A brother and sister are parted 

when both are children; after years of total separation they meet as 

adults, in a crisis which makes: it imperative that each should be 

promptly and certainly assured of the other’s identity. There is no 

witness to whom they can appeal. The circumstances are such as to 

prove the identity of the sister, but throw no light on that of the brother, 

except so far as they favour the supposition that he isan impostor. How 

is the sister to be convinced that he is not? To which question, I ima- 

gine, the natural answer would be, that within the range of common 

experience there is no speedy means by which she could be convinced ; 

that to prove a man’s identity without any witnesses is notoriously hard, 

and can only be done, if the case is open to suspicion, by a mass of 

cumulative evidence. If, we might say, you choose to suppose a usus 

naturae, if, for example, the brother and sister, like Shakespeare’s Sebas- 

tian and Viola, or the pairs in the Comedy of Errors, were twins exactly 

alike, the mutual recognition might no doubt be instantaneous. But as 

to this we should observe, if the problem were one of literary invention, 

that such freaks are suitable only for work of a light or fanciful character : 

and if it were tragedy, we should probably advise the author either to 

give it up and begin again, or to attempt no proof and to rely on the 

voix du sang. For the present purpose both the vorx du sang and the 

lusus naturae may be dismissed. It is certain that in Aeschylus Electra 

is not supposed to recognize her brother either by his features or by any 

mysterious and occult monition from within. When she sees him, sense 

and instinct alike command distrust ; but she is re-assured and convinced, 
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as she has been almost convinced before, by proof. What is the 
proof ? 

To judge by the degrees of her emotion, the strongest evidence is 

the evidence from the footprints. Let us see what she says of it. 

‘\ ‘ , , ‘ 

Kal pnv ariBou ye, devtepov rexpnproy,... 
“ Ne a A > , ~ , - 

mobov 8 ...00001,...T01s T eworrew eebepets” 
‘ ‘ Pp > ‘ , 4 = 

Kai yap dv éotov twoe reprypada rodorv, 
> A > , ‘\ , , 

GQUTOU T EKELVOU KaL GuvETOpOU TOS" 
, ‘ > Pee ‘ , 

mTEpvat Tevovtwor GF Vroypadal petpovpevac 
> >’ , - > -~ , 

€s TavTo oupBaivovor Tois ewois oriBors. 

mapestt 8 wois Kail Ppevov KatadHopa. 

“Yes! See, there are marks on the ground to tell us more (she stoops 

and examines them closely)....And marks of feet,...marks alike,...and they 

resemble mine!...... Yes, there are here two outlines of feet,...there is his, 

and that of some companion...... (after a long scrutiny) In the measures 

of heel and fore-part the lines suggested agree exactly with the marks 

made by me....... It is an agony ; it paralyses thought”. 
Now if we compare these words attentively with the criticism of 

Euripides, we see that here, as in the case of the piece of work, he has 

read into Aeschylus something, which may or may not be correct as a 

supplement, but is not in the words themselves’; and that in this case, 

going still further, he has left something out of account. ‘The slave in 

Euripides suggests that Electra should go and put her foot into the track 

of Orestes: whereupon she rejoins that hard ground would not take an 

impress (€kyaxtporv) of the foot, and that the male and female foot are not 

equal. Now upon this we have to remark, that neither is smpress in the 

text, nor anything about ‘putting the foot of Electra into the track of 

Orestes’, nor, above all, do we find there a word which signifies egua/. 

That the comparison is between the sister’s foot and the brother's foot- 

print is the gloss of the critic, not the statement of the author, who says 

expressly that it is between his marks and her marks. And of the marks 

he says that they are /ke, not egua/, and that ‘in the measurements of 

heel and fore-part the outlines agree exactly’. These expressions are so 

far from importing the notion of equality, that, taken together and con- 

strued with due regard to the nature of the things described, they fairly 

exclude that notion. Suppose a man were to say, “I have a bronze 

inkstand which is like the Pantheon at Rome. In all the measure- 

1 This is the fact which, with the might lead, was first pointed out to me 

general line of hypothesis, to which it by Professor Ridgeway. 
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ments, outside and inside, dome and portico, columns and architrave, 

the forms agree exactly”. And suppose the person to whom he spoke 

were to say to him some time afterwards, “What did you mean by telling 

me that your bronze inkstand was as big as the Pantheon at Rome? 

The thing, I find, is impossible”. Surely he might retort, “‘ I said what 

I meant: I said that they were exactly ake. When I spoke of measure- 

ments, I meant proportions, as indeed I sufficiently showed by the speci- 

fication of parts. The difference in size, I confess, I did not mention ; 

but that was because I thought you knew that a church and an inkstand 

must differ in this particular. I am sorry that you were misled; but 

even now, to be candid, it strikes me as somewhat strange, that when 

you observed this necessity, you did not see what I meant without 

referring to me”. 

We may make for Aeschylus the like rejoinder about the feet, and 

may thus further reduce to insignificance, if not annihilate, the objection 

of Euripides with respect to the hardness of the ground. It would be 

idle to reply, that the ground may not have been specially hard, because 

Euripides of course means (and is so far right), that average ground 

would not take an ‘impress’, and that if softness beyond the average was 

wanted, it should have been indicated. But in all this talk of an ‘im- 

press’ or ‘model’, Euripides has in view his own conception of Electra 

putting her foot ‘into’ Orestes’ footprint. Aeschylus says that, com- 

paring her marks and his, she perceives ¢he outlines suggested to be alike 

in proportion of parts. For this we do not require an impress of any 

depth. If the faintest traces were visible, traces so faint that another 

foot could not be put ‘into’ any one of them without the risk of 

obliteration, it would still be easy for the eye, by inspecting several, to 

ascertain the type. ‘Traces sufficient for that might be left on average 

ground, and this refutes the censure’. 

If these remarks are just, we have gained an important step. We 

may now say with some confidence that, in the function of interpreter, 

in translating the language of Aeschylus into his own, Euripides carries 

no authority, because he took no pains. His copy is no ecmactron, 

nor even a true ferigraphé. He formed his impression at a glance; but 

in the way of verification he did not even go so far as to study the original 

closely ; much less can we suppose him to have enquired, what light 

could be thrown upon it from without. He took the office of a critic, 

but the liberty of a poet: and it remains that we, who are critics 

merely, should do as well as we can without his assistance. 

1 For further details and confirmation see the notes on the passage. 
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It appears then that the gist of the proof deduced from the 

footmarks lies in the fact that some of them correspond exactly with 

those of Electra, not in size but in type. They exhibit a certain 

proportion between the heel and the fore-part of the foot, so peculiar 

as to be plainly distinguishable from common footmarks, sich as those 

for example of Pylades. Now to account for this fact and inference, 

it must have been laid down and insisted on, in the story followed by 
Aeschylus, that the royal family, to which Orestes and Electra belonged, 

were distinguished from the population, among whom they lived, by 

such physical peculiarities as would signify and amount to a difference 

of vace. Nothing is more likely. They were descended from Pelops', 

at the distance, according to the common version, of only three genera- 

tions: and Pelops, according to tradition certainly older than Aeschylus* 

and found by Thucydides to have the best authority*, was not a native 

of the country but an immigrant from Asia, raised to the throne by his 

wealth, marriage, and policy. Nothing is therefore more likely than 

that Pelops should have been a person who, to risk a ‘bull’, could 

never have passed for a Peloponnesian, and that even his great-grand- 

children should bear marks of the foreign strain, unmistakeable when 

attention was called to them. To carry the matter farther, and to ask 

what particular marks a poet (let us say) of the sixth century would be 

likely to pitch upon, is needless and would not be safe, since those 

who agreed that the breed of Pelops was not Hellenic, but foreign and 

Asiatic, yet varied as to the nation: and besides, no writer in that age 

could have been exact in ethnology. That the feet are tell-tale mem- 

bers is a familiar fact, which unscientific observation would readily 

suggest and employ. Professor Robertson Smith has given me an 

excellent illustration. Among the Arabs the word ca// signifies first ‘a 

tracker of men and animals’ and afterwards ‘a person called in to 

determine disputed questions of parentage by the physical appearance 

of the child’. This combination of meanings points to a belief that 

family likeness was visible mainly in the feet, which belief appears also 

in several Arabic stories’. In respect of extent, in its broad and radical 

character, the difference of type described by Aeschylus may be com- 

pared with that between the feet of negroes and of whites. 

We proceed then next to the question, whether the same suppos! 

tion will help in the case of the hair. Now here again Euripides ts in 

1 Agam. 1600, Cho. 501. to illustrate the subject in a forthcoming 

Pee. Cel. :.30s paper to be read before the Cambridge 

* Thue. I. 9: Philological Society. 

4 Professor Robertson Smith proposes 
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principle quite correct. ‘‘How”, he asks, ‘‘could a woman, finding on 

her father’s grave a lock of hair, conclude with any reason that the hair 

must be her brother’s? The ‘feather’ forsooth of the family! But hair 

of different families is constantly undistinguishable. And correspond- 

ing to Aer own! If this means any more than it was like that of her 

family, the inference would be that it was at any rate zof¢ her brother's, 

being like the hair of women, which, from the habits of the sexes, is in 

a general way distinguishable at sight from that of men. If the hair 

were man’s hair, and if from the circumstances it was not very likely to 

have been offered by an inhabitant of the place, why not by any one 

else, a friend, let us say, on his travels? Why, in the name of good 

sense, should she think that it must be her brother’s?” Good sense it 

is undoubtedly, and not to be shaken by any such humorous cayil, as 

that the hair of Orestes could not show, as Euripides suggests, the 

effects of falaestrae, because there were no gymmnasia, no regular 

schools of exercise, in the heroic age. Euripides would have stared to 

see this objection urged by men who hear with approval (and why 

not?) when Sophocles, in his “7ectra, describes the Pythian Games. 

Why is the word zadaictpa to be banished from a world, where, 

according to Aeschylus, the technical terms of wrestling were familiar 

enough for frequent use in metaphor; and what has the history of 

gymnastics to do with the thing in dispute? 

No, the objection is cogent, if we will let Euripides assume, as he 

does, that the case is an ordinary case of brother and sister, that 

Orestes and Electra are normal persons, Argives of Argos, and that 

their foreign breed was of no more importance in the story taken by 

Aeschylus, than it is in Sophocles’ play, or in his own. But what 

research did he make, to be sure of this? After what we have seen, 

presumably none at all. Nor did he return to his text in this part, any 

more than in the others, with the purpose of seeing whether he might 

not have missed the intention. For here again there are points, of 

which he takes no account. 

First, Electra is positive that the hair is not Clytaemnestra’s. In 

her estimate of possibilities she dismisses this without balancing : 

oT > 3aN , e iy eS , l 

aAX ovde pyv vw y KTAVvOvo eKeElpato’. 

And it must be from the hair itself that she knows this; for she has no 

other evidence. Of an ordinary wife indeed it might have been 

argued, that she would not make an offering to the grave of a husband 

1 y, 188. 
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whom she had murdered: but the mission of Electra is itself a proof 
that Clytaemnestra has no such scruple, not to mention that some one 
else might have conveyed the offering on her behalf but without her 
command. But Electra naturally knows the look of her mother’s hair, 
and is able to say that this is not it. Now what an extraordinary 
family this must be! Here is a woman who says, “ This is a hair which 
runs in our family. It is like mine. I think it must be that of my 
unknown brother”, and presently adds, “It is certainly not my mother’s”. 

Who does not see that, in a case of common experience, this last 

remark would knock the bottom out of the previous inference? An 

ordinary man is quite as likely to have hair like his mother’s, as hair 

like his sister's. The hair of Orestes’ mother is not like the lock in 

question. Why should it then be presumed that the hair of Orestes 

would be? There is but one possible answer to this question. 
“Because the peculiarity was derived solely through Orestes’ father, 

and was a mark ineradicable, a trait not merely of family but of race”. 

In comparison with the Achaeans around them Orestes and Electra 

were octoroons. What she discerns in the lock is its resemblance to 

the Pelopid hair, derived from her great-grandfather the Asiatic. And 

this hair her mother, not being a Pelopid’, of course had not. Here 
then is one point respecting the hair, of which Euripides in his ex- 
position takes no account. 

Secondly, when Electra has exhausted her speculations on the 

lock, she retains a doubt. Let us examine the cause of her doubt. 

‘Alas!...Ah, would that this hair had the kind voice of a messenger, to save me 

from tossing between two opinions, to say to me plainly either, ‘Spurn the lock away’, 

because it was cut from the head of a foe, or to take its kindred part in my service of 

mourning and worship to this grave and to my father!*’. 

Here again is an indication that the case must be highly peculiar and 

different from such ordinary circumstances as Euripides chooses to 

suppose. She has already come to the brink of a positive conclusion 

that the hair is that of Orestes*. But still she cannot quite dismiss the 

alternative, that it may be that of a foe, an expos. Now in any 

common case, one would say, this is just the one supposition which 

might be dismissed without doubt. A tribute to a grave Is itself a 

token of kindness: both in Sophocles‘ and in Euripides’ Electra, in 

conjecturing the donor of the hair, naturally starts on this assumption. 

Why then in Aeschylus does she find it, on the contrary, impossible 

1 See on Ag. 1573: 4 El. 932. 
2 vv. 194—199- 5 El. 545. 

3 wy. I9I—193.- 
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not to fear that the donor is a foe? Because the very argument, which 

points to Orestes as the donor, points equally to her deadliest enemy ; 

and on other grounds that enemy is far the likelier of the two. All she 

knows of the lock, and her only, though almost sufficient, reason for 

thinking that it is the hair of Orestes, is that it seems to be unquestion- 

ably the hair of a Pelopid, hair such as a Pelopid must have, and none 

but a Pelopid could have. But Aegisthus was Pelops’ grandson. And 

if the racial quality of Pelopid hair was so remarkable and persistent 

as the argument supposes, it would certainly overlay and obscure any 

minor personal differences ; so that to distinguish the hair of two Pelo- 

pids would be difficult in proportion as it was easy to tell Pelopid hair 

from any other. Now Electra knows that one of her father’s murderers, 

Clytaemnestra, has just been prompted by terror to make, notwith- 

standing the impiety of the act, an offering at the victim’s grave. 

What more credible than that the same idea should have occurred to 

the other, and that he should have carried it out, not with the audacious 

cruelty of Clytaemnestra, but with the ‘prudence’ which belonged to 

himself? This is at any rate much likelier than that Orestes has 

returned. And Electra has one reason for preferring to suppose that 

the hair is that of Aegisthus. If it is that of Orestes, the most probable 

inference, as she has seen}, is not that he has returned, but that he has 

died, and has set the hair, according to custom, as a memorial. (The 

footprints exclude this hypothesis and thus very much strengthen the 

argument. It is still unproved: but at this point speculation is cut 

short by the entrance of Orestes.) Electra therefore, who shows 

throughout the sound reason of a truly courageous mind, knows and 

says, that the hair does not prove what she wishes. ‘To say positively 

that it is that of Orestes, and that Orestes lives, would be ‘to beguile 

herself with hope’. It is either that of Orestes or that of Aegisthus, 

but which, ‘only the hair itself could say’’. 

Here then are two more points, in which the general interpretation 

assumed by Euripides does not satisfy the requirements of the text: 

and both are satisfied by the same hypothesis, to which we have been 

previously led. 

We now turn from the partial proof, which Electra reasons out 

before the entrance of Orestes, to the complete persuasion which 

follows it. As she concludes her remarks upon the footprints, Orestes, 

who has heard her throughout and perceives that she is ripe for con- 

viction, suddenly steps forth from his place of concealment. Electra, 

1 See on vv. 179—181. tional note on vv. 177—178, appended to 

2 As to Aegisthus, see also the addi- the translation. 
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in the shock of finding that the secret of the treasonable acts and 
speculations, in which she and the slaves have been engaged, is in the 
possession of a stranger, forgets for the moment her previous impres- 
sions, and returns to a state of suspicion and incredulity. Orestes 
however cuts short her protests with the remark, that what was almost 
proved from his hair and footprints can surely be seen beyond doubt 
in his actual person : 

avrov pev otv dpdaa dvcpabets eye: 

xoupav 6° idotda tyvde Kydeiov tprxds 

avettepwOns KaddKets dpav eye, 

ixvookoroved tT év atiBoure Tors emors. 

gavT7s adeAdov, cuppérpov 73 oO Kapa, 

oKxepar Tony tpocbeiaa Boatpvyov TPLXOs. 

How Euripides understood these lines, or whether he paid any 

attention to them, we cannot say. He imitates the last of them, but 

in a way which does not commit him to any view of its connexion 

with the context or the meaning of the sentence in which it occurs. 

We do him no injustice in supposing that here also he was content 

with a hasty glance and a vague reminiscence. At all events the 

modern critics, who adopt his conception of the scene as a whole, but 

rightly think themselves not at liberty to ignore the words, acknowledge 

here that they are completely at fault. After the labours of two 

centuries it is scarcely rash to say that, upon the assumptions of 

Euripides, no explanation of these lines is possible, nor any plausible 
correction. The lines have been arranged and re-arranged in almost 

every conceivable order. Lines have been struck out, lines inserted, 

and words altered; and still there is no agreement, except that some- 

thing is wrong. There is indeed only one real difficulty, but that, 

upon the Euripidean (and modern) theory, is insuperable. It is clear 

on the one hand, that ovpperpos xapa is an expression not properly 

applicable to anything but ‘he proportions of the head; and on the 
other hand that, as long as we follow Euripides, we cannot find or 

suspect any relation between the proportions of the head and the 

subject in view. But the reader, I imagine, is not waiting for me to 

point out, that, if the general purport of the scene is what we have 
now supposed, this is the very topic which we should here expect to 

find. If the marks, by which Electra divines that Orestes is in the 

neighbourhood, are those of a deep distinction, not of family but of 

race, which severed the pair from all other persons in the world, 

except one, whose presence in Argos, as worshippers at the tomb of 
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Agamemnon, was probable enough to be worth taking into account, 

then, according to common knowledge, the clinching proof, which 

Orestes himself could furnish, that Electra’s conjecture had been 

correct, would be found naturally in the shape of his skull, This is 

the universal race-mark, the broadest by which two persons, whose 

physical types are sufficiently similar to deceive a casual eye, will 

betray their difference of origin to a closer inspection. And this it is 

to which Orestes calls the attention of his sister. 

Nay, it is I myself whom seeing thou wilt not perceive although at the sight of 

this cutting of hair, my sorrow’s offering, thou flewest on wings to the thought, that 

what thou sawest was me, and scanning the tracks didst think, that thou sawest me in my 

marks. The lock of hair is that of thine own brother, shaped in the head like thee; 

put it in the place from which it was cut, and remark’. 

The action, to which he invites her, serves at once to show that he is 

the person who offered the lock, the subject of her previous conclusions, 

and also to draw her sight and touch to where a fresh proof may be 

found. The evidence is now within an inch of rigorous demonstration. 

The stranger is one who has enough interest in her dead father to pay 

him a perilous respect. His general aspect is Hellenic’. He bears 

not only two but three physical marks of that Asiatic strain which is 

peculiar to the children of Pelops. And he is not Aegisthus. This is 

a case upon which, in the given state of the family and the world, the 

stranger might almost have pleaded a title in law. It is more than 

enough for one in the position of Electra. It is not any scruple of 

reason, but only the shock of certitude, which keeps her dumb for a few 

seconds more, as her hand falls from his hair, and her eye surveys him 

from the head to the foot. And when, holding out a piece of faded 

linen, he says “This is your own work. Look at the weaving. Look 

at the pattern”, the flash of childish memory breaks her stupor, and 

she falls upon him with a scream. 

The assumption made by Electra, that Aegisthus and Orestes are 

the only surviving male descendants of Pelops, accords with the other 

indications given by Aeschylus. Menelaus, of whom we hear nothing 

after his disappearance in the storm’, had doubtless long been reckoned 

as dead: in any case he would not have pretended to be his nephew. 

This (so far as Aeschylus is concerned) exhausts the stock of Atreus. 

Aegisthus alone represents Thyestes*. The family of Pelops, according 

1 For the details of the language see the sequel of course requires it. 

the notes. 3 Ag. 629. 
* This would naturally be the case, and 4 Ag. 1605. 
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to an ancient version with which Aeschylus seems to have agreed’, 
consisted of three sons; but the third, Chrysippus, appears in the 
legends only to be murdered, and does not figure as a father. The 
long list of sons and daughters known to late authors? is probably due 
to the fertility of genealogists, who obtained a start for their pedigrees 
by adding alternatives together. The proof of Orestes’ identity thus 
brings out also the fact, that upon him alone depends in all likelihood 
the prospect of a right heir to the founder’s line, which adds a point to 
the salutation of the slaves: \ 

& pidtatov peAnpa duipacw TaTpos, 

daxputos éAris oréppatos swrnpiov, 

adky merous dau? avaxrice ratpds®, 

O welcome thou, chief care of thy sire’s house, thou long-wept hope of seed to 
keep it alive! Sure in the strength of thy sire thou shalt win his house again. 

I hope hereafter to show that the peculiar character of the Pelopid 
family, which is so important here, may also throw some light on the 
Eumeniies. 

It would be idle, as has been already said, to seek a more precise 

definition of the Pelopid characteristics than is contained in the 

Aeschylean text. Indeed as this definition is precise enough for the 

literary purpose, it is quite likely that the original authority furnished no 

more. One detail I will just notice, though I do not know whether it 

has any weight. Euripides, we see, was particularly struck with the 

word opoztepos, applied to the hair, and thought it, as a variant for 

dpovos dike, objectionable. It may well be nothing more than a pictur- 

esque and fanciful metaphor, such as Aeschylus loves. But we may 

observe that a like metaphor occurs again in the same connexion : 

Koupav 6 idodoa tyvde Kndelov TpLXos 

avertepwOns. 

Possibly therefore ouozrepos is not merely fanciful, but is connected with 

the special (feathery) quality of the hair imagined. Whatever this 

quality was, we must suppose (and there is no difficulty in doing so) 
that it is concealed sufficiently to escape notice for a time, especially in 

the dusk of evening, when Orestes ‘ makes up’ as a traveller from Phocis*. 

The peculiarity of the feet would be still more easily hidden, and that of 

the skull would require no hiding, 

1 4g. 1605. 4 See also notes on wy. 167—175, 

2 Smith, Dict. Myth. Pelops. where Aeschylus has taken pains to make 

3 wv. 234—236. omépua signifies strict- it clear, that the peculiarity of the hair 

ie Ty a line of right male descent. was not superficially striking. 

V. E. CH. f 
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I turn now to the question, whether we have anything outside of the 

text to confirm or shake the conclusion that Euripides misinterprets it. 

General experience has certainly nothing to say against it. We have 

only to consult our own consciences. The means and motives to 

accuracy in literary matters are and have been for ages infinitely superior 

to those of Eumpides’ time. Yet even now there are few indeed, who 

would not be capable of misrepresenting grossly, on a point of detail, an 

ambiguous writer against whom they had a prejudice. On the character 

and habits of Euripides we have much information in his own writings, 

which have a strong personal flavour, and in the caricature by Aristo- 

phanes, which, drawn as it was, immediately after his death, for the 

benefit of his admirers, would have been futile, if it had not had a 

basis of reality. The traits are emphatically those of a reformer and 

revolutionary, a conscious, acknowledged leader in a vast intellectual 

change. He was for his time a notable reader and student; but his 

favourite studies were in the fast-fermenting speculations of his contem- 

poraries. For the ‘uneducated’ generations before him, and for the 

literature on which they fed, he professed and doubtless felt a great 

contempt. That (in a good hour) he became a dramatist, seems to have 

been due to circumstances rather than taste, to the immense importance 

of mounting the national pulpit. It is not likely that in his mature 

years he gave any close attention to the writings of Aeschylus, still less 

to his ‘sources’. As a boy he must have known the plays, in the loose 

fashion of the general reader, very well: but, unless he went through a 

conversion which we have no reason to suppose, he never can have 

admired them without many reserves. ‘Two minds more antipathetic 

could hardly be conceived. When he came to write his Z/ectra, he read 

the Choephori, as we see from the result, with the intention of doing it 

‘justice’, that is to say, of replacing it by a work better suited to an 

‘enlightened’ people, and throwing ridicule, if occasion served, upon its 

style and tendency. Anything which he had known of its details and 

history he had had ample time to forget. In short he came to it with 

an apparatus of error. 

It will be instructive and satisfying to compare his treatment of 

Aeschylus with Schlegel’s retaliation. For Schlegel was a critic by 
profession. He could and did comprehend with ease the transparent 

language of Euripides’ Zvectra. But this did not prevent him from 

making reflexions upon it, under the influence of dislike, which simply 

prove that he did not remember the story. ‘‘ Euripides’ play”, he says, 

““is a singular instance of poetical or rather unpoetical obliquity: to expose all its 

absurdities and contradictions would be an endless undertaking. Why, for instance, 

does Orestes badger his sister by keeping up his incognito so long ?” 
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That is to say, why does Orestes not declare his identity at the first 

interview? For two reasons, each sufficient and imperative, which no 

one, who looked for them, could have failed to see. First, because he 

has as yet no proof, and does not even know whether he will be able to 

procure one. And secondly, because he and his sister are never beyond 

reach of observation or overhearing. He does not himself know 

whether there exists a qualified witness, one who commands her 

confidence and is likely to be acquainted with his person. As a 

fact there is just one. This he adroitly manages to learn from Electra, 
without putting a suspicious question, in the course of their conversation’. 

If there had been none, he must, sooner or later, have tried the effect of 

a bare declaration, risking the probable and perilous suspicion of im- 

posture. But of course he does not dream of doing this as long as 

there is a hope of evidence. And even had his evidence been ready, he 

would not have produced it in the presence or neighbourhood of a dozen 

gossiping female visitors, ‘friends’ of Electra, as she tells him, but the 

very last people to whom one would choose to reveal a momentous 

secret. It is with reluctance? that in their hearing he even conducts the 

hypothetical enquiry, by which he elicits the necessary information 

about his witness. And in fact it is the embarrassment of their presence 

which gives piquancy to the actual recognition. The obvious course for 

Orestes was to seek the old slave at his dwelling, and test his recol- 

lection. This he would doubtless have done, if arrangements beyond 

his knowledge or control had not thrown him, just as he and Pylades 

are slipping away from Electra’s house, upon the very man. 

so, but in the meanwhile the slave has been at Agamemnon’s grave, 

has seen Orestes’ offering, and has leaped to the suspicion that it is 

Orestes, who is now with Electra. He is thus put instantly on the 

track, and the recognition is the work of a few seconds. But there ts 

this humorous element in it, that Orestes, though he wants to be 

recognized, is most unwilling to be recognized there and then, and 

Not only 

1 vy. 282—286. As soon as he /as 
learnt it, he carefully quits the topic. 

The question 6 xarOavaw 65¢ ods rarhp 

TUpBov Kupel; is a mere device to turn 

the conversation. Orestes has just come 

from the grave itself. This is one of the 
exquisitely clever and subtle strokes with 

which the dialogue abounds. Schlegel, 
it may be guessed, would have rated 

Euripides for the ‘stupidity’ of the need- 

less enquiry, and for ‘forgetting’ that 

Orestes already knew. His remarks on 

the Electra, and on Euripides generally, 

are full of misunderstandings. He said 

himself, very truly, that he did not know 

why the play was written. It did not 

occur to him apparently that, this being 

so, he was not the person to criticize it. 

4. 272 

Fa 
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instead of meeting him half-way, affects the utmost surprise, that he 

should be so much interested in the appearance and features of a 

stranger. However a certain scar makes the slave quite sure, and 

being too much excited to think of consequences, he forces Orestes’ 

hand’, 
It may now be judged, how far Schlegel shows himself worthy of 

trust as an interpreter of Euripides, when he asks ‘‘ Why does Orestes 

badger his sister by keeping up his incognito so long ?”, and by analogy 

how much reliance we ought to place upon Euripides as an interpreter 

of the Choephori. Each in this instance essayed the task of judging a 

work of art in which he took no interest other than polemical. No 

talent will save from error the critic who ventures to do this. 

We turn to Sophocles, whose interpretation of Aeschylus, if we could 

get it, might fairly be thought decisive. And I think we have some 

indication of it, though from the nature of the case it is indirect. 

Sophocles, like Euripides, does not found the recognition upon the 

family traits of Orestes, and therefore has little occasion to notice them. 

He touches on the subject however in the argument already noticed, 

which is drawn by Chrysothemis from the hair of Orestes upon the grave. 

The moment she saw it, she says, she was profoundly struck by some- 

thing familiar in its appearance (éuzraie ti por Wuyy Evvnfes oppu), and 

when she took it up, could scarcely check an outcry, being sure that 

it was that of her brother, “‘ For to whom but me and thee does this 

belong?” She returned at once to Electra, bringing the hair with her’. 
The argument is partly parallel to that of Electra in Aeschylus ; and in 

Sophocles also not only Chrysothemis (which would signify little) but 

Electra herself treats it as not without substance. For when she has 

told her sister that Orestes is dead, and Chrysothemis asks ‘‘Whose then 

can the offerings be?”, she replies, “I incline to think myself that they 

1 Used as it is in this scene, a special 

mark is scarcely liable to the depreciation 

which Aristotle in the Poetics (cap. xvi.) 

justly lays in general upon recognitions 

When the mark is the 

means, and but for the mark the recogni- 

tion could not take place, such a scene is 

apt to be frigid. But there is nothing 

extraordinary, nothing to require special 

support, in the recognition of a man of 

eighteen or nineteen by the person who 

had charge of him up to the age of 

Prompted as he is beforehand, 

dia onmelwv. 

twelve. 

the slave would naturally recognize Ores- 

tes, scar or no scar. The only function 

of the scar is that it makes the slave 

immediately positive, in spite of Orestes’ 

behaviour, and enables him to remove, 

by an appeal to Electra’s memory of her 

childhood, the distrust of his intelligence, 

which she has for the moment conceived. 

The scar is not the ground of the recog- 

nition, but only causes it to take place a 

few minutes earlier than it otherwise 

would. 

2 uv. gog- 
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are memorials of our dead brother’ which some one has placed there. 

Now unless it is assumed that the family in question was wnigue in its 

traits, the argument of Chrysothemis is not only inconclusive (which it 

is in any case), but baseless. There is nothing at all to connect the 

offerings with Orestes, and the natural answer to the question “ Whose 

are they, if not his?” would be “ Why, those of somebody else!” As 

Sophocles certainly meant us to think highly of Electra’s mind, and 
would have shown a want of his usual delicacy in making even 

Chrysothemis ridiculous, we should suppose that he did assume the 

family to be unique in its traits, distinguishable from all other families 
and persons in the world, or at least in that part of it which Electra and 

Chrysothemis had occasion to consider, not merely by such slight and 
inconstant differences as are seen between house and house, but by 

those profound and unfailing marks, which, for generation after genera- 

tion, will betray the filtration of a foreign and unmixable race. We should 

suppose in short that he understood the scene of Aeschylus, to which he 

evidently alludes, in the way for which I am contending. That the 

founder of the Pelopid house was in fact a foreigner, and not a Hellene, 

Sophocles states both in this play (v. 505) and more explicitly in the 

Aias (v. 1292). The bearing of the fact on the plot he doubtless as- 

sumed, as Aeschylus assumes both fact and bearing to be notorious to 

the audience beforehand. 
From the allusion of Aristophanes in the C/ouds* we can infer 

nothing material to our present purpose. Indeed it is scarcely a 

reference to the Choephori in particular, but rather to the story of 

Electra, as it appears both in Aeschylus and in Sophocles. “This 

comedy ”, says Aristophanes, “like the Electra whom we know ("HAéxrpaw 

kar’ éxeivnv), comes looking for spectators of as much wit as those who 

praised my first effort. For she will recognize, if she sees it, her 

brother’s lock”. That is to say, she has herself the same traits as the 

former comedy, and deserves thé same approbation on moral grounds, 
which he thereupon shows to be the fact. This implies only that Electra 

does recognize a family likeness in the lock, whether on grounds 

sufficient or insufficient. All that can perhaps be said is that, if her 

inference had been in any way strained or unnatural, Aristophanes, for 

his own purpose, had better have spared the allusion. 

This, I think, is all the evidence which we have from contemporaries 

1 pynuet” ’Opécrov: cf, Aesch. Zed. with the schol. repdras 3 tplxas Fort Te 

49 benueta 0" abrav Trois Texolaw els 5b- TooUTOY. 

pous mpds apu’ ’"Adpdarou xepoly Ecrepor, 2 uv. 534. 
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of Euripides. And indeed we have no reason to think that, in his time, 

the question which we are discussing would have excited much atten- 

tion. The point of view was not that to which we are accustomed. 

The modern readers and enquirers have been all persons more or less 

familiar with historical criticism, and interested (to say the least) as 

much in Aeschylus as in Euripides. On the Aeschylean side and for a 

student of the Choephori, the question, whether the censure of Euripides 

is just, has all, and more than all, the importance which has been 

attached to it. But for a man of the day, reading the Eéectra of 

Euripides merely as a work by the popular writer of the day, the question 

is not only unimportant, but would easily escape notice altogether. 

Except one or two small peculiarities of wording, which the average 

reader would either miss or dismiss, there is nothing in the scene of 

Euripides which requires explanation from without. The reputation of 

Aeschylus had at that time reached the lowest point to which an author 

destined to live can descend. ‘To the generation in power his works 

were ‘the sort of thing that was liked by one’s father or grandfather’’, 

a distinction peculiarly strong on the morrow of the greatest intellectual 

revolution, except the Renaissance, which has ever occurred among 

men, and the most rapid of all. The Aeschyleans, as we know from 

the unimpeachable witness of Aristophanes’, were a small minority, 

helpless amid the mob. The mass did not care for the Choephori, and 

if they had been told that Euripides had pretended to show an absurdity 

in it, which was not there, would have answered, that doubtless some 

other absurdity was. The others, not at all behind in prejudice and 

misplaced contempt, were not very likely to bestow a minute study 

upon the £/ectra. Impartial and historical criticism, as we understand 

it, had scarcely begun to exist. 

But in the next century the situation changed. The science of 

history, founded by Thucydides, made rapid progress, and the science 

of criticism along with it®, Aeschylus was remote enough to be 

admired, and Euripides to be censured. When the Choephori and the 

Electra were not merely read by different persons, but studied by the 

same, the critical question could not escape notice; and the fourth 

century was provided, as the fifth in general was not, with the apparatus 

of research. How then did the fourth century decide? Against the 

interpretation of Euripides. It is one of the strongest reasons for the 

1 Aristoph. Clouds, 1361 foll. shows (cap. 18) how much research and 

2 Frogs, 779—783.- controversy had been bestowed upon 

3 The lately discovered Aristotelian points of which Thucydides declares his 

treatise Ox the Constitution of Athens, countrymen universally ignorant. 
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interpretation of Aeschylus here advanced, that it explains, what to me 

at least has always appeared amazing, the praise, and the sort of praise, 

which is bestowed on the Recognition in the Choephori by the author of 

the Poetics’. Aristotle divides recognitions, as elements of drama, into 

classes in order of merit. The test of merit is the amount of skill 

(réxvn) shown in devising the method of discovery. Highest of all 
stand those, where the discovery “ arises from the action itself”, where 

there is nothing of which we can say “This is brought in simply to 

make the discovery possible”, but it seems to come about of itself 

through incidents which are natural independently of it. Such is, he 

says, the recognition of Iphigenia by Orestes in Euripides*. ‘The 

priestess of the Tauric Artemis, herself a Greek, gives to a Greek 

stranger a message to be conveyed to her friends, and thus reveals that 

she is his sister. This is good, because the sending of the message is 

natural in the situation, without regard to its effect in producing the 

discovery. So also in Sophocles the discovery of Oedipus, that locasta 

is his mother, is well contrived, because it works itself out incidentally, 

through his search for the murderers of Laius. ‘To arrange the story so 

that it shall thus play up to the recognition is admirable in proportion 

to the skill which it requires. 

In all other cases, wherever anything is seen to have been put into 

the story simply for the purpose of recognition, the invention is easier, 

more apparent, and therefore inferior. Lowest, because easiest, are 

those devices in which the problem is simply solved by an adherent 

mark, such as a congenital peculiarity, a scar, a necklace, etc. Not very 

much above these is such a case as the identification of Orestes by his 
sister, which completes the mutual discovery in the /pAigenta in Taurts. 

She is convinced by his knowledge of certain private occurrences in 

their childhood. To invent such occurrences well is not quite so easy 

as to give Orestes a strawberry-mark on his left arm: still the inventor 

is very much at large, and therefore deserves little credit. Homer does 

something better, when he leads up to the discovery of Ulysses at the 

feast of Alcinous by making him weep at the tale of Troy. This ts 

better, because the device is not so obvious; in fact it resembles the 

best kind, but is less admirable, because the incident is visibly brought 

in for the purpose of recognition; it does not seem to arise indepen- 

dently out of the situation ; and such an incident is more easily found. 

Superior still, and best of the lower division, is the discovery by process 

of deductive reasoning (éx ovddoywpod), of which we have an example in 

2) Gap. 16. 2 See above, p. xlvi. 
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“Some one /ke has arrived: there is no one “ke but 
2 

. 

the Choephori’: 

Orestes: therefore Orestes has arrived 

The author’s reasons for giving this pre-eminence to recognitions ‘by 

process of deduction’ are sufficiently clear from the context and the nature 

of the case. Every dramatic recognition might be stated in syllogistic 

form. The kind which he rightly puts lowest in the scale of invention 

involves an argument (often very ill-founded) such as this: “This is a 

person possessing a necklace of golden scarabs: no one could possess 

such a necklace except my child: therefore this is my child”. The 

kind which he puts highest is equally ‘syllogistic’ in substance. And 

of course Aristotle does not mean that, where the premisses are poorly 

invented or insufficient, it would be any improvement to expose the 

argument in detail. What he means is that, when the situation 

supposed is such, that it is natural and convenient to exhibit dramati- 

cally the process of reasoning upon which the recognition rests, then 

caeterts paribus the scene is likely to be exceptionally interesting ; and 

that to invent and work out such a situation is difficult, and therefore 

admirable, to a degree only below the rare feat of getting the incidents 

of the drama to supply the premisses spontaneously, as it were, and 

without anything visibly put in for the sake of the recognition merely. 

Now upon these principles, which are very good sense, what praise 

is due to the Recognition in the Choephori, as interpreted by Euripides 

and the modern commentators? If his interpretation is right, the 

scene is peculiar not in the fact that the recognition is an inference (for 

all recognitions are inferences), but in the futility of the premisses, and 

the way in which, by setting out the argument at length, the futility of 

the premisses is exhibited. A dramatist needs no skill to make one of 

his characters reason irrationally for a long time, and finally arrive at 

certainty without any reason at all. It needs no skill to imagine such 

evidences of a man’s identity as that his foot is of the same size as his 

sister’s, or that his hair is like hers, or that he possesses a piece of her 

that, if we are to fill up the elliptic 8uou0s, 

“like Orestes” is better than ‘‘like me 

(Electra)”’. But in truth either would be 

right; and it is for this reason that the 

ambiguity is safe. ‘‘Like ws (the family)” 

1 And some others, which, being not 

now extant, and very briefly stated by 

the author, we can hardly criticize. His 

description of the scene in the Choephor7, 

though perfectly correct and sufficient for 

those who know the play, would convey no 

adequate idea to those who did not. 

2 Guorbs Tis EAPAVOEV* ovdEls BuoLos AAN’ 

7 “Opéstns* “Opéorns otv édAndvOev. I 

agree with Mr Prickard (Avzstotle on the 

Art of Poetry, Appendix A, note 32) 

would be better than either; but no sup- 

plement is necessary. The Greek in itself 

signifies that the stranger is identified 

by conformity to a unique type: and 

this is enough. 
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work, or that he has made an oblation at his father’s grave ; or, having 
imagined these premisses, partly impossible and wholly insufficient, to 
put them together and append the unsupported conclusion. Among 
the recent expositors of the Choephori, though all of them are devoted 
to Aeschylus, there is, I believe, not one who praises the scene for its 
substance, not one who does not treat it as a regrettable error, requiring 
apology and forgiveness. Why then did Aristotle, with all the best 
Greek tragedy before him, select the scene for especial praise ? 

The explanation is, that he did not accept the interpretations of 
Euripides. Rightly understood, the scene well merits his commen- 
dation. It is “a recognition by process of inference” really deserving 
the name, one of those not common situations, difficult to find or to 
work out, in which the reasoning, upon which the discovery depends, 
can be naturally and conveniently set out at length in dramatic form, so 
as to give us pleasure in following the steps of it. Better even than the 
logical structure is the beauty of the living language in which it is 
clothed. But the logical structure is a vital element: and there is no 
logical structure, unless we assume, what Aeschylus supposed his 

audience to know, that the sons of Pelops were distinguished from the 

Achaean population around them, distinguished from their own Achaean 

wives and mothers, by certain minute but indelible marks of their 
Asiatic origin. 

If it were asked, why he did not say so plainly beforehand, we might 

reply, that for all we know he did. The only possible place for such a 

statement would be in the prologue, when Orestes offered his lock : and 

the prologue is lost. But the error of Euripides makes it hard to 

suppose that the prologue contained any explicit statement on the 

subject: and even in the prologue, such a statement would have been 

irrelevant and in Aeschylus’ days unnecessary. It was a grand ad- 

vantage at the time, that the dramatist, composing for an audience 

uniformly educated and versed in the same stories which he employed, 

was dispensed from the necessity of such artificial intrusions upon the 

natural course of speech. In real life men do not tell each other what 

every one is supposed to know. On the stage they always do, because 

as things are now and long have been, the ‘every one’, who knows, 

does not include the audience. Aeschylus worked in a happier state ; 

but he has paid for it, or rather we have paid for it, since, 
I cannot conclude without saying, at the risk of incurring such 

ridicule as may be appropriate, with what profound regret I have 

written a word of censure upon Euripides. He wrought for humanity 

and civilization some of the most splendid and gallant services which 
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ever were rendered by man. His Z/ectra is one of them. Had it not 

been for him and the group of men, by whom Athens was forced to 

think boldly, it is likely that no one would be thinking to purpose at 

this day. The question, whether he or Aeschylus is the more to be 

reverenced, may wait to be answered with the question, whether the 

sky or the earth is the nobler part of creation. But in a hapless 

moment, being but man, he assumed an office for which he was not 

fit; and in this he deserves no obedience. 

On the use of the Scholta. 

The scholia to the Choephori afford a good opportunity for recalling 

certain cautions, which easily drop out of sight. From the nature of the 
case the scholia are seldom noticed, except where they seem to contain 

valuable and necessary matter. It is therefore easy to forget what is 

the true average of their merit, and practically to apply a too favourable 

estimate, when the question arises, how much discretion and science 

should be attributed @ fviorzZ to the author of some particular note. 

When the correctness of the Ms. in a given place is impeached on the 

evidence of a scholium, the argument starts from an assumption about 

the scholiast. No one (it is assumed), and therefore not this writer, 

could have given this explanation, if he had this text to explain. We 

shall do well therefore occasionally to remind ourselves that, though 

the scholia doubtless contain fragments derived from critics better 

informed than we are, and fairly scientific in method, the bulk of them 

was written by persons of whom it is hard to say, what that error was, 

which they were not capable of committing; by persons not only 

deficient in taste, not only inferior to us in knowledge, but absolutely 

unscrupulous in their dealings with the principles of language. To the 

resolution with which these persons followed letters, as best they might, 

in a discouraging age, we are indebted for our possession of Aeschylus : 

but we should ill repay their devotion by forgetting the ignorance in 

which they had to work. 

To represent the worse side of the scho/ia, a small selection, con- 

sisting mainly of such cases as there has been no occasion to notice else- 
where, is here put together for the convenience of those, who may not 
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have the whole at command. The specimens are worth a few minutes’ 
curiosity for their own historical interest. 

The first examples shall illustrate a common and important phe- 
nomenon, the perversion of sound material to the wrong use. In 
accounting for this, we have to remember the elusive form of those 
ancient marginalia which our scholiasts had to use, their excessive 
brevity, casual apposition, and want of directing marks. 

At vv. 348—351 

, , 

TEKVWV TE KEAEVOOLS 
‘ -~ 

eTLoTpeTTOV aimva KTiccas 
, a > 

ToAvXYwoToV ay ELXES 
/ 

Tapov 

we have the note jAwrov kai vo roAdGv Keywopevov. This is of 
course absurd. We see at once that the two explanations belong, or 
belonged, to different words in the text, 4pwrov (admired) to én 
atpertov, and vo toAAGy Keywopevov to ToAvyworov. What then induced 
the framer of the note to combine them? A mistake in application. He 
found {yAwrov in his margin, and erroneously referred it to roAvywerov. 
He also found the other gloss, which, poor as it is, really did refer to 
moAvxworov. And “never despairing”, as Mr Sidgwick says in another 
place, he calmly proceeded to reconcile them, by supposing that xeyw- 

opevoy was derived, not from xow, ywrvyyn heap, but from ywopar feel 

angry, and meant regarded with jealous indignation, so as to be 

synonymous after a fashion with fjAwrov. Such was his skill in lexi- 

cology. 

At v. 385 the ms. has the phrase épuprvjoa revxyjevta oAoAvypov. 

Some one, possibly an Alexandrian, seems to have appended the 

interpretation Aauzpdv. Modern scholars, guided by science and 
trained perception, naturally suspect that tevxyevra is an error, and may 

be strengthened in their suspicion by the gloss. But the mediaeval 

critic did not so reason. He accepted zevxyevra for the text, bright for 

the meaning ; and he simply looked for a connexion. Nor did he look 
long: wevxy and bright together suggested ‘torches’; and the sentence is 

something about ‘singing a vuvos’. The commentator bethought him 

(what more obvious ?) of the imperial or ecclesiastical ‘feasts’ to which 
he was accustomed, with their illuminations and music, and he just 

amplified the note into zavnyupixov, Aaprpov, festival, Le. bright. 

Just below (vz. 393) Electra speaks of audibadys Ze’s. Those who 

cannot overlook the metre, which gives to au¢iadys here as elsewhere 

a short 4, or are punctilious about the laws of word-formation, may 
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hesitate as to the sense of the epithet. But the scholiast saw a plain 
way. Why not read it augifadys, and explain it by 0 roumjowv audo 

nuas avabyAfou, especially since, as people then knew, @A€w itself 

might mean not only 4loom but also make to bloom'? 

Again a little further on (v. 401) comes this: 

Bod yap Xovyov *Epwis 

Tapa tav mpotepov POiwevov arnv 
nls mueey, >> » 
€TEPav ETAYOUVT AV €7 agT?). 

Some have thought this hard; indeed every modern scholar pronounces 

it unconstruable. But that is a weakness, arising from the rash pre- 

sumption that aryv er ary must go closely together. If our ears were 

not so supersensitive, we should be content to remark that “the words 

are to be taken in this order—foa Epwvs arnv érépav érayovoav Aovyov 

ér aty”’. 

An acquaintance with poets, even without much erudition, informs 

the modern reader that when transcendent happiness is described as 

vmepBopeos (v. 372), there must be an allusion to something more 

delightful than the north wind; and he makes researches accordingly. 

But why, when nothing is more ‘excessive’ than the north wind itself ? 

vTepBopeos TVX’ y aryav TVEOVT A. 

These five notes, all occurring within fifty lines, show a palate not 

fastidious. But these are nothing to what may be found in the same 

area. At v. 384 Orestes concludes a prayer, that Zeus will send ven- 

geance for Agamemnon, with the words toxedou 8 dpws tedAetrar. The 

words are really obscure; but the only superficial difficulty lies in opus, 

which is related to the context in a way not intelligible without some 

knowledge of poetical idiom. If it were ozws, the clause in itself would 

be easy: ‘and (grant) that it (the vengeance) may be accomplished for 

a parent”. Thus much some one saw. Now if he had had the least 

tincture of science, his next step would have been to suggest that ows 

was an error for 67ws: and in fact, since the Renaissance, two or three 

critics have taken this road, though it has long been seen to be wrong. 

But our ‘some one’, luckily for us, had a trick more cunning than 

emendation. He saw in Aeschylus everywhere forms similar to those 

of his familiar Greek, but not exactly similar: and he did not pretend 

to know the laws, by which the variation was limited. He saw for 

example (v. 558), that Aeschylus wrote eixws, where the sense required 

was resembling: and he ‘‘supposed” that it was for éovws (ota avtt 

1 See L. and Sc. s.v. 
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Tod éorxws). But why Aeschylus omitted the 0, or whether he usually 
did so, were questions beyond his scope. Aeschylus did many strange 
things. And therefore if Aeschylus wrote évws, where the sense pointed 
to dws, the inference was that for some reason he preferred the word 
with a m instead of a 7 Accordingly ‘some one’ commented upon 
Tokedor 8 Opws teeta thus :—iva. 10 dpovov Kal toov TA ri pi pvdraybn 
—i.e, “Ouws is a conjunction, signifying iva shat [like dws, but] the p, 
which is similar to ~ [phonetically] and equivalent to it, should be 
retained” and not altered to 7,,as had apparently been proposed by 
some less robust philologist. This may surprise us: but we are not at 
the bottom yet. What are we to say of another ‘some one’, who, 

because in the text Orestes is speaking about his father, read and 

copied the note, expanding supposed contractions, thus—iva 76 dpowv 

Kat toov To Tatpi pov pvdaxOy, in order that similarity and equality may 

be preserved to my father,—and left this nonsense to puzzle generations 

too well informed to see through it ? 

Style, accidence, syntax, everything was conceived in the same 

empiric and lawless fashion. An awkward negative is dismissed as 

“redundant”: wAcovale: 7 ob (v. 661). Do not forget (undapas aby) is 

turned, in spite of the plainest possible context, into “Let it not be 

unknown ¢o me”: and to get this inappropriate meaning, je is, without 

any warrant, supplied (v. 678). Such are the daily remedies ; those for 

great occasions are more heroic. Thus pv6mov daredov (v. 793) is 

translated by evtaxtov Kal py tpaxeiav ropelav, a regular and smooth 

progress, without regard to the trifling fact that both words are substan- 

tives. If ris dy idetv; is suspected to mean Who could see ?, grammar is 

satisfied by the remark that “ idety is for idoc’’ (v. 794). If xrapevow 

slain (v. 802) must, to suit the commentator, be future in tense, it is so 

interpreted (avaipeOyoouevov) without more ado. Nothing prevents 

Avtypios (diberative or liberating) from taking the sense of éAe’bepos 

(free), if it seems convenient (v. 816). Because Aeschylus writes dpeves 

dveapxto (vV. 1022), the expositor writes dveyepws dpxopevor Kai refo- 

fevot, Quite ready to suppose that this time Aeschylus might have made 

ppyv masculine. 

Such blighted ears may be gleaned, sometimes in handfuls, from 

almost every page; and the rest is mostly straw. Here and there is a 

grain to pick up, and very rarely a jewel. The utmost gratitude is due 

to the compilers. They did what they could, and they saved Aeschylus. 

But it is needful to weigh well their notions and methods, before we 

proceed to deal with the poet’s text upon theories which assume, without 
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consideration, that scholiasts in perplexity could not possibly suppose 

évouxos (v7. 329) to be a neuter substantive, or zapotoay (v. 695) to 

signify fast. The first hypothesis would have seemed to them 

perfectly natural; and the second would have passed at once with a 

tacit avtt Tov wapiotcay Kal taped fodoayr. 

It is perhaps worth while also to remark, since inaccurate language 

is sometimes used on the subject, that in strictness a scho/ium proves no 

more than that the reading, to which it refers, was propounded or 

assumed by some interpreter. Whether the reading was anywhere 

found we cannot tell, much less infer it to be older or otherwise better 

certified than that existing in the Ms. Sometimes indeed we can assert 

the contrary. For instance in Cho. 216 the text has an impossible 

exrayAoumevys, While the scholium assumes éxrayAovpévnv. Not only 

however is the accusative in itself unacceptable, but it does not account 

for the existing genitive, and never was (we may be sure) in any MS. 

from which M is descended. It is merely a superficial conjecture, if 

indeed it is not a blunder. I take this opportunity of mentioning this 

scholium (éxrayhws Gavpalovrav), because in the note to the passage it 

has been unintentionally omitted. 
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OPE2TH2. 

‘Epuh yOove, twatpa’, émomtevwv Kparn, 

TwWTHP YEvovd por TUpmaXoS T aiToumeve* 
nKw yap és ynuv THvde Kal KaTépYopat. 
TUupBov & én’ dy0w tebe KNpYTTw TraTpl 

On the scenic arrangements see the 

Introduction.—The Ms., being mutilated, 

begins at v, 10. vv. I—5 were restored 

by Canter from Aristoph. Frogs 1126, 

1172, vv. 6—7 by Stanley from the schol. 

to Pindar, Pyth. 4. 145, and vv. 8—g by 

Dindorf from a schol. to Eur. Alc. 784. 

wv. I—3 are cited expressly as the open- 

ing, and wv. 4—5 in such a way as natur- 

ally to suggest that they were the next 

words. vv. 8—g are cited as from the 

Choephorit and were no doubt in this 

speech. vv. 6—7 are cited with the words 

Opéorns pnol r@ Ayauéuvorr, 

1. Hermes is invoked in three aspects, 

each bearing upon the prayer of Orestes 

for his aid, (1) as x@évios or Wuxorourds, 

as a god of the lower world and specially 

conductor of the dead; (2) as rarpwos, 

god of ancestry, not only as being (with 

Zeus, Apollo, and others) one of the 

gods with whom the worship of ancestors 

was connected (Lysias, p. 104. 16) but 

also as specially interested in the house 

of Atreus (Hom. //. 2. 72); and (3) as 

president or overseer of victory, an allusion 

,- V, A, CH, 

to his functions as the god of good fortune 

and success in general, particularly in 

contests of strength and of craft 

évayavios, and inf. vv. 723, 865). 

H. V. Macnaghten in Fournal of Philo- 

(see 

See 

logy, XVI. 205.—For the reading rarpya, 

and the discussion of it by Aristophanes, 

see Appendix I. § 1.—érorrejev: lit. 

witness of, t.e. sanctioning by presence. 

Kpdatn. 

of victory’, cf. Supp. 962 dy 8 rien xal 

For the plural, properly ‘feats 

Kparn Tots dpoeow. 

2—=s justify the foregoing appeal, ewrhp 

and ctupuaxos 

Kparn, ynv and ripSov to xbmc, rarpl 

referring to érorredbwr 

to maTpwe. 

3. Wkw...Karépyopar. Note that these 

are different tenses, and each appropriate: 

nxw is present perfect, the mere arrival is 

complete: continuous Karépyouat 18 a 

present; the xd@odos or refurn from exile 

is in progress only, and will be complete 

when Orestes is restored to his rights. 

Aristophanes implies this distinction, in 

so far as his discussion is seriously applic- 

able. See Appendix I. 
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KAVELY, AKOVTAL 
* # 

TroKapov “Ivayw Operriptov, 
Tov dSevTepov dé Tovde trevOnTrpLov 

* * 

ov yap Tapov @puwka cov, TaTEp, LOpoOV 
299 b] / an? > > 3 \ la) 

ovd é&érewa yelp em’ expopay vexpov 
* * 

Tl xphpua Aevoow; Tis TOP HO opnyupis 10 

oTEixel yuvatkav pdpecw pedayyipots 
mpémovca; Toia Evupopa mpocekdaca; 

motepa Sopoicr THua TpocKupEl véor ; 
}) TaTpi TOMO Tadd errEcKacas TVYW 
xoas pepovoas veprépois ped ywacw ; 15 

5. KAvev, akotoat. The idea is re- 

peated for pathos and emphasis, but with 

an increase of meaning, dkoto-ar signifying 

not merely hear, but hearken, 2.e. respond, 

comply. See on v. 457- 

6—7. He performs two religious duties, 

which he had been compelled toneglect, the 

offering of hair to the dead and to the river- 

god of Argos. The latter was done upon 

attaining manhood. See Hom. //. 23. 141 

(with the commentary of Eustathius) and 

schol. to Pindar, Pyth. 4. 145. The asso- 

ciation of the customs here is interesting, 

and it is unfortunate that we have not 

the whole passage. Probably they were 

based upon the same notion, the wish to 

bring the person of the giver into perma- 

nent connexion with a source of help and 

strength, that is, in the one case with the 

deceased ancestor, in the other with the 

god of his country, supposed to be es- 

pecially embodied in the life-giving river. 

At all events the customs were widely 

prevalent; see Prof. Robertson Smith’s 

Religion of the Semites, and on v. 179 2nf. 

The offering to Inachus has been made 

already; that to Agamemnon Orestes 

now makes, by laying the lock upon the 

tomb.—®perryptov, an offering for nwr- 

ture, mevOntnHptov, for mourning. 

g. é§éreva xeipa: attitude of mourn- 

ing and farewell. See Eur. Alc. 767, 

Supp. 772-—éxgpopa Dindorf: the dative 

(at) is perhaps better, though the accusa- 

tive is not impossible; ‘¢o the carrying- 

forth of the corpse’ standing for ‘to the 

corpse as it went forth’. 

Il. dpecrw...mpérovea: conspicuous 

or noticeable for their black raiment. The 

fact that they are in mourning awakes 

attention. 

12. ‘To what occurrence am I to 

attach it by conjecture?’, z.e. ‘ What is 

the cause?’. So Ag. 1123 Kaxy TH 

mpocekafw ta6e ‘I connect the words 

with ill’ or ‘see in them an evil significa- 

tion’, though there the notion of /ikeness 

is more prominent. 

14. TvX@: amT to hit? z.e. ‘must I, 

to be right, conjecture’ etc. 

14—15. ‘Shall I suppose this liba- 

tion-bearing to be an after-propitiation of 

my father?’ pecACypaotw depends upon 

érretkdoas, Tatpt upon petAlypacty in its 

verbal aspect. It is not necessary to take 

peiyuara strictly in a personal sense 

(though this could be justified, see on 

Theb. 1013): it is not raade (these women) 

but tacde xoas pepovcas (the bringing of 

libations by these women) which is ‘likened 
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ovdév trot’ addo* Kal yap "Hréxtpav bona 
aTeixyery adedgpry THY Eunv TrévOEr AVYPH 

mpévovaav. & Zed, dos we ticacOar podpov 
matpos, yevod b€ avupayos Oédwy epoi. 

IlvAadn, ctabapev exrodmv, as dv cadas 20 
wabw yuvaixkayv HTLs nde TpoTTpoT?. 

XOPOX. 

ESny ladtos €x Sopov 

Yoas Tpotrou7ros 

Readings of M. 23. 

to’ or ‘conjectured to be’ a propitiation.— 

veprépots, which is strictly comparative, 

combines the signification of (1) /a¢ev and 

(2) dower. The first conjecture of Orestes 

is that the funeral ceremony is for a 

recent death (v. 13). As compared with 

offerings made at or immediately after a 

funeral, offerings made to a person long 

deceased, like Agamemnon, might be 
called véprepa for two reasons, either (1) 

because in themselves Jater, subsequent, 

for which sense compare t1répratos earliest 

(Pind. Nem. 6. 22), or certainly (2), by 

transference of epithet, because made to 

one absolutely departed and belonging to 

the véprepo, which, in the primitive view, 

a person whose body was yet among the 

living could hardly be said to do. It is 

reasonable to suppose that the epithet 

was or had been technically used for such 

offerings. —veprépots we.Nypara Casaubon, 

z.e. ‘which propitiate the dead’, in app. 

to xods. The objections to this are (1) 

the construction é7etxafw pepovioas, instead 

of dépew, ‘I conjecture them to be bring- 

ing’, which though conceivable, on the 

analogy of Soph. £/. 663 dauapra rivd" 

émetkagwy TUXw Kelvov, is more peculiar 

and irregular for Greek than English 

analogies could suggest; (2) the case of 

veprépos, which should then naturally be 

veprépwv, as Dr Wecklein perceives and 

is accordingly disposed to read. In Pers. 

613 xoas pépovo’ amep vEexpoiot merhixT pia 

oTp. a 
> 4 \ ‘ 

o€vyelpe ovY KTUTIO. 

ouyku* wt corr. to cuvKiorron. 

the dative is natural; here it would be 

confusing. —To construe peAyuarw with 
gepovoas (‘bring for propitiation’) is not 

admissible. This meaning would require 

Casaubon's conjecture; but there is no 

proof that the text is incorrect. 

17. tévOe Avyp@ mpéroveay : distin: 
guished from the rest dy the bitterness of 

her grief. Cf. Theb. 117 xpéxovres orpa- 

Tov dopvacbas cayais and note there. 

18. 

in Orestes the desire of vengeance’. 

Klausen. 

21. mpoorpomr, abstract for concrete, 

suppliant company. 

22. Orestes and Pylades retire. 

Electra and the chorus, female slaves of 

the house. Nothing is said of their ori- 

gin, which is, 

strong reason for not supposing them, as 

some have done, to be Trojans.—laArés : 

sent, by Clytaemnestra, not of my own 

‘The sight of Electra’s grief raises 

Enter 

in the circumstances, a 

will. 
23. XOds mpotropurds. 

adjective is treated as a participle (po 
So 

The verbal 

wéumrovea) with object accusative. 

dviimos able to escape in Soph. Ant. 756 

etc.—KrTum@ or Kém@ (Jacobs)? The Ms. 

is indecisive: é€¥xaps, which must refer 

to the sharp sound of the blows, favours 

xrérw: andsee v. 426. The scholia (drri 

700 Korerg—Srws xéywuas) are rather for 

xémy: but they cannot be trusted in a 

matter of precision. 

I—2 
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mpéerer Tapyis police apuypois 
” ve , 

OvUXOS ANOKL VEOTOLM 25 
(80 aidvos 8 iyypotcs Booxetrau Kéap): 
AwohOopa & vpacpatwv 

26. drovypotor. 

24. mpére...dolvicca: is marked 

with red. For the metre see Appendix 

II.—On the rather curious history of the 

tearing of the skin as part of the ceremony 

of mourning see Sittl, Die Gebarden der 

Griech. u. Rim., Cap. tv. The prohibi- 

tion of Solon (Plut. So/. 21 cited here by 

Wecklein) seems to have been entirely in- 

effective, to judge by the representations 

on Attic funeral-vases. 

26. 8 ivypotor Canter.— “8v...Kéap is 

a parenthetic remark, attached to veo- 

rou, to which word &’ ai@vos stands in 

antithesis; ‘ The external signs of grief are 

new, though the inner and secret feeling 

(see v. 80) has been there all along’. So 

in Sept. 730 the clause aléva 6’ és rplrov 

wéver stands in antithesis to @«vmowov”’ 

Wecklein. 

27—31. 
what we might call the Cyclopian or Ti- 

tanic construction characteristic of Aeschy- 

lean grammar; the component ideas are 

simply piled up without exact cohesion. 

‘There is a loud rending of linen, made 

éy the beating of the robes upon my 

breast in the act of mourning’. Such is 

the sense; but instead of subordinating 

one conception to the other, as in this 

English, the Greek places the ‘rending’ 

(Aaxides €pXadov) and the beating (mézAox 

met\nypévo) side by side ‘in apposition’. 

The principle is the same as that of the 

so-called ‘ pendent nominative’, on which 

see Ag. 996; as would be more clear, if 

we had not memAnyuévwr but memAnyuevot. 

But where an adj. or partic. refers to such 

a compound phrase as oroAyol mém\wv 

(=7ém\o), it may be attached by in- 

flexion to either word: see vetkos avdpav 

This is a curious example of 

Sivaiwov Soph. Ant. 794, and n. on Ag. 

159.—Awoo0. thacpatwy lit. ‘linen-de- 

structive of tissue’ z.e. destroying woven 

linen.—tw ddyeow: the vestments are 

personified throughout, as if, in the blows, 

they felt the shock of the grief.—dyeAao- 
rots. This epithet, at first sight feeble, is 

to be explained by the fondness of Greek 

poets, and of Aeschylus especially, for 

description dy contrast. A figure is sug- 

gested, and the inapplicable parts of it 

are excluded by contrary epithets. Thus 

dust is an dvavdos ayyedos (7heb. 83), the 

sword a xpnuarodairns (arbitrator) mxpbs 

(Theb. 716) etc. So here the words axis 

and &épdadov (cf. maprafw) suggested to 

the ear of Aeschylus the sound of /aughter 

rather than of Zamentation; and he makes 

a fresh point by correcting this suggestion 

with the contrary epithet dyé\acros.—70 

é&fs, ol 6€ cTohcpol Tay VpacuaTuy 7 pos 

rots otépvots AwwoPOdpor Aakides Eppdynoav 

(burst into tatters): schol. This view, 

making orodwol subject and Aakides se- 

condary predicate, supposes, without ne- 

cessity, an unnatural arrangement of the 

words.—It may be questioned whether 

Nakldes is abstract or concrete ; but in fact 

the two are so constantly interchanged 

and confounded by Aeschylus, that in 

such a place he would be unconscious of 

the distinction.—mpécrepvor suggested 

by the corrector (m) of M for po- 

orteAvor. It is not to be taken ascertain ; 

we have no proof that mpéoredvos is not 

a true word, though the meaning is now 

beyond conjecture. No reliance can be 

placed on the paraphrase of the schol. 

mpos Tots orépvos, which may be a mere 

guess at the sense of mpéorehva or mpéc- 

otredvo: ‘67d X avi Tod p” would have 

perfectly satisfied a medizeval commen- 

tator. 
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Aaxides Eprabdov Um’ adyeow 
TPOCTEPVOL GTOAMLOL 

/ ’ / 

TETAWY ayeNaTTOLS 

Evydopais treTANyuEVw?. 
topos yap potBos opOoOpié ’ 

avT., a. 
/ ’ / 

douewv overpomavtis, €€ Urvou Kotor 
, > , / 

TveWY, AWPOVUKTOY auBoapya 

puyobev EXaxe Tepi poBo, 
/ , 

yuvatkeloiow év Swuacw Bapds tritvwr. 

29. mpdcaredvot. 

32—36. ‘The intention of the whole 
passage is merely to express by a personi- 

fication the shrieks of Clytemnestra [v. 

534]: but as her alarm was prophetic of 

her fate, the imagery throughout is ora- 

cular’ Conington. Hence come ¢oios, 

évecpouavris, wvx60ev (which refers directly 

to the inner women’s chamber of the 

house, but figuratively to the oracular 

adytum, such as the sanctuary and sub- 

terranean grotto at Delphi, commonly 

called puxés, v. 953), and even dwpdvux- 

Tov, a contrasted epithet of the kind 

mentioned in the previous note, for the 

great oracles could be consulted only at 

regular times.—It appears not improbable, 

since the purpose of these details is to 

' connect the dream with the impending 

vengeance of Delphi (see on v. 39), that 

there was an analogy between the cir- 

cumstances of the dream and those of 

the divine command. It has been noticed 

in the Introduction that, in the story of 

Aeschylus, Orestes did not, so far as 

appears, consult Apollo on a project of 

revenge, or conceive such a project in- 

dependently at all. The special injunc- 

tion came originally from the god, and 

may well have been given, through the 

prophetess, in some such way as this 

parallel would suggest (see on v. 270). 
32. ydp. dé Lachmann; see App. II. 

—oiBos. I think, though it is of little 

importance, that, as this word is here 

generic (cf. Bdxxos and Baxxos), we should 

35. fraxe. 

write it without the capital. It signifies 

an inspiring power, making prophetic the 

person (here Clytaemnestra) into whom it 

enters. Whatever may be the etymology 

of the name #o7Sos, or the true origin of 

its application to Apollo, it was in fact 

associated, as usage proves, with aspiring 

possession, and practically had this mean- 

ing. 

than the identification of the ¢oiBor at 

Delphi with Apollo, the invader and 

appropriator of that sanctuary; and there 

Such a use was probably far older 

is even some evidence that anciently the 

feminine gol(8n, as well as GoiSor, was 

used at Delphi (see Zum. 7), just as in the 

case of Bacchic inspiration the possessor 

was Bdxxos, the possessed Sdxyos or Bday. 

—dp0sOpE: mating the hair stand uf, 

a phaenomenon of divine possession, as 

well as of terror; see Verg. Aen. 6. 48. 

On the reading d6p@d0@pé $5808 see Appen 

dix I. § 2.—Sopov dvapépartis limits the 

figure; the inspiring power was exercised 

through a dream and in a private house, 

in these respects otherwise than as that of 

wrepl 

So ert. 

the great oifos commonly was. 

$< Bw : for (because of) ferrer. 

697 céSoua 5 dvria \éfai ober dpyaiy 

wept rapBec. The ‘terror’ and ‘cry’ are 

literally those of Clytaemnestra, who is 

figuratively identified with the goipor 

yuvarxelowrs and therefore open to alarm 

— Sdpacr...rlrvev: dreading spon: 

so of a loud and sudden outcry, oles «fX\a 

dos év Séuois xirvee Eur. Hipp. §76- 
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Kpital Aé TOVO Oveipatov 
Gedbev EXakoy Uiréyyvot, 

peuderbar Tors yas 

vépOev TrepiOvpas 
lal fal > a 

Tois KTavoval T €yKOTELD. 

37. dé omitted. 

37. 8&: inserted by Arnald. 

38. Ged0ev CXakov tréyyvor: ‘uttered 

from the gods to whom they are respon- 

sible.’ ed@ev belongs primarily to €Aakov 

(Con., Sidgwick and others), but the ex- 

planation of tméyyvor is to be supplied 

from it.—The rendering of Oed0ev tréy- 

‘yvot given as an alternative in the schol. 

éx Oedy Hopadtopévor Thy wavTelay, ‘war- 

ranted’ or ‘made sure by the gods in their 

interpretation’, forces the sense of izéyyvos, 

which means properly ‘liable to (the for- 

feiture of) a pledge’ and so generally 

‘liable, responsible’.—The reason for in- 

sisting thus on the guarantee of the inter- 

preters is that the interpretation is #zs- 

leading, false as well as true, and that this 

whole character of it, the falsehood as 

well as the truth, is no human error or 

deception, but calculated for the divine 

purpose. See next note.—tAakoy Turn., 

édaxov M. 

39—41. It is important to observe, 

with regard to the dream, that this ‘inter- 

pretation’ is a true and scientific piece of 

mantic art, but nevertheless essentially and 

fatally wrong, Clytaemnestra. dreamed 

that she gave birth to a snake which, 

when put to her breast, wounded her (uv. 

524 foll.). 

symbol of things subterranean, and espe- 

cially of the grave (see on v. 926); it 

pointed therefore to danger from the 

dead (oi yas vépOev). The interpreters, 

fixing upon this, took the birth of the 

snake to be metaphorical, and supposed it 

to signify merely that the danger threat- 

ened Clytaemnestra as the person who 

had produced or caused the death (rots 

Kravovot). They accordingly advised her 

Now a snake was the regular 

40 

38. édaxov. 

to appease the spirit of Agamemnon. 

They did not think of danger from 

Orestes, supposed to be far away and 

helpless, and therefore did not see that 

the birth was meant /:terally; still less 

did they foresee that Orestes, though 

alive, was to execute his vengeance by 

pretending to be dead (see v. 885 rdv 

(evra kalvew Tods TeOvnkdtas Néyw), and 

in this way, as well as by representing his 

dead father, corresponded to the symbol 

of the snake. Least of all did they ob- 

serve that, as the casual expressions of 

the chorus have just indicated, the minor 

circumstances of the warning pointed to 

danger from Delphi. In fact the dream 

was Kapra pavris (v. 928), far more signi- 

ficant than they supposed. This is just 

one of those providential schemes in which 

Aeschylus and his instructors delighted. 

If the advisers of Clytaemnestra had been 

suffered to read the warning fully, Orestes 

must have been detected and lost. But 

though miraculously exact, it was framed 

and intended to mislead; and the only 

effect of it is, that Electra is sent by 

Clytaemnestra herself to Agamemnon’s 

grave, and there quietly and without 

suspicion meets Orestes, a thing which, 

but for this divine assistance, must have 

been hard to effect. And since the warn- 
ing conveyed by the imperfect interpreta- 

tion is itself inspired and true in fact, as 
far as it goes, the triumph of ‘* Phoebus 

the true” is (according to Delphic doc- 

trine) absolutely immaculate and complete. 

—wWith regard to the dream, as elsewhere, 

we remark that Aeschylus assumes the 

story, in all its parts and bearings, to be 

known, as no doubt it was, to the au- 
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Towdvde Yapw aydpw amotpoToy KaKav, 
i@ yaia paia, 
poméeva mw iAdDrEL 

dva0cos yuva’ oBod- 
pac & émos Tod’ éxBadeiv: 

/ ‘ / / iA , 

TL yap AUTpOV TETOVTOS aipatos Tébw; 

44. pmidre?. 46. 

dience, and makes his performers speak 

as they probably would in the supposed 

circumstances, not as they have to do in 

the ordinary conditions of the drama. 

To talk of an interpretation without men- 

tioning what was interpreted is perfectly 

natural: indeed the prevailing stiffness of 

stage-dialogue is due to the fact that such 

natural phaenomena of speech can rarely 

be imitated. But unless the audience 

knew all beforehand, the arrangement 

adopted would be practically unintelli- 

gible. 

42. Tovavde: such, that is, correspond- 

ing to the dream and interpretation. — 

xdpiw: atonement.—dyapw because of- 

fered by the murderess. On the metre 

see Appendix II. 

43. Wd yata pata. They address 

‘Mother Earth’ in the name and as the 

deputies of Clytaemnestra ; because it is 

to the earth that the libations are to be 

given, and through her they are to be 

conveyed to the dead. See v. 164, &xet 

yamdrous xoas maryp, and ers. 624, 

yarérous Tiuas mpoTéupw tacde veprépots 

Geots, where the function of earth as 

‘medium is marked by the word zpo- 

méuyw.—Nevertheless it is also right to 

say (Paley, Sidgwick, Wecklein) that 

i yata pata is an exclamation of horror. 

It becomes such in the very act of utter- 

ing it, since, as they explain, ‘ Mother 

Earth’ was especially insulted by the act 

of the murderess (see vv. 47 7é5w, 64 

xGoves). 

44. pe UddAee Pauw.—pepéva xapur, 
‘intending’ the offering, z.c. to make it. 

46. ros ré8e: the appeal to earth, 

oTp. B. 

45 

éxBdadXev, 47+ Avypor. 

which they ‘fear to utter’, because, 

coming from Clytaemnestra, it is impious. 

Since the whole rite, which they are to 

perform, will be a practical, if not an 

actual, repetition of this appeal (see Pers. 

632, 643), it is natural that, though they 

have uttered the words once, they should 

still use language pointing to the future.— 

Difficulty has arisen here from an incom- 

plete interpretation of v. 43. 

paia were 

If id yaia 

merely an exclamation of 

horror, this sentence could not point to 

it. Hence some, with the schol., refer 

€rros to dticGeos yuwd. But then é«Sadroiea 

or éx8d\\ovca would be natural, if not 

necessary (Sidgwick), since they have no 

reason to say the words again. Moreover 

this particular phrase is scarcely more 

offensive to Clytaemnestra than the lan- 

guage which they hold throughout the 

scene ; and it appears (see the Introduc- 

tion) that, from the position of the tomb, 

they do not apprehend observation from 

the house.—Others again take Gro to 

be some prayer which is to accompany 

the libations. But Gros 7é5¢ must refer to 

a definite phrase (see on 7c. 566). 

47. Abrpov (Canter): means of re 

demption or atonement. 

is. wéSw. Dindorf writes wéBos, the 

regular Attic locative. But since Attic 

poetry exhibits similar datives of direction, 

where we have no locative to replace, the 

change is unsafe. Since Mary waeuw 

"Apyelas Badeis (Soph. /'As/. 67) was 

admissible, we cannot condemn rece 

réSy. It is however truc that as between 

wédoc and rédy our MSS, are of little or no 

authority. 
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52. @avdroot : causal dative. 

53. They pass from the gloom within 

the house to the terror and suspicion 

without. The tyrants are feared, but the 

‘invincible majesty’ of the lawful monarch 

is departed.—dSapavtov M, dSdparov 

Hermann ; see Appendix IT. 

54. pevds Victorius. 
55. tepatvov: ‘penetrating every- 

where into the ears and hearts of the 

people’: zepaivew, properly 4o go to the 

end, has here the construction, though it 

includes much more than the sense, of 

Wecklein cites Pind. 

mepatver mpos 

mepav to pass. 

Pyth. 10. 28, éoxXaTov 

m\6ov.—Mr Sidgwick renders 7repatvov by 

working, accomplishing its end (and dd 

apparently dy means of ). This is possible; 

but the analogy to zepéy is strongly 

suggested by the sound of the words. 

5s6—58. ‘The sense of majesty is 

departed; yet men tremble; for prosperity 

is ever worshipped’ (Conington and the 

majority, rightly). — Wecklein punctuates 

and explains quite differently: @oBetrac 

dé Tis 760’ evtuxet (To 6’ év Bporots eds 

Te kal Oeod méov) : ‘many are now afraid 

to enjoy the pleasures of royalty, which 

formerly seemed to men superhuman’. 

54. ppeves. 

—ro6 8 edtuyxeiv, 768: the effect of this 

break and resumption is to throw an 

emphasis, pathetic and half-contemptuous, 

upon 70 edruxeiv: Prosperity! That zs etc. 

57- 88 Prose would make the con- 

nexion more clear by yap. 

59—73. ‘But Justice watches (though 

she is not always swift, but sometimes 

waits, and sometimes the criminal even 

dies unpunished); and the pollution of 

murder is irremoveable’. The general 

sense is clear, though there is a certain 

intentional obscurity in the language. 

The exact reading of v. 64 will slightly 

affect the relation of the clauses, but is 

not important. 
59. ‘Justice watches poised’. The 

figure suggested is that of a bird of prey. 

The ‘incline of justice’ means ‘justice 
inclined and ready to descend ’.—émurko- 

met is better taken in its primitive and 

literal sense than in that of viseing. 

60—63. ‘Coming swiftly upon some 

in the day, though sometimes the punish- 

ment bides in the twilight and grows, and 

sometimes darkness takes the offender 

ere aught is done’. This reservation 

suggests itself naturally in the present 

case, when justice has already been long 
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62. dxe (corr. to ayn) Spe. 

delayed, and the criminals are still in 

apparent strength and prosperity.—That 

it is in form a digression or parenthesis is 

shown (1) by the dative rots in 7. 60, 

which must be accusative if dependent on 

émtgxomet, and (2) by the manner in 

which the sentence is continued, with re, 

at v. 64. These readings therefore agree 

and defend each other. The paraphrase 

in the scho/. (see App. I. § 3) is no evidence 

for rovs. It is too loose to prove any- 

thing, and the writer would simply have 

said, if pressed, as another schol. actually 

does, that rots is used ‘for rots ’.—raxeta 

rots piv: ‘swift to some’, 7.e. ‘in their 

case’, the common ‘ dative of the person 

concerned ’.—dev...petatxplw okdTov... 

vvé. It is simplest to take the stages of 

day, twilight, darkness as typical merely 

of three possibilities in punishment, soon, 

Jate, and (in this life) sever. (So, for 

example, Sidgwick.) At any rate this is 

part of the meaning. Others (as Weck- 

lein) refer them rather, or also, to three 

varieties of crime, manifest, concealed for 

a time, concealed to the end. The vague 

words certainly admit this ; but we should 

observe on the contrary that, in the case 
in view, the murder of Agamemnon, con- 

cealment is out of the question, nor is 

‘concealment’ plainly mentioned any- 
where in the passage. —td 88...vv€. 

These clauses take the place of adjec- 

tives parallel to rayeta, as in the case 

noted at v. 26.—1rd 88...Bpve: see Ap- 

pendix I. § 3.—dxpavtos w0E: darkness 

without accomplishment, i.e. death before 

punishment; beyond death the speakers 

do not look. 

64. The sentence is resumed from v. 

59, with te rightly, because the two facts, 

that ‘Justice regards’ and that ‘ murder 

is indelible’, are joined as grounds of 

oTp. ¥ 

64. aluar’ txwoder. 

hope.—On the metre see Appendix II. 

64—68. drinks the 

blood, the murderer becomes utterly dis- 

eased and enfeebled’. This 

ginally no mere figure, though perhaps it 

is here to be so taken. The belief that 

earth, polluted and insulted by murder, 

becomes poisoned to the murderer, and 

thus through his food punishes him 

directly, was immensely ancient 

‘Because earth 

Was oOft- 

and 

wide-spread. The sentence upon Cain 

expresses the same thought almost in the 

same terms, ‘‘ And now thou art cursed 

from the earth, which hath opened her 

mouth to receive thy brother's blood from 

thy hand; when thou tillest the ground, 

it shall not henceforth yield unto thee 

The 

same penalty awaited those who hindered 

her strength ” (Genesis iv. 11, 12). 

Earth of her revenge, and was supposed 

to be inflicted by the Eumenides, who 
were her daughters and succeeded to her 

functions (Zum. 783, 804); and it also 

awaited those who, being bound to assist 

the vengeance, neglected their duty (#m/. 

276).—That this is the meaning and con- 

struction is shown (1) by the grammar ; 

for if vv. 64—65 be taken as a separate 

continuous sentence, and 7. 66—69 as 

another sentence, the want of a conjune- 

tion at v. 66 is intolerable, and we must 

change the text (dia\yis 8° dra Schutz): 

and (2) by the sense; for surely it could 

not be said that the blood is c/oftfa? or 

solidified (xéxnye), and does not run away, 

because it is swallowed. On the contrary, 

the metaphor of drinding suggests that it 

does runaway, vanishes, and is consumed, 

a suggestion which, being contrary to the 

intention, is forthwith denied and cor- 

rected. The sense therefore, as well as 

the grammar, shows that #. 65 is paren- 

thetic. 
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(ritas dovos mémnyev ov Svappvdav) 65 
dvaryns atn 

Suahépes Tov aitvov 

mavapkétas vooov Bpveuv. 

65. tlras ddvos: ‘avenger blood’, 

z.e. blood which demands vengeance. It 

must be remembered, that in the primeval 

conception from which the language here 

is borrowed, not all blood, nor human 

blood always, was tiras, but only the 

blood of kin. See on 7heb. 667, and 

Genests above cited, where the words ¢hy 

brother (i.e. kinsman) mark the original 

limitation. It may be suspected that the 

quaint expression rtitas gpévos is much 

older than Aeschylus, and the whole verse 

perhaps a quotation or imitation. 

67: a plague runs penetrating through 

the sinner, and breeds in every part 

Stadéper does not here admit 

precisely any one of the senses to which 

it is limited elsewhere and in established 

prose, so that we must seek the meaning 

in the formation and in general analogy. 

The context shows, I think, that @épeuy is 

used in its intransitive sense, as a verb of 

disease. 

motion, fo go, course, run, or rush, and 

that the acc. (tov attiov) is analogous to 

the acc. of space with such verbs as 

dvaBalvew, so that we might 

render the phrase in prose form by éperau 

da Tov airiov. Of this intransitive dépeuv, 

Ouévat, 

expelled in common usage by oépec@at, 

we have remains both in the simple verb 

(Herod. 8. 87, pépovoa évéBanre vn girly: 

L. and Sc. s.v., where however note that 

the citation from Aeschines is erroneous, 

g~épwv being transitive), and in the com- 

pounds (e.g. katagpépe retains it in the 

locution katradéper 6 7Acos), and even in 

duadépew itself (as in Oeols céBwv Piov 

dunveyxe he passed piously through life 

Eur. Hel. 10, ef dtolcer vixta THvd és 

aiptov if he wins through this night, Rhes. 

600, etc., which are rightly classed as 

intransitive, though probably the transitive 

sense, s¢staiz, has also helped to recom- 

mend them). The present use may have 

been familiar in the antique poetry of 

medicine, but would be clear enough, 

even if it was not: Note that the pre- 

position echoes that of 6c-ady7s and leads 

up naturally to wavapkéras xrX\.—Differt 

auctorem, 1.e. differt auctort poenam 

(Hermann) is neither defensible by ana- 

logy nor indicated by the context.—déa- 

omapdooee (schol.) is formally defensible, 

but inappropriate in sense. —Tavapkéras 

vocov Bpvew: ‘inexhaustible in producing 

disease’, z.2. ‘ which will go on spreading 

till it overcomes’. tTavapkétas, a unique 

word, but unexceptionable, may be either 

nom. (zavapkérys, cf. Tiras, v. 65) or gen. 

(3avdpkeros). Compounds with the femi- 

nine termination in -a occur in Zhed. 105 

(evpirnrav), Pers. 599 (mepikhvara), etc. : 

and, as Conington remarks, mavapxérou 

vécov might be avoided for euphony. 

If we follow the common opinion in 

supposing the subject of Bpvev to be 

Tov airtov (‘so that he is full of disease’), 

then mavapxeras must be genitive: and 

in favour of this is cited Eur. /rag. 

1071, d\Awv larpos avros EXkeor Bptwy. But 

there is much to be said for referring the 

adj. to dry, an alternative which has not 

been sufficiently considered. For (1) in 

the phrase ‘all-sufficing (inexhaustible) to 

teem (produce) disease’, the connexion 

of the infinitive is close and natural, 

whereas, if it depends on diagéper tov 

aitiov, the connexion is loose, remote, 

and not easily apprehended: (2) the 

hearer must naturally in the first instance 

refer mavapxéras to the preceding arn, 

and will not change his opinion, when 

vocou follows. If we were meant to 

think of the irregular genitive, the poet 

would have written vécou mavapkéras. In 

itself the phrase arn Bpver vocov is cer- 
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72. Xatpouue7. 

tainly unobjectionable; arn is the plant, 

véoos the flower and fruit.—For the ap- 

plication of dpxety to supply cf. diapxis, 

diapxéw, mavapxns (inexhaustible, as Con- 

ington, not zmpartial, as L. and Sc.).—As 

to the religious belief see further on v. 
277 foll. 

69—73- ‘And this destroying pollu- 

tion can never be cleansed away’.—On 

the metre see Appendix IT. 

69. olyovtt...dkos. ‘As virginity can- 
not be restored, so’ etc. : an example of 

the irreparable, joined to that which it 

illustrates by te.—olyovrt and éwAtov are 

metaphorical, dkos literal. Note that 
olyovrt is purely adjectival and timeless 

(the ofener), not of course a strict ‘con- 

tinuous present’ tense. The masculine 

is used merely because it is the gender of 

generality ; the description is not meant 

for one sex more than the other, and the 

schol. r@ émiBdvre is therefore not quite 

accurate. The objection made to ol’yorrt, 
that it applies only to ‘opening from 

within’ is therefore irrelevant; neither is 

it correct (see Eur. frag. 287. 8).—I am 

glad to invoke the authority of Conington 

for retaining olyovre: Orydv7t, the preva- 

lent correction of Scaliger, could scarcely 

be accepted, even if it were given by the 

MS. Such phrases as GOcxros, Ovyeiv 

xépns, etc. are perfectly natural, but no 

evidence to support such a figure as 

‘touching a chamber’: olyovr: and édw- 

Mwy require and defend each other. It is 

noticeable that Dr Wecklein, who gives 

Oc-yév7t, seeks a new and wholly different 

sense for the passage (see Appendix I. § 4). 

70. mépo.. We have no word com- 
pletely covering mépos, which means (1) 

73. lodoay arny. 

expedient, (2) journey (and road), (3) 

river, and is here used with all its sug- 

gestions, so that adequate translation is 

impossible. If we translate by streams, 

as xa@alpovres requires, we must alter or 

force éx juds 6600 Balvovres. But this 

accident of English is no argument 

against the genuineness of the latter 

words. On the contrary it is an argument 

in favour of them that they are adapted 

to one aspect of the Greek wépos. 

70o—73: even so all waters, joining 

together to cleanse from blood the polluted 

hand, may strive in vain.—ix pas 6500 

together, literally ‘of one going’. Greek 

often uses the prepositions of origin (¢«, 

dm) where we prefer those of position or 

direction; as in é& dwpocdoxyrov on a 

sudden, €& ddavods in a doubt, dx paas 

The schol. eds 

év cuvepxduevn is substantially nght.— 

Balvovres: moving. The objegtion raised 

against this word might be just if the 

xepds with one hand, etc. 

subject were rorauol, ryyal, poal, OSara 

or the like. But xépos means properly 

going, way, motion, from which exfe- 

dient, road, river etc. are all derived. As 

we have no word precisely coincident, we 

cannot render répa Balvorres exactly in 

natural English; but in Greek it is not 

only natural, but scarcely even meta- 

phorical. The 

appears to have been technically applied 

to waters of purification (Zw. 485); and 

this, rather than riers, is its meaning 

expression pyrol répo 

here, so far as we can properly restrict to 

one meaning a word meant to combine 

various suggestions.——Tev  Xepopery 

(strictly ‘the hand-polluted man") de- 

pends both on Saivorres, as an acc. of 
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place or direction (cf. Eur. Hipp. 1371 

édtva pe Balve), and on kaéalpovtes, 

which also governs pévov (from blood). 

For the double acc. with kxa@aipev, 

correctly explained in the schol., see L. 

and Sc. s.v., and cf. dgapetv. That this 

(and not Tdv xepouve7q Pdvov) is the con- 

struction, is shown by the article, which 

Aeschylus very rarely uses, especially in 

lyrics, unless it is indispensable to the 

sense.—lO@veav: strive at it, attempt it. 

For this metaphorical use of (@vew see 

Hom. Od. 11. 591, Tay omér’ iBicee... 

pdoacOat, 2b. 22. 408, iOuvaév p’ ddodAvEaL, 

and L. and Sc. s. v. Here the object (to 

cleanse him) is supplied by the context. 

Observe that t@vcav, by its literal sense 

(to go towards), continues the metaphor of 

é€x puds 6600 Baivovres.—The tense is 

the ‘gnomic’ aorist. Yepopvey Porson, 

W@veay (a brilliant correction) Kirchhoff, 

patny Scaliger. 
For some further remarks on the whole 

passage (59—73) and in particular on Dr 

Wecklein’s exposition, see Appendix I. 

§ 4. 
77—82. 

no choice but to obey our mistress, right 

or wrong, and hide our feelings as we 

may’. 

74. avayKav apdlirrodw: either (1) 

‘subjugation along with my people’, 

* However, we as slaves have 

literally ‘ city-embracing’, z.e. the hostile 

storm and capture, which made them 

slaves (Conington, Sidgwick): or (2) 

‘necessity to change my country’ (Her- 

mann, Wecklein). Neither is quite satis- 

The second is more to the 

point, since what is ‘right’ in one place 

may be ‘wrong’ in another, whereas the 

factory. 

fact, that slaves must obey, is not affected 

by the particular circumstances of their 

capture. But it seems very doubtful 

whether duditodts avdyxn could mean 

‘duplicis sedis necessitas’, A person 

who belongs to two cities, is dud@imoXs, 

and similarly subjection to two cities 

might be an au@lrods avayxn. But this 

does not bring us to Hermann’s inter- 

pretation; so I should prefer the other, 

under reserve. 

76. SovdAudv p Conington; dovdar 
Blomfield, leaving se to be supplied. 

The pronoun is desirable, to make it 

clear that aleay is not a direct object, 

but depends on the preposition. 

77—79. Sikata...aivéra. Right and 

wrong alike, in those who usurp the 

control of my life, it ts my duty to approve. 

Sikata, py Slkata, and depopévwv are 

substantival: in prose this would be 

marked by articles 7a dikaa, T&v...pepo- 

Lévwv.—épol mpérovTa (éort)...pepopevav 
aivéoat: ‘are proper for me to approve 

tz those who usurp’ etc. 

depopévwy belongs to the class of which 

many examples will be found in Kuhner, 

Greek Grammar, § 417, n. 9; verbs of 

approval and disapproval take, together 

with the common object-accusative, a 

genitive of the person zz whom the 

object is observed, e.g. Xen. Ages. 8. 4, 

The gen. 

TodTo émaw& Ayno.dou, TO pods TO apéo- 

kew Tots"EXAnow vmepioety Thy TOU Bact- 

dws Eeviay, Thuc. 1. 81, 70 Bpadd kal 

bev, 6 uéughovrac uddiota Hudv. The 

use is akin in origin to the partitive. 

Here the use of a form implying critical 

judgment imports a certain irony. A 

free mind will praise this in a man, and 
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ta hepopévwr aivécar, Tixpdv dpevav 

aTUyos Kpatovan. 
/ a pataiowct deororav 

blame that: the slave must approve in 

his master both this and that, everything 

alike, to the extent at least, which alveiy 

signifies, of compliance. There is the 

same bitterness in mpézrovra : to the slave 

the will of his master, right or wrong, is 

the standard of duty.—dpxas Blov Big 
depopévwy : ‘hose who usurp the control of 

a life. Here Bios is the course or conduct 

of life, as in dvewi\nmros Blos an irre- 
proachable life Eur. Or. 920, ékroveiv 

Blov lav to make conduct too difficult 

id. Hipp. 467, etc. ; dpxal is government, 
control: the plural, common in abstract 

words, is chosen for clearness, because 

apx7 Biov would suggest ‘beginning of 

life’. To govern his life is the mark of a 

free man; the despot fakes to himself by 

violence (Bia pépera:) or steals the control, 

and the robbery continues with his do- 

minion. For dpxyec@a to be controlled, 

with a similar invidious tone, see Soph. 

Ll. 264, &€k r&vde apxoua.—For Bla 

pépew (péperOar) see L. and Se. s.v. 

gépw vi.—For the schol. and further 

criticism see Appendix I. § 5. 

79. mxpov. See the schol. to v. 74 
in Appendix I. § 5. The authority is 

worth little, but euphony favours the 

change. 

80. Kparovoy: mastering. 
80—82. Yet J weep, veiling my tears 

(so wild zs the destiny of my lords), for one 

whom sorrow hidden is freezing into ice.— 

S€ is adversative; literally, ‘but I do 
weep, veiling’ etc.—patatoior Seorrotay 

Tvxats. This quasi-causal dative, related 

in construction to the whole sentence, and 

in sense particularly to b¢’ eludrwy, belongs 

to the class of ‘ datives absolute ’ discussed 

in Appendix Z. to the Agamemnon.— 

paraloior : wild, irregular (‘* blind and 

aimless” Conington). Seomorav : ‘those 
I serve’, the family of the Atridae. The 

Saxpiw & vd’ eiwarwr, 50 

constraint of slavery is aggravated by the 

horrors and divisions of the house; they 

loathe their mistress, and feel for her 

broken-hearted daughter a sympathy which 

they hardly dare to show. —trax voupdyny, 

Electra, whom, during these last words, 

they timidly approach. the en- 

trance she has been sitting at the tomb, 

motionless, and probably with her face 

covered, pondering and forming the re- 

solve which she presently discloses. The 

fondness of Aeschylus for such a situation 

Since 

in the opening of a play is noticed in the 

Frogs (91t); where his Niode is cited as a 

famous example of it. The expression 

tmaxvoupéyny looks like an actual remi- 

niscence of Niobe ‘ frozen to stone’ (Ov. 

Met. 6. 306), and probably suggested to 

Sophocles the explicit comparison between 

Niobe and Electra which occurs in his 

corresponding scene (#/. §1). The in- 

direct address of the chorus to Electra 

rouses her from her thoughts, and prepares 

our attention for her speech. —S«ororay 

(Stanley) is right, not derréray (M). The 

position of the word shows that it is 

closely connected with paraloe:...rdyacs, 

and there is no room in the sentence for 

the accusative, which was written inadver- 

tently, asif depending on daxpéw, because 

the mourning of Agamemnon is the 

general topic. The 
older than the ancient paraphrase (see 

error 1s possibly 

Appendix I. § 5), which however docs 

not pretend to give the words of the text 

but only an abstract of the sense, and ts 

The 

plural itself might in Greek refer to 

not inconsistent with derrerar. 

Agamemnon only, if the context so de- 

termined ; but the expression t/a det 

mies points rather, as Conington says, to 

the family.— The conjecture rayroumiry 

(Turn.), though commonly adopted in mo- 

dern texts (the reference to Electra being 
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85—86. mépe: | TrUdw dé xéovea. 

overlooked), destroys the purpose of the 

sentence. 

83. By the courteous form of address, 

in which Spat is converted by Sopatev 

evOrjpoves (who order the house) almost 
into a title of honour, Electra responds to 

the slaves’ compassion. We are reminded 

of the bishop’s ‘ Monsieur’, which wins 

the heart of the convict in Les Misérables, 

and of Hugo’s remark on it, ‘ L’ignominie 

a soif de la considération’.—To under- 

stand properly the fine scene which 

follows we must keep in view the mental 

state of the slaves, as just disclosed. They 

regard themselves as discharged by their 

position from moral responsibility, as 

beneath it. Electra has resolved on a 

pious act of rebellion, which requires 

that they should run a tremendous risk, 

far greater than hers, in reliance upon 

her and upon one another. Her object 

is therefore to hearten them and to draw 

them on. It will be seen that all the 

suggestions really come from her, but her 

effort is to put them into the mouth of 

the respondent. 

85—86. Give me your counsel upon 

our bewildering situation. tavde (the 

present matter) depends, as gen. of equi- 

valent, on tud® (gen., Ag. 661): the 

situation is metaphorically a rupds. This 

energetic figure cannot be rendered in 

English, because the terrible phaenomenon 

of the ‘whirlwind’ or ‘dust-storm’ is to 

us practically unknown. It is powerfully 

87. evppwr. Kareveouat. 

described by Sophocles (Am. 411). By 

the sudden attack of its stifling cloud men 

were sometimes even deprived of their 

senses; and popular language borrowed 

from it a synonym for zdzotic. (See L. 

and Sc. s. vv. Tupws, TUPdw.) Harpocra- 

tion’s derivation of rterupwuévos, whether 

scientific or not, proves the association of 

ideas. The command of Clytaemnestra, 

that offerings shall be made on her 

behalf at the grave of her victim, is com- 

pared to a tupws, not only as an astound- 

ing surprise, but also because it has placed 

Electra in a position of bewildering 

difficulty.—On the normal effect of the 

pause after the first foot see passages in the 

Septem, Index s.v. Pause.—mnépu | ripw 5€ 

xéovoa M, oluae ‘tvuBw’ corrector of M, 

tdgy Stanley, 7i¢@ Ahrens. None of these 

familiar words are likely to have been 

changed into tégw, nor would 7¥uBy or 

Tagw justify its position. The author 

of the Ms. reading took té¢w for an 

intransitive verb, connected with tigos 

smoke, and meaning ‘I am perplexed’. 

This guess, unscientific but obvious, like 

those of Hesychius and the ancients 

generally, naturally suggested the inser- 

tion of a copula.—Whether 6é would be 

admitted by the metre, is a difficult ques- 

tion and need not here be discussed. 

87. edppova: gracious, well-regarded, 
acceptable ; cf. Ag. 797 ev’ppwv movos eb 

tehécacw. The feeling is transferred 

from the persons regarding. tartpt is 
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TOTEpa Néyouca Tapa Hirns hitw dhépew 
yuvaikods avdpi, THs euAs wntpds Tapa; 

THvd ov Taperte Oapaos, ovd éyw ti da 90 
/ ‘4 / ’ ‘ ‘ 

yYéovea Tovde TréXavoyv ev TUUBH TaTpbs.— 
x lel ‘ » ca 

) TovTO hacKw TOUTS, @S Vvo“os SpoTors 
od ’ ’ fal cal ‘ 

€oT, avTLoovvar TolaL TéuToVeW Tabe 
f - e se 

orépn...doaw re T@v Kax@v érrakiav ;— 

94: 
\ 

related to evdpova, as well as to the 
verbs.—Dindorf renders efg¢pov ‘bene ex- 
cogitatum’ referring to Supp. 355 (378), 

but it has there its usual sense ‘a gracious 

thing’, as in Prof. Tucker’s translation.— 

Katevgopar (or katev—Ewpar Turn.): here 

a synonym for e’xoua. Every etx is a 

Karevx7}, since it brings the addressed ¢o 

the worshipper. 

imprecate, the preposition has a different 

meaning. 

88. The tribrach twice in the verse is 
unlike Aeschylus, and perhaps we should 

read map (H. Wolf). But compare the 

initial tribrach in two successive lines 

(185—186). 
go. Q@dpoos: because the lie mapa 

gidns might draw the anger of the spirit 

upon the speaker. 

g1—g2. She pauses, as if in perplexity, 

and tries a fresh suggestion.—To avoid 

this break, Weil puts vv. go—gr after v, 

94- But surely it is expressive. 

g2. bros: formula; see on Theb. 566. 

93: tore: not ‘is’ but ‘has been and 

is’. Precisely similar is Eur. /on 589 

elval pact Tas avréxGovas | kNewas AOhvas 

ov émeloaxrov 7yévos, where elvat is em- 

phatic by position in the sentence, as here 

by position in the verse. The word marks 

the custom as immemorial and ‘standing’, 

and is nearly equivalent to ¢9, as applied 

metaphorically in Soph. Ant. 457: so 

éorw is (7 (literally) in Ag. 676. Some- 
what similar is Eur. 7. 7. 1382 @ ddel 

xaxds | €or’, ovdév ddyet ‘he that always 
has been miserable does not feel misfor- 

tune as much as the prosperous’.—The 

In xaretxerBai Tivos, to 

TE. 

general assumption is certainly right, that 

éorl (not emphatic) is here inappropriate. 

Both Sophocles (O. C. 1168) and Euri- 

pides (/r. 385. 10) differ widely from 

Aeschylus in the juncture of the verses, 

and are no safe guides. As to Ag. 1231, 

see note there. Hence ws véuos Sporoir, 

EON dvridovat xrd. (Elmsley), and other 

conjectures. As I think the emphasis 

intentional, I make no change. 

93—94- avridoivar...éragtiay: ‘* Ke- 

ward them that send these ‘wreaths’ with 

such reward as—their foulness deserves ” 

This formula, as the terms of it show, 

belonged properly, not to the ritual of 

xoal, but to the offering of a wreath by 

those who sought @ wreath in reurn, 

being about to compete in some dydv. 

For such an adaptation of prayer to gift 

see Eur. //ipp. 87, where the ascetic, 

offering a wreath, prays for the preserva- 

tion of his virtue in the metaphor of a 
wre, chariot-race, Té\os bé xduyau’ 

hptdunv Blov. 

evidence that libations, or the material 

for libation, could be called orégy, and 

cada fair, glorious (for which Kakey is 

schol.) is still 

The verb crégece is fre- 

There appears to be no 

here substituted ironically : 

less applicable. 

quently applied to the act of offering liba- 

tions etc. (Soph. Amt. 431, Zl. 52, 455), 

perhaps because the offerings were on- 

ginally poured all round the tomb or 

fastened on (in the case of locks of hair, 

etc.) by something tied round it, the 

fundamental notion of erégor being ap- 

parently ring. But this does not show 

that xoal could be called erégn, oréapara, 
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) oty atipws, OotTrep odY aTw@XETO 95 
/ / / 

TaTnp, TAS exYeovea, yaTOTOY yVoW, 
/ U , vA ,’ / / 

atelyw Kabappal’ ws Tis exméuras traXuwy, 

dixodoa Tedyos, aoTpodhoiow Gupacw ;— 
Thad éaté Bovrjs, © hirar, petattias’ 

KoLvoV yap 
\ ’ 3 

pen KevOeT 

” ? / / 
éyGos ev Somos vopiSowev.— 

évoov Kapdias Pow Tivos. 
100 

. 3 \ ry , % , / 

TO fopoluov yap Tov T €XEVMEpoy péveEL 

or atépava. The object of xoai was to 

propitiate the dead and the gods of the 

dead; and the appropriate prayer was 

that the dead might be suffered to come, 

visibly or in spirit, to the loving giver. 

(Pers. 624,631, Soph. £7. 487.) This will 

not do; and therefore Electra, catching 

a suggestion from the use of orégeu, tries 

whether another familiar prayer can be 

adapted. But this also fails, and she 

abandons the attempt.—Conington sup- 

poses wreaths to be brought with the xoat, 

as was sometimes done (see fers. 621), 

but there is no clear mention of them in 

this scene.—ye (Stanley) brings out the 

ironical point.—Here she pauses again, 

as if expecting a reply. 

g5- ‘Am I to offer them without a 

word and thus repeat the insult of his 

death [and funeral], flinging them out 

like so much pollution?’ Electra so 

words the proposal as to assign a reason 

for rejecting it (Conington). 

96. ekxéovra: after having poured, 

lit. ‘having been pouring’. For the 

tense see v. 706 6’ 6 Kaipos huepevovras 

Eévous | uaxpas kehevOou TuyXavE Ta Tpbc- 

gopa. It is strictly imperfect, not pre- 

sent, and signifies, not that the action of 

éxxéovoa is contemporaneous with that of 

oreixw, but that the ‘pouring’ is a pro- 

longed, not a momentary action. See on 

atépn above.—éxxéaca Dindorf.—xvow: 

cf. v. 576 akparov aiua mlerac Tpitny bow 

(Conington). 

97. TovTo mpos TO rap ’AAnvatas Gos, 

67 kabaiportes olklav doTpakivw Ouparnply 

plyavres év Tals Tpiddots TO OoTpakov dueTa- 

oTpem@Tel avex@povv: schol. Cf. Theocr. 

Ld. 24. g1.—orelxo...1ddww: go back (to 

the house). These words must be taken 

together, as by the schol., Blomfield, and 

Conington, since oretxw without the ad- 

verb has no complete sense. It appears 

that in rites of this kind the vessel itself 

was sometimes thrown backwards, for 

greater precaution (Verg. Zc/. 8. ror, 

transque caput tace, Ov. Fast. 5. 437 

aversusqgue iacit): and some (Stanley) 

would take wadw here with dixodca. It 

cannot however refer to dicotoa as well 

as to orelyw, since the directions are 

opposite; and with ovetxw it seems in- 

dispensable. 

99. peratriar. 

mapaitia v. 909, TH meTautla Soph. Trach. 

447. (Wecklein.) 

100. voptfonev: ypwueda, ‘entertain 

habitually’. 

1o2. ‘Free and slave are alike sub- 

ject to fate, or, as we should say, ‘in the 

hands of God’. This is much more than 

the ‘rather commonplace consolation’, 

that they cannot suffer more than is fated 

(ovdév meicecbe mapa 7d udpoimov schol.). 

She tries to awaken their dignity and 

moral sense by showing that she herself 

isno more free than they. The slave is 

tempted to measure his duty by his 

master’s will (vv. 74—82). Electra would 

So dvaircac v. 892, 

have them look higher, remembering that 

we are all ‘slaves’ of a greater power (cf. 

Eur. /77/p. 88), and the freest can but do 

bravely what seems right, and await the 

consequence ordained.—rov mpos dAAns 

Sertorovpevov xepos: im who is govern- 
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h \ \ Vv ‘ ; kal Tov Tpos addny SeatroToUpevoy Yepos.— 
, v mot : Aeyous av, et Te TOVS ExoLs UrrépreEpor. 

XO, aidoupévn cor Bwpov ds tKuBov ratpds 
AeEw, Kedevers yap, TOV eK hpevos AOyor. 

HA, A€yous av, worep Hdéow Tidhov tatpds. 

ed by the hand of another, t.e. whom fate 

governs not directly but through his hu- 

man master. Not ‘him who is governed 

by another hand than Ais own’, which 

would be absurd, since none is governed 

‘by his own hand’. For mpés with gen. 

of the instrumental agent, see Zum. 452 

éor’ dv mpds dvdpds aiuaros xafapciou | 

ohayal Kabaiudiwot veobjdov Borod. 

104. Speak, if thou canst grasp any- 

thing beyond this present! Seeing that 

they still hesitate, she tries a solemn and 

personal appeal to one of the oldest (the 

chorus-leader, see v. 170), pointing, as 

she speaks, to Agamemnon’s grave (zz. 

105,107). The gesture has double signi- 

ficance, not only as an invocation of the 

slave’s dead master, but because ¢here 70 

Hépoiuov waits for us all.—éxous: grasp, 

understand, as in the formula éyets Te; 

Do you understand me?, éxere 7d wpayua 

ye know it now (Soph. Phil. 789).—rte 

Tavs’ vméptepov: anything beyond this 

world, as in frag. 65a Zevs éorw alfyp, 

Zeds 5¢ yh, Leds 5 ovpavds, | Zevs rou 7a 

The words 

vréprepos, vrépraros are frequent in reli- 

gious phrases (judv ye uévrou Néueals éo 0" 

vmeprépa frag. 257, uaddov Beod metrobws 

éuudtrwv 8 bmwéprepoy Theb. 517, Ziva 

Urépratov Supp. 680, breprépav Tas mdpos 

éru xapiros) (grace from heaven; see the 

context) Soph. Z/. 1265, OeGv bwrepraray 

Ant. 338: and probably 7a r&vd’ brép- 

Tepa was itself a religious formula,—The 

conditional opt. €xots is necessary to the 

sense. The fear of Electra is, that, de- 

moralized by subjection, the slaves may 

not have faith enough to rise above their 

habitual acquiescence in the will of Cly- 

taemnestra. It has been seen, that they 

V. 4. CH. 

mwavra xwrt TaVS’ Wréprepor. 

have but a weak trust in the justice of 
this world, and no outlook beyond (». 63). 
As it is essential to the plot that they 

should play a very dangerous and heroic 

part, this awakening of their conscience 
isa fit commencement. The form Aéyous 
dv implies here not merely a softening of 
the command, but also a doubt whether 

it will be effectual (cf. Ag. 1033).—The 

common interpretation ‘Speak, if you 

have any suggestion better than mine’ 

leads naturally to the conjecture dyes 

(Jacobs, and many others), since, by 

expressing doubt of the slaves’ capacity 
to advise her, Electra would only make 

her appeal weaker. It is also in itself 

pointless and inappropriate, as is seen 
by those (Schiitz, Wecklein) who, as- 

suming éxets, propose to omit the whole 

verse. 

105. 
‘*thy father’s grave” as if it were an altar 

to swear by. This, though very far below 

the import of Electra’s appeal, is still a 

She will speak as truly upon 

religious obligation and essentially suffi- 

cient. 

instinctively falls back upon mere obedi 

ence (xeXeters ydp): but Electra, who 

wants help and moral support, instantly 

Even in yielding to it, the slave 

recalls her to the higher consideration, 

Tadov. 

aldetcbas 

Note the change of 

Bupde 

the material ‘barrow’ is the object of 

107. 

word. In riuBor we 

reverence. But rddor, properly meaning 

burial, suggests the history of this grave 

(v. 95): and the alduds to be felt for it is 

The 

whole effort of Electra in this scene is to 

compassion as well as respect. 

elevate her ‘friends’ from their abase 

ment. 

te 
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pOéyyou yéovca oeuva Toto evdpoor. 
a / / 

HA. tivas 5€ TovTous Tév Pitwv Tpocevvera ; 
IIO 

Tis 

XO. mpatov péev adtnv yoatis AiyioBov otuyet. 

HA. é€uoi te cal col tap’ érevEwpar TaAde; 
XO. avr? od tadta pavOavova bn dpacat. 

HA. tiv ody é7 adXov THdE TpocTLOW oTacet ; 
XO. péuvno’ "Opéotov, Kei Oupaids éo@ pws. 
HA. ed todT0, Kadppévwcas ovxY NKLoTAa pe. 

XO. tots aitiow vuv Tod dovov pey~ynuevn— 
HA. ti $0; didack’ atreipov éEnyoupévy. 
XO. edGeiv tw’ avtois Saiwov’ 7) Bpotav twa— 

Ilo. avrhy corr. to avr. 

108. ‘Speak, when thou pourest, as 

religion bids ¢hose who love’, literally 

‘utter what is religious for those who 

love (to utter)’, z.e. the only proper and 

permitted prayer, that the dead will 

vouchsafe his presence and blessing Zo 

those who love him: see on vv. 87, 88, 93. 

What she means, but as yet dares only 

hint, is that to which Electra has directly 

led, that the impious offering of Clytaem- 

nestra should be converted into a pious 

offering on behalf of Electra herself.— 

The objections to this verse proceed on 

the assumption that we are to find in it, 

plainly expressed, the émevxov which 

Electra (v. 111) reads into it. Hence, 

since Péyyou ceva cannot mean ‘invoke 

blessings’, many (with Hartung) read 

kedvd. But why not then etxou xedva, 

since P0éyyecOa is not ‘to invoke’? In 

the obscurity of the language lies its 

dramatic merit.—The schol. (xéovca tas 

yous evéar adyabd rots e Ppovotoi—reo 
*Ayauéuvove dndovdrt) would undoubtedly 

disprove the reading ceuva, and pOéyyou 

too, if we knew (1) that the writer is 

trustworthy, and also (2) that he is trans- 

lating word for word. As we know 

nothing of him but this note, we conclude 

in the alternative, that if he was a good 

scholar, he is giving only the implied 

sense, which he gives rightly, and if he 

III. émevéouat. 

is translating, his eta: dya0a is no more 
than an ignorant guess. 

Iog. Zowhom among our friends am 

I to apply your ‘rots ev’ppoow’? She 
wishes them to name themselves. 

Ilo. avtyy: z.2.ceavTqv. In allsuch 
places critics waver between avros and 

It seems that we have not any 

decisive evidence on the point. In this 

particular place the use of av’r7jv may be 

part of the general indirectness. 

tir. She words their meaning, and 

they do not disclaim it. 

112. pdoar: consider. 

113—20. Weare not to suppose that 

Electra, who has but one near friend in 

the world, really needs to be reminded of 

her brother. Her purpose, as before, is 

to prompt and draw on the interlocutor, 

who is so far encouraged by applause, as 

to venture half a step (v. 116) without 

assistance, and finally (v. 120), not with- 

out pride, to complete the step and to 

take the lead. 

118. This is no exception to 

the general rule in Aeschylus as to the 

use of avrés. The emphatic pronoun is 

applied to an offender, in speaking of 
retribution, with the suggestion that he is 

to be done by as he did. So in Aum. 

316 Goris dé...xelpas povias émikpUTTEL,... 

éauTov. 

avrois. 

/ vw > “ 3: i. 

TpakTopes aiwatos avT@ Tehéws eEdavynmev. 
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HA. worepa dixactiy  dSixndopov Aéyeus ; 
€ tal / a 

XO. ards te dpafova’, dots avtatroKrevel. 120 
HA. kai tavra povoti eboeBi Oedy rapa ; 

XO. ras 8 ov, Tov éyOpov avtapeiBecOa Kaxois ; 

HA. ktipyZ mericte TON ANG) TE KAI KATO, 
fal / , > ‘ “Epp yOorve, renoio xnpvEas épol, 

Tovs ys evepOe Saimovas Krvew euas 125 

123. meylorn. See foot-note. 
/ \ 

Prom. 370 dvrésrn Oeots...ds Thy Atos 123—151. The prayer. It is to be 
tupavvid’ éxméprwy Bia’ aN TGev alr@ 
Znvos dypumvov Bédos. 1b. 705 “Apyos 

mukvois dacos puddoowy Tods éuods KaTa 

ariBous. admpocdéxntos 5 av’rov aldvidios 

popos Tod Shy amectépnoey (while intent 

upon the pursuit of me, he was himself 

surprised by death), etc. So in Prom. 

322 olas vm’ abrov mnmovator Kdumrouac 

(by the very god that I served). Here 
avrois suggests and anticipates avramoxte- 

vel. 

119. ‘Judge or avenger?’ There is 
of course no question to be tried; her 

doubt is merely affected. 

120. To speak somewhat plainly—. 

They condescend to Electra’s slow per- 

ception, which is precisely what she 

desires.—Supply Aéyo. 
121. Bev mapa depends on the verbal 

notion evyuara, implied from the context 

in radra.—xal 7d Tadra elrety mapa Bed 

God por Kplvera; schol. 

The use of elweity (ask?) here throws 

some light on the representation of 

pbéyyou by evéac in the note to v. 108, 

probably from the same hand.—Electra’s 

ear is shocked for the moment; but 

very few ancient moralists would have 

doubted that the deity might be law- 

fully asked to do justice upon murder, 

adultery, and treason. The scruple is 

advanced that the slave may triumph 

over it, which she does with a barbarous 

maxim much wider than the case requires 

and savouring rather of the morality of 

Clytaemnestra (4g. 1373). 

(xplvere 2): 

observed, that the awful duty laid by 

the command of Apollo upon Orestes, 

that Ae is to slay the murderers, even his 

own mother, has not presented itself to 

Electra’s mind. She abstains from desig- 

nating the hand, which is to execute 

vengeance (v. 143), and seems rather to 

assume (vz. 138—141) that Clytaemnestra 

at least will not be punished by the hand 

of a child. 

123. The commencement of the speech 

was lost by some local injury to a Ms. 

from which M is descended. This verse, 

probably the only one missing, was writ- 

ten on another part of the MS., perhaps 

the top of the opposite page, and stands 

in M after v. 164, whence it was res- 

tored by Hermann.—péyrorte Stanley. 

124. Something is lost. Mr 

man (Amer. Fournal of Philology, Xi. 

150) suggests yévovo xnpvtas, comparing 

Theb. 145 Atxe’ dvat, Adcaos yerod orpa- 

Hous- 

T® datw: yévoio, as he remarks, resembles, 

and might be easily lost after, y@ési«.- 

dpntov, "Epuy) Klausen.—dpol (and dpds 

v. 125): this is the point ; Electra speaks 

for herself, instead of as the deputy of 

Clytaemnestra.—xnptfas dol... xAvay: 

summoning them on my behalf to hear. 

125. Tods Salpovas: the spirits of 

her ancestors (cf. rots tvep8" 'Arpeldact 

Soph. £/. 1066; Wecklein) and parti- 

cularly of Agamemnon.—dpas... érvend- 
mous: the prayers of me, prayers whore 

regard is fixed upon paternal cya. She 

imagines that the rite brings the ancestral 

, 
~ — - 
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/ / 

evyas, matpowv 58 dupatev éemicKoTrous® 
a \ \ / / 

Kal yalay avTny, 1) Ta TaVTa TLKTETAL 

Opébacd 7 adds THvSe Kipa NapPaver. 

Kayo xéovoa Taade, yépriBas Bporots, 

ghosts themselves to the tomb (as Darius 
comes visibly in the ersae), that she, or 

rather her personified ‘prayer’, is now 

face to face with them, though they are 

not seen, and that they will be affected 

by the look of their daughter’s eyes. For 

the thought cf. Soph. O. C. 244 dvromat 

_.Tpocopwpéva Supa cov dupacw, ds Tisag’ 

aluwatos dmerépov mpopaveica.— oppatav 

émurkotrovs, literally, ‘which look towards 
eyes’, that they may be looked upon 

in return. Cf. Supp. 386 rov vypddev 
okomov émuukémet, and 726. 406 opaluwy 

rad’ émusxoret Zevs, Soph. El. 1184 08 

émisxotav looking at me thus. In Eum. 

906 éricxowa regarding is applied to 

prayers metaphorically, with a gen. of 

the object sought. —That 6updrwyr is right, 

although generally discarded without dis- 

cussion, appears to me certain. It is no 

objection that éickozos (and émiKkoretv) 

has not exactly the same shade of mean- 

Like é@opav, and such 

compounds generally, it varies in mean- 

ing; and scarcely any two examples in 

poetry are precisely alike. In the con- 

jectural texts (Swudrwy Stanley, aiudrwv 

Ahrens) émukémous is mostly referred to 

daluovas: but the order indicates that it 

belongs to evxds. To omit 8’ (Turnebus) 

is plausible ; but the use of 8€ in Aeschy- 

lus requires more consideration. The 

passages which point to uses of it diffe- 

rent from the normal are too many to be 

dismissed. There are, for instance, five 

others in this play (189, 205, 231, 709, 

840) and five in the Septem (220, 572, 

828, 902, 903, where see notes). The 

conclusion to which they lead is that 

Aeschylus carried a little farther than 

others the love of adversative and anti- 

thetic expression, which is characteristic 

of Greek ; and that 6é sometimes marks 

ing elsewhere. 

not so much a contrast, as an increase of 

the meaning. Thus here the description 

TaTpOwY SppdTwY émorkdTous is by S€ 

marked as a correction or extension of 

the preceding evxas, ‘ prayers, which are 

not common prayers, but more, when they 

thus meet my ancestors face to face’.— 

viv tl émixémous; schol., interpreting 

thus, ‘‘my prayers, which look for my 

father’s eyes, because they have now nothing 

to regard”. This explanation cannot of 

course be sustained; but its subtlety 

proves it extremely ancient; and it 

guarantees at least the antiquity of dp- 

udrwv, having no application to any of 

the other readings proposed. 

128. adbts...AapBaver: doth again con- 
ceive them. K«bpa (concept) is correlative 

to tlkterat, and tavde is gen. of equi- 

valent (cf. v. 85); literally ‘ receives them 

again, asaconcept’. ‘This, as Ta mavra 

shows, is not to be limited to plants, 

which drop their seed, though that is 

the fact which suggests the idea and the 

application. Ad things, men among 

them, are born of the earth, and received 

again into her womb. The prayer im- 

plied is that, as she restores the plants, 

so she will now permit the return of the 

dead. In fact the thought is precisely 

that which St. Paul (1 Cor. 15. 36) 

adopts with an immense extension of 

meaning. 

129. Xéovoa taade xépviBas Bporois : 
pouring these streams which purify mortal 

hands. The dative ‘depends on’ the 

verbal notion in xépviBas, or, to put the 

same thing otherwise, is constructed as in 

xépviBas otcas Bporots. Why the xoal were 

supposed to act like holy water, and why 

the whole ceremony was called ourpa, a 

purification (Soph. £7. 84), is, with our 

present knowledge, extremely obscure. 
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éyw, KadovGa TraTtép’ erroixtelpovT’ eye 
pirov 7 ’Opéotny, Hs avakopuev Bédpors; 

TeTpaypevor yap viv yé Tws ddwpueba 

Mpos Tis Texovons (avdpa 8 avtn\ArgdEaro 
AlyicOov, daorep cod dovouv peraitws), 

’ \ \ ’ ‘ ) \ / 

Kay@ meév avTidovnros, €x 5€ ypnudtwr I 
we “ 

, ’ / * 

gevyew 'Opéatns éotiv, of & trepKoras 
€v Tolat cots Tovoict yAiovow péra. 

cal , ? , 

eXGetv & 'Opéatny debpo adv tiyy Twi 
/ / Lal ’ 

KATEVXOMAL Gol, Kal TV KAUAI ov, TaTEp: 

avTH Té por dos swhpovertépa Tord 140 
\ / A ‘ 

Entpos yevérbar yelipa tT evoeBeortépa. 
€ al \ \ lal 

nuiv wev evyas Taode Tois 8 éevavrtios 
Aéyw havivat cov, TaTEp, TYwaopor, 

140. owdpovecrépa. 

Those who went to and from the presence 
of the dead touched or sprinkled them- 

selves with holy water, as appears from 

the fact that a vessel for the purpose was 

set at the door of a house, where a corpse 

lay (Eur. A/c. 100). Perhaps for some 

similar reason those who offered xoat first 

used that which was to be poured as xép- 

viBes by dipping the hands in it, or putting 

some of it on their hands,—It is useless 

and arbitrary to change fporois here to 

@Orois, vexpots or the like. Regarded as 

xépriBes or Aourpa the offerings must have 

affected not the buried, but the living. It 

is for Bporol that the offerings are xépvifes. 

130. J appeal to a father, who pities 

me and his beloved Orestes, saying, ‘ How 

shall we become lords of thy house? For 

now are we vagabond’ etc. The text, 
with Hermann’s accentuation (é7rolxrecpév 

t M) and Conington’s punctuation, ap- 

pears quite satisfactory. The effect of 

Kadovoa... Opéorny is the same as if 
the invocation itself had been written 

thus, & émroxrelpwv éue pldrov 7 'Opéorny. 

It gives the ground of the appeal. The 

slight abruptness of the commencement 

is a rhetorical advantage. Having once 
resolved to speak, Electra can no longer 

I4l. evoeBeorépay. 

control her feelings. —dvagfopev: Saci\ed- 

cgouev schol. For the archaic construction 

with the dative see L. and Sc., +. dvagow. 

—aAlternative suggestions are (1) that 

mds dvatouey is dependent upon érolere:- 

pov éué 7’ 'Opéorny re, guasi Sxws drdfo- 

pev (schol.): this is grammatically inad- 

missible: (2) that the conclusion of the 

sentence éroxrelpovta...’Opéorny is lost 

(Hermann): (3) that 

corrupt (¢as 7 

(2) and (3) cannot be disproved, but 

wQs dvratouer is 

dGvayor Schneidewin). 

seem to be groundless. 

133. For now are we vagabond, since 

our mother, to buy Algisthus, her complice 

in thy murder, for her husband, hath bar- 

gained us away, so to say, me into davery, 

banishment from has and Orestes into 

wealth ; while they proudly revel instead 

in that for which thou didst labour. See 

App. I. § 6. 

140—41. dpa: acc. ‘of respect ; 

with eboeBeorépg.—The datives (Mein- 

eke) leave this clear, and are therefore 

preferable to accusatives (twpporer rt par 

evoeBecrépay). 

142. Hptv...rolg dvayriows datives 

‘of the person concerned’, # reference to 

us, as inv. 146, 
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\ \ / 3 a 

Kal Tos KTavovTas avtiKaTOaveiy Sdixny. 
TavT év wéow TIOnuL THS KaKHS apas, 145 

/ / / \ \ , f 

Keivois NEyouTAa THVSE THY KaKHVY apav. 
lal \ an a 

nuty d€ TouTros iaO. TON EcOAB@V avw 
\ cal \ A \ / , 

avv Oeotor Kal yn Kal dixn vixnhopo. 
re > > b} > nr / > > , / 

totaicd én evyats tacd éTmicréviw yoas. 
ig a \ ° > / / 

Upas 6€ KwxKuTois érravOifew vopos, 

147. 

And that those who slew thee 

Siknv is acc. ‘in 
144. 

be slain im revenge. 

apposition to’ the substantive contained 

in kat@avety, ‘receive death as penalty 

for it’. The genitive (e.g. rod pévou), by 

which 8{xynv might be defined, is supplied 

from the context. Since @aveiy is the 

regular passive in use of xravety (see 

Theb. 941—944, and passim), and since 

the notion ‘slaying’ thus runs all through 

the sentence, I see no harshness (nor 

apparently did Conington) in dékyy with- 

out definition: but in truth this is a 

matter too delicate for any judgment but 

that of a native.—yp(ade) dvrKaraxraveiy, 

corrector in M (whence Scaliger avzt- 

KaKTavely). 

145—46. ‘“‘ This Linterpose to bar their 

prayer for evil, uttering against them this 

my prayer for evil. THS KAKNS apas, as 

Franz appears to have seen, is the prayer 

which Clytaemnestra wished to have 

presented along with the libation, and 

which she is made to present herself by 

Sophocles (£7. 634 foll.), an evil one, as 

being the prayer of a criminal for impunity, 

if not for judgment on her own children. 

See again on v. 309 (308). év péow here 

=éurodwv, as in Xen. Cyr. 5. 2. 26, [and 

cf. of &v wéow Abyot the intervening words 

Soph. £/. 1364, Eur. Med. 819].”’ Con- 

ington.—Electra has undertaken to pray 

‘for Clytaemnestra’, a prayer kax7jy to 

Electra herself. Accordingly, in appro- 

priating to herself Clytaemnestra’s offer- 

ing, she thinks it safer to cross or bar by 

express words the ‘evil prayer’, which 

the offering initself, being Clytaemnestra’s, 

150 
A 

TWVY . 

might otherwise import. She interposes 

a prayer between (cf. the use of peraév) 

herself and Clytaemnestra’s prayer, a 

precaution thoroughly characteristic of 

the legality which marks ancient religion 

and ritual.—It does not appear what 

objection there is to Con.’s explanation, 

which the recent commentators do not 

discuss. The whole situation sufficiently 

shows, without other definition, whose is 

the xaxi) dpd of v. 145; and besides, 

to Aeschylus and his audience, the 

language, being probably that of a religious 

formula, would carry its own prescriptive 

interpretation. 

must descend from the time when dpd 

was not yet limited to ‘evil prayer’: 

apado Ga retained this freedom longer. The 

alternatives are (1) To read kadfs in v. 

145 (Schiitz), and to understand that this 

‘evil prayer’ is inserted or imbedded, 
from religious scruple, in a mass of ‘good 

prayer’. The explanation would pass 

very well; but the use of xaNés is by no 

means commensurate with that of xakés, 

The expression kak) apd 

and kad dpa& would require example, 

even if any change were admissible: (2) 

To omit the two verses (Dindorf). But 

who invented them, and why? 

149. Here probably (not before) Elec- 

tra goes close to the mound, and pours 

the offerings, while the following hymn 

is sung. As she watches them sinking 
into the ground, she sees the lock (v. 164), 

takes it up, and comes hastily back. 

150. ém-avOlfew. The division be- 

tween verb and preposition is here 

allowed as a caesura: compare the inde- 
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cal lal / > / 

mavava Tov Oavovtos éEavdwpévas. 

XO. 
, / / OrAomev@ SeaTréTa 

es U \ b] / 

iete Oaxpu Kavayes ONOmEVOY 

» v / a co , 

mpos épuma TObe KaKoOV KEdi av 7, 

pendent prepositions noticed on v. 137. 

The so-called ‘quasi-caesura’ is some- 

times thus aided, Zhed. 996 Soxotvra Kal 

ddtavr’ dmayyéANew we x7}, 70. 1044.—To 

‘crown with lament’ is merely metaphori- 

cal; supply tas xods. 

151. matava: usually the joyful 
accompaniment of libations at a feast 

(Ag. 256). The application to xoal would 

be natural when, as in the case of blood- 

offerings, they were regarded as food for 

the dead. Here however it is rather 

misapplied intentionally, and with bitter- 

ness.—éfavdwpévas: swelling with your 

voices the hymn of the dead. For this use 

of the compound verb see Eur. /h. 7. 

177 avTuvddApuors das...co..., 5éorow’, 
éckavddow, Tay év Ophvois povcav véxvat 

peNomévay, Tay ev wodrais”Acdas ture? dlya 

maidvwy, where the close resemblance of 

subjects suggests reminiscence. In both 

cases the fulness of the choir is contrasted 
with the single voice. The commoner 

meaning is ‘to speak out, speak plainly’; 

and in Soph. PAz/. 1244 éEavddy contrasts 

the outward voice with the inward thought. 

See also inf. 271.—The ‘deponent’ 
avdadcOa (examples in Lexica require 

verification) probably meant originally 

‘to be the voice of’ something, ‘to voice 

it’, and retains for the most part the trace 

of its origin, as here. Thus in Soph. 

Phil. 130, 852 it is used of persons who 

speak by instruction and are the voices 
only of what they say. But in Soph. 42. 

772, nbdaro she was commanding (?), it 

seems to have become simply equivalent 

to a’éav. The Aeschylean examples will 

be considered as they occur.—These two 

verses (150—151) were rejected by Paley. 

It is not unlikely that they should have 

been inserted to smooth the transition to 
the chorus, and it is curious that v. 150 

should exhibit a very rare metre, ». 161 4 

peculiar form (éfavdwuévas). When com- 

menting on 7hed. 665 I was inclined to 

regard these and some other considerations 

as decisive in favour of Paley's view, and 

to deny the deponent proper to Aeschylus. 

But I now incline, though doubtfully, the 

other way, principally on the evidence of 

éravOitvew, a figurethoroughly Aeschylean. 

152—163. 

pose that this piece was divided into 

There is no reason to sup- 

Strophae. Such an arrangement cannot be 

carried out without much arbitrary altera- 

tion. As to the of recitation, 

various conjectures are possible. V2. 

mode 

152—157 seem to fall most naturally to 

the leader of the chorus (Wecklein), oe. 

158—163 perhaps to the full chorus. 

153. Kavaxés dAcpevoy dAoudvw Sec 
wétq. The figure Ainted by these words 

is that of the drop which disappears 

(6\AvTa) in the water into which it 

splashes (xavaxés). The dead, the sinking 

xoal, and the ddxpua, which (in metaphor) 

follow them, are all in various ways 

oNbueva. 

Greek vocabulary and construction, can- 

But the figure, depending upon 

not be translated and must not be literally 

pressed. For 6Aépevov dAopdve, implying 

succession of é\éuera, see on roic Caroter 

Oaviw Ag. 1338; and for d\Ave bai disappear 

see Theb. 318, 408, §54.—See Conington's 

note, which I follow with some modifica- 

tion. 
154. pds belongs both to fere and to 

Kexuuévar.—tpvpa, This 

(against) good and il/; the grave-mound, 

which, by its resemblance to a rampart, 

barricr of 

suggests and figures theseparation between 

this worldand the other. —Kaxev never +", 

i.e. ‘everything’; but the form is suggested 

by the present petition for caed and «edd, 

which are to be sent from the other world. 
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ATOTPOTFOV AOS, ATEVYETOY, 

Kexumévav yoar. 
155 

Krve S€é pot, KAVE, 
aéBas, & Séa7roT’, éE auaupas dpevos. 
, an 

OTOTOTOTOTOTOTOL, 
ShX / 

t@ Tis dopu- 

aOevns avnp avaruTnp Sduor, 

155- aaAyos. 

155. This awfulthing, from which we 

turn, against which we pray, literally 

‘averting, prayed against’.—dyos. This 

word is extremely obscure to us, partly 

from its rarity, partly because the sphere 

of thought to which it belongs is remote 

from ours, partly because it is liable to 

confusion with a@yos (conn. with dys). 

See on Zeb. 1008 and Jebb on Soph. 

Ant. 775. What seems certain is that it 

meant (1) pollution and (2) expiatory 

offering, ideas which we conceive as 

contradictory. I believethattheaccount in 

L. and Sc. is correct, and that primarily 

it meant simply @ religious thing or 

emotion; it described the object of that 

ancient (and savage) feeling, which com- 

bines reverence and horror in a manner to 

us hardly intelligible, in spite of the 

abundant explanations of anthropologists. 

In this sense the grave is here called an 

amérpotoy dyos, because it isa thing which 

men keep away from their lives and 

thoughts. To touch a grave was of 

course a religious fo//ution, and this is 

part of the idea, but a part only.—Con- 

ington refers dmérporov to ddaxpv and 

makes dos object of dwrérporov (averting 

pollution, see on v. 23): but this, though 

within grammatical rule, seems beyond 

the limits of what is practically intelligible, 

nor is the sense satisfactory.—ré ééfs,... 

tere Sdxpu dyos amevxeTov (To SdKpu yap 

This note 

probably rests on a theory of some ancient 

editor that d\yos (M) was admissible as 

a synonym of dyos, for in Sapp. 380—381 

M has &Ayos in the lyric verse and dyos 

amevxTov dyos elev) schol. 

160 

159. lw sic. 

in the iambic, though it is impossible not 

to see that the one refers to the other. 

But &\yos, as all modern critics assume, 

is an error. 

156. KAve...pou: hear my prayer: ‘the 

pronoun has the same relation to the verb 

in ded dé of exdXvey apps Od. 4. 767, 

though ‘prayer’ is here unexpressed” (S.). 

Conington (after Wordsworth) cites Hom. 

Od. 2. 263 xd00b wor, Solon Carm, 5. 2 

KNOTE poe evxyouévw etc. At the same 

time it is not untrue to say (Wecklein) 

that povdefines wéBas (od7ect of my worship). 

It belongs to the whole sentence. For 

the voc. wéBas cf. Eur. /ph. A. 633 @ 
céBas épol péyiorov, Ayapeuvwv dvat.— 

e dpuavpas dpevds. duavpds is either 
literally ‘dark, obscure’, or metaphorically 

The scholia hesitate between 

referring the ¢pjv (1) to the speakers 

themselves, and (2) to Agamemnon (rjjs 

dobevods, ws mpos atyxpiow ’Hdéxrpas, 7 
Conington cites Ag. 

555 ws WOAN duavpas éx Ppevds mw’ (or a’) 

dvacrévey as conclusive in favour of (1). 

But there is a great difference between 

‘sighing with a helpless soul’ and ‘hearing 

with’ or ‘from a helpless soul’, in the sense 

of ‘hearing (what is uttered) from a help- 

less soul’. Prima facie it seems that the 

gpyv must be that of 6 Kdtwv (Let thy 

dark soul hear), the consciousness of the 

dead being duavpés, because it belongs to 

the dim world. 

161. XKvOixa t Robortello. The no 

of M has originated in a k, read as IC 

(uncial for wc). 

161—163. 

‘weak’. 

Ort oxta ol veKpol). 

‘Shaking at (the foe) the 
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LevOixa 7 €v yepoty madrivrov’ 
év €pyp Bédrn “mitraddov “Apns 
oxédia 7 altoxwra vonav Bern. 

HA. 

XO. 

exes wev dn fatrorouc Yoas trarip, 

véov 5€ wvOou todde Kowwvricare. I or “w 
Néyous av* odpxeitar b€ Kapdia hd8u. 

HA. op topaioy tovde Bootpvyov tady. 
XO. rivos rot’ avdpos, 7) Sabvfavou Kdpns ; 

HA. ev&uBorov 108 éoti ravi b0fdeat. 

161. 

bow and wielding the sword’.—ZxvOtkd : 

the epithet, like the grandiose”Apys and 

the double equipment, mark the deliverer 

as utterly remote and visionary, in contrast 

to the plain reality of the deliverer close 

at hand, whose presence they are just about 

to discover.—Bé&ny weapons generally ; see 

Soph. 47. 658 and L. and Sc. s.v.—The 

Scythian bow was shaped somewhat like 

a Z: LxvOk«@ re 7bEw 7d Tplrov (the third 

letter in Oncevs) Hv mpoceupepés (Agathon 

in Ath. x. p. 454, cited by Wecklein), and 

maXlvrova signifies that the pull of it was 
in the reverse direction from the setting on 

of its limbs.—oyé&ta attéxwma: close- 
fighting, hilt and all (cf. avrémpepuvos etc.), 

because the swordsman’s weapon remains 

entire in his grasp, whereas the arrow 

parts from the bow and wounds at a 

distance. The contrasted types are to- 

gether put for ‘every weapon’.—SéA7n in 
v. 162 is perhaps to be omitted (Heim- 

soeth) as an explanation; but Greek 

writers had not at all the modern dislike 

of mere repetition (see e.g. vv. 234, 236), 

and the omission makes some obscurity. — 

avréxwra Ta ad éavrdy Exovra Ti NaShy 

Ely (2), cxédia 5é Ex TOO cxEddv Hovetovra 

kai ob méppwiev, Worep Ta BéAn. The 

latter part of this note suggests that 

BéXn, in the sense of ‘thrown weapons’, 

are contrasted with gi¢n. Hence some 

read ign in v. 163. But the insertion of 

ign in the first part of the note implies 

no 
Sxurar’. 164. adwé rov. See also v. 123. 

rather that the word was not in the text, 

and the use of SéAn in the narrower and 

commoner sense by the commentator is 

probably accidental. 

164—233- 

cognition. For the general criticism and 

The Anagnorisis or Ke- 

explanation of this scene see the Intro- 

duction. 

164. yatdérovs. Turnebus. 

166. 6Bw: lest their audacious rite 

should have been spied (as in fact it has 

been) by the person whose previous pre- 

sence the lock in Electra’s hand reveals. 

Topaioy...rddw : 

offering) for the tomb’. 

168. Pavfaivov képys: twoman; the 
epithet is ‘constant’. 

169. 

lock closely, has already marked its pe- 

167. ‘cut (as an 

Electra, who has inspected the 

culiar quality, and thinks that the slave's 
recognition will confirm her own. But 

the interlocutor, scared half out of her 

senses, and naturally less quick to such 

an observation than one of the family, 

does of notice the quality, until Electra, 

after several attempts at suggestion, points 

768 refers strictly 

to the question last raised, whether the 

it out expressly, 7. 175. 

hair is possibly a woman's, Given the 

assumption (that it is the hair of a 

Pelopid) 

made in her own mind, there exists no 

woman, but Electra, whose hair it could 

which Electra has already 

be. 
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170 

175 

existing circumstances worthless. The 

slave adopts this interpretation, because 

XO. és odv; Tadaia Tapa vewTtépas pada. 
’ »” ce \ 3; nr if / 

HA. ov« oti Gotis TWANY Emod KELpAITO VID... 

XO. éxOpoi yap ols rpochxe wevOjoat TpLyi. 
« lal ¢ ‘ 

HA. kal pry 68 éoti Kapt ideiv oporrepos— 
rn / cr 

XO. roiais €Oelpats; TodTo yap Oédw pabeiv. 
] ral ig a / \ ? lal 

HA. avtoiow piv Kapta mpoadepns toetv.— 
r a 5 a ay LU XO. pdr ody “Opéctov KcpvBda SHpov H TOdE; 
HA. pariot éxeivou Bootpvxous mpoceioerat. 

171. xKelperd velv. 176. 4. 

170. How then (is it to be conjec- 

tured)? Let thy younger wit instruct my 

age. This seems a simpler punctuation 

than 7@s otv...ud0w; ‘How shall I be 

instructed ?’. 

171. Kelpatré vw Turnebus. ‘ Zhe per- 

son who cut it can be none but me...’. 

She pauses, thinking that the other will 

now see the resemblance and say ‘‘ Or 

one of your house!” But the slave’s 

replies show that she does not catch the 

point at all, and Electra is compelled to 

be explicit.—‘ viv must be the lock [as 

in v. 188], not Agamemnon, as Linwood 

and Conington take it; for (1) there is no 

example of kelpecOat rwa ‘to cut hair off 

in mourning for a person’: (2) there is no 

mention of Agamemnon for vw to refer 

to: (3) xelpecOar kbuny is the regular con- 

struction both in Homer (Od. 4. 198, 24. 

96) and Tragedy (Eur. 7vo. 1183, Phoen. 

326)”. Sidgwick.—Con.’s objection is 

that ‘‘ Electra could never mean to say 

There ts no one but myself who would cut 

off this lock.’ This however, reading 

‘might’ for ‘would’, is what she does 

mean; but it becomes intelligible only 

when the basis of the scene is correctly 

conceived. See the Introduction.—For 

the optative kelpacto see on Ag. 625. 

172. ‘You mean that, except yourself, 

the only persons connected with Agamem- 

non and in that respect likely to make 

the offering (his wife and his cousin) are 

morally disqualified’. This is not at all 

what Electra means ; it would have been 

an argument weak in any case, and in the 

she sees no other.—In ots rpoonxe only 

those relatives are thought of who are 

supposed to be within reach. Without 

the startling fact, which Electra has seen 

and now indicates, there is nothing to 

suggest a guess so improbable as the 

presence of Orestes. 

173- kal piv: formula used in calling 

attention, See/—opémrepos: see the In- 

troduction. 

174. Even now the respondent cannot 

finish Electra’s sentence, not even when she 

is told that there is a resemblance to notice. 

She is no doubt supposed to be slow and 

unobservant ; but there is more than this. 

It is most important, for the conduct of 

the story, to have it clear, that the physi- 
cal distinctions, which identify Orestes, 

though indisputable when pointed out 

and examined, are zof such as easily to 

catch the eye. In the case of the hair 

this might be doubtful, if we were not 

expressly assured of it. 

175. avtotow npiv: c¢hat of my own 
family, ‘ ourselves’ rather than ‘myself’. 
Cf. Hom. 7. 17. 51 xduar xapirecow 

ouotat.—Here there is a long pause. 

Note that the first suggestion of Orestes 

comes from the slave, who does not yet 

see what Electra, quicker in thought, 

has seen, the sinister inference to which 

this suggestion would lead (v. 179). 

176. KpbBSa Sapov: ‘a thing secretly 
given by’.—Either 4 (the usual read- 
ing; see on 7heb. 183) or Hv (Scholefield, 
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Kal Tas éxeivos Sedp’ erodpnoev poreiv ; 
” ‘ , ‘ 

emeuWe YalTnVv Kouplunv yapw TraTpos. 

ovx Haocov evdaxpuTa por éyers TaAbe, 180 
> fol Ud / / / 

el Thode X@pas pntrote Wavcer trobl. 

BA. > \ ‘ ’ , 

Kamol TpocéaTN Kapdias KAVowVLOY 
Norns, eraicénv & ws dvavtaiw Bérex* 
ys > ‘ \ , / iy 

€& oupatoy b€ dixviot timtovci pot 

{179- Grenwev cal ryv. 

Paley) seems admissible: but 7» would 
probably have been preserved by the Ms. 

—pov otv 7;= ‘may it then possibly 
ber. 

179. ‘Asashorn offering éo his father’. 

Ag. 1385 T00 kara xOoves...evxralay ydpw 

(Conington and others), marpos xéovres 

Aotrpa Soph. £7. 84.—zarpl Turnebus.— 

xalrynyv Victorius: éreuyerv xal rhy M.— 

If Orestes has sent his hair to his father’s 

grave (by far the most probable supposi- 

tion, if the hair is his at all), then it is 

likely that there has arisen the most 

obvious occasion for sending such an 

offering, namely as a memento upon his 

death. SeeSoph. Z/. 932, Aesch. Zhe. 
49. This explains the following lines. 

180. ovx qWooov eSdkpuTa: a wcio- 
sis for ‘more cause to weep than ever’. 

181. Watoe Turnebus. The strange 
yatde of M is a good example of a cor- 

rection misapplied (see on 4g. 147). The 

dec is from a marginal &, which really 

referred to an erroneous zroci, but was 

retained in the margin after the true zrodl 

had been restored. 

182. ‘A wave of bitter thought rose 

within me’.—kap8las: from within me: 

the gen. is ‘local of the place from 

which’ and depends upon éory, as in 
ioracOat Bab pw to rise from a seat. So 

nearly Conington (and Sidgwick).—é¢pol 

mporéorn (‘rose to me’) was used 
colloquially in the sense of ‘a thought 

occurs to me’ (see L. and Sc. s.v. mpoo- 

iornut) and has that sense here; but the 

poet, fixing on the suggestion of fern, 
converts the phrase into poetry by the 

\ 181. Yavder, H over « by corrector. 

metaphor of the rising wave (Hom. //. 

21. 240).—The conjectures xapdig (Scali- 

ger) and xapélay (Heimsocth) seem con- 

trary to fact. The physical sensation of 
bitter anger and grief is of something 

which rises in the throat from within. It 

is in terror and horror that the movement 

is inwards mpds xapélay (see Ag. 1110).— 

xap8las is, or supplies, also a definition 

of x\vduwriov xoX7js, but is not to be sepa- 

rated from &feryn.—The aorist (fernr 

éralc@nv) is often used in description of 

the feelings, where English would prefer 

a present.—érale nv Canter. 

184—18s5. Shfror is somewhat ob- 

scure; but discussion of it 

unduly enlarged by neglect of the order. 

What we have to explain is not diyuox« 

ordyoves, but & oppdreav Biqiow wie. 

tovot. This excludes all interpretations 

which refer diyxos to the quality of tears, 

and shows that 

(Wordsworth, Paley) is at least approxi- 

We may perhaps come nearer by 

has been 

‘draining the eyes’ 

mate. 

observing that the figure is that of a flood 

during a storm 

which breaks through a fence or dam 

no longer able to contain it (dg@pacros). 

(Stexinos «= wAnpuupls), 

The ordyoves are the drops which, 

oozing through the barrier, mark that it 

is yielding and about to give way. In 

what sense can this first water be said to 

‘fall, thirsty’? Only, I think, because it 

is the precursor which invites the flood to 

follow. Aeschylus, by one of his person- 

ifying glances (see examples in the Agu. 

memnon, Index, s.v. Personification) re- 

gards the situation from the point of view, 
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atayoves adpaxto. dvaeyipmou mAnumupisos, 
TAOKamov iSovon TOVEE. 

185 
a \ > , 

TwWS yap €ATTITwW 

dotev Tw adrov Thode Seatrolew Pons ; 
’ a] *O\ le of (Yes > / 

adr ovdé pv viv 7 KTavova éxelpaTo, 

€un dé pntnp, ovdauds ér@vupor 

gpovnua tract Svcbeov TreTapévn. 190 
ait EN. > \ by oO? De 

éyo 8 brrws pev avtikpus Tad aivéco, 
° U A , 

elvat TOS ayAatopa pot TOU PidrTaTou 
Bpotav ’Opéctov,—caivopat & vr’ édrridos. 

ev. 

el? elye dovnv evppov’ ayyérou Sixny, 
5x4 / 2 WY ake) / 
orws SidpovTis ovaca pn ‘KIVUToOuND, 195 

195. pnknvuccdunv. 

so to speak, of the drops, which call for, 

or ‘thirst for’, the mass of water from 

which they are parted. As applied to the 

tears, the comparison marks both the diffi- 

culty of weeping in a great agony and the 

volume of the passion which seeks escape. 

186. @Amlow (aor. subj.): ow can L 

imagine ?—See the Introduction—The 

argument, which, as is natural in one 

reasoning with herself, is hinted rather 

than expressed, would, if set out fully, 

run thus: ‘‘No ordinary Argive could 
have this hair; for it is the hair of a 

Pelopid. There #s indeed something 

about it like that of my mother; but it 

is certainly not hers either. I dare not 

assent positively to the conclusion that it 

is that of Orestes, partly because it may 

very well be that of Aegisthus (the éx@pov 

kdpa of v. 197), partly because, if it is 

that of Orestes, there is reason to fear 

that he is dead. I may flatter myself 

with the Zoge that it is his, and that he 

lives: but I know only that it belongs to 

him or Aegisthus. To which, only the 

hair itself could say’’. Given the story, 

as known beforehand to the audience, 

the reasoning is perfectly clear ; and the 

form of expression is admirably true to 

nature. But without the story it would 

be unintelligible. 

189. 8: strictly ‘the murderess, and 

withal my mother’. See on v. 126.— 

érrevupov unTpés: ‘answering to the name 

of mother’. Electra is thinking chiefly of 

her cruel mission to the grave. 

192. elvat: ‘that it really zs’. The 

position of the word would perhaps not 

import a stress, but it is probably intend- 

ed.—dyAdiopa: orzament of the tomb, 

or of Orestes? Perhaps rather both. 

Euripides (27. 325) seems to have refer- 

red it to the tomb. 

193. The verb of doubt (ovx oféa), 

upon which é7ws xrd. should depend, is 

passed over, together with the grounds for - 

doubt, by a transition to the happiest pos- 

sibility of the case. Mr Sidgwick refers 

to Ag. 503, 571, 1095, for instances of 

aposiopesis. The two first are similar to 

this. 

194. ‘‘et¥ppova kindly, gracious (the 

regular meaning of this common word in 

Aeschylus), a beautiful word for human. 

Auratus’ éugpov’, which Hermann adopts, 

is far less poetic, and indeed hardly appro- 

priate”’ Sidgwick. Conington and Paley 

also retain ev@pov’. 

195; 

that I might not have been tossed. Where 

Otrws...py “Kiwueodpny (Turn.) 

the principal sentence expresses some- 

thing supposed and contrary to the fact, 

final sentences depending on it are nor- 

mally in the imperfect or aorist indicative. 
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GAN ed ’cadyver tovd’ aromticat trdKor, 
elmep y am’ éyOpod Kpatos Av tTetTunpuéEvos, 
n Evyyevns av elye cuurrevOciv eso, 
ayahwa TUmBov Tovde Kal Timry TaTpds. 
GXN eiddtas pev Tods Oeodrs Karovpeba, 200 
oloitw év YEiudou vavtirwy bdixnn 
atpoBovmel> et dé 

outkpov yévoiTt ay 
Kal pnv otiBou ye, 

196. can. 

196. “*oadryve. (Paley, Conington, 

Sidgwick), but that it might plainly have 
told me. For the verb cf. dtacagnvéw. 

The only objection to this reading (that, 

since the subject of écagpjver is 6 mXéxos, 

we might expect rather airév than révde 

m)éxov) would not be felt in a language 
which habitually used 765" dvdpa for éué. 

—eb cad’ Fv t Wellauer and others. 

Here, since odd’ éori, for zt zs clear, is 

ungrammatical, Hv must stand for é&qv. 

So practically Wecklein, ‘eine sichere 

Entscheidung gegeben ware’. But even 

so gd¢a is scarcely appropriate. 

198. §vyyevys ov: or, sharing my 
blood, might have shared my mourning 

too: ovyyevys is to be taken in the fullest 

and strongest sense; strictly speaking 

only brothers and sisters are absolutely 

ovyyeveis.— There is a slight irregularity 

in the structure of the period, which 

should have continued with a clause in 

oratio obliqua answering to 7 76vd’ dro- 
mricat mrdxov, e.g. 7 Evyyevns ay Exev 

KTX., or that it ts brother to me and capa- 

ble of sharing etc. 

200—202. péy...6& That the gods 

at any rate know her need, is a first point, 

to which she adds that destiny can bring 

much out of little. 

201. 8lknv Robortello. 
203. yévour’ dv onépparos: musi 

grow from a seed. See Theb. 20 brws 

yévois8e.—This metaphor may have sug- 

Xp) TvxXelv cwrnplas, 
oméppatos péyas tuOurny.— 
SevTEpov TeKpnpLor,... 

”~ , la cal , aA , - 

moody 8 ...du0101,...T0is T Ewoiow euepeis’ 205 

201. dixm. 

gested to Sophocles the form of Clytaem- 

nestra’s dream in his Electra (v. 419). 

204 foll. See the Introduction. 

205. modSav §’ Spoor: literally ‘and 
(they are) marks of feet, similar marks’. 

On the corrective 8, which indicates 

that this is a fresh point in the discovery, 

see v. 126. The tracks (as in ordinary 

circumstances would naturally be the case) 

are supposed to be very faint. Electra at 

first sees only that the ground # marked ; 

for oriBos does not mean /oot-mark but 

simply mark or print (see ag. Ag. 420 

Pirdvopes). Then, 

stooping down to examine them more 

lm A€yos Kal crip 

closely, she next ascertains that they are 

the marks of feet. The addition of dporr 

means simply that this conclusion, that 

the marks are foot-marks, is certified by 

comparing one with another, by noting 

their similarity and the fact that they 

occur in pairs.—The difficulty raised here 
is entirely created by the assumption that 

8é, which is essential, is incorrect, and 

that criSoa...dudepeis is one continuous 

expression. Hence the translation of ro- 

5Gv 5uow by (1) ‘like ry feet’ or (2) ‘like 

his feet’, both of which force the words 

and confuse the context. See Conington’s 

note. Conington himself, rejecting both 

my and Ais, seems to imply tacitly that 

oriBo roddr Suow means marks like these 

of feet. But (not to say that this should 

rather be rociv Suc) the leap from rodcr 
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Kal yap 8v” éotov TwHdE TEpLypaha TrodoiD, 
avTod T éxeivou Kal ouvepwmopou TLVvdS* 
mTépvat Tevovtwv @ vroypapal peTpovpevat 

els TavTO oupBaivovot Tots éwots aTiBots. 

mapeote © wdls Kal ppevev KatapOopa. 210 
OP. evyouv ta Nowra, Tots Oeots TEAeapopous 

evyas erayyéANovea, TUyXavEew Kaos. 
HA. ével ti viv Exate Sayovev Kupe ; 

OP. els dyuv Hees dvtrep eEnuyov Tada. 
HA. kat tiva avvoicOd wor KaXrovpévyn Bpotav ; 215 

214. 

Buoror to Tots T emotow éudepets is then 

abrupt and unnatural, whereas the text 

gives the natural stages. 

205. Tots T epototy eucepets (o7/Bors) : 

and like my (marks). See the Introduc- 

tion. 

206. Her belief, that there are foot- 

marks which have the peculiarity noted 

in Tols énolow éuepets, is confirmed when 

she observes that there are also marks of 

an ordinary foot, which display the differ- 

ence. Here it is again assumed that the 

marks are very faint; if this is kept in 

view the reasoning is quite simple. The 

condensed expression is natural to her 

excitement, as Conington says ; but there 

is no gap in the argument. 

208—209. This sentence commences 

properly without a conjunction, because it 

is simply an expanded repetition of rots 

éuotow éudepets, the confirmatory argu- 

ment (vv. 206—207) being parenthetic. 

This detail is worth notice as supporting 

the true interpretation of wv. 208—209. 

If these verses asserted more than is 

already asserted in Tots éuotow éudepets 

they would naturally have a copula. See 

the Introduction. 

211. Tots Beots...€mayyéAAXovoea: az- 
nouncing to the gods the fulfilment of thy 

prayers. (So Wecklein, rightly.) Electra 

may ask the gods to fulfil her prayers in 

future, as they have fulfilled them now. 

The form of expression belongs to a 

e&nukov. 

polytheism which did not, at least stead- 

ily and permanently, conceive the gods 

as omniscient. We should rather say 

‘thanking God for the fulfilment ’.—Con- 

ington (and others) render émayyé\Xovca 

evxds by ‘preferring prayers’, joining the 

participle not with edyov but with rvy- 

xdvew. But this does not satisfy the 

meaning of érayyéA\\ew, and makes the 

participial clause otiose. 

213. Tlvos yap Hn éméruxov v0 Peay, 

Ore elmes schol.—éref. 

This verse is in syntax continuous with 

the preceding: kvp® and the interroga- 

tive form are substituted for the xupets 

and affirmative form, which Orestes 

might have used, if he had explained his 

Ta Aowrd himself. For a similar use of 

ada and ydp in stichomuthia see on Eur. 

Med. 325—327.—€katt Satpdvev: ‘by 

the will of heaven’, literally ‘ because of’; 

“Ta ora”; 

see U. 435. 
214. é&nvxov Robortello. 
215. Kal tiva. For the rare initial 

dactyl see Ag. 7, 2nf. 984, frag. 304. 4, 

if the reading 7jAuos év 7 mupwmos Exhaupas 

x Govt be correct (but see Dindorf ed. 1868) 

and perhaps 7heb. 640.—And whom dost 
thou know that I was invoking?: ovvet- 

déva, signifying properly ‘to share some 

private knowledge with’, marks the sur- 

prise and anxiety of Electra at finding 

that her rite has been observed. 
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OP, 
HA. 
OP. 
HA. 

OP. 
HA. 
OP. 
nx, 

OP. 

216. €kmayNoumeérns. 218. 

216. J know that thou wast invoking 

Orestes, and much I am amazed at thee, 

i.e. ‘that thou dost not welcome Orestes 

himself’. With ovvo.da is to be supplied 
col kadouuévy from the question.—éxray- 

Aovpévnv Robortello and almost all texts, 

with the rendering ‘I know that thou art 

sore troubled about (makest much concern 

about) Orestes’. But (1) no authority is 

cited for the sense put upon éxrayov- 

pévny: (2) when the answer repeats the 

question (cvvoi6a;...c0vo.da), it is con- 

fusing and improper that the construction 

of the repeated word should be changed 
(hence the conjecture co: ’xrayAouuévy), 

or that the generalsense should be changed 

(hence o’ éxkahoupévny): (3) the supposed 

corruption is unexplained and not pro- 

bable. In reality we have another 

example (see v. 181) of a correction mis- 

applied. To the words as above given, 

which for want of punctuation seemed 
unintelligible, some one appended in the 

margin 7s, meaning to suggest the reading 

*Opéorns, which would make grammar and 

sense; a too obedient copyist put this 

mechanically in the nearest place. 
218. The form waoredw probably 

existed; but parev’ (given in one of the 

inferior copies) is of course right. 

219. GAN’ 4: an interrogative asser- 

tion ‘But surely this is some trick?’ 
In wv. 770 the tone and sense is slightly 

different. 
223. As if thou wert Orestes then I 

Maorev. 

avvod ‘Opéatny, Torda a” extraryAovpevos. 
Kal Tpos Ti Ota Tuyyava KaTeEvYypatwn ; 
68 eiui un pedtev’ éuod pwaddov irov. 

Grr’ % Sorov tiv’, d Eév’, audi poe mrEKELS; 
autos Kat avTod Tapa pnxavoppada. 
GXN év Kaxoior Tois euois yerav Odes, 

Kav Tots ewois ap’, eimep Ev ye Toicr cois. 
ws ovt ‘Opéotny tap éya oe rpovvvéera— 

to re Oo 

+ en \ ? e lal cal > ‘ 

auTov pev ovv opdaa, duapabets enue: 

223. 74d’, 224. vir. 

bid thee—welcome, she would have said, 

mpouvvérw xalpew (Soph. Zrach. 227), 

when Orestes, seeing that she misunder- 

stands him, interrupts her. She is so far 

reassured, as to hope that he is a person 

to be trusted, perhaps an emissary and 

representative of her brother; and she 

welcomes him as Orestes (the emphasis 

But she does not take him to 

ée her brother, or to have said that he is. 

His 68’ elui> un udrev’ éuod wa\X\or Pldor, 

‘Here am I, as much your friend as any 

is on Ws). 

could be’, is quite open to her interpre- 

Most of 

the conjectures offered upon this verse 

tation, and even suggests it. 

assume either (1) that rpowvdrw has the 

sense of rpocervérw (address), or (2) that 

mpocevvérw itself is to be inserted, which 

The 

explanation, both of the error and of the 

cannot be done without violence. 

difficulty found in mending it, is that the 

sentence is broken off. Since it is broken 

in the middle of a formula, it is already 

intelligible.—as drr’ ‘Opderny rdde Myw 

ce mpourvérey; Weil (and Wecklein): 

Am I to understand you to mean by these 

declarations that you are Orestes?) Thisis 

not open to the objections which apply to 

the rest; but the change is considerable, 

and the use of xpowrérary doubtful: nor 

does the question lead, I think, quite 

properly to the answer. 

224. pav ody negatives and corrects her 

ws dvra: there is no ‘as’ in the matter. 
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xoupav 8 iSodca tHvde Kndelou TpLXos 225 
5) , ea Nw Cars Ce 
aveTTepoOns KadoKelts opav eué, 

fal / ’ / lal > lal 

ixvooxoTovaa T €v aTlBotot Tots Epots. 
a a / a a , 

cauThs adeXpod, cuppéTpoU TH OW Kapa, 
, a a Uj / 

oKxéat Tou mpocbeica Bootpuxov TpLyos. 
> a 2 of a fol ” / 

idod 8 Udhacpa TovTo, ons Epyov yepos, 230 
omdOns te TAnyas, els dé Onpelov ypadnvi— 
évdov yevov, yapa Se py 'KTAAaYHS ppévas. 

229. TOM. 

225—227. ‘Orestes is pointing out 

Electra’s inconsistency in doubting ocular 

demonstration after having just accept- 

ed much more equivocal evidence... 

Peile rightly renders ixvocxomotca Te ‘as 

well as when you were on the quest in my 

footprints’; and Klausen not inaptly 

refers to Ag. (249) xéovoa Barre... 

mpémovoa 8’ ws év ypapais” (Conington). 
Comparealsothe position ofrewith coupled 

adjectives; see on Ag. 414. The order 

of the verses 226 and 227 (which some 

transpose) is in fact the only natural order, 
when what is meant is not ‘you were 

excited by the two indications together’ 

but ‘you were excited by the lock, and 

again by the foot-marks’. 

228. The lock is from the head of 

thine own brother, formed as thine own ; 

put it to the place from which it was cut, 

and see.—topn Turn.—cavtys...kapa. 

The order of the sentence is arranged so 

as to emphasize these words, which con- 

tain the clinching proof of Orestes’ identity. 

In syntax dde\pod depends on Pdotpv- 

xov tptxds. Displacement of the normal 

order is the regular instrument of empha- 

sis in highly inflected language, and one 

of its chief advantages. Thus arranged, 

the sentence expresses compactly what we, 

with some loss of impressiveness, must 

give in two clauses. The absence of 

copula, abrupt in Greek, also aids the 

effect.—couppétpov TO o@ Kapa: ‘whose 

head has the proportions of thine’; the 

grammatical abbreviation is the converse 

of Bborpuxos Huty rpoopepis hair like ours 

231. Onprov. 

v. 175. See the Introduction.—The 

alterations, transpositions, and mistransla- 

tions of this passage all proceed from the 

tacit assumption that cupmérpov Te o@ 

kap@ has zot the only meaning which the 

words will bear. Thus (1) Klausen, Peile 

and Conington take v. 228 with the pre- 

ceding sentence, translating cumuérpou T@ 

ow Kapa ‘whose fersox has the proportions 

of thine’; to which it is properly answered 

that kapa is ‘a most unhappy and con- 

fusing word’ by which to describe equality 

in the feet. (2) De Pauw and Schiitz 

change cuumérpou to cvuperpov, and Her- 

mann (followed by Dindorf and many 

others) would place v. 228, with or with- 

out de Pauw’s correction, after v. 229, in 

order that cuuuérpou (-ov) T@ o@ Kdpa may 

be referable to rpixés (or Bdarpuxor) ‘hair 

like that of thy head’; to which Klausen 

properly answers that ovmmerpos is not 

duovos, and that for 7@ o@ kdpa we should 

then expect 77 o7 Kéuy (or gol). Further, 

Touy has been changed to xdun, Kapa to 

mool, v. 228 placed (with alteration) after 

v. 225, and in fact every possible variation 

attempted in vain. But the labour has 

not been wasted; for it helps to show 

that the text is sound. 

230. Vhacpa: see the Introduction. 

231. omdOns wAnyds: the strokes of 

the batten, with which the woof-threads, 

after several had been passed through the 

warp, were driven close. To do this 

neatly and evenly throughout was an 

operation of skill (cf. the proverb Nav 
omafadv). No doubt Orestes directs at- 
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\ Led ‘ HA. rovs dirtatous yap olda vey bvtas tixpoty.— 2 
we wo 

XO. @ pirtatov peAnua dwpacw tratpés, 

tention to the work as clearly that of a 
young hand, such as Electra’s must have 

been (Eur. £7. 541). Similar peculiarities 

are observed in the t¢acua by which 

Ion is identified (Eur. /om 1419, 1491). 

Aeschylus had in fact noted the possible 

difficulty which Euripides raises (ei 65é 
kdxpexov mrém ous), and utilises it.—els 8 

Orjpeov ypadyy ((500): nay, ara look at 
the pattern in animals. The reading, 

retained by Conington, is right. 8€ is 

used, exactly as in v. 205, to mark that 

this is not merely a point added, but a 

step forward to something stronger ; and 

the verb is changed from (500 (see) to (600 
els (look at) in order to call the attention. 

Itis possible, as Conington says, that the 

independent and quasi-verbal use of the 

preposition in archaic language has re- 

commended the expression: cf. //. 3. 268 
wpvuto 6° abrix’ érera avat avépav Aya- 

péuvwv, av 5 ‘Oduce’s. The matter is 

scarcely one for argument; but I do not 

myself feel any difficulty in the text.—75é 

Turn. This word, which is confined by 

Aeschylus almost entirely to catalogues 

of titles and like matters of pomp, will 

be best considered in connexion with the 
Persae. It seems that it would here be 

out of place.—@rpeov Bamberger, for 

Onpiov M. 

233. I take this verse to be said by 

Electra, to herself rather than to Orestes, 

as she controls with difficulty the outbreak 

of her joy. After this, all remain silent 

and overcome for some moments, and the 

by-standers, as seems natural, are the first 

to speak collectedly.—M marks no change 

of speaker at v. 233, leaving this verse to 

Orestes; but it is then perhaps necessary 

to change oléa to olc@a (Hartung). Since 

Orestes cannot suppose Electra to re- 

quire information respecting the position 

of the family, oféa in his mouth seems 
pointless, unless we suppose some rather 

artificial ellipse, such as ‘Be calm (and 

Vi. 4. CH. 

I shall not misunderstand your feelings) 
for’ etc, 

234—262. The distribution of parts 

isdoubtful. M gives the whole to Electra, 

which (v. 251) is impossible, It seems 

certain that vv. 237—-242 belong to Electra 

and vv. 248—253 to Orestes. The other 

portions must be considered briefly. (1) 

vv. 234—236 may be joined to the next 

speech ; but v. 237 looks like a commence 

ment, and the tenderness of it is marred 

by the more distant and impersonal address 

preceding. The language of x7. 234—236 

suits the chorus (see notes), to whom they 

are given by Rossbach., 

places them after v. 242 and joins with 

them 7. 243—244 This 

however is a rather violent proceeding 

and, I think, inexpedient. (2) om. 243— 

244. If these are read as in M, they 

Rossbach also 

(emended). 

must of course belong to Electra; and I 

see no reason to change the text. (3) 

I follow Hermann in 

assigning these to Electra, not to Orestes. 

VW. 254—262. 

Certainty is impossible, but the mistake 

of the Ms. 
whole passage (77. 

easily accounted for on Hermann’s sup- 

in leaving to Electra the 

234—262) is more 

position, and the two antistrophic speeches 

(nine lines each), suggesting others to 

follow, lead up to the interposition of the 

chorus (@ raides v. 263) better than one 

twice as long from Orestes. 

234. péAnpa ‘object of attention’, 

or ‘observance’, The word expresses 

anxious respect and is appropriate to the 

speakers; cf. Soph. Pil. 150 wd\ow waNox 

uérnud por Néyers, Avak, Ppoupeiy dum’ dri 

o@ uddiora Kaipy. So also Sépacw fo 

the house is @ proper term to include the 

slaves; and it is natural that they, rather 

than the brother and sister, should fix at 

once upon material interests and the hard 

facts of the situation. Cf. m2. 264, £10, 

and indeed the whole part of the chorus 

in this scene. 

we 
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Saxputos €ATis TTreppaTos TwTHpLoV, 235 
> a \ a? > / / 

aXkyn tweTrolOws Sam’ avaKTHoEL TaTPpoS. 
» / 

@ TEpTVoY Oupa Tégoapas jpoipas Eyov 
> / lal ’ ” % > / »” €uol* mpocavday 6 éot avayKaiws éyov 

\ N , COs: 

TaTeépa TE, Kal TO MHTPOS ES GE pot peTrEL 

atépynOpov (3) b€ Twavdixws éxyOaiperar), 240 

Kal THs TUGEions VNAEWS OMOTTrOpOU* 

mutes & aderpos nob’, éwot céBas hépwv 
U ba / \ / x lal / 

povos* Kpatos te cat Atkn ovv T@ TPIT@ 
’ , / / 

TavTwv peyicoto LZnvi ouyyévorTo pot. 

OF Zed Led, Oewpos tHvde TpNnypwaTwv yevov: 245 
> lol \ = 2 lal ul 

loov 6€ yéevvay €YNLV QLETOUV TATPOS, 

245. MpNYLATWY Sic. 

235. ‘Its long-wept hope of seed to 

continue it’. Note that in the figure the 

‘tears’ are as water to the ‘hope of seed’. 

—oréppatos cwtyplov: z.c. ‘male con- 
tinuation’, cwrnpios signifying ‘ preserva- 

tive (from annihilation)’ rather than ‘ de- 

liverer (from present trouble)’. Through 

Orestes only would the line of right male 

heirs be carried on. See the Introduc- 

tion. 

237. Oppa. Wecklein compares & 
Sucbéarov dupa, the cry of Teucer at the 

sight of his dead brother’s face Soph. dz. 

1004; see also the exquisite verse of 

Euripides eis éupar’ etvov pwrds €uBréwar 

~yAuKt (Zon 732).—*‘ wolpas ‘fourfold love’, 

Morshead, \it. ‘four parts or shares’ of 

love. He is (as Schiitz suggests) clearly 

adapting most happily the idea of Andro- 

mache’s touching appeal to Hektor in //. 

6. 429: “Exrop, arap at pol éoou marnp 

kal mé7via unrnp | 7bé Kaolyvynros, av dé 

fot Oadepds mapaxolrns”” (Sidgwick). 

240. 1 8€...€x@alperar: see on v. 

3% 

241. Opoomdpov: Iphigenia, see Ag. 

194 foll. This reference to the crime of 

the father is a fine touch, reminding us 

that we are to hold by the morality of 

the preceding play. Agamemnon’s death 

was a divine punishment, though inflicted 

by wicked hands. 

246. -yevvavu, 

242—244. ‘‘ésol céBas hépwv povos: 

‘the only one from whom I have had a 

kinsman’s regards’. oéBas pépew like 

Xap pépew, Kr€os Pépew tur...Electra 

complains of her dishonoured state, z. 

(444) driuos, ovdév dtia.—pévos...In Eur. 

Zl. 581 Orestes speaks of himself as 

ovppmaxds yé go wovos. Here the word 

bévos suggests the prayer which follows 

for the divine aid”, or rather a prayer 

that the gods will raise her to a place 

and power more worthy of his worship. 

‘‘rpiros implies the notion cwrnp as in 

GD (EGO, iy) ie OB, UO Ge. 

(Conington).—te avd so; it is not to be 

joined with xai in the sense both...azd.— 

bévov Kparos re xr. (‘only may Might’ 
etc.) Turn., oo: (for wor) Stanley. But 

by these changes éuol céBas Pépwr is 

shorn of its point, and vv. 243—244 are so 

divorced from the context as to prompt 

the suspicion (see vv. 234 foll.) that they 

have been displaced. M has a colon at 

pépwv, but by mistake. 

246. yévvav evvv, orphan brood, 
Turnebus, a fine correction.—alerod: the 

Atridae are eagles in Ag. 115 foll., 

Clytaemnestra a snake in 7zf. g92 and 

elsewhere. The combat of the eagle and 

snake (see Hom. //. 12. 200) is a preva- 

lent type in Greek poetry and art. 
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Oavovtos év mextaict Kal oTetpapaciy 
ews €xidvns* tos 8 arwpdhavicuevors 
vhotis meter Niywos* od yap évTers)s 
Onpa Tatp@a mpocdhépew oxnvrjmacw, 
ovTw O€ Kape THVde 7’, "HrExTpav Aéyo, 
’ - / 7 ideiv Taperti cor, TatTpoateph ‘ydvor, 
v \ ” \ - eel" ‘ audw huynv éyovte tTHv abtny dour. 

HA, \ le) fol ~ kai Tod OuThpos Kai ce Timm@vTUS pweya 
% \ / J > , , TatTpos veoraouvs Toved atodbelpas rébev 

¢ e / \ A / €£es omolas yepos evOowwov yépas; 
ys> > fal ,’ , ovT aletod yéveON arrodbeipas madw 
/ od * / , cal = TemTrEW eXos av onuat evriO% Bporois, 
wf? > Ul cal we? > \ 4 OUT apxixos cor Tas 68 avavOelis tUP uy 

Bowpots apnter Bovbvtow év iuacw. 
’ > > \ lal , * v f Koull’, ato ouixpov & apy apeias peyav 
/ col / ~ 

ddpov, doxovrvta KapTQ@ Vuv TET TWKEVAL, 

250. 

249. See Appendix I. § 7. 

251. Aéyw. Aldus: the A was confused 

with the preceding N and so lost. The 

form of expression is intended to empha- 

size the case of Electra as not less hard 

and unjust than his own, though she is 

not, in the same sense, her father’s heir. 

See v. 253. 

253. aGpdw vyjy exovre: because 
both are excluded from their rights. Elec- 

tra has remained at home indeed, but in 
a kind of slavery, and is thus gvyds in 

the intended sense. 

254- HA.: see on v. 234.—'‘ Observe 
the natural primitive superstition of an 

appeal to the self-interest of the divine 

being to serve the pious offspring of a 
wealthy house. Somewhat comparable, 

though less grossly material, is the spirit 

of the cry ‘The dead praise not thee, O 

Lord, neither all they that go down into 

silence’” (Sidgwick). See Zed. 291 foll. 
257—259. ovre...otre. ‘ As...s0’; see 

]: convincing, because the 

eagle was the sign of Zeus in augury and 

Ojpa marpwa. 251. 

250 

255 

260 

eyu. 261. davaplas. 

the most important of omens. Wecklein 

refers to Hom. //. 8. 247, 12. 201, 13. 

822, 24. 292 etc. 

259. Conington observes that ‘the 
family tree, if allowed to wither, will no 

longer supply boughs for the altars on 

days of sacrifice’; but it seems doubtful 

whether the metaphor is not limited to 

avavGeis, the rest referring to the family 

literally. —dpyxixés: official rather than 

sovereign, The cult is conceived as in- 

herent in the family, and 

necessarily expiring with it; indeed ac- 

therefore 

cording to the most primitive conception 

the god would perish too (hence dp#fa). 

Aeschylus has probably in mind the great 

sacrificial families of Athens, such as 

the Lumolpidae and Bousygae (note Bov- 

Otros). 

261. ‘‘xoul{w, in its original Epic 

use, ‘tend, take care of’; «bmece & 

IInveNdreca Od. 18. 322, dvdvadws debate 

id. 17. 113 (Sidgwick).—8 dy dpaas 

Turnebus (from schol. déracac yap dx 

cuxpas alrias dvoxoboutora rly reedrra 

déu0v)—péyay predicate, with dprar, 

3-2 
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r a 3 fol id / ‘ 

XO. @ raides, @ TwTHpes EaTias TraTpos, 
A 0) ie > / ouyad’, OTrws fur) TEVGETAL TIS, @ TEKVA, 

yAwooons xapw Sé TavtT’ amayyEltAn TAdE 265 

mpos Tods KpaTodvTas* ods lSouu’ éyw@ Tote 

Oavovtas év Knkide Ticonper prorvos. 

OP. ovtTor mpodwaes Aokiou peyacberns 
, PZ. Lal 

Yenomos Kerevwv Tovde Kivduvoy Tepiar, 

KakopOpidfwv Todnra, Kal dvaxerEepous 

268. ore. 

264. mevoerat...amayyelAn. Coning- 

ton (after Klausen) distinguishes ‘ you wed? 

be heard’ from ‘you may be reported’, 

but the references (¢.g. Plat. Gorvg. pp. 

480, 481) indicate rather that the tenses 

are mere variations of the final sentence 

without any perceptible difference.—é 

téxkva: she speaks not only as a monitor, 

but according to her age (see v. 170).— 

These words indicate strongly (confirming 

the impression of the whole scene) that, 

however thestage may have beenarranged, 

the grave is not to be imagined as really 

close to the palace. 

265. yAdoons xdpiv: ‘for the plea- 
sure of talking’, 

schol. This is put in, because the whole 

play forbids us to suppose that the tyrants 

had now any active partizans among the 

people of the country. Nevertheless if 

the arrival of Orestes were known, some 

careless and gossiping person might let 

it out. 

267. 

turally to the resin of pyre-wood. But, 

placed as it is here, it inevitably suggests 

the like appearance in the burning body. 

Such a hideous expression is proper to 

the savage sentiment. The presence and 

complicity of these poor, half-brutal slaves 

is material to the tone of the scene. It 

brings out by contrast the solemn feelings 

of Orestes, acting under the pressure of 

duty.—®avovras: dead. They would be 

Gavévtes, properly speaking, when the 

pyre and corpse had burnt out together 

un Suvduevos exeuvdety 

Knkls moonpns would apply na- 

270. 

270 

KaeoO pia fw. 

(see zuf. vv. 322—326). The reading 

gbivovras, suggested by Dr Wecklein, 

would more vividly mark the satisfaction 

But the word 

describing the result does not seem in- 

appropriate. 

268. Orestes replies to their fears. 

His plan has divine sanction, and will 

not be thwarted. ovrot Turnebus. 

270. e€opOpid{ev. copAdfwy Turn. 

from the schol. dvarerauévws Body, on 

which however little reliance can be 

placed, since the writer may well have 

confused dp@pios and dpfios, or simply 

guessed. However this may be, I be- 

lieve Eop@pratwv to be right and highly 

significant. The word dp@piadgw occurs 

at Ag. 29 ?Ayapméuvovos yuvatkl onualyw 

-..€UV TS evdn- 

pobvTa THE Naumdde EropOpiatew, where 

(see note) it has been wrongly changed 

to dphdafew. It signifies ‘to utter as a 

morning-cry’, at the time of awaking 

and arising, a specially ominous and 

significant hour. Now we have already 

seen that the command of Apollo to 

Orestes was probably not given in the 

common way, in answer to consultation, 

but by a dream or dreams, sent either to 

him or to the Pythia, or perhaps to both 

(see on vv. 31—36). This is what is 

meant by éop8pidfwv toda. The stress 
of the injunction was shown by its being 

given repeatedly (modAd) and always at 

the hour of truth, the time of waking. 

The word was probably technical in this 

of watching the process. 

émavTeiNagav...dho\uymov 
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atas Up hrap Oepnov eEavdwpevos, 
el p47) METELLL TOD TaTpoOs TOUS aiTious, 
TpoTrov Tov avTOV avTaTroKTEival Eywr, 
aToypnuatoior Enuiais Tavpovmevov* 

mantic sense. Whether dp@iatew would 

be an appropriate word, it is, in the 

rarity of the examples, not easy to say; 

but it does not appear at all events to be 

specially appropriate.—Svery erpépovs... 

®eppov: ‘plagues to make the warm 
heart cold as winter’ with horror. vt’ 

aap is to be construed with duexeruepous 
rather than dras, ‘ wintry-cold when laid 

to’ the heart.—In av8apevos the pre- 
position has here its usual sense ‘ speak 

out, plainly’. The choice of the verb 

and of the deponent form is, I think, 

intentional and significant. In strictness 

the oracular deity of Delphi voiced, not 

Spoke, what he revealed, causing it to be 

uttered by his instrument. It is pos- 

sible that a loose application of this idea 

is to be found in nvdaro (Soph. Az. 772), 

which may refer to the speech of an un- 

seen yoice. See onv. 151. 

272. el py: this conditional sentence 
is attached loosely to the notion of 

‘threatening punishment’ implied rather 

than expressed in dras éLavdwuevos.—pér- 

euyt...atrfous: literally ‘if I did not 

prosecute for my father those guilty (of 
the deed)’ where ‘ my father’ stands for 

the ‘death of my father’ (gen. of the 

crime) by a compression of phrase some- 

what similar to Aéyerv adddOpouv dw 

for Ta &v GAQ TOE yevdueva Ag. 1199. 

274: refusing the payment of all their 

wealth, ‘scowling upon compensations 

which would beggar them’. tavpotpevoy 
lit. ‘becoming asa bullto’. This word, 

and the cognate droraupoicAa, ravpnddv, 

seem to have been in practice closely 

associated with one characteristic of the 

animal, the side-long angry look, and 

hardly to have been used, at least meta- 

phorically, in any other connexion. So 

in Eur. Med. 92 %5n yap eldov buua vy 

Tavpounévny roiade (scowling upon the 

children), #4. 187 roxddos dépyua eal- 

yns dmoraupolra: duweiv (where Mealens 

curiously shows how completely the 

primitive sense of ravpoie@a: was lost in 
the fixed metaphor), and L. and Se. s. ew. 

The only exception cited there is Eur. 

Bacch. 922 reratpwoat, used of the horned 

Dionysus, not metaphorically but literally. 

It is not therefore surprising that Aes- 

chylus, with his habit of bold compres- 

sion, should use the as here, 

without duua, dépyua, or the like, trusting 

to the habitual interpretation. The con- 

struction of {ynplass (a dative between the 
instrumental and that ‘of reference’) is 

illustrated by the passages of the A/e/az. 

—t{nplats: properly ‘penalties faid in 

value’, fines, as is shown by the use of 

¢nula in the sense of ‘ loss ’.—dwroypnpd- 
rows ‘ wealth-depriving ' in the full and 

literal sense. As drérokss, drogd or etc. 

mean ‘city-less, tribe-less’, totally de- 

word, 

prived of city or tribe, so a person 

beggared would be droxpuaros ‘wealth- 

less’; here the epithet is transferred, 

with active fine which 

beggars.—In a certain stage of society 

the rule ‘a life for a life’ might well be 

preached as an improving doctrine, when 

compared with the callous savagery of 

universal ‘were-gild'’; and this passage 

suggests that it was at one time zealously 

supported by the civilizing authority of 

Delphi.—The current interpretation * ex- 

asperated by my losses’ is, I venture to 

think, certainly wrong. No authority is 

cited for ravpofe@a in this sense; and 

sense, to the 

it seems strangely below the office of a 

god to stimulate unscrupulous cupidity. 

If Orestes had killed his mother Arcam 

she had robbed him, he would surely have 

been a villain by the consent of all 
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avtov & épacKe TH Pity Wwuyn TaAde 275 
tioew m, ExoVTAa ToANA SvoTEpTA KaKd. 

Ta pev yap €x yhs dvohpovev peirj(ypata 
Le Ls ’ ral , 

Bpotois mupavoxwy elite Tacd évntv vocous, 

capkav érauBathpas aypias yvabous 
Neryjvas éEécOovtas apyaiav dvow: 

278. 

ages.—It is possible to interpret amoxpy- 

pedro by ‘paid from’ z.e. in ‘money’: 

but I prefer the explanation given above. 

275. tade: the penalties threatened 

(uv. 272). 

277—295. This passage describes in 

general terms (Conington), and not in 

reference to Orestes in particular, the 

penalties which attend the avenger of 

blood, if he neglects his duty. They are 

the same as those inflicted upon the 

murderer; bodily corruption, by the cor- 

rupted fruits of the earth (vv. 277—281), 

haunting and pursuing fiends (vv. 282— 

289), and banishment from social inter- 

course for life (vv. 290—295). 

277—281. For the (gift), with which 

earth appeases men’s cares, doth, as he 

declared for their instruction, breed in 

them certain threading corruptions, things 

which climb over the flesh, with cruel 

cancerous jaws eating away its natural 

state; and by this corruption a white- 

ness breaks forth upon the temples. For 

this doctrine, and the primitive grounds 

of it, see on vv. 64 foll.—ra...Bporois : 
man’s food, the fruits of the earth (yas 

ddats Theb. 348). The description is 

similar to that in Psalm 104. 15 ‘ That 

he may bring food out of the earth, and 

wine that maketh glad the heart of man, 

and oil to make him a cheerful coun- 

tenance, and bread to strengthen man’s 

heart’, only that a more grave and 

sombre colour is given to it, in harmony 

with the occasion, by regarding the 

notion of cheer from the negative side. 

The corresponding positive is evppootvn 

(evppdyn) good cheer, good living.—8ve- 

80 to 

Tas 6€ va. 

gpovav.  dvcdpdvwy M, which might 
perhaps bear the meaning required; but, 

upon the view here suggested, we shall 

clearly prefer the other accentuation.— 

Bporots depends, like ék is, upon the 

verbal notion (év7a) implied in the de- 

scription.—évynv: lit. spzv 22 then like a 

thread. For the form of the«contraction 

see Appendix I.§ 8. The context requires 

a word meaning make, produce (BNacrdvew 

Conington). But we can ill spare rdcde, 

which adds impressiveness by anticipa- 

tion to the details which follow, and the 

metaphor of sfzz22¢2g, which (as I suggest) 

the MS. offers, seems admirably to express 

the peculiarity of cancerous diseases, which 

reach out in filaments from the tainted 

centres and cover the surface as with a 

web. The following expressions (érap- 

Barjpas, yvabas, é&éc8ovras) develope 

the idea, hinting a comparison of the 

self-producing plague not only to the 

web, but also to a sort of loathsome, 

devouring avachne.—mpatvokov ele: a 
redundant expression, for solemnity. Bpo- 

tois belongs to these verbs as well as to 

the preceding td...eAlypara, and is to 
be supplied again with évyyyv. It is in 

fact related, according to Aeschylean 

usage, to the whole sentence.—For fur- 

ther consideration of this passage (which 

depends for its meaning entirely on the 

doctrine above noticed respecting the 

‘fruits of the earth’, and without this 

doctrine can neither be explained or 

émended) see App. I. § 8. 

280. AexAvas Blomfield.—dpxatav 

vow “seems to have been a technical 

medical term for what we should call the 
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4 \ ’ -~ , ’ Nevxas b€ Kopaas THO’ erravTéAREWW véTw. 
Mv > ; adras Tt éedwver tporBoras "Epwvor, 
eK TGV TATPWWY ai“aTwY TENoUMEVAS, 

281. émavré\\e. 

normal condition, thy mpd rod vocety 

karaoragw, Hesych. Abresch remarks 

that it is not uncommon in Hippocrates 

and occurs in Aristides Vol. 1. p. 637” 

(Conington). ~ 

281: literally ‘and that whiteness in 

the temples follows as dawn upon this 

corruption’: as dawz, like the dyré\\wy 

mos, because when the disease attacked 

the face it could no longer be concealed.— 

“A description of the variety of leprosy 

called Nev}, described by Celsus 5. 28, 

who mentions as one of the characteristics 
‘in ea albi pili sunt et lanugini similes’, 

adding that it is more inveterate than the 

other two sorts, dd¢és and uéas—‘ quem 

occupavit non facile dimittit’. See also 

Leviticus 13. 3, etc.” (Conington).— 

It is however not to be supposed that the 

pathology is precise, or intended to mark 

accurately one special disease. Sug- 

gestions are borrowed from various forms. 

émavré\Aeww Etym. Mag. p. 530. 51. 

282—28g9 form one sentence, of which 

the outline is this: ép@uvec mpoocBodds 

"Epwiwy (Tov) év oxérw oparra...... 5uw- 
keo@at médews, ‘he said that haunting 

fiends chase the unsleeping criminal 

away from his home’. It has the slight 

irregularity, that when, after the long 

parenthesis (td ydp...kivet, tTapdaooe) 
the oblique oration is resumed, a copula 

(kal and) is inserted, which strictly is not 

admissible, though the last words of 

the parenthesis very naturally suggest it. 

It is possible, but less natural, to remove 

the irregularity by taking Kal for ever, 
actually.—That this is the construction is 

shown by é6pa@vra...dpptv, which requires 
Owwxer@ac to govern the object-acc. 6- 

p@vra.—Hermann, in order to make a 

construction without parenthesis, placed 

v, 284 after v. 287; but this violent ex- 

282. Te gwyvei. 

pedient does not really prevent a break in 
the thought, and confuses the logical order 
of ideas: 7 yap «rX. is an explanation 
of épvra Naurpdy, and therefore should 

follow not precede it. 

282. WAdas: also, besides.—t" iddvas 
Auratus, te gavel M.—poePodds: lite- 

rally approaches, but practically equivalent 

to our apparitions, The Tpoc- 

BadXew, wpoofody signified properly the 

‘access’ of an object to an organ of 

words 

sense, and wice versa, and became tech- 

nical in this signification, ¢.g. Plat. ep. 

401 C émédev Gy abrois dred rav xaldv 

Epywy 7 mpds byw 9 xpds dxotw ri rpor- 

Bary, id. Theaet. 153 E xal tyir ofrw 

MéNay re Kal Neuxdv Kal Oriolry A\\o ypua 

éx ris mpocBo\js Tay éuudrew xpot rir 

MporjKovcay Popay Pavycirar yeyernudror, 

kal 5 On Exacrévy gauery ypdua obre rd 

mpocBda\\ov obre 76 rporSa\\bueror ferai, 

G@\NG xrX., Arist. Pax 180 réler Bporot 

be mpooéBare; (of smell), #4. 39 Saudrur 

mpooBon (of the revelation of a super- 

natural being to the sense), and see L. 

and Sc. s. zw. From Antiphon p. 123 

25 where rpocSoN7, in the different sense 

of infliction, is applied to the pollution 
(@ela xnXis) of the murderer (ch Aum 

602), we see how the word makes a 

transition here between the diseases and 

the apparitions.—The rendering assen/? 

is too and has created some 

difficulty in the next verse. 

283: brought to effect by that kindred 

blood. trav (demonstrative, ZAab. 293) 

increases the solemnity of the emphasis 

narrow, 

—rartp@ey : ‘ belonging to the fatherhood 

or family’; the context does not admit a 

narrower meaning. —Teaovpdvas, From 

this word, and from tm. 28s—256, it 

appears that the apparition to haman 

sense of these beings from the lower 
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id ”~ ww , 

ope@vTa NamTrpOV Ev TKOTW VOLOVT odpvy— 
\ \ \ A > / / 

TO yap GKOTELVOY TOV evepTepwY EXOS 285 

eK TpooTpoTalwy ev evel TETTWKOTOV* 
/ , “ / 

Kal NUooa Kai maTaos Ex vuKTeV Hoos 
a / 

Kiel, Tapacoet—Kal SiwWKecOat TOAEWS 

world was supposed, in this rude and 

archaic superstition, to proceed directly 

and physically (like the diseases) from 

the shedding of the kindred blood upon 

the ground. Probably the notion was 

that out of the blood the kindred spirits 

took to themselves enough corporeal sub- 

stance and power to be perceptible. We 

have a similar idea in Hom. Od. 11. 

95, where the spirit of Tiresias drinks 

blood in order to recover the faculty of 

revelation. All the conceptions of this 

passage are far more ancient than the 

cult of ¢ke Erinyes as goddesses; and 

indeed €pwiwv (avenging spirits) is not 

here a proper name. The goddesses 

however retained this appetite for blood 

(Zum. 193, 302 foll. etc.).—On the critical 

question respecting this verse and v. 286, 

see App. I. § 9. 

284. (the criminal), who sees clearly, 

though he works his eye-brows in darkness. 

OpevTa.,.vwpnovTa : forthe subdependence 

of the particip. see swf. 71 Balvorres... 

Kabalpovres, Ag. 562 orévovtes od Naxdv- 

Tes.—Aaptpov: adverbial.—vwudy dppiv 
‘to work the eyebrow’, like the hand, a 

weapon, or a piece of machinery (7/0. 

528 Lohiyya...mpotueunxavnuerv nv youpors 

évwua), describes the violent frown and 

stare of horror.—The subject of the de- 

scription is supplied by the general sense. 

—Here the sentence is interrupted, in 

order to explain more exactly what has 

been suggested in v. 285, how the fact of 

murder makes possible the apparition of 

the spirits. 

285—286: for that dark element, by 

which beings of the lower world can strike, 

is derived from the slain of the race, who 

demand revenge. TO okorTe.voyv...Bédos. 

Here Bédos carries out the metaphor 

suggested in mpoaBody above. The effect 

of light and visible objects is constantly 

described by Bade and kindred words ; 

and therefore the power of the évéprepou 

to ‘ materialize’ themselves to perception 

(in darkness only, and in an imperfect, 

shadowy manner) is in poetical language 

their oxorewdv Bédos. With our totally 

different ideas and vocabulary, we can 

scarcely do better than paraphrase.—ev 

yévet with mpoortporalwy. Prose would 

require Tw év yéver or Tay Eyyevav.—It is 

better to stop off these verses as a separate 

sentence (supplying éa7%). 

koTwy is taken for a subject, with xwet (v. 

288) for verb, the attachment of ék...aez- 

TwkoTwy is loose and unsatisfactory, and 

two distinct topics are confused together. 

287. paratos: vai fear, without any 

object, the consequence of the terror of 

the phantoms, but carefully distinguished 

from it. The epithet follows naturally on 

the explanation how, and how far, the 

phantoms are, as we should say, real and 

material. 

288. Kal BwKerOar modews: ard (that) 

they cause him to be chased out of his city. 

Oudkeo@ar transitive, but with the full 

force of the causative middle. The épi- 

vies (who, it must once more be said, 

were not originally, in this doctrine, the 

developed goddesses of mythology, but 

simply the avenging phantoms or spirits, 

out of which that conception grew) cause 

the criminal to be hunted out of human 
society by making him mad as well as 

diseased. Thus these words make a 

transition to what follows. In Od. 18. 8. 

bs p’ €NMav ’Oducja dusKero ofo ddpuoto 
(cited by Hermann) 6:axeo Gat is causative, 

as the context shows, and signifies not ‘to 

chase’ but ‘to get him turned away’. 

If 70...7eTTw- 
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XOAAKHAATH TrGGTLyYyt AUpavbey béuas. 
\ o « ; Kal Tois ToLovToLs OTE KpaTipos pépos 290 
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Elva meTacyeiVv, ov diroamovdou AxLVos, 
a , > ’ . , 

Soper 7 areipyew ody dpwpévny tratpos 
lol , , , , 

pnvw, déyec0ar 8 otte cuAAVEW TWA, 
, . uv wv , , 

Tavtwy & atyov Kidirov OvijcKew ypdve, 

Kaxa@s tapixevOevta TrauhOaptw pop. 2905 

290. Kparepds. 
~ 

That didxeo@a is transitive here is indi- 

cated by the general scheme of the pas- 

sag; see above. 

289. mAdoriyyt. As to the meaning 
of this word we have no evidence but that 

of the context. Elsewhere it means a 
balance, or some part of one, the sca/e or 

sometimes the tongue. The context, taken 

in connexion with known practices about 

lepers, madmen, and other such outcasts, 

suggests that here it is some metal object, 

which was attached in a painful way (Av- 

uavGév) to the victim, so that he could not 

easily remove it, and was so made as to 

give a sound, warning people of his ap- 

proach. Small metal plates, suspended 

so as to clash, would have the effect and 

correspond to the name. The epithet 
xarkyratos (forged of metal) proves no- 

thing; but we may note that Aeschylus 

applies it to bells (xaAx7aroe xAdfouce 

Kwdwves POBov Theb. 373).—Ancient scho- 

lars (Etym. M. p. 674 and Hesych. s.v.) 

assumed for wAdorvyé here the meaning 

udoné scourge; but Dr Wecklein is justi- 

fied in supposing that this is a mere guess, 

and as such, from the general use of the 

word, extremely improbable. Wecklein 

himself boldly substitutes udorry:. But 

even if we had the right to do this, scourge 

is not really appropriate. It is clear from 

the mention of the mAdorvyé in this close 

and pregnant description, that it is some- 

thing special to the matter in hand.— 

AvpavOty Sépas stands in apposition to 
the object (Aim) of dusxerPac and is equi- 

valent to AvuavOevta Séuas (schol.) but 

stronger and more contemptuous: cf, xal 

viv (Tupdy), dxpeiov xal rapdopor Séuat, 

xetrat TX. P. V. 379. 

290—294. For the exclusion of persons 

polluted by blood-guilt from common 

meals and from the altar (one of the 

instruments of the common meal) see 

Theb, 765 foll. (note on p. xxx of the 

Introduction) and Eur. /p/. 7aur. 947 

foll.—xpartypos Robortello. 

292. warpés: the common father of 

the wdrpa, through whom the criminal 

and victim were kin; cf. rarpgwy in ©. 

283. 

293. obre: 
first negative see Ag. 537 Ildpis yap offre 

for the omission of the 

guwvred\ns wots, Soph. Phil. 771 dxderra 

Shakesp. Sonn. 141 ‘But 

my five wits mor my five senses can 

(Sidgwick).—ewhAvay : 

ovyKaraNtew (cvyx\av, corr. by Abresch), 

bar’ dxovra. 

dissuade’ etc. 

cuvoxev schol.; fo lodge with. Even 

travellers do not ‘put up’ together with 

him. 
‘to embark with’, ‘to help in expiat- 

‘‘The other interpretations offered, 

ing’, are forced and inappropriate " (Sidg- 

wick). 

295. kaxas tapixev&yra: lit. ‘vilely 
mummied’, a metaphor for the wasting 

of the body and hardening of the skin by 

the disease. ‘‘There is 4 certain grim 

effectiveness in using the word, which 

properly describes drying for preservation, 

as a metaphor for the withering and shri- 

velling of destruction ” (Sidgwick), —ep- 

P0dprw pope: lit. ‘with utterly corrupted 

corpse’, Latin penitus corruple fumere, tt. 

in the Greek of prose dere rdug@apror 

tov popoy elvax, On pdpor funus, for 
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Tololade Ypnomois apa ypr TremoEvar ; 
\ > ‘ 

Kel fun TéTToL\Ga, ToUpyov Eat épyacTéor. 
\ \ ’ a / ~ 

TOANOL Yap Els EV TUUTITVOVTLY pepo, 

Geod 7 € ane os mrévO g vT eheTpal, Kai Tatpos TrevOos pera, 

Kal Tpos mele ypnudtov axnvia, 300 
\ \ / ’ / A 

TO &€n TOALTAS EvKNEETTATOVS BpoTar, 
/ ? ol b] / / 

Tpotas avactathpas evooEw dpevi, 
Svoty yuvatkoty wo vmnKoous TédELV,— 
Onrera yap ppv: ed O€ py, TAY’ EloeTa. 

300. mpooméser. 

which we have no complete equivalent 

see 727. 440 and 7heb. 407, 576: it means 

(1) death, (2) corpse, (3) funeral. The 

dative here is that ‘of attendant circum- 

stance’ and approaches the use called, in 

the genitive and Latin ablative, ‘absolute’. 

See dovrNiay padapa omo0d@ Theb. 310, 

Ag. 1298 (and App. Z there). Thus the 

words carry out the contrast suggested by 

Tapiyevdevra. 

296. ‘Such was the oracle, which 

must be believed, must it not?’ This 

seems to be the full original force of the 

apa, even where it is ‘illative’. See Din- 

dorf, Lex. Aesch. s.v. The next verse 

practically answers the question and 

therefore (Sidgwick) has no connecting 

particle. 

300. Kal mpds (Abresch, for kal rpoc- 
méver) and besides, see Prom. 73, xehetow 

KamOwvtw ye mpos, 26. g61 mpds 5 a Bov- 

Nouae N€yw (Wecklein) and sp. 137.— 

The difference of writing is not im- 

portant, since with mpoomeégec the inter- 

pretation must be the same; but the 

composition of mpdos in the sense 72 

addition with such a word as meéfeww is 

not very natural, and the other way is 

decidedly better.—The insertion of mpés 

serves aptly to mark the transition to a 
lower class of motives, which in them- 

selves would have been no justification 

for the deed intended. 

301. TO pr...méX\ew: ‘that Argos 
should not be subject to two women’, 

z.e. the desire that they should not be 

subject. For the construction, which is 

that of odlégue oration, with inf. for im- 

perative (or optative), see on Ag. 15.— 

That these lines give a separate motive, 

and are not merely consecutive and ex- 

planatory to v. 300, was seen by de Pauw 

(proposing 76 wh woXiras 7’) and is surely 

proved by the sense. The political deli- 

verance of the country is a different object 

from self-enrichment, and nobler. From 

the other, while confessing it, Orestes 

turns by instinct as quickly as possible. 

But there is no need for any copula. 

Orestes has not a fixed catalogue of 

motives in his mind, but adds them as 

they occur. When he adds this one, 

he has not determined that it is the last ; 

but the reference to Aegisthus produces 

an explosion of hatred and defiance, which 

brings him to an abrupt but highly eflec- 

tive conclusion. 

302. evd80kw dpevl: with glorious spi- 
vit, a dative of circumstance (see on v. 

295) belongs both to dvacrarjpas and to 

wéXew, or (we may say) is to be construed 

with the first and supplied with the second. 

In a language accustomed, like Greek, to 

elliptical compression, the question be- 

tween the two does not arise. 

303. Svotv yuvatkotv: Clytaemnestra 
and Aegisthus ; see 4g. 1625—26. 

304. Tax’ eloerat: he shall know soon, 

shall have an occasion of proving that his 

spirit is not effeminate, if it is not; a for- 
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% 70 Sikavoy peraBaive. 
Fe eee \ > f) A ‘ , : 
avTt pev €yOpas yNwoons ex Opa 

mula of defiance and warning ; cf. yon 

taxa Ag. 1649, and see Paley’s note 

here. 

305—476. ‘The Commos [a lyrical 

piece performed by actors and chorus 

together], which awakes the Avenger (see 

326 foll.), and developes the treatment 

of the theme for the encouragement and 

strengthening of Orestes. It is intro- 

duced by a part for the Chorus-Leader 

in anapaests and concluded by another: 

the rest is divided into four sections. The 
first section (314—421) is subdivided, by 

a passage in anapaests for the Leader, 

(371—378) into two symmetrical sections ; 

each of these symmetrical sections has 

for centre an anapaestic passage for the 
Leader, the two passages corresponding 

as strophe and antistrophe (339—343 and 

399—403): in each symmetrical section 

there is on both sides of 

anapaests a group of three parts in this 

order—Orestes, Chorus, Electra; in each 

group the parts of Orestes and Electra 

correspond as strophe and antistrophe, 

and the part for the Chorus in one group 

corresponds to the part for the Chorus in 

the other group. Thus the scheme of the 
first section as a whole is this” (Weck- 

lein) : 

the central 

Or. Cho. El. Lead. Or. Cho. El. Lead. Or. Cho. El. Lead. Or. Cho. El. 

—It is noticeable that in the Persae also 

the invocation of the dead, which follows 

the xoal, though far less elaborate than 

this, is like it in having a doudle-triple 

system, ¢hree pairs of strophae (Pers. 

636—675). When we further observe 
that here, at the conclusion of the first 

double-triplet, the main purpose, the 
obtaining of help from below, is declared 

to be ‘now effected’ (‘af 374—378), we 

can hardly be wrong in concluding that 

this form was held proper to such incan- 

tations. The fact that such a summons 

would regularly follow the offering of 

xoal, as we see from the /ersae, is impor- 

tant, as explaining why the ceremony 

begins without any formal proposal. It 

is in fact a resumption and completion 

of Electra’s rite, Orestes now taking his 

proper place and share.—The assignment 

of parts to the ‘leader’ is of course con- 

jectural. There is some reason to think 

(see on v. 379) that the centre-piece at 
least (vv. 371—378) is full-chorus, On 

the construction of the later sections, 

which maintain in various forms the dou- 

ble-triple system, see notes hereafter. 

305. adAAd: 

mencement of a prayer (Lat. af) as inf. 

474, 538, 1061, Pers. 631, 

(Wecklein). 

306. TéeAevray: 
formula, the general prefix ‘I pray that’ 

being supplied by convention and the 

frequent at the com- 

643 etc. 

the inf. of precatory 

tone. 

307. peraBalva: “is furning. At last 

Justice is coming over to their side. The 

thought is perfectly natural, though not 

perhaps logically correct. Paley aptly 

quotes Ag. (770), where Justice is said to 

leave guilty homes for the pious” (Sidg- 

wick). 

308.  yAdeoons...yAerra: has in the 
proverb a general meaning, ‘word for 

word, blow for blow’; but here rather, 

in relation to the present circumstances, 

signifies deception, with reference to Ag 

1226 ox older ola yNGecaatyX. The ‘de 
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yA@oca TerelcOw”’: Tovperdopevor 
/ , cal 

mpaccovaa Aikn péy autei' 310 
“avtt b€ tAnyAS hovias Poviav 

TANYNY TLVETO. Spacavte wabeiv, 

Tpiyépwy pvOos Tade dwvel.” 

papevos %) TL péEas 

OP. © mdrep aivorratep, Ti cot 

Sy) 
/ ’ xX e > / TUyom av Exaev ovpicas, 

310. méyauTe (ofuae wéy’ diire? m in marg.). 

ceptive tongue’ of Clytaemnestra will be 

repaid by the ‘deceptive tongue’ of Ores- 

tes. For the point of éx@pas see Ag. 

1371—75 mo\\Gv mdpobey x7TrX. The 

bitterness of Clytaemnestra’s denuncia- 

tion after the death of her victim 

{to which Conington refers) is also ‘re- 

paid’ by Orestes (zzf. 971), but the order 

of thought shows that it is the previous 

trick which is herein view. Indeed mere 

reviling is not important enough to have 

a special mention.—Note that it is the 

slaves who press the unqualified severity 

of this ‘ancient’ saying. 

310. avtet (corr. of M in margin, pé- 

yyaute M) refers to the whole, avti pev... 

TedeigOw, dvTl dé...pwvel, 

312. tivérw: let him fay, i.e. 6 pove’- 

cas. 

20. SpdcavtT. tmabeiv (dpeiera): cf. 

Srag. 267 (282) dpacavre ydp To kal mabeiy 

ogeinerar. ‘*He is quoting the proverb 

in the tersest and most epigrammatic 

form, hence the obscured construction” 

(Sidgwick ; so also Wordsworth, Peile). 

—taSe the proverb; this shows that the 

words dpacav7t mafeiy are quoted, and 

therefore proves (against Conington, who 

attaches them to @wve?) that they are a 

fragment only. Proverbs are constantly 

so cited. The proverb also took other 

forms (e.g. Ag. 1563 piuver madeiy Tov 

épgavra) but this is not material. 

314. Tartep alvoratep: father strange 

and terrible. The epithet is modelled on 

such as aivémapis (IIapis); Con. also com- 

pares 760a tupddmovy Eur, Phoen. 1549. 

It expresses the sense of horror and re- 

moteness which it is natural to feel in 

addressing the dead.—aivorafés: Hartung 

and others, from the schol. deva raddy, 

which however proves nothing. The in- 

terpreter naturally discards -arep, as 

having no separate meaning, and miscon- 

strues aivo- in a manner not at all sur- 

prising. On the other hand aivézarep is 
not the sort of word to occur by error and 

(the decisive consideration) is specially 

appropriate to the context, whereas aivo- 

maéés is irrelevant. 

316. tTbxouw av xrh.: can I succeed 
in wafting it (the word or act which 

expresses my feelings) from this distance 

to the (shore) where etc.—év0a...evvat : 

where thou art anchored fast. Surely 

evvai here means anchors, and not, as 

commonly thought, ded. The compari- 

son of the interval between the living and 

the dead to a ‘great water’ is familiar to 

all poetry, ancient poetry in particular. 

See Zheb. 839 foll. adda yowr, @ pirat, 
Kar ovpov épécoere...medayKpoxoy Bewpida 

mavdokov eis ddavh Te Xépoov, a passage 

which illustrates this in the general con- 

ception and also in the details. The dead 

is said to be ‘anchored fast,’ to signify the 

impossibility or difficulty of return. If 

evvai be rendered ded, ovpicas is pointless 

and incongruous, since a sleeper is not 

to be reached by means of a breeze.— 

gxovow : hold, detain. 
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évOa o° éyovow evvai; 
oKOT@ dos ANTiMoLpor* 

xapites 8 opoiws 
KEKANVTAaL, yoos EUKAE?)S 

318. looriuorpor. 

318—320. Darkness is contrary to 

light, a separate region; and the offices 

of love (between them) are barred in~like 

manner. évavtiov pév TO Pas Td cKETY, 

Tovreott, TONY TO meratd Tay fwvTw Kal 

TeOvewrwy schol., an excellent note. dv- 
tipotpov Erfurdt for lcoriuotpov : ico- is the 

regular equivalent in late Greek for dy7i- 

in such compounds; here the gloss has 

been curiously inserted into the word. 

Both av7i- and -potpos (uépos, pepicw) 

have their full and separate force. See 

dvridovos App. I. § 6.—dopolws: as the 

worlds are divided, so are their inhabi- 

tants, so that the intercourse of affection 

is impossible.—kékAqvTat: ‘are shut, 

locked off’, from x\yjw, Bamberger; a 
necessary correction. The MS. KéxAnvrac 

(kaéw) has lead to various forced inter- 

pretations and arrangements: e.g. it sug- 

gested the joining of cxéTy...dvriuoipor, 

as object of ovpicas, with the pre- 

ceding sentence, to the destruction of the 

metaphor and sense.—xdpures: yapiras 

6é vexpwyv mavres daci tov ydov schol. 

Wecklein cites Eur. Hel. 176 xapiras ’ 

éml daxpvot trap’ éuédev bd uéNabpa vixia 

matavas véxvot weNouévous \ABn. However 

the word is here appropriate and clear, 

without supposing any fixed use of it for 

lament of the dead, which is perhaps a 

figment. 
320. yédos...’ArpelSais: “at /amenta- 

tion, which has done honour to them of our 

house from old time. These words are 

antithetic to the preceding; there is a 
contrast between the Atridae in general 

and Agamemnon in particular. The ob- 

scurity of the passage has arisen partly 

because this antithesis has been missed, 

and partly from the difficulty that we 

320. KéxX\nrrac. 

have in realizing the primitive notions, 
about death and the dead, which are 

here implied. Orestes is thinking of his 

father’s neglected funeral, when he ought 

to have been honoured, like his predeces 
sors, with the customary lament. 7%er 

(such is the conception) the dead father, 

being present and not yet wholly depart. 

ed, could have heard and been consoled 

by his son’s voice; now he is gone far 

away, perhaps altogether beyond reach.— 

evkAe|s (otca) takes from mpor@o- the 

same time-sense, which it 

with 

would have 

wadat. Observe carefully that the 

antithesis intended ts implied to the ear 

by the opposition of xéxNpvras 

It would not be true to say that el«\ege 

here means ‘easily-unlocked’, ‘open’ (as 
if from «Xeis sey); probably the form 

ela \owe. 

could not really bear this meaning: but 

it is unquestionable, I think, that Aeschy- 

lus meant to suggest it, and that in fact 

eUxdejs is one of those eguroorations, 

of his 

See Indices to Seffem and Age- 

which are so marked a feature 

style. 

memnon s.v. Verbal Equivecation.—wpee- 

BoSdpors. 
have separate effect.—ArpeBars: the 

family in general, not Agamemnon and 

Menelaus, the 

Atreus.—Conington (reading «¢«\qrrai) 

The parts of the compound 

sons of one individual 

represents vv. 319—321 by ‘Be my words 

unavailing to comfort thee or no, a splen 

did dirge is still reputed an act of grace to 

the old lords of the palace, the Atridae’. 

But this (1) disturbs the connexion of this 

speech with the reply to it, (2) makes 

evx\ens... Atpeddais superfluous, and (3) 

requires (what I think impossible) the 

punctuation of wm. 314—318 as one sen- 

tence, 
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tpoc0odomas Atpeidats. 

VB eae XO. téxvov, Ppovnua Tod 

Oavovtos ov dapater 
mupos (7) parepa) yvados, 

/ > ev mS / 

ghaiver © tvotepov opyas’ 325 
, / , e / 

otoTtugetar & 0 OvncKwr, 

avapaivetat 8 0 PrXaTTOV: 
TaTépwv Te Kal TEKOVT@Y 

3246 2s 

324. 4: 7 M, omitted by Porson on see on v. 320.—6 BAdmrwv. The con- 

metrical grounds, but see Appendix II. 

It is hard to see why it should have been 

inserted, and I believe that the letters 

stand for the text as given, the jaws of 

fire, fierce though they are, \iterally ‘the 

jaws (fierce indeed they are!) of fire’. 

See on Ag. 525. 

325. gatve. 8’ Vorepov dpyds: but zt 
(the @pdvnua tod Oavdvros) expresses tts 

yearnings, (only) after a while.—doatve : 

shows, makes demonstration of.—berepov : 

in contrast to the ¢pdynua Tov (Gyros, 

which responds instantly by outward sign 

to us, when we communicate with it.— 

Opyas: not anger, but cmpatlses, move- 

ments, desires. This is the primitive 

sense of the word, and is in poetry com- 

mon; the plural in particular is usually 

neutral in sense. See on Eur. J/ed. 121. 

326—327: literally ‘And as he that 

is dying is lamented, so he that is de- 

laying is brought to light’; z.e. a dirge 

(yéos) takes effect on the dead not only 

(according to the thought of Orestes) 

to console him at his funeral, but also to 

bring him back long after his death. 

0 OvyoKwyv. Observe the tense, and con- 

trast Tov BavdvtTos: the difference is, in 

every sense of the word, vital, and con- 

tains the point of the whole passage. 

According to this primitive doctrine 

‘death’ is not regarded as complete 

before the destruction of the body; the 

severed corpse and soul, at a dos or lyhe- 

wake, make up a Ov7joKwy not a davwv: 

text, and especially the words ¢aive 5” 

Ucrepov dpydas, shows that BAdmrew here 

means delay, hinder (see Ag. 123). The 

dead is a ‘delayer’ or ‘hinderer’ because 

(to put the matter quite simply and 

prosaically) he keeps waiting those who 

desire to communicate with him. The 

expression is (to us) obscure, but no 

doubt was explained by conventional and 

religious use. The doctrine is this. The 

soul is not destroyed with the body, but 

goes out of it. In the case of one just 

‘dead’ (in the modern sense), whose body 

is with us, the soul, scarcely parted, is 

not far off, and we reach it, with some 

difficulty, by the /ament or dirge (in 

which frequent repetition was used; see 

and contrast Ar. /vogs, 1175). The soul 

of a man long since burnt on the pyre 

has of course gone far away into the 

world of darkness, and we cannot expect 

that it will respond to us guzckly. But 

it exists, and it will respond to us in 

some way, if we call with perseverance ; 

and (adds the speaker) the most mighty 

of calls is the voice of a child lamenting 

a parent, which will range the universe 

till it finds him.—See further Appendix 

I. § ro. 

328—330. ‘And more especially in 

the case of a father and parent is the 

lamentation of him a true seeker, whose 

wide (pursuit) embraces the universe’, 

te couples the whole clause to the pre- 

ceding, and signifies that the relation of 
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yoos évduKos pareven, 
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TO Tav audirad?s tapaxbeis, 330 
HA. xrd0i vuv, & ratep, ev péper 

dimats Tol o° émitupBid.0s 

Ophvos avaorevaker. 
tagbos 8 ixetas d€dexrat 335 

333+ Tota émirunfidlac. 
~ 

Orestes to the soul he seeks is an as- 

surance added to the general doctrine 

above laid down.—The first words of the 

sentence have the emphasis, represented 

in the translation by ‘more especially’. — 

kal texévtwy: ‘and a parent in particu- 

lar’, see on Ag. 5. The addition is im- 

portant, since in this scene and context, 

matépwy fathers might naturally have its 

wider sense; see on ratpgwv, marpds 

(vv. 283, 292).—¥v8ikos pareve: the ob- 
ject (avrovs) is supplied from marépwy as 

usual. WvStKkos (right and true) is part of 
the predicate and in effect adverbial, It 

combines here both its senses, and im- 

plies not only that the lament is in this 

case a ‘right seeker’, z.c. a seeker who 
will go-right (4g. 985), but also that the 

child has a just and natural claim to 

communicate with the parent (see on 
Theb. 594).—rapaxOels: thrown about, 
thrown wide, precisely as in Pindar, Pyth. 

XI. 65 Moica, 7d dé redv, ef yic AG cuveri- 

Bev mapéxew wav trdpyvpov, aAdor’ 
ade tTapaccéuey (airyv), 7 marpl Ilv- 

Bovikw 76 yé vuv 7 Opacvéaiw: the poet, 

having let out his voice for hire, must be 

careful, in ‘throwing’ or ‘scattering’ it, to 

cover the themes prescribed. Similar, 

so far as that the word imports wide 

extent, is Eur. Bacch. 796 gpévov O75... 

moNdv Tapdéas év KiPaipvos rruxais. The 

three passages together suggest, I think, 

that it was used in connexion with Aust- 

ing.—Td6 wav dpditadys. The word 
dupinragprys extensive, wide-embracing is 

here so applied as to utilize the sugges- 

tion in dugi-, ‘embracing doth sides’. 

The pursuit of the yoos takes in doth 

worlds, both parts of the universe (see v, 

318).—It is impossible and unnecessary 

to decide, whether 7d Gy is adverbial, or 

whether it is substantival and the object 

of dudiragys (see on yods rporourcs, wv. 

23). The rules of poetic syntax are such 

as to leave this point in harmless am- 

biguity.—As to the scholia see Appendix 

I. § ro. There is no ground for sus- 

picion of the text. 

331. vwuv: ‘hear shen’, since thou 

canst hear.—tv pépa of voices in succes- 

sion taking up one burden, as in Ay. 1191 

Uuvoicw Uuvoy’...rpwrapyos arny dy pudpes 

5° dwérrvcay «td, The expression was 

probably technical, and fits here naturally, 

at the beginning of the first responsion or 

antistrophe.—Here the -yéos actually com- 

mences; what precedes is prefatory. 

333- Tol o° drirypBlBros Schiitz for 
Tog émirupSidloc.—Slwars: if the dor 

of a child is powerful (see above), more 

so should be that of two, repeating their 

sorrows (wo\vddxpura). 

334. dvacrevdfa: shall sadly call 
thee back. See on dvacrive, Ag. §51.— 

If M has the future (it seems to be 

doubtful, but Wecklein gives the reading 

with — not ¢) it ought to be retained, 

being in sense preferable to the present. 

Electra will add her 

brother’s. 

335. But the grave has received the 

voice to her 

exile, as the suppliant, indifferently: 1.0. DO 

sign has answered either the prayers 

of Electra (vv. 123 ff.), or the coming 

of Orestes. Agamemnon has not risen 
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avtt &€ Opnvev émitupBidiov 

Tmarov medabpos ev Bacrrelous 
veoxpata iroici Kouifor. 

340. 97. 

(as Darius rises in the Persae), nor has 

any assurance been conveyed that the 

prayer is heard. Is there then really any 

hope?—I prefer this interpretation to 

that of Conington ‘The suppliant and 

the exile have alike found shelter at thy 

grave’, because vv. 337—338 show that 

the tone of what precedes is that of dis- 

couragement and despair.—ikéras...ov- 

yaSas: the plural only marks that the 

character, not the person, is in view.— 

ikérny pev eué, puydba 6€’Opéotny schol. 

337. th rav8e; What in this world? 

(rather than /Vhat in these events?) as is 

shown by arep kax@v. See on v. 104. 

338. atplaxtos. See 4g. 181, and 
note that, in its literal sense ‘unconquered 

by three’, the word completes the sugges- 

tion of 6é-mais and introduces a reference 

to the part of the chorus in the elaborate 

triple construction of this kouméds. Electra’s 

part finishes the first triplet (see on v. 

305). If the reader thinks such a com- 

bination of sublimity and artificiality not 

likely to occur, let him study the séasz- 

mon inf. 583 foll., and compare the 

Oraison Funébre of Mascaron over the 

heart of the Grand Condé, a composition 

thoroughly kindred in spirit to archaic 

Greek art. To see how such methods 

are improved in subtler hands, let him 

go on to the Ovazson of Bourdaloue for 

Turenne, a careful and very noble re- 

Our 
own literature has nothing of the sort so 

important. 

modelling of Mascaron’s work. 

343: gpirov Koulfer. 

339- ere &k Tavde: even after this, 

under these conditions, cf. Pers. 790, 

Soph. Az. 537, Eur. Med. 459, Hipp. 

705 (Wecklein). 

340. Oey Turnebus. 

342. Tardy M). Blomfield 

(and others) write everywhere raidy, as I 

have done in 4g. 258. Conington how- 

ever and Paley retain maiév, and Paley 

argues, perhaps rightly, that the adj. 

matwvios (Pers. 608) points to the ad- 

mission of the other form, so that it is 

scarcely safe to change it. 

343: well restore the re-united one to 

his friends (and kin). The emendation 

(Hartung) is proved by the scholia: see 

below. veokpata: lit. 2ezw-m2xed. This 

most interesting word seems to have 

represented originally, and perhaps even 

in the knowledge and belief of Aeschylus, 

no metaphor but the literal fact. The 

pacan (see Ag. 258) accompanied the 

libation with which the bowl was conse- 

crated at a feast. The act of drinking 

from the same bowl, on solemn and 

sacramental occasions, supposed 

actually to renew and re-invigorate the 

community of life between the members 

of a brotherhood. As a sign of this, 

drops of the blood of the animal sacrificed 

(itself a representative of the kindred) 

were put into the bowl (see the imaginary 

ritual of the Kings of Atlantis, Plato 

Critias, p. 119, modelled, as we must 

naturally suppose, upon known practices ; 

and compare 4g. 464): nor can there be, 

(ralwy 

was 
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Lt.c. OP. ef yap tr’ “io 

mpos Tivos Aukiwy, Tare, 345 
Sopituntos KatHvapia Ons, 
AuT@v av evKrEvav ev dopotcwy 

346. 

I think, any reasonable doubt that among 
the Greeks, as among the Semites and 

others, the blood of the persons to be 
united was used in the same manner 

(see on 7heb. 923 and references there); 

indesd the expression veoxpas (ios), 

used as it is here, is itself strong evidence 

for the belief. Naturally the return of 

one long separated from his family would 

be the occasion for a sacrament of this 

kind. By means of the bowl the par- 

takers were literally ‘new-mixed’ with 

one another, and the bond renewed 

between them.—@Aorgt belongs both to 
veokpata and to kop({or, which signifies 

bring back, recover (Ag. 793): the present 

tense is used because the sacramental 

ceremony is a process, not a momentary 

act: with the opt. we supply dv from the 

preceding clause.—The scholia here run 

thus: "Opéorny tov veworl cuyxpabévra 

mtv. 
orovénv.—veworTl Kexpauévov, Nelret Kpa- 

THpa.—veokpara: Kparfpa. 

7’ elcemide.Bouévas”. The first note, or 

rather the first half of it, which must be 

very ancient indeed, is absolutely correct 

and complete, and it represents by juty 

the dative @idows. The other two are 

wrong, but valuable as proving that, even 

after the text had ceased to be understood, 
it still did not contain the word @iov. 

If it had, the artificial device of ‘‘sup- 

plying xparjpa” would not have been 

thought of. The corruption of ict to N 

might well be accidental; but more pro- 

bably ¢iAov was added deliberately as a 

(correct) grammatical supplement to veo- 

KpG@ra, and then drove out ¢id\owe or 

¢itoc. Hartung’s emendation has not 

attracted much notice; but in fact the 

V. 4. CH. 

oi dé veoxpata riv éml vexpw (!) 

“ veoxpyrou 

xarevaplodne. 

true bearing ard value of it could not be 
seen, until recent anthropological re- 
searches in other fields had prepared the 
way for explaining these relics of savage 
Hellas. To expound this passage fully 
would be to copy a considerable part of 
Prof. Robertson Smith's Aeligion of the 
Semites. 

344. eb ydp......Knarnvaplotns: 44, 
would that thou hadst been slain! The 

sentence is optative, not conditional. In 

the Ms. it has been converted into a 

conditional sentence by the insertion of 

an apodosis (see on v. 350); but that this 

is an error, and the optative sense right, 

is strongly indicated, I think, by the 

reply of Electra (v. 362), which is in 

form a correction of a wish, and would 

be much less natural and _ intelligible, 

especially with its unusual construction, 

if the speech of Orestes were not formally 

optative. For the thought see Hom. Ow. 

1. 236, 00 Ke Oavderi wep GS deayolunr, 

el wera ols érdpoics Sdun Trier dvi Stuy, 

ib. 2. 408, Soph. Z£/. 94, Eur. Androm. 

1182 (Paley, Wecklein), 

346. Soplrunros: from the Homeric 

réuvew wound, LI. 13. s01, 16. 761 (Sidg- 

wick).—katynvaple Ons: Porson. 

347—349. So hadst thou left thy sur- 

viving children glorious at home and 

admired abroad: literally ‘leaving in that 

case glory (of thy children) at home and 

in their goings abroad their life admired’. 

If r & for re (Wellauer) is right, as it 

appears to be, the parallelism of ér 84- 

poow...év keXeb#os requires that alo as 

well as etx\cay should depend upon 

hardy, and indeed the construction of 

the whole paragraph demands this: see 

The phrase «a\nayv 

4 
following notes. 
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TéxVwWY T EN KEAEVOOLS 
> \ = 

ETLOTPETTOV alo, 

KTLOTAS TONVYWOTOY [dy etxes] 
tagpov diaTovTiov Fas 

dSw@pmaci empopyzoyr. 

348. TE. 349- aldva. 

év Sépototv, which without réxvwy has 

scarcely a perfect sense, is to be com- 

pleted from the antithesis, as usual.— 

Atrwy dv: the addition of ay to the 

participle indicates that it expresses a 

result conditioned by the fulfilment of 

the preceding wish.—tékvev, as the order 

indicates, belongs to keNev@ors as well as 

to ai. As applied to 7éxvor, KeAcvPos 

means (as 66és often) gotng in the ways; 

cf. Umvou KedevOas the going of sleep, Ag. 

434.—émotpemtov: ‘that which is turned 

towards’, z.e. which men turn to look at: 

ws Tov’s UmavTwrvrTas éemisTpépecOar mpos 

déay fjuady schol.—aie H. L. Ahrens; 

aié Tov ai@va Kar’ dmoxorny AicxUdos 

elmev Bekker, Amecdota 1. 263; it is in 

reality the acc. of another form aiws. 

350—352. The exact reading can 

hardly perhaps be determined. But it is 

certain that either something has been 

inserted here, or something lost in the 

antistrophe (vv. 368—370); and as I see 

no trace of injury there, I incline to 

suppose insertion here. For (this point, 

I think, has not been considered) the 

reading here has certainly been altered: 

the schol. on v. 353, mpos To ‘‘ ro\VXworTov 

elxes Tdgov” anédwxev 6 xopds, betrays 

that dy was not in the text, when it was 

written. My own belief is that elyes (or 

ay eixes) is the spurious supplement, 

which seemed to be wanted, when xriccas 

had been transferred to the previous 

sentence and to the end of v. 349, where 

(a significant fact) it stands in M. In 

short the whole error arose from missing 

the connexion of \urwv...aid.—Having 

made for thy tomb a mighty mound in the 

foreign land, filled full with the buildings 

351. 

350 

OvamrovT.ouTas. 352. evpdopnror. 

thereof. If Agamemnon had fallen in 

the career of conquest, his ‘Trojan tomb’ 

would have been the huge heap in which 

lay engulfed the ruins of the destroyed 

city, the mound in fact, as we might say, 

of Hissarlik. It seems indeed not im- 

probable that there had come down to 

Aeschylus through older poetry some 

vague and floating notion about this 

mound and its composition, now uni- 

versally made known by the excavations 

of Schliemann.—The use of 6@ya in its 

primitive and proper sense (olkoddunua 

buzlding) is natural for a poet and seems 

to require no special justification.—évé6- 

pytov or énddpynrov. ‘This reading is 

clearly presumed, as I think, by the schol. 

(to v. 351) & Tots olkodoujuacr THs Tpolas. 

The writer of this (1) took éamacx to be 

the buildings of Troy, and (2) had a text 

suggesting the preposition év. No com- 

mentator, the duller the less likely, could 

get anything of the sort from the text of 

M. For the meaning of éuddpyros see 

L. and Sc. s.v. éudopéw. The word is 

specially appropriate here, from the 

natural application of gopet (yijv) to 

mounding and like operations (e.g. é&epo- 

peov in Herod. 7. 22).—ev@dpnrov is pro- 

bably no accidental error, but a ‘correc- 

tion’, perhaps by the author of the strange 

note Tagov evtuxn* gpopa yap n TUXD. 

It is commonly rendered thus: ‘a burden 

easy for the house (of Agamemnon) to 

bear’, and referred either to the supposed 

death of the king in Troy, or to the 

supposed fom there. The first alone 

gives a tolerable sense, and to get it we 

must take ev’pdpyrov, though the critics 

do not expressly say so, not as masc. 
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Z. 3,0. 
exel KaX@S Oavovo.r, 

Kata yOoves éumpéeTwv 
TELVOTLMOS AVAKTWP, 

XO. diros piroee tots 

TpoTroNos TE TOY pEeyioTwY 
YOoviwy é€xet TUpavywy: 
Bacirevs yap jv, op’ etn, 

(agreeing with tdgov) but as neuter (acc. 
in app. to the sentence, see 4g. 654). 

It is however difficult to believe that 

ToAvxworov and etopnrov are discon- 

nected and have different constructions, 

and we are thus driven to the explanation 

of Conington (and Paley) ‘‘dwuacw edpd- 

pnrov is meant to contrast with zodv- 

xworov, ‘huge as the tomb might have 

been, the house could well have borne its 

weight’”. It cannot perhaps be said 
that this idea, though surely very different 

from the natural antithesis of dg. 449, 

is inconceivable ; but we may be glad to 

see Aeschylus relieved of it. And we 

may also feel that dwuacw, placed as it 

is, cannot naturally refer to any dwuara 

but those of Troy.—ktiooas. We need 

not change this ‘epic’ form; on the metre 
see Appendix II.—8tarovtiov yas Tur- 
nebus. 

353- The chorus continue Orestes’ 

speech, ‘‘dilating on the regal honours 

which would have attended Agamemnon 

even after death” (Conington), whereas 

now his honour in the other world is 

impaired by the insults of his death and 

burial.—M _ merely marks that there is a 

new part: theschol. (see preceding note) 

rightly assign it to the chorus. 
358. tvpdvvev: the divine rulers of 

the lower world (éxei), to whom as gods 

the word ripavvos (like deowédrns Eur. 

Hipp. 88) might be applied without im- 
propriety. kal Ileprepdvns 

schol.—Note that x@ovlwy tupdvywy is in 
apposition to rév peylorwy, servant to the 

highest, the emperors of that under-world. 

339: fy...€ens M: 706a...€{ms Abresch : 

TI\ourGvos 

Hv..-€y Hermann. The construction of 
the whole speech, as a continuation of 
the foregoing, suggests the 2nd person, 
but the change to the 3rd is not unnatural, 
and perhaps technically better warranted, 

Both are probably ancient readings.— 

“It appears from Strabo 1g. 3 (3 p. 322), 

pointed out by Paley, that the funeral in- 

scription of Darius was supposed to be 

Piros Fw Pirowt, that of Cyrus, év@aé" 

éyo xetuat, Kipos Baciteds Baci\hwr. 

Recent discoveries have shown the story 

to be untrue, but we may safely assume it 

to have been believed in Greece, and its 

coincidence with the two parts of this 

passage, here and [v. 353] above, is too 

remarkable to be dismissed as accidental, 

in the case of a writer like Aeschylus who 

refers repeatedly to Persian customs, 

(For the epitaph on Darius comp. Pers. 

[650] 7 Pldos dvinp, pidos SxPos* Pi\a yap 

xéxevOev 70n, [677] & rodtxdavre Plows 

Gavdv.) Thus we must connect rurMérrew 

with BaciXeds, after Butler and others, the 

general sense being ‘for thou wast a king 

of kings’. This is not precisely the 

Homeric conception of Agamemnon’s 

position (comp. however //. 2. 183—197); 

but it is the form which the conception 

took in later writers (4g. Sen. Ag. 39 

‘Rex ille regum, ductor Agamemnon du- 

cum’) and Aesch. was sufficiently likely 

to give it currency, if not to originate it, 

as in his days the idea of sovereignty had 

become more or less associated with that 

of Oriental despotism, so that Agamem- 

non would appear to him a sort of reduced 

type of Xerxes (comp. Pers. 24 Bacvdie 

Bacitéws troxo pryd\ov)” Conington. 

4—2 



52 AIZXYAOY 

Mopimov AdYOS TimTAAYTOY 360 

xepoiv TecciBporov te Baxtpov. 
y Be itat HA. pnd trod Tpwias 

361. miriuSporov. 

We may add (1) that the speakers are 

slaves ; (2) that the rise of the Atridae to 

something like a rupavvis, or at least the 

apprehension of such a rise, is all-impor- 

tant to the plot and conception of the 

Agamemnon (see the Introduction to that 

play); and (3) that a reminiscence of 

Darius is specially appropriate in this 

scene, which by its whole purpose recalls 

the raising of the King’s ghost in the 

Persae (601—-681). 

360—361: of those whose (great) hands 

fill the office of destiny, and (siffice to bear) 

the rod that men obey. mwarddvtev: in 

prose Tév mumdavrwy, but it is charac- 

teristic of Aeschylus to use both adjectives 

and participles substantively without art- 

icle (wur\dvtwy Heath, for metre, but 

without need; see Appendix II.) who fil/ 

literally (not fulfil, i.e. execute, which 

would force the sense of the word); their 

hands, z.e. their powers, are great enough 

for the great function.—pdptpov Adxos: 

not ‘their destined office’, which would 

be pointless, since all men fill a pédpimov 

Aaxos in this sense as much as kings, but 

a supreme and god-like office, like that 

of wotpa, disposing at pleasure of mankind. 

—Baktpov. The selection of the staff as 
the type of office is doubtless not specially 

happy with regard to the metaphor miu- 

mravTwv, since literally it is the staff 

which ///s the hands, not the hands which 

fill the staff. But this would be little felt 

in a language accustomed to ‘zeugma’, 

and does not justify the change rrewaiBporw 

Te Baxrpw (de Pauw). 

362—370. Electra, passionate in her 

grief, speaks not merely, as before (331— 

338), in the tones of despair, but with a 

wild impatience, for which she is gently 

rebuked by the aged leader of the chorus 

(v. 371): “If we are to wish that some 

one had ‘died in Troy’, better wish at 

once that it had been Aegisthus and Cly- 

taemnestra, and that we had had none 

of this trouble!” —yuvaikixws obdé TovTw 

dpéokerat, GANA TO unde Thy apy avy- 

pjobac: ‘Woman-like, she is dissatisfied 

even with the wish of Orestes, and prefers 

to wish that Agamemnon had not been 

destroyed at all’: schol. 

362—365. pmdé...reBadOar Ahrens. 
The construction pydé...reAdwWar is im- 

possible; and the infinitive (certified by 

the schol. Nelrec 7d woerdes) is here par- 

ticularly appropriate, since Electra is not 

really expressing this wish, but rather 

suggesting it as a better formula, if wish 

there is to be, than that of Orestes. The 

infinitive therefore, used in forms of all 

kinds (prayers, laws, agreements, etc.) is 

proper to the meaning. Since this use of 

the infinitive (see on v. 306) seems to be 

derived originally from that in Oddigue 

Petition, the nominative case @POiuevos 

(ov) is not strictly logical or correct. 

Grammatical analysis would require @0é- 

wevoy oe. But through habitual employ- 

ment the simple infinitive had ceased to 

be felt as dependent even by implication, 

and became grammatically dead; so it 

was, or could be, treated just as an opta- 

tive. The nominative case is in practice 

regular, when the inf. stands for the 22d 

pers. (Kithner Gr. Grammar § 474). Here 

the 3rd person is putin the nominative also; 

the parallelism of the clauses makes this 

almost necessary; and the grammatical 

objection, already disregarded in $6ipevos, 

is naturally not perceptible in oi xravov- 

tes. The irregularity becomes less natural 

if, in order to remove the inconsistency 

between matep and vw, we read (with 
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Telyerot POipevos, TarTep, 

wet Gry Sopixwite aw 
> Tapa <Kapdvdpov topov tebddea:, 
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mapos 8 of KTavovrTes 
viv ovtws dapunvat, 

Bavatndopov alaav 
4 \ ‘ 

Tpocow Tiva TuvOcverbat 
T@VOE TOVWY aTreLpov. 

te “SJ o 

/. centre. XO. ratdra pév, b trai, xpeiocova Xpucov 
peyarns b€ tTUyns Kal UrepBopéov 
heifova hwveic: S’vacat yap. 

adda SiTrHs yap those papaynns 

365. rebdaya. 373. 

some) tarp. The free use of apostrophe 

is characteristic both of Greek and of 

Latin. See also Appendix I. § 11. 

363—364. reiyeor Heath, doupixufre 

Blomfield, for metre ; but see Appendix 

Il.—per’ ddAov...Aa@: with a foreign 
people, slain in war. addwv ads, like 

Ilepsav Naos the Persians, Ppvyav dads 

the Phrygians, etc.: and for dopixuqre cf. 

Pers. 731 aos mwas KxarépOaprar Sopi. 

Electra refers to Orestes’ picture of Aga- 

memnon ‘buried with Troy’ (vz. 350): 

it would have been a poor consolation, 

she thinks, that a destroyed nation lay 

with him in his grave.—Dindorf and 

others rightly retain d\\wy. The con- 

jecture @\dw (Stanley) assumes the mean- 

ing to be cum cetera plebe, ‘with the 

mass of the Greeks’, an idea natural in 

itself but not adapted, like the other, to 

the words of Orestes. 

366. mdpos: instead, rather.—On the 

text and schol. see Appendix I. § rr. 

368—370: ‘that so we might have 
heard the message of their death from 

afar, and have escaped this trouble’.—In 

®avarndspov the two parts of the com- 

pound have their force separately: @ava- 

tos defines aica to mean death, and -gopos 

(dorne) refers to ruv@dvec@a: and signifies 

‘carried to our hearing’. See a precise 

puvet* 6 duvaca, 374: Hapdyune. 

parallel in 7ieb. 406 rpduw aluarngdpour 

Mépous...i5éca: ‘I fear to see the carrying 

of a bloody corpse’, and note there. —The 

rendering ‘deadly fate’ is pointless, nor 

would it be like Aeschylus to introduce 

pépew without definite sense.—twd wey- 

BaveoGar: consecutive, ‘so that one should 

learn’. 

371—373- 
but beyond reality and impossible ’.—pdy 

contrasts xpelocova ypveod with weya\ns... 

helfova, —Kpelocova xpveod : ‘ better than 

the best’. For this proverbial significa- 

tion of gold Stanley and others refer to 

‘These are splendid wishes, 

Aristot. facan. in Herm. 7 xpueod re 

Kpelogw Kal yavewy, Pind. O/. 1.1. dgoror 

bev Ddwp, 6 5é xpucds alféueror wip Gre 

Suarpere vuxri xr\.—tbwepBoplov. The 

ideal felicity of the Hyperboreans, an 

imaginary people ‘beyond the North’ (or 

‘beyond the mountains’, Spor) is 

quisitely described in Pindar Pyt4. 10, 

47-—oveiss Stvara: ydp (Hermann, 

from the schol. padiow yap ro efyer@a:) 

‘thou givest words to these wishes, for 

that thou canst do’, with the implication, 

‘but thou canst do no more’. 

374—376. ‘* The chorus reassure them- 

selves by the thought, already expressed 

in a somewhat different form (v. 322 fe//.) 

that the dirge has a virtue of its own, and 

ex- 
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Sod7o0s ixveitar: THY Mev apwyol pe. 
Kata ys dn, THY S€ KpaTovYTwY 

a tal / 

XEPES OVY OoLal, TTVYEpoV ToVTwD, 

matali dé waddov yeyévnrat. 

that being well set on foot, it is already 

beginning to have its effect in arousing 

the avengers below” (Conington, follow- 

ing Miiller), This explanation is now 

generally accepted, as against that of the 

schol. and others, that d:arA7 uapayva sig- 

nifies ‘a double calamity’; the latter, as 

Con. says, breaks down at every point.— 

Papayvns or papad-ypns seems to have sig- 

nified some kind of scourge or instrument 

of torture. The form is elsewhere udpay- 

va (see L. and Sc. s.v.) but wapayun may 

be a synonym: the word is too rare for 

any certain conclusion. Why it should 

here be applied to the kouuds we might 

be more able to say, if we knew exactly 

what a udpayva was, or how it was used. 

Some light may be thrown on the ques- 

tion by 8umAqs, the meaning of which is, 

I think, certain. The dirge, or rather 

this portion of it, is called double, not 

merely because Orestes and Electra take 

part in it, but because of its elaborately 

duplicate construction, which is now for 

the first time apparent. This group of 

anapaests is the centre of the whole 

system; ‘wo triplets have preceded and 

two are to follow. In performance, the 

symmetric movements of the chorus and 

actors, and their relation to the space and 

form of the orchestra, would make such 

points perfectly intelligible (see above on 

UUs 305, 333, 338). This being so, it is, 

in my judgment, not unlikely that the 

comparison to a udpayva also refers to the 

form of the dirge, perhaps to its triplicity, 

or to the movements, or even to the as- 

pect of the performers in their present 

position, Such a reference is of course 

contrary to our aesthetic canons; but if 

the Greeks had shared our opinion on 

such matters, choric action and choric 

drama would never have arisen at all. It 

is generally supposed that uapayva is mere- 

ly metaphorical: ‘‘the prayer, having the 

nature of a reproach, is compared to a 

scourge” (Conington). I do not see how, 

with no more help than is given by the 

context and situation, any one could pos- 

sibly understand the metaphor in this 

sense. Conington is however clearly 

right in thinking that the uapayva takes 

effect, not on the murderers, but on the 

spirits below, who are invoked. This 

appears from ixvetra (7s reaching its desti- 

nation) and the words immediately follow- 

ing. 

375—378. Three grounds are speci- 

fied on which the cause of Orestes and 

Electra may hope for the aid of the 

ancestral spirits: (1) their appeal is 

already made (76y), whereas they have 

intercepted the atonement offered on the 

part of Clytaemnestra; (2) if their enemies 

were to appeal, they would come with 

‘unclean hands’; (3) the present appeal 

must have told with special effect, as 

coming from children of the spirit specially 

invoked.—tatol 8 paddov yeyévntar: 

lit. ‘the thing is done’ or ‘the effect is 

produced for children more (than it could 

be for those who are not)’. ‘yeyévntat, 77 

is effected, represents, according to the 

habit of the language, merely something 

(to be determined by the context) which 

could be expressed by a passive verb, 

here therefore that ‘the aid of the sub- 

terranean spirits is secured’, To dpwyovs 

TOUS KATA ys Elvar yeyevnrat).—Here we 

must carefully observe (1) that maicé is 

not definite (‘¢4e children’, ‘7s children’) 

but generic, ‘the children as children’ ; 

(2) that the subject of yeyévnrac must be 

such as can be supplied from the context. 

It is the neglect of the second point, which 

has created difficulty. Hence Conington: 
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ixe?’ atrep te BéXos. 
OP. rodto diaptrepes os 

350 
Zed Led, xatwev dutréurov 

/ 

VoTEpoTrowvoy atav 

Bpotav trAypov Kai Tavo’pyw 

‘*This line apparently sums up the result 

of the contest (italics mine), as augured by 
the presumed disposition of the powers 

below. addov yeyevnrac I would under- 

staid of success, though I know of no 

similar use of this word’; and to the 

same effect Paley and Sidgwick, who 

however notes the interpretation as ‘very 

Strange’. On the connexion of thought 

and the religious conception implied see 

further Appendix I. $ 12.—In kparodv- 

tov and (as Con. observes) in orvyepav 

tovtwy breaks out the intense hatred of 

the slaves for their tyrant-masters, which 

is a feeling quite different from that of 

Orestes and Electra. Note that tovtwey 

implies a demonstrative gesture. 
379—421. The double-triplet is re- 

peated. The distribution of parts is un- 

certain, as the Ms. merely marks the 

divisions, and there is no clear internal 

evidence. I follow Schiitz (and others) 

in supposing the order to be the same as 

in the preceding triplets. A schol. (see 

next note) reverses the parts of Orestes 
and Electra; and so also Hermann and 

others. 

379. Something is noted as peculiarly 

loud: rovro idla dvarepuynra, [ray ayav 

aTuyepwv ToUTwy. Todro 5é uadXov (’Aya- 

Méuvovos) Tois mawiv alrod cuusesnxer]. 

pos 6 émayer "HXExtpa ort ws BéAos wou 6 

Néyos obros nYaro: schol. to v. 377; the 

words in brackets have been incorporated 
by mistake. Probably the whole preced- 

ing passage, or at any rate vv. 374—378, 
is a crescendo, the voices joining in gradu- 

ally and rising to the full strength of the 

chorus. To Orestes the volume of the 

triumphant sound seems itself an assurance 

that it is heard in the other world (cf. tkero 

with ixvetrat v. 375).—@s. ofs Schiitz, 

wo corr. to ds M. I retain the Dork 
form, as possibly right ; see on Ag. 1208 
—tneb’: ikero M.—a@imrep re Bdos : ‘ Righ: 
through the ear this pierces, and like an 
arrow’; re couples the adverbial phrases 

diaumepés Ss and dwep BéXos, so that drep 
BéXos seems to be added as an afterthought 
and addition. This, though irregular. 

seems natural and effective, more so than 

amep tt Bédos (conj. of Schiitz). Some- 

what similar is Soph. Anf. 653 reas 

woe re SutuerA uédes. Wordsworth (and 

Conington), citing this, take dave re for 

woei and awrep re here for arep: but evi- 

dence is wanting that dep re can stand 

for are, and on Soph. see Jebb ad /oe. 

381—384. The apostrophe is a cry of 

emotion, called forth by the peal of the 

voices. It has no sequel (see on Ag 

1469); but we need not suppose any 

change of thought or aposiopesis.—dp- 
méprev: thou who sendest up; for the 

deflexion from participle to finite verb 

(vorepér. dumdurww...roxeios 3¢ re\eiras), 

cf. Ag. 1456 id ‘ENéva...ula ras wod\as 

Yuxas é\écaca,...viv 5¢ re\elay denrblew, 

where see note. The parallel is precise, 

and the principle the same as in 7. 26 
sup. and similar cases, In fact we might 
here say that roxedou 5° Suse reNeirar is 
antithetic to vorepbrowor (punishorent 

which delays but ts accomplished neverthe 

less), aS in @. 

So in Ag. /. c. viv 8¢ wrk. may 

26 &' aldwos erX. is to 

veoTouw. 

be regarded as antithetic to ras roAAde. 

Various conjectures have been suggested 

to make this verse correspond in syllables 

to v. 393, of which xdrw@’ dvawduwer 
Mr W, G 

Headlam would further convert the apo- 

(Grotefend) seems the best. 

strophe into a complete sentence hy 

changing dvardurwe (in Grotefend’s read 
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, nw , e ral 

epi, ToKevDaL & Ouws TENELTAL. 
> 

FS 0: XO, éduprioae yevorto poe 385 
TYKAEVT OAOAVYMOV aVvdpos 

386. 

ing) to avaméumrew (hortatory infinitive, 

sénd up). This accords better with mo- 

dern rhetorical practice, which excludes an 

apostrophe without sequel. But both in 

Greek and in Latin itiscommon. On the 

metrical question itself, which is, I think, 

doubtful, see Appendix II, 

384. ToKedor Sé,..reAetrat, The mean- 

ing of this is undoubtedly, as explained 

by Merkel, that deferred punishment 

(borepdtrowov) is paid like a debt with 

interest (7éxos). All other explanations 

(as that roxedou is contrasted with mail 

in v. 379; Conington) are forced and 

unnatural. Cf. Hom. //. 4. 160 ei7ep 

yap Te kal adrix’ "ONdumcos ovK éTéEToR, 

éx te kal dpe Tedel, civ TE peyddy areé- 
But 

this very passage throws doubt on Mer- 

kel’s conjecture téxolor: it should be ovv 

téxo.ot: nor can I find any parallel for 

the bare dative in such a sense. The 

literal version is ‘it (deferred punishment) 

is nevertheless paid to parents (of it)’; 

and the question is, who are the ‘parents’, 

and why so called? I think that we have 

the favourite Aeschylean figure of punish- 

ment (after increase of sin) as the chz/d of 

the first sin (see Ag. 385, 764 ara eldo- 

uéva Toxedow a close parallel, etc.). The 

parents are the wicked hands, and the 

figure is suggested by the antithesis be- 

Tiav, oly cpnow Kepadjot KTH. 

tween the two words for wicked, as 

respectively fassive and active: TAjmwY 

kal mavodpyos is an abbreviation for mav- 

TAHLwY Kal Tavodpyos: TAHMwY fatiens sig- 

nifies strictly ‘one who will dear sin’, 

not shrink from it, and zavotpyos ‘one 

who will do it’. (It is needless to say 

that tAAvaL, TAR“wY can be applied to an 

agent, as indeed they are here, e.g. TAGo” 

epyov avogiwratov* ov yap yeNao@at TA7- 

tov, Eur. Med. 796: but they are by 

TEUKNEVT « 

origin fass?ve; and note that Euripides, 

like Aeschylus, makes a point out of the 

fact.) The contrast of the sexes and 

their functions, as active and passive, is 

common everywhere; see e.g. Eur, Jon 

252 W TAjmoves yuvalkes, © ToAujmaTa 

Ge@v, Aesch. Thed. 351 Suwtdes TAjuoves 

evvay aixuddwrov, Virg. Aen. 3. 327 tu- 

venem superbum tulimus, the special 

sense of the Latin fatz, etc. In Thed. 

739 a point is made by misapplying 

T\#vat in this.connexion, o7elpas dpoupar, 

iv’ érpagn, pitay aiuaroeccav érha, where 

see note. Thus the point suggested © 

is that punishment, though sometimes 

deferred, does as naturally follow upon 

sin, as birth upon begetting; and, as in 

the parallel, it grows in the interval (cf. 

vu. 61—62, where the same figure is ap- 

plied in precisely the same way). The 

expression is excessively brief and obscure ; 

but we have ample proof that to Aeschylus 

this group of ideas was a commonplace of 

religious language: and such language is 

generally unintelligible,from condensation, 

to those who have not been bred to it. 

386. mukdevt(a) (Dindorf for mevk7- 

evT): mavnyupixdy, Naumpdv schol. A 

gloss in Theognostus explains the ap- 

parently cognate muxdes by icxupdv. The 

word, with either spelling, is otherwise 

unknown; but this passage strongly sug- 

gests that Aeschylus at any rate con- 

nected it with w¥xa-dyue and supposed it 

to mean strong-blowing (see v. 390). 

The application here of the metaphor 

wind to the joyful é\oAvyuds at the death 

is like that of ovpos to the lament in 

Theb, 839; the souls of the dying tyrants 

will be ‘wafted away’ with a_ hearty 

cheer. And in another aspect the meta- 

phor is parallel to that of Ag. 1179, 

where plain speech, as contrasted with 
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Gewopeévov yuvatkos T 

OAAUMEVNS. 

hpevos +Oeiov; Eurras 

moTatat' trapoiev d€ tpwpas 
Spysvs antar xpadias 

391. 

obscure, is compared to a wind Naumpds 

mvéwy. So here the ‘strong breeze’ of 

the d\oAvyués signifies the strength of the 

long-concealed feelings which it will ex- 
press. Cf. also dg. 228 gpevds mvéwy 

dvcce8H tpowaliay. Thus in the schol. 

the gloss Aaumpév (strong, of a wind) ap- 

pears to be ancient and right; loyupdv 

for mukGes (or muxaés, cf. ducans) is also 

right; mavnyupixdy (late Greek for fes/a/) 

is wrong, and probably a mere guess. As 

a matter of science, it is possible that 

neither mux7jes (ruxders) nor muKdns con- 

tains the stem of dn, but both are 

formed with different suffixes direct from 

muka- and are synonyms of uxvds (so 

Dindorf, Zex. Azsch. s. mevxjes).—The 

interpretation Avercing is without evidence 

or probability; and that which refers 

meuknets to the pine-wood (revxn) of the 

funeral pyre makes the word, as an 

epithet of 6\odvyuds, intolerable. 

386. dvBpds Bevopévov: ‘of (/.c. about 
or over) the striking down of the man’. 

389. Qetov is corrupt and, as the metre 

shows (v. 413), has replaced a word of 

the same quantities beginning with a 

vowel. Of the conjectures proposed one 

alone (¢pevds odpov O. Miiller) satisfies 

the context, which clearly points to the 

metaphor either of a wid or, more pro- 

bably, of a shif. Indeed even ofpoy is 

scarcely applicable, for it cannot properly 

be said of a wind, that it fies or flutters 
_ when it is not concealed. The reading of 

Hermann, ti yap xevOw ppevos olov Eumas 

moratat; Why should I conceal the kind 

of feeling (2) which in spite of me flutters 

Srom (2, or in?) my heart? is barely even 

construable. The lost word was pre- 

sumably a rare and peculiar term; and it 

/ \ Ul 

TL yap KevOw 

390 

Kapdlas. 

is probably now irrecoverable. The 

meaning wanted is ‘Why should I not 

show my true colours?’; and for Odor we 

must have the name of some object which 

would be exhibited on a ship or boat, 

like our flags, so as to announce its 
character. 

mentioned, but it does not generally 

appear how they were made; nor have 

Signals from ships are often 

we any information on the subject antique 

enough to illustrate Aeschylus. I have 

thought of oleov as not unlikely. The 
word (see L. and Sc. s. ofgos and olor) 

was cognate to olcva, odlevor and signified 

anything (such as rope and other tackle) 

made, by twisting or plaiting, from a cer- 

tain species of wi//ow. It seems possible 

that mat-work or tassel-work of this sort 

was used for a rude flag, which might be 

named from its material. 

is as close to the MS. as anything well 

In uncials this 

could be. However the word must re 

main doubtful: the required sense seems 
to me clear.—tpras woraras: ‘it (the 
pennon) flies for all that’, #.¢. without 

metaphor, ‘my true feeling will show 

itself’. For an exact parallel to woraras 

see Ag. 967 detyua xpocraripor xaptias 

Tepacxémov worara, as explained in the 

notes there. 

390—392- 
hably shown on the prow, suggests a 

fresh comparison of their hatred to the 

bitter brine which is blown in the wind 

‘before the prow’ (#.¢. from the lips), as 

the vessel dashes it into spray.—x«paBlas 

(Hermann) is probably right, though the 

antistrophe is uncertain. M has capdia 
even in ?. V. 907, where «padia seems 

necessary, and see also 7hed. 766. 

The signal, which was pro- 
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Oupos, &yKoToV aTUYyos. 

Zeds emi xeipa Banror, 

ged fev, kapava dai€as ; 
\ , 

TloTA YEVOLTO Ywpa. 

HA. kai mor’ dv audibaris 

395 

dicav & €& adixkwy atraiTa. 

mote. Note the impatient tone, 

331, 362: this is strong, 

though perhaps not decisive, evidence 

for assigning the part to Electra, not to 

Orestes. See above on v. 379.—dpdt- 

®adrs: here used in its full sense, ‘strong 
on both sides’, z.e. in both hands (cf. 

audrdéiios), and so able to strike both 

heads at once; ‘refero ad duplicem quam 

chorus praesagit caedem’ Weil. The 

figure may have been suggested by some 

work of art.—This is surely right; the 

explanation of Butler (and Conington), 

that Zeus is du@iOad7s because protector 

of ¢wo orphan children seems forced and 

irrelevant; ner is it justified by the fact 

that a child whose two parents were 

living could naturally be called dugu- 

dadjs (Hom. //. 22. 496). 

394. él xetpa Baddow: 72.2. émiBddor 

xetpa, ‘lay hand on’. The sing. xe@pa is 

generic, and not inconsistent with dudu- 

Oanns. 

395- ev: here, as often, with the 

tone of indignant reproach (against the 

delay of justice). 

396. Let faith be established again, 

literally ‘let assurance be restored to its 

place’. The thought is the same as that 

put into the mouth of Electra by Euripi- 

des (Z/. 583 mérola 5’, 4 xpn unkér’ 

nryetcOar Beods, | ef TadtK’ EoTae THs dikys 

bréprepa) with this difference, that there 

she declares her confidence that the deity 

will justify belief by the punishment of 

unrighteousness, and here she demands 

(see next verse) that he shall. Cf. also 

Theb. 553 €l Oeol Beol, rov'ad’ ddécerav év 

xa if the gods be gods, let them sink these 

blasphemers in earth.—mveta: assurance, 

confidence; a prose-writer would have 

393: 
and cf. wv. 

written 70 miordv.—yévoito xa@pa: equi- 

valent to the later formula yévoito Kara 

xXwpav ‘be put into its former and proper 

place’, for which see L. and Sc. s.v. xwpa. 

Here the quasi-locative xwpg (or perhaps 

xXwpar, as xdar) replaces the more precise 

and distinctive preposition. Cf. Herod. 4. 

201 Tdpwovres Opkia, és T av n yh airn 

otrws éxn, mévery TO Opklovy KaTa XwpHY 

(that the oath should remain in place i.e. 

established and valid). For the locative 

with a ‘verb of motion’ 

Homeric 

see Monro 

Grammar § 145 (4), 

méoe, kuvén Bade, etc. —From the familiar 

use of the word miorés in the formula 

Tediw 

(6pkia) mista Téuvew, ‘to give assurance 

by the ceremony of cutting in pieces the 

sacred victim’ (see Herod. above) we may 

conclude, I think, with certainty that it 

is here suggested to the poet by the fore- 

going kdpava datas, splitting or dividing 

the heads. he guilty are to serve as 

victims in that ceremony of assurance by 

means of which divine justice will restore 

faith The common explanation, ‘Let 

pledges (or confidence) be given to the 

country’ (t.e. to Argos) is untenable. To 

support this sense, xwpa must be limited 

and defined by the context; and in the 

present ritual of mourning and invocation 

of the dead, which is essentially domestic, 

such a political reference would be mis- 

placed and scarcely intelligible. For 

x“pa place (not in the political sense) 

see Ag. 78 “Apns 5 ovx %u xwpa.—See 

further on v. 398. 

397. Right instead of wrong is what I 

demand. “ é after, instead of, like rugNos 

€x GedopkérTos etc.’ (Scholefield, Sidgwick). 

Euripides (see previous note) seems to 

have interpreted thus, and not, as others, ‘I 
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KrOTE b€ Fa yOoviwy Te Tima. 
I. 2. centre. XO. adda vopuos pév dovias eraydvas 

Lf ‘ - 

Xumevas €s méov aXXo rpocacteiv 400 

alua. Bod yap Novyov "Epwis 

Tapa Tav tpoTepov POimévwv arnv 
étépay érayouo’ ay én’ arn. 

f.2.c. OP. ot rot 81, veprépwy tupavvides ; 

ev 

398. TaxPoviwy reriuat. 402. mporépwr. 

demand right from the unrighteous’, which 401—403. Bog...drdyove’ dv: sm 
gives not only a less likely use of é&, but 

also a less appropriate sense. It is not 

from the wicked but from God that 

justice is here demanded. 

398. ya xSoviwy re tysal H. L. Ah- 
rens. This appeal to ‘Earth and the 

nether powers’, as well as the following 

reference to ‘blood shed upon the ground’, 

follows out the metaphor from the cere- 

mony dpxia réuvev. See the description 

of it in Hom. //. 3. 292, and the prelimi- 

nary invocation of the x@dvix, 7. 278. 

(In passing I would suggest that the 

solution of the difficulty there may be to 

read of imévepOe Kaudvres (see Dr Leafs 

note), and that the powers invoked are, 

or in the original conception had been, 

simply the spirits of the dead. We have 

seen, sup. 282, that the Erinyes themselves 

were probablya mythological development 

of the avenging ghosts.} In Homer's 

ceremony the throats of the victims are 

cut and they are laid ‘gasping upon the 

ground’, z.e. so as to bleed into it. But 

that the rite was sometimes performed by 
‘splitting the head’, as Aeschylus here 
suggests, is indicated in Homer by the 

formula of imprecation against violators 

of the pact, Wdé og’ éyxépados yauddis 

péot, ws dd€ olvos, a formula not very 

appropriate to the altered symbol, and 

manifestly betraying its origin. 

399. pév:=uny, simply affirmative, as 
in Homer.—daAAa vopos Turnebus, a\V 

dvouos M. 

mons havoc, and must bring 

The construction is a variation of 

Boboa...érdyo dv or Bog, wal éxdyo dy, 

ruin upon 

ruin. 

the distribution of participle and verb 

The 

form érdyovs’ av is stronger than ¢rd- 

being in such cases indifferent. 

youoa, which might mean only that the 

Erinys by her cries endeavours to bring 
ruin, whereas érdyoug dy signifies that 

she must and will.—émwdyove’ dv Bothe, 
érdyoucay M. It does not appear why 

this simple remedy of the text is tacitly 

rejected in favour of \ovyds "Epurde (Schiitz), 

which (1) is technically less probable, and 

(2) applies Aocyés inappropriately to the 

original murder instead of to the indefinite 

sequel of deaths.—mpérepov Portus, rpo- 

tépwy M. 

404. wot wot 84; //ow long then, 

how long? Supply érdtere G&ryr from 

the preceding context, ‘At what point 

will our waiting end in the expected 

vengeance?’ Cf. 2, 

pévos rns; ‘How long must this misery 

continue before the close?’ lit. ‘To what 

1074 Fo Karalitea 

point will it close?’ Orestes takes up 

the protesting tone of Electra (. 394) 

—The MS. reading is better in sense than 

wérot 64 (Paley) and has nothing against 

it (see Appendix II). It has been ex- 

posed to suspicion chiefly by imperfect 

punctuation (roi rot 5) veprépuw ruparri- 

des;) and rendering MWhere are the powers 

below ? (Con.) Quo abierunt ? (Weil). 
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M a fE iSere modvuKpateis apa POipevor, 405 
Sea’ "Arpevdav ta Aol’ aunxavos 
éyovta Kal dwpatwv 
” a U > ” s Vf Lowes 

aTluda. Ta TLS TPaTrolT av, @W €U; 

Kal TOTE pev SUTENTLS, 

XO. wéradta & adtré po pidrov 
U C) Kéap Tove KAVOVTAY OLKTOV. 410 

omdayyva 5€ pmol KeXaLVOUTAaL 

Tpos éTos KNVOVCa’ 
orav & avt +éraXdkes 

/ 

Goapeatréctacev ayos 

408. mWeT.oTpaToiray, 

405. apal POipévav: curses (avenging 
spirits) of the dead, z.e. the Erinyes (Eum. 

420) but under that primitive form, in 

which they are scarcely yet separated 

from the human spirits whose cause they 

represent. The whole mythological his- 

tory of the Greek underworld (regarded 

as a place of punishment) is summarized 

in the transition from dpal P@.uévwv to 

veprépwr Tupavvldes.—Pbemévwv for Pbt- 

péevwy M, probably due to the common 

mis-spelling, not to critical correction of 

the metre. The modern attempts to res- 

tore syllabic correspondence (7epapévwv 

O. Miiller, re@unévwy Hermann, etc.) are 

not successful; reOuuévay (sacrificed) is 

not appropriate in sense, and redauévwv 

is too far from the letters. As to the 

metre, see Appendix II. 

406. ‘‘rd Aowrd rather than Tovs dot- 

movs, from a sort of self-contempt, a// that 

remains of the Atridae” Conington. 

407. Swpdrov aria. The gen. de- 

pends on the privative, ‘deprived of their 

rights in the house’. 

408. 

gin. 

409. tmémadtat Turnebus. 

410. pov...KAVovoray: the construction 

‘according to the sense’ (‘‘as if such an 

expression as Pd8o0s vr7Oé we had pre- 

ceded” Wecklein) is illustrated from 

Soph. £7. 480 Ureari por Opacos,...kvou- 

meTisTpatoiray M, corr. in mar- 

409. memddare, 

415 
412. [Lou. 

cay overpatwy, Eur. Aled. 55, [ph. A. 491. 

The psychological ground of it is the 

wavering of the mind under strong emo- 

tion between the aspects of the feeling as 

part of self (dative) and something which 

overpowers and moves the self (acc.). 

411. 8toeAms. Should we supply 
éotly otxtos (sometimes the lament is a 

lament of despair, and then my heart ts 

darkened, etc.) or eit (sometimes I despair) ? 

The antithetic sentence (vv. 414—416) 

being destroyed, we can hardly say. It 

is usual to assume the ellipse of etué: 

but it would be, in this case, uncommonly 

harsh and hard to understand. Con. re- 

fers to Eur. Med. 612 déy* ws Eroimuos 

[eful] apOdvw Soivae xepi and id. Hel. 

1523 Ts; eldévac mpdduuos [elul]: but 

with érocuwos the ellipse is specially idio- 

matic, and in He/. 1523 abruptness of 
phrase is excused by the circumstances, 

and the context determines the supple- 

ment with certainty. 

pov Schiitz for the later (Hellen- 

istic) pov. 

413: t respect or consideration of the 

word, when I hear it. 

414—416 are hopelessly corrupted. 

Paley’s reading, dray 5° air’ ém’ adxfjs 

AND 

(-iv) érdpyn pe | édmls, améctacey axos | 

Tpocpavetad wor KaN@s, gives the general 

sense and a correspondent metre; but 

something more recondite in vocabulary 
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m™pos TO paveicOai wor Kaddst. 

26 HA. ti 8 av cavtes téyomer [&); TaTrEep 
madouev aYea Tpos ye THY TEKOMEvwN ; 

3 , 

Tapecte caver, Ta 8 ov'TL Oédyerat. 
AVKOS yap dot’ wmodper, 
dgavtos €« patpos éatu Oupos. 

iia. 

wares. 418. 417. 

or expression is probably accountable for 

the mischief. The schol. presume the 

corrupt text and give no assistance. 

417—421. ‘What is the best theme 

(to sustain our spirits)? Is it not that of 

our wrongs, which are unappeasable as 

the cruelty that inflicted them ?’ 

417. ‘What shall we be right in saying ? 

Or (shall we be right in describing) the 

woes etc.?’ gdvres Bothe, from the schol. 
Ti Sewdv elrdvres xara KXvraiuviorpas 

TUXOMEY THs TTS TULmaxias, b rarep; Note 

however that this explanation is in itself 

wrong : Tbxowpev (a/tain the object) refers 

simply to the implied demand of the 

chorus, that the topic shall be inspiriting. 

—There is a slight irregularity in the 

sequence of clauses, since not ¢dvres but 
some cognate word (e.g. NéyorTes) is re- 

quired, according to common usage, to 

govern the acc. dxea. This may be 

removed by punctuating (with Wecklein) 

thus: 7 Tdep...rexouévwr, mdpeore cal- 

vew xrX. ‘Or (shall we say that) the 

wrongs, which we have received, are 

unappeasable?’ But then razrep (lit. ‘just 

the wrongs’, ‘what else but the wrongs ?’) 

is no longer appropriate ; and the com- 

mon division is preferable.—rvyxowpev av: 

the repetition of dy is admissible both in 

grammar and metre; but tvxotpev (Her- 

mann) may well be right. 

418. We should note carefully ye, 

(ves, from a parent), which imports that 

some special point in ol rexduevor has 

occurred to the speaker’s mind. This 

point, upon which hinges the sense of 

the next three lines, is that the personi- 

axGea. 

XO. éxowa Kxoppov “Apiov és te Kiocias 

422. dpeov elre xioglas. 

fied wrongs of Clytaemnestra’s children 

are themselves, as it were, the children of 

her cruelty, and naturally implacable as 

the parent or mother of their being (cf. » 

386 and note there). 

this guiding idea which has caused dis- 

agreement and dissatisfaction among com- 
mentators. 

dxea Schwenk. 

419. TWdperti : like the 

Latin /icet (Conington) but implying, 

It is the want of 

somewhat 

more distinctly than /icet conventionally 

does, an antithesis such as #é\yer 3° of 

mwdapectt.—ta: the personified dyea. 

420—421: for their spirit, like that of 

a cruel wolf, is implacable by derivation 

Jrom the mother of them. arpés: meta- 

phorical, the cruelty of Clytaemnestra. 

There is of course an allusion to the 

physical relationship of the persons, but 

it is an allusion only; and the interpre- 

tation and 

naturally cruel as ovr mother’ misses the 

‘we (Orestes Electra) are 

point. 

422—453. II. of the 

much briefer than the preceding part, but 

still exhibiting the doudle-triple division, 

three strophae, in the order AB, CC, AB. 

The distribution of parts among the per 

formers, which is neither symmetrical 

t “om 7 Part 

nor exactly coincident with the division 

into strophae, is proved by internal evi 

dence, the MS. giving no marks. The 

subject, as proposed by Electra (x. 418), 

is the cruelty of Clytaemnestra. 

422—432. The chorus (or the chorus 

leader) recall the sorrowful time of Aga- 

memnon’s murder and funeral, when they 
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vomols (HAEMLOTPLas, 
ATplrAOTANKTA, ToAUTTAaXAKTA O Hy ldely 

ETagoUTEpoTpLBH TA YEPOS opéeyuata 425 
v , % a 

avwbev avéxabev, kTUT@ 5 érippobet 
KpoTnTOV amov Kal TavaOXLov Kapa, 

423. vomowriemoTplas. 424. 

abandoned themselves to lamentation, 

while Clytaemnestra, adds Electra, buried 

her husband, like an enemy, without 

dirge or following (Wecklein).—This ex- 

planation, which makes ékoa an ordinary 

narrative aorist, seems more natural and 

more consistent with qv in v 424, than 

that of Peile (followed by Conington and 

others) which refers €xoWa to the gestures 

of the chorus at or just before the moment 

of speaking. The aor. (€xowa), according 

to Greek usage, will bear this; but jy is 

not exactly an aor. for this purpose, and 

the transition to another time in the same 

tense (é€7Ans v. 432) would be harsh. 

422—427. ‘I expressed my grief with 

the wild gestures of an Asiatic professional 

mourner’. 

422. "Apiov Hermann. 
schol. Both Aria and Cissia were dis- 

tricts of the Persian empire.—év Te 

Bothe. The conjunction couples koumoy 

Apioy to év vouots, both, though different 

in form, being ‘adverbial’ to éxova.— 

vopots fashion: for the use of éy (after) 

cf, Ag. gog un yuvarkds év Tpdmas aBpuvé 

ME. 

423. indeprotplas (Hermann) : 

former of the idXexos or indeuwos, of which 

(as Wecklein suggests) we have perhaps 

a representation in the conclusion of the 

The commentators refer to Pers. 

Ilepotxév 

a per- 

Persae. 

940 Tay Kaxogpariéa Boav, kaxouédeTov tay 

Mapiavdvuved Opynynripos, 7b. 123 Kal TO 

Kicowov moducn’ avtidoumoy doera, da, 

Tour mos yuvatkomAnOIs Outros amrvwr, 

Bvocivos 5 év rémdos 7éoy Aakls. 

424. ampikrémAnkTa (Scaliger, as if 

from ampié) or ampry8érAnktTa (Blom- 

field, as if from ampiydnv): (blows) struck 

GITPLKTOL TAY-KTA TroAuTaayKTA Onv. 

with clenching, t.e. so as to clutch and to 

tear the hair and skin. Cf. Pers. 1057.— 

moAumd\ayxTa (M) has no ascertainable 

sense; but the true reading is doubtful. 

modvTddakta (Bothe) is most probable, 

and would mean ‘causing much radayuds’, 

z.e. ‘making raw. wounds’: maddocew 

and the cognate words, signifying pro- 
perly smear, or dabble are freely used of 

bleeding and blood-stains; here the notion 

of ‘blood’ may be easily understood from 

the context.— modum\dvyyjra (Blomfield, 

Lachmann) is too bold a change and not, 

I think, an appropriate word.—8’ qv 
Robortello; dv M, 

425. 7a: those, demonstrative or ‘deik- 

tic’, is added for picturesque effect. 

427. Gpov (ovr) is used often with a 

singular subject, but in general of things 

which are naturally shared between more 

persons than one, (such as 7éXs, oikos, 

maTnp etc.), and not of things to which 

only the singular possessive (my) is pro- 

perly applicable (see on Zhe. 404). 

This is an exception, and may be com- 

pared with another exception there cited, 

Eur. /ph. T. 1139 €v veros auots mrépuyas 

AjEaue Goagovea (if this be the right read- 

ing). Perhaps both may be explained by 

the fact that they refer to parts of the 

body, and may be based originally on a 

conception of the se/f or person as a plu- 

rality of members and functions. How- 

ever, convenient ‘synonyms’ haveanatural 

tendency to pass, especially in poetry, 

beyond their proper limits.—émuppoOet: 

historic present, combined with the aor. 

(koa) as in Soph. Z/. 95 OpnvO rarép’ 

dv kata wev BapBapov alav | poivios “Apns 

ovK ekévicev, untnp 5 Nun XW Koworexhs 



XOH®OPOI. 

IT. 6. HA. (@ iw éaia 
TavTokpe mntep, Saiais ev exdopais 
avev ToXLTav dvaKt, 430 
avev d€ TrevOnuatwv 

ETANS avoim~wKTov avdpa Barat. 
Jyh bars OP. ro may dtivws; HA. édeFas. OP. olor. 

matpos & atiwwow dpa tice; 

ExaTe pev Oaimover, 435 
exate & dwav yepar. 
“ > b] \ / > , 

emelT eyw voodicas Oolmar. 

ai. 6. 

437> éNoluay. 438. 

Alyio@os...cxifovct kdpa xr. The view 

that the passage is narrative does not 

require the reading émreppé0e (Stanley). 
428. Bata: modeula, ob dirn (cruel), 

applied to ujrep as the strongest possible 

contrast. The word (from dais war) has 

in Aeschylus at least no other sense than 

mo\éuos, but signifies sometimes evemy 

strictly, sometimes martial or warrior. 

This sense is recognized by Aristoph. 

frogs, 1022 6 Geagduevos mas av Tis avijp 

HpacOn Sdios eivar, and is to be assumed 

in Pers. 284 Ilépoas ddos, 74. 989 & 

dgwv, wrongly cited for the meaning 
miserable, The evidences for this meaning 

require reconsideration: in Soph. Az, 

784 (& data Téxunooa, Svcuopov ~yévos) 

data may be referred (note yévos) to the 

nationality of Tecmessa, as a Néxos dov- 

piddwrov, and may be practically equiva- 

lent to foreigner (cf. the Latin ostis), 

In Eur. Andr. 838 data rédua is an act 

of extreme cruelty attempted against a 

gidos, and the use is parallel to that of 

the present passage. 

429. Satats: the burial of an enemy. 

433» ‘Or. What! without any rites 

at all? £7, Even so. Or. Oh, shame !’— 

Since in this section of the commos the 
parts (see on v. 422) are not symmetri- 

cally distributed, there is no objection 

to dividing a strophe between different 

speakers; and I suggest the division of 

XO. euacyaricbu bé P, ws TO eldns* 

é€uacxaNlcdno b& rworogredns. 

this verse, as a simple rectification of the 

grammar. Given as one sentence to 

Orestes, 7d w@v driuws f\ekas (in the sup- 

posed sense ‘what you describe is utter 

dishonour’) is a construction without 

example and to me inconceivable. Con- 

ington suggests, but doubtfully, the in- 

sufficient analogy of rds Né-yas; Aow do 

you mean?, was Soxets, you may imagine 

how. The 

question is scarcely one for argument; 

but my own feeling is clear.—I had pro- 

posed ragov driuwy f\ekas if was the burial 

of a felon, improved by Mr Sidgwick into 

Tagas driuous, but would now retract this 

conjecture as unnecessary.—tAdgas: lit. 

‘thou hast said it’, te. ‘it is as thou hast 

said’. 

434- dpa roa; Shal/ she not pay? 
It is better to take this as a question, 

answered in the following, Ye, éy the 

help of heaven and our own hands, 

437. SAolpay Turnebus.—voodicas: 

xrelvas; ‘let me but kill, and then dic 

Others give no explanation. 

myself’,—On the action of Orestes here 

S€e 1t/. VU. 442, 449- 

438 foll.: best assigned after O 

Miiller and H. L. Ahrens to the chorus. 

— ‘Yes, and he was mutilated (for ‘4s 

you ought to know)’, dpacyedtoty 

Robortello, 8 y Hermann,—ts y¥: | 

write this (and not 7éé°, de Pauw) as 

accounting at once for the whole cor- 
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Expacoe 8, arep viv wbe Garret, 
/ Pe , 

fLopov KTICal wwmeva 
wv , A a 

apepKTOVY alM@vl Tw.— 

440. 

ruption. It was miswritten tor, by the 

usual confusion of T and I’: and some one 

wrote ao in the margin, probably at the 

same time dotting or marking the second 

7, to suggest the reading (adopted by 

Klausen) ds téc’ Sys, a manner of indi- 

cating conjectures which has been noticed 

several times elsewhere. This ¢ has 

found its way into two places; (1) it has 

produced the otherwise incomprehensible 
error €uacxandic@ys and (2) it appears in 

the intended place, but along with the 7, 

which it was meant to expel.—sacxa- 

Niouds, the mutilation of the corpse of a 

murdered man, is described by Suidas 

(s.v. é€uacxaricOn, cited by Blomfield), 

who says that the extremities were cut 

off and made into a necklace, which was 

hung upon the neck and fastened under 

the arm-pits (uacyadd). The object of 

the act is uncertain, and this passage, 

which is plainly meant to assign a motive, 

does not sufficiently explain itself. Suidas 

assigns the motive 10 épyov apocioicba 

(to get quit of the deed) which is vague: 

but the schol. on Soph. Z/. 445 is more 

precise (61a to’Twy womep Thy divauw 

Exevur apapovmevo., dud TO My Tadely els 

Uorepov Tt dewdv map’ éxelvwv), and this 

is probably right as far as it goes; the 

mutilation was supposed to disable the 

dead. But see below v. 440. 

439: and this was done at the instance 

of her, who buried him thus. 

dé Td wacxadtcbjva avtov 7m KyduTa- 

KaTEgTKEvacE 

pvjorpa, 7 Kal ottrws ariuws ator Oayaca, 

schol. (to be read thus, and not as usually 

printed, ...K\uramuyjorpa. 

atiuws xTA., which is not intelligible, as 

there is no ‘alternative explanation’ in 

the scholium).—émrpacce: urged it on 

Aegisthus, ‘wrought for its being done’, 

not ‘did it’. Note the tense and see L. 

n Kal oUrws* 

440 

Kreivac (v over erasure). 

and Sc. s.v. The conjecture of Portus 

érpacce 5 drép viv, woe Odmrrea (and in 

the condition to which she had brought 

him she buried him) does not properly 

account for the imperfect and puts a 

forced sense upon mpaccew.—o8e: either 

in this condition, or rather (as the schol.) 

as you have heard. 

440—441: desiring to put a bar between 

the dead and thee, the living.—«tloar 

(Stanley) to make. The v in M is written 

over an erasure, and no doubt the original 

reading was KTeicat, 7.é. krigat mis-spelt. 

—popov (éxeivov): him dead, his corpse; 

see on Zheb. 406.—alov o@: fo or for 
thee living, a dative of relation, depending 

on the whole phrase dq@epxrov xricat. 

For the use of the abstract aia, cf. 

Pindar frag. 96. 3 kal oGpa wey mavTwy 

érerar Oavdrw mepiobevel, fgov 6 ére 

Nelmeras ai@vos eldwAov.—It is clear from 

this sentence that the uacxadiouds, or the 

burial of the dead in that condition, was 

supposed to have the effect of hindering 

such communication between the mur- 

dered man and his possible avengers, as 

the murderers would naturally desire to 

prevent. The grounds of this belief we 

can perhaps hardly expect to understand. 

—All modern texts reject dpepxrov, and 

most have the reading d@eptov (Robor- 

tello), which is interpreted ‘desiring to 

make his death intolerable to thee’. But 

(1) it is nowhere alleged, and cannot 

naturally be supposed, that Clytaemnestra 

did desire to increase the provocation of 

Orestes; the object of these ceremonies, 

both in what was omitted and what was 

done, was the strictly practical object of 

degrading and weakening the dead (iden- 

tified with the corpse), so as to diminish 

his power of vengeance: and (2) with 

ageprov, thus interpreted, thereis no longer 
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KrXveL TaTpwous bUaAs aTi“ous; 
TT. a. 

v > ‘ , / 

aTimos, ovdev «kia, 
a“ ’ v / ‘ puxod 8 adepxtos, Todvaivou Kuvos dixay, 

HA. Aé€yers matp@ov popov: éyw 8 drearatouy 

ETOMLOTEPA YyéAwWTOS avédEpov ALB», 

442: 
4 

any pointinthe antithesis of udpos and alwy, 

—The schol. has dvervylay peylorny 

karackevdfouca TH ow Bly, & “Opecra: & 

éoTw, Wa ductux7n Biov (yons, Tod ’Aya- 

béuvovos wh Suvamévov cor cumpayioa 

Tpos THY Tyuwwplay KrXurauviorpas. Here 

the paraphrase duoruxlay peylorny, if it 

is anything more than a loose guess, 

points to d@eprov as a reading or conjec- 

ture. But on the other hand the final 

words rod “Ayauduvovos xr. have no 

justification, if dpeprov be read. They 

must be drawn from some commentator 

who saw that the real purpose of the rite 

was to disable the dead from aiding his 

avengers, and thus they defend d@epxrov 

debarred. 

442. Doth he hear how his father was 

cruelly outraged? This is said to Electra. 

It is evident from the sequel (vv. 448— 

450), and particularly from 7. 450 (where 

Orestes is bidden to calm his thoughts 

and to take in the sense of what is said 

to him), that after his passionate outburst 

(vv. 433—437) he remains for a time lost 

in a rapture of wrath and pity, scarcely 
seeming conscious of what is passing. 

Here the chorus-leader remarks this atti- 

tude, and with a certain anxiety appeals 

to Electra, who thereupon takes up the 

story, but in a tone less fierce and more 

pathetic.—xAve therefore is right, and 
the Ms. wants nothing but the note of 
interrogation. xkdvets...... driuovs (Turn. 

and modern texts) is a change not very 

probable and, I think, injurious. 

also next note.—8vas at(pous Stanley. 
The schol., rods rod marpds cov, points 

rather to a masculine word, but perhaps 

the writer took dvas to be such. 

NW, Ae, CH. 

See 

Sucarious. 

443- Adyas...pdpov: our dead father 

was used as thou sayest. Myas answers 

correctly to the interrogative mAva; dé- 

yew and xdbew (fell and be fold) being 

correlative. Electra takes the question 

as an appeal for her confirmation, which 

it is, though it also signifies more. In 

reply she assents to the story; but adds 

that she herself was not allowed to see 

what was done.—With the common read- 

ing of v. 442, Aéyes is no longer ap- 

propriate. Hence éyas Hermann, \éyes 

Heimsoeth.—popov also =/funus, 

but in the sense of /uncral, disposition of 

the body, rather than corpse; see on v. 440. 

445. PUXOD Gdepxros: ‘shut out of 

the interior of the house’, where the 

mutilation was done, while Electra was 

rudely thrust into the yard. 

parison to the dog shows clearly that this 

here 

The com- 

is the meaning, and defends pvxov 

against the proposed wuyy.—«arda\ucror 

wept Thy elpxriw schol., taking wvyod asa 

locative gen., as in Soph. As. 1274 ép- 

kéwy éyxexNeouévous (see Con.); but 

neither the sense nor the preposition 

(47d) admits that construction here 

moAdvolvov or ToAvewos (Porson). The 

MS. mwoAvelvovc, with the final ¢ erased, 

is in favour of the exceptional roAvelrow, 

for which Hermann cites xaxocudrepot 

(from xaxécwos) in The 

mere fact that the only extant form of 

Hippocrates 

the substantive is civos (neut.), answering 

to roAvow7s, does not seem decisive on 

the other side.—The repetition of d¢ep« 

ros (see v. 441) is natural and not without 

point. 

446. éroipdrepa yOwros: she recalls 

her feelings at the time, as she listened to 

5 
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yYalpovel modVSaKpuy yoov KEexpumpéva, 
n> ’ / > \ / 

TOLAVT akovwy ev dpEeciv ypadov. 

TE-G. ov 
v \ 

WT@YV dé Ovup- 

/ a e i an ‘ 

TéTpawe wvO0ov novyw hpovev Bacet, 
Ta wev yap oUTwS EXEL, 

\ ’ > \ ’ A lal 

Ta © avtTos opya padeiv: 

447. X ovoa, corr. to xalpovca. 

the laughter of her enemies over their 

horrible work. 

447: while their rejoicing covered my 

piteous lament : yoov is ‘inner accusative’ 

or acc. of respect tothe passive kekpuppéva, 

and xalpovor dative of agent or instrument. 

In the laughter of the murderers, and the 

jubilation of their friends, the orphans 

could wail unheard. See further App. II. 

448—450. ‘Yes, write them there; 

but (first) aid the words to pierce thy 

sense, by calming and steadying thy 

thoughts’. The repetition of ypdadov 

(Klausen) seems to me certain, for (1) it 

explains the loss of the word; (2) it 

accounts for the fact that in the Ms. 

ypadgov is written, not at the end of v. 

448, but at the beginning of v. 449: the 

lines were divided according to the sense, 

thus, év gpecly ypagou | ypddou dv drwy 

6’ x7r\., and a copyist, supposing the 

repetition to be erroneous, omitted the 

first word ; and (3) it explains and justi- 

fies 8. For the partition of the strophe 

see On UV. 433.—ovvtTétpatve. ‘‘ The force 

of the preposition may be to intimate 

that the efforts of the hearer are to go 

along with those of the speaker, or to 

express the notion of boring so as to 

meet something (Lidd. and Scott s. v.)” 

Conington, comparing for the second 

view Plut. 2. 502 d, els tHy Wuxi 7 akon 

ovvrérpnra, where, however, this sense is 

determined by els tyv Wuxnv, whereas 

here the context seems to favour the 

other.—tétpawve pd0ov ‘bore the word 

through’ z.e. ‘make a passage’ for it, an 

expression not logically accurate, but 

natural and intelligible. —yovxo dpovav 

448—49. 

XO. rpadoy, 

450 

/ 

év dpecow | ypddov & wTwr. 

Bdaoe: ‘by thinking jovxws Kai BeBalws’ 

lit. o7 or with steady foundation, npeuata 

™ Wuxn* avTl To0 mpocéxwy Kal wy atro- 

mavwuevos schol. dos here signifies 

not step, movement but ground, ‘basis’, 

70 €fp @ Tus BEBKE (stands).—obxw Ppe- 

vev Baoe (Turn. and modern texts) is due 

to false rendering of Bdoer, and produces, 

in térpawve Pace, an extremely harsh 

collision of metaphors. 

451—453: ‘for what has been told 

you is fact, and though you are yourself 

eager to hear more, you need an unshaken 

heart for the coming fight’. These words 

are partly an apology, partly an admoni- 

tion, and are to be explained by the 

action of the scene. The speaker, sur- 

prised and somewhat alarmed by the 

bearing of Orestes (see previous notes) 

begins to think that the process of stimu- 

lation has been carried far enough, if not 

too far, and that he is in danger of losing 

in a fury of grief the temper of steel (dxap- 

mTov wévos, lit. wnbendable spirit, is a 

metaphor from the sword), which becomes 

one who has a fight before him. Accord- 

ingly she cuts the narrative short.—td 
pév : the preceding story, especially the 

macxadiouds: the speaker, who half 

regrets that she thrust in this incident, 

excuses herself by the plea customary in 

such a case, that ‘facts are facts’.—rTa 

8€: further facts about the murder and its 

sequel, which Orestes ‘is himself eager to 

hear’; a hint that it was his own ques- 

tion (v. 433) which drew out the fore- 

going.—dépya: deponent (so Wecklein 
rightly, citing dpywuévos* évrerapévws 

émOumoumeévors, Suid. and Phot.).—«a0y- 
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, > ’ U , ‘ 

mpéeTver 8 axaurTw pméver Kabrjxeww. 
FET. a. 

HA. 

XO. 

adkovoov €s aos podwy, 

OP. cé Tou réyw, Evyyevod, matep, pirous. 
eyo 8 érripOéeyyopuat Kexravpeva. 4 
ataots d€ TayKowos ad érippobei, 

ws 
” 

Evy dé yevod mpos éyOpous. 
IT. 6, 
HA. 
XO. 

evyouevors 8 av €dOou, 

454. PlAoor. 

Kev fo enter the lists, come to contest: see 

inf. 723 and L. and Sc. s. vv. xa67Kxw, 

karaBalvw.—‘* The past is as has been 

said: the future do thou yearn (dpya 

Scaliger) to know thyself ’’ Conington, 

comparing ray’ eloerac (sup. 304); and 

so the commentators generally. But this 

antithesis of past and future cannot be 

found in the words. 
454—463. Third section of the Com- 

mos, two strophae, each distributed be- 

tween the three parts. The parts are 

not marked in the Ms., but the division 

(Hermann) is obvious. Prayer for aid to 

Agamemnon and the gods. 
454- @€ to. A€yw. This peremptory 

address marks the fierce excitement of 

Orestes. Dr Wecklein compares ?. V. 

976, oé@ tov coplarny...héyw, Soph. Ai. 

1228, Eur. ph. A. 855. 

455- KekAaupéva weeping, middle de- 

ponent. Con. seems to be right in dis- 

tinguishing this from the passive dedaxpu- 

pévos be-teared. Note however that the 

perfect expresses strictly the state, not 

the action, of one who weeps. 

457. GKovoov...podrdy: obey (comply) 

and come, comply by coming, The actions 

of the participle and verb are contem- 

poraneous, and in fact two aspects of 

the same action, as in v. 316, v. 395- 

But note that the meaning is not ‘hear 

459- uuBadre. 

OP. “Apns “Apec EvxpBare?, Aica Aixa. 

i@ Geol, Kpaiver ENAik’ evdiKas. 

Tpomwos p’ upépTre: KAVovaay evyyaTwn, 
TO mopolmov peéever Tara, 

4600 

460. fd’ omitted. 

and ‘hen come’, a use of the part. rightly 

rejected by Heimsoeth and others (read 

ing apnfor) and not proved by the passages 

above cited and others, such as Hom. 

Od. 5. 374, GXl kdwrece yeipe rerdecas he 

fell into the sea with hands outspread. The 

true explanation is, that dxodew here has 

the sense given in prose by the more 

precise compound braxotew: cf. suf. s, 

Ag. 947, éwel & dxotew cod xarderpapuas 

7ade, and Dindorf, Ler. Asch. deodw. 

The expression corresponds to the impera- 

tive tone of the appeal; the avengers 

command, as their right, the aid of the 

infernal powers. 

459. “ fustice with Fustice, as though 

to see which is the stronger and truer 

justice, perhaps not without a sense that 

the death of Agamemnon was a kind of 

Alxa, as it was blood for the blood of Iphi 

genia” (Sidgwick). 

first, but the poet (if we may so say) the 

Orestes means the 

second. 

460. xpaly...ducws M, xpalver’ érdlaw: 

m. €vdux’ évilkws (Rossbach) best ac 

counts for the loss, év8(xes Slxag (Her: 

mann) gives perhaps the best sense. If 

tvBixa be taken, we must suppose Acschy 

lus to have put upon it the artificial sense 

‘that which is im dispute’, which is not 

unlikely. 
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IVa. 
, b) \ 

i@® qrovos eyyevns 
Kal Tapamovcos atas 
alimatoecoa TaYA. 

id dvctov’ adepta Kndn* 

AIZXYAOY 

465 

DEN , oo 

i® dSvoKxatatTavaTov adyos. 

IV. 6. dapacw éuporov 
lal ” ’ ’ 

T@VS A&KOS, OVO aT AdANWY 
U ’ ’ . , a 

éxtoVev, aAN at avTov 

AU @pav Ep aliwatnpav. 

470 

Gedy TON KaTa yas 60 Uuvos. 

Conclusion. 

Thode KaTEVYHS TéUTET apwyny 

ara KAUOVTES, MaKkapes xPovL0L, 

475 
\ i JN / 

Tatcly Tpoppovws ETL VIKH. 

OP. scatep, TpoTotcw ov TupavyiKois Barer, 

470. €KGS. 472. awwuavatpew, 

464—473. It seems probable (Kirch- 

hoff, Wecklein) that this fourth section of 

the Commos, a concluding hymn, is sung 

by Orestes, Electra, and the Chorus to- 

gether. This would give a reason why it 

should not have, like the first three 

sections, a ¢rifle as well as a double 

division. The ¢77p/ictty is in the union of 

the ¢hree parts. 

464. méovos éyyevns inbred suffering 

of the curse-laden race. 

465—466. tapdpoveos.. aiparderoa: 
epithets applicable to mAaya sévoke in 

two different aspects, wound and deat (as 

of time, rhythm, or a musical instrument ; 

cf. m\jKTpov). The combination of the 

two approaches an equivocation on the 

word, and is characteristic of Aeschy- 

lus. 

469. Sdpacw...dkos: ‘the lint-cure 

of this (hurt) is 27 the house, not to be 

had from others without, but from (the 

members of the house) themselves, through 

a cruel and bloody struggle’, z.e. Orestes 

and Electra must shed blood for the 

blood already shed, with the hope sug- 

gested (but without strong confidence) 

that this blood may be the last. —épportov 

dkos : properly ‘a cure of lint (words) 27 

473- T@v omitted. 476. viknv. 

the wound’; but note that here, by a 

certain force put upon the word, év- also 

governs dwuacw and signifies that the 

cure is to be found w7¢hzz.—dkos Schiitz; 

the Ms. éxas is a false correction of axes, 

produced by the common confusion of e€ 

and o.—8v opav ep Klausen (pv Her- 

mann), putting A for A, and e, « for the 

regular mis-spelling of those sounds, a 

brilliant specimen of technical skill. Note 

the archaic accusative, where prose use 

would require a genitive. 
473- Tav: restored by Hermann. 

474—476: an Amen or conclusion to 

the whole Commos, probably by the 

chorus-leader. 

476. ém viky (Portus) was probably 

a fixed form (cf. 7zf. 867, Zum. 1010), 

though éml vlknv (¢o victory) is gram- 

matically admissible. 

477—507. In this passage the commos, 

which has been formally concluded, is 

prolonged (see v. 508) by Orestes and 

Electra only, who have the feeling, there 

indicated, that they cannot do enough for 

the neglected dead. For the form of the 

prolongation and the distribution of the 

parts see App. I. § 13. 



XOH*OPOI. 69 
airovpevds MOL dos Kparos Tov cov dopuwr. 

HA. kayo, marep, Tovavde cov xpelav exw, 
purely meyav mpoaOeicay Aivicbe t. 480 

OP. ottw yap av coe Saires Evvopot Bporay 
eTifolar * et d€ wn, wap’ evdelrvos Ere 
ariyos cum Upouo Kuit@THs yOovos. 

HA, Karye> yoas coe 79S €uis TayxXnplas 
oigw Tatpwov ex Somwv yaunriovs: 485 
Tavtwv € mpatov Tovde mpecBevow tadov. 

OP. @ yai’, dves pou Tarép’ erorreicat ayn. 

479- Towader ov. 484. Kvicwroig, 

478. alrovpevos: forthe passive (not véuerPa) this full and special sense, 
deponent) sense in the present tense see 
Ag. 150, Pind. /sthm. 7. 6, airéouar xpu- 

céav kadéoat Motcav.—alrouyévw Turn. 

479- Totdvde Turn., 7c. a request 
referring, like that of Orestes, to her 
natural claim as a daughter. 

480. TuxeElv we yauBpou Oeicay AlyicAw 

pépov Wecklein (taking uépov from Turn. 

and working out very skilfully the sug- 

gestion of Schiitz ruxeiv yauwy): ‘that I 

may compass the death of Aegisthus and 

so be wedded’, lit. ‘find a bridegroom’. 

For yauBpos in this sense (Aeolic and 

Doric) Wecklein refers to Pollux 11. 31 

and Bekk. Amecd. 228, and for the 

general sense to Soph. Z/. g71 yduwv 

ématiwy tevin. (In Euripides’ Zlectra 

the whole plot turns on the desire of the 
murderers to secure that Electra should 

not give birth to a possible avenger of her 

father.) Such, at any rate, is the meaning 

required by the sequel (v. 485): it is 

likely that the verse was deeply injured 

at an early date. The schol. (wore puyetv 

Tas émiBovdds AlylcBov Timwpnoduevov 

airév) assumes a text already corrupted. 

481. oov...ntiLolaro: ‘thou wilt be 

admitted when the living men make feast’, 

lit. ‘the feasts of the living will be made 

so as to include your share’. cot...€vvo- 
pou: ‘awarding to you among the rest’; 

it seems better to give évvouos here (see 

rather than to take it for 

€vvouos commonly means not customary 

but within the law, permitted, but in this 

sense it is not here appropriate. —Bporéy : 
here opposed to the dead, who are no 

longer mortal. 

482—483. dpripoor Auratus, cnew- 

7as Bothe, from which I take xworwris : 

customary ; 

év mupoiat, kuowrors M, the latter probably 

‘At 

the sacrificial banquet thou shalt not 

through the mis-spelling «ewrais. 

receive thy due of blood poured upon the 

ground’. Kwowrns xSovds: fe. rij 
Kviowoews THs Moves, the pass. adj. being 

used as the pass. part. in 7hed. 611, Ag. 

114. The gen. depends on the privative 

atiuos. The adj. is formed from «riuedw, 

equivalent to xviodw, and the implied 

phrase xvicoty x@éva may be compared 

with xvicady dyuas. That the dead might 

share in the feast, blood (or, as we see 

here, liquid from the cooked meat) was 

poured upon the ground; cf. Eur. 77rv. 

381, o85é wpds rdgous fc8" Seris adroit 

alua yp dwpyoera (cited by Wecklein). 

To read xwowrys appears by far the 

The Ms. 

is scarcely consistent either with the form 

of the word or with the arrangement of 

simplest restoration. KPig wot 

the sentence. For other suggestions see 

Wecklein (ed. 1885), Appendix. 
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HA. 6 Ilepcépacca, d65 & ér evpopdhov Kpatos. 
OP. péuvnco Aovtpav ols evordicOns, TaTep,... 

HA. péuvnco & audhiPrAnotpov ws éexaivicac... 490 

OP. édais ayadKevTous! OnpevOeis, TaTeEp,... 

HA. alcypa@s te Bourevtoiow év Kadvpmacuy. 

OP. dp’ éEeyetpes totcd oveideouy, matep ; 
HA. dp’ dp0dv aipes pittatov To cov Kapa ; 

490. Wo éxalvicar. 491. médas 5’ dxadkevro.s EOnpevOns. 493. dveldecow. 

488. rv: ‘and give him even now his 

mould and strength’; euopdos, usually 

applied to the full and shapely form of 

youth, is here applied to the animated 

body as contrasted with that mere shadow 

which the Wux7 was conceived to be. 

The queen of the dead is implored to 

work or to permit the miracle of restoring 

to Agamemnon though long dead (é7) 

the strength of life. The form of the 

expression is based on the ancient feeling 

noticed before (v. 283), that without 

something like a body the power to act in 

this world is inconceivable.—8’ é’ Her- 

mann, who also suggested 6é y : but with 

the right explanation of evmopgov xparos 

the other is much better, and indeed ye 

has little point. 6é 7’ M.—The erroneous 
rendering of dds xkparos by ‘give (to us) 

victory’ has led naturally to the suspicion 

of evuoppov, which is then pointless, and 

has prevented any satisfactory correction 

of the reading. There is no difficulty 

n supplying the dative a’rw, since in & 

Ilepsépacoa the petition of Orestes (aves 

marépa) is virtually repeated. 

490—491. Lacceptwithsome hesitation 

Conington’s corrections for @ o éxalyicay 

in v. 490 and médas...€0npevOns in v. 

491. The objections to the MS. text are 

(1) the acc. du@i8drnorpov with uéurnco, 

which, though admissible, has an awk- 

ward effect in combination with the 

ordinary gen. (Aourp®v) in the parallel 

clause; (2) the obscurity of @ o éxaivicar, 
which can scarcely be equivalent to 6 

exaivicas, and does not seem to bear any 

natural sense ; (3) the want of caesura in 

v. 491. Each of these might be answered 

singly, for as to @ o' éxaimoay, we might 
plead our imperfect information. But 

seeing that all of them may be accounted 

for by the single error @ o’ for ws (which 

would lead to the others), it is better to 

accept this explanation and to correct 

accordingly.—apoiBrAnotpoy os éxalw- 

gas: ‘the new garment (strange net) 

that thou didst put on’. The two ex- 

planations of ékaivicas (1) that the en- 

tangling garment was a strange invention 

(Sidgwick, Wecklein), and (2) that it was 

the ‘ zew robe’ worn by Agamemnon on 

his return (Conington, comparing for the 

custom the gift of a ‘new robe’ by Deia- 

nira to Heracles in the Zvachiniae, v. 

613), are both right. A point is made 

upon the way in which the happy occasion 

was used forthe murder. In dudi8Anorpov 

there is also a double reference to the 

senses wrapping and met; see Ag. 1379 foll. 

491. meats axadkevToior: 2.2. ‘a 

trap for the feet, though not of metal ’. 

492. aloxpas Bovdrevtoiow: foully 
devised. 

493- eyelper...... dvelSeotv Porson, 

Robortello. 

494. (Aratov: not exactly dearest 

but rather most welcome. In connexion 

with this context the adj. has a predica- 

tive force, and the position therefore is 

correct. Soin Eur. £/., unrep, \aBduae 

Makaplas ths ofs xepds and in id. Or. 

Hakaptos 8’ 6 ods moors, the adjectives are 

in effect equivalent to pakaplas ovens, 

Makadptos wy (see the context). Androm. 

98, oreppov Te Tov Eudv Saiuova, is added by 
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nTor dienv ladre cUppaxyov pirois, 
7) TAS Opoias avtidos \aBas NaPeiv, 
vv fal / ’ > fal / e€lTrep KPaTNCUELS fy. AVTLVLKN TAL PéXeLs. 

HA. ‘ a 1] ” a ‘ Kal THOS akovoov AoicOiov Bors, Twarep* 
ld@v veoraodrs Tovcd édnuévous Tadw 
oixteipe OijAvY apaevos BO Kuod -ydvov. 
kai pn 'Eareins oréppa Tedoridav rébe. OP. 

500 

ovTw yap ov TéOvnxas ovdé rep Oavov. 
[watdes yap dvdpl KAnddves cwrhpro 

Oavovre* Peddol 5° ds a&yover dixrvov, 
Tov €k Buvd0d KNwornpa cuytovres Nivov. } £05 

496. BddBas. 

Wecklein ; but there the adj. is purely a 

predicate ‘the hardness of my fate’. 

496. AaBds Canter (Srdfas, with the 
explanation of the schol. 4 ot xé\acov 

avrovs, seems to be a false conjecture) : 

lit. ‘ or let us get the like grip’, a phrase 

of wrestling, when the combatants, on 

renewing the contest after a pause, were 

to be placed as they had been. Cf. 

Plato, Phaedr. 236 B els Tas duolas NaBas 

édndvbas, Rep. 544 B Thy alrny aBhv 

mapexe. The meaning is ‘either aid us 

actively, or at least remove our disad- 

vantages and give us fair conditions’. 

For the application of the metaphor see 

Ag. 1376, inf. 865. 

498. AorBlov: see App. I. § 13. 
500. OnAvv dpaevds 8 Spod yovov: 

thine offspring male and female both: 

dpoevos is a gen. not of origin but of 

equivalent or description, and replaces 

the adj. dpceva. Cf. Ag. 1620 deouar... 

ai Te vyjorides Svat the pains of imprison- 

ment and hunger, Hom. //. 24. 180, 

Geiov yéevos 085 dvOpwmrwy (cited by Weck- 

lein, who however reads here yéov). The 

application of such a genitive to ‘yovos 

would be confusing and inadmissible, 
except where, as here, the context clearly 

determines that the genitive, when first 

heard, shall be so understood. In these 

conditions there is no objection to it, 

whatever be the word which follows. I 

see therefore no reason to suppose an 

allusion, which would be both obscure 

and inappropriate, to the doctrine that 

male offspring was specially the product 
of the male parent.—The conj. yor (de 

Pauw, Bamberger) is plausible, but (1) it 

would not easily have been changed to 

yovov, and (2) the phrase olerepe ydor 

does not seem to accord with the use of 

olxrelpw in Aeschylus and the tragedians. 

501. oméppa Iledombav réfe refers 

more particularly to himself: see on ©, 

235. 

503—505 are probably interpolated. 

See App. I. § 13. 

503. KAnddvos cwripio Schiitz; for 

which, if the passage were genuine, much 

might be said. But «Anddves follows the 

Sophoclean original, and owrtpio is 

merely a stop-gap. 

504. ayover: draw, sustain the weight 

of. 

505. Tov dx BuBod for riv dv Buby by 

accommodation to the verb owlorres, ‘eav- 

ing from the deep the yarn there engulfed’, 

t.¢. the net itself. Cf, Soph. AZ 136, 
Eur. Med. 1117.—KAwornpa Alvov, fxr 

yarn, Sophocles has the more pointed 

expression oyforres Mew saving by the 

line, where Myov is the cord which con- 

nects the float with the net, and signifies 

metaphorically the successive generations 

(cf. dinea, lineage). But Mvow may be 

what the interpolator here wrote. 
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HA. axov’, trép cod torad’ gor ddvpparta, 
> \ Ni ’ / / / 

autos d€ cwfer Tovde Tiunoas AoOyov. 

XO. Kal pry apeudh tovd’ érevvaTHy doyor, 
tiunua TUUBov THs avolw@KTOU TUYNS. 

Ta © aA, errerd) Spav KatopOwoar dpevi, 510 
épdors av 0n Saipovos Tretpmpevos. 

OP. gota: rubécbar S ovdév eat &Ew Spopou, 
/ \ 4 b / / 

mo0ev yous émeuev, Ex Tivos doryou, 

meOvoTEpoy Tim@a avnKerTtov TaOds ; 

Oavovte 8, od hpovodvts, dedaia yapus 515 
éméumreT. ovK éyouw’ av eikacat TOOE. 

508. dudupntov de Twarov. 515. OQavodvrTe. 516. ade (changed to 766e). 

506. adkove: dv7i rod meioOnri (rather thing, not immaterial, comes first and 

metOov) schol. See on v. 457. now. 

507—508. Tovde...Adyov: the address 513. modev: why. 

vv. 476—507. The poet is thinking of 514. Tyaoa: ‘trying to compensate’: 

its form as distinct from the choric form cf. v. 509. 

of the preceding commos.—éravatny 515. Q@avovte Abresch.—ovd dpovoty- 

Adyov is not ‘extend this address’ but 

‘make this address by way of extension’. 

So r7Kkew oiuwyny to utter a languishing 

lament, kdémrew gious to speak deceit- 

fully; see further Bayfield on Eur. /oz 

168 aiudéers @dds. The déyos is an ‘ex- 

tension’ of the yé0s. Wecklein proposes 

to read yoov in v. 508, supposing Ad-yov 

to be imported, as it easily might be, 

from v. 507. However Adyov is equally 

appropriate.—apudupyrov de tivardy M, 

corrected gradually by Canter, Hermann, 

Blomfield. 

509. Both genitives depend on zi- 

nua ‘(as) a compensation Zo the tomb 

Jor its unlamented misfortune’, z.e. for the 

misfortune that no dirge has been per- 

formed till now. 

512. ovdév: dy 20 means, not at all, 

cf. Ag. 783. The negative belongs to 

éw Opduov and is emphasized as a pro- 

pitiation to the impatient interlocutor.— 

Ew Spopov: ‘out of the course’, irrele- 

vant to action.—Note that éo7: is required 

and has a slight emphasis, in antithesis to 

€éotat, Action sha// be taken, but some- 

TL: unconscious. Strictly speaking this 

language is inconsistent, even to the point 

of express verbal contradiction, with the 

proposition (ppdvnua tod Pavdvros ov da- 

uafer wHp v. 322) upon which depends the 

meaning and reason of the whole preced- 

ing rite. But what is really meant, that 

no gifts can affect the dead with a pleasure 

equivalent to the life taken away, is per- 

fectly consistent with the foregoing doc- 

trine: and od gpovodv7e is but an exag- 

geration of rhetoric. It may be noted 

however as well showing the vast impor- 

tance of the context in construing citations 

from drama, and the danger of building 

conclusions about ‘the doctrines of the 

poet’ upon fragments parted from their 

accompaniment.—xdpts predicate, with 

éméumeto, which is accommodated to it in 

‘concord’. The true subject is ai xoai. 

516. J cannot guess it, t.e. make out 

the motive, 7d rdf éreue xods. The 

optative xo dy is somewhat stronger 

than éxw, lit. ‘I could not in any case’, 

‘could not possibly’. 
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\ a -~ , Ta Opa pécw 8 eaoti Ths dpuaptiast. 
\ / / ” Ta Tavta yap Tis exyéas av0’ aiuaros 

e / / e , , v ‘ 

evos, maTnv o moxOos: BS exer AOyos, 
/ , v ° , ‘ ‘ 

Bérovte 8, elzrep olc@’, ewol dpacoy rabe. 520 
ap > co , v ‘ 

XO. 018’, & réxvov, map yap. &« 7’ dveipatov 

Kal vUKTUTAaYyKTOY SeywaToV TreTaducvy 
\ v , , , 

yoas éereurwe tacbe Sva0eos yur). 
OP : \ / fay a “ , , ~ ’ 

. 1) Kat tetucGe Tovvap, Wat’ opbas dpacar; 
XO. texeiy dpaxovr’ edokev, ws alti) NEyEL. §25 
OP. «ai rot teXeuTa Kal Kapavodta dOyos; 
XO. €v orapyavoice raid0os oppicar dixny. 

521. mapec (ec Over erasure, yp. apis). 

517. Ihavemarkedthetextascorrupt, dv’ alparos évds: ‘as compensation for 
believing that the true reading has not 

been found and probably cannot be. By 

changing wécw to welw (Turn.) we get 

what will construe; but the change is un- 

likely, the position of 6é improper (since 

there is neither a close connexion between 

the words 7a dpa melw, nor any special 

emphasis to mark), and the ironical under- 

statement out of place. The punctuation 
derlala xapis éméumer’ (ovK exouw’ av elka- 

gat Thd€) Ta Spa, welw 5’ éorl (Kirchhoff, 

Wecklein) justifies 6é, but leaves the 

other objections and makes the period 

singularly awkward in design. I suspect 

that the letters auecwdeste contain, with 

the enclitic 7, the neuter of some adj. in 

-ns, agreeing with it. The sense should 

be ‘the gifts are out of all proportion 
-to the offence’, It is easy to imagine 

an adj. which would convey this sense 

and account for duaprias as a gen. of 

comparison or respect. But the use of 
Tt points to some uncommon expression ; 

and it is more than likely that we have 

lost all trace of it.—rd...rys: the articles 
are correlative and accent the antithesis. 

518—519. For the anacoluthon cf. 

Theb. 668 avdpoiv 5’ dualiuow Odvaros 3d 
avréxrovos, ok éort yipas rode ToD pude- 

Haros. ‘It might perhaps be called the 

provisionalnominative, the sentence taking 

ultimately a different turn’ (Sidgwick).— 

blood (life) alone’, ‘the one thing life’ 

mwavTa and évés are antithetic, as two 

(Not ‘the blood of 

one life’, as Conington.)—Note the point 

sides of a reckoning. 

made upon éxxéas, which with rdera has 

the metaphorical sense of /awish, spend, 

but in reference to alua the literal sense 

of spill. 

521. tapy Porson.—tx 7 évapdrer 

KTN.: 2.¢. €& dvetpdruw re xal...dapudrer 

‘in consequence of a dream so terrible 

that it broke her rest’. 

has no copula and of course requires 

The sentence 

none, being an expansion of olda. fe 

kal mark a climax; ‘she dreamed and 

even woke with the terror of it’. 

526. 

usually marks an objection, the order in a 

xal wot; This order of words 

simple interrogative for further informa 

tion being rot xal, Gs xal, etc. (Porson 

on Eur, Phoen. 1373). But the form of 

an objection is extended also, not un 

naturally, to a question which has the 

tone of impatience (cf. cal rére; in © 

393). The phrase os abrh Myer suggests 

to Orestes the fear of a long commmfrage 

upon the topic of the imaginary birth, 

and he presses the narrator for the sav 

and point of the matter. 

527. SOpploa: ‘(she said that) she 

bound it’ etc. dpulfw, as used here, ts 

connected with Spuos in the sense of 
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530 

OP. rivos Bopads ypynfovta, veorevées Saxos ; 
XO atk / \ > > / 

XO. avt) mpocécye patov év Twveipate. 
OP \ a“ ” 9S S € \ / - 

. Kal TOs ATpwTOV oOvOap HY UITO aTVYOS; 
ry f , i 

XO. wot év yaraxte OpouBov aipatos cracat. 

528. veopeves. 529. é€v 7 dvelpare. 530. 

necklace, collar, wreath etc., not in the 

sense of haven; so we need not suppose 

any metaphor. The word was specially 

applicable to the putting of the ordpyava 

on a child, since the necklace was the most 

important of the orapyava, which included 

not only the necessary swathings, but also 

and more particularly the objects attached 

to the child for recognition. The expla- 

nation 6puicov* djoov, avamavoov (Hesy- 

chius) is partly taken from some similar 

passage, and we may suppose that the 

word had once a fixed connexion with 

Abresch (and Con.) citing 

Hesychius, cite also Aelian de Anim. 2.1 

this usage. 

Ta péyioTa Teddyn Tepaoupevas Tapow 

Tuv Trépwy ovre Oputferbal mov ore ava- 

this is from the other 

dpuos (haven), and the same comparison 

appears in Hesychius’ dvdzavaor: his first 

gloss, 6jc0v, is approximately right for 

this place. The schol. ws watéda avrov 

éxteivat €ddKet Ev Tols omapyavats is right 

mavetbar. But 

as to the meaning of opuicar, but not 

exactly as to the construction. The in- 

finitive is that of oblique oration and 

depends on déyeu (she told ws), supplied 

from Adyos. 

Orestes catches at the 

reference to himself, and leads up to 

the expected confirmation. 

528. tlvyos Wellauer; zivds M.—veo- 

yevés Turnebus. I print this as a stop- 

gap, though I think it more probable that 

veopevés covers some unknown word more 

significant and more appropriate to the 

context. 

528—531. 

patov: Homeric form (Attic 
uactév) probably preferred here for some 

literary association with the story. Con- 

ington and many others rightly retain it. 

529. 

ovxapny vmogTUyos. 

530. ‘ But then the teat could not but 

be poisoned’. See on v. 524.—aTpwrov: 

perhaps &xpwrov or axpworov: see App. 

I. § 14.—tmé otvyés. It is certainly 
improbable that, as was formerly sup- 

posed, o7¥é should be here a synonym of 

atvyos horror, horrible thing, and signify 

the snake itself. But it does not seem 

unnatural that a word which properly 

meant chi// (see L. and Sc. s.v.) should 

describe the dz¢e or venom of the snake, 

from its numbing effect (cf. dpaxovra 

dvoxuov Theb. 490 and note there). 

Schiitz conjectured td orvyous, which 

derives some slight support from the 

accentuation (izoorvyos) of M, and has 

been adopted in several texts. But to 

ottvyous, adding nothing to the sense, is 

somewhat flat, whereas wo orvyés in the 

sense proposed is pointed and appropriate, 

particularly if axpwrov wzfouched, un- 

harmed (not d&tpwtov) be the original. 

See also next note. 

531. ‘The teat was unhurt by the 

poison only because with the milk the 

snake sucked out the clotted blood’. 

@orte: literally ‘so far as that’: the 

snake bit, and injected its poison, which 

produced the natural effect of clotting the 

blood; but as the blood injected was 

drawn out by the sucking, there was no 

other effect : 4o this extent the teat escaped 

hurt. The interpretation of v. 530 above 

suggested will not only allow a more 

precise sense here to ®0pdpBov atpartos, 

but also makes the form of the reply 

natural instead of artificial. Prima facie 

ore should be correlative to was: but if 
v. 530 wieans ‘ How did the teat escape @ 

bite 2? then since it clearly did not escape, 

the form of the answer must be explained 
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OP. ovo. pataiov’ avdpos dwavov meXet. 
XO. 7 8 €& brvou Kéxdarrev érronpévn. 

Toddoi 8 avirOov extuddrwlévtes cKdTw 
AaumrHpes ev Somorce Searrolvns yapw* 535 

532 has a x prefixed. 

(with Conington) as “an idiomatic way 

of qualifying an assertion till it becomes 

a negation; it was so unwounded as to be 

wounded ”.—For @pépBov cf. L. and Sc. 
5.U. OpouBdbouat, PpouSasns etc. In Soph. 

Trach. 702 O@pouBwdes appol is applied to 
the exudation of the wool which had been 

steeped in the poisoned blood of Nessus. 

532. ‘There cannot be mistake; the 

vision refers to a man’, lit. ‘is about a 

man’: dvjp here means a human being, 

in prose av@pwros. This point, that the 
beast of the dream represented an actual 

person (zzz. Orestes), was exactly that 

which Clytaemnestra and her advisers, 

interpreting metaphorically, had missed ; 

see on vv. 37—41. Orestes infers it from 

the persistence of the analogy in the birth, 

the swathing, and the suckling.—otrot 

pdracov: lit. ‘it is not for nothing’; the 

indications of the inference drawn are too 

full and consistent to be illusory.—dv8pés 
...wAev: zc. 7d SYavov wé\ec opavoy av- 

5pés. For the genitive cf. dyyeNla twéds 

‘message about a person’ etc.—‘‘dvdpéds 

is to be explained after Heath as opposed 

to @nplov” Conington. It will be seen, I 

think, that this is right, when the verse is 

punctuated correctly, as above. Taken 

as one sentence, it has no clear or satis- 

factory sense; but only the stopping is 

wrong.—A schol., followed by some, 

explains dvdpds dyavov as ‘the dream 

from her husband’; but we are nowhere 

told, nor can we naturally imagine, that 
the dream was sent by Agamemnon, or 

that he had power to send it; nor is this 
idea intelligibly conveyed by the words. 

The dream was sent, we should suppose, 

by the gods, and particularly by Earth 

and Apollo, the gods of Delphi.—I 

would cancel the remarks on éyavoy in 

533. Kéx\ayer. 

App. F of my edition of the Agamemnon, 

pas- 
sage, which, as I now think, does not 

support them. 

533- KékAayyev (H. L. Ahrens) seems 

better warranted by the Ms. than «é«pa- 

vyev (Robortello). 

534. ‘And in the dark house the eye 

of many a blinded lamp was opened’. 

dvydGov: dvéStevar, recovered sight, lit. 

‘became well, were cured’ of their blind- 

ness. 

indicates that dvyAGov is correct. The 
stem of the verb is not ¢\@- (which gives 

so far at least as they relate to this 

This correspondence of metaphor 

no appropriate sense) but d\@-, whence 

come d\os Acaling, d\Oalyw to heal, ete. 

There is apparently no other example of 

an intransitive verb from this very rare 

stem; but it is quite regular and likely to 

have existed, side by side with the transi- 

tive forms, or (as in the case of @\éyw) as 

an alternative use of the same forms. So 

we have from the stem dAé- the excep- 

tional intransitive d\djonw.—To drpéor, 

the plausible and commonly accepted 

conjecture of Valcknaer, the tense (as I 

think) is an objection. The main effect 

of the picture depends on the rapidity 

of the transition from darkness to light, 

which is impaired by the imperfect. 

Moreover the strong metaphor in éxre- 

pr\wHévres requires the support of some 

The dré\auyar 

nothing; it 

cognate word. gloss 

(schol.) proves 

written upon dvgj@or but upon drive 

itself, and is merely a rude attempt to 

force a sense out of the meaning rvs, 

was not 

based perhaps on recollection of such a 

phrase as dvj\Ger Hos. oxéty: constr 

with éxrugAwdérres, ‘blinded with dark 

ness’. 
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537- kos Topatov: Oepdrevua Tun- 
tixdv schol., ‘a remedy by roun, cutting, 

surgery’, t.e. violent and decisive. The 

fears of Clytaemnestra made her take a 

desperate course.—Note that these verses 

are full of reminiscences from the Aga- 

memmnon, recalling the night-alarm of the 

opening scene, the fires of sacrifice lighted 

at Clytaemnestra’s command, the ‘sur- 

gery’ of Agamemnon (24. 840), the dis- 

used Aaumrfpes of his chamber (7d. 80r) 

etc. All this materially helps the sug- 

gestion, that the wheel of fortune has 

now come round, 

ready. 

540. ovokddws (or ouvocKddas). 

This is commonly changed (after Vic- 

torius) to cuyxé\\ws, a conjecture already 

indicated in M by a second 2 written 

above. But ovokddAws is presumably 

right. The stem is that of oxondzds, 

having crooks or bends, which implies an 

ancient substantive (cxd\os? oxo?) a 

crook or bend. Hence sickodos signifies 

crooked or bending conformably, and ove- 

Kédws exetv is fo conform at all points, to 

agree like the two parts of a wooden 

tally, divided by a line capriciously inden- 

ted for the purpose of recognition. This 

metaphor is much more appropriate than 

that of adherence (kéAAy g/ze), and ought 

not to be rejected. The schol. cuvnupévws 

and vengeance is 

545. duditapBirwo’. 

TH ddnOela, probably a mere guess from 
the context, fits either word. 

541. ékAurdv Blomfield. 

542. ovdts Porson. No convincing 

restoration has been proposed for the 

rest of the line: éw dua omdpyar Klau- 

sen, 7AeAtfero Metzger, which are adopted 

by Wecklein, with the variation é¢’ dua 

(should it not be és dua, wound itself 

into?): this gives a suitable sense, and 

so (but with improbable changes) does 

the reading of Turnebus, éuoto. orapya- 

vos wrhigero. But it seems likely that 

the verse contained words, of which we 

have no other trace. 

543- pacOdv: uaordy (the common 

form) Blomfield. If we have, which is 

doubtful, the right to decide such ques- 

tions, it is preferable to replace here 

pagov, in conformity with v. 529.—épov 

Operrrprov together, lit. ‘the feeding- 

place of me’. 

545. apd tapBe (Porson); cf. dui 

poBw, 72 fear, Eur. Or. 825. 

546. ‘‘The meaning plainly is that ‘to 

dream of giving suck to a monster means 

violent death’; the snake is to reach her 

breast” (Sidgwick). os @@pepev: ‘in ac- 

cordance with the fact that she suckled’, 

lit. ‘as’ or ‘since she suckled’. 

547- €kdpaxovTwOels: ‘turned into a 

serpent ’, z.e. deadly as a serpent (dypiw- 
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Gels kar’ abras schol.); but the full appli- 
cation of the dream, and the serpent- 

symbol, to Orestes and his enterprise 
appears only when his plan is carried 

out ; see on 7. 39—4I, 925—927. 
548. Ktelvw viv: am her slayer, i.e. 

the dream now determines that she will 

fall by my hand. Cf. the prophetic pre- 

sent dype? in Ag. 131. 
549- 81 chen (Kirchhoff) is a necessary 

correction, if we commence here the 

speech of the Chorus. This is in accord- 

ance with the Ms., which marks a change 

of speaker at v. 549; and further, if this 

verse is attached (as by some editors) to 

the speech of Orestes, 8€ in v. 550 is out 

of place.—aipotpar choose, prefer (not 

simply accept). The comparison implied 

is between Orestes’ interpretation and 
that given by the dvetpoxpira: of Clytaem- 

nestra; see on vv. 39—4I.—Tepackorroy 
$1. The particle signifies ‘since there 
-are two possible interpretations, and it is 

a matter of choice’. 

551: ‘And, giving each his particular 

injunction, positive or negative—’. If 

this reading is correct, the sentence is 

interrupted by Orestes, and the main 

verb (76 mpayua opOwoov put us in the 

proper course, or the like) would have 

followed. The commencement of Ores- 
tes dois 6 w00s (the directions are sim- 

pie) is in favour of this, since it naturally 

implies a previous demand for more par- 

ticularity of detail than the speaker sees 

occasion for; and with this the slight im- 

patience, indicated by the interruption, 

well accords. It also fits well with the 

excitement shown, as will be seen, 

throughout the speech. tTovs...rovs 8 

552. orlyew. 

will then stand for rods pév...rods 82 = for 

the frequent omission of uér in poetry see 

Kiihner Gr. Gramm. § 531, 3. The 

pronouns do not refer to specified persons 

or parties, but simply mean some and 

others.—rods uév 1 Stanley. This tempt- 

ing correction at once makes the sentence 

complete in itself and restores the normal 
Hév. On the other hand it is, I think, 

hard to see why or how it should have 

been altered to what and | 

suggest that (supposing an interruption) 

the Ms. reading is really better and more 

expressive.—The suggestion to read roéed” 

we find: 

év vt must certainly be rejected: the defi- 

nite Tovcde is inappropriate. 

552. TyvSe..duds: ‘my sister must 
go home, with the charge to prevent dis- 

covery of the plot I am about to disclose’. 

—trvSe pév. There is no formal anti- 

thesis to this wév: practically the anti- 

thesis is given in vv. 588 foll., which 

describe what Orestes and his companions 

will do on their part.—oredyay (or. obl. 

for orexérw) depends on the notion of 

command (Aéyw) implied in wi@os. This 

is, I think, a truer analysis than to say 

that aly is anticipated.—alve...dads 
would in later style be represented by a 

subordinate phrase, as in the English. 

Kpvrray: not only by guarding her own 

behaviour, but also (see ». §77) by watch 

ing what occurs and preventing, if poss- 

ble, anything likely to lead to premature 

disclosure or frustration.—trdeBe: the 

Jollowing, explained in v. §55, where the 

explanation is introduced, as often, by 

ydép.—A possible alternative, which has 

much support, is to refer rdede to the 

chorus, alrd riwde wer orelyeur flow, rhode 
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554. Krelvavras. 

dé xpimrew x7. Grammatically this is 

unobjectionable, and any obscurity arising 

from the juxtaposition of taode and cu- 

Onxas might on the stage be removed by 

the action. The objections are (1) that 

oteixew éow seems, especially in view of 

v. 577, to be a strangely curt description 

of Electra’s part, (2) that there is no 

natural antithesis between o7elyew tow 

and xpimrew ovvO7jKkas, (3) that Orestes, 

replying to the chorus, would naturally 

designate them by the second person, not 

the third, and (4) that in order to prevent 

the hearer from referring aiv® dé kpvmrev 

to Electra, the antithetic pronoun should 

have been placed earlier in the sentence. 
554. That as by plot and plot they 

wrought the death of a noble prince, so 

they may be caught and perish in the same 

snare, according to Apollo's prophecy. 

The assignment of posts and functions 

(Electra and the maidservants at the 

house, Orestes coming from without) 

reminds Orestes that, according to the 

instructions given at Delphi, there was 

to be a likeness between the crime and 

the vengeance. The analogy intended 

is close and obvious, since Agamemnon 

fell by a similar combination of parts, 

Clytaemnestra and her supporters (the 

Second Chorus of the Agamemnon) at 

the house, and her other partizans (the 

king’s escort) coming from without, 

the combination of which Aegisthus 

boasts himself the designer in his oration 

(Ag. 1605). See the Agamemnon, Intro- 

duction and fassi7.—Bodw...86A\o Te: 

560 

559. épepkious. 

by plot and plot, z.e. by conjunction of 

plots. The words are separated pur- 

posely, in order that 86Aw te, which 
gives the point, may receive special 

emphasis.—kal a/so.—AnOacry......8a- 
vovtTes: the participle and verb represent 

coincident facts, or rather two aspects 

of the same fact, capture in a trap which 

kills. Cf. vv. 395, 457-—For the previous 

treatment of this passage see Appendix I. 

§ 15. 

558. tmavreky odynv txov: completely 

equipped for the assumed part of a travel- 

ler (févos). See on v. 709. 

559. é€p épkelovs Turnebus.—The 

€pxecoe w¥Aat here and hereafter signify 

and distinguish the outer gate of the 

castle, the ‘gate of the wall’, as opposed 

to the entrances of the various buildings 

within the precinct, two of which are 

represented in the subsequent scene. See 

the Introduction. 

560. IIvAd8y. This name of course 
conveys nothing to Electra and the rest, 

who neither in this scene nor elsewhere 

show any knowledge of Orestes’ history. 

The reason why Orestes mentions the 

name of his apparently unimportant sub- 

ordinate is curiously characteristic of 

Greek feeling, and especially of Aeschy- 

lus. So far as I am aware, it has not 

been observed, and there has been much 

debate in consequence over the verse. 

The words é¢’ épxelous mudas suggest that 

the appellation of his friend, implying 

familiarity with gaées, is apt and ‘of good 

omen’ for a plot, in which the first step 
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will be to win admission at a closed and 
guarded portal: and for this reason only 

he cites it, indicating the point by the 

juxtaposition of médas [vuAddy, and by 

the tone. From what precedes (7. 556) 
we may fairly infer that this application 

of the name had even received the very 

highest ‘mantic’ sanction. Examples of 

such attention to ‘omens’ are too numer- 
ous to be quoted; see e.g. the Seven 

against Thebes (vv. 362—660). We may 

suppose that, but for this circumstance, 

Orestes would have allowed Pylades to 
remain, as he has remained until now, 

without any notice. Electra, to whom 

he is merely an attendant or follower of 

her brother, was not likely to take inte- 

rest in him, or to ask any questions about 

him. This point is not unimportant, 
because it has been argued that Orestes 

here puts forward Pylades as the sole 

companion of his enterprise: and on this 

ground the text and the plot (see v. 709) 

have been subjected to injurious altera- 

tion. But there is nothing said here 
about the number of Orestes’ company, 

which for his declared purpose must be 

large. He notices Pylades partly because 

he is there, but mainly in order to cite, 

for the encouragement of the others, the 
significance attributed by Apollo to his 

title. —It does not seem likely that Py- 

lades has been visible to the audience 

during the preceding scene, nor perhaps 

is he at this moment. It is enough that 

he is now, if not before, supposed to be 

so placed that Orestes can point him out 

to Electra and the rest.—févos.. Sdpwv : 

‘a Eévos, yes and a dopvéevos to the house’. 

These words, of which no real translation 

is possible, convey a sort of play upon 

the words iévos and dopvtevos, much in 

the spirit of the interpretation put upon 

Pylades. Spear-friend or war-friend pro- 
perly means one bound to another by 

soldiers’ union, a closer bond than ordi- 

nary friendship. Orestes has said that 

he will come to the castle ‘like a Eros’, 
meaning simply ‘disguised as a franeller 
secking entertainment’. Were he adds 

that, if admitted in this character, he 

will prove ‘a very dopitevos’, or ‘fighting 
traveller’, that is to say, in plain words 

he and the rest will be armed and ready 
for fight.—There is no allusion here to 

Strophius or his relation of SopéEeror to 

As will be 

seen in the sequel, Orestes, in his character 

the house of Agamemnon. 

as traveller, does not pretend to have any 

claim, direct or indirect, on the house 

of Clytaemnestra, other than that of an 

obliging messenger. Even Strophius is 

known to him, as he alleges, only by an 

accidental meeting on the road. How- 

ever neither this nor any detailed scheme 

is yet present to his mind. The sketch 

of his project here given (v. 563) differs 

widely from what is eventually executed, 

and is indeed little better than a rhodo- 

montade, flung off under the excitement 

of the foregoing ceremony. This 

crepancy has been made a ground some: 

dis- 

times of censure upon the poet, sometimes 

of textual speculation; but I cannot see 

the matter in this light. 

perfectly natural that Orestes at 

It seems to me 

this 

moment should talk of his purpose in a 

way which shows much more spirit than 

sense; and equally natural that, several 

hours later, his performance should show 

the effects of deliberation. 

dude. 
by those who maintain, in spite of the 

561. Stress is laid upon this 

sequel, that Orestes and Pylades can 

have no assistants. But surely this is a 

most unreasonable severity of constru 

tion. 
that in the performance of the plot the dia 

lect spoken will be Phocian. Orestes men 

tions himself and Pylades as speakers, 

simply because, as he knows, they, being 

The sole point of the sentence is, 

the principal persons, are likely to have 

something to say. As a matter of fact the 

whole business of speaking, so far as we 
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observe it, falls upon Orestes only ; and 

in this very sentence it is evident that he 

rather intends and expects this, for he 

goes on to say that the speakers will 

imitate the tongue of Parnassus. This is 

appropriate to himself, but not (as has 

often been pointed out) to Pylades, who 

spoke it as his native language. Orestes 

uses this expression because it is really 

himself and not Pylades whom he figures 

as the speaker. If it were his purpose 

here to give an exact and full account of 

the intended proceedings, the inference 

based on dud@w might be warranted. But 

he is so far from intending this, that he 

has no very true or clear conception of 

them himself; and his anticipations, so 

far as they go, are chiefly wrong. As to 

the whole number of the party nothing is 

said or suggested until v. 582. The cir- 

cumstances (as we have already said, and 

as will appear more fully hereafter) show 

that the number must necessarily be con- 

siderable. 

olcopev, if correct, must mean ‘we 

shall bring the speech of Parnassus’, 

the language adopted for the purpose of 

deceit being compared to a weapon or 

instrument which might be carried. I 

think this possible ; but joopev (Turn.), 

we shall utter, is perhaps more likely to 

be right.—Conington defends ofcouev by 

the analogy of zz. 579. 

dutyv. This word, which with 

its cognate dvr® signifies regularly a loud 

or shrill sound, a cry, or shriek, is proba- 

bly here intended to mark some known 

peculiarity of pitch or intonation in Pho- 

cian speech. It is not however likely 

that the actor, in the subsequent scene, 

really imitated this. Such imitation 

would scarcely be consistent with the 

562. 

565 

rNéEacr’. 

fact that no attempt is made to represent 

the dialect. The treatment is conven- 

tional, and these details are left, like 

much else, to the imagination. ‘‘It is 

not really a greater violation of dramatic 

illusion to bid the audience suppose that 

Orestes talks like a Phocian, than to tell 

them that the ofxérys (v. 874) talks like a 

servant’, Conington. 

563. Kal 84 ‘‘dramatic particles, lit- 

erally meaning ‘and there’, ‘there now!’, 

‘now then’, etc., used idiomatically when 

a case is put or supposed....So kal 6% dé- 

deypar Lum. 895, Eur. Med. 386, Fel. 

1059” (Sidgwick). These particles are 

normally followed by the indicative per- 

fect. The opt. here indicates that the 

case is likely to happen. ‘‘The ex- 

pression may be regarded as a condensed 

one for kai 6% obris dédextac (ov yap 

déEair’ av, eel kTX.)* wevoduev.” (Peile, 

Conington.) 

564. 8éatro Turnebus. —Saipova 

properly ‘is possessed’, here ‘ preternatu- 

rally confounded and distracted’, by the 

events of the morning and the general 

suspicion and jealousy of the tyrants. 

565. So that some passer-by shall point 

conjecture at the house, saying etc. étrev- 

Kaley Sdpors lit. ‘conjecture at the house’ 

or ‘upon the house’, a phrase modelled 

upon the common émiBddd\ew twl, épié- 

vat, etc. The uncomplimentary conjec- 

ture of the beholder, upon the motive of 

the inhospitable exclusion, is likened as 

it were to a missile. This is the only 

sense which the text admits, and it is (in 

my judgment) both natural and expressive. 

—If Séduos be joined to rapacretxovra, 

the correction déuous (Boissonade) appears 

necessary, notwithstanding Conington’s 

defence of the dative. But the change is 
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566. mwapacrixovra. 

needless and injurious, for whereas é7et- 

xafew, placed as it is, almost demands an 

explanatory object, déuous is superfluous 

and therefore not well placed.—rapa- 

orte(xovra Victorius. It may be remarked 
that this whole scheme of obtaining en- 

trance is very injudiciously conceived, 

not to say absurdly: and it is fortunate 

for the success of the plan that Orestes, 

before the execution, is provided with a 

more rational and promising method. 

In all that follows, down to v. 576, he 

speaks wildly, as it seems to me, or 

to use a plain word, ‘rants’. But I 

am very far from thinking this a defect. 

He is still under the influence of the 

passions which, in the preceding scene, 

have almost carried him out of himself 

(v. 433 foll.). He is a brave man, but at 

the same time furiously sensitive ; and his 

nerves are strung almost to breaking 

point. For the sake of the /a/e it is 

important that we should be made to 

feel this. Nothing is more remarkable, 

in the character-drawing of the play, 

than the contrast between the Orestes of 

this tirade and the cool, masterly per- 

former of the next scene. 
567. mbAqot: probably an_ instru- 

mental dative (Wordsworth, Paley), cf. 

Aristoph. Zccl. 420 jv 5 adrox\yn TH 

Obpa, Vesp. 775 amoxdgoe TH KuyxXAldu.— 

It is not safe to substitute the normal 

form méAacc (Blomfield). The word is 

just of that familiar kind, in which an 
archaic form may well have been long 
retained, and used occasionally or in cer- 

tain connexions (for reasons which we 

Wea. CH. 

épxewy. 569. 

have no means of judging) when it was 

no longer regular. So the locative ‘A@#- 

vyot held its ground even in the fully 

developed language of prose. The lan- 

guage of tragedy abounds with irregulari- 

ties (such as the Doric BaNés, v. 569) of 

which the historical explanation is wholly 

unknown to us; and in all such matters 

we ought, as I think, to accept from 

tradition anything not manifestly im- 

possible. We gain nothing by a change, 

and may be only obscuring a valuable bit 

of evidence. 

569. épxelwy Stanley. 

570. The ‘throne’ 

throne in the open air, before the doors 

of the palace proper, but of course within 

the épxos or wall of the fortress and the 

here meant is a 

&pxecac wUXa. It is the same in fact as 

Ag. Orestes 

supposes the porter to be shamed by the 

taunts of the passer-by into admitting him 

at the gate, whereupon he finds Aegisthus 

the ceuvol Paxa of 524. 

seated before his palace, or, if not, sends 

for him. 
571. podrdy brara: arriving afler- 

wards, i.e. ‘after my coming. Grara 

the antithesis to the 

supposition, that Orestes, on entering the 

place of audience, should find Aegisthus 

already there. —xatd oropa, with o\de, 

Jace to face. 

572. Literally, ‘if he shall say (he 

will be sure to drop his eyes as he speaks) 

—before he can say Whence comes the 

stranger ?, I will strike him dead’ ete. 

If the sentence had proceeded regularly, 

the question (rodards 6 f¢ros) would have 

6 

marks previous 
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depended directly upon épe?: but after 

the parenthesis the arrangement is slightly 

changed, in order (for a reason explained 

below) to bring modamos xr). nearer to 

the following verse.—kal kat’ 6p0adpods 

Badety. Here kal is also: he will accom- 

pany his question with a lowering of his 

eyes.—kaTa...Badety (7.2. KatraBadety): 

the infinitive (or participle) is regular 

with the imperative ic@:.—The perplexity 

of this passage has arisen from the ancient 

but mistaken conjecture Bade? (Robor- 

tello), which makes a text not translat- 

able without further change. The expla- 

nation given above is that of Davies, 

except that, embarrassed by Badet, he 

proposes for kal kar’ 6p0adpuovs Bade? the 

inadmissible and pointless rendering ‘and 

shall cast his eyes down wfon me’. The 

text requires only a correct punctuation. 

Most of the recent editors adopt (with 

Bane?) dpe? (Bamberger) for épe?, translat- 

ing ‘if he shall raise his eyes and drop 

them again, as he certainly will’. But 

surely this cannot be got from the text 

supposed: cd@’ io@ is then in the wrong 

place, and throws the stress not on xata- 

Bader but on dpet. Nor is dpet relevant ; 

it is the falling of the coward’s eyes before 

those of Orestes, which will give him, as 

he scornfully says, the opportunity to 

strike. 

573. avrov: he himself. This pro- 
noun, as I have frequently observed, is 

scarcely ever used by Aeschylus, unless 

an emphasis is intended. This might 

easily appear to be an exception, but is 

not. The difference between mplv airov 

elmetv and mpiv vw elrety or mplv elrety 

(with pronoun supplied) is precisely the 

same as the difference in English between 

‘I struck him dead in the middle of his 

sentence’ and ‘in the middle of Azs ows 

sentence’, a distinction not easy to analyze 

but, in a familiar language, easy to per- 

ceive. 

574. Trodaket meptBarav Xadkedpare. 

See App. I. § 16. 

575—576. Another reminiscence from 

the Agamemnon (vv. 1105 foll., 1185 

foll.). The ‘three draughts’ of the 

Erinnys are the Thyestean feast, the 

murder of Agamemnon, and the coming 

revenge; see the passages cited. For 

the custom of the three libations, the 

third to Zeus Dwrnp, see Ag. 257, 1386, 
where Clytaemnestra calls her third stab 

“Atdov, vexpav LZwrjpos, evKralav xapw. 

Mr Sidgwick observes the omission of 

any distinct reference to the death of 
Clytaemnestra. It is natural that Ores- 

tes, though his resolve to kill his mother, 

as well as her paramour, is formed and 

declared (wv. 434, 548), should avoid the 

subject, when it is not thrust upon him, 

and dwell rather on the revenge which 

suggests no scruple. 

577. ov ovv (cv ofv M, with v’ 

erased): Zogether then etc. The prepo- 

sition, or rather adverb, is right, and 

should not be changed (with Blomfield) 

to viv. It signifies zz union, unitedly, 

and belongs in construction to all the 

clauses following, in which the parts of 

the confederates in the complot (cvvOjKar 

v. 553) are briefly recapitulated. This 

co-operation is the theme of the speech; 

and the summary of it therefore begins 

properly and effectively with the charac- 

teristic word. For illustrations see the 

indices to this play and to the Agamem- 

non, Preposition as adverb. 

ov: Electra. We are prepared, by 

this special assignment to her of ‘the 
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interior’, for the fact, required by the 

stage-economy of the play, that she does 
not appear again. And in truth, accord- 

ing to Greek habits, it would not have 

been possible for a young woman of 
_ dignity to quit her rooms, except by leave, 

without exciting remark and suspicion 

(see Soph. Z/. 328, 526). 

579. €vpnpov: here used without any 
reference to the religious associations 

commonly connected with it: ‘to bring 

a tongue well guarded, both for silence, 
where fitting, and for saying the word in 

season’. The infinitives ovyav and Xé- 

yew are explanatory, and depend on 

eUpnuor. 

581. Tovry is variously referred (1) to 

Hermes or Apollo, supposed to be 

represented by a statue in the scene, 

(2) to Agamemnon (Wecklein), (3) to 

Pylades. It is perhaps not possible to 

decide with certainty upon the existing 

evidence, but I agree with the schol., 
Hermann, Davies, and others, that con- 

sidering the context (3) is the natural sup- 

position. The subject of the whole speech 

is the distribution of parts among the 

confederates present ; we expect therefore 

that Pylades will be mentioned here in 

the conclusion, and should not expect an 

unexplained reference to someone else. 

The reason, which has led some critics 

to reject the prima facie interpretation, 

is that, according to our common notions 

of Pylades, his part in the affair should 

be more active than is indicated by 
éromtedca. But this (see the Introduc- 

tion) is a misconception. With Aeschylus 
the part of Pylades is much rather /o see 
done than fo do; nor does it in fact 

appear that in the murders he takes any 

Other part. ‘And for the rest, my com- 

panion, when I have arranged for the 
contest of arms, will come here to see 

(the execution) ’.—8eipo does not imply 
that the supposed scene of the follow- 
ing transactions is exactly the same as 

the present, the place of the grave. In 

comparison with the undefined place, 
to which Orestes retires for preparation, 
the castle and neighbourhood is all 
‘here’. 

582. Eubnddpovs ayavas. We nee! 

not confine this expression, nor is it 

natural, to the mere killing of Aegisthus 

and Clytaemnestra. Aeschylus has by 

no means forgotten the armed force by 

which, as we see from the close of the 

Agamemnon, the tyrants are defended 

and maintained. 

careful to account for the absence of the 

On the contrary he is 

soldiers at the critical moment (v. 762 

foll.). Plainly therefore we are to suppose 

that some arrangement for dealing with 
them is part of Orestes’ plan; and we 

may assume that in narratives (such as 

that of Stesichorus) this part had been 

fully set forth. But in this play it is 

thrown, as the frame of the piece and 

necessities of the stage require, altogether 

into the background ; and the audience, 

by this vague reference, have leave to hill 

up the story as they please. - 

thus: émorreical po dyGvas dpPuwarrs 

(adrovs) ‘to watch my battle when I have 

It is possible also 

Construct 

properly arranged it’. 

to refer épAdcarr: to robrw: but I think 

this less natural, both from the arrange- 

ment of the words and from the general 

treatment of Pylades in the scene.— 

ép0woovrs Pearson, Wecklein; but this 

change need not be considered if we refer 

rovrw to Pylades.—.xeunt Electra, as if 

to the castle, Orestes and Pylades to- 

6—2 
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583. 

gether, as if to make their preparations. 

As to the Chorus, see note at v. 649. 

583. The ode, which follows, covers 

a large interval of time, from the morning 

to the evening of the day, which is the 

natural hour for the plan (v. 656). It is 

plain that the preparations alluded to in 

the preceding verses could not be hastily 

made; and the poet has in fact given as 

much time as he conveniently could. 

The ode itself is carefully adapted to its 

function as a mere symbolic interlude, 

being in theme and treatment wholly 

non-dramatic. Whether the scenery was 

in any way changed, we cannot positively 

say; but a very simple change would be 

sufficient to suggest what in any case, I 

think, we must suppose, that the tomb 

was at some distance from the palace and 

not in sight of it. It would have been a 

gratuitous improbability to represent the 

preceding ceremony as having taken 

place at the very gates of Aegisthus and 

Clytaemnestra ; nor is there a word in 

any part of the text to require or counte- 

nance this supposition. Nothing would 

be easier than to screen, during the first 

scene, the simple wooden erections, which 

in Aeschylus’ day probably stood for the 

‘palace’, and to remove the screen (and 

perhaps the ‘tomb’) at this point. I 

should myself suppose that something of 

this sort was done. If, in order to do it, 

it was necessary that the Chorus should 

withdraw by the favodos (with Electra), 

that also would be far from disadvan- 

tageous to the effect intended. See further 

at vv. 649, 715. 

583—648. ‘Many are the terrible 

marvels of brute nature (583—591), but 

more marvellous is the daring of man 

and the passion of woman (592—596): 

AIZXYAOY 

oTp. a. 

585 

yap. 

and this passion, when it is seen in 

rebellion against the bond of wedlock, 

surpasses all the terrors both of brute 

nature and human (597—600). Woman’s 

recklessness we see in Althaea sacrificing 

her son, in Scylla sacrificing her father 

(601—620). And if these legends are 

not perfect parallels—for it is another 

crime, the murder of a husband, which 

Orestes is about to avenge—legend and 

language tell us that treason to wedlock 

is the crime of all crimes, most abhorred, 

most surely punished, containing all 

horrors in itself (621—636). Such a 

punishment is now to be seen. Justice 

and Fate forge the sword ; and Vengeance 

leads to the work (637—648)’. 

For the metrical variations between 

strophe and antistrophe, which are few 

and slight, see Appendix II. 

583. ya Schiitz. 

584. Sevd Separov ayy: strange 
and woeful terrors. The gen. is definitive 

or descriptive.—The omission of kal 

(Heath) must apparently be right ; pro- 

bably xae was originally written over 

dewa, or in the margin, by some one who 

objected to dewd deyuatwy and wished to 

suggest the correction xawa (sovel). 

585. aykdAar: the arms or embrace 

of the sea, an expression suggested by 

the curve of the waves, used in Eur. 

fel. 1062 as a mere decoration (see also 

Aristoph. Frogs 704), but here, in con- 

nexion with the ‘ offspring’ of the sea (cf. 

Tpéeper in v. 583), singularly picturesque 

and beautiful—pBpototot. This word, 

which some would omit, is surely in- 

dispensable. Without it dvratwy can 

scarcely be understood. See the anti- 

strophe. 
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595- 

587. mwAdBover, zZ.c. tAAVova are full. 

—Bracrotor: are poured forth, ‘come’ 

or ‘are produced in abundance’. Similar 

metaphors (see av@eiv, Bpvew) are used in 

Greek poetry with peculiar freedom, and 
the rarity of the form BAacre’y should 

protect the word against suspicion.—kal: 

also, too.—meSalxpror: lit. 2 the interval, 

z.é. in the space between heaven and 

earth. This region also produces its 

marvels and terrors. 

588. Aaprdbes meSdopor: “he lights 

of the air; the context shows that comets 

and meteors are specially in view, but 
the sun and stars need not be excluded. 

—meddopo. Stanley, an Aeolic form 

equivalent to peréwpor: oluat wédovpor, iv’ 

70 onuawéopevoy ‘* weréwpor”, corrector 

of M in margin.—No derivation or 

meaning has been discovered for the Ms. 

meddpapo, though it may nevertheless be 

correct. 
589—591. And all that flies or that 

walks the ground can tell that the winds 

too have their hurricane-wrath, lit. ‘can 

tell of the hurricane-wrath also of the 

winds ’.—xdvepdevt’ av (Blomfield): dv 
is necessary, and the masc. dveuodvrwy 

has no construction, though a careless 
reference to alyidwy accounts easily for 

the error.—al (I think) is right, and to 
the point; it has the same force as in 

’ 

m-dauapoe (corr. to mesauapo. m). 

épwras omitted. 
590. Kdveuodvruw. 

v. 587, signifying that in the winds again 

we find a terror.—opdeat: archaic form; 

Attic ppacece, 

593- A€you. As it is possible to supply 

dy from the parallel clause (@pdea: dy) 

preceding, this cannot be counted with 

certainty among the examples of the 

simple optative used in this way (for the 

expression of greater remoteness or 

impossibility) as a variant for the sub- 

junctive, e.g. Soph. Ant. 604 ready, Zed, 

Ovvacw tis brepBacla kardoxa; For a 

thorough discussion of them see Prof. 

Jebb on Soph. O. C. 70. fs 
594- perly tAnpdvwv: ferverse of 

heart, by nature. TNhpwv has its quasi- 

active rather than the strictly 

passive, mzserable. 

of the dative is near to the instrumental, 

cf. v. 602.—{xal], omitted by Klausen, 

has been inserted plainly under the 

misapprehension that the preceding «al 

The metre 

sense, 

In dpecl the sense 

coupled yuvaxay to dvdpés. 

rejects it. 

595. tpwras: inserted by Klausen, 

comparing for the rhetorical repetition 

Soph. At. 1204 épdraw 3, paren drd- 

mavoev, oluor. This at once completes 

the metre (see App. II.) and accounts for 

the defect. 

596. ovvvdpous: dwelling (i<. asso 

ciated) with. 
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597—600. And female passion, vio- 
lently rebelling from the yoke and union 

of the home, surpasses both monsters and 

human kind. J follow Enger (and Weck- 

lein) without hesitation in taking 6pavAlas 

(gen. sing.) in dependence on @Aukparns 

(and dépwros), not as an accusative 

depending on mapavixg: OnduKparijs Epws 

is equivalent to @7\us épws xparay, the 

two elements in the compound having 

their separate force.—dtrépwros, lit. oving 

away from, defined in sense by ouavAlas. 

—As to the form cvf{vyods (from cugvyjs), 

M has ovfvyous: Enger proposes cv{vyou 

(from ovfvyos), but there is no reason why 

archaic Greek should not have wavered 

in the form of the adjective as late Greek 

again did.—xvadddv...Bporav. These 
genitives depend as comparatives on 7apa- 

vikg@, somewhat as in Soph. dz. 1357 
VLKa yap apeTG me THS exOpas mod and 

in the commoner vixdoOat twos fo be in- 

ferior to (Wecklein). The two words are 

taken (see vv. 585, 596) from the pre- 

ceding context, and stand typically for 

the two classes of marvels mentioned 

above, those of brute nature and of the 

human soul. There is a triple ascending 

scale, the terrors of nature, the passions 

of mankind, and a special case surpassing 

all, female passion in revolt against wed- 

lock.—It is not therefore necessary or 

desirable to change Bporéy into some 

word (a7péBwv whirlwinds, Weil) applic- 

able to the first class.—Another view 

makes duauAlas depend on tapavixa, and 

Kv@dddwv...BpoTav on épws, ‘Passion re- 

bels against and conquers the marriage- 

bond, both in the case of animals and of 

mankind’. This is possible in grammar 

(though less adapted to the order of the 

600 

oTp: 6. 

words), and it has been widely held. 

It is however, I think, impossible in 

The traces of a matrimonial bond 

in the animal world are too rare and 

too slight to justify or explain such a 

reference. 

6o1. Vtorw: let him know this, 7.e. 

the truth of the foregoing.—éotts... 

gpovtioww whoso is not light-minded, ‘he 

who can think seriously’: tmémrepos, 

winged, fluttering, is a bold figure for 

Koopos. —Oaels Tav KTA. ‘when he studies 

the deed which’ etc., or ‘instructed by 

the deed which’ etc.—tdv: relative. 

603—610. Althaea, daughter of Thes- 
tios, at the birth of her son Meleager, 

was told by the Fates that he should not 

die until a certain firebrand was con- 

sumed. Accordingly she kept the brand, 

but in revenge for her brothers, slain by 

Meleager, she burnt it (Apollodorus I. 7. 

IO, VIII. 1. 2, Paus. X. 3. 4).—Tav...p1f- 
owato...mpovorav: ‘the fore-knowledge 

which she devised’, z.e. ‘the thing fore- 

known which she deliberately did’.— 

mado-Aupas: chzld-destroying, gen. Tat- 

The accentuation is that of 

Dindorf, for the MS. madodvmas (gen. 

mavdo\vmou), an unlikely if not impossible 

formation.—tvp$ayn tid should not be 
changed (with Hermann) to the hypo- 

thetical and dubiously formed rupdaqrw. 

The addition of twd marks that there is, 

as there is, a special point made by the 

epithet, ‘a fore-knowledge rupdays, as zt 

may be called’, if we are to give, however 

cumbrously, the full and exact meaning: 

mupdars signifies either learnt from fire 

(Sdnu), or of burning fire (datw), and 

the context here (daels—mp—mpévoa) 

suggests to the ear both derivations 

sense. 

doAumaoos. 
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606. k al€otca. 

611. 

609. 
ada 57 Tw’. 

equally. It was from the instruction of 

the brand, as explained by the Fates, 

that Althaea knew the effect of her deed, 

and by the burning of the brand that 

she executed it. The equivocation is 

thoroughly Aeschylean and, however little 

accordant to modern taste, gives a pur- 

pose to the epithet, which it otherwise 

lacks.—For the metre see App. II.—xar- 

aiSovra Canter.—Sadowdv: primarily 

red, the colour of the burning brand, but 

not without a poetical suggestion of the 
meaning murderous.—mardds.. AK’, érrel 

...keAGBSyore: ‘co-aeval with herson since 
he cried on coming from the womb’, i.e. 
from his birth. —8val Canter. —poipoxpayv- 

tov Canter. so.pdxpavTos (see reading of 

M) was probably first brought in by some 

one who took it fora gen. case agreeing 

with Biov. After és M has an erasure, but 

the word is supplied by the schol. (rd dia 

Blov popbxpayrov 7juap).—ttpperpov Tw 

madi: and sharing his space (of time) 

through life to the destined day. 

611. d&ddAav 8 tore Hermann. ‘Le- 

gend offers another example to our hatred’, 

lit. ‘there is another whom in story we 

may hate’. torw: éteorw, licet. This 

is perhaps better than @\\av def rw’ 
(Turn.), though not satisfactory. 

615 
a 

610. otpoxpayrog 3’. 

615. “O17. 

612. 

613. 

induced by an enemy to destroy’ (Wel- 
lauer). The interpretation ‘destroyed by 

For the metre see App. II. 

éx8pav imal.. droderev: ‘was 

means of an enemy’ is possible in gram- 

mar, but would be expressed rather by 

6ia, and does not accord with the facts 

of the story.—Nisus, king of Megara, 

had a lock of hair, upon which his life 

depended. Minos of Crete, besieging 

Megara, induced Scylla, the daughter of 

Nisus (by the gift of a gold necklace, 

according to Aeschylus), to cut the lock 

from her father while he slept.—irép 

(Porson and others) gives a simpler sense 

but does not seem necessary. 

615...tempted and won by the golden 

necklace that Minos gave, lit. ‘yielding 

to the golden-subduing necklace’, ypv- 

ceodpytatot from xpuceodurys, ‘golden 

and subduing’, the compound standing 

simply for the two epithets, cf. @n\veparss 

(v. 597), mupdays (v. 605) etc. The 

second epithet refers to the irresistible 

force of the temptation. I suggest this 

correction of the MS. ypuceoduijrowuw as 

accounting obviously for the error, and 

giving a point and purpose to the word. 

Xpuceokunroww (or xputoxuyracu) gold- 

wrought, Hermann and others; but this 
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is objectionable, as not well accounting 

for the MS.: xpuceodunroowy itself is ob- 

jectionable for its form, as there is neither 

proof nor likelihood that the stem éayu- 

could signify working in metal. 

618. dmpoBovAws tvéovTa...... Umve: 

breathing in unguarded sleep. The at- 

tachment of the adverb to tmvéovta is 

much more natural in Greek than it 

would be in English, from the fact that 

Tvelv, veda, etc. were in Greek common 

figures for feelings and conditions of mind. 

Of course tvéovta has also its literal 

sense.—z7rvelovra Heath for metre. See 

App. IL. 

620. pu. Cf. Theb. 440.—And so 

flermes took him, i.e. ‘he died in spite of 

his immortal hair’ (Sidgwick). ‘Eppajs, 

0 @avaros (schol.), z.c. Hermes x@évios or 

wWuxomoumos, who takes souls to the lower 

world. Wecklein cites the use of kiyavw 

in Homer, //. 22. 436 viv at Oavaros Kal 

Moipa Kixdve, 2b. 303 viv atTé we polpa 

KLXGVEL. 

621. éme8’...dkalpws 8€. But since 

the ungentle feats, which I have cited, 

jit not the present purpose,.... The sen- 

tence is compressed, and in the full form 

of prose would run érepynoduny pev 

awerixwy mover, dkalpws 5° émeuynodunv: 

indeed wév was actually inserted in the 

text by some commentator who rightly 

understood the meaning, and a trace of 

it remains in the MS. reading émeuvjocapev 

or émeuvdoapev (€repvynoapnvy Heath).— 

The previous discourse on the monstrous 

effects of passion, and of female passion 

in particular, is pointed of course at 

Clytaemnestra and Aegisthus. The crimes 

of Althaea and Scylla are so far similar 

that they are duetdrxor mévor: they show 

to what extremes of cruelty women may 

be carried by the feeling of the moment. 

But they are nevertheless ‘inopportunely 

cited’, and not to the present purpose, 

inasmuch as they lack the essential fea- 

tures of the case, the adultery and the 

domestic treason. They were not done 

(not even the crime of Scylla, as Aeschy- 

lus tells the story) for love, nor against a 

husband. And they are also inadequate 

in this, that being acts of women, they 

do not cover the part of Aegisthus, upon 

which Orestes, for obvious reasons, has 

laid special and almost exclusive stress. 

—The expected sequel to this émel x72. 

(Z will cite a better imstance) is given 

substantially in vv. 629g—636 (where the 

sentence is resumed with an ‘apodotic’ 

6é); and it is there further shown that in 

a certain sense the preceding examples, 

and all other examples of crime, are 

really relevant. The intervening paren- 

thesis (vv. 622—628) explains dkalpws S€ 

by marking the distinctive points in the 

present case, vz. (1) the adultery, (2) 

that the victim was the husband, (3) that 

one principal object of vengeance is the 

paramour. Points (2) and (3) are, for a 

further purpose, combined in one anti- 

thetic sentence.—See further App. I. 

§ 17. 

622—623. amrevxeTov is predicate; 

supply éorly. Lt ts from a horrible 

‘wedlock’ that the house prays to be de- 

livered. The curious word yaprAevpa 
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seems to parody the honourable name of 

duos, and was perhaps invented for the 

purpose. 

624—628. And it ts a man (husband), 

aman and a soldier, against whom thou 

pursuest a plot of woman’s cunning, imi- 

tating indeed thine adversary, but (there- 

by) showing respect to that hearth without 

Jire, his cowardly womanish temper. 

This sentence, though by no means 

complicated in construction, and in the 

main sense sufficiently simple, cannot be 

rendered into English exactly and at the 

same time adequately; partly because the 

form is essentially Greek, and only pos- 

sible to a language having inflexions, but 

chiefly because English does not repro- 

duce the double sense (wan, husband) of 

avnp. The avyp of the sentence is Ae- 

gisthus, and the plot that of Orestes; 
but an ironical parallel is suggested be- 

tween Aegisthus and his victim, in 

order to mark that in attacking him by 

treachery and with the aid of women, 

not as man against man, Orestes is using 

him as well as he merits. Orestes himself 
makes a like point in vv. 554—556, and 

see Ag. 1625 foll., 1643 foll., where the 
reproach here suggested (yuvatkofovAous, 

yuvaixelav) is put upon Aegisthus in ex- 
press terms. The point is material here, 

as it helps to bring Aegisthus as well as 

Clytaemnestra within the application of 
the ‘Lemnian’ story afterwards alleged. 
—yvvaikoBovdous pytiSas...ém’ avBpl... 
tBas, inc. éwéBas: thou hast assailed a 

man with a plot, etc. The acc. is the 

common quasi-cognate or ‘inner’ accu- 

sative. For émiBaivew rwi in this sense 

see L. and Sc, s. v.—revyerpdpw. Ae- 

Ontos émixérw céBas. 

gisthus, like Agamemnon, is ‘a man of 

arms’ (wv. 764, 765), though in another 

sense.—tn’ dvBpl...ém’ dvBpl: the repe- 
tition enforces the irony of the appellation. 

—Byors éraxérws: in the adversary’s 
JSashion, otrws ws rots Sjos éréoiwe, ‘in a 

way proper to the adversary’. For the 

dependence of dyos on the adverb ef. 

Pirws éuol, ditws warpl rdug ‘in a way 

agreeable to me, to my father’ (Ag. 191), 

Kah@s xelvy, inf. 735, etc., and the similar 

genitives with dflws (in a manner worthy 

of) etc. The plural (Syos) may be in- 

tended tacitly to include Clytaemnestra, 

but would be admissible and proper, even 

if applied to Aegisthus alone, since it is a 

generic, not personal, description, ‘the ad- 

versary’ (cf. rots xuplow: inf. 685).—There 

is in this dyjots érecxérws, spoken by the 

supporters of Orestes, something of con- 

cession and apology, which becomes even 

more clear when we note, that (as appears 

from the following antithetic rlaw 34) the 

words are intended to have 

tone as if the poet had written dou per 
émexérws. The truth is, and Aeschylus 

evidently felt, that the plan of Orestes 

does need all the 

character of his enemy can give him, 

The Greek standard of fair dealing was 

not high; but by the time of Aeschylus, 

the same 

excuses Which the 

who (it must be remembered) has to make 

the best of a story imposed by tradition, 

it would certainly have been thought 

that treachery could hardly go deeper 

and lower than in practising upon the 
The 

original inventors of the legend would 

probably have felt far 

Sophocles is careful to throw on the 

sacred obligation of hospitality. 

less scruple 
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divine command the responsibility for the 

use of treachery; and indeed he has so 

handled the story as to diminish the 

weight of the objection. Euripides, who 

approached the legend as a critic and 

destroyer, has of course no difficulty; he 

leaves it to be understood that Orestes was 

unscrupulous, and generally condemned 

by honest people.—éBas: Engl. perfect 

(chou hast assailed). For the anonymous 

apostrophe to Orestes, which in the situa- 

tion is perfectly clear, compare the 

anonymous reference to him in v. 864, 

ée he (Orestes) shall win.—tlov 8é 

xT\. The antithesis is to djous €reckéTws. 

The plot of Orestes is (it is true) in itself 

fit rather for Aegisthus, but in this 

Orestes pays a proper compliment to the 

genius of his opponent. To meet a 

man at his own game, with his own 

weapons, is (in an ordinary case) to show 

respect for the art which he practises: 

the application of the term to the case of 

meeting a traitor with treachery is of 

course bitterly ironical—To omit 8 

would make a simpler construction in 

appearance, but in reality would obscure 

and injure the meaning.—aéppavrov 

éotiav Sépwv. I take this phrase to be 

purely metaphorical. So taken, it is 

obscure indeed, but not, I think, by any 

means unintelligible. Unless we resort 

to emendation, which has not proved 

efficient, we plainly must identify the 

Jjireless or warmthless hearth with the 

Spiritless temper. Since warmth is a 

natural and known figure for courage, 

spirit (e.g. Soph. Azz. 88), the simile was 

ready to hand; and it expresses the 

intended contempt. éotla Sdpwv is to 

be taken as one compound phrase, hozse- 

67 moet. 

hearth, not distinguishable in meaning 

from éorla.—aixpav: see Ag. 489.—On 

the whole preceding passage see further 

App. I. § 17. 

629. The sentence is resumed from 

v. 622, see note there.—té Arpvov 
(kaxév): the crime of the women of 

Lemnos, who murdered their husbands : 

they afterwards wedded with the Argo- 

nauts. See Pind. Pyth. 4. 252 plyev 

(the Argonauts) Aamyidv dOver yuvarkdv 

avdpopivwv. This example, unlike those 

of Althaea and Scylla, is precisely to the 

point, except that, since the Argonauts 

were not accomplices in the murder of 

the husbands, the parallel does not ex- 

tend to Aegisthus, a defect which has 

been anticipated by the insinuation, that 

such a ‘man’ as Aegisthus may count for 

a woman.—tpeoBeverat...... Ady: vanks 

Jirst in story. 

630—632. ‘And as often as a deed of 

horror is lamented, some one cites again 

for parallel the crime of Lemnos’. Lite- 

rally ‘one particular horror (suppose) 

happens to be lamented; some one com- 

pares that crime’ etc. The two proposi- 

tions are co-ordinated in the older ‘para- 

tactic’ fashion of Homer, whereas in the 

later ‘periodic’ style the first would be 

subordinate. For 8x zow, which marks 

that the statement is put as a hypothesis, 

compare the familiar use of kai 67, szp. 

563.—8y mod’ év Enger, for 6) roe. I 
consider this reading certain; & is re- 

quired to explain av in the following 

clause, the point being that for each 

single instance of crime, ‘the crime of 

crimes’ is cited again. 69 mode (2c. 67 

mo@ ei) was probably substituted delibe- 

rately by a reader who saw that the clause 
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was in fact hypothetic, and thought it 
necessary to introduce a regular hypo- 

thetic conjunction.—ykacev: ‘gnomic’ 
aorist, of that which is done habitually. 

—Portus, Hermann, and others read a 

for av, but ad is proper to the point, and 

qKkacev av (was wont to compare) would 

refer only to the past (Sidgwick). A 

schol. has efxoviceé ris: but the authors 

of the schol. are so careless of syntax 

that no inference in favour of av can be 

founded on this.—For the proverbial use 
of the ‘Lemnian crime’ the commen- 
tators cite Herod. 6. 138 vevdumora ava 

Thy Edda 7a oxETALA Epya TavTa Ajuvia 

kahéecGat. 

633. Qeoorvyytw axe: decause of the 

gods’ detestation of that woeful deed, lit. 

“because the sorrowful deed is god- 

detested’. The case is a causal ‘dative- 
absolute’; see Agamemnon, App. Z.— 

axe: woeful thing, cf. axn in v. 584, and 

note yodra in v. 630. Con. rightly 

defends aye against the conjecture dye. 
634... their race perishes with dis- 

honour from among mankind. Bpotayv 

depends (as a privative or ablative) upon 

aripwbty olxerat, equivalent in sense to 
éfé\wrev, e£€POapra. It is also sug- 

gested that the general hate has caused 

the destruction of the race. This is sub- 
stantially the explanation of Heath (and 

Conington), and is clearly right.—yévos: 
7d T&v Anuyidiwy schol. It is, I think, 

probable that this refers to some parti- 

cular fact or facts. The royal family of 

Cyrene, for example, the Battiadae, traced 

their descent to one of the Lemniades 

(Pind. Pyth. 4. 254): and it must be to 

the fall of some such house that Aes- 
chylus alludes, probably to that of the 
Battiadae themselves. The last prince 

orp. 6. 

of this house, Arcesilas IV., was reigning 

in 460 B.C., after which no more is known 

of him. His heir, and perhaps he him- 

self also, was murdered and the royalty 

abolished, but the date of these events 

is not known. He was a cruel tyrant 

(see the commentaries on Pind. Pyté. 4), 

and Athenian sympathy must have been 

entirely with his mutinous subjects, espe- 

cially as the family had 

When the Ores/ea was written their over- 

throw, if it had not happened, must have 

been eagerly expected; and either con- 

* medized '. 

dition would account for the language of 

the poet. The bearing of it upon the 

play is that the fall of the adulterous 

tyranny will be universally welcome (cf. 

v. 53): but in truth the remark is not 

here particularly necessary, and is brought 

in rather for the sake of the side-glance 

at history. 

636. 

ed?’ lit. ‘Which of these (cases) have I 

not good right to bring into the collec- 

‘Are not all my examples need- 

tion?’ or, as Conington puts it ‘add to 

the heap’. 

and Aegisthus seems as it were the sum 

The crime of Clytaemnestra 

of all possible crimes, so that, as every 

horror is likened to that of Lemnos, each 

and any may be alleged in illustration of 

this. 

dxalpws dé (7. 622). 

637. That sword is now approaching 

the heart, to strike with help of Fustice a 

piercing stroke of its heen point, +8 

tos: the sword of divine and human 

633—635).—@yxt 
mAevpovey is in effect an adjective to 

Ei@os, 
heart’. 

these words with ovrg, and thus force 

them to the meaning ‘a¢’ or ‘fo the heart’. 

To this extent then we retract our 

vengeance on sin (ve. 

‘that sword, a sword near the 

There is no reason to connect 
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638. codra. 642. 

The sword has not yet struck: ottq@ is 

the inceptive present, ‘it goes to wound, 

is about to wound’.—ovrg@ Hermann, 

covra M, by accidental repetition of the 

preceding o. 

639—642. TO pry...Beptoras. This 
is not right, but had best remain un- 

touched. The suggested restorations (in- 

cluding my own previous attempts) in- 

volve too much change to be worth 

consideration. If we were sure of the 

metre, something might be said for this: 

TO uy Oéuts yap od | AaE 7édov TaTovpuerv 

ov | 70 mav Aids, | céBas mapexBavres ov 

Oemorws* | Aixas 5° épeiderae kt. ‘For 

when, quitting lawful reverence, we tread 

forbidden ground, it is not all God’s 

ground which our proud feet trample. 

No! There is ground for Justice to set 

her anvil on; Fate, the smith, is then 

forging the sword’ etc. The first sen- 

tence expanded and asranged in prose 

form could run thus: 7d yap uy Oémus 

(1édov) AAE tratoduev ovK Ov TO Trav Ards 

médov. The quaintness of the thought is 

by no means an objection; and the free- 

dom taken in placing the negative is but 

a slight extension of the liberty common 

in the poets, e.g. Soph. O. 7. 1391 Th w 

adeulctwo (a changed to ov). 644. 

mat tat, Ovpas akovooy épkeias KTUTOV.— 
650 

T pOTXANKEVEL. 

od AaBav éxrewas evOUs; for Ti we NaBor 

ovzx éktrewas; This explanation has at 

least the merit of giving some point and 

meaning to 76 may, and showing a con- 

nexion between this strophe and the next ; 

neither of which requirements is satisfied 

by any other that I have seen. But the 

antistrophe offers some evidence, though 

faint and uncertain, that v. 639 is too 

long by an iambus. If that is so, this 

verse has been patched up deliberately, 

and there is practically no base or limit 

for conjecture. : 

645—649 are hopeless. The schol. has 

émrevopéper dé Tots olkots TéKvovy mahawy 

6 éort, Tire. 6 débvos aor 

gévov, which suggests that for diwace and 

dwudtrwy some one read (or wished to 

But even with 

these corrections, of which déuos at any 

rate is extremely uncertain, we are far 

from a conclusion: 7éxvoy is ill-placed, 

since it does not refer to what precedes, 

and the explaining aiuarwy is remote ; 

aiwaTov, 

read) déduors and aiuarwr. 

émecopepe. is not suitable; rewe utoos 

will not construe, and rivew uioos (a com- 

mon reading), though it looks better, 

ought not to pass; lastly, as applied to 

’"Epwis neither xkAu77 nor xpdvm K\UTH 
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seems intelligible, without some aid which 

_ the context at present refuses. The gen- 
eral meaning, as all are agreed, must be 

that the Avenger carries out the work of 

punishment, which Justice and Fate pre- 

pare. My own suspicion is that the text 

contained some part of éreappetv (to let 

in at a door), a word which the copyists 

regularly confuse with ¢épev, and that 

the child of the house whom the Erinys /ets 
in is Orestes, who now comes knocking at 

the gate of it. But the words have been 

destroyed, which is the more vexatious, as 

vu. 643—644 are singularly magnificent. 

649—714. This scene is supposed to 

take place before the main outer gate of 

the fortress, here for the third time (see 

vv. 559, 569) distinguished by the epithet 
Epxetos (gate of the wall or precinct). If 

there was one permanent background for 

the whole play, and this background had 
(like the normal background ultimately 

adopted for tragedy) three doors, the 

€pxecat mUNac would no doubt be figured 

by the central door. But it is to be care- 

fully remembered that we know nothing 

for certain of Aeschylean scenery, neither 

how much there was, nor how it was set, 

nor how (if at all) it was changed.—Ores- 

teswith Pylades and atrain of companions, 

pretending to be merchant-travellers, enter, 

or have entered during the preceding ode. 

A curious and not unimportant question 

arises here as to the persons by whom 

this ode is sung. It is commonly assumed 

that the singers are the maid-servants, 

who are awaiting Orestes at the gate. 

But the ode contains no proof of this, 
nor any indication even of the sex of the 

performers. The strong denunciation of 

women (vv. 596—600 and fassim) is 

rather more appropriate to men. Both 

the other plays of the trilogy had a 

Second Chorus; and we shall see other 

indications hereafter that, as would natu- 

rally be expected, the full resources of 

the company were used in this play also. 

Now it is, I think, certainly remarkable, 

if we suppose the maid-servants, confede- 

rates of Orestes, to be found here present 
by Orestes, that he takes not even so 

much notice of them as to exchange a 

word before proceeding to the execution 

of the common design. Should we not 
suppose the course of performance to 

be this? The maid-servants leave the 

scene with Electra at v. 582, by one of 

the farodoz or side-entrances, as if return- 

ing to the castle. 

depart by the other. The scene is then 

empty, the break (and changed scenery ?) 

assisting (like that at v. 933) to represent 

the supposed lapse of time. The com- 

panions of Orestes, or some of them, 

then enter and sing the ode, the rest of 

the train entering after it is sung, or 

towards Then 

Orestes advances to the gate and the 

scene proceeds. The maid-servants, of 

whose presence there is no trace until 

v. 715, enter there (see note). 

carefully the scene is considered, the more, 

I think, it will appear that this is the 

natural conclusion from the text. In 

particular, there is then no reason why 

Orestes should speak to the chorus, 

being persons with whom he has come. 

That any dramatist would have made the 

Orestes and Pylades 

the conclusion of it. 

The more 

scene commence as it does, if the chorus 

are supposed to have been awaiting Ores- 

tes for a long time before, is not easy to 

believe without positive proof. See also 

note on v. 694. 

649. wat wat: Slave, ho! the usual 

formula, see Aristoph. Birds 57, Acharn. 

396, Clouds 132. 

651. ‘For the third time I bid that 

some one come to the door’, lit. ‘summon 

a coming-forth from the house’. tptrov 

768¢ belongs strictly not to é«r¢paya but 

to xah@ éxwépaua. Cf. Herod. s. 76 ré- 

raprov 5} Tobro éxi riw ‘Arruchy drixduort 

having come this fourth time to Attica 

(Wordsworth, Conington). 
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652. ‘if it remains a hospitable house 

in Aegisthus’ hands’, ¢.e. under his man- 

agement. Atylo@ov dial: cf. sup. 639 

dial Alxas wth the ard or permission of 

Fusticée, Ag. 455 dNdorplas dial yuvaikds 

because of another's wife. These archaic 

phrases, none of which accords exactly 

with the classical use of 6ud, support 

one another, and may be illustrated by 

the Latin fer. Thus we might translate 

here ‘si per Aegisthum licet esse pudoke- 

vois’.—Con., Sidgwick and others rightly 

defend the text. The objection to the 

form dvai for dcé as ‘unnecessary’ is mis- 

conceived. Both the form and syntax 

are archaic and agree with each other. — 

Note that éorly zs 7ow has an emphasis: 

the present tense (zs 7zow) is opposed to 

the past, as in v. 512 to the future. The 

question is whether, under Aegisthus, the 

house maintains its reputation. 

653. OlIkérns Turnebus. 

2. elev, dkovw, as in Aristoph. 

Peace 663. The metrical irregularity is 

excused by necessity, as the formula will 

not otherwise come into the verse. Whe- 

ther the gate-keeper comes out or answers 

from within does not appear. Three actors 

are employed in this scene—Orestes, 

the Porter, Clytaemnestra. Pylades has 

no part. 

657. peOvévar: s/zp anchor. A prose- 
writer, keeping the common phrase, would 

have said ka@cévac drop: but it is not ne- 

cessary (with Dindorf) to substitute this. 

658. Soporor...E€vwv: ‘a house of gen- 
eral reception for strangers’ z.e. an inn. 

He pretends to suppose that they will 

not be received at the palace. It is of 

course essential to his purpose that he 

should not betray any anxiety to obtain 

admission. See v. 696 foll. 

659. This is the message, given, after 

the parenthesis, in direct form, instead of 

in dependence upon dyye\\e.—B8opdtov 

teXeropos: person having authority or 

office (réNos) 22 the house. 

660—663. ‘And let it be the husband 

that comes; for the wife is without au- 

thority, and one can speak more freely to 

aman’. The meaning is expressed with 

a certain colloquial looseness and com- 

pression, but without any real obscurity. 

Orestes, who for obvious reasons wishes 

to dispose first of the captain of the 

soldiers, desires to bring out Aegisthus, 

but to do this without showing a sus- 

picious particularity. Accordingly he 

asks first for ‘one of the authorities’ in 

the house, and then suggests that the 

husband would be preferable. For this 

he gives, or rather hints, ¢wo reasons, (1) 

that his news requires a decision (see v. 

679), which the wife, as subordinate, will 

not be competent to give, and (2) that it 
is painful news, and therefore can with 
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less embarrassment be delivered to a man. 

—yvvy tT dmrapxds (€ort) : and the wife is 

without authority, or more strictly de- 

prived of her authority, which merges in 

that of her husband. The phrase was 

probably conventional. Here, as in Ag. 

1226, the proper interpretation of dmap- 

Xos removes all difficulty. The privative 

sense is the only one which the word will 

bear. The conjectures (ré7apxos, 7 

Erapxos, dvdpa 5’, etc.) are unnecessary 

and injure the sense.—Note that te...re 

are not correspondent. The first re sub- 

joins the whole remark (yuv7...réxuap) to 

the general description tis reXecpépos: 

the second re (and moreover) couples the 

second point in the remark to the first 

point.—dySpa tr’ (é\deiv) evarperréotepov 

(éorw): the construction is to be com- 

pleted from the context.—al8as yap x7X.: 

‘For (if you have a man to speak to) a 

delicacy in the thing said does not force 

you to veil your language: man to man 
speaks boldly, and shows his proof with- 

out disguise ’.—al8ds...év Aex Petoy : to be 

taken together in the sense of aldws év rots 

AexGetow ova, z.e. a quality in the matter 

such that one feels a delicacy in com- 

municating it. Orestes implies that his 

present message is of this kind.—The 

schol. év rais mpds yuvatkas duidlats (duol- 

ais M, corr. by Victorius) does not seem 

to give any support to Aécxatow, the con- 

jecture of Emperius for Nex@etow. It is 
as applicable to the one word as to the 

other, that is, it is equally wrong in both 

cases. The annotator escapes from the 

difficulty, in which he thus lands himself, 
by remarking that ‘‘the negative ov is re- 

dundant”. The word Aécx7 is scarcely 

appropriate; and the use of the participle 

as substantive without the article (Aey- 

Oévra for ra dexGév7a) is common in 

Aeschylus. So also is the attachment of 

a compound phrase, such as év \exbeies, 

directly to a noun by way of adjective. 

The 
note is probably due to misunderstanding 

The text is not liable to suspicion. 

of an older commentator. —érapylpovs : 

properly an epithet of eyes obscured by 

cataract: oxorewovs, d3d trav wepl roils 

dp0arpovs Aevxwudrwy schol. The appli- 

cation of the simile to veiled language is 

singularly apt and expressive.—ovx...r(- 

Onow: lit. ‘does not make language 

veiled’, 7.2, ‘compel it to be veiled’. 

664. 

matic wit, that in obedience to Orestes’ 

It is an admirable stroke of dra- 

requisition the servant quietly and as a 

matter of course brings out Clytaemnestra, 

who, notwithstanding her decorous dis- 

claimer (v. 712), is in fact the dynp redec- 

Pépos of the castle. 

(v. 708), and probably with guards. 

664—669. 

tra appears we have the terrible dramatic 

She comes attended 

‘*The moment Clytaemnes- 

irony of the Agamemnon again...the 

‘things that befit this house’, ‘the bath’, 

‘the presence of honest eyes’”’, all which 

phrases, simple as they are, remind us 

with extraordinary skill of the death of 

Agamemnon. ‘‘Even the natural words 

dvépav...ols kowwcouer touch the thought 

again of her adultery”. (Sidgwick.) 

666. @edxtnpla Wakefield; @c\eripa 

M. The adj. governs the gen. rérwr, 

668. 8’ dddo «rh. 

Orestes has implied that such is the case, 

—fovdtdrepov: reyguiring consideration. 

The comparative merely serves to con- 

with simple 

The message of 

trast matter of business 

entertainment. 
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671. 

670. Aavrteds: of Daulis or Daulia, 

a town in Phocis between Orchomenus 

and Delphi. Since Strophius (according 

to Soph. £7. 180) belonged to Crisa (part 

of Delphi), the scene of the supposed 

meeting here narrated seems to be laid at 

the same junction of roads which in the 

Oedipus Tyrannus (733) is the meeting- 

place of Laius and Oedipus, ox0T7} 8 

600s és Taito Aehpdv Kad AavNlas aye 

(Wecklein). 

671. oixela Turnebus.—And as J was 

on my way to Argos, conveying a freight 

upon my own proper account...avtspop- 

tov oikela, oayn, lit. ‘self-freighted with 

package of my own’, signifies, as the 

context shows, that he was travelling wth 

goods upon his own business (ér’ ibla 

mparywareia schol.),that he had undertaken 

the journey as a merchant, and not for 

the express purpose of bringing the mes- 

sage of Strophius. The assumption of 

this character is natural, as free from 

suspicion, and serves to account for his 

train, who are a caravan of merchants 

travelling with him in the usual way, 

with servants etc. to carry the ostensible 

goods (v. 709).—Some suppose the mean- 

ing to be that Orestes (and Pylades) actu- 

ally carries his own pack. I have dis- 

cussed this view, which seems to me on 

every ground impossible, in the note to 

v. 709. Here it is sufficient to say that 

the words at any rate do not necessarily 

mean this: a’répopros is an indetermi- 

nate word, which will take its sense from 

the context: the gloss of Hesychius, avré- 

gpoprot* avrodtdkovor (being one’s own ser- 

vant), Kuplws dé of év rots idlors mXotors 

(freighting one’s own ship), LogpoxNijs 

Ovéory Zxvwviy, gives two of many pos- 

sible senses, none more xkUpioy than an- 

other. Neither of the two is that of Aes- 

olka. 

chylus here, nor does Hesychius refer to 

this passage, as appears from the plural 

form avrégopro.. 

672. 

parted off in this direction, literally, 

‘when I disjoined feet (steps) hitherward’, 

z.€. at the junction of the roads, where 

Orestes’ way (to Argos) separated from 

that of Strophius (to Crisa). This tem- 

poral clause is attached to efze (not to 

cuuBarov), for the phrase amefiyny 6- 

. 8as is natural only if the pair had jour- 

neyed for a time together. The supposed 

facts, which are narrated with a studied 

carelessness, are these: between Daulis 

and the junction of roads Orestes fell in 

with Strophius ; they went on together to 

the junction, exchanging information (vv. 

674—675) about their names, destinations 

etc.; when they separated (or uacoupled, 

as the poet puts it, amefvynoav éddas) 

Strophius gave the message. The men- 

tion of the parting before the meeting 

belongs to the same affectation of collo- 

quial negligence as the abrupt insertion 

of v. 675, and the loose ‘provisional’ ac- 

cusative orelyovra, which, as the sentence 

eventually proceeds, has no exact con- 

So in v. 677 Tods TexdvTas 

precedes the explanatory ’Opéorny.—A 

totally different explanation of do-vmep... 

moSas is given bya schol., rijs od00 (77s 

ddouTropias) dmédvoa, emi te Eevic Ofvar rap’ 

struction. 

buiv. €k weTapopas T&v amoNvouevwv TOU 

fvyod immayv kal ert pdrvnv opywvTov. 

According to this, drefuynv médas ‘I have 

unyoked my feet’ means ‘I have brought 

my journey to a close’, and womep means 

not ‘when’ but ‘as’, 7 accordance with 
which intention I have now ended my 

journey here. This is accepted by Paley 

and Conington (and doubtfully by Sidg- 

wick). I therefore mention it, though I 

domep...1d8as: just when TL 
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. A ‘ > a _% ° \ , ha ayvas Tpos ayvaT’ eime cuuBaddv avnp, 
eEtatopnaas Kal cadnvicas obbv,— 
Xrpopios 0 Pwxevs: revOouar yap ev \oyo— 
eveimep dAdws, @ Eév’, eis “Apyos Kiets, 

\ \ Ld 

TMpos TOvS TEKOVTAaS TraVvdikws mEeuVNLEVOS 
teOveat 'Opeatny eirré, pndauas abn. 
elt odv Komivey SoEa vixnoe pirwr, 

VT ae 3 4 ? \ a > \ , 
€l\T OUY [MeTOLKOY, Els TO TAY ae EEvoOr, 680 

, > \ , , ’ 
Oarrew, ehetpas Tacde TOpOmevoov Tarw. 
vov yap NEBnTos yarKéou TAEVPOLaTA 

do not think it right. We may object (1) 

the want of point in the remark, (2) the 

strange metaphor, and (3) above all the 

inappropriateness in the present situation. 

Orestes otrw mrodas améfeuxrat in the sense 

thus attributed to rédas drofuyjvac. 

673. adyvas...d80v: a stranger who 
had fallen in with me and had asked my 

road and told me his. 

675.  Lrpddros. 
tion. 

676. dddws otherwise, t.e. in any case, 
without my commission. 

679—680. lr’ ovv...eir’ otv. The 
first oby joins this whule period (679—68 1) 
to the preceding. The second otv is 
that often added in second alternatives 

‘or whether ¢hex (for they may prefer 
that)’; see Soph. PAz/. 345. 

681. eherpas tacSe: commands ac- 
cordingly.—mép®pevoov: bring across 

(over sea). The word is not used (it is 

doubtful whether it could be used) simply 

for éring. Strophius and the merchant 

had exchanged information as to their 

routes (v. 674). Strophius (we now see) 

had told the merchant that he was going 

to Crisa (his home); and the merchant 

had told Strophius that he was going on 

a round of trade, which would take him 

(evidently not through Crisa, and pre- 
sumably by the Isthmus) to Argos, and 

bring him back to Daulis across the 

gulf, i.e. by Cirrha, Crisa, and Delphi. 
Naturally, travelling for trade, he would 

v. 4. CH. 

See the Introduc- 

return by a different way. This gave 

Strophius the opportunity to ask that he 

would bring the reply, a request which it 

would have been absurd to make of a 

stranger, if it would take him out of his 

road. Nothing could illustrate more 

strongly than this passage, how frankly 

and fully Aeschylus depended upon fore- 

knowledge of the story on the part of his 

audience. This whole narrative is un- 

intelligible, unless it is known that 

Strophius (according to the legend) lived 

at Crisa. Yet Aeschylus does not mention 

this ; and it is merely because Sophocles 

chose to retain the fact in his version, 

that we happen to be acquainted with it. 

Moreover the curt loose style of the 

narration, though perfectly natural in 

real life, and perfectly intelligible to a 

Clytaemnestra personally acquainted with 

the circumstances presumed, could never 

be followed by an audience, unless they 

were in fact previously informed. 

682. 

so far is to have him properly lamented 

and burnt.—KexAavpévov. It is not 

strange that Pearson wished to substitute 

kexauuévov: for KexAavpévov, though it 

vuv yap: all that has been done 

signifies merely the regular and ceremonial 

performance of mourning, jars with the 

off-hand, casual behaviour attributed to 

Strophius in the whole transaction, But 

this is intentional; see the Introduction. 

It is carefully intimated (wv. 677, 684) 

that ‘the merchant’ is merely a faithful 

7 
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amrodov KéKevOev avdpos ev KEexNavpévou. 
nw? ’ / 7 

TOOAUT AKOVOAS ELTTOV. 
> \ , 

et O€ TUyYaVM 
a / , 

TOlS- KUPLOLOL KaL TrPOTHKOVELW EYoU 685 
oe , 

ovK olda, Tov TexovTa 8 ElKOS ELdévat. 

KA. 
v3 / ’ v > lal e tf 

ol "yo, KaT aKpas évTrast ws TropOovpeda. 

@ dvoTradacte THOVSe SwmaTwY apa, 
{ / ,’ > lal ’ x 5 , 

@S$ TOAN eTwTrais, KaKTOOwY Ev KELMLEVA, 

reporter. The words are given as those 

of Strophius, and the tone of them illus- 

trates his supposed feelings and character. 

684. tTowavt’ dkotoas elov: That is 

all that I was told. 

much and no more’. 

685. Tots...tpoonkovet: fo a person 
of authority, to a relative. The plurals 

describe the character as such, cf. v. 626; 

the reference is to Clytaemnestra only. 

So tov tekovta is the parent as such, 
irrespective of sex.—rTov TékovTa...ci5é- 

vat: dt (in such a case) zt zs the parent 

who ought to be informed. The merchant 

pretends to divine from the behaviour of 

Clytaemnestra (see the sequel) that he 

must be addressing the mother of the 

dead man, and offers indirectly a sort 

of rough apology for his rough disclosure. 

The sequence of ovk of8a...etS€vat, without 

any correlation in meaning, is the extreme 

of negligence in style; but such is the 

manner affected in the whole speech. 

687. This speech is assigned to Cly- 

taemnestra by (among others) Hermann, 

Dindorf, Paley, Conington, Sidgwick, 

Wecklein. It has been assigned by 

some to Electra, the Ms. throughout 

this scene (vv. 649—713) marking merely 

the points where there is, or is supposed 

to be, a change of speakers. But ‘‘it 

would be in the last degree unnatural for 

Clytaemnestra to be silent on the death 

of her son”, or (we may add) that she 

should take no notice of the supposed 

behaviour of Electra. For other argu- 

ments see Mr Sidgwick’s note. Electra, 

as we expect after the instruction in 

v. 577, does not reappear. The situation 

requires that Clytaemnestra, even if she 

TocavTa is ‘just so 

feels no grief (which we need not assume), 

should act it; and if she acts it with 

something of declamation and emphasis, 

this is not surprising. 

687. évmae ws (or évtac’ as) is of 

course corrupt. Paley (and Bamberger) 

suggested elzas; cf. Pers. 303 euols mev 

elras dwuacw pdaos méya thy tidings are 

a great light (relief, joy) to this house, 

Soph. ZZ. 1456 7 moAda xalpew pw’ elras 

LI rejoice greatly to hear this. But to 

bring the case within these illustrations 

we must also change ws to ofs (Ahrens). 

This, which I hear from thee, is a thing 

which destroys us quite. The text so 

obtained is possible, but I cannot think 

it likely. The construction is both cum- 

brous and obscure. Mr W. G. Headlam 

suggests that évmds (or évrac’ m) is the 

remains of év maou (22 all respects, al- 

together) an explanation of kar dxpas, 

which has expelled the genuine words. 

I should prefer this assumption decidedly 

to any correction proposed. One obvious 

possibility is that the verse contained a 

simile, ®s meaning /éke and évrao con- 

cealing some unknown feminine substan- 

tive in -as. For anything known to the 
contrary €uzas itself may have been such 

a substantive, and may have had an 

appropriate meaning. It seems safest 

therefore not to adopt any solution. 

688. Tavde Swpdtev dpd: Ag. 1469, 
1477, 1482, 1566. It is natural that 

Clytaemnestra should throw all upon the 

‘fatality of the house’. Nor need we 

suppose that her feeling is altogether 

insincere. 

689—691. With how wide a survey 
dost thou bring under the far aim of thy 
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Tokos mpdawbev evoKorrois yecpoupevy 
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690 
hirwv atrowirols pe Tv tavabXlav. 

\ lal , / > 7 ‘ , , Da 

kai viv ‘Opeatns C—yv yap evBotras Evan, 

692. 

shafts even that which had been set with 

care out of the way, stripping me alas! of 

those I love !—In strictness of construc- 

tion moAAd is substantival, the object of 
Xetpouuévn, and xelweva is an adjective to 

it: but in effect, by the arrangement of 

the words, woA\a is joined to érwrais, 

with the sense given in the translation, 

an effect made easier by the,habit of such 

constructions as yoas mporourds (v. 23). 

For a similar instance see Soph. 77ach. 

338 Tobrwy exw yap mavr’ éemirnuny for 

of these things I have complete knowledge, 

where to the ear, though not in gramma- 

tical analysis, ravra qualifies émorjuny, 
as here wo\da qualifies érwrais, The 

datives émwmats and tégfo.s are both 

related to xepouzévn but in different 

-senses: é6y the survey the object is 

subdued 70, brought within reach of, 

the bow.—I suggest érwmais (érwrds 

M, which differs from it only in accen- 

tuation) as clearing up a sentence which 

has caused much perplexity. If we take 
émwmas, we have a choice between alter- 

natives all unsatisfactory : (1) to take xal 

as copula (avd), coupling érwmgs to dzro- 
yots; but the period is then ill-balanced, 

and kal, by its position and crasis, is not 

easily separable from éxroday ed Kelweva : 

(2) to stop off Pidwv...ravafNay as a 
separate sentence, which however is 

abrupt and has a false emphasis (on 
ditwy, quasi obk éxOpav): (3) to insert a 

copula (¢i\wy 7 Hartung): but even this 

(though less objectionable) makes two 

propositions out of what, to suit the 

sequel, ought to be one. 

692—695. And now Orestes—who had 
with prudence kept clear of the fatal ava- 
lanche—Orestes now records thee present 

even in that very chamber, where with 

o’ omitted. 

returning strength he was projecting a 

‘Orestes records’ 

that the far-reaching Fate of his house 

has been found present in Phocis no less 

than in Argos, 7.¢., without metaphor, his 

death testifies to the fact.—e«...rapoteay 

éyypade : I have added o’, necessary to 

the construction both of rapodcay and of 

éyypage:, and to the connexion of the 

whole speech, but lost (inevitably, in the 

want of correct punctuation) after the final 

o of ’Opécrns. The phrase wapoicar ¢y- 

ypape. resumes and combines the two 

similes, by which the power of Fate is 

triumphant carouse. 

illustrated : the expression wapodeay (and 

éyypage too; see App. I. § 18) is sug- 

gested principally by the figure of the 

avalanche; but an archer (v. 690) may 

without any impropriety of language, and 

even with natural force, be said to é¢ 

present where he strikes.—éA@plov +7- 

Aot. This image, which like that of the 

Tupws (v. 86) carries little or no meaning 

to an English ear, is taken from the 

*‘mud-stream’ or ‘mud-avalanche’, half 

torrent and half landslip, which in sudden 

and heavy rain is among the worst perils 

of a mountainous country, Orestes in his 

Phocian refuge, as Clytaemnestra is pleased 

to consider it, could console himself for 

his losses with the thought that at any rate 

he had escaped the fatality of his family 

(cf. Ag. 1567—1576). He is compared 

therefore to a dweller in the mountains, 

who, after incurring much peril from 

torrent and avalanche, has escaped, not 

without injury, to his cabin. Exulting in 
his deliverance, and fancying himself se- 

cure, he is about to repair his strength, 

and honour the occasion, with meat and 

wine, when the flood, rising higher or 

breaking out in a fresh place, rushes into 

’ te 
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éEw Kowilwy oreOpiov ndov Toda— 
viv &, hep év Soporcr Baxyelas Karis 
> \ > \ s rn > U 

laTpos €drls nV, Tapovoay éyypader. 
> a \ Ct / eo ’ / eyo pev otv Eévorcw bd evdaiwoow Or 

695 

A v / * yy 

Kedvev ExaTl Tpaypatov av nOEedov 

yvwotos yeverbar cai EevwOhvar Ti yap 
/ if U , 

Eévov Eévouriy éotw evpevéotepor ; 

mpos SvaceBelas 8 nv éuol Tod’ ev dpecir, 

693. voulfwr. 694. Onrep. 

the cabin itself. The figure became pro- 

verbial : &w mndod 166a * rapoiuia schol.— 

evBotAws txav: i a prudent position.— 
kopl{wv: ‘keeping his vescaed foot’ is the 

full force of the verb and tense. A tran- 

script in the schol. preserves the correct 

reading. voulfwr, ‘fancying himself to 

have escaped’, is probably not an acci- 

dental error but a mistaken conjecture.— 

viv 8, qrep (Sjmep M, 6° Arep schol.). 

The 6é€ is merely resumptive, after the 

parenthesis, and has no effect on the 

These 

words, though clear enough in Greek, 

cannot be reproduced exactly in English 

prose, partly because the order must be 

changed, partly because the personifica- 

tion éAmls-darpos will not bear transference 

to another language and style. The lite- 

ral translation is ‘present even there, 

where in his house the prospect of a 

glorious carouse (indoors) was (his) phy- 

sician’: €v dooce both explains yep and 

qualifies Baxxelas: in the Greek arrange- 

ment this is manifest, but in English one 

of the two connexions must be lost, and 

with it the cohesion and significance of 

the sentence. The fact described by é\- 

amis iatpos mv is simply that the battered 
fugitive feels already stronger in the 

prospect of food and drink: Aeschylus 

characteristically personifies the expecta- 

ion.—kadys: not merely festive, but 

glorious, triumphant, as in Soph. Phil. 

construction.—11rep...t1rapotoay. 

609 déopiov 7 dywy eee’ Axatots és mécor, 

Ojpay kadyv, and frequently. It expresses 

700 

Bakxias. 7oo. 6é omitted. 

the man’s premature exultation, and is 

thus important to the purpose of the 

simile.—Baxyelas: Turnebus.—See App. 
I. § 18 for further discussion of this pas- 

sage and the interpretations of it. 

696—702. ‘I would much rather 

have deserved your hospitality by good 

news; but I had no choice, from my duty 

both to my acquaintance on the road, 

and to my entertainer here’ (Conington). 

698. yvwords...Eevw8qvar: ‘to recom- 
mend myself to you and to merit your 

hospitality’. yvwords is to be taken with 

KedvGv Exate mpayudarwy, ‘Known for 

good things’, z.e. ‘associated with happy 

tidings’.—-rf ydp...; ‘For what good will 

exceeds that of guest to hosts?’ 

is more anxious to oblige another than a 

traveller to oblige those who may receive 

him ?—éorty. In such a sentence the 

verb may be either omitted (4g. 606) or 

inserted without practical difference, just 

as in English we may say ‘ Vat is there 

greater than this?’ or ‘What zs there 

greater ?’.—He speaks as if zow they are 

likely to be sent away. See the reply. 

yoo. 8 de Pauw. /¢ was, to my 

thinking, something of an impiety, not to 

accomplish etc. mpos SvaceBelas yv: lit. 

‘it was (lay) on the side of impiety’, ‘in 

the direction of impiety’. Cf. Soph. O. 

C. 545 exer mor mpds dikas re ‘(the deed) 

has something of justice in it’, ‘a certain 

plea of justice’. The parallel is not very 

precise, since ts makes much difference: 

but on the whole this reading (de Pauw), 

z.e. who 
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/ -~ Lal TOLOVOE TPAYMA f47) Kapavara diro.s 
KaTawéoavta Kai KateFevmpévo. 

KA. v7 , a ee , 
ovToL Kupnaoes petov akiws cében, 

vd’ Hooov dv yévowo dwmacw iro: 
GdXos 8 dpoiws HAOev av Tad’ adyyedov. 705 

? 3 49 ’ e \ ¢ , / arr’ €of 06 Kaipcs nepevovtas Eévous 
pakpas KedevOov TvyxXavew Ta Tpdchopa’— 

which is accepted by the majority, seems 

preferable to pds 8’ evoeBelas (Heimsoeth, 
Wecklein) ‘ piety suggested to me (a scru- 

ple about) not accomplishing’, since it is 

hard to find ‘a scruple’ in the Greek.— 

The loss of 8’ may be due to a series of 

errors, mpos 5” evceBelas 5’, mpos 5° etice- 

Belas, mpds SuvoceBelas. 

7OI. Kapavacat: ‘to put a head 

upon’, finish, accomplish: xapavotcbw- 

TereovcOw, Hesych. Cf. v. 526. 

702. Having given my promise (to 

Strophius) and being under the obligations 

of hospitality (to you). So Conington: 

Wecklein (and others) refer both to Stro- 

phius, taking PiAos as merely general, a 

Jriend, The language admits either ; but 

certainly ‘the merchant’, in the circum- 

stances supposed, owed the truth to Cly- 

taemnestra at least as muchas to Strophius, 

and it seems more natural that he should 

recognize this. Moreover it does not ap- 

pear that he had received from Strophius 

any such service as xarefevwuévoy would 
imply. 

703. Be assured, thou shalt not the less 

receive according to thy merits. Kvpyres 

is used absolutely. oé@ev depends on 

aflws: cf. Aristoph. Zhesm. 187 pdvos 

yap dv Négevas aéiws éuod. This construc- 

tion is used, instead of the usual genitive 

depending on kupjceis, because the geni- 
tive (diwv) would sound as if it depended 

on wetov.—I retain déiws (with Hermann 

and Conington) in preference to agiwy (de 

Pauw). Mr Sidgwick objects with truth 

that dilws xupieis, if xupeiv is absolute, 
should mean de in a worthy state. (See 

Theb, 23 xad@s ra mrelw wodeuos Kupel, 

td. 686 Biov eb Kupioas, passages hardly 
parallel, as Con. makes them, to this.) 
But the phrase is not aflws cuphres: the 
order and position of the words makes, I 
think, an important difference. The pre- 
ceding context determines at once that 

Kupjoets means ‘hou shalt receive, and thus 

no ambiguity can afterwards arise. The 

schol. r&v col atiwy rudy proves nothing; 

it merely gives (in bad Greek) the mean- 
ing common to both readings. 

705. dpolws: a// the same, el wal wh 
ov myyetXas schol, 

706. tori: 

the present need is contrasted with the 

future (xuphoes, av yévoo). Cf. vr. e142. 

6 Katpos: ‘¢ie appropriate hour’.—rype- 

pevovtas: ‘who have been spending the 
day’, after their day: a participle imperfect. 

‘it ts’ at this moment; 

The verb jpepedw seems here to be used 

without any local or other qualification, 

and as if it had a complete sense in itself. 

Perhaps, like the synonymous English 

Journey, it bore the senses fo frave a 

stage and to do a day's work (cf. journey- 

man, and note the use of 7d jucphcor for 

wages cited in L. and Sc. 5.7). The ex- 

tant examples appear to be rare, and can 

hardly be supposed to exhaust the history 

of it. 

would help materially to explain the next 

The second sense, in particular, 

verse. 

paKpas KaAediOov is difficult. Ir 

has been explained as a local gen, depend- 

707. 

ing on HuEpetovras, ‘on a long journey’ 

This however is rightly rejected (Paley, 

Wecklein). 

mpnocew d60i0, or dkwxew rediow, cic., and 

There is no analogy between 

huepevew xeXetOou: nothing in the context 
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v9: ’ \ ’ , lal ’ / f 

ay avutov eis avdpovas ev&évous Somav,— 

omicOomrous b€ Tovade Kat Evveptropous: 
lal \ / 

Kakel KUpOvVT@Y S@pmaciy Ta Tpoadopa. 710 
’ fal x / ig > Ov 10 

ailv@® 5€ Tpdccew ws errevOvYW TAOE. 
lal lal lal lal Vé 

nets S€ TadTa Tols KpaTovat SwudTov 
, / > / I 

Kolv@aomeVY TE KOU oTravitovTes Pirwv 

here suggests the notion of A/ace or space ; 

and without this such a rare and archaic 

construction of the genitive could not be 

understood. The only translation (I 

think) which the text will bear is this, 

‘should obtain /vom their long travel the 

fit (reward)’ z.e. ‘should enjoy the repose 

which they have earned’, cf. Soph. O. C. 

1168 cod rotro ruxew to obtain this of thee, 

id. Phzl. 1315 etc. Such a genitive be- 

longs properly to persons; but here the 

fuaxpa& KéXevBos is personified as a payer, 

a conception not alien from the style of 

Aeschylus or from the courtesy of the 

speaker.—The alternative is to regard ra 

mpocpopa as having ‘slipped in’ from 

v. 710 and to substitute some other ex- 

pression (katacrpop7js Paley, OeAxrjpia 

Wecklein). I confess that such an error 

appears to me improbable. The fact that 

vv. 708—7I0 were originally omitted in 

M, and are supplied by the corrector in 

the margin, goes to prove that at least in 

the Ms. from which M was copied (pro- 

bably of a high antiquity) 7a mpoogopa 
already stood in both places. As to the 

meaning of the repetition see note on v.7 10. 

708. avrov: himself, t.e. Orestes, the 

principal person, as distinguished from 

his companions. 

709. 8& (not ve, Bamberger) is right 
(Conington). It gives to the second com- 

mand the effect of a fresh clause, ‘‘much 

as if wév had preceded”, Conduct him... ; 

and (conduct) his companions too. Cf. 

vv. 205, 231, 723. The gesture would 

accord with and explain the construction. 

With v. 708 she turns to the house, and 

with v. 709 turns back to the companions 

of Orestes, whom hitherto neither he nor 

she have had any occasion to notice.— 

omicOdtrous: plural of dricGo7os, with 

which form cf. deAXd7os, mouN’mos, Oitdc- 

mos (Blomfield).—As to the companions 

of Orestes see further App. I. § 19. 

710. Sepacw ta mpoodopa: 7z.c. Ta 

Owuace mpdapopa ‘what befits the house’. 

The displacement of dwuwaor throws upon 

it an emphasis, which is explained by 

reference to v. 707. The queen changes 

her first phrase, ‘the comfort proper (to 

their need)’ for one even more gracious 

‘the comfort proper ¢o our hospitality’ ; 

cf. v. 665, dota mep ddmoce Totcd’ érret- 

kéra. ‘The phrase has an uncomfortable 

sound, when the true ‘character of the 

house’ is remembered: and here at least 

(see next note) Clytaemnestra appears to 

be conscious of the ambiguity. The sin- 

ister suggestion is not lost upon the ear 

of Orestes, and strangely haunts him, 

when afterwards (v. 999) his mind begins 

to give way. 

711—714. These lines already betray, 

what afterwards appears more clearly (v. 

765), that Clytaemnestra, though far from 

suspecting the truth, means to observe 

the new-comers with vigilance. V. 711 

is a menace to her steward as well as a 

recommendation, and wv. 712, 713 a 

sufficiently intelligible warning, for any 

who may need it, not to presume upon 

the conventional despair of her previous 

lament (v. 691). 

711. émevOivw: Zable to account for 

the persons entrusted to him; cf. émxiv- 

duvos exposed to danger, ériwougos Liable 

to reproach etc. The exceptional form 

should be retained, and not altered to 

the common tb7revGuvos (Turnebus), which, 

a Le Se eae Oe Yee OY UPL ee ee ee Y We 
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Bovrevcoperba tijxbe cuuhopas mépt. End of Act it. Se. i, 
XO. 

/ \ 4 

TOTE 61) TTOMATwY 
elev, piriar dumwides oixwr, 

715 

delEouev icxdy ex’ ‘Opéotn; 
/ 

O wotvia yOdv Kal roTVe aKT?) 
, * a 

X@MAaTOS, i) viv érl vavdpyw 
t - tal / 

TwpaTe Keicat TO Bacirelo, 
“3 to Oo 

lal ns col ’ 

viv émakovaov, viv érapntov: 

714. 

just because it was a technical term of 

Athenian law and politics, a poet would 

here prefer to avoid. 

714. BovAevroper Oa Stephanus. fov- 
Aevdue#a M.—Here Orestes and his com- 

panions are conducted byservants (through 

the supposed é€pxecat mUAax) into the castle; 

and the queen herself with her attendants 

follows them. From this point to the end 

of the play the action is supposed to pass 

in the interior of the fortress, at a place 

from which are visible the entrances both 
of the women’s apartments or queen’s 

house (v. 877) and of the building for the 

reception of visitors (dvdpdves evtitevor) 

mentioned in v. 708. Whether actual 

change of scenery took place, there is no 

evidence to show, probably at most noth- 

ing more than the covering of one entrance 

and the uncovering of the others. With 

the approval of convention there would 

be no difficulty in acting the whole with 

one permanent back-ground having three 

doors.—With regard to the chorus of 

maid-servants, if we assume (what cer- 

tainly cannot be proved) that they have 

remained throughout in the orchestra, 

they are ‘supposed’ to be wherever the 

action is. But we have already remarked 

(see on v. 649) the fact that Orestes on 
his arrival takes no notice of them; and 

it is not less curious that Clytaemnestra 

also ignores entirely their strange conduct 

in waiting about (ex Ayfothest) at the gate, 

an oversight on which they had little cause 

to reckon. They have no part whatever 

BovNevdueba, 

in the foregoing scene, nor do they now say 

anything which suggests that they have wit- 

nessed it. On the whole therefore it seems 

more probable that when thescene is clear, 

and the changes (if any) have been made, 

they enter by a farodos, accompanying 

their entrance with the anapaests (wy. 715 

—725)- 

715—717 are probably spoken or chant- 

ed by the leader, 718—725 by the whole 

chorus (Christ, Wecklein). 

716. ‘Is it not to prove the 

power of our lips in the case of Orestes ?’, 

time 

z.¢. to do what we can for him in the way 

which he suggested (wv. 579). 

718. Nothing can be inferred with 

certainty from this invocation of the tomb 

either as to the supposed situation of it 

with respect to the palace, or as to the 

disposition of the actual stage-scenery. 

The apostrophe is equally natural (espe- 

cially according to the usage of Greek), 

whether the tomb is now visible or not. 

akTH xepatos banked mound; cl. derdy 
...Bauov an altar-mound, Soph. O. 7. 

182. 

does not here altogether obscure the more 

But this generalized sense of derq 

common sense shore, which serves to re 

call the familiar imagery of om. 314—317, 

here specially appropriate in connexion 

with the title vaudpyyw. The poctical 

effect is felt, but cannot be precisely 

analysed. 

719. vavapxe. See dy. 1226, Aum. 

640. 
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vov yap akuater WerOm dora 
EvycataBivar, yOoviov & “Epuhn 

\ \ / al ’ ,’ lal 

Kalb TOV VUNXLOV Toad epodevoas 

EvhodnrAnTorow ayacuw. 725 
v td \ € / 7, “4 

€oixev avnp o Eévos Tevyely KaKOV'*— 

tpopov & Opéctouv tHvd’ ope KekNavpéevny. 
a \ a 

mot 61 Tatets, Kittoca, dwudtev moras 

723- 

722. Now ts the hour for Persuasion 

to bring her aiding wiles into the field. 

The metaphor (cf. ka@jxew v. 453) is 

taken from the descent into the arena of 

an athletic contest. 86Ava crafti/y, neut. 

adj. as adverb: 80Atav (de Pauw) gives 

the same sense, but the error of M (doXa, 

taking IHev@m as nominative) is more easily 

accounted for if 6é\a was the original. 

The metre admits either, the final vowel 

of 66Aca being lengthened by the initial & 

of EvyxaraBjvar.—The power of Persua- 

sion (or Deception) is to prevent prema- 

ture discovery of the fraud. 

723. 8€: Conington compares v. 709. 

—Eppyv Turnebus. 

2A 

he that dwells in darkness: cf. éevvuxiwv 

dvat (Hades) king of the shades, Soph. 

O. C. 1559. Who is this? Surely- the 

spirit of Agamemnon himself, so described 

because a dweller in the world of night 

and shadow. To bring him, if possible, 

from that world to this, in order to have 

his aid, is the purpose of the whole pre- 

ceding ceremony at the tomb (see espe- 

Kal tov vixtov: che ghostly one, 

cially vv. 314—318 oKdTw paos avTimorpov, 

and vv. 328—330) ; and it would be strange 

that no reference should here be made to 

his expected presence, particularly as the 

invocation of Hermes (who is uyorou- 

més as well as d6Nos) directly leads up to 

it. The vague and mysterious description 

is dictated by the same feeling of doubt 

and awe which Orestes shows at v. 314.— 

Recent critics rightly reject the explana- 

Even if 

there were a Hermes N’xuos, the sharp 

tion kal tov vdx.0ov (“Epuiy). 

Epufja. 

distinction of the two characters, which is 

implied by the article, would be out of 

place and scarcely intelligible. On the 

other hand to omit kai Tov vixLov is arbi- 

trary and (in my judgment) injurious. 

epodetoat: watch, properly ‘patrol (as 

sentinels) round’ or ‘over’. The selec- 

tion of the metaphor, as well as the phrase 

0 vixLos, is well adapted to the hour, and 

also to the scene, which is the interior of 

the fortress. By this time night is falling 

(see v. 654), a condition favourable in 

every way to Orestes and presumably 

calculated on in his plans. That the 

enterprise did as a fact take place at 

night the audience would know before- 

hand from the story which Aeschylus 

assumes and follows. 

725. §upodSnArjtoow: cf. Ag. 1530. 

The passive form of the adj. follows that 

of the verb dy\éomac destroy. 

726. avyp Porson: avip M.—‘ The 

traveller’ belike is at his fatal work—but 

here is etc. They are beginning to con- 

jecture vaguely as to the progress of the 

‘plot, when the appearance of the nurse 

(from the door of Clytaemnestra) offers 

the chance of enquiry. 

728. KtdXtooa: named, as_ slaves 

often were, from the country of origin. 

The nurse was named Arsinoe by Pindar 

(Pyth. 11. 26) and Laodamia by Stesi- 

chorus (schol.). This reference to the 

treatment of the story by Stesichorus (in 

his Ovestea) is interesting, as no one is 

more likely to have invented the impor- 

tant additions and modifications which it 

had received between Homer and Aeschy- 
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AUT 8 apices eati cou Evvéwrropos ; 
xP, ” a = Aiyiabov » Kpatotca tods Eévous KaXetv 

“MI te Oo 
iad , ,’ ‘ OTws TAXLOT avwyev, WS cadéaTepor 
’ \ > ’ .’ \ \ PA 4 avnp am’ avdpos thy vedyyeXtov dati 

\ 4 Mav rvOntar tHvde, Tpds pev olKéTas 
BerookvOpwray évtdos dupudtov yew 

734- 9€ro-cKvOpwrdr, 

lus. The loss of his voluminous poems, 

which appear to have been a principal 

repertory of legends, makes an irreparable 

gap in the history of Greek literature. 

i. mwarteis midas: fread (i.e. pass) 
the doorway. dbwy 8€. This would in 

later style be a subordinate phrase ‘ /V/;i- 

ther goest thou forth, with grief for thy un- 

paid companion?’ 

730. On the dramatic function and 

character of the Nurse see the Introduc- 

tion.—1 Kpatovoa tovs Efvous: tie fra- 
vellers’ keeper, literally ‘she that has the 
travellers in her hold’, an_ invidious 

description of Clytaemnestra, implying 

(what is in part at least the truth; see on 

vv. 711—714), that the real purpose of 

her pressing hospitality was to secure the 

persons of the ‘merchants’, with a view 

to examining them strictly as to their 

purpose in the country, and as to the 

truth of their story. This, the only 

possible way of construing the accusative 

so as to make sense, is suggested in the 
schol. (j rods E€vous xparotoa xal iro- 

defauévn) and is not, I think, to be 

hastily rejected. The accusative with 
kpar® in this sense (/o de master of) 

occurs in Supp. 260 macav alav...rd mpds 
dvvovtos HAlov KparG and in Soph. O. C. 

1381 rods covs Opdvovs Kparotcw. To 

persons it does not seem to be elsewhere 

applied by the classical writers, though 

commonly by later writers. If Aeschylus 

used it so, it is a case, such as is not 

infrequent, of coincidence between the 

post-classical and the archaic.—rois &€- 

vows: de Pauw, and many editions. This 

might readily be accepted, if the results 

were perfectly satisfactory. But it can 

only mean she bids call Acgisthus Jor the 

strangers (not to the strangers, which is 
an incorrect use of the dative). This 

is, I think, a cumbrous way of speaking, 

and it would suggest, what does not 

well accord with the rest of the scene 

(vv. 712, 762 foll.), that the request for 

Aegisthus’ presence came really from 

Orestes, and was merely confirmed by 

Clytaemnestra. However I do not pro- 

fess to decide positively.—pés f¢vour 

Portus, uw’ ds Févous Bamberger ; but nei- 

ther of these is satisfactory. 

734. OerookvOpwrav...dupdrev: op 

of pretended gloom, Erfurdt (proposing 

Gerocxvbpwrdy, but the epithet belongs 

as many have observed, rather to the eves 

than to the smz/e), followed by Hermann, 

Conington, Sidgwick and others. In 

the compound @erocxv@pwrés the word 

Oerés (pretended, assumed) has the same 

relation to the whole as Wevdys, Yeddor in 

Yevdoviudeuros (Euripides), a type which 

in later Greek became very common (see 

L. and Sc.). It is likely that the suc- 

cessors of Aeschylus in the fifth and 

fourth centuries would not have ventured 

on such a compound; it is a specimen ot 

the quality which Aristophanes happily 

and humorously marks by the phrase 

phuara yougorayi, 

seems to have been put together twits 

‘language which 

nails’,—A possible alternative is to put 

a stop at ré@nra, and read ri» b¢ xpir 

pev olxéras Oéro cxvOpwrdy, ‘this (the 

news) she pretended to her household to 

be gloomy news’ (Weil, Wecklein), 

where the omission of the augment in 

é@ero must be excused as an adoption of 

the epic licence, as in the formal narra- 
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755 
Kelvyn, Somolts O€ Tolade TrayKaKws EXELY 

dyuns Ud As ayyerrav ot E€vor Topas. 
we \ / > cal > a / » 67 KNUwY Exelvov EvUppaveEel Voor, 

Ri «cK , A 
evT av TUOnTar poor. 

@S “Ol Ta meV TANaLA TUYKEKpaméeva 

s / ’ b , 

@ Tada EyYw" 

740 
adyn Svcoicta Toicd év “Atpéws Somots 

/ > ’ \ ” > / l4 

TUYOVT Eunv HAYyUVEV EV OTEPVOLS PpEVa, 
“ > + 4 ieee 2 2 
GAN ovTL TH TOLOVSE THM averxouny. 

tives (pjoes) of messengers. But the 

other is preferable-—pév. The antithesis 

(dat really rejoicing) is not formally ex- 

pressed, but implied in the sequel. 

735- Literally, ‘which have come to 

pass agreeably to her, but for the house- 

hold here so that they are miserable’ 

etc.—txew. The deflexion of the sen- 

tence into the finite verb éxe (Robortello) 

would be idiomatic; but so is the text. 

Mr Sidgwick rightly defends éyew. 

737- ypns id’...ayyervav: 2c. id’ 

js wWyyeA\av Phuns or bro THs Phuns Hr 

iyyerray: cf. Xen. Hell. 4. 1. 23 ov 7 

eixe Suvdmer (Wecklein); the relative is 

‘attracted’ into the case of the ante- 

cedent. The disarrangement of the words 

emphasizes @yuys, ‘in consequence of 

what so far as report goes they have stated 

unmistakeably’. The expression is not 

very harmonious. At 77s she is trying 

to doubt, but at ropés relapses into con- 

viction.—The phrase id xrX. depends 

on éxewv, ‘so that they (the household) 

are miserable under the report’. The 

extraordinary form of this period, which 

‘drags its length’, like the wounded 

snake of Pope, is of course intentional. 

It belongs to the ‘maundering’ manner, 

which becomes even more conspicuous in 

the latter part of the speech. 

738. M has the mark for a change of 

speaker here, and none at wv. 730, a 

notable instance of the small attention 

which such matters received from the me- 

diaeval student.—-KAvev ékeitvov: ‘when 

he hears 2¢ z.e. rov pdOov the story, as 

she explains in the next verse, evr’ ay 

mvOnrat “0Pov, annotating her own care- 

less expression after the fashion which 

may be constantly observed in common 

and popular speech.—I think it a mis- 

take to put on this sentence the semblance 

of regularity by changing €éxetvoy to €ket- 

vos. It is true that the use of the pro- 

noun ékeivoy is incorrect; and indeed 

without explanation it would be unin- 

telligible. But to a correct stylist the 

pleonasm kdiwy...e7’ av mvOnrat would 

be not less intolerable. The false pro- 

noun and the repetition correspond, and 

account for each other.—evppavet voov: 

will bid his heart rejoice: cf. Oupov redv 

eUgpavas Pind. /sthm. 6. 3. (Wecklein.) 

740. ovykekpapéva adyn: 
qwoes, t.e. ‘many and various’, 7 Kpeoupyla 

mingled 

Tod Qvécrov maldwy Kal 6 Ayapuéeuvovos 

@avaros (schol.), in fact the whole history 

of the house.—Some take ovyxexpapéva 

ot for ‘affecting me’, but the analogies 

cited (Soph. Azt. 1311 cuyKéxpauae Ova, 

id. dz. 895, Aristoph. Plt. 853) do not 

fully prove that this use was possible, 

and the arrangement of the sentence is 

strongly against it here.—Note again the 

redundant and trailing form of expression, 

bol...€unv, 

ppéeva. 

743. averxopnv. The double aug- 

ment 7#verxXOunv was established as regular 

in Attic. But in a poet irregularity on 

such points is to be expected. Cf. Eur. 

Hipp. 687 ot & obK avérxov. 

Totcd’... Arpéws, €v arépvots 
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Ta pwev yap adrAXa TANMLOVaS IWvTOUY KaKd* 
pirov 8 “Opéatny, Tis euis yuyis tpeSyu, 
ov €€eOpevra pntpobev dedeypévn,... 
Kal vuKTiTdayKT@Y dpbiwy KEeXEUvLATwY... 
Kai TOXAA Kal poxOnyp’...dvapérynT enol 
TNATH...—TO wn Ppovodyv yap werepel Bordy 

, . a , ‘ Tpepe avayen, TOS yap ob; TpoTrw dpevds. 
“J “wv °o 

> / lal r Ul 

ov yap Te pwvet mais Er dv ev otrapyavo.s: 

749: 

744. TAnpovws yvTAow. ‘I got 
through them by patience’. For rAjuwy 

see Ag. 1301. 

745. oldov 8 ’Opéorny. The ace. 

is provisional, cf. v. 672. The sentence 

wanders off in broken exclamations and 

is never grammatically finished. The sense 

(Opéorny reOvnk6r’ ovK avéxouat Weck- 

lein) is given in effect at v. 739.—17s... 
tpiByy : lit. ‘the occupation of my soul’, 

or ‘business of my being’ z.e. ‘the babe 

on whom I spent myself’. 

746. pytpdbev: 7z.c. as soon as born, 
from the womb. 

747- KeAeupatev pdrris ola, elyov 

dvwhédnTov mévov is the meaning pro- 

jected, ‘and had to divine his inarticulate 

cries, to my great (and alas, useless !) 

trouble’. But the relative clause, éy 
éfépeva x7r., is broken off like the 

main sentence by sobs and exclamations: 

it is resumed practically in sense, though 

not in construction, at v. 754.—To con- 

struct the genitive ckeNXevudrwy with mod\a 

.. dvwgérnra is, as Mr Sidgwick says, 

not really legitimate; and in fact Keev- 

udtwv here is left as much ‘in the air’ as 

*Opéornvy in v. 745. But we need not 
therefore substitute xax for xal, érAnv for 

TAdoy, etc. It is enough in such a 

passage, if we get the meaning from the 
whole, and can see, as each phrase 

comes, what relation it has to the thought, 

and what construction it might have had, 

if the thought were grammatically carried 

out. Compare the speech of the Herald 

in the Agamemnon (508 foll.). These 

wrrepel. 

two tentative essays, in a style which 

makes a compromise between poetic 

dignity and realistic irregularity, have 

much show that 

Athenian tragedy, if Aeschylus had re- 

tained the control of it, would probably 

have had a very different development. 

in common, and 

And ever so much trouble...not 

that I got any good of it...For etc. \t is 

impossible to explain by the rules of 

syntax these scarcely articulate cries. 

But note that ydp, so far as it refers to 
one word rather than another, refers to 

748. 

dpblwy KeNeupdrwr. 

749—750- 

think you must needs of course rear, like 

an animal, by the method of intelligence, 

For the infant that cannot 

or, reading rom, dy guessing its mind. 

As to tpém@ or témw see Appendix I. 

§ 20.—@ormepel. The reading of M points 

to @mepel, or rather is @wepa, for the 
omission of the zofa occurs incessantly 

I be- 

lieve @mepel to be right, literally ‘by the 

same by which you would rear an animal, 

and is not worth consideration. 

viz. guess of its mind’, In principle 

éo7epel is on the same footing as olore! or 

womepel, that is, all are in point of logic 

equally incorrect. This passage indicates 

that, as we should suppose, popular lan- 

guage gave a wide range to the irregu- 

larity, which fixed itself to a limited 

However as extent in classical 

the point is of little importance, I print 

usage. 

the common reading. 
1" ff. 751. Ov...Te dove: 

not say a particular thing’. 

literally ‘does 

The baby 
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) Amos 7 Sin Tus 7) ALoupia 

éxel, véea bé vndds adTapKns TéxVaV— 
, , 5 \ , y 

TOUT@Y TpomaVTLs OvaAa, TONKA 8’, Olopat, 

Wevobecica, maidos orrapyavev padpvytpia, 732 
/ 

yvadheds otpopevs TE TaUTOY ElyéTHVY TEoOS* 
eyo Sumas 5é Tacde yeipwvakias 

éyous’ Opéotny é&edeEaunv rarpt, 

gwvet (it has a dwvy) but od dwre? te: 

its cry does not express anything definite. 

It has but one language for all needs. 

The rendering ‘does not speak’ is not 

quite accurate and has caused difficulty 

in the next line. 

752. ...exeb: what zs distressing it 

(when it cries) may be either hunger, 

or thirst perhaps, or other need, but you 

cannot say which. For tts cf. Soph. 

O. C. 95 7 cecuov 7 Bpovtjy tw’ 7 

Ais céXNas, Ay. 55 4 Tus “Amé\\wy 7 av 

7 Zets.—For the form 8fpy (instead of 

diva) there is no other authority, but the 

analogy of melvyn-weiva supports it.—This 

verse is generally taken as a question 

dependent on gwvet. In that case the 

question arises whether 7...7 could stand 

in an Attic writer for whether...or (see 

889). Stanley, to restore the 

normal form, proposed ei duds 7 div 

tis, and others to get rid of the irregular 

divn, read 7 Ayds 7 Siw’ ev Tis construed 

as ef 7 Aywos H Siva Tis KTA. But with 

the foregoing explanation of v. 751, this 

may stand as an independent sentence, 

and, being merely an explanation of of re 

gwvet in other words, requires no copula. 

—txet (adrov): grips it, is distressing it. 

753. véa...rékvwv. This relates of 

course solely to AwWoupia. It would be 

expressed in prose-style by a subordinate 

clause ‘in which case nature in the infant 

helps itself’. 

754: 
or the needs they expressed. See on v. 

747-—olopat, 7 ¢row, implies in Greek 

idiom assurance, not doubt. 

756. Fuller and swaddler shared one 

on wv. 

TOUTwY: 72.2. KeNeuaTwY, its cries 

office: it was a case of two trades in one 

person. The sentence is again gram- 

matically inconsequent; it should have 

ended ‘7 had to be fuller as well as 

swaddler’. Possibly v. 756 is, or imi- 

tates, a known and popular tag; at least 

this would account for the way in which 

it is brought in.—ertpodedts: swaddler, 

nurse, from-otpbpos, swathing-band (omdp- 

yavov), for which see L. and Sc. s.v. 

There seems to be no reason at all for 

changing this word, as is usually done, 

into Tpogevs (Robortello). It is correctly 

formed, cf. xaxevs, immevs etc.; and the 

context explains the meaning of it un- 

mistakeably. The fact that it is rare in 

any sense, and elsewhere unknown in 

this, only increases the improbability 

that it would have expelled tpogevs, had 

this been the original. 

757. ‘* The expression in the preceding 

line had been general, so the nurse here 

applies it to herself” Conington.—éyo 

Simdas 8€. Note that the effect of this 
arrangement is to throw together the 

words éyw 6durdds, which contain the 

point ‘two trades in my one person’. 

758. é&eSeEaunv. Here at last she 

works round again to the point which 

she had reached at v. 746 and puts into: 

words (v. 759) the thought which has 

been in her mind from the first. —rartpl. 

The construction of déxec@ac with the 

dative (receive at a person instead of 

receive from, Cf. wvetcbar Tt) was archaic 

(Z/. 2. 186, 15. 87); and probably sur- 

vived, like other such, in popular lan- 

guage. Still Paley seems right in saying 

that the meaning here, to an Athenian 

\ 
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oikwv, Oékwv Sé THvdE TeVcETAaL Oywr. 
a = aA , XO. ras ody KedXever viv poreiv ; éatadpévor ; 

760. 

ear in the time of Aeschylus, would not 
be quite the same as if marpds had been 

written. The child was received for as 

well as from the father, as the father’s 

trust. The substitution of Agamemnon 

for Clytaemnestra in the reminiscence 

(contrast v. 746) is exquisitely natural 

and telling. But it would be impertinent 

to dilate on all the merits of the picture. 

—é&eOpeyduny (Portus) would scarcely be 

admissible ; it should be éé@peya. The 

schol. dvri rod &@peva, dwréowaa is a rough 

explanation of éedeEdunv. The last word 

indeed looks like an allusion to the version 

of the story in which the nurse saves 

Orestes at Agamemnon’s death. Possibly 

the writer forgot that this is not the version 
of Aeschylus. 

760. oreixwv M, a blundering accom- 
modation to 6é\wv dé, on the supposition 

that dvdpa is ‘the merchant’. See wv. 

731—732-—Avpavryprov...€dwv 8 «rh. 
The last clause is a comment on AvuavrT7- 

ptov (cf. v. 753). We should say ‘But he 
to whom I go is the destroyer of this 

house, and will be glad to hear of this 
tale’. 

761. tavde mevoerat Adyov: ‘will 
hear of this report’ z.e. will learn that it 

has been received.—rév5e...Adyov: ‘will 
hear this news’. Blomfield and others. 

Conington retains the text. : 
762. How then is he to come? With- 

out state? éoradpévov: ‘without his 

state’ or ‘discarding his state’, #.e. with 

only the common attendance of a private 

person. The simple verb o7éAXw is here 
used, as elsewhere by the poets, in the 

sense more fully expressed by the com- 

pound ovoré\\w. For éoradpévov, which 
is here the opposite of &yxwucvow (17 state), 
a prose-writer would have put fuwvecrad- 

orelywr, 

hévov. The word &yxos (bulk) was regu- 
larly used for pride, pomp, state, particu- 

larly in an invidious sense, as e.g. in Eur. 

Ll. 381 or’ év 'Apyelos pé-yas, ofr al 

Soxjoe Swudrwr dryxwudvos, Hee. 623 «Ira 

oqr byxovjmeba, 6 név Tis Rudy wovelois dv 

duwuacw Krr., frag. 82 és Syxow dvw BNM- 

mew TUxns. Conversely cucréd\\ew, lite- 

rally fo contract or reduce in size, was 

used for reduction or diminution in pride 
or state. See Eur. /.¥.1417 and examples 

in L. and Sc. s. vv. cucré\\ew, cwverraX- 

Bhévws. Both the correlatives occur in 

Eur. 770. 108 & wodds Gyxos EvoreMoud- 

vwy mpoyévwy (or, as some would read, 

Evoredbuevos) Alas, for the high state of 

my diminished (humbled) ancestry! Ae- 

gisthus, as a rUpavyvos or despot prince, 

would commonly have been surrounded, 
both for dignity and safety, with the 

appurtenances of state, and particularly, 

on an occasion of importance or suspicion, 

with the most hateful of all things in 

Hellenic and Athenian eyes, an armad 

body-guard. 
that, for the reason which they themselves 

presently suggest (v. 767) Clytaemnestra 

But the maid-servants hope 

may have requested him on this occasion 

to come fuvecraduévos, with reduced stale, 

with less than his usual attendance, and 

in particular without the guard. The 

simple o7é\\ew for cveré\\ew fo contract, 

reduce occurs ¢.g. in Eur. Bacch. 669 ré- 

repd co mappncia ppdew ra xeider, Fj 

Néyor oreAwueda ; and often in poetry 

(see L. and Sc. s. v.). In this particular 

sense and connexion the simple verb is 

not elsewhere found ; but we should sup- 

pose from analogy that it could be so 

used in poetry, especially archaic poetry, 

and this passage shows that it was. — This 

verse is commonly punctuated as one sen- 
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TP. TAs; ey adOis, ws pabw cadhéotepor. 
XO. 7 Edy Noxitats, elite Kal povorTiBh. 
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TP. aryew xedever Sopupdpous d7raovas. 
XO. pH vuv ov tadT adyyerre Seomdtov otvyer* 

tence, How arrayed is he to come? But 

this cannot be right, as it is inconsistent 

with the turn of the following verses.— 

V. 763, as it stands, implies (1) by the 

form of the question (7 7@s;), that the 

previous speaker has suggested one alter- 

native, and (2) by @s uabw cadpéorepor, 

that some expression has been used, 

which is ambiguous and admits of mis- 

understanding. The sense here put upon 

v. 762 satisfies both requirements. 

763—764. 7 TOS; Ze. éoraduéevov 7 

ms; The interlocutor (see v. 762) has 

suggested éorahuévoy as one possible an- 

swer to the question. mw@s kedever vw 

podetv; This implies that she has in 

her mind another possible answer. By 

éorauevoy; she must mean éoradpévor 

7) (d\Xws ws); and does as a fact mean 

éotauevoy 7» Edy Noxitais; The nurse, 

who does not quite catch the word or its 

import, asks first ‘What is the dddws 

mus?’ the implied opposite of éorapévor, 

and then adds, putting her doubt directly, 

‘Tell me more plainly what you mean’. 

The other answers her on both points in 

the same order, first giving the implied 

opposite (7 édv oxtrats), and then re- 

peating, with a slight modification, the 

sense of ésta\uévov.—The logic and con- 

nexion of these lines is destroyed by the 

common reading of v. 762, and accord- 

ingly attempts have been made to correct 

each of them, in v. 763 éaws; Schiitz, ri 

mas; Canter, m&s dys; Valckenaer, 7 

ms; Wellauer, and inv. 764 (since 7... 

eire as a dependent question, whether...or, 

is doubtful in an Attic writer) ef cdv Aoxl- 

Tats Turnebus and many texts. But none 

In v. 763, the proper 

form, in an answer to 7@s ofv xeNever viv 

Hoe €oTtahpévor ; (so punctuated), would 

be, as Schiitz suggests, dws; Do you say 

are satisfactory. 

how? But this is not likely to have been 

corrupted into 7 més; In vw. 764 el, 

though tolerable, is not logically correct. 

The proper form (ex hypothest) would be 

Eby Noxitas 7 povocT(BH; or wéorepov Evy 

Aoxiras 7 movocTiBA ; 

764. Or with soldiers, I mean. Or 

perhaps even alone? his passage, as the 

foregoing will show, does not involve the 

question as to the admission in Attic 

writers of 7...7 for whether...or in a de- 

pendent question (see on v. 889). If it 

did, the correction ef (see above) would 

certainly be justified; for if 7...7 in this 

sense is doubtful, 7...e’7€ is more doubtful 

still (Kithner Greek Grammar § 587. 22). 

But here whether is not wanted or ad- 

missible, neither is there any dependent 

question. 7 &dv Xoxlrats is not the first 

branch of a dependent question, but the 

second branch of a simple alternative, the 

first being éora\uévoy : and 7 therefore is 

necessary. elite kal povoemBy is a third 

branch of the alternative, or rather (see 

above) a modified repetition of the first 

branch. It means all that éoradpévov 

means, and more. 

765. Clytaemnestra, as we should ex- 

pect, had suggested the fullest precaution, 

not only attendants, but soldiers. 

766. Seomdétov ordye: causal, owt of 

hatred to thy master, ‘hating him as thou 

dost’. Or 8eomdrov ortye=7@ atvyou- 
pévy Seomrbrn, to thy detested master, dec- 

mérov being then gen. of equivalent or 

definition, and orvyos object of hatred. 

Conington gives both explanations as 

tenable, preferring the second (Stanley’s). 

I prefer the first (with Wecklein): dy- 

yedNe ottyer deomérov might bear Stan- 

ley’s interpretation; but, with the genitive 

preceding, it is so natural to take orvyos 

in its common sense, that the other could 
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avoxe...dcov Taxiota...yaboian dpevi— 
[év dyyé\w yap Kpumris dpbotan ppevt] 

only occur to the mind as an afterthought, 
and would make a phrase too obscure to 

be understood.—py...tatr’ dyyeAre... 
dAAa xtA. The negative falls on raira. 

Change the message into this, that etc. 

767. avrov: by himself, alone—Read 
perhaps @s dSepdvrwv KAvy (Hartung) 
that he may not terrify the reporter, lit. 

‘that he may have an unterrified (person) 

to listen to’. For the plural cf. v. 685. 

The suggestion, which the nurse is to 
make, is that, if the soldiers came, ‘the 

merchant’, who would speak frankly to 

Aegisthus alone, might be frightened into 

reserve andequivocation. Thiscorrection, 

though little considered, shows a right 

view of the sense, and is perhaps necessary 

to the expression of it. The clause ws 

ddeudvTws K\UQ is commonly taken as 

depending on dyyeNXe, 22 order that he 

(degisthus) may hear thee (the nurse) 

without alarm. But it must depend on 

€\etv, and must be part of the proposed 

message. This appears (1) from the order 

of the words and the run of the verse, 

and (2) still more clearly from the sense. 

For surely the message atrdv é\ety re- 

quires the addition of a motive, if only 

to avoid suspicion. It would have been 

better to say nothing about the soldiers 

either way, and to take the chance that 
Aegisthus might see no reason for bring- 

ing them, than to tell him, as if from 

Clytaemnestra, #o¢ to bring them, and 

leave him to ask ‘Why not?’ The form 

of expression is natural in Greek, which 

does not require, as English commonly 

does, that the predicative emphasis should 

be thrown on to the verb of the sentence, 

and in which xdvew to receive a statement 

is the regular correlative of \éyew.—It 

may however be questioned whether os 
asepdvrws KAVy fiat he may hear with- 
out alarm is not used loosely in the 

sense that he may hear without alarming. 

I do not think this impossible by any 

means, especially when we consider the 

speaker and the style of the scene. 

768. Ocov Taxtora constructed with 

dywx (according to the order) not with 

éNOetv. The nurse hesitates and the other 

bids her make haste. (Sidgwick.) Haste 

is important; for if there were any more 

delay, Clytaemnestra might despatch a 

second and less corruptible messenger. — 

yabovoy ppevl is variously referred (see 

Conington) to Aegisthus (connecting with 

é\etv), and to the nurse (with dywy). 

The first is possible, but with Mr Sidg- 

wick I decidedly prefer the second, 

mainly on the ground, that an encouraging 

hint from the chorus to the nurse is nate- 

ral in the circumstances, whereas there 

could be little point and some suspicion 
in the words, as part of the pretended 

message from Clytaemnestra. They are 

not such as Clytaemnestra could with 

decency or prudence have put into a com- 

munication sent through a servant (see . 

733)-—Taxtota yabotry Turn. 

Note the a in ya#odey, 

rdyior 

ayaboticn M. 

which though not properly Attic, may 

well have been justified, by literary asso- 

ciation, in this particular phrase. 
xumrés Blomfield, ép@otra: Neyo 

Musgrave (and Porson): see Appendix I. 

§ a1. Jt lies with the messenger to put a 

bowed (i.e. crooked, distorted) messagy 

769. 

straight, an expression signifying, that to 

carry and explain a message properly re- 

quires intelligence in the messenger. f. 

Hom. //. 13. 207 éo@\dv wal 7d rérvcrai, 

Sr’ dyyedos alowma eldp. It might be 

here applied, with a certain irony, to the 

message of Clytaemnestra, which will be 

wonderfully ‘corrected’ in the transit. — 

tv dyy&e. Peile compares Thuc. 7. § 

Thy avrod yruuny under dr dyyt\y dgariu- 

Getcav, his meaning not lost in the mouth 

of the messenger, and Wecklein Soph. 4:. 
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TP. add 4 dpovels ed; Tolcr viv Ayyerpévors ; 
XO. adn’ & tpoTvaiav Leds xaxdv Onoew ore. 
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yévoito & ws v \ lal / 

aploTa Ovy Geav docel. 

strophe 1. XO. viv wapactovpéva pot, watep 

179: 

1136 €v Tots Stxacrals KovK Euol 765’ éopadn, 

this failure came by the judges, not by me. 

770. Lut are you really sane? At the 

present tidings ? t.e. ‘I am to rejoice at the 

present tidings !’ Toto viv ryyeApéevots : 

the news of Orestes’ death. The dative 

is the ordinary causal dative with verbs 

‘of pleasure and displeasure’; and the 

question or rather both questions refer to 

yabovon ppevi, with heart rejoiceng, which 

to the nurse is naturally incomprehensible. 

—The true meaning of this verse is in- 

stantly apparent if v. 769 is disregarded ; 

and this is one of the strongest reasons 

for supposing that verse to be spurious 

(see App. I. § 21). But in any case wv. 

770 must be taken as above. The Ms. 

gives it as one sentence (4\N 7 Ppovels eb 

Toit viv nyyeAmévois;): but this has no 

legitimate sense. There appears to be 

no authority for taking ev Ppoveis as equi- 

valent to xalpecs (schol.) or ev¢paivov, and 

if a phrase so familiar could bear an ex- 

ceptional sense (which is perhaps con- 

ceivable), it would be necessary that the 

context should give more help than it 

does here.—gpovets €& rotow évTeraue- 

vos; Wecklein: Do you mean well by 

these instructions ? ‘This is correct both 

in grammar and sense: but the change is, 

I think, unnecessary. 

771. But what of Zeus means at last to 

change this misery? tpotwatay: properly 

a change of wind or weather, see on 4g. 

Tapartoumev” é€mol. 

229. Cf. Eur. £7. 1147 dmoBal xaxdv* 

MeTaTpoTa mvéovow aipar dduwv. (Con- 

ington.) 

774. Dost thou know anything distinct 

from what we have been told? i.e. the 

statement of ‘the merchant’. éxes tT; 

cf. Soph. Anz. g. 

779—836. Before entering upon the 

details of this ode, it is necessary to state 

clearly an all-important question: Are 

we to assume that the metrical con- 

struction of it was systematic, and if so, 

to what extent ? 

Of the many attempts which have been 

made to cast the whole into a system one 

only has sufficient evidence to deserve 

attention. Zphymnia or burdens, repeated 

like our modern ‘choruses’ after both 

strophe and antistrophe, occur certainly 

in the Agamemnon and Eumenides, pro- 

bably in the next ode of this play (v. 934 

foll.). It has been suggested (first appa- 

rently by G. C. W. Scheider), that this 

ode should be divided into three pairs of 

strophae, each pair having a distinct 

ephymnium. The three ephymnia must 

be found in vv. 785—789, vv. 802—807, 

vv. 823—828, passages of which none 

can without extreme violence be brought 

into metrical correspondence with any 

other part of the text. It remains to find 

the strophae. 

With the first pair there is no difficulty: 

vu. 779—784 and vv. 790—795 do in the 
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+dvadixdcat wav érros 

€Xaxov. 

781. 

MS. approximate closely to correspon- 

dence: and the ‘ephymnium’ (wv. 785— 
789) can at least naturally, and without 

interruption of the sense, be repeated in 
the place required. But here the evi- 

dence for the theory ends. In the third 

section the strophe should be vv. 815— 

822, the antistrophe vu. 829—836. These 

passages have certainly in outline some 

metrical resemblance: but they cannot 

be made correspondent, even on the 

most elastic theory of ‘correspondence’, 

without introducing changes which have 

no other warrant than the assumption of 

the fact to be proved. Nor does the 

supposed ephymnium offer any support. 

On the contrary, to repeat it after the 

‘antistrophe’ produces a breach of con- 

nexion. Still less manageable is the 

second section, where in fact the theory 

altogether breaks down. The first three 

lines of the section do indeed correspond 
to three lines in another part (vv. 796— 

798, 808—r11o0). But to these triplets 

succeed passages which exhibit neither 

metrical resemblance nor trace of cor- 

ruption: while the ‘ephymnium’ is strict- 

ly bound in sense to the place where it 

stands, and cannot without dislocation be 

repeated anywhere else (see on v. 814). 

Other systems are even less demon- 

strable. The prima facie testimony of 

the facts, beyond which we cannot pro- 

ceed, is that the ode is not cast in a 

system at all, but consists in great part of 

free recitative. We have no right to 

assert @ priori that such a thing could 

not occur in a proper place: and there 

are reasons (see the Introduction) for 

V. 46. CH. 

Zed, od Sé vw dudraaoos.— 

6é pov. 

which it might be thought that this place 

is proper. However I would affirm nei- 

ther this nor any conclusion on the matter. 

I have marked as strophae only those parts 

which in the Ms. actually correspond as 

closely as undoubted strepfhae commonly 

do, and the rest I have left undistributed, 

admitting of course only such corrections 

as have evidence irrespective of metre. 

As to some metrical details in the strophac 

see Appendix II. 

779—782. ‘Now at my prayer, O 

Zeus, grant what we long to see, fhe 
return of the house to the good old way’. 

Cf. Ag. 18 olxov rodde cuppopay...obxy ds 

Ta mpocd’ dpora diarovoupévov, and see 

inf. 967.—8épov (for dé nov, Bothe, Con- 

ington) is the least change that will give 

a construction, ‘grant success (tvyas Tv- 

Xétv) to those who desire happily to see 

the good discipline (td cwopécvva) of 

the house established ’.—ra cugpor’ Her- 

mann: but there is a prima facie pre- 

sumption in favour of the exceptional 

form cwppbcvwos.—tapatrovpéva Turn. 

Herm. raparouuév’ éuol M.—ed: perhaps 

av? 

783—784- 
thou, Zeus, regard it’: reading and inter- 

‘It is a just prayer; do 

pretation uncertain. Schol. di«alws, and 

xara Sixay, 5 dori Kara 7d Sixaiov, pointing 

(if they are to be trusted) to dia dicas or 

(Hermann) xaé dixay. But no adequate 

explanation has been suggested for rar 

Gros: from which we should infer that 

the speakers have used some (religious ?) 

formula. —vAdooois : 
‘watch’ it with a view to accomplish- 

‘observe’ or 

ment. 

8 
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Tov éow pedrabpwrv, @ Zed, 
Oés, ere’ jury péyav pas 
diduua Kal TpiTrAa 

Tariutrowa Oédwv apeirrer.— 
antistr. 1. 
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vu CuyevtT e€v appate 

io@t & avdpos hirov te@Xov ev- 790 

Tnpatov (év dSpouw tpoctieis 

787- 

785—789. ‘Prefer (the cause of) 

Orestes to (that of) his and thy enemies ; 

for if thou exalt him, his gratitude will 

richly reward thee’. mpo...€x@pav...0és: 
mpobes €xOpav.—trov : Tov M, rov Opéorny 

schol.—ailpas M, with « over erasure.— 

BeXLov apeler: ‘thou canst at pleasure 
obtain’, ‘wilt obtain for wishing’. The 

point of this expression is, that by not 

assisting in the re-establishment of a 

house devoted to his especial honour 

(see vu. 254—261) Zeus will wilfully 

forego the worship which @¢ rests but with 

him to secure.—Others take dueleu as 

act. 3rd pers. with Orestes for subject 

(he well willingly repay). Sucha change 

of subject (the so-called ‘nominative pen- 

dent’) is not uncommon, and very natural 

sometimes; but it cannot be made so 

late in the clause. Thus émei wu péyav 

dpas, Ouryp Bédlwv Siduvma dueiWer would 

be intelligible, if harsh; but here, down 

to maXiurowa we must suppose that the 

subject is Zews, and to change it at the 

last moment would have the effect, as it 

seems, of a grammatical ‘sell’, or joke 

mapa mpocdoxlay.—piw: v.620, Theb. 440. 

790—795: ‘Remember by what afflic- 

tions Orestes has been driven to the deed 
he is about to do, (and regard it with 

just indulgence). His goal is before him. 

Who would demand a perfect movement 

from a horse that is racing for the finish?’ 

The common 

form of solemn appeal, icrw Zeis (let 

Zeus know, t.e. ‘let Zeus note and witness’) 

—loOt: Anoww, t.e. note. 

dipac. 

becomes naturally, when addressed to 

Zeus himself, ic@:. We need not there- 

fore suspect the phrase on the ground 

that the deity does not need information. 

—dv8pes (col) piAov (Agamemnon) 7@- 
Xov edvev (Orestes): cf. vv. 245—262.— 

Gppate: apuace schol., dpuacw Hermann. 

—étv Spdpw (22 a race or race-course) is 
emphatic, dpduos having its full and 

proper sense.—tls dv cwlopevoy puOpdv 
(rpoortOein) ; lit. ‘Who, fixing the pace 

(of his horse) 27 @ race, would impose (on 

him) the keeping of rhythm?’ The cha- 

rioteer in a race mpooriOnot mérpov (mode- 

ratur) T@ im, controls and regulates the 

pace of his horse; but will not expect of 

him (least of all in the fzzsh of a race) 

the elegant and even movement (pu6uds), 

which may and should be enforced in an 

ordinary exercise or performance for 

show. Just’so the gods, who by the 

destiny given to the Pelopidae have put 

Orestes in a position so widely different 

from that of ordinary men, may be asked 

now, in the crisis of his fate, to permit 

and bless an action, which in common 

circumstances would be a horrible crime. 

As the deed draws near, even the chorus 

begin to feel the awful responsibility which 

it involves, and tou plead more humbly as 

well as more urgently for the favour of 

heaven.—For the ellipse of the verb cf. 

Soph. £/. 1434 viv, ra mplv ed Oéuevor, 

Ta6’ ws madu (sc. eb O70), Eur. Or. 644 

Xphuar’, my Wuxi euty owons (sc. ow- 

ges), and see on Zheb. 2.—cwf{dpevov 
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HéTpov, Tis dv owlouevov puOpdr ;) 
Tour tdeiy Satredov 

avopéevov Bnuatwov dpeyya ;— 

sty, 2. of T écwbe Swpatov 
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mrovtoyaby puyov vopitere, 
KAvETE, aUudpoves Feoi.— 

ayeTe, TOV Tadat TeTpaywévav 
AvoacH alua mpocharos Sixais: 
yépov hovos unkér ev Sopois téKor: 

TO 6€ KaX@S KTapEVOY, @ 

797- mdoutayab7. 

prOpsy the observing of rhythm. See 
Theb. 611, Ag. 115. This use of the par- 

ticiple and substantive is in Greek poetical, 
and comparatively rare, whereas in Latin 

it was always normal. Here tis mpoc- 

TiOeln av owlduevov pdudy; is an exact 

verbal equivalent of guts adhibeat servan- 

dum rhythmum ?—rotro...dpeypa : ...sees 

in the ground before him the stretch of hts 

jinishing steps, i.e. ‘is at the finish of the 

race and has the goal in view’. The 

subject is 7@)ov, and the inf. Sev follows 
to, as in other places where fc signifies 

emphatic asseveration, cf. sz. 572, Soph. 

Phil. 1329, Kiihner Gk. Grammar § 484. 

7.—8dmeSov. So mpds Modocca ddreda 

P. V. 855, where see Paley’s note. I 

agree with him, that the existence of 

6damedov, with a, in itself no less possible 

than yd7edov, is not disproved by the fact 

that other poets use Sizedov. However 

either ydamredov or dia wédov may here be 
right.—The above punctuation, making 

év Spéuw...pu0udv a parenthesis, solves, I 

hope, the difficulty of the passage. The 
ellipse also wanted explanation. If we 

divide the whole, as is commonly done, 

into two sentences at uérpor, it is impos- 

sible to construe it at all without bold 

alterations, nor has any satisfactory reading 

been proposed. With regard to the gen- 
eral sense, and the neglected antithesis of 

bérpov and pvdués, upon which it hinges, 

it is to be remembered that the perfor- 

800. mpoddros, corr. m. 

mance of exercises for show, both athletic 

and equestrian, was far more familiar and 

important in Greek life, than it is with us 

now. The nobility and gentry of the 

sixteenth or seventeenth century would 

have caught the notion more easily. 

797- WAovroya® Turnebus.—vopt 

Cere: inhabit.—évlfere Hermann, reading 

émtpopwraros in v. 809. 

799—S8ol. 

to this ode. 

be made to answer, in the usual manner, 

See the preliminary note 

These three verses cannot 

to wv. 811—814 without completely re- 

writing one passage or both; while at 

the same time im neither place does the 

sense, apart from the metre, show any 

trace of corruption. 

799: T@v...twempaypévwv: neuter; cf. 
Ag. 1183 (ywos xaxGy...rGv wa\ai rerpay- 

phévav (Klausen). 

800. Atoacbe: cause to be done acwny 

or exptated, cf. Soph. O. 7: 100 brew 

pbvy rddw éovras. The causative mid- 

dle is used here ‘‘as the gods are to bring 

about the expiation by human hands” 

(Conington). 

801. ‘Since the blood-curse is ofd, let 

it cease to bear its progeny of crimes’. 

802—807. And for them that fell with 

glory, do thou, who hast the great Fortal, 

grant that they may look up unhindered te 

the house of our hero, and that thar loving 

eyes may behold its brightness freed from 

the veil of gloom, The power, who holds 

8—z2 
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805 

the passage between the living and the 

dead, is asked to permit that the great 

warriors from whom Orestes descends 

(the mpocOd5ouo Atpetdar of v. 321, the 

Kah@s Oavértes of v. 354) may be conscious 

of his enterprise, may bless it with their 

sympathy, and may rejoice in its success. 

In a similar spirit Pindar often prays 

that the tidings of a victory may be 

permitted to reach the dead relatives of 

the victor, especially those who have them- 

selves won honour (Ol. 8. 74—84, 14. 20, 

etc.) : the first passage illustrates the natu- 

ral transition (zz 808) from this thought 

to the invocation of Hermes, messenger 

between the two worlds.—té kadas KTa- 
wevov: for Tols kaN@s kTaueévous, cf. Herod. 

7- 209 ef rovTous Te kal 7d Umropévoy ev 

Zrapryn katactpépea (for Tods bropuévov- 

Tas), Thuc. 8. 66 dp@v rondv 76 EvvestynKos 

(for roNXovs Tobs Evvear@ras) etc. (Kiihner 

Gr. Gramm. § 347. 3). The ancestors 

who have died gloriously (¢.e. in battle) 

are specially mentioned both because of 

the contrast between their fate and that 

of the murdered (vv. 799—8o01: see the 

passages of this play just cited) and be- 

cause their spirits would best sympathize 

with the bravery of their descendant.—é 

Béya valwv oropioy: @ “Ady schol., 

rightly, except that no name need be 

put to the description, which is complete 
in itself. The phrase is saggested by such 

supposed openings into the underworld as 

that of Taenarus (x@édviov “Avda ordua 

Pind. Pyh. 4. 44), but must not be nar- 

rowed by local definition. There is only 

one ‘great portal’ for all men, and that 

is the one which is meant.—dv8pds, the 
hero, must refer to Orestes, the general 

theme of the ode, not to Agamemnon. 

For the covert manner of the allusion 

compare Tév éow weAdOpwy in v. 786.— 

Aapmpov : Naumpas M, a false interpreta- 

tion, arising from the supposition that the 

subject of idetv is viv: viv (ddmov) is the 

object, and Aapmpov predicate, ‘see it 

bright’.—kadtrrpas depends upon éAev- 
Bepiws Aapmrpdv. From such familiar 

constructions as €A\ev@epos tupavyldos and 

kafapos puacudrwy it is an easy step to 

éXevfepiws aumpov Kad’mrpas, ‘bright 

with liberation from the gloomy veil’ of 

tyranny.—The key to this passage is the 

correct interpretation of 76 kah@s xrdme- 

vov. For further discussion, particularly 

on the conjecture xriuevoy, see App. I. 

§ 22. 

808—814. ‘And let Hermes aid, as 

we may expect that he will, the god of 

artifice, who has equal power to explain 

—and to make obscure’. Hermes, here 

as throughout, patronises the deed both 

as Wuxomoumds and as déd\os. The first 

aspect connects him with the previous 

thought, the second is expanded in what 

follows. 

808. év8{kws: ‘naturally’, ‘as belongs 
to him’. 

80g. émel Emper.—dopatatos (éo7:) 

Av: ‘mightiest, when he will, to speed 

accomplishment’. The metaphor both 

in dopés and in ovpios (see L. and Se. 

s. vv.) is that of a favourable wind.—mpa- 

0 ee ee 
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mpatw ovpiav 0édkwv.— 
Tora 8 ddrXra havel yprtov 
, > v » / 

KpuTT * aoxotrov 8 éros Néywu 
vuKTa mpd T oupatwv oKdtov déper, 

Ce e / 8 > \ > Ld Kal nuépav 8 ovdev eudhavéctepos. 
Kal ToTe 51) mAGou 

810. 6éXev, -wy m. 

Ev ovpfay depends on the verbal adj. 
opbs (=duvards émipépew), cf. v. 23 xoas 

mporouméds and note (Klausen). I do 

not feel this construction to be difficult, 

and would not therefore change ovpiav to 

ovplaat (Conington).—@édrov (i.e. qv Op, 
8rav 8€Xq) is, as the position shows, im- 

portant to the connexion with what follows. 

In the present case it is the will of Hermes 

to aid, as he has already proved. 

811. ‘Often, at his pleasure, he will 

clear the most obscure; but when he 

means not to be comprehended, he offers 

to men’s eyes the darkness of very night, 

and even daylight makes him no plainer’. 

—Twice has Orestes been befriended by 

the hermeneutic Power of speech, towhom 

it belongs not only to enlighten but also 

to deceive, once when Clytaemnestra did 

not detect the falsehood of his story, and 

once, more conspicuously, when the dream 

of the night seemed to be explained, but 

in reality was impenetrably darkened, by 

the interpretation of the morning (vv. 32 

—41). It is to this latter service in par- 
ticular that the language here, with sin- 
gular grace and dexterity, is made to 

point.—dAAa marks the antithesis, the 
whole period being a variation of 4\\a 

pev dpavet, Ga dé Kkptwe.—yxprtov: 

Gé\wy, as in v. 339.—KputTrd emphatic, 

however concealed.—vinra...pépa: lit. 
‘he brings (with him) night and (thereby) 

darkness-before-the-eyes’ i.e. ‘he offers 

to the eyes as it were darkness’. It is 

roughly, but not exactly, true to say that 

Te is ‘trajected’ and the phrase equivalent 

to déper vixra wal oxérov mpd dupdrwy 

(schol.).—It is also perhaps not impos- 

815—816. 

S15 

movrov | dwudrww. 

sible to take re as belonging to the whole 

clause, with answering 4¢ as in Ag. 1573 

(Conington and others), so that rv«ra (dy 

night) is antithetic to xa" jyudpay. But 
the decisive objection to this is the posi- 

tion of ze, for which the only natural 

place would then have been after ré«ra. 

The thought is correct without the sup- 
posed antithesis, ‘Hermes conceals him- 

self with such a nocturnal darkness, that 

daylight does not reveal him’.—M has 

Kpumrd written in full, instead of with 

elision; but there is nothing in this to 

throw doubt on the text. Elided words 

are not seldom so written. 

814. After this verse it has been pro- 

posed to repeat vv. 802-807 as an ef/ynt- 

nium (see the preliminary note to the 

ode). But these verses, rightly under- 

stood, cannot properly be parted from t. 

799—8o1, nor these very well from the 

strophe itself (vv. 796—798). It is just 

possible to repeat here the whole of o. 

799—807: but that would not help the 

theory of strophae and ephymnia, for it 

takes no account of wy. 811—S814. 

815—836. 

‘strophic arrangement’ admits of no fair 

Here again the problem of 

solution. Supposing (with Schneider) 

that wv. 823—828 are an cphymnium, 

the remaining ‘strophae’ [cannot be 

brought even to an approximate agree- 

ment without changes for which there is 

no excuse but the metrical theory. To 

carry out this process is to assume the 

very point which has to be proved. 

Apparently the whole passage is reci- 

tative, without strophic division. 

815—S22. ‘And shen at last, we wo 
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Tov Sw@patwv AuTpLOY, 
OjAvY ovplocTatav 

Omov KpEKTOV ‘yon- 
TOV vomov peOncoper’ 
‘Ae? Tad ev, 

AIZXYAOY 

820 
> \ +) \ / SNP, AN wv éuov éuov Képdos aé~etar T0d', a- 

a / 

ta 8 amootate didwv’. 
\ \ a ev a av 6€ Oapaody, btav HK 

820. 

men, we ‘mourners’, shall chant our uni- 

ted, applauding chorus of A// goes well !’. 

—There are here two words which, as it 

seems, must be erroneous, 7ovTov (v. 815) 

and méd\e (v. 820). As to the second, 

mode. 745’ €& is without meaning, and an 

isolated reference to ‘the city’ would be 

alien from the ode, which is domestic and 

personal. Indeed throughout the play, 

the slave-women, as befits their station, 

refer but little to the political aspect of 

the situation, contrasting in this respect 

noticeably with the e/ders of the Agamem- 

non. Kirchhoff’s wAet ra8° €d (the vessel 

speeds), pursuing the metaphor of ovpro- 

oTdtav, may be accepted with some confi- 

dence, and suggests to me, that mAodrov 

stands for mod (Aeschylus in a lyric 

passage would probably write mAdov) 

tov. The whole is then perfectly clear. 

—rote 81 mAoov: ‘at that point in the 
voyage’, that is ‘when the accomplish- 

ment comes, for which we pray’. The 

reference is to mpaév ovplay in v. 810, and 

the metaphor implied in ovpiay is followed 

out. The enterprise is compared to the 

sailing of a ship, in order to lead up to 

the favourite comparison of applause or 

cheering toa breeze. For the genitive cf. 

v. 890 évratba kaxov, dpe THs Nuépas late 

in the day, tTnvikatra Tov Bépouvs at that 

stage of the summer: mots voyage is 

treated as a word of time, which here in 

effect it is.—Sopdtoav Avtypiov: ‘house- 
liberating’—OyAvy: to cheer will be 

the proper office of women who cannot 

fight. —ovpiortdray: ‘encouraging ’, lite- 

TONEL. 

rally ‘wafting as a favourable and steady 

wind which se¢s the vessel on its course’. 

—6pod kpexrov: ‘beaten (z.e. timed) to- 

gether, united’.—yontav (yoaurady?) v6- 
pov: Mourners song. Their song will 

be a song of Mourners, because they are 

primarily and essentially AZowrners, singers 

of ayéosordirge. The referenceis to their 

character in the play as Xon@épa (with 

which ‘yonrat is in fact synonymous). 

This was seen by the author of an accurate 

and sensible note imbedded here among 

the absurdities of the scholia: rév trav 

yont&v* olws ddovar mapiovres [Thy Tow], 

‘the song of Mourners: such as they (the 

Chorus) sing in the Parodos (vz. 22 foll.)’. 

The words r7v 7éXw (it should be és rH 

modu 22 respect of the city) are a separate 

note on the corrupt 7éAe, which has 

attached itself to the preceding through 

the common syllable ec.—peOrjcopev: 
‘we shall loose’, as if it had been hitherto 

repressed and confined.—Ae...pMov: 
the words of the promised song. 

823—828. An apostrophe to Orestes: 

‘“When the moment comes, fear not at 

all the reproach of matricide. If she cry 

‘Child !’, thou canst answer that with 

‘Father, father!’’’. 

823827. The MS. presents no verb; 

and though it would be possible to supply 

one, on the principle illustrated at v. 792, 

the form of the period makes such an 

ellipse improbable. Moreover épy (szc 

M) in vz. 825 is suspicious for several 

reasons: (1) marpos épyw (thy father’s 

business) seems, notwithstanding Coning- 

aerial En 
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MEpos Epywr, 
eraioas TaTpos épya 
Opoovca 

\ Negev oes 5) ‘ Oe 
Tpos GE TEKVOV TATPOS avoéap, 

\ 9 > / 

Kal Tepaw AveTimoudoyv atay, 

Ilepoéws 7 év dpeciv 
Kapdiav oyeban, 830 

Tois @ vo xOovds dirovow, 
-” > ” 

tois T avwOev tpoTpaccwy 
YapiTas opyas AvTpas, 
évdobev 

‘ vv / ‘ v , 

gowlayv atav tiOeis, TOV altioy & 

éEaTro\Xvs popoy. 

828. mepaivwy érivoudar. 

ton’s defence, an inapplicable phrase; 

(2) in éraicas the preposition, as well as 
the verb, ought naturally to relate to 

@poovcg, but the intervening dative épyw 

prevents this; and (3) the contra-position 

of épywyv...épyw is not merely pointless, 

but seems to imply that Orestes has 

several épya to perform, of which the 

épyov marpés is only one. All this suggests 

that épyw is wrong and conceals the mis- 

sing imperative. May we not suppose 

that we have here the form épydoua 

(é€pydfouac), and that the true accentuation 

is py@ do the deed? The form is correct 
and extant; and the fact that this is the 

only example now found in classical 

Greek is no objection at all. Many like 

forms are now azaé elpnuéva. This both 

puts tpyv...épyo into the right relation 
and explains the recurrence of tatpos... 

matpés, which is a repetition for emphasis: 
When the time for doing comes, do it with- 

out fear, overbearing her cry of ‘Child!’ 

with the sound of ‘ Father, father !’.—pA- 

pos: ¢urn; hitherto it has been the “épos 

NMywv.—traicvas ratpés...ratposavbav: 

thesuspension of the construction produces 

no difficulty, since it is manifest at once 

in what way and to what effect it will be 

completed.—matpds avSdav: the word or 

835 

831. Toicd’. 836. pdbpor. 

sound warp. 

828. Kal mepalv’ dver(popdov dray 
Schiitz: éwiuoumoy is the opposite of 

what is clearly meant, and the required 

syllable ay is actually in the text, though 

it has been put (probably from a mis- 

applied correction) in the wrong place. 

And accomplish a ‘sin’ for which none 

can reproach thee. 

82g—836. 

he slew the Medusa. 

‘Be stern as Perseus, when 

For the sake of 

those dear to thee, dead and living, stifle 

thy pangs, and make thy heart murderous 

to take the murderer’s life’. 

verb, but none is required, as the whole 

There is no 

is a continuation of the preceding sen- 

tence. 

831—833. 
ras Schiitz. 

Xape 
Literally ‘doing for those 

trois 8’ Robortello. 

thou lovest...a service of wrath, though it 

is painful’. So far as the sense is con 

cerned, there is no reason to suspect any 

serious error in these words: rporpderew 

xdpiras Aurpds Tux is a simple expression 

for ‘to do a painful act in order to earn 

the future gratitude’ of him for whom it 

is done, and so is rpdowew ydperas dpyas 

for ‘to do aservice of wrath’, épyar being 

the ordinary genitive ‘ of equivalence’. 

834—836. pépov Turnchus, adpor M 
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NK@ [LEV OVK AKANTOS, GAN Uarayyenos* 

véav dati 5é mevOopar Eye TLvas 
Eévous poddrtas, ovdapas épipepor, 
peopov & ’Opéotov. Kal TOO apdéperv Sopors 840 

/ > oN v \ / 

yévoit av aybos Sematootayes pove 

Literally ‘putting murderous fury within 

(thee), but (therewith) destroying him 

that is guilty of death’. The final anti- 

thesis repeats the point of the whole 

exhortation, that Orestes is to steel his 

heart ; if he works himself to the temper 

of murder, it is but to slay the murderer. 

—rov altiov: the masculine expression 

may be taken generically (the murderer as 

such), but leads aptly to the approach of 

Aegisthus, and is probably applied to him 

by gesture.—To conclude upon the theme 

of Clytaemnestra would be less suitable, 

which is a reason for not supposing that 

vv. 823—828 should be here repeated. 

837. Aegisthus enters alone (see v. 

767).—ovK adkAnTos, GAN drdyyedos. 
Why does he thus insist on the fact that 

he has come not without asummons? In 

the parallels cited there is obvious reason 

why the summons, or the want of it, 

should be specified: Soph. Az. 289 7é 

THVO GakAnTOs oO Ur ayyédwy | KAnOels 

agpopugs metpay xTd.; Soph. Trach. 391 
pluy, ws 85 avyp odk éudy va ayyéddwr | 

aN abrékAnrTos €k déuwy topeverat (Lichas 

enters just as Deianira was about to send 

for him). The explanation here is that, 

as often in Aeschylus, the effect of the 

position of 8€ in wv. 838 is to emphasize 

the word displaced, which is odrw. 

This stress on the word rumour strikes 

the key-note of his remarks, which is, to 

treat the report as worthless. He does 

this, as he pretends, because it is too sad 

to believe, in reality because he thinks it 

too good to be true. When he says ‘I 

come not without summons’, he means 

that but for the express summons he 
should not have troubled himself at all 

about what is plainly a mere story, in- 

vented by persons who wanted to get a 

lodging (see on v. 853). For the like 

reason there is a stress on févous. The 

‘merchants’ are £évou of the house only in 

the sense that they have found entertain- 

ment there.—véav: not simply zew, but 

strange. 

839. ovdapas... Opéorov: lit. ‘news 
not at all to be desired, dwt (news of) the 

death of Orestes’. 8€ contrasts the posi- 

tive description with the negative (Sidg- 

wick). Somewhat similar are Theo. 

451—452 ceonudriorac 5° domls ov opuKpov 
Tpomov* dvnp 5 émXirns xtd. and 2. 412 

—413 6 Koumos 5 od Kat dvOpwrov ppovet, 

mipyos 5° dmedel Sewvd, where see notes. 

The antithetic form of expression is alien 

from our language, which would use 

simple apposition; but Greek favours 

antithesis for its own sake.—Conington 

compares ve with words in apposition 

(Ag. 1527 sed guaere); but the conjunc- 

tions are widely different.—ye Portus. 

— 840—842. Literally ‘to have this 

(weight) also upon the house would be a 

drop-weight formidable to the old (sore 

of) bloodshed, raw and galled ’.—dpoépewv 
Sdpous: ‘to carry upon the house’: these 

words go, as the rhythm groups them, 

together: the sense of the case Sdpots is 

between locative and instrumental.—8e.pa- 

tootayés. The two parts of the com- 

pound have their force separately: de- 

uato-, terrible, accounts for ¢évw, and 

-orayes introduces the notion of the ‘last 

drop’. The figure is taken from an ani- 

mal so loaded, or so unfit for work, that 

‘a rain-drop on the pack’ would make 

too much. It was probably proverbial. 
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—évw xrrX. The ‘former bloodshed’ 

(see v. 801) is compared to a sore on a 

beast of burden, ‘raw and bitten (by 

insects)’, and in this respect is personified, 

after the Aeschylean manner, so that the 

sore itself, and not the animal, is said to 

shrink from the burden.—I think the text 

sound. Many read aiuarocrayés, but it 

is then difficult, if not impossible, to 

construe ¢évw...dednyuévw. Hence Bam- 

berger (and others) substitute éAxalvoucr 

kal dednymévois, (dxAos Séuos éAxalvoucr 

gov 7G mpbcbev). This gives no doubt 

a simple construction, and the single 
changes may be plausibly defended. But 

the figure is more picturesque and more 

consistent as it stands. 

843. BAémrovta Living, i.e. likely to 
bear investigation. Contrast @vyjoKovres 
in v. 845. ' 

844. Separotpevor may be taken, as 

Conington says, in two ways: either (1) 

it may be the passive of deuaroiy dyor 

to tell a scaring story, cf. E\xos tup\wOev 

from tu@Xoiv éAxos ‘to inflict a blinding 

wound’ Soph. Azz. 973 (with Jebb’s note) 

and sup. v. 508; thus the sense would be 

tales with which women scare us: or (2) 

Srightened tales may be tales told by the 

Srightened, the tale being personified. It 
is hard to decide, but mpds yuvatkav 
should most naturally be connected with 

Se.parotpevor and this is in favour of (1) 

Or is it but a scaring tale of women, which 
leaps into the air, and dies in nothing? 

The metaphor is from a spark. 

847. ‘For enquiring about a matter, 

report at second hand is but a weak 

(assurance) compared with (going) your- 

Self to the man himself’, .c. to the original 

authority. Irregular and uncouth as this 

> ‘ / / ‘ ol / 

nkovoapev pév—truvOdavou b€ tov Eévwv 

sentence is, I do not believe it to be 

corrupt. It exhibits the grammar, o1 

rather the want of it, proper to a popular 

saying, shaped by uneducated speakers 

and docked for convenience of repetition. 

We should note especially, that emen- 

dation cannot make it really correct. 

The locution obééy dyyé\uw cOévos, ds 

kTX. ‘reporters are weak, compared with’, 
is illustrated (after Blomfield) from Aris 

toph. Birds 967 ovdéy olév dor’ dxotoas 

Tov éwaGy there is nothing like hearing the 

words, Plat. Gorg. 447 C obdéy olow rd 

avrdév épwrdy. But these, though similar 

in sense, are very different in form; they 

are grammatical, while the Aeschylean 

ws, though intelligible enough and un- 

doubtedly genuine, is not. The irregu- 

larities of v. 849 belong to the same style 

as the irregular use of ws. First in 

autos avtov dvBpa (é\¢yfac?) ‘(question 
ing) the author yourself’ we have an 

ellipse for brevity. Greek, even in finished 

styles, is highly elliptical : popular speech, 

of which we have in ancient Greek no 

adequate specimen, is naturally more free 

in this respect. The contraction of a 

known phrase here is comparable to the 

way in which a known story or Saying is 

cited by leading words (suf. v. 312, Aris- 

toph. Wasps 1178 ws 6 Kapboriaw riy 

bnrépa) and not bolder. The adverbial 

mwepl about (the matter) is scarcely even 

irregular (see /ndices to this and the 

previous plays, Prefosition as Advers); 

it is exactly similar to that elliptic and 

adverbial use which, for certain preposi- 

tions and for certain conventional phrases, 

survives in French, ¢.g. ‘prendre une 

chose et s’en aller avec’, ‘courir sus’ etc.; 

in French, as probably in Greek, it is 
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Tad érevyouévn KaTiOcalova’ ; 855 
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Tos loov evTova avicwpmat ; 

vov yap méAXovot pravOcioa 

855. 

much commoner in popular speech than 

in academic. Nor is there anything ex- 

ceptional in the inf. met@eo8ar depending 

on ovdéty o8évos ‘weak for the purpose of 

enquiry’.—In ws a’rov adrav avdpa trev- 

Gecat mapa (corrections of Canter, Turn., 

Port.) ordinary grammar is obtained, to 

a certain extent, at the expense of changes 

not collectively, or even singly, very pro- 

bable, and also (I think) at the expense of 

natural colour.—Conington notes the 

malicious allusion to the trick of the 

altered message from Clytaemnestra. The 

immediate reference is to the chorus as 

ciyyedo. (reporters), and the merchants 

as primary authorities, for the recent 

news. 

851. OvyoKovtos: Opécrov.—iv Turn. 
nev mM, Over an erasure in M. 

853.. Cf Hom.) Odi 1g) Vaz te 

yépov, ot Tis Keivov dvnp ddadnpevos EAOwv 

jayyé\Xwv meicee yuvatkd te Kal gidov 

vidy, | GAN’ GAXws Komdjs Kexpnuévor civ dpes 

ahjrar | Yevdovt’, odd’ €Oé\ovow ddnOéa 

pu@jcacba, ‘No one, offering news of 

Ulysses (as alive), w7// convince his wife 

and son: vagabonds tell lies fo procure 

entertainment and will not keep to the 

truth’. That passage so precisely coin- 

cides with the sense of this, while illus- 

trating the archaic grammar, that it was 

probably in the mind of Aeschylus. It 

is the traditional character of the phrase 

KaimOodfouga (oa over erasure). 

which justifies both the syntax and the 

metre (¢péva xdéWerav) which, though 

rare in Attic poetry, would be regular in 

other poets, and is here to be regarded 

as an archaism. The whole verse may 

well be a proverb or quotation, For 

similar instances see Index to Agamemnon, 

s.v. Optative.—No correction therefore is 

needed. Against the suggestion ovro 

gpév’ dv (Elmsley) see on Ag. 898. I 

have elsewhere proposed od trav pévas.., 
wumatwuévas, but this I retract.—Here 

Aegisthus enters the door representing the 

Fevav. 

855. éemBedfLouoa: Schiitz; so in Eur. 

Med. 1409 émifedgw Blomfield, émifoagw 

MSS. 

857. ‘“‘toov scil. 77 edvoiga. ‘How 

shall we give to the feelings, which crowd 

upon us, expression corresponding ?’”’ 

(Wecklein). Lit. ‘Under (the pressure 

of) my good will how, before I close, 

shall I say what is equal (to it)?’ mds is 

constructed with eitrovca, the deliberative 

sense of the question falling upon the 

participle, as in v. 14, émeckdoas TUXW; 

‘shall I conjecture, in order to be right?’ 

The chorus would fain put their whole 

heart into the prayer of these critical 

minutes, and feel the inadequacy of words. 

—ioov then has its common sense and 

need not be pressed to that of ‘fit, right’. 
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863. dpxas. mo\cocovduous. 

859. meipal (?) forms: ai dxual rav 

pay, mapa 76 mwelpew. Kxowdvwy 5é trav 

komrixGy Epdv schol. I keep this, as 

possible, though (with others) I think it 

very doubtful. The objections are, not 

that repd point is otherwise uncertified 

(for it is passable in form), but that in 

the sense of Joint the word does not 

well fit xkémavov, which must be komrixév 

mt, and (what is more important) that it 

is irrelevant to the meaning. Conington 

takes metpar (Port., Pauw), and refers it 

to the coming ¢rvia/. The objection to 

this lies in pravOeioat: for though an 

epithet belonging properly to 2 dependent 

genitive is sometimes transposed to the 
‘governing’ substantive, piavOeioae mei- 

pa: would carry this license to a great 

length, since the xézrava are already ‘ pol- 

luted’, and not to become so by the 

approaching ‘trial’. These difficulties 

may perhaps be avoided if we take metpat 

in the sense of essay, and refer it not to 

the coming contest, but to the deaths of 

Agamemnon (and Cassandra), which were 

the ‘coup-d’essai’ of the xémrava, ‘cleavers 

stained by their first essay with human 

blood’. Thus the notions zetpa and 

pwlacua would really be connected, and 

the attachment of the epithet natural 

enough.—komdyvev: probably something 
like a xomls, an axe or cleaver, properly 

used to kill and cut up animals (Eur. £7. 

838). The é@év of the schol. cannot be 

trusted. Nothing need be inferred from 

this as to the real form attributed by 

Aeschylus to the weapon of Clytaemnestra 

(see on v. 1009). Whatever it was, it 

might be called a xéravov, for the same 

reason as the house is called dvdpoc paryetov 

a place of human slaughter (Ag. 1077). 

—dv8poSaikrwv. The form drdpoddiieror 
occurs in a fragment of Aesch. quoted by 

Aristophanes (/vogs 1264), Ti xor’ dxdpo- 

Odixrov dxotwy, lh, xéwrow ob wreddbas éx’ 

dpwydy; where it is, or may be, strictly 

passive. For the active, which is required 

here, I think dvdpodatcrns far more pro- 

bable in Aeschylus, but will reserve this 

matter for another occasion. 

860. There would be two murders now, 

as at ‘the first essay’, for of course Orestes 

would drag down Electra. 

861. Tavros | qj. The reason of syna- 

phea, or metrical continuity in the ana- 

paestic system, applies only within one 

system, and not where, by a ‘ paroemiac 

verse’, the system is rounded off, and 

there is a musical ‘rest’.—8id wavrds : 

thoroughly, utterly. 

862—864: kindling fire and light for 

(recovery of) freedom and lawful rule. 

Fire is used as a metaphor for joy, partly 

perhaps because it was the instrument (in 

sacrifice) of public rejoicing (cf. Eur. Or. 

1137 dd\o\vypds fora rip + drdyourw 

Geots Wecklein). But the addition of wal 

as indicates that there is no particular 
reference to sacrifice, and in fact the 

expression, which would otherwise be 

inappropriate and irrelevant, is brought 

in simply to complete the allusive reference 

to the crime of Aegisthus and Clytaem- 

nestra. See Introduction to the Ag- 

memmnon, p. xxxiv.—The sentence requires 

correction; for in the MS. reading, by 

which dpxds belongs to éei, there is no 

place for te. The choice ligs between 

€Xevdeplay and dpyais mwoksorovdpous 

(Porson), which I have adopted. wokse- 

covépors contrasts the lawful and ‘con- 

stitutional’ authority of the true prince with 
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the mere tyranny of the usurpers. This 

thought is better joined with that of /ree- 

dom than with the hereditary wealth of 

the prince himself. Either the acc. or 

the dative (with different senses) is admis- 

sible.-—marépwy 0’ ee. Weil. 

865. mddAnv: wrestling-bout, another 

reference to the Agamemnon (v. 1376 

with note). Note that the allusion to 

that scene brings forcibly before our minds 

both Agamemnon and Cassandra, who, 

according to her prayer (4g. 1279, 1322), 

is not forgotten in the hour of vengeance. 

This is of some importance in explaining 

the words which follow.—povos av éde- 

Spos Siocots. The édedpos in gymnastic 
contests corresponded to our ‘bye’ or 

‘odd man’; he contended with the victor 

in a previous contest. The pair Aegisthus 

and Clytaemnestra having triumphed over 

the pair Agamemnon and Cassandra, 

Orestes is now to meet the victor pair as 

épedpos. The figure must of course not 

be pressed too far ; Cassandra cannot be 

said to have ‘contended’, but neither did 

Agamemnon, as in literal fact there was 

no contest at all. It is enough that they 

are joined as conquered pair in the scene 

referred to. For a contest of pairs the 

épedpos, or combatant in reserve, would 

commonly be also a pair; but here (uévos) 

it is not so. 8wwoots is put briefly for 

ayave ducoGy ‘a contest of a pair (against 

a pair)’. It is constructed primarily with 

épedpos, but also supplies the object to 

awpew madnv.—The reference to Cassandra 

supplies the key to this passage, which 

without it is scarcely intelligible. If 

Agamemnon only were in view, since the 

combatants in the first ‘bout’, just as in 

the second, were a pair against one, the 

expression povos épedpos lacks point. 

Some therefore (Scholefield, Conington) 

take pdvos wy épedpos for ‘having himself 

no €pedpos’; Orestes is the last champion. 

But then there is no point in the antithesis 
Lévos-dtgcots.—As to the bearing of pévos 

on the part of Pylades and other matters 

see App. I. § 23. 

866. Q@etos Turn. (efous M) an epic 

epithet of beauty and strength, but here 

suggesting Orestes’ divine commission. 

868. A shriek of agony (é€ 2), and 

then exclamations of grief and horror 

(6rororo?) and astonishment (éa), are heard 

from the fevwv.—The Ms. gives éa to the 

chorus, but éa udda Ves, ‘ah’ indeed, is 

more natural as an echo of a cry within. 

871. ‘Let us get away from the finish- 

ing of the affair’. This panic among the 

women, after all their admirable bravery 

and presence of mind, is an excellent 

touch : and so is their imagination that they 

could possibly now dissociate themselves, 

if need were, from the plot. They are for 

the moment incapable of thought. From 

amootab@uev we must naturally under- 

stand that they fly and quit the scene. 

For this there is every possible reason, 

natural and dramatic. During the next 

scene and at the close of it their presence 

would be worse than _ useless.—The 

attempts made, from supposed theoretic 

necessity, to evade this amocradGpev and 

keep the maidservants somewhere upon 

the field, have led to some surprising 

devices. It has even been suggested that 

they get behind the tomb of Agamemnon. 
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872. ...m order that we may pretend with the bars’ i.e. by withdrawing the 
not to be to blame, that these ( proceedings) 

have been unhappy in their result, ‘for 

after all it ws the fighting that has 

settled that’, In the construction of the 

main sentence both tav8e and kakov 

elvat (epexegetic infinitive) depend upon 

ava(riat, ‘not the cause of (responsible 

for) these things, that they are bad’, the 

predicate xaxGv being attracted, as usual, 

into the case of the subject. téAos (ac- 

cusative) has its common adverbial sense 

(tz the end), and in particular defines 

kax@v ‘bad in their end’.—On the read- 

ing and interpretation see further App. I. 

§ 24. 
874. As the chorus run off, a servant 

rushes from the gevév.—ravol(por Por- 

son.—teAovpévov (?). No explanation 

has been found for this word, which 

neither the meaning nor tense permits to 

mean jinished, dead. It is commonly 

Supposed to have been introduced by 

error from rédos. The suggested emen- 

dations are not successful: ’fep@apuévou 

and “ge:pyacuévov (Heimsoeth) are ugly, 

and reruypévov, memdnypuévou etc. too 

weak, Perhaps it is right after all, 

though we cannot interpret it. 
877. yvvatkelous midas: the 

representing the residence of Clytaem- 

hestra and her women. 
878. poxAois xadate: lit. ‘unloose 

door 

bars, undar (Sidgwick). Cf. Eur. /ph. 7: 

99 KApOpa NUcavres poxois (Wecklein). 

7b. wal...8¢ is put briefly for dX’ 
avdpos det kal dd’ H8Grros, and refers to 

yuvatxelous : ‘not that a woman is wanted, 

but a man and a lusty one’ to carry on 

the fight: dvdpés is suggested by the 

masculine. 

879. ovx as 8’ dpytar should perhaps 
be corrected to ox wor’ dpqta: (Porson) 

or, better, od7~ ws dpnta: (Wecklein). The 

A may have come from an accidental 

repetition of the a. 

missible (Paley, Conington) in the same 

878, yet not, not 

It is however ad- 

adversative sense as in v. 

indeed. To write oty ws 6é rather than 

ov 6’ ws would be natural, if not necessary, 
since oJ 6€ would sound as if it meant 

nor.—Sv.atempaypéve Turnebus, from 

schol. Tw opayévrt. 

880. KabetSover.y pdrny: ‘useless 

sleepers’. Cf. sup. 845 Ovpoxorres wdryr, 

Eur. Hipp. 916 w6\N duaprdvorres dr- 

Opwro yarn, Soph. Af. 635 roca pdrye, 

Aristoph. Zeace 9§ rl pdrnr obx iryalress ; 

(Peile, Conington, Wordsworth). sary 

‘emphasizes the notion of futility inherent 

in the itself’: Wecklein.—Note 

that KaSedSovery reminds us of the hour 

and the darkness (vv. 656, 724). 

881. Bdfw: / day, like a watch-dog. 

I have given a full account of this word as 

verb 
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882. 

used in tragedy in a note to Eur. AZed. 

1374. It was connected with Bai'fw and 

referred originally to the voice of the 

dog.—trot (not 700): ‘What has become 

of Clytaemnestra?’, mot o’xerar; or the 

like. 

wb. Kadvrawnorpa: Clytaemestra, the 

Aeschylean form of the name. 

882—883. See Appendix I. § 25. 

884. Clytaemnestra comes out from 

her door. 

885. 6 7@ Adyw TeOvnKws "Opésrys 

améxrewe Tov §GvTa AiyicOov schol. Note 

however the tense, kalvewv (7s about killing) 

not xtetvat. He refers not specially to 

Aegisthus but to the whole of what Orestes 

clearly intends, the massacre of Aegisthus, 

of Clytaemnestra, and their supporters. 

Both tov {avra and tots tebvnKdtas are 
general descriptions (the dead...the living 

as such) and the gender and number in 

the first, as the number in the second, do 

not affect the meaning (see v. 685). This 

is important, because Clytaemnestra evi- 

dently does not know till v. 8g1 that 

Aegisthus is actually dead. All she 

understands is that the pretended reporter 

of Orestes’ death is Orestes himself, and 

that the false ‘travellers’ have broken 

out. There is an irony in her évravéa 

700d ddixdunv Kaxod v. 8go: the Kaxdv 

has gone beyond the point which she 

supposes. 

886. ‘*The atyuypa which she speaks 

of is the faradox ; not, I think (as some 

commentators), the grammaticalambiguity 

of the sentence, which might be taken 

the other way with {@vra for subject ” 

avrns. 

(Sidgwick).—For the bearing of this 
aivvyua upon the construction of the 

story see on vv. 37—4I, 925. 

887. domep otv as indeed. ovv (‘if 
it comes to that’) acknowledges the 
natural sequence. 

888. 80{ym tis: archaic use of the 

opt. as an imperative; see 4g. 557, 936 

imal Tis dpBiras Abou, 20. 1373. 

%. dvSpoxpnta méXexvv. The epi- 

thet seems to describe a kind of axe, a 

battle-axe in fact, as distinct from other 

like instruments. A needless epithet, 

such as murdering, would be weak and 

out of place.—Abresch, whom Conington 

inclined to follow, supposed an allusion 

to the axe with which Agamemnon was 

killed, in which case we should translate 

not ‘a murdering axe’ but ‘ the murdering 

axe’. This might be accepted without 

supposing either that avdpoxujra means 

‘husband-slaying’ or that Clytaemnestra 

really means to insist on having that 

identical weapon, which at such a moment 

would not be likely. The difficulty, as 

Con. points out, is to ‘‘be sure that Aesch., 

like Soph. (Z7. 99) and Eur. (Ac. 1279, 

El. 160, 279, 1160), represented the axe 

as the weapon with which Agamemnon 

was slain”. But other references (see 

zmf. 1009) point rather, though not per- 

haps conclusively, to a sword ; and as no 

allusion is here required, the passage 

itself affords no evidence. It is however 

likely enough that this méAexus helped 

to establish the axe as the weapon of 

Clytaemnestra, and led, even if uninten- 

tionally, to the later versions of the murder. 

ES SS er es ee ee) ee a be ee 
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895. rbvde dhoera. 

889. el Turn.,7{M. In Homer 7...7 (schol. on v. 899). The time for change 
for whether...or in a dependent question 

is regular. For Attic writers the evidence 

is insufficient. Mss. of weight give 7 in 
a few passages of Aeschylus, in whose 

style an occasional archaism is not to be 

rejected a friorz, but also in one passage 

of Sophocles (O. C. 80) and one of 

Euripides (Jed. 493). These last im- 
peach the value of the testimony, since 
in Euripides at all events a breach of 

common rule in such a matter is extremely 

improbable. Assuming then that the 

usage was not admitted by Aeschylus, 

the choice (see Prof. Jebb on Soph. O. C. 

80) here lies between (1) substituting ed 

for 7 (in which case vixGuev and vixdpeba 

are indicatives, whether we are victors or 

vanquished, i.e. destined to victory or 

(lefeat, as the true deliberative subjunctive 

is hardly appropriate) : or (2) punctuating 

thus, eldGuev. 7) vixOuev 7 vixdueba, Let 

us have certainty. Let us be victor or 

vanguished. This choice appears to me 

indifferent, and therefore I go with the 

majority in writing ed. 

890. TovSe...kakov: the ‘destiny’ of 

the house; cf. 4g. 1656 foll. (Con.). ‘It 

is as though she said, half wearily, but 

without emotion, of this fearful conflict : 

‘Bloodshed again! I or he! Let us 
begin !” (Sidgwick).—The gen. depends 

on évtaida: see v. 815. 

891. Orestes enters (from the fevav).— 

Since three actors are required for the en- 

suingscene, Pylades, if there were but three 

provided for this play, must be represented 

by the same actor who took the servant 

of mask (after v. 885) is short, but perhaps 

sufficient; and it may be noted that 

Pylades probably does not enter with 

Orestes, but comes forward at v. 897, as 

if to interfere, when it is seen that Orestes 

is moved by his mother’s appeal.—Orestes, 
Pylades, and Clytaemnestra are alone 

upon the scene. This would be the best, 

indeed, I think, the only tolerable manner 

of presenting such a deed in action. No 

one is present but the murderess, the 

avenger, and the visible representative of 

the divine command. 

ih. ot wal pareve, sc. Gorep cal 

jxes (Wecklein).—rode: 

wards the fevaw; it is not necessary to 

pointing to- 

suppose that the body of Aegisthus is 

visible. 

892. Arare: the gender follows the 
sense (Alyiode) of AlyicGov Bia. 

894. 

with thy lover, whom, dead though he be, 

thou shalt never desert’. @avovra: ‘hough 

Clytaemnestra (says Orestes), 

‘ Thou shalt lie in the same grave 

he ts dead. 

like the traitress that she is, would doult 

less break her oath to live and die with 

Aegisthus (v. 977) as readily as she broke 

her marriage-vow. But though Aegisthus 

can no longer claim his rights, Orestes 

will see that she is faithful to him for 

ever.—Dr Wecklein suggests @aroiwa: 

‘thy death will secure thy faith to him for 

ever’. This also would put the point 

well, but the other seems equally good. 

895. & wat,..rdxvov: the second appeal 

is the more tender (Wecklein, referring 

to vv. 263—1264).—Tév: demonstrative, 
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806. 

this. —tr.: even mow, for all that has 

passed. I give this (and not the usual 

reading révéde 6° aidécac) as accounting 

better for the corruption. In deradeoat 

the last five letters were lost by similarity, 

written over, and re-inserted in the wrong 

place: hence dedecarrat, which to the 

copyist was a way of spelling 6é d7c¢erar.— 

aiSerat Sophianus ap. Robort. Cf. Hom. 

Zl. 22. 82 “Exrop, rékvov éudv, rade T 

aiSeo, cai po édénoov | abryy, eiroré Tot 

Aabixndéa pagdy émécxov (Stanley).—I 

think it more than probable that Aesch. 

really wrote here wagov, as in v. 529, and 

in both places for the same reason, here 

for the Homeric reminiscence, and there 

to lead up to it. The appearance of the 

common Attic form in the MS. proves 

nothing, though we cannot safely alter 

it. 

896. @ ov Robortello, wk M, a 

curious instance of the error k for IC (ic). 

—Here Pylades enters from the gevav. 

As to his part see the Introduction. 

899. mov; what becomes of...? what 

account is made of...?—Sal: Sy Auratus. 
Con. retains dal. The ground for suggest- 

ing 67 is that daé does not occur in Sopho- 

cles nor except here apparently in Aeschy- 

lus, though it is not impossible to retain 

rt dat (with M) in P. V. 965. It is 

suspected therefore that dat was colloquial, 

but the whole matter seems too delicate 

for modern decision. The use of a collo- 

quial form may be, in certain circum- 

stances, the only means of transcending 

the ordinary level of an elevated style ; 

ca | 
WKU. 

and it is at least possible that Aesch. 

wrote dai here just because it was not in 

his usual vocabulary.—rd ord: since, 

by the death of Aegisthus, the divine 

command is but half accomplished (Weck- 
lein). 

goo. mirtda 8° edopképata; And the 
faith of oaths, (where is it)? This is a 

separate clause (note 6€), mod being 

supplied from the previous clause, as aye 

is supplied in v. 7o9. The ‘oaths’ are 

those which Orestes and Pylades swore at 

Delphi, to each other and to the gods, 

that they would perform their mission (ra 

Opkwpdcia & ovvwudoamer schol.).—Con. 

rightly retains the Aeschylean 6é: the 

case is noticeable because here the common 

substitution of re (Hermann) is really not 

admissible. If ve be read, it is natural 

and almost inevitable to refer evopxéuara, 

thus coupled with pavreduara, to Apollo, 

which Peile, Weil, and others accordingly 

do. But what are ‘the faithful oaths’ of 

Apollo? Apollo threatened punishment 

and promised protection, But it nowhere 
appears that he condescended to be sworn. 

Mr Sidgwick, reading ve and consistently 

referring evopxéuarta to Apollo, objects to 

the other interpretation that ‘there would 

be some hint if the persons were changed ’. 

But 6é, which marks the beginning of a 

new thought, is just such a hint. 

gol. Tav Peavy, supply éxOpar : ‘ prefer 

the enmity of all the world to that of the 

gods’.—1yod mdéov: ‘think it more’, 

that is ‘ better, more advantageous ’. 
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903. ov: he seizes her, as if to drag /ive, not to live in Argos, least of all (as 
her to the place where Aegisthus lies. 

go4. ydp refers to the sentence follow- 

ing, Anglice ‘as’.—«pelooov’ Turnebus. 

go7- J gave thee thy rearing, and 

now I would fain live my term, i.e. ‘Your 

mother gave you all your life, and asks 

you only not to take away part, the worse 

part, of hers’. The use of ynpdvac here 
may be compared with Eur. A/c. 52 éor’ 

oiv 6rws ’ANkjotis és yipas uddor; where 

és yijpas woNely is opposed to being cut off 

before the time.—I agree with Klausen 

and Con. that the text is sound, but 

would not introduce any reference to 

ynpoBockety or the parent’s claim to 

maintenance. The difficulty found in 
the passage is chiefly due, I think, to 
this irrelevant suggestion. Auratus, fol- 
lowed by many, suggested adv 5é ynpdvac 
B€\w, and desire to spend my old age with 

thee. But apart from Con.’s not idle ob- 

jection, that cvyynpdcKxew properly means 
ovyynpdcxew ynpdoKovtt, is it possible 

that Clytaemnestra should desire, or 

pretend to desire, this or any association 

with her son? Orestes in his retort as- 

sumes that if she is to live, it must be in 

the castle (Evvocx7joes), and naturally so, 

because he could not safely let her go out 

of his keeping. But what she asks is fo 

V. 4. CH. 

the emendation makes it) to live with 

Orestes. 

gos. 

Thp here is relative not to the murderess 

Clytaemnestra, nor properly speaking to 

éuol, but to the house, and means Aouse- 

father, head of the house. 

973 UWerbe ydbpas rie 

jTatpoxtovotca. Note that ra 

This comes out 

more clearly in vz. 

durdjv Tupavvida | warpoxrévous re Swyud- 

Twv mwopOyropas, where, though the chil- 

dren of Agamemnon are not mentioned, 

and the description relates to the time 

before Orestes’ return, the ‘brigands who 

usurped the house’ are nevertheless called 

marpoxrévous, simply in relation to the 

dwuara, and because they were members 

of the family. The nearest equivalent in 

English would be ‘ With the blood of the 

father on thy hands shalt thou share 

house with me?’ If we say ‘wry father’, 

though this is part of the meaning, we 

force the expression and curtail its signi- 

ficance. But adequate translation is im- 

possible. 
gog. ‘Tapaitia: ‘secondary cause’. 

‘It was not casting thee out to O13. 

send thee to the house of a friend and 

ally’. 

gig. Sixes drpdOyv: / corr domhly 
The difficulty of explaining dyer 

9 

sold. 
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KA. cod 678 6 Tivos Gvtw’ avredeEauny ; QI5 
OP. aicyvvouai o ov TovToy eidjoar capas. 

KA. 2) GAN elf’ opoiws Kal Tatpos TOU cov paTas. 
OP. py) “AeyXE TOV TovodvT Ecw KaOnuEern. 

KA. ddyos yuvarkiv avdpos elpyec@at, Téxvor. 
OP. tpédhes dé yx avdpos poxOos ipévas Eow. 920 
KA. xtevety éotxas, @ Téxvov, THY pNTépa. 

OP. ov Tou ceavTny, ovK ya, KaTAaKTeEvets. 

KA. épa, dvAaEat pntpos eyKoTous KuUvas. 
OP. tas Tod watpos Sé Tas pUyw, wapels TaAde ; 
KA. €ovxa Opnvety Sdca mpos TUmBov patny. 925 

g16. cou Tobr’ dvedjoa. 

may be attributed naturally to the fact | ing to warning. 

that this portion of the story adopted by 

Aeschylus, the whole conduct and rela- 

tions of Strophius at and after the sending 

of Orestes to Phocis, is almost entirely 

unknown to us, and has to be gathered 

from cursory allusions, doubtless intelli- 

gible enough when the plays were pro- 

duced. The subject is discussed in the 

Introduction (Zhe Story of Orestes).—The 

substitutes suggested for d:xas (alcxpds, 

aix@s, addlkws) are feeble, nor is there, as 

I think, any ground for suspicion. 

916. Lam ashamed of thee, that this 
(the price) thou dost not plainly know. 

elSqoar: perhaps etSévat, but see App. I. 

§ 26. 

g17- py GAA or wadda xay, but: cf. 

Aristoph. Frogs 103, 611, 745 etc. The 

expression is not elsewhere found in tra- 

gedy, and Hermann accordingly rejects it 

as a colloquialism, supposing pi) to be 

wrongly copied from the beginning of the 

next line. Con. and Wecklein retain it. 

See on v. 899.—pdtas. See Ag. 1440 

Xpvonidwy pel\rypa tav br’ "INiw, and 

the whole speech there. 

g18. The hardships of the warrior 

abroad merit an indulgence not to be 

claimed by the wife who stays at home. 

g20. Her duty may be heavy, but how 

great is her debt ! 

g2t. She changes her tone from plead- 

923. KUvas: "Epwtas, so called be- 
cause pursuing. Cf. v. 1052 and Lum. 

246 foll. 

924. The position of 8 is here natural 

both from the close connexion of ras Tod 

marpos and from the fact that the dis- 

placement of rod warpos aids the emphasis. 

—I have remarked in the Agamemnon 

(see Index s. v. 6€) that where the con- 

junction is put by Aesch. in an unusual 

position, the irregular grouping has gen- 

erally, if not always, a special intention 

and advantage. The simplest case is that 

which we have here, where the words 

displaced (and so emphasized) are those 

which, in common prose order, would 

immediately follow the conjunction. But 

the principle is the same in other cases, 

e.g. in Ag. 954 ToAdGy twarncuoy 8S eiua- 

Tw av nvédunv. Here the emphasis (see 

note) is not on matnopov but on moAdGr, 

and it is moAA@v, not matnopuov, which is 

displaced. The order from which the 

sentence varies is this, maryoudy 6 elud- 

Twv Toa ay niéduny, and as for tramp- 

ling of tapestries, I would have devoted 

many. I note this because I see from 

some remarks by Mr W. G. Headlam 

that I have not made myself clear. 

925. Orestes is as deaf to her ‘as 

a grave to the dirge’: Opyveiv as well as 
TUuBov belongs to the metaphor. The 
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OP. \ \ ? , ‘ ‘ 
Tatpos yap aiga Tovde aypiter popov. 

KA. of "ya, texotca Tovd’ Shiv €Opevrayny, 
OP.  Kapta partis ob& dveipatwr bd805.— 

Exaves y Ov ov xpi, Kal TO wr) Ypewy mabe, 
TIT. orévw pév ody kai tévde cuudopdy durdjv. 930 

926. o’ dplve, 929. Kdveoy’. 

schol. cite as a proverb ravré mpds TUuBov 

Te KN\dew Kal mpds dvdpa viriov.—taca 

emphasizes the antithesis. 

925—927. ‘My words, it seems, are 

vain as the dirge which the tomb doth 

not hear.’—‘ Yes, vain; for my father’s 

fate with serpent voice calls for this 

death ’.—‘ Woe, woe! Thisis that snake, 

which I bare and suckled’. The con- 

nexion of this passage, which cannot be 
made natural in English, turns on the 

fact that to the Athenians @ snake was 

the regular type of the dead and conven- 

tional symbol for a grave. This, as we 

have seen before, is of great importance 

for the Choephori: it was probably 

brought before the minds of the audience 
by the visible grave of Agamemnon, which 

would presumably be marked as a tomb 

in the usual way. It is this connexion 
only which links together v. 925 and v. 

927, and shows why Clytaemnestra here 

suddenly realizes the true signification of 

her dream. ‘You are deaf to me’, says 

Clytaemnestra, ‘as a ¢fomd’. ‘Yes, deaf 

to you’, answers Orestes, ‘because I hear 

only my father’s call for vengeance’. 
This he puts in the form ‘my father’s 

fate hisses this death’, z.e. ‘threatens it 

like a snake’, a form natural in a language 

habituated to the connexion of snake and 

tomb as symbol and thing signified. And 

it is equally natural that the figure, to- 

gether with Orestes’ action, should remind 

Clytaemnestra of her dream, making 
her feel in a moment that her death is 
decreed, that the ‘snake’ portended was 

her son, not (as her prophets imagine’) the 
dead, but the living representative of the 

dead. (See on wv. 37, 885, and Introduc- 

tion.) The key of the whole then is the 
word ovplfa, which I therefore restore. 
(It seems that in M the word was first 

Written as wopife and corrected to ¢° dpi- 

ge by the same hand. We may, I think, 

take it as certain that wroplta was a mere 

attempt to make sense, and that o’ dplfe, 

which has no sense, was replaced because 

it was evidently the true reading of the 

MS. copied.) —trarpos aloa: the ‘fate’ or 
‘death’ of Agamemnon is personified un 

der the figure of a threatening snake.— 

Tovbe cupile. pdpov: ‘hisses this death’, 
7.e. ‘utters a hiss of which this death is 

the import’: cupige has the meaning and 

construction of cupifovca gwrei (P. V. 

371 would be comparable, if we read with 

some cupliwy dévoy: but @d8or there has 

better authority: however the type of 
accusative is too common to require any 

special illustration).—rév6« is explained 

by the action of Orestes and signifies that 
the death, which the ‘hiss’ threatens, is 

that which he is now in act to execute. 

covpife: Elmsley; but, apart from the 

metrical question, the passage does not 

admit dplte, and odpife: still less: roped 

vec (from woplfe, see above) Wecklein. 

928—929: rightly given as one speech 
by Klausen, Coningtonand others.—Some 

suppose a line (for Clytaemnestra) lost 

after v. 928; but the silence is better.— 

txkaves Hermann.—I! follow Conington 

in keeping y’, which ‘serves to bring out 

€xaves into prominence ’. 

930—932. By whom are these lines 

spoken? The MS. from ». g1§ to ™. 934 

inclusive has no description of the parts, 

indicating merely when the speaker 

changes. Three views are 

Q—2 

possible 
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opParpov olkwv un) TavercOpov receiv. 

They may be spoken, (1) By one of 

the performers who sing the following 

ode. This, I think, though commonly 

assumed, should be rejected as the least 

probable. The purpose of the lines is to 

relieve the feelings of the audience, which 

demand some human pity for the death 

even of a villain, when it is actually shown 

to us, and in particular for a mother 

slain by her son. But if the same speak- 

er were to join, without interval, in a 

song of triumph, he had better have kept 

silence. (2) By one of Orestes’ party, 

This, as 

we shall see, is possible; whether the 

play had a ‘fourth actor’ (in the proper 

sense) or not. But it is unacceptable for 

the reasons given on v. 897. (3) By 

Pylades. This has the advantage of be- 

ing the only supposition which requires 

no supporting hypothesis. Pylades is 

the only person who is certainly on the 

scene at this point. It is also perhaps 
aesthetically the best. The feelings ex- 

pressed are really those of a spectator, 

who has come on the scene. 

and Pylades is essentially a spectator (v. 

581). He has come by divine command 

to see that vengeance is done. It is but 

natural that, however strong his sense of 

duty to the gods (v. gor), he should 

shudder at the actual sight of the deed: 

and to let this be seen is dramatically 

more effective. It is an advantage also 

that he is not an Argive. Those whom 

Clytaemnestra had held down under her 

tyranny for years would hardly have been 

capable of such balancing, and still less 

the slaves, who longed to see her burn 

upon the pyre-logs. 

930. rotvde Wecklein. The 

hint deserves examination. The plural 

(not dual), in reference to two, is com- 

mon enough; but here the conspicuous 

SurAnyv, if it meant simply that there are 

Tavoee. 

End of Act 11. 

two persons miserable, would certainly 

make it strange that this idea should not 

be carried out in the obvious way. But 

tavée, I think, is used correctly, meaning 

all concerned in this fresh calamity of the 

house (see next verse), including those 

who have died, those many who are yet 

to die, avd also the slayers. 8imwdtv means 

not that the calamity involves two persons, 

but that it is a calamity to both sides, to 

the slayers (particularly Orestes, v. 931) as 

well as to the slain. The internecine 

agony of the unhappy house and state is 

horrible every way, in spite of the fact 

(kal) that on this occasion the balance of 

sympathy is clearly against the assailed. 

This is the natural view of the spectators, 

and also of one who, though sent by the 

gods into the conflict, is not a born parti- 

zan. 

932—933- This may be read in two 

ways:—(1), if the sequence is to be con- 

tinuous and logical, émet..., 6pws is ‘even 

now that’, ‘Aven now that Orestes has 

topped the many murders (of the house, 

with a matricide), it is still better that the 

family in his person should be saved from 

extinction’. The objection to this is the 

order of the words, which should then 

have run é7el 6 émnxpice To\dGy aiuaTwv 

*Opéorns, and also that it forces, by rela- 

tion from the sequel, the sense of é7eé, 

which appears at first to be causal (s2zce). 

I prefer therefore (2) to regard the sen- 

tenceas not continuous. The embarrassed 

language expresses a doubting mind. It 

begins (‘Since szazy murders’...) as if the 

speaker were about to excuse Orestes by 

the deeds of which this is the consequence. 

But émyxpice, as topped, is on the other 

side: the last act, fresh in its visible 

horror, will not be classed with the rest. 

Then, unable to feel clearly, and remem- 

bering the peril of the moment, he flings 
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away debate with a duws (however that 

may be), and hastens to join his friends. — 

aipdrwy: the gen. seems to be analogous 

to that with a verb implying comparison, 

such as vixay. Con. compares épixveicbal 

twos fo reach to, which however is scarcely 

parallel.—atpovpeba...mecety means not 
that the deaths of the tyrants are prefer- 

able to that of Orestes (which is manifest 

and has never been in question), but that, 

whatever else may be doubtful, it is better 

that Orestes, now absolutely the sole heir 

of his house, should be saved, than that 

he should perish, as he is likely to do 

unless promptly supported. The ex- 

tinction of a noble house would be, espe- 

cially to ancient feeling, a calamity in 
itself, irrespective of personal sympathies. 

—édpGarpdsv olkwv: the extinction of 
which would plunge the whole body in 

darkness... Eur. And. 406 els mats 68 

jw moe owrds, dpOadpuds Blov. Similar 

but somewhat different is the oriental 

language of Pers. 171 (Conington).—The 

(judicial) plural atpotpeba signifies, ac- 
cording to Greek usage, merely that the 

choice is not relative to the individual, 

not necessarily that he speaks for any one 

but himself. 

934. The ‘Second Act’ closes like 

the first (vv. 582, 649) with the scene 

empty, the best means open to Aeschylus 

for allowing the spectators to recover from 

such a spectacle as the preceding, and for 

aiding them to pass over in imagination 
the long interval which follows. His 

successors generally did their best to 

avoid such spectacles and such intervals, 

prudently under the circumstances, but 

painfully (and, as it soon proved, fatally) 

constricting the vitality of the drama. 

By a little boldness of assumption Aeschy- 

lus has contrived to bring so much of the 

contest as he must exhibit, or indeed 

could, into about five minutes (vv. 868— 

933). By this time of course the castle is 

up, the soldiers alarmed—and here falls 

‘the curtain’, What happened next, 

how Orestes ultimately triumphed and 

Argos was liberated, we are not informed: 
but it is easy to imagine, and the ori- 
ginal audience, having the current story 

to guide them, already knew. The dra- 

matist perforce overleaps the rest of the 

night, perhaps more (v. 984), and shows 

us next Orestes after the victory, prepared 

to set off, in the guise of a suppliant, for 

Delphi (v. 1032), and pronouncing, over 

the bodies of the tyrants brought forth 

for the purpose, his solemn justification 
and farewell to his country. The interval 

is represented partly by the break of the 

action, partly by a strophic ode, which as 

usual is no part of the action, but, like 

that between the first act and the second, 
points forward rather than backward, 

being a celebration of the vengeance and 

victory. 

Who take part in singing it, does not 

appear. The maid-servants are present 

in the following scene ; but so are others, 

probably as many as could conveniently 

be shown (see on vv. 974, 978, 981, 1038, 
1042—1060). The play ends, like the 

two others of the trilogy, with a consider- 

able display of the only splendour which 

Aeschylus could freely command, figures 

and stately costume. The words of the 

ode have only one mark of special cha- 

racter: the d\oAvypds (7. 941) was essen- 

tially a female cry ( 7/%ed. 254): and this 

does not help, since éroNo\tfare might 

be said either by women to one another, 

or by men calling on women. It may be 

guessed perhaps that in the first part (em. 

934—951) both the choirs, which have 

previously appeared, sing the strophac 

together, and the men sing the «fiym- 

nium (vv. 941—944), Which in any case 

was doubtless followed by an é\o\vypués, 

whatever that was, from the women. Of 

the second part nothing can be said. 

After a pause the procession enters. 

It is worth notice that the women have 
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Ewore & &€s Sopov tov “Ayapmémvovos, 

9355 

had ample time (since v. 873) to change 

their garb of mourning (v. 11); an effect 

so desirable that it would alone have 

been sufficient reason for taking them 
off the scene. 

934—970. The text is in a curious 

condition. The first half (to v. gs51) is 

in the usual state, that is to say, almost 

entirely correct. It falls into two strophae 

perfectly correspondent, with a passage 

after the first stvophe, which makes (ac- 

cording to the suggestion of Schneider 

and others) a natural ephymnium or 

‘burden’ to the pair. So far all is 

simple. In the second half on the con- 

trary there is scarcely a sentence which, 

without considerable change, can be 

scanned or interpreted. The phenome- 

non suggests some local accident, such as 

the blotting of a page. But whatever 

the cause, it has made restoration im- 

possible. The general sense is visible. 

The metre was dochmiac, like that of the 

first part, consisting of the foot ~--~— 

with variations. We should expect two 

more stvophae with ephymnium ; and the 

remains, if we allow a free range for 

variation in the dochmiac foot, are not 

inconsistent with this supposition. But 

beyond this nothing is certain. The loss 

is deplorable, for the ode (what is left 

of it) is superb. 

934-940. ‘Even as upon Troy Jus- 

tice, long-delayed, fell all the heavier at 

last, so now at last she has come from 

Delphi to the house of Agamemnon, in 

the shape of Orestes and his friend, and 

has taken a vengeance complete’.—This 

strophe forms one period, having the same 

subject throughout, Afxy, with phrases in 

apposition to the subject, which translate 

the personification into terms of fact. 

The point of the reference to the de- 

struction of Troy is that, now as then, 

Kapvd.Koo. 

punishment has been delayed only to be 

at last complete. Compare Ag. 367—378 

where these two aspects are formally con- 

nected ; see also 2b. 803—815 and 537— 

—542. The end of the last passage, zrap- 

WAeOpov | avrdxOov’ bv matpwov eOpicev 

dduov’ | dura 8 ericav Iprauldae Odpdp- 

ta, illustrates some of the language here. 

934. %pode...rowd is one unbroken 

sentence, in which xpévw relates both to 

éuwoNe and to the secondary predicate 
Bapvdicos mowd. Justice came xpdvy 

and therefore Bapeta (cf. v. 61).—The 

comma usually placed after xpévw ob- 

scures the full meaning, which is im- 

portant to the sequel.—towd, properly 

payment, is not superfluous: the heavy 

compensation is for the time as well as for 

the wrong. 

936—938. So now hath Vengeance 
come into the house of 42gamemnon, two- 

fold to prey, two-fold to fight, crying * To 

the uttermost!?. S8urdodts éwv, SirdAovs 

"Apyns. The vengeance was ‘double’ in 
every aspect, two victims to avenge (Aga- 

memnon and Cassandra), two agents 

(Orestes and Pylades), and two criminals 

(Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra). The 

reason for insisting here upon this es- 

sential doubleness (note again dvot in 

v. 943) is to remind us that Clytaemnes- 

tra, whose death we have just commis- 

erated, could not have been lawfully 

spared.—The schol. and others refer 

dutdovs to the avengers, Klausen to the 

criminals. Both together are true, or 

rather part of the truth. To be exact 

however, we must not say that 6idois 

Adwy is a description of Orestes and 

Pylades. They might be called ‘two 

lions’ (as they are by Euripides in Or. 

1400) but hardly ‘a two-fold lion’. The 

mystic symbol refers directly to Alxy, and 

to Aixn only.—The remarkable contrast 
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mudoxphoras. 

942. 

between this passage, in which Pylades 

is fully recognized, and vv. 865—867, 
where he is ignored, confirms what has 

been there said respecting his position 

in the story. After the murder his im- 

portance and rank have of course become 

generally known.—‘és 1d may’: lit. 
‘Utterly!’, the cry of Alxy, signifying 
that the punishment was to be complete, 

a poetical equivalent for our Vo quarter !. 

For the cry of Alxy and its significance 

cf. vv. 308—313 Tovpehduevov mpdccovea 

Aixn péy auret. For further discussion 

see App. I. § 27. 

939—940: the exile fitly urged by warn- 

ing from Pytho’s oracle divine, i.e. Orestes 

stimulated by Pylades ; see vv. goo—goz, 

of which the words remind us, ru@oxpije- 

tas being taken from v. goo, and ed 

wpunuévos recalling v. go2 mapaiwvets wo 

kah@s. This reference points again to 

the leading thought, the necessity of 

not sparing Clytaemnestra.—Grammati- 

cally 6...@ppnpévos is in apposition to 
Aika, the fact to the symbol.—1rv8oxpyjo- 

tais (or mu@oxpyorois Heimsoeth) is 

better than wuéédxpnoros (Butler), since 

the epithet is more proper to Ppadaiow 

than to guyds. The fem. form (see v. 

99) accounts best of all for rudoxpicras, 
the reading of M. The schol. has 6 trd 

Ilv@ods xpnoGels Opécrns, supposing that 

muboxphorns might be passive.—elv¢pa- 

daitcw M, corr. Hermann. —That it is the 

admonition of Pylades, and not (as com- 

monly supposed) the command of Apollo, 

940. 
TpiBas. 

939- evppadator. O4l. éro\o\utdrw. 

943+ do.oty. 

which is here meant, appears not only 

from the reference given, but from the 

words: ¢padal is a term too mild for the 

terrific and imperious oracle, and to 

commend (ev) the counsel of the god 

would be somewhat presumptuous. p- 

pnpévos exactly describes the primary 
function of Pylades, as conceived by 

Aeschylus; he is a permanent monitor 

from Apollo. 

O41- 
942. dvadvyds. 

or dvagvyais) would give a commoner 

construction, but the acc. is not incorrect; 

éro\o\vidTw M, corr. Seidler. 

A dative (dvaguy¢ 

cf. émaweiv, épupveiy (Soph. Ant. 658). 

The escape is both the occasion (dat.) 

and the theme (acc.),—Sépwyv...xaxey 

both relate in different ways (of.../rem), 

to dvaguyds.—7pisas M, corr. Stanley. 

943. v1rd...piacrdpow : with rpysas. 

Sowty M, corr. Hermann.—iral Her- 

mann. 
944. Svrolpov Tvxas: in apposition 

to the whole phrase xaxdy...juacrdpouw 

(Wecklein). The time of tyranny was ¢ 

weary road, but now has come a gwick 

return (dvapvyal) to a better state. But 

Svco(pov may equally well mean ‘un- 

happy as a theme for song’ (Blomfield), 

in which case it would contrast not with 

dvaguyal but with éwoNo\vfare: and we. 

815—8rg are in favour of this. It would 

be quite in the manner of Aeschylus (see 

v. 948) to play intentionally upon doth 

senses. — Here follows an é\o\vyper. 
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945—951. ‘Again, because the crime 

was planned with guile, so was her ven- 

geance; and when it came to fighting, 

she hit, doing justice in all to her most 

happy name—Alxy, whose wrath is fatal 

to those she hates’. The subject, con- 

tinued from the preceding strophe, is still 

throughout the personified Aiky:; and the 

point is still to justify Orestes, by dwell- 

ing on the exactness of the retribution. 

945—947- The best commentary on 

this is vv. 308—311 avril pev éx Opis 

yAwoons éxPpa yA@ooa...dvTi de mAnyijs 

govias goviay mnynv, the passage of 

which we have just been reminded (z. 

938): Retribution, Alxy, has been true to 

her character, meeting guile with guile, 

violence with violence. 

945—946. This sentence, is itself am- 

biguous, is explained by its close parallel- 

ism to the stvophe, which has not been 

sufficiently regarded. This shows (1) that 

the subject, as throughout both stvophae, 

is Alxn, (2) that mowd here as there is a 

secondary predicate, and (3) that @... 

paxas answers to IIpapuidas, and there- 
fore the supposed antecedent is dative 

(not nominative). Zhe deviser of treachery 

then refers to the murderers, especially 

Aegisthus (schol.), not (as others) to 

Orestes, or (which would be here irrele- 

vant) to Hermes. The pres. tense (péAeu), 

like the sing. and masc. @, is proper, 

because the description is primarily generic 

(the deceiver as such, cf. tov attioy pdpou 

in v. 835); but here, as there, it is Aegis- 
thus, the schemer of the plot against 

Agamemnon (Ag. 1610), who is chiefly 

in view. 

947. eOrye 8 (adrod) &y paxa xepds: 

lit. ‘and she hit him in contest of hands’, 

z.¢. where he used violence, so did she. 

Pax xepds is opposed to xkpumradlov 

6é waya (for & éu wax). 

bdxas, the hand, as usual, being the 

symbol of force as opposed to cunning, 

execution as opposed to device. So 

Euripides (who for some reason inverted 

the parts in the murder of Agamemnon) 

says OvnoKer yuvarkds mpods KXurayuyjotpas 

5dry | kal ToU Ovéorov maidds Alyic@ouv 

xept (Zl. 9g). The phrase payn xepéds 

occurs with the same sense and antithesis 

in Eur. fr. 291 velkn yap avdpdv poma 

kal pwdxas xepav | dddowor KAerrew, to en- 

counter violence one should use stratagem. 

—For @uye hit cf. Bacch. 1179 XO. ls 

a Badrotcoa mpwra; AI’. éudv 7d yépas. 

XO. ris G\Na; AT. Ta Kddpou yéveO\a 

But @0cye 

here is more general in sense, and is 

chosen for the sake of its natural and 

frequent association with xelp, so that 

‘she used hands to him’ would be near 

the meaning.—The obj. of @0vye, so far 

as it requires or has one, is the victim of 

punishment, the symbolic opponent of 

Aixn, understood from the preceding 

clause and from the whole context.— 

Note that, as here implied, the shares of 

fraud and force in the punishment are 

distributed between the two criminals 

according to their parts in the crime. 

Aegisthus, the schemer, perishes by pure 

treachery, Clytaemnestra, the executant, 

by violence, after the fraud has been dis- 

covered.—On the alternative construction 

éOvye xepds see App. I. § 28. 

947  étyTupos Ads Képa, the true 

daughter of Zeus, signifies both that Alkyn 

is the true child of her father (in that she 

punishes the wicked, cf. Soph. 77. 1064 

yevod pot mais éryTumos yeyws Wecklein), 

and also, as appears from the following 

parenthesis, that she is truly zamed. 

Q50. TuxdvTes KaAds: we ‘hit the 

mark’ in calling her Alxn: cf. Ag. 690 

mer’ ue Todd’ eOvye Onpés. 
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959. uéyav. 

ydccar év riya véuwv,said of himwhogave 

the significant name'Edéva. The context 
here suggests two derivations of Alxy, 

probably both current and both supposed 

to be mystically true, (1) from Ac(ds) 

k(op)n, and (2) from dcxety to throw (the 
spear); note @ye in v. 947 compared 

with Eur. Bacch. there cited. On the 

whole subject see Seven Against Thebes 

App. II., and the paper there referred to. 

That there is an érupov here is now, I 

think, the general view. It is adopted, 

I see, by Dr Wecklein (ed. 1888). 

Q51. év &@pois is related to the whole 
phrase mvéovca...xorov and specially to 
xorov. The variation (for és éy@povs) partly 

- follows the poetical use of locative pre- 
positions with terms of motion (see on Ag. 

1451) and partly imitates phrases such as 

yerav & run (Wecklein), Ppacis elvar & 

Tut, where év tux expresses the object of 

a feeling. 
952—955. Nothing is certain here, 

except that there is a reference to Apollo 

as author of the vengeance. That the 
object is Alkny (reading rdvrep whom, 

Hermann) is a plausible conjecture, but 
so on the contrary is that of Wecklein, 
that in vw. 952—953 is concealed the rare 

word @platev (€uavreticaro Hesychius), 

which requires the retention of rarep 

(neuter plural). 

proposed which properly explains érol- 

No reading has been 

xeTac: and indeed most of the words are 

open to question. The scholia are con- 
fused and untrustworthy. In v. 935 there 

seems to be something about de/ay (S\ar- 

ropévay hindered); but even this cannot be 

asserted positively. For conjectures see 

Wecklein, App. to ed. of 1885.—pdyay 

...puxov xBovds: the oracular cave under 

the temple of Delphi. 
956—957 have again neither metre nor 

sense. Even the general meaning is 

disputable, and restoration apparently 

hopeless. 

g58. If it were certain that this verse 

formed a complete sentence, either 4&fia 

8’ (Hermann) or @éus 8° (Heimsocth, 

from Oéus* dixasov, Aiwr, xpéror He- 

sychius) might be accepted. But in the 

wreck of the whole we cannot even be 

sure that there was a full stop at caxoir. 

959—960 are more promising and (with 

péya for pwéyar Stanley) possibly right, 

‘Light has appeared, and I am delivered 

from the strong curb which held the 

house’. There is however something 

abrupt about this; and the recurrence of 

similar words at 7. 970 (as well as the 
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questionable appearance of mapa in v. 
956) offers a ground for various hypo- 

theses as to the distribution of strophe 

ephymnium and antistrophe, which would 

affect the reading here, but can neither be 

established nor refuted with the existing 

materials.—If in the place of oikwy we 

should have the metre — ~— (which how- 

ever cannot be proved), oikéwy (Sidgwick), 

gen. of oikels servant, is better than 

oikeT@v or olkiwv.—The theme rdpeott 7d 

pws idevy reminds us that ‘the night has 

passed’ literally as well as metaphorically. 

g61. ava ye pav: But up! i.e. rise 
(Blomfield), dvayenay M.—Whether dd p0c 

(voc. O house, Blomf.) is preferable to 

ddqors must depend partly on the reading 

of v. g6o. 

962. xXauac mereice xeic6’ M, corr. 

Blomfield. 

963—966. ‘But soon the house shall 
be thoroughly purged.’ This must be 

the general sense; but the details are 

wholly uncertain. In the principal clause, 

the ambiguity of dueiWera (Dass in, pass 

out, or alter) makes trebly obscure the 

part which is to be played by ‘all- 

accomplishing time’, if indeed that per- 

sonage has here any part to play. In 

the subordinate clause, the resemblance 

of €Adoet (-y) €Aarjpioy is open to sus- 

picion. The very ingenious suggestion 

of Schiitz, xa@apuotow arav édarnpio.s, 

might be considered certain, if we had 

firm ground to go upon. But if, which 

(to say the least) is possible, text and 

é\do7n m. 967. 70, a correction for ta or Tw. 

comment have been mixed together and 

then trimmed into metrical shape, we 

cannot tell what to begin with, and it is 

best to let all alone. 

967—969. ‘The luck shall be turned, 

the house have new possessors’. This 

again is in ruins. It may perhaps be as- 

sumed (though it has been disputed) that 

the metaphor, as the schol. says, is from 

dice (rodro dé ao Tov KUBwr peTiyayer), 

and that evmpoowmdkoros is a genuine 

word, applicable properly to dice and 

meaning ‘ lying so as to present a favour- 

able face (throw)’. This will fit well 

with mecodvrat mad, whether this means 

will fall again, or will fall the reverse way. 

Between these versions, as also between 

Tvxq@ and TUxat, uéroukoe and peTolkois, We 

cannot decide while v. 968 is uncertain; 

and of this it can be said only that 

akovcac at least is probably no part of 

the true text.—As to wérouxor dduwv (alien 

Sojourners in the house), which has been 

variously explained, it will be safest to 

say, that it cannot well apply to Orestes 

and Electra (for even this has been ad- 

vanced), and that the only persons in the 

story to whom it will apply quite naturally 

are the soldiers introduced by Aegisthus. 

In a general way it is manifest, if only 

from the future tenses of the verbs, that 

the conclusion (vv. 960—970) refers not 

to the fall of the tyrants but to ¢he sequel, 

the abolition of the tyranny and restoration 

of the old order. 
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970. See on v. 959—960. bodies are brought out. 

971—1074. Finale. Orestes is about 

to throw himself upon the protection of 

Apollo at Delphi, as the god himself 
commanded. Bearing, in sign of this 

purpose, the wool-wreathed olive-bough 

of the suppliant, he comes to pronounce 

over the bodies of Clytaemnestra and 

Aegisthus a justification of his act, pro- 

ducing to his fellow-citizens (v. 1038) in 
support the attual ‘entangled robe’ which 

was used in the murder of his father. 

He speaks at first with a certain fierce 

solemnity, but soon (vv. 98g foll.) be- 
comes violent and confused: and when 
after a pause he resumes, it is manifest 

(vv. 1008 foll.), and he himself presently 

declares (vv. 101g foll.), that he has not 

the control of his mind. It is the ap- 

proach of the Erinnyes. With a last pro- 

test he prepares to depart, when suddenly 

he perceives the avenging fiends. The 

by-standers (for the forms are visible to 

him alone) vainly endeavour to persuade 

him that it is adelusion; he rushes away, 

and the play concludes with a god-speed 
and a few words of retrospect and doubt- 

ful anticipation.—With regard to the 
scenic arrangements it seems to be clear, 

as generally supposed, that the bodies 
of the tyrants are brought before the 

audience; but it is not so clear (as stated 

in the schol. to v. 971) that this was done 

by the eccyclema. The scene takes place, 

not in the interior of the house, but 
outside before the public, as is shown by 
the character of Orestes’ speeches and 

especially by vv. 982 foll. There would 

therefore be no need for the mechanism ; 

and we should suppose rather that the 

question, of small importance, whether 

Pylades appears in this scene. It seems 

to be commonly assumed that he does, 

but there is no indication of his presence 
in the text, and under all the circum- 

stances this fact has some weight as nega- 

tive evidence. Moreover as he certainly 

does not accompany Orestes to Delphi 

(see the opening of the Zumenides), and, 

not being guilty of kin-murder, is not con- 

nected with the further development of 

the story, it would seem more convenient 

in every way that he should not bear a 

part in this leave-taking. The assump- 

tion of his presence apparently depends 

on the assumption that the final scene 

follows instantly upon the murders: but 

we have seen that —It is 

evident that various persons are present 

it does not. 

as audience (v. 978) and attendants on 

Orestes (v. 981); but we cannot deter- 

mine how many there were, or how they 

were arranged. 

971—1004. The rapid fall of this 

speech, as the speaker’s mind gives way, 

from the dignity of the commencement 

to the confusion and ruin of the close, 
has always appeared to me, as doubtless 

to many, one of the finest things in 

literature. I have cited (App. I. § 31) the 

protest of Conington against the re 

modelling of it, which still appears, not- 

withstanding the protest, in several later 

texts. 

973—975- 
loving they were, when yet they sat upon 

their thrones ; and still, it may be judged, 
with them, and 

That 

Majestic they were and 

their condition abides 

their oath stands true to the plaige. 
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the condition of the dead in the other 

world continued. and corresponded in 

some sort to that of the living man was 

a general Greek belief (see for example 

vv. 353 foll.). Orestes applies this to the 

two corpses laid side by side, half in 

irony, as if to signify that their guilty 

splendour and pleasure is all at an end, 

but also with some half-voluntary recog- 

nition of the pathos inherent in their 

union and the ceuvérns inseparable from 

death. To render the fine and delicate 

language we require a word (which I 

cannot find) exactly covering the Greek 

cepvés: death, and the dead, as such, are 

not exactly mayestic, which best fits the 

first part of the sentence, but they are in 

themselves ceuvd, solemn or impressive, 

as darkness is (Eur. Bacch. 486), and the 

open sky (/p#. 7. 1177), and all things 

which make man little. It is essential 

here to realize that the scene (to repeat 

it once more) takes place long after the 

murders, and that the bodies do not lie 

as they fell. They are solemnly laid out, 

and Orestes, who comes to make over 

them a solemn oration in his own defence, 

strikes in his opening the proper note, 

though he is unable to maintain it.— 
wan wdperte: their conditions ( fortunes) 

are with them or belong to them, i.e. the 

continuation of their story is like what 

went before. md@os is here neutral in 

sense (fact, experience, incident), as in 

Soph. O. 7. 732 08 765° nv maBos where 

this befell, Ag. 884 aut cor raOn facts 

(things happening) about you. The use 

of it here is peculiarly interesting, because 

we see in it the germ of a most important 

development in the later history of the 
word. Practically, though not expressly 

and consciously, 7rd4@n mdpecri here means 

mdpeot avrois TO ceuvors elvat Kal plros: 

and it is because the language, in its 

popular and poetic condition, had felt 

such a use as conceivable, that the zc7- 

dents (ré0n) of a thing came to mean its 

qualities, olov Td NevKdv Kal 7d méday, Kai 

yuk Kal mixpdv, Kal Bapirns Kal koupérns 

(see L. & Sc. s. v.). Science, here as 

commonly, created a new term only by 

bringing out the latent, and sharpening 

the vague.—épkos: the oath personified, 

‘those who swore’.—I retain the Ms. 

text, with a new punctuation and render- 

ing. For other views and criticism see 

App. I. § 29. 

977. kal EvvOaveto@ar stands in ap- 
position to dpkos, their oath ‘to be joined 

even unto death’; this also hath been 

truly kept. Literally that they would 

even (or also) die together: Kai signifies 

‘to be joined in death as well as im all 

else’, in their enterprise, their lives, etc. 

The point which Orestes makes is that 

the addition kal uvAavetcGar has been no 

idle form, but has been fulfilled for the 

conspirators more exactly than they hoped 

or intended.—v. 976 is an interpolation, 

as can, I think, be proved from the 

scholia. See App. I. § 30. 

978. atdre, again, as at the time of 
the murder ; see 4g. 1379 foll.—It seems 

probable (see Agam. Introd. p. Ix.) that 

the use of the robe was invented for the 

stage; but from the way in which it is 

introduced here, without account of its 

preservation, we may doubt whether it 

was first brought in by Aeschylus. The 

subject may well have been treated, even 

as a drama, before this trilogy, the latest 

of Aeschylus’ works.—érrjkoou: not the 

slaves (to whose judgment Orestes would 

not appeal, and who, as actors themselves 
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g81. avrdv. 

in tdde kaxd, could scarcely be so de- 

scribed) but such other persons (men of 

the city, etc.) as in this scene would 

naturally be introduced.—‘‘ém7jxoos here 

and in Ag. 1420 seems to have a quasi- 
judicial sense, ‘taking cognizance of’” 
(Con.). In fact Orestes treats those who 

have come to hear what has been done, 

as if they were a sort of court to whom 

he submits his justification. 
979: TO pHXavypa: artificium illud, 

‘the device which you remember’. 

g80. §vvwpls couple, here used, as the 

Engl. word may be, not for the things 

united but for that which unites. 

g81. éxrelvar avrol: spread it with 
your own hands. Orestes, or more pro- 

bably an attendant by his direction, de- 

livers the robe to some of the ém7xoot, 

the natural action of one who is courting 

publicity. —avré Auratus (and many texts). 

The masc. (guasi tov decudv or Tov Tér- 

Aov) is not likely for the poet, but not 

likely for a copyist either, if the original 

was avré, and in neither case is the need- 

less pronoun Aeschylean.—If the natural 

grouping of this scene be carefully con- 

sidered, it is a strong indication that in 
the Aeschylean theatre the ‘stage’, if 

there was any, had an unhindered com- 

munication with the ‘orchestra’; it seems 

naturally to exclude anything like the 

long narrow platform, 12 feet high, de- 

scribed as the Greek Stage of the Au- 
gustan period by Vitruvius. This is 

987. wéeyw. 

equally true, whoever are the persons 

addressed in éxrelvare.—kixdw rapa 
oradov: ‘coming up to it and standing 
about it’: wapacraddv imports an invita 

tion and encouragement. 

982. dvSpds: opposed to @npds (Con.). 

See Ag. 1077. 

983. mavra...rade: not ‘all 

events’, but ‘all things Aere’, ‘all things 

in this world’ (cf. v. 104). —** Cf. Eur. Or. 

822 tldos és atyas deNlovo SeiEar, and the 

these 

schol. there eld@aci yap ol dveAbrres ruwd 

dixalws, ws olovra, TY PAlw 7d Elgos Sex- 

vivat, cbuBoXov Tol dixalws reporeuxdras ” 

(Wecklein). 

that ‘this thing is not done in a corner’. 

It is a solemn way of saying 

—The question raised, whether there is 

any allusion here to the future appearance 

of Apollo (not Helios) as an actual witness 

at the trial before the Areopagus in the 

Eumenides, is to be answered by a dis 

tinction. Orestes is not thinking of the 

Delphian god, or of an actual trial. His 

appeal to Helios is merely figurative. 

Nor are Apollo and Helios identified by 

Aeschylus, either here or (as I think) in 

Theb. 844. 

poet must have been conscious that he 

But on the other hand the 

meant to bring on Apollo, a god associ- 

ated with light (see 7/gé. /«.), as an 

actual witness, and he does by this figure 

‘ prepare the way for it’ (in Dr Wecklein’s 

phrase) and point our minds to it, if we 

already know the whole work. 

987. AlyicBou yap ob Méyw pdpor, 
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Tpos O€, Aris em’ dvdpl TodT’ éunoato arv- 

yos schol., proving the antiquity of the 

reading Néyw count, take into account 

(Turn. and many others). The purpose 

of the note is to indicate (erroneously) 

that the period includes the sentence 771s 

kTX.... as far as v. 9gt, n7ts 6é being taken 

for éxelyns dé (udpov éyw), 7 KTA.—Con. 

defends wéyw as ‘more forcible’, but for 

once seems to be clearly wrong. Orestes 

ov wéyet the death of his mother, so that 

od éyw makes no distinction of the two 

cases. 
g88. ‘He has received, as from the 

law, the penalty of the seducer’. In as 

vouou (diknv) the gen. serves as an adj., 

quasi-legal. Con. aptly quotes for the 

two genitives in different relations Soph. 

Ai. 998 cov Baits ws Oeod Tivos SAO” 
*Axaovs a rumour, as it were miraculous, 

about thee. The slaying of Aegisthus 

might be regarded rather as the act of 

the law than of the hand that did it.— 

Demosth. (contr. Aristocr. § 55) and 

Lysias (de caede Eratosth. 30) refer to 

an old Attic law acquitting of murder 
whosoever dmoxrelvn Twa éml Sduaprr, 7 

émi untpl, 7 él ddedpy, 7 ert Ovyarpl, 

which illustrates the spirit of Orestes’ 

protest, though it does not cover his case. 

—ws vduos Port. 

g88—994. But as for one who ete...., 

what think you of her? TI say that, were 

she eel or viper, she would rot another with 

her touch, without a bite, if boldness and 

native will could do it. ‘*The construc- 

tion (which has been misunderstood and 

caused needless emendation) is this: [in] 

Ti co doxet; Klytaemnestra is nom. to 

doxe?, and the verb [represented in the 

€x ood [réxvav nv éxn brd Savnv Bapos m]. 992. 7 Hr’. 

question by rf] is left to be filled in in 

the reply (like Plat. Phaedr. 234 C rt co 

gpalverar 6 Adyos; ov Ureppues Eip7aGar3). 

The reply Orestes himself gives (etre) 

pdbpawa etre exdva pu, (Soxe?) onmew av 

Ovyotca etc.” Sidgwick.—In these ‘al- 

most grotesque words’ (Sidgwick) the 

violent nature of Orestes, which has been 

already exhibited before the murder (zz. 

433—453), and is felt, under the curb as 

it were, in the opening part of this speech, 

suddenly breaks from control, the sight 

of the robe, now outspread, being more 

than he can bear. His language marks 

the utmost degree of fury, which could 

be called sane. Just here, with thrilling 

power and truth, the poet places the in- 

vasion of the mysterious madness. After 

a brief pause Orestes resumes ; and feeling 

that he has spoken of his mother other- 

wise than as he intended, he tries to refer 

to her in a milder tone, ‘the mildest that 

he may find’, a phrase exhibiting in itself 

the struggle within. But...he hesitates, 

his eye falls again upon the ensnaring 

robe...and he loses himself altogether, 

talks of the instrument, when he would 

be thinking of the murderess, tries to 

return (v. 998), but only plunges again, 

with a wild and wandering imagination, 

into the same topic, then, with a last 

effort, remembers just so much as that the 

thing he wanted to speak of was a wicked 
woman, flings at this theme a desperate 

platitude, utterly wide of the true mark, 

...and comes to a helpless stop.—rtovro... 

oruyos: so loathsome a thing as this.— 

é od Robortello.—dirov téws: the 

break (very rare after the second foot), 

though slight, catches the ear with ad- 
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993. Olyoucay. 

mirable and touching effect. In the next 

line the heavy pause at the same place 
gives a violent emphasis. Metrical skill 

could not rise higher. Note also that the 

effort of Orestes to speak of his dead 

mother not without tenderness is the last 

turn which makes the tension unbearable. 
—y ¢etr’ Hermann, 7 77 M with y (m) 

over the first 7. Possibly re is right.— 
Qyote’ dv Robort., @-youray M.—rodpns 
€katt x7X.: lit. ‘so far as daring and will 

are concerned’ or ‘will go’.—év8(kov: 

natural to it, lit. ‘within’ or ‘according 

to its dix’, z.e. its wont, way. The soul 

of Clytaemnestra was so deadly that, had 

it dwelt in a viper, it would have been 

the mature of that viper to sting by mere 

contact. For 6ixn, é&kéixos, and &vécxos 

in this sense see note on 7%eb. 594, where 
the éxSikws of M is changed in the later 

MS to évdixws, because the correctors as- 

sumed the words to mean justly and un- 

Justly. So here modern editors have 

written xddikov (Turnebus) or xaxdlkov 

(Ahrens) but wrongly. The application 
of dixn (nature) to the nature of a par- 

ticular breed illustrates the adverbial dixny 

like (Nbxov dikny, Kixvou Sikny, kuvds Sixnv) 

lit. ‘after wolf-nature’ etc. 

995—1002. On the proposal to move 

these verses see Conington’s note given 
in App. I. § 31, and refer to suf. 971. 

995. viv: er or zt. Orestes means 

her, but the possible ambiguity is essen- 

tial to the sequel, and the passage there- 
fore cannot be really translated into 

English.—evoropay: ei@nudy. 
996. vekpov roSévSurov Spolrns kara- 

oKyvepa: a bath-curtain fit to wrap the 
Jeet of a corpse, the invention of a clouded 

and labouring mind, entangled in the 

notions of dathing and death. xaracny, 
vopa probably meant in strictness ‘a 
bath-éent’, a cover for the bather going 

all round. vexpot (for a corpse) depends 

on katackyvepa, with which Spolrns 

(adject.-gen.) forms a close compound. 

Con. cites Ag. 1448.—apartracua copol 

(dpous, corr. Stanley) curtain of a bier, 

schol. If the interpretation covers Spolrys 

(and not only xarackjwwua), it asserts 

that dpolrn had the secondary sense of 

bier (or coffin), and so expressly does 

Eustathius, Commentary on the Od. 12. 

P- 1726 (wteXos 4 Adpwat rots reOveGorw) 

and Ztym. Mag. : This 

would aid the confusion of figures; but 

see Conington. 

it may be based only on a hasty view of 

this very passage, which does not prove 

it. As Con. says, we want more infor- 

mation on the Greek customs both of 

bathing and burying, and also a fuller 

account of the murder than Aeschylus 

anywhere gives. 

that in the story which he followed, a 

curtain played some part, buf the details 

From Zum. 636 we see 

remain uncertain. 

997- Stkrvov piv obv...rérAovs. These 
words, in the frightful simplicity with 

which they exhibit the symptoms of 

mental agony, are comparable only to 

The 

disease of speech is more than perplexity, 

certain passages of Aing Lear. 

it is a kind of aphasia; and the worst of 

the horror is the semi-consciousness of 

the victim. He knows that it is nef of 

the robe at all that he wants to speak, 

that snare and wrapping and curtain are 

all wrong and irrelevant: Wo, i é mot 

that, itisa...net...or rather a...trap as you 

might say, or again... : but it will not do; 

nothing but #e/, ‘raf, snare can he say. 
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The ‘entangling robe’ has fettered his 

senses and his intellect; he gives himself 

up to it; and his language at once be- 

comes perfectly fluent and _ perfectly 

insane. 

999—1002. ‘What profits might be 

made on the highway by a robber who 

should set himself up (in a hostelry) 

with such a thing as this, and give ‘the 

murderer’s bath’ to any travellers (févoc) 

who turned in!’ Aeschylus has not 

forgotten that even the extravagance of 

the mind is obedient, in its own fashion, 

to memory and association. It is the 

welcome of Clytaemnestra to the pre- 

tended ‘travellers’ of yesterday, with its 

gruesome hints of ‘bath’ and ‘bed’ and 

‘honest eyes’ (see vv. 664 foll.), which is 

reflected in this nightmare of the imagina- 

tion. 

999- Torwvtov av Turnebus.—dnAq- 

ts Scaliger; ‘‘Hemsterhuis on Poll. 

9, P- 1120, quotes Sen. ZZ. 51 ‘Volup- 

tates praecipue exturba et invisissimas 

habe, latronum more, quos Phzletas Ae- 

gyptii vocant: in hoc nos amplectuntur 

ut strangulent’, referring perhaps to a 

false etymology from ¢ideiv”’ Con. This 

shows that the spelling @iAjrys is very 

ancient, and explains the origin of it, but 

gnd7jTns appears to be the true form. 

It signifies cozener, cheat, but was or had 

been used, as the text suggests, specially 

for a robber who carried on his ‘trade’ 

under the pretence of entertaining travel- 

lers, a species found in all disorderly 

times and countries. ®y\fra are favour- 

ites of fiction, and some strange devices 

have been attributed to them, but not, 

by any sane person, the bath of Cly- 

taemnestra. 

tooo. amaiAnpa may be construed 

PiA7rTns. I00l. voylfw. 

either (t) as nom. in app. to avyp, one 

who was a beguiler of travellers, and 

practised the taking of money for a livelt- 

hood (Con., Sidgwick), or (2) as acc. after 

voulgev (Wecklein), so that the phrase 

E&vwy...Blov forms a whole ‘hendiadys’, 

one who practised for a livelihood to 

beguile guests and rob them of their money. 

The second seems preferable; for though 

the personal use of a neuter in -ya is 

sufficiently common, it joins rather ill 

with the participle; and further Eéwy 

dmaio\nua is not by itself completely 

intelligible.—févwv: persons entertained 

by him. —vopttwv Turnebus. voulfw 

(parenthetic, Z ¢hzzk) can be construed, 

as févwy...Blov (means of living) might 

stand in app. to rovotrov : but it is more 

probably an error. 

1001. With this deceit might he take 

off many a life, and his heart often glow 

with—...Such a woman sharing my home 

may I never see! God strike me dead 

sooner...having no child !—roddd Gep- 
patvot dpevi... The sentence is incomplete 

and requires, to complete it, something 

like mwAovrov xdpuara, as the English 

requires ‘the joy of his gains’ or the 

like. The metaphor OeppatvecOa to be 

warmed is not uncommon, in Greek as in 

English, for exultation, hope, and other 

such feelings. For the form of the phrase 

Oeppatve ppevi (xdpuara) to cherish warm 

joys in the heart cf. ryxew oluwynv, and 

sup. 508. That the sentence should be 

broken is only natural, where there is so 

complete a breach of thought. The 

wandering speaker, after another pause 

of distress, succeeds in recovering his 

intended theme. But his situation is 

such, that he cannot say even a few vague 

words without some fresh shock to his 
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feelings; and at the terrible éXoluny 

mpbobev,..dimais he stops dead, gazing, as 

we see from the words of the chorus and 

his next speech, in a sort of stupor at 

his mother’s Gorpse.—On the reading see 
further App. I. § 32.—mpéoev Turn., 

mpood’ M.—The irregular pause after 

_ yévoiro, here a very strong word, is 

correct, and is re-inforced by the follow- 

ing asyndeton. 

1005. XO. 7.e. the émjxoo, I think, 

not the maid-servants. See below.—al af 

M, corr. Bothe, Dindorf.—8verpax Ons: to 
Clytaemnestra (Con.), not Agamemnon, 

as is shown by the preceding context, and 

by the antithetic description of Orestes 

as 6 wluvwr he that survives, which cannot 

refer to an event of the distant past: 
grvyep@ Savdry imports no condemnation 
of Orestes, but only the same natural 

horror which affects Orestes himself.— 
dverpax4n (Agamemnon) Heimsoeth. 

1007. Kal mdQos: 7.¢. rd rddos as well 

as or as the sequel of 7a &pya (v. 1005). 

After doing comes by the inevitable law 

(Opdcavr: radeiv) suffering or undergoing 

also. That Orestes will not escape the 
law is already too evident.—dvOet is 

breaking out upon him, like the symptoms 

of a disease working from within. Con. 
refers to Soph. Zrach. 1000 uavias dvéos 
and 7. 1089 FvOnxev, eEdpunxev (vdcos). 

The figure, which is commoner in Greek 

than in English, also suggests that the 
mdBos is strong, abundant, and that it 

Vee. CH, 

mpocd’, 

grows from ra épya. 

1008. pace Turn., fSpacey M. The 

subject is of course Clytaemnestra.—&: 

nay, but, as in v. g98. 

1009. ws...Elhos: that it was dy by 

the sword of Aegisthus. The ‘sword of 

Aegisthus’ may be understood either lite- 

rally or figuratively. If literally (as Paley, 

Sidgwick, Wecklein and others), we must 

suppose not only that the instrument 

used by Clytaemnestra was actually a 

sword, but also that the giving of this 

sword to her by Aegisthus was an inci- 

dent in the story followed by Aeschylus. 

As to the first point, it is some confirma- 

tion of it, that in other allusions to the 

act the word ‘sword’ is used (@iyyoura 

gurl dacyavov Ag. 1261, odn\irw 

Gavarw tb. 1530, Sidgwick), and there is 

nothing in Aeschylus to the contrary. On 

the other hand (see Con. on vw. 888 supra), 

none of the allusions are such as to re- 

quire precision with regard to the details. 

Here for instance it might be said that 

the murder was done ‘by the sword of 

Aegisthus’ in a general sense, whether 

the weapon were, speaking exactly, a 

sword or not, and whether or not it had 

ever been his property. So Euripides, 

who speaks of the weapon distinctly as 

an axe (El. 279), can nevertheless de- 

scribe Clytaemnestra as Eider dugurémout 

Auypay AlylaOov \dBay Oeudva (ZL. 164). 

Common tradition adopted the axe; for 

Aeschylus the question must, I think, be 

10 
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left uncertain. —Note however that here, 

even if &igos be literally correct, we may 

still take Alyic@ov figuratively, which I 

should prefer, as the supposed gift does 

not appear very probable. It is natural 

that Orestes should thus divert. his 

thoughts, however abruptly, from his 

mother to her paramour, if only to re- 

lieve the horror which is turning his 

brain. 

toro—tio1l. Jt is the gush of blood 

which has aided time in spoiling the many 

hues of the embroidery, t.e. the robe, as may 

still be seen, is not merely faded, but has 

been stainéd.—EvpBadderar: contributes. 

Note that Orestes is not inferring from 

the appearance of the robe that a certain 

time, or a long time, must have elapsed 

since the murder. This irrelevant idea, 

depending on a mistranslation of vuBaX- 

derar (agrees with), confuses the otherwise 

correct explanations of Paley and Con- 

ington. The whole meaning is simply 

this, ‘ How can I doubt the fact, when I 

have before my eyes a memorial of it, on 

which, though all is faded with age, the 

traces are still visible ?’. 

to12—1015. Af last, at last he him- 

self is before me; I utier his praises; I 

make his lament. And speaking to this 

thing, whose texture wrought my father’s 

death, though L feel the misery of the doing, 

the suffering, and all, the curse of a con- 

quest which gilds me with pollution, yet 

—and here he again breaks down. The 

difficulty, which we may feel in this 

passage, arises from want of familiarity 

with the feelings and customs implied. 

As Orestes gazes at the stain of the robe, 

it comes upon him that zow for the first 

time he has before him something at least 

of that dead father, whose rites were so 

shamefully omitted (v. 430). Over the 

dead, and to the dead, should have been 

spoken the yéos evens (v. 320), the 

lamentation and eulogy, which Orestes 

was not present to perform (od mapwy 

@uwie uv. 8). Mow the dead hzmself is 

before the eyes of his son; is not ¢hat his 

blood? To the robe then Orestes will 

say, as he would fain have said to the 

corpse, that, sorrowful as this ‘ triumph’ 

may be, and pitiful the ‘ glory’ of it, still 

it is a triumph, a just victory over his 

father’s enemies, a just restoration of his 

father’s honour. But in the midst of his 

period the horror returns and he cannot 

go on.—avtov: emphatic (as usual) Azm- 

self. The robe, having the blood of Aga- 

memnon on it, is an actual remnant of 

him. For the importance, in the primi- 

tive view, of the presence of the dead 

(i.c. the actual corpse) at the ceremonies 

here mentioned see on vv. 322—327.— 

aiva J praise him, pronounce his eulogy 

or émawos (Eur. Supp. 858); see note on 

Theb. 9ob.—tapav is relative to avrév, 

in the presence of himself, the robe sup- 

plying his place.—dAyo pév. There is 

no formal antithesis to pév, the period 

being broken in the middle, but the 

substance of the intended sequel is given 

summarily in v. 1025. ‘* The misery of 

it all overwhelms him and the felt ap- 

proach of the Furies is maddening him, 

but yet justice 7s done. The words in italics 

are his suppressed thoughts” (Sidgwick).— 

épya kal mdfos: in reference to the words 

of the chorus pedéwy epywy...xal mdGos, 

vv. 1005 foll. (Con.) where see note.—yévos 

te wav: and all of it or and all that, lit. 

‘and all the 42d’ or ‘all the sort’. The 

phrase, for which we seem to have in 

English no poetical equivalent, is added 
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1018. 7 (the whole line by m, except u4x@w corr. to 6x80). 

to &pya xal md0os as if to dismiss, with a 

desperate impatience, all that could be 

said on the side of &yos: he feels it ad/, 

but struggles nevertheless to fix his mind, 

if only for a moment, upon the other side. 

For similar uses see TZheb. 222 ofra 

P0ovG cor Saimbvew Tidy yévos ‘the gods 

in general’, ‘all the gods there are’ 
(where, as hére, the tone is impatient), 7d. 

591 OAwAev dvdpdv adv BeomtiaTw yévet, 

the one pious man ‘perishes with the 

impious average’. See also Ag. 1565.— 
yévos mav is usually rendered ‘ (grieve) 
for all our house’, but this seems to be 

grammatically impossible. A seuter acc. 

pronoun can be joined with ddyeiv, xalpeww, 

necPac to denote the object of pain &c. : 

ay rotro may mean either ‘I feel this 

pain’ or ‘I feel the pain of this’. From 

this it is a short and natural step to a\y& 

&pya ‘I feel the pain of what has been 

done’, and also to such farticipial con- 
structions as yalpw o éAndvOéra, Hobnv 

marépa ev\oyotvrd oe, where ce éXn\vP dra 

stands for 76 ce é\nAvbévac (see L. & Se. 

5. vv.). But these have no resemblance 

to dhy& yévos J grieve for our race, which 

would be analogous to xalpw ce J rejoice 

Sor you, a construction apparently not 

found or likely to be found.—prdcpara : 
substituted for such a word as cxuNetuara 

(spoils), to which the sentence would 

naturally lead (Wecklein).—afnda ‘not 
admired’, like other triumphs: cf. ovx« 

érifnos winning no admiration Ag. 930. 

—For other interpretations see App. I. 

§ 33 
1016—1019. His hearers attempt to 

soothe him. Suffering may await him; it 

is the lot of mortals to pay for success 

(vixn); but future trouble is future, and 

we need not anticipate it. 

1017. Sad mavros (Heath) sArougsh- 

out, adverbial, with down.—dripos with- 

out making payment (riwh price). Suf- 

fering is the price at which fate sells us 

our successes. Cf. Hom. Od. 16. 431 
Tou viv olkoy ariuoyv fas ‘thou devourest 

his substance without payment made’ 

(L. & Sc. s.v.). The analogy would be 

more exact if we read driuor, but the 

transference of epithet to the payer is in 

the Greek style.—driuwpyros unpunished 

(schol.) does not fit the general sense. 

avaros Wecklein.—@ @ Klausen, é¢ (c for 

e) M. 

clause, not to the next. 

written there (auewWeee) to indicate this, 

which would account for delyerar.— 

dpele Erfurdt. 

1018. But present trouble is one thing 

and future trouble another, lit. ‘but of 

The sigh refers to the preceding 

It was perhaps 

trouble some is immediate, some will 

come’. 

we see that in 7& the emphasis is on the 

Suturity of the expression, as distinct from 

a present. The remark 

consolation, antithetical to what precedes, 

For the form cf. 

From the opposition of atria 

therefore is a 

not a repetition of it. 

the English ‘There are troubles and 

troubles’ for ‘ All trouble is not alike’.— 

This line with the exception of the letters 

pox9o is written in M. by the first cor- 

rector, who gives He: fa Turn.—The 

exact tone of this speech, and specially 

of the last verse, is of importance for the 

sequel. The point of it is similar to that 

of Ag. 263—267 (rd wé\dor Ha), that 

10—2 
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trouble, though inevitable, need not be 

anticipated; and the moral is that Orestes 

should think zow of his triumph and not 

of the suffering which may or will follow. 

Io1g—1020. ‘What signifies trouble 

to come, when like one that turneth his 

chariot, I know the fatal end to which I 

am running zow?’: lit. ‘Vain will be its 

coming, since I know the point, as it 

were, in the turn of the chariot-course 

where ¢izs present will find its end’. 

Without metaphor, the meaning is this. 

The previous speaker, not comprehending 

the full import of Orestes’ distress, and 

supposing him to be merely anxious, 

dwells, by way of comfort, on the dif- 

erence between trouble present and 

trouble to come. Orestes, conscious of 

his real condition, rejects the comfort, 

with a certain irony, as singularly in- 

applicable to his case. Future trouble 

is of little concern to one who knows that 

his reason is zozw going, that in a few 

moments he will be mad. This state of 

mind is finely compared to the situation 

of a charioteer, who, as he turns his 

horses round the curve of a race-course, 

finds that they no longer obey, and 

already sees the point in the outer wall, 

where the final crash must happen.— 

adAws av (7Kor), to be supplied from 

néec; the ‘trouble to come’ will be vain 

or insignificant.—et 87 s2zce now.—TovTO: 

emphatic, as opposed to éxeivo, 7d mapov 

kaxév as opposed to the remote.—dpa 

implies that the end is a sure inference 

1023. 70. 

from the present course.—oTy...Spopov: 
the gen. is partitive-local and depends 

upon 677, ‘where zz the rein-turn, as it 

were, of a chariot’s course’.—€dv tartrots 

joined adjectivally with dpéuov ‘a course 

with horses’, z.e. a chariot-course.—For 

further discussion of the text see App. I. 

§ 34- 
To21. é&wtépw outwards, not out but 

Jurther and further out. The expression 

is relative to the curve or turn (note 

nviosTpopov) of an enclosed course, where, 

if the horses refused to be turned zzwards 

(in relation to the curve), the chariot must 

inevitably be wrecked.—The effect of the 

order is to emphasize both éfw7répw and 

pépovor. See onv. 924. 
a“ > ec ~ , 

1023. % 8 vropxetobar KétTw: and 

my heart (is ready) to dance to his angry 

4 8 Abresch, 76° M. This 

(adopted by Hermann, Conington and 

others) seems better than to make fear 

note. 

both player and dancer.—xpétw to the 

beat of the tune (Abresch) is a very 

probable suggestion. But it is not unlike 

Aeschylus either to write azger for angry 

tune, or to carry the personification of 

poBos (as the imperious master of a 

dancing performer) so far as to speak of 

his ‘anger’. I therefore leave Kot, 

subject to the doubt. 

1024. Knpvoow implies that the pro- 

test is made not merely to those present, 

but to all @fAo, to whom it is to be con- 

veyed on Orestes’ behalf. 
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1027. iArpa ToApns tHode: as the 
persuasion (charm) which led me to the 

deed.—thaornplt{opat should mean, by 

the context, something like cite, aver, 

appeal to, Hence xavx@pmat schol., pro- 

bably a mere guess. Some, comparing 

— metornpiage, interpret by zepl mXelorou 

moovpat, J rate highest, which however 

does not fit very well. It might perhaps 

rather be derived (like rAnOivoua J am 

multiplied or find support in Ag. 1369) 

from voting. The passive’r\ecornplverPa 
might mean ‘to be in a majority’, and 

the middle rAetornpiferdal twas ‘to make 

yourself a majority’ by ‘calling your sup- 

porters’,-and hence generally ‘to call in 

support, to cite’. The use of rAeornpns 

in Zum. 766 is itself obscure and not 

helpful. 

1029—30. mpdtayte...... elvat: 70 do 
' this if, clear of harm in consequence, I 

would live. elvar: oratio obligua for an 

imperative: Orestes was to ‘do this and 
live’.—This is no exception to the general 

rule of Aeschylus, noticed on v. 872, that 

a weak word must not be made promi- 

nent by the exceptional pause after the 

first foot. elvar here, as the pause pre- 
» cisely serves to indicate, is not used in a 

weak sense. Se means exist, live (cf. 

€o7 in Ag. 676), and implies, what we 
already know to be the fact, that the 

penalties threatened for neglect went to 

Orestes’ life.—atrlas kaxjs, lit. ‘respon- 
sibility to harm me’. The agent of the 

<leed must be in a sense afrios, but Apollo 

promised that he should take no harm in 

consequence.—trapéyra: the construction 

passes into the (unattracted) accusative. 

1030—3I. 

is used, because the only adequate alter- 

The expressive aposiopesis 

native, to go fully as before (wv. 268) into 

the horrible detail, is manifestly not to be 

attempted by Orestes in his present posi- 

tion and state of mind. It has been 

argued, by more than one commentator, 

that because he here declares the punish- 

ments beyond description, therefore the 

previous description cannot be genuine. 

But surely this inference is groundless. — 

7T6Ew: the bow-cast stands for the great- 

est height reachable. Cf. Supp. 482 

placn’ EXetas ob tweprotedoinow (Weck- 

lein).—rocatrn yap éorw ws undd rotéryr 

édixéoOat Tod prhxous schol., substituting 

the common é¢ixéc@a: for the exceptional 

mpog-iterar of the text. For xpoourei- 

ca in this sense and construction see 

Aristoph. £¢. 761 (Paley). 

1034. peropdadoy,..wéSov: 

supposed the centre of the earth. 

Delphi, 

aiBov 

probably means /and, sot/ (rather than 

floor of the temple) as apparently in Eur. 

Andr. 1085, [ph. 7.972. It may how- 

ever be taken for floor both there and 

here. 

1035. do@irov: a fire 

maintained, like that of the Vestals at 

perpetually 

Rome: Plut. Num. 9 ris "E\\débor brow 

mip doBecrdvy dor, as Ilv@ot wal "Aire 

ow, ob} waphdva, yuvaixes b¢ reraupudras 

yduwr Exoue. Thy éxiysddaar, id. Mor. p 

385. (cited by Stanley and others). In 

what place this fire was, the allusions do 
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not show; perhaps in the temple, per- 

haps in a separate building, as at Rome 

and Athens. The custom of the public 

hearth (v. 1036) descended from the 

earliest antiquity, and was probably es- 

tablished at Delphi long before the 

worship of Apollo, if not before the 

oracle itself.—KekAnpévov is merely equi- 

valent to kAewdv. So Pers. 2, T40€...1mLTTH 

KaNetrat, ‘These are the famed IIioroi’ 

(Con.). 

1036. ...exiling myself for the shedding 

of this kindred blood. For banishment 

as an expiation see Eur. Szpp. 148 aiua 

auyyeves pevywv xOovds etc.; for kowdv, 

ovyyevés, Soph. Ant. 202, O. C. 535 etc. 

—The whole of this murder-law, and the 

action of Apollo with regard to it in the 

case of Orestes, will be more conveniently 

discussed on the Eumenides. 

1037. GAAnv tpatécOar (Eorlav): he 
bade me as hearth-suppliant seek no other 

(hearth than hts), the common poetical 

accusative of ‘place to which’. The 

adj. épéotvoy is characteristically treated 

as a participle (épéorvov ovra) ‘when I 

went to a hearth (as suppliant) .—Two 

other explanations are mentioned by Con- 

ington: (1) &AAnv adverbial, 27 another 

direction; cf. Plat. Authyd. 273 B &\Nnv 

kal d\\nv amoBdérovtes: (2) &AAnY (rpoc- 

Tpomnyv) TpamrécOa. Neither is impossible; 

but the order and sound of the words 

point to 4&\dnv (écriav).—éd’ éoriav 

Turn. &d\y Hermann, but there is no 

ground for change. 

1038—1041. These verses, in their 

émeCevx On. 

present condition, are open to so many 

doubts that aconclusion isimpossible. The 

first two are badly injured; the last two 

show an incomplete construction, which 

may either be genuine (the speech being 

interrupted) or produced by error. A 

further field for conjecture would be 

opened, if we supposed, with some, that 

this speech originally corresponded in 

length to the former speech of Orestes (vz. 

971—1004). This assumption however 

seems needless. My own opinion, agree- 

ing practically with Mr Sidgwick’s, is (1) 

that nothing is lost: (2) that the con- 

fusion in vv. 1038—1039 is due to the 

interchange of the verses or parts of 

them, and that the sense at least is 

rightly given by Blomfield, kai uaprupety 

bev, ws éropotvOn Kaxd, | Tad’ &v xpovw 

poor mavras ’Apyelous Néyw: (3) that the 

last sentence is broken (Franz), the 

speaker being again seized by the mad- 

dening distress, which portends the ap- 

pearance of the pursuing fiends.—For 

the various conjectures see Wecklein (ed. 

1885, Appendix). 

Togt. TadodSe KAnSdvas: ¢hzs fame or 
‘account of myself’, z.c. the defence of 

his conduct which he has now made. He 

commends his character, whether he lives 

or dies, to the protection of his fellow- 

citizens.—Z go forth to my destiny is 

the sense of the words which should have 

followed. 

1042—1045. As to the speaker see 

on v. 1046.—ed 7 émpagas: 
mpodéas M. If re here is right, the answer- 

ev TE 
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Sumai yuvaixes aide, Topyovwy dieny, 

1043. 7mat trovnpal. 

ing period, with corresponding 7e, is 
wanting. The whole would have run 

*As thou hast good fortune, so thou 

mayest expect the same. Why then antici- 

pate evil?’ Cf. Supp. 225 adn’ ed 7’ 

Ereupev eb Te deEdoOw xOovl. —py 8 ém- 

Levy Oels...nand: and if evil words are 

not forced upon thy lips, thou shouldst 

shun even the omen of ill, i.e. even words 

of ill ome# are not to be used, when 

there is no need: lit. ‘if thy lips are not 

harnessed to evil speech ’, the metaphor of 

the {vyév signifying, as usual, compulsion. 

The sentence is parenthetic.—oypy 1o- 

vnpa@ Heath.—The ms. practically offers 
the choice between émifevx Gels, émrifevx Ons, 

and émfet’x4y. The participle is, I think, 

most consistent with the passive form ; 

with the imperative form, do wot force 

thy lips to evil speech, we should expect 

rather the active, und’ émefevEns, which 

some would read.—7\evdépwoas, with stop 

after cxaxd, Blomfield.—dpyeinv M, ’Ap- 

yelwv b. 
1046. “Libri duwal yuvaixes. Quis 

vero sibi persuadeat Oresten, quum 

Furias conspicere sibi videtur, tam frigida 

uti posse chori compellatione?... Haec 

tantum dignam Aeschylo vim habent, 

moiat yuvaixes aide”: Hermann. dewal 

yuvatkes alde Burges (and Wecklein) on 

similar grounds. These bold conjectures 

well deserve attention, at least for the 

criticism on which they are grounded. I 

think it indisputable that, if du@at yuvat- 

xes be read as a vocative, (1) the sentence 

alde...dpdxovow is not naturally arranged, 

and (2) the address itself is unsuitable. 

Why should Orestes appeal to the slave- 
women in particular, rather than to the 

1044. dpyelnv (’Apyelww b). 

others present; or why suddenly and 

pointedly address them as servants? Her- 

mann and others were right in feeling 

that, by Greek usage at any rate, an 

appellation so introduced ought to be 
appropriate to the occasion. Nothing 

acceptable however has been found in 

the way of emendation. The solution 

which I would offer is that Spal yuvat- 

Kes is not a vocative but, as the shape of 

the sentence a nominative, 

Are those slave-women? So like Gorgon: 

etc. As Orestes gazes at the slave-women 

(who are probably the only female figures 

upon the scene) they take to his diseased 

eye the form and garb of the Erinnyes 

Compare the description in Eur. /pA. 

Taur. 281, where he is similarly deceived 

by a herd of kine. At first he tries to 

assure himself that it is but a trick of the 
imagination, that they are the dual, but 

indicates, 

abandons this, as his madness creases, 

exclaiming ‘It is no fancy: they ere the 

fiends!’(v. 1051). That the real Erinnyes, 

the performers in the subsequent play, 

do not appear in this scene, must, I 

think, be taken as certain, though it 

has been debated. To have shown them 

here to the audience would have com- 

pletely spoiled the opening of the Zm- 

menides. But this being so, it is an ad- 

vantage, that the prefiguring imagination 

of Orestes should be provided with a 
The whole 

difficulty has arisen from treating this 
visible object to work upon. 

scene as if the only persons of importance 
were and the maid- 

The slaves have relapsed into 

present Orestes 

servants. 

secondary importance; the érjwon, as 

is natural, take the lead. Some of these 
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are the interlocutors from v. 1042 to 

v. 1057, as appears from the substance of 

what is said (v. ro44) and from the 

noticeable absence of such appellations 

as the women use to the son and daughter 

of the house (@ matdes v. 263, © Téxva 

v. 264, cf. vv. 322, 371, 521), which here, 

as from ministrants to a patient, would 

have been peculiarly in place. Since 

two actors (besides Orestes) are at liberty, 

there is no practical difficulty. Probably 

both took part. The ms. has no desig- 

nation. 

1047. gatoxltwves. This metrical li- 

cense was certainly admitted by the tra- 

gedians in proper names (see on 7Zhed. 

475 Inmoudboyros oxjua kal uéyas TUr0s), 

where there is the excuse that the name 

must be used and cannot be brought into 

the verse without irregularity (cf. sz. 

653). If pacoxirwves here is right, there 

was probably some reason for using this 

precise word, so strong as to bring the 

case within the same justification. Whe- 

ther in such cases the pronunciation of 

the word was changed, or whether any- 

thing depended on the nature of the 

sound following the irregular vowel, can- 

not be determined on the existing evidence 

(see the notes of Sidgwick, Wecklein, 

Paley). It would be more interesting to 

discover why Aeschylus attached import- 

ance to the epithet, but this question 

also seems now unanswerable.—Note 

that though the women are not now ‘in 

dark raiment’ (see on v. 934), they were 

so seen by Orestes throughout the exciting 

scenes of the day before. His illusion is 

half reminiscence, like the mad imagina- 

tion of vv. ggg foll. The ‘snakes’ spring 

up in his thoughts at the casual expression 

aupwelvorn’. 

dvoty dpaxéyrow. 

1047. TemekTavnpévar...SpaKovcry : 

‘having snakes that branch from them’ 

like the tentacles of the cuttle-fish: see 

on 7heb. 480. According to Pausanias 

(1. 28. 6) Aeschylus himself first applied 

to the Furies the snaky hair (or snakes 

in the hair) borrowed from the type of 

the Gorgons. Cf. Aum. 48. 

1049. (Arar dvOpwrwv tatpl: 7.2. 
‘thou who, if ever man did, hast earned 

thy father’s love’. What has Orestes to 

fear from those who sanction the obliga- 

tion of kindred, when his ‘crime’ is an 

obedience to the Azghest claim of that 

law? It is the argument used by Orestes 

himself in v. 924, extended to the inference 

that the Furies must recognize the plea, 

and spare him altogether. See next note. 

1050. py oBod, vikav todd: with 

so strong an advantage, be not afraid. 

The ‘advantage’ meant is the moral ad- 

vantage of his position. It is against 

him that he has slain his mother; it is 

for him that he has avenged his father: 

the father’s right (it is assumed) is the 

stronger. Therefore, in the eye of divine 

law, he ‘wins by far’ on the whole; and 

has nothing to fear from the divine venge- 

ance.—‘‘The Mss. reading is clearly right 

as against Porson’s uu poBouv viKw word” 

(Conington). The change seems at least 

needless, and there is an objection to it 

in wo\v. Either what Orestes sees 1s a 

groundless fancy, as his friends would 

persuade him, and then he has nothing to 

be afraid of; or it is not groundless, and 

then he must be mortally afraid. In 

neither case can he properly be told not 

to ‘yield to fear mach’. 
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1053. Zhe fresh blood is upon thy 

hands yet, that is to say, the ceremonial 

purification has not been performed. 

Orestes was to receive it, and did receive 

it, at Delphi. Cf. Hum. 282 moralyiov 

yap ov (7d ulacua) mpds éoria Beod | PoiBouv 

kabapuots nAGOn xoupoxTévas. The word 

motraivioy was probably technical in this 

connexion: it does not imply that the 

actual blood of the slain was now on his 

hands, nor suggest anything (as the refer- 

ence to the Aumenides will show) re- 

specting the time which has elapsed since 
the murders. 

1055. mAnQvover Turnebus. 

1057- ln, in! The touch of Loxias’ 

purge will set thee free from ‘this suffering’. 

The by-standers, whose belief is that 

Orestes suffers from a mere passing hal- 

lucination, here endeavour to force him 

into the house, where, they say, he may 

soon be cured by the appropriate remedy. 

—elow: here used, with ellipse of the 

verb, as an imperative, like dedpo come 

here, ctya be silent, etc.—kaSappos Aof- 

lov: the purge of Loxias, apparently 

some figure, spell, or other magical 

object acting by the touch, which was 

prescribed at Delphi as a remedy against 

elow, changed to elo’ 6. 

0d€ Tow weraOpors Tois Bacirelos 

1065 

1060, duuelvraiu . 

mveovoas. 

hallucination, and popularly known by 

thisname. To prescribe medical remedies 

was an important function of the god (see 

Eur. Med. 666 foll.); and it seems natu- 

ral to suppose that some quasi-medical 

devices, truly or falsely believed to have 

Delphian sanction, were in general use. 

The personification of the xa@apuér is in 

The name xaGap- 

pos Aof(ov is treated as one word, and 
8€ therefore postponed.—ravSe mnpdrev. 

Note that they echo, almost as if in 

the poet’s usual style. 

mockery, the words of Orestes himself 

(v. 10st). 

make light of the alleged apparitions, as 

Evidently their purpose 1s to 

a mere figment of an excited imagination ; 

This 

point is of considerable importance to the 

and so Orestes understands them. 

disputed interpretation of the speech. 

elaw xabapuds* Aogiov 62 M originally, 

with elow changed to eee 6: on the 

reading see further App. I. § 3s. 

1059. He breaks from them violently, 

and rushes away.—dv pelvas p Kobor- 

tello. 

1063. XO. i.¢., all the performers to- 

gether. M has no designation. 

1065. mvevoas Scaliger, rreodwar M. 

—yovlas. Nothing is known as to the 
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origin or meaning of this word. The 

notes of the schol. (dveuos 6ray é& evdias 

KkwhOn* xXademov mvedua) and of Hesychi- 

us (yovlas’ evxepyns. AloxUdos ’Ayapeu- 

vovt, probably an error) throw no light 

on it. Possibly it may be part of the 

meaning here that the ‘storms’ follow the 

yévos or family: to put this secondary and 

allusive sense on a word normally used of 

winds in some different sense would be 

consonant with the practice of Aeschylus ; 

but nothing certain can be determined.— 

For the termination -1as, proper to names 

of winds, cf. ‘E\Anomovrins, Zrpumovlys, 

Kailas, dpvidias. 

1066—1067. First at the beginning 
came the woe of Thyestes in the death, the 

cruel death, of his children, i.e. of the 

children served as meat at the Thyestean 

feast. See Ag. 1080, 1510, 1583.—rat- 

Scpopor. It is not surprising that macdo- 

Bépo, the obvious conjecture of Auratus, 

should have been generally adopted: the 

corruption is easy and the word zratdo- 

Bédpos parallel to kovpoBdpos, applied to 

this very subject in Ay. 1513. Never- 

theless not only is it impossible to prove 

that racdduopo is wrong ; but the change 

leads to serious difficulty. Hermann, 

objecting to the weakness of the addition 

Tddavés Te, proposed to eject re Ovéorouv 

as the explanatory addition of a copyist; 

and the recent commentators properly 

support the objection. Conington how- 

ever remarks truly that copyists in general 

show a tendency not to make paroemiac 

verses, but to fill them up to the regular 

anapaestic metre: and when he says 

‘“‘radavés Te appears weak, the conjunc- 

tion bringing out the insufficiency of the 

epithet after madoBdpxu”, he points, I 

think, to the true solution. With the 

MS. text TdAaves is right : it is an addition 

to matdduopo, a climax, not an anticlimax, 

and the conjunction properly ‘ brings this 
out’. Inshort racd0Bdpor, plausible though 

it seems at first sight, is nothing more than 

a word which Aeschylus might have used 

in this connexion, but, as the context shows, 

did not. On the contrary he has been 

careful to put the allusion in a gentler 

and less specific form, so as to be in 

keeping with the majestic melancholy of 

this whole conclusion. 

1068. ‘‘dvSpos is emphatic, opp. to 
[madduopo] as Peile remarks, comp. Ag. 

There is 

also doubtless the notion of av7p as opp. 

to yuvyn, the crime of Clyt. being that 

she, a woman and a wife, raised her hand 

against a man and a husband” Conington. 
—Bactrea: 7.2. Basidéws. 

1071. tplros...cwtryp. For the natu- 

ral association of these words through the 

custom of the grace-libation, see on v. 576. 

The subject and the allusion are especial 

favourites of the poet. 

1074. peTaKkoisobev, “‘with Karad7- 

fe, werd simply expressing the change 

from storm to calm involved in kata- 

jes”? Conington. 

[1505] Té\eov veapots emiOvoas. 
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v. 1. “Eppy xOove, watpa’, érorreiwy xparn. 

Mr Macnaghten’s explanation of this verse removes all difficulty, 

and is in my judgment decisive. The triple invocation, impressively 

scanned by the exceptional metre, has a solemn, religious effect; and 

mwatp@e, as epithet of Hermes, is perfectly clear. Probably this view 

would have been proposed and accepted before, but for the fact that, 

from the loss of the original text, the passage comes to us entangled 

with the comic discussion of it in Aristophanes. As Mr Macnaghten 
remarks, we need not expect to find there the true explanation. It was 

enough for Aristophanes that there was a possible ambiguity; and his 

object was effected, if he raised a laugh. 
He offers two explanations: First ‘‘ Euripides”, taking rarp@’ for 

matpoa, asks if rarpoa xpary (violence to a father?) describes the murder 

of Agamemnon ( father of Orestes), which Hermes, being the patron of 

treachery and deceit, patronized or ‘regarded’ by his presence. It ts 

worth notice that “Euripides” does not assert this view, but only 

suggests it as possible; his object is merely to prove ambiguity, and 

his malice is the greater, if he knows that he is wrong. This inter 

pretation Aristophanes at any rate can hardly have regarded as seriously 

entertainable, nor is it, though defended by Aristarchus (according to 

the scholia on Aristophanes) and others: xpary without explanation 

could not bear such a meaning, and vatpga must refer, if to an) 

father in particular, to the father of Hermes. There would be a 

still more fatal ambiguity in érorrevwr, which cannot by itself mean 

‘regard with aversion’. ‘ Euripides” ironically supposes that Hermes 

patronized the murder, and so the word would rather imply ; but such 

a suggestion would be inappropriate to Orestes. 
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“Euripides” is answered by “ Dionysus” or, according to a pro- 

bable correction of the Ms., by “ Aeschylus”, who says that Orestes 

‘Eppnv xOovov zpocetre, KadjAov éywv 
c ‘ ~ A 

OTM) TATpPGov TOTO KEKTYTAL yépas. 

It is curious that this interpretation is itself open to misunderstanding. 

The expositors of Aristophanes generally suppose ‘ Aeschylus” to 

mean, that the function of Hermes as a deity of the lower world 

(yGovi0s) is a matpdov yépas, because hereditary and derived from 

his father Zeus. If this were so, we could only say, that there is 

little to choose between the explanation of “Aeschylus” and that of 

‘“‘ Euripides”; for this descent of Hermes’ function, even if true in 

fact, has no bearing on the prayer of Orestes. But ‘“‘ Aeschylus” does 

not mean this. If he had, he must have said ore azo tov Atos tovro 

KéxTyTae yépas, Or the like. The reference to Zeus is the essence of the 

supposed explanation, and could not be omitted. By zatpdov yepas 

“‘ Aeschylus” means simply the function of a 6eos zatpdéos, a function 

connected with the worship of ancestry; and his explanation is thus 

very near to the truth. ‘“ Euripides”, replying, is apparently about to 

raise the objection that, if the ,x@ovov yépas of Hermes is zatpaov, the 

double invocation is tautologous, when “ Dionysus” cuts the debate 

short with a vulgar joke. For the sake of this joke, he chooses to 

assume that zatpdov in the explanation of ‘ Aeschylus” means 

hereditary— 

EYP. ér petlov e&npuaptes 7) “yo Bovddcpnv. 

ei yap matpdov TO XOdviov éxer yépas,— 

AI. ovTws av ein Tpos TaTpos TYE Pwpixos. 

“He must be by hereditary profession a grave-robber”. But we must 

not allow “ Dionysus”’ to mislead us. 

Indeed it is possible that ‘‘ Aeschylus” is not only near the truth 

but perfectly right, and agrees with Mr Macnaghten. It is commonly 

assumed, that he accepts from ‘“‘ Euripides” the reading zatpda ézor- 

Tevwv Kpaty, explaining it by tatpd@ov kéexrytar yepas. But he may refer 

simply to the vocative zatpde, leaving éromrevwv party, as he was entitled 

to do, without further remark. My own belief is that by the words 

‘Eppjv xOoviov mpooeize ‘¢ Aeschylus” does actually mean to imply that 

Tar pw(e) is vocative. 

To sum up—Aristophanes fixed on the passage as one that could be 

twisted into different senses. He makes “‘Euripides’’ distort it violently 

and “ Aeschylus” explain it with substantial correctness, but so as to 
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leave a certain ambiguity, inherent in the words and only to be removed 

by careful pronunciation ; and he thus acknowledges, as the fact is, 

that Aeschylus is not always clear. Apart from his discussion, which 

may be set aside as not serious, the verse need not give any difficulty. 

Still less instructive are the debates in Aristophanes on the ‘ tauto- 
logy’ of 7xw...Karépxouar and kAvew, dxotoa. The first is put in solely 

for the sake of the point raised by “ Euripides” in vv. 1167—8. This, 

though ‘Dionysus ”, with affected simplicity, professes himself unable 

to understand it, is nothing more than a question of law and legal 
interpretation, as to what constitutes the status of a returned exile, and 

whether, if actual re-entry into the country precedes legal re-admission, 

the legalizing ordinance ‘dates back’. It had probably attracted 
attention in some recent proceedings, and produced some unpopular 

decision. The other debate as to xAvew, axodoat, has its sufficient cause 

in the jest of ‘‘ Dionysus” at v. 1175. 
It has been supposed, that xarépyoua and axotoat are not really the 

ends of the respective sentences; but this seems improbable, and in 

the first case scarcely consistent with Aristophanes. It is clear that 

4 Aeschylus ” at v. 1127 is not interrupted, but stops of his own accord ; 

and at v. 1171 we should naturally think that he goes on where he had 

left off. 

§ 2. 

U. 32. Topos yap oiBos opbobprE KrA. 

I have followed here (without hesitation, as far as my own judgment 

goes) those who retain the Ms. reading dotfos or PoiBos. But in 

deference to the many critics who have defended ¢o fos, among whom 

is Conington, this reading also must be carefully considered. 

The evidence of metre may be set aside: if any change is necessary 

on this ground (see App. II.), Lachmann’s é¢ for yap is as probable as 

Heath’s topos yap opO00pré PoBos. Archaic language often has 6¢, where 

yap would be required by later usage, and in such a place ydp is a 

probable error. 
Nor need we rest anything upon the literary objection to such a 

phrase as $dos...édaxe rept d8w. It is shown that similar repetitions 

occur in other writers (Sophocles, Euripides, Milton). If doBos were 

the traditional reading, this would or might be a good reason for not 

changing it; but it can be no argument against ¢otfos; and until this 

is displaced, #0Bos cannot be entertained. 

On what grounds ¢otBos has been rejected, it is not easy to say, 
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since in general it is not even discussed. Wecklein, who retains it, 

rightly regards it as the key to the whole metaphor, in which the alarm 

of Clytaemnestra is likened to prophetic possession. Possibly some 

difficulty has been felt in the use of @otBos or PotBos, when there is no 

specific reference to the god of Delphi. Doubtless the poet would not 

have so used the name “A7oAAwy: be must at least have written 
"AvoAAwv ts. But the analogy of Baxyos, and general probability, 

seems amply sufficient to justify us in supposing, where we find reason, 

that @ocBos was not in the first instance a proper name, but transferable 

to any power or person exercising or causing the prwdic ecstasy. 

The case would be altered, if there were any positive evidence in 

favour of doBos. Conington alleges (1) the language used by Orestes 

in v. 928 9 Kkapta partis ové ovepatwv oBos, and (2) the scholia. 

The first is a good illustration, but cannot prove more than that $oBos 

is admissible, which is not in dispute. We may add that, as an illus- 

tration, it is pertinent to ¢otBos as well as doBos: for it is probable that 

Aeschylus would have connected the words. The superficial analogy is 

obvious ; the scientific objection would have been to him imperceptible 
and irrelevant. 

There remain the scholia. On v. 32 we find cadys (explaining 
TOpos): ON 2% 35 apBoapa puxobev eAaxe wept doBw we have three 

notes: €k Tov THs Kapdias poxav (!)—Tepicads TG PoBw—avadakety Kal 

Bonoa tHv Kidvrayvyotpav éroincev 0 cadpys PdfBos, di. ovetpwy pavTevo- 

pevos. I give the first of the three, though it does not bear on the 

matter, as it is well to remind ourselves with what sort of expositors we 

are dealing. The second was cited by Paley (not by Conington) for 

gofos: he takes it to mean that dofe is superfluous, because PoBos is 

the subject of the sentence. But this would have been expressed by 

Tepiocov To Tept PoBw. The annotator supposed (erroneously) that 

wept was adverbial, and explains it by zepusods exceedingly: he adds to 

g¢ofw only to mark more clearly that $08, according to him, is 

instrumental and not dependent on zepé. 

The writer of the third note may doubtless have read, or wished to 

read, ¢oBos in v. 32. But we cannot be sure of this: he is resuming 

the whole passage in a free paraphrase, and may have put in ¢ofos 

simply to represent rept ¢oBw. Or else, not understanding the figure 

(as, if he is the author of the note on pvyoer, he assuredly did not), 

he may simply have chosen to assume that gotBos was an Aeschylean 

equivalent for @éBos. No one, who knows the scho/za, will regard this 

suggestion as at all unlikely or uncharitable. 

Lastly,—and this is to my mind the decisive argument—-we ought 
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to keep qotBos in any case because, unless it be genuine, there is no 
account to be given of it. The alternative hypothesis is that the 
original text was répos yap opOdOpie boos xrA. How, or with what 
motive, can this have been altered to what we find? 

If therefore it were necessary to suppose an error either in the text 
or the scholium, we should correct the scholium, reading 6 cadys otfos. 
But it appears that both are correct. 

The suggestion otros for PotBos (Hermann, Bamberger) does not 
merit so much consideration. There is no evidence for it whatever: 
and even the existence of the word ¢oiros does not appear to be 
certifiable (see on Zheb. 648). 

§ 3- 

v.61. ta & &y peratypiw oxdrov 
/ , > » , 

pever xpovidovt’ ayn Bpvect. 

axet, corrected to dyn M. 

To simplify the discussion of the whole period, I have withdrawn 

this clause for separate treatment. The general sense of it is not 
disputed: ‘Punishment is sometimes deferred’. In 7. 62, which does 

not answer in rhythm to z. 51 (dvopor kadvrrovar dSopous), there appears 

to be some error. 

The reading now in possession is that of F. W. Newman péve: ypove- 

fovras axy. This appears to me inadmissible. When punishment is 

deferred, it is the vengeance which ypovife, not the criminal. And 

apart from this, the word Bpve must, on technical grounds, be retained 

as genuine. It is a word comparatively rare even in poetry, not likely 

to be invented by a copyist: it is defended (as I shall presently show) 

by a good and ancient note in the scho/ia: and it is further certified by 

a curious error in another place. 
After v. 68 (zavapxéras vooov Bpvew) the Ms., by a manifest blunder, 

repeats the words (rovs 8 dxpavtos éxet wé) which follow Bpvea in our 

passage. Strangely enough, this blunder has been alleged as evidence 

against Bpve. Surely it is as strong a proof as we could have, that the 
copyist, who made it, had found pve in the first place, as well as 
Bpvew in the second. It was because the two verses ended with 

words nearly identical, that, when he came to the second place, his 

pen ran on inadvertently with words which belonged to the first. 

The scholia are also adduced against Apve, but in reality establish 

it. We may indeed dismiss the gloss av@et (to v. 62), as later than 
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the corruption. We may also dismiss the note on the whole passage 

given at v7. 59—7 8€ ris dixyns pom? Tovs pev erirKoTel TaXéws Kal apvverat 

adXors O€ ev apdtBorw ed THY TYpwpiav, OVK GOpdws ators apvvomevy, WaTeE 

TOvS aouKNMEVOUS Ur avToV AvretobaL* ardAovs 5€ oKOTOS KaAVTTEL KTA.— 

a loose paraphrase from which we learn only that the writer held the 

common and obvious opinion about the general sense, and some private 

opinion about aye or axy (see worte...AuTetcGar), which will scarcely 

command respect. (His rods is of no importance: he takes rots to be 

a peculiarity of ‘ Aeschylean’ grammar.) 

But the note on v. 61 is from another and a better hand: ooa 6e 

Ureptibetar, taita “avy te peyadw américav” (Hom. 7. 4. 161). In 

such a miscellaneous heap of commentary as the scho/za to Aeschylus, 

a quotation is generally, and for obvious reasons, an encouraging sign. 

And this writer really has something to tell us. ‘‘ But when penalties 

are deferred, then the sinners, as Homer says, pay wth heavy interest”. 

How did he get at this explanation, and what put Homer’s phrase 

into his mind? He punctuated the text thus— 

Ta 8 ev perarypio oKOTOU 

pever, xpovigovra [axn] Bpver 

He took ra to be relative and equivalent to 6ca (which itself, whether 

right or wrong, proves him a man of some learning, and far superior 

to the average scholiast). And he would translate literally thus—“ and 

those (punishments), which bide in the twilight, grow while they wait”, 

z.e., and sometimes punishment delays in twilight, growing the while, the 

increase of the deferred penalty being compared to the growth of an 

embryo, which to a Greek mind naturally suggested the notion of toxos 

interest. 

This explanation is at any rate scholarly and poetical, and I believe 

it to be right. Whether the author of it had the word ayy in his text 

or not, is uncertain; but I think he had not, and at all events it 

should be omitted. That the relative ta refers to zvoes or punishments 

is shown sufficiently by the context: ayn was inserted, probably at first 

in the margin, by some one who understood the meaning rightly, and 

wished to show what it was. 

§ 4. 

wv. 59—73- 
Dr Wecklein has a careful and interesting exposition of this passage, 

which I think it well to give in his own form. 
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‘*The decision of vindictive justice quickly espies and visits the manifest offenders - 

while for those whose guilt hides in twilight, the punishment waits deferred - nt 

others are covered by ineffectual (7.c. punishment-frustrating) night. Murder is mani. 
fested by the blood-stain, which never dissolves away; postponement, obtained at 

the expense of torture to the soul, produces in the case of the murderer only a rank 

growth of disease; there is no concealment for him, and all the rivers of earth united 

will not wash the stain from his hand”. The triple distinction of day, twilight, might 

prefigures the three divisions of the answering passage—the crime always visible by 
its trace, postponement (of the penalty), and concealment. ; 

The precision of this correspondence is at first sight attractive; but 

can it really be found in the text? It depends essentially upon three 

conditions: (1) that vv. 64—68 should be divided into two propositions; 

accordingly Wecklein reads, with Schiitz and others, éadyjs & dra: 

(2) that dcapéper tov attiov means ‘defers the (punishment of the) guilty’: 

and (3) that we accept Dr Wecklein’s interpretation of @vydévte & obre 

vupdixav &wAlwv akos. 

On the first two I refer for my own opinion to the notes; and 

proceed to the third. It will be seen that in Dr Wecklein’s view 

the base of the whole is the antithesis of manifest crime and hidden 

crime. It is therefore essential to find this idea expressed on both 
sides of the supposed parallel. In the first part (2. 59-63) it is 

readily found. . In the second (vv. 64—73) it does not at first sight 

appear at aly but Dr Wecklein would find it in Gyovre 8 ote vupdixov 

édwAiwy axos, which he would render by ‘‘though the man goes to 
the inmost chamber, there is no hiding-place for him”. The wupduxd 

éSwA1a, or women's chambers, he takes to signify ‘the best place of 

hiding’, and he shows that this view of the @aAapos is actually found in 

Solon (4. 30) ei Kal Tus Hevywv ev puxd 7} Gadapov. 

For myself I cannot accept this, or think that it will prevail against 

the common opinion. For (1) there is a wide difference, for the purpose 

in hand, between pryds Gadapov and vpdixa édwkia: puyos marks the 

place as wferior, which is the point required, whereas vundixa does not 

suggest this, and does suggest something wholly different and, upon 

the view under discussion, irrelevant. And (2) axos is not /Afding, 

which is the idea we are to find. And (3) Gvyovre é5wiiwy is not pvyovrt 

eis €8uAca, nor equivalent to it. The essential notion of escafe is here also 

absent and inapprehensible. Nor have we the right to change otyorrt. 

Dr Wecklein is perfectly right in saying that the general purpose 

is to distinguish murder from other crimes as specially exposed to 

punishment (see 4y. 990 and Zum. 648). But the point made is not 

so much that murder is manifest, as that it brings upon the murderer 

an indelible and destroying pollution. 

V. As. CH. 11 
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TIA on 

UU. 74—79. 

euot 0’ —dvayxav yap apdirtohw 

Geoi mpoonveyxav* €k yap olkwv 

TAaTpwwV dovAvov pe ecayov atcav— 

dikata Kal py dikava 

78. mpérovt apxas Biov 

Bia hepopevwy aivérat, muxpov Ppevav 

aTvyos Kpatovoyn, KT. 

mpérovr’ apxas Blov:—mpérovra pol éote Kal dpeoueva, €&b7€ TooTOv emarvnpnuae TOV 

Blov, ra Tv mpds Blay KexTnuévwv érawéoa, kadurrovey Thy Kat abt&y amootiynow 

Kal unde mappynola Tov dearréryv KNaovan.  Schol. Med. to v. 78. 

This unlucky note must have caused the waste of as many days as 

there are words in it. The text, as I have tried to show, is regular 

and clear. Modern scholars would have explained it easily, if they 

had not assumed, out of mistaken charity towards this critic, that he 

must have been commenting upon something else. He had our text; 

he had also before him an excellent paraphrase of it, which should 

have kept him right. And the whole perplexity—if the reader had 

worked through it, he would excuse impatience—has arisen simply 

because the Byzantine could not understand either Aeschylus or the 

scholars of Alexandria. 

He writes thus: “azpérovr apxas Biov: ‘It is proper for me, 

that is to say, my duty, since I have assumed this state of life, to praise 

the conduct of those who wrongfully possess me’.”——By ‘since I have 

assumed this state of life’ he seems to interpret either apyas Biov or 

something else which he found in the place of it. It has been assumed 

in his favour that he found aw apxa@s Biov, and an Iliad of critical 

games has been celebrated in honour of this ‘original reading’. But 

why should we suppose that he did not find dpyas? We have his own 

assurance that he did: he has written the very word at the head of 

his note. And what after all is the value of the defence which is made 

for him? If he did find ¢z’ apyds, his interpretation is still absurd: 

“from the beginning of (my) life” is not the same as “from my 

assumption of this state of life”. We might as well then leave him 

where he is. 

But in truth we do him injustice. He had not formed, and did 

not mean to express, any opinion whatever about the meaning or 

construction of Aeschylus. The paraphrase is not his; all that he has “7 
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done is to mis-apply it. He found it in his margin, written, after the 

older fashion, without head-words, but otherwise as he gives it He 

saw that it began with zpérovra and contained the word Biov. He 

concluded that the point in the text to which it applied was at xpérovr’ 

apxas Biov, and prefixed this snippet to it accordingly. If he had been 

asked, how from apxas Biov we are to get éfore rotrov éravyjpnyuar tov 

Biov, he would have referred us to the author of the note, adding 

probably in his heart that ‘‘those ancients, Aeschylus and Aristarchus, 

could say anything ; it was something about ‘beginning of life’.” He 

did not see that the paraphrase embraced the whole period époi 8&8... 

maxvoupevnv, that apxas Biov Bia pepopévww ts represented, correctly, by 

tov mpos Biav Kextnpevwv, and that eore tovtov exavypynyar tov Biov 

is a summary of the parenthesis avayxav yap...aloav, ‘ since I have become 

a slave’. 

As might be expected, he next stepped, or pushed another, a little 

deeper into the mire. From his lemma and note together, it is a natural 
inference that apxas Biov is in some way equivalent to az’ apyas Biov. 

Some one, perhaps vaguely recalling the classical use of the accusative 

apxnv originally, perhaps only taking a shot, drew this inference, and 

wrote accordingly the note to v. 74—70 é€js, euot b& mpérovra Kai ode- 

Aopeva eotw az apxas Biov ta Tov Bia pe hepopevwv ailvérar tixpoy 

dpevav orvyos kpatovon, avayknv yap por ot Geoi zpoonveyxay. ‘This 

note, of which the purpose is to show, by giving ‘the order of the 

words’, that avayxav...aioay is a parenthesis, combines part of the text 
with part of the paraphrase as applied by the note on v. 78, and by 

means of dz’ apyas Biov attempts to reconcile them. Finally the copyist 

of the AZediceus, in transcribing the note to v. 74, converted az’ dpyas, 

by a slip of the pen very natural under the circumstances, into a meaning- 

less dzrapyas, and left us to worry over the result. 

YR 6. 

VU. 132—137. 
, ‘ Lal , , , 

mexpajpevor yap viv yé Ts adupeba 
‘ ~ , ” Py 8 ’ MA sé 

mpos THS TeKovons (avopa O avTn\AacaTo 

Aiywbov, darep cod povov peraitwos), 

Kayo pev aytidovdos, éx b& xpypatwr 

gpevyew Opeorns éoriv, ot 8 brepxorws 

év Toiot wois Tovowwt xAlovtw pera. 

132. mempauévo. Casaubon. 136. getywr Robortello. 

137. méya Turnebus. 

lIi—2 
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These three ancient and prescriptive changes of the text (all of 

which I believe to be needless and wrong, the two last certainly, and 

the first probably) are closely connected together. It will be convenient 

to begin with the second, devywv for pevyeuv. 

Here at least the technical argument against the proposed reading 

is strong: evyew is superficially difficult, pevywv an obvious expedient. 
It is remarkable that ¢evyew should have been preserved, and almost 
incredible that, if g@evywv was the original, devyew should have been 

substituted and suffered to remain. 

But further it is doubtful whether the proposed construction (devywr 

eoriv=devyer 7s an exile) is here admissible. The statements about 

such constructions, now current in grammars and elsewhere, are mis- 

leading and exaggerated. In Aeschylus there is not apparently a single 

instance applicable to this case. We may dismiss at once all those 

examples, in which the participle is perfect. They are a regular part 
of the language both in prose and poetry. ‘To this class belongs, with 

many others, Pers. 374 taow orépecOar Kpatos jv mpoxeiwevov. Dindorf 

(Lexicon Aeschyleum, s.v. cipi) counts this as a present; but it is perfect 

enough, if we may so say, for our present concern. 

Of the compound paulo-post future Aeschylus has one certain 

example (Supp. 469 ti’ avdyny THvb_ ynpvbeto” ever ;), and one (disputed) 

of the aorist part. with yevot, in a place where this ‘compound tense’ 

is peculiarly useful (see on Ag. 97). But neither are these to the 

purpose, though it may be noted that Aeschylus is less partial to them 

than others. (Co. 124 is scarcely an instance, since, even if yévovo 

knpvéas be read, it is not a synonym for xypvéor.) 

The examples, which do concern us, are those in which the present 

participle is joined as complement to elvae (or yiyverOar). Dindorf 
gives the following : 

(1) Ag. 676 (671) «& Tis éorw eurvewr. 

(2) Cho. 238 (239) €or avayxaiws éxov (cf. Cho. 692). 

(3) Lum. 191 

oias éoptys €ot amomtvato. Peis 

orépynbp exovoa. 

(4) Hum. 547 
‘ ‘ , , 

mpos Tade TIs...€evoTipovs dwuatwv 

eriotpopas aiddmevos TIS eoTH. 

(5) frag. 281. 6 

Kayo 70 Pol(Bov Oeiov awevdes oTopa 
»” > a , , 
nAmilov evar, pavticn Bpvov Téxvy. 
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On (1) see note there. In (3) the predicate is dxdémrvcro: Geots and 
coptijs atépynOpa éxovoat is not predicate, but truly participial. In (4) 
the addition of ts is a vital difference: atdéuevos is an epithet to res 
not a complement to ¢orw, and aideioGw, by losing the significant echo 
of tus the subject, would not have given the same tone. In (5), as 
in (3), the participle is not predicate, but causal: the predicate is 
awevdés. 

There remain only (2), éo7’ dvayxaiws gyov, and Fv eBoviws Bwv. 
In this particular form (éywv with ady.) the pres. part. predicate is 
common enough (Kihner, Gr. Gramm. § 353, n. 3), and naturally so, 
In avayxaiws éxov, as a fixed equivalent for dvayxatov, the verbal 
force of <xov is merged and lost. So also such a ‘ participle’ as xpérov 
(v. 78), which is not less purely adjectival than dgcov, has naturally the 
construction of an adjective. But such uses prove nothing beyond 
themselves. 

I have not reviewed the whole literature for this argument, nor is it 

necessary, as of course I do not mean to deny that predicative present 

participles are occasionally employed ¢f clear expression requires them, 

eg. Plato Laws go8 B ots ydp av, pn vopilovor Geodrs evar td rapdray, 

HOos dice. mpooyévytar dikaiov, picoivrés te yiyvovrar Tors Kaxov's, 

kat xrA., the best of Kiihner’s examples. The bulk is made up by 

such cases as “oretxwv av qv Soph. Phil. 1219, rds Fre...racyovres 

rade Eur. Cyc. 381, eyyis tis Ovpas Badiluw cipd Ar. Ran. 35”, where 

the participle is misconstrued, or “amapveopevos éote Herod. 3. 99” 

where the reading is doubtful. This much at least is true, that the 

construction is rare, and that Aeschylus shows no partiality to it. 

Nor is it treated in the conjectural text, as he would presumably have 

treated it. When the verb elva: is needless, Aeschylus commonly 
omits it. If he had allowed such a sentence as éyo pév avridovdds 

(cis), éx 5 xpypdtwov pevywv ’Opéorys (éori), he would probably have 

omitted the verb in both places, and specially in the second. 
But in reality éoriv is retained because it is indispensable; and 

this gives us the clue to the passage. ‘The whole of it hangs upon the 

leading word rerpaypévor, from which is supplied terpaypéern ead with 

dvridovXos, and rezpaypevos with éoriv. 

To clear the ground let us first observe that the clause dvdpa & 

avtnA\Adg~ato AlyioOov, dorep god dovov perairios is what, for want of a 

More appropriate term, we must call a parenthesis. Compare 4¢ alavos 

8é...xéap (7. 26) and 77 dé ravdikws éxOaiperar (7. 240). It is characteristic 
of Aeschylean syntax to append in this way qualifications or explanations, 
which, in a more developed style, could be worked into the main 
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structure. Thus here, where another might have said ‘taking as the 

price’ etc., Aeschylus says ‘and she took as the price’ ete. 

Next, in retpaypévou, tpacoew means ‘to deal with by way of a 

mpaéis’ or ‘bargain’, especially a dishonest bargain, as in Soph. Az. 

445 viv 8 avra (the arms of Achilles) *Azpeidat dwri ravtovpyd ppévas 

érpagav the Atridae by a corrupt bargain have given them to Odysseus 

(have jobbed them away to him L. and Sc.), Soph. O. Z: 124 « Te py 

aiv dpyvpw érpaccero unless there was some trafficking in bribes. When 

the matter of the arrangement or negotiation was a person, the verb 

could take a personal object, as in Pind. Wem. 5. 35 xarévevoer ot Zevs... 

wor év taxe...twa Nypeidwv rpagew axoirw, yauBpov Lovedawva reicats, 

Zeus promised to get him a Neretd for his wife by arrangement with 

Poseidon. 
The part filled in this last example by: axovrwy is filled in our passage 

by the clauses kayo pév avtidovdos (rexpaypévyn cit), ek 5& ypnudtwov 

pevyev “Opeotys (rerpaypévos) éoriv: but, as in the clause avépa 8e... 

prerairios, the construction is co-ordinate, instead of subordinate. The 

literal translation is ‘and I by the bargain have been made to be a 

slave, while Orestes has been made to be an exile’. Here the secondary 

predicate avridovAos requires no comment. For the inf. devyewv, see the 
same construction with the active zpacow in Demosth. 888. 14 tyVv vatv 

pn dedpo mAciv éxpatrev he procured by negotiation that the ship should not 

sail here. It is consecutive, and equivalent to wore devyew. The use 

of devyew (not dvyas) is not dictated by metre merely, but has this 

advantage, that devyew cannot be taken otherwise than as intended. 

The verb éoriv is given, because, though theoretically it might be 

supplied, it is practically necessary, to clinch the whole together and 

explain it to the ear. 

The reading werpapévor is admissible, though it is not quite so well 

adapted as werpaypevor to the latter clauses, especially the consecutive 

gevyew. And since the use of zpacoew accords with analogy, its rarity 

is a strong defence. For more instances of exceptional passives in 

archaic language see on Zhed. 621. . 

It should be added that avridovAos is probably not here a synonym 

for dodAos. It is to be compared with avtipicGos, and signifies that the 

slavery of Electra is part of the price paid in the avt-addayy. So in 

Ag. 415 ayovca avripepviv “INiw pOopay (of Helen wedded to Paris), 

avtipepvos is not exactly ‘instead of a dower’, but rather ‘paid as a 

dower’, the ¢epvai in a marriage-transaction being a return (av7u-) for 

the <dva. The seduction (6opa) of Helen was repaid by the destruction 

(pOopa) of Troy. 
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Lastly, for wéra, see exx. in /ndex J/. to the Agamemnon, 8. 

Preposition. It is used in the primitive manner, as an independent 

adverb, meaning ‘by way of change’, ze. instead. Here, as in Ay. 1270, 

it is commonly changed to péya, on the plea of resemblance between 

t andr. This might have been a good argument for restoring péra, 

and is now equally good for keeping it. The obvious, but pointless, 

péya would be in the Ms., if it had not been indisputable, at every stage 

of the tradition, that the letter was t. The adverb signifies that 
Aegisthus the exile has changed places with Orestes the heir (see Ag. 

1668, and the whole finale of that play), and thus repeats the general 

conception of this passage. 

On the facts in the story, to which Electra refers, see the 

Introduction. The ‘bargain’ is that which was made, in the interest of 
Aegisthus, with Strophius. 

S 7: 

v. 248. tovs 0 atwpdhavirpevous 

vnotis mele. Aywds* ov yap évreda)s 

Ojpa ratpda tpoodpepew oKynvijpacw. 

Ojpa warpoa M, warpwa m.—ovx tore yévva évredjs, Gore Thy warpwav Oypay 

mpoodyew TH Kadig. Schol. 

For they have not yet the strength to bring their hereditary prey to the 

nest; lit. ‘for the chase (hunting-power) is not full-grown in (them), to 

bring’ etc. The abstraction 6ypa is used here precisely as the per- 

sonified abstraction “Apys (spirit of war, fighting temper) is used in 

Ag. 76 6 veapos predos ioorperBus: “Apys 8 otk eve xwpa. The sub- 

stantival neuter zatpéa takes its sense, as usual, from the context. 

_ As to the meaning there is no doubt; the only question is as to the 

reading and grammar. The prevalent reading is od ydp évreAcs (de 

Pauw) @ypav ratpwav xr. But if this was the original, how should it 

have been corrupted, and in particular, whence comes évreAys for the 

obvious évreAeis? To explain évreAys by the remote yévva (7 246) is an 
artificial afterthought, not a natural error. It is suggested that évreAys 

has been adopted to suit 6jpa zatp@a (or watpya); but this is im- 

possible, for the scholium, if it proves anything, proves at least that 

évredys was in the text defore Onpav zratpwav had (ex /ypothest) been 

corrupted. And besides, what first put such a figment as @jpa ratpwa 

into any man’s head? 
But the paraphrase no more proves that its author had before him 

Onpav zatpway, than that he had zpoodyew or cag. He had what 
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we have, the letters @Hpattatpwa. Missing the true explanation, he 

resorted, after the fashion of ancient commentators in a difficulty, to a 
tacit hypothesis, that @jpov (prey) was an archaic equivalent for Opa 

(cf. vadAos-vatAov, qowy-arowa etc.); and he accented the text ac- 

cordingly. The initial trochee, if he thought of it, he could have 

justified by Cho. 653, 1048. 

§ 8. 

Be Os) GLE 

The doctrine of this passage, rightly understood, will dispose of the 

disputes and objections which have been raised on v. 277. Without 

that doctrine no meaning can be found in peAcypara, and little in 

dvagpovwv. Hence a multitude of conjectures, which at present it does 

not seem necessary to discuss. 

Here there is not a letter to mend, and in v. 278 scarcely a letter: 

vev in the Ms. represents the infinitive, watever that should be, of the 

verb Zo spin. What forms this rare verb admitted is a question hardly 

to be decided upon the existing materials, and was doubtful from early 

times. If it is true (see Rutherford, Mew Phrynichus, p. 135) that the 

only forms possible in ‘Attic’ were those derivable normally from vaw, 

then we should perhaps write here vv. But Aeschylus is not an ‘ Attic’ 

writer in the sense of the purist: and the very fact that the ancient 

scholars were in doubt (between véw and vaw) goes to show that the verb 

allowed variations, and makes conjecture hazardous. Since fryov and 

pryety were both correct forms in different authors and ages, we must 

not say a priori, that vev did not exist as well as vety and vy, or that it 

might not, in a highly peculiar passage, composed of consecrated 

language, be used by Aeschylus. Our knowledge of such sporadic 

and exceptional verb-forms seems to be too incomplete for sure 

inference, as the recent discovery of Herondas has testified. Few 

would have suspected the existence of xatracBdoa (to quench). Yet 

the ms. of Herondas (5. 39) gives it, nor are we, as I think, entitled 
to reject it. 

M has rao 6€ vwvoocove corrected to tac dé vav vocovc. We may 

of course take the simple verb vyv, but the preposition év is desirable, 

and equally justified, we may say, by the Ms.; cf. v. 282. 
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S 9. 

vv. 283 and 286. 

‘ 

mpoaBoXas *Epwiwv 
> a , 

283. €k TOV TaTpwwr aipadtwv TeAoUMLEVaS... 
\ ‘ ‘ “ > ‘ , 

TO yap oKoTewov Tov éveptepwv BéAos 
86 > , > , , 

2 . €K TPOOTpOTQALWV EV yevet TETTWKOTWY. 

There would certainly be some foundation for the doubts entertained 

about these verses, if they meant no more than that the apparitions 
come as a punishment for the sin of murder. Since this is manifestly 

implied, without mention, by the general sense of the passage, it is not 

like the habit of Aeschylus to express it, and express it twice over. 

The most attractive among many suggestions is that of Keck, 

approved by Wecklein, to make one verse out of the two, putting éx 

mpootpotaiwy for ék tév tatpwwv (a gloss) in 7. 283, and omitting 7. 286. 

Even this supposition however does not clear up everything, nor is it 

easy to realize the artificial process which must then have produced the 

MS. text. 

If we are to assume that there is error, I should conclude that both 

verses are by Aeschylus and in that sense genuine, but that they are 

alternative versions of v. 283. Our text might then result naturally from 

the desire of an ancient editor to find room for both. 
It must however be carefully remembered, in this and other like cases, 

that the case for doubt assumes us to have exhausted the significance of the 

traditional text; and that this assumption ts far from certain, when the 

subject is so obscure to us as it ts here. It is probable that, if we were in 

a position to understand fully and readily the meaning of tpooPodas ¢& 

aipatwv teAovpevas, we should raise no objections at all. 

§ Io. 

UU. 322—330. 

The common interpretation of this passage differs from mine funda 

mentally in the rendering of dative: 8 vorepov dpyas: drorvCerat & 6 

Ovyjoxwv, avadaiverar 8 6 BAdrrwv. This is translated, ‘/e (the dead 

man) shows after a time his anger: the dead is bewailed (by a dirge), 

and so the éujurer (7.e. murderer) is brought to light’. 

To this, in addition to criticisms of detail which may be gathered 
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from the notes, I should object generally, that any reference in this 

place to vengeance would be not only irrelevant but destructive. The 

doubt raised by Orestes is a general doubt, whether the living can in 

any case communicate with those in the other world. Any assurance 

offered on this point would be fatally weakened, if it referred specially 

to the souls of those who have been wronged by violence. For it 

would be hard to believe, and certainly the ancient Greeks did not 

believe, that communication, impossible in other cases, was possible 

with such a soul only. 

Further, there would thus be another irrelevance, an irrelevant 

irrelevance (if I may so say), in avadativerat 0 BAamwTwv, for the ‘de- 
tection of the murderer’ has no bearing even upon the special case of 

Agamemnon. ‘This objection is noted by Mr Sidgwick. _ 

The belief that the passage refers to ‘vengeance’ has been sup- 

ported, if not produced, by the scholia to vv. 328—330 watépwv Te Kal 

Texovtwv | yoos evdiKos pareve | TO Tav audiradys TapaxGeis. There are 

two: (1) &ytet 70 avritywpcio bar, and (2) duws ovk ypewel 7 Wuyn: Lyret 

yap mavTehos Tapacocopern THY éxdiknow. Both are in any case wrong, 

since they take zarépwy yoos to mean a lament or appeal from the 

dead, not Zo or over them. But since both interpret something in the 

text by ‘seeks vengeance’, and since no such expression is in the Ms., 

it has been assumed that the missing word vengeance is concealed by 

corruption in ro wav (poravy Hermann and others, zowav Schiitz etc.). 

This assumption is’ unnecessary, and is disproved by the scholia them- 

selves. The writer of the second embraces to zav by his zavreAds: 

therefore he at least did not point, by his éxdéknow, to some other word, 

which to wav has expelled. This being so, we have no reason to 

attribute that intention to 70 dvrutiwpetoOau in the first. The truth is 

that both writers, not seeing any other object for pareve, calmly took 

evouxos for a neuter substantive in the accusative case (see above, § 7). 

The author of (2) probably wished to read ékécxos, between which and 

evduxos Our MSS. (¢.g. Zheb. 594) not seldom vary. The only fatal ob- 

jection to such a substantive as 76 évduxos or to exduxos vengeance, the 

law of composition, belongs to an order of facts entirely beyond the 

range of such critics as composed a great part of the scholia. For them 

such a form was in no way more strange than the phenomena of Aeschy- 

lean language generally. 

I had myself conjectured tadov for to wav, to which Mr Sidgwick 

justly objects that it ignores the scko/ium. Moreover I now see that 

To mav is right and necessary. 
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Vv. 366. mapos 5 ot Kravovres 

vw ovtws dapivas, 

Oavarnddopov aloay 

Tpocow twa tuvOaverbar KrX. 

The text has been suspected, not for any internal difficulty, but (1) 
for want of metrical correspondence with the strophe, and (2) from the 

supposed evidence of the scholia. As to (1), the strophe has certainly 
been tampered with (see notes there), and therefore affords no ground 
of inference: see also App. II. As to (2), the scholia run thus: 

[365.] Actrer td Wperres.—aréotpape tov Adyov els Tov TaTépa abror. 

The last clause indicates the apostrophe zarep, and belongs to this note, 

not to the next. The writer says airod (not airjs Franz), because he 

attributed the speech, which has no mark of person in the Ms., to 
Orestes. 

[367.] Aetrer TO dfeAov.—roIs Eexeivur. 

These last words have been taken to indicate a lost dative (otrws 

Sapyvat | piAows Conington), and certainly do, if we assume that the 

writer was a competent grammarian. But his ‘ellipse of 6¢eAov’ is not 

encouraging ; and I think it clear that, misled by the division of the 

verses, he supposed oi xravovres to be used absolutely, without an 

expressed object, and took vw for an ethic dative, like ow, meaning 

Jor them, “‘t.e. for the friends of the murderers”. Neither the accidence 

nor the interpretation are at all worse than we find elsewhere (see the 

Introduction). 

The only critic who appears to have found any difficulty in the text 
is Bamberger (cited by Wecklein), ‘cur quaeso e /onginguo Electra 
audiat Aegisthi et Clytaemnestrae mortem? Cur eos procul quam 

Argis occisos mallet?” But Electra’s words have no relation to Argos, 

or to any real circumstances whatever. They are a mere wild imagi 

nation, “If it comes to wishing, let us wish at once not that Agamemnon 

had died in Troy, but that his enemies had died, and died far away, so 

that we might have had nothing to do with the whole matter”. Such 
is in prose the idea which Aeschylus translates into poetry. 
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§ 12. 

vv. 374—378. 

The suspicion directed against these verses, which show at first 

sight a want of coherence and clearness, arises from the extreme 

difficulty which we have in grasping and keeping before our minds the 

conceptions out of which they proceed. A modern civilized man, who 

desired, in a crisis of his life, to strengthen himself by supernatural aid, 

would seek it with feelings negatively and positively differing as widely 

as possible from those of the slaves in Aeschylus. To the rite by which 

he approached the divine power, though he might think it important, 

he would probably not ascribe any mystical necessity; and he would 

certainly suppose that the essential force of his appeal lay in the 

righteousness of his cause and conduct, and that the divine interference, 

if exerted, would take, as a matter of course, the side of the right. 

Totally different is the religion of this passage. The rite in 

question can scarcely be called a prayer, nor the power invoked by it 

be described as divine. ‘The rite is a mechanical means not merely of 

summoning but of creating the assistance desired; and the action of 

the supernatural influence, otherwise uncertain, is determined necessarily 

and naturally by the proper performance of the incantation, which 

brings it into effect. It was held (as set forth in vz. 322 foll.) that the 

spirits of dead men could be brought, by a particular ceremony (the 

yoos), into communication with the living and action upon their affairs ; 

and that this effect, depending on the affinity between the living spirits 

and the dead, was more easily produced in proportion to the nearness 

of the affinity. Probably, if we could get to the bottom of the idea, we 

should find that the preliminary offerings poured into the grave (yoa‘) 

were not merely a propitiation, but a means of assisting the temporary 

‘materialization’ of the spirit, without which its action among men was 

hardly conceivable (see on vv. 282 foll.). In this crisis of the contest 

among the members of the family, it is important to both sides to 

enlist, if possible, the spirit of Agamemnon, as the supernatural force 

most nearly concerned and most likely to act. Clytaemnestra, warned 

by her dream that the moment is dangerous, has attempted to work the 

ritual for herself and Aegisthus, using the instrumentality (xépes) of 

Electra, not only because the child is nearer to the dead than the wife, 

but because the hands of the murderers were ill adapted for such a 

purpose. ‘The very conception of such a plan proves how mechanical, 

how independent of moral claim, the ceremony was supposed to be. 
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But the attempt of Clytaemnestra has been defeated by the boldness 
of Electra and the slaves; and the situation, as described in these lines, 
is now this: (1) Orestes and Electra are, so to speak, ‘first in the field’: 
they have performed the xoaé and consequent ydos (a doubly triple 
incantation) on their own behalf, and have a/ready got the spirit of 
Agamemnon for themselves; (2) the murderers have not got the rite 
performed for them, nor can they well perform it themselves; and (3) 
if they should or could perform it themselves, or get it performed by 
any one else, the effects of it must be inferior to that of the rite already 

celebrated, inasmuch as none stood so near to the spirit as his children 

wa 1. 

Distribution of the parts in vv. 477—507. 

A very curious critical question is presented here. ‘This dialogue, as 

observed by Conington and others, is ‘‘a sort of extension of the 

Koupos” ; and indeed the fact is expressly noticed by the chorus-leader 

(rovd’ érewarnv Aoyov, v. 508), when she interferes to put an end to it. 

The distribution of the parts has to be determined by internal evidence, 

that of the Ms. being, as usual, imperfect, and after v. 495 failing 

entirely. Up to a certain point however there is now no difference of 

opinion. It is clear that of the three sections into which the passage 

falls, the first two have each a symmetric arrangement, thus : 

Section I. (477—486). Or. 2, El. 2, Or. 3, El. 3. 

Section II. (487—494). Or. 1, ZZ 1, and so on alternately. 

But as to the third section (495—507) there is a difference of opinion 

The first three lines belong naturally to Orestes; the remaining 10 are 

given by Conington (and others) as one speech to Electra, but are 
divided by Bothe, Hermann (and others) between the brother and 

sister. In defence of his view Conington remarks (1) that the 

description AotaGi0s Boy should mark the beginning of the last speech, 
and (2) that ‘“‘no equal division can be made”’. But as to the first 

argument, since the whole scene is an ‘extension’ (we may even say 

an illegitimate extension) of the preceding xoppos, and provokes, as 

such, a certain impatience in the hearers, the prolongation of it for a 
short distance beyond the “lastly and finally” is consistent enough, 

and may well be intentional. The question turns then on the second 

argument. 
Now it is true that neither the whole 13 lines of the third section, 
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nor the last ro lines of it, can, as they stand, be distributed symmetri- 

cally. If, without regard to symmetry, we break the whole 13 into 

short speeches at the obvious points, we obtain the distribution of 
Wecklein : 

Sih USielh. Zara ness 

In this arrangement we see that the series of pairs is broken by the 

penultimate part (vv. 503—505). But further, if it were not for this 

part, the section would not only be symmetrical in itself, but also (a 

point which does not seem to have been observed) zvould correspond 

with Section I, giving for the whole ‘extension’ this perfectly sym- 
metrical arrangement : 

Strophe. Centre. Antistrophe. 

Or. 2, El. 2, Or. 3,#l.3. Or. £1.(single lines alternately). Ov. 3, E/.3, Or. 2, Al. a 

When we consider that, so arranged, the ‘extension of the commos’ 

exhibits the same double and ¢riple partition which is so marked a 

feature of the commos itself, we must conclude, I think, that on internal 

grounds there is some reason for doubting whether our text is correct. 

A piece of external evidence comes to the support of this suspicion. 

The verses on which the suspicion falls are 503505, 

Taides yap avdpt KAndoves TwTnptot 

favovt.* eddAoi 8 ws ayovor dixrvov, 

tov ek BvOov krwotHpa codlovtes Aivov. 

In Clem. Alex. S¢vom. p. 182 ed. Sylburg is found (see Hermann) the 

following: aatées 8 avdpi kar aiav ovte KAndoves yeyaact, deAAoi & ws 

ayovo. diktvov tHv ex BvOod [Kat] KAworjpa o@dlovtes Aivw, KaTAa TOV 

Tpayikov Yopoxdéa. It has been supposed that this is a loose and 

corrupt citation of our passage, and that the reference to Sophocles 

is an error. But ¢he cetation ts in choric metre: 

matoes O avopl KaT alay ovTt 

kAyooves yeyaaot, peAdot & 

@s ayovot dikrvoy 

thv ex BvOod 

KkAwotnpa cwcovtes Aivw. 

There is no error, except cat in the last clause, developed out of «A in 

kkworppa: and Aivw, a better reading than Aivov (see the note), is a 

sign that the text is independent. Further, though the wording re- 

sembles that of our passage so closely as to prove connexion, the sense 

is materially different. ‘‘Sophocles” says that a man’s children increase 
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his renown while he lives on earth, avd prolong it after his death: in 

“‘ Aeschylus ” the two parts are rolled into one. The passages therefore 

are distinct, and the reference to Sophocles is presumably correct. 

We should conclude then either that Sophocles intentionally or 

inadvertently translated into choric metre the iambics of Aes: hylus 

slightly modified, or that a choric passage of Sophocles, with the 

necessary modification, has been incorporated into the text of Aeschylus. 

Either is possible; but the second, perhaps more probable in itself, 

becomes much more so, when we see that the text of Aeschylus shows 

signs of interpolation precisely at this point. 

On these grounds I have bracketed the three verses in our text, 
believing them to have sprung out of an illustrative quotation appended 
to v. 502, OUTW yap ov TéOvnKas ovd€ Tep Gavwv. We may note that this 

accounts for the not very satisfactory phrase xAndoves owrrpwe...... 

gwlovres: the borrowed cwryproc is a patch to fill up thé iambic verse. 

I have also of course assigned to Electra vv. 506—507. 

wa 
14. 

= re) ‘ cal ” = .7 ‘ PF a 

U. 530. Kal TWS GTPWTOV OV\KApTRV LTO OTVYOS ; 

ovdap nv de Pauw. 

This correction is obviously right; but the verse and context 

deserve particular notice as illustrating a process which has played 

a considerable part in producing the errors of our Ms. How did 

ovxapyv come into existence? The confusion of 6 with x, though of 

course possible, is not common in this Ms., nor is there anything here 
likely to suggest it. Now to the next verse but one (7. 532 otros 

paravov dvdpos oWavov 7éXer) there is prefixed in the Ms. a x: and 

there is a scholium to it—owavov: dys, pavtacia. 10 x 8€, Gre aro Tips 

dews rapi~e to Savoy. The annotator, after explaining dyavoy as 

synonymous with dys, adds that the x (which he takes to be the 

critical mark so formed, the primitive ‘asterisk’) is appended to direct 

attention to the peculiarity of the form o¥avov. This however is far 

from probable, nor does it appear that x, as a note or mark to ©. 532, 

is pertinent or significant in any way. 

I believe that we here see, arrested in the middle, the same process 

which we find complete in v. 181 and elsewhere. The marginal x, 

having been placed in the margin not very exactly with regard to the 

lines, has slipped to the wrong line, and really belongs to 7. 530. It is 

not an asterisk at all, but the letter proper, and was so understood by 
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some one, who accordingly went to work, in the fashion which we 

have seen before, to find a place in. v. 530, at which a yx could be 

substituted for the existing letter. He pitched upon ovfapyny as a 

suitable place, simply because, though ovxapyy conveyed no meaning 

to him, neither did ovéapyy, and because in any other place y seemed | 

impossible. By writing ovxapyv therefore he obeyed, as he supposed, 

the marginal direction, which came from an ancient hand and carried 
weight. 

But what then was really meant by the critic who conjectured a x? 

It is not hard to see. He referred not to ovfapny, but to atpwrov, 

where he probably marked the first 7 with a dot which escaped notice. 

He thought, and most likely had reason or tradition for thinking, that 

Aeschylus wrote not atpwrov, but a more recondite word of similar 

signification, axpwtov (a synonym of axpworov and in form comparable 

with aowrov) untouched, inviolate, unharmed. It may be strongly 

suspected that this reading is true, and that atpwrov is a superficial 

conjecture. 

Sorc. 

vv. 552—550. 

OP. amdods 6 piOos: tHvde pev oTElxe Evo, 
> A ‘\ 4 , (ad > \ 

aiv® O& KpiTew tacde cvvOyKas euas, 
c Xv , b. 4 , 

ws av, d0Aw kTeivavtes avdpa Tiptov 
a a ’ 

ddAw Te, Kal AnpOaaw ev Taito Bpoxw 

Oavovres. 

This passage would alone suffice to show that the plot attributed to 

the Agamemnon by the Greek hypothesis is wrong, and that the account 

given of it in my Introduction is in outline and substance right. It is 

plain that the details of the scheme, by which Agamemnon was en- 

trapped and slain, are forcibly recalled to the mind of Orestes by the 

distribution of parts, which he here makes between himself and his 

coadjutors. This is the point of his remark, and the sole reason why a 

reference to the former plot should occur at this place But the 

Agamemnon, as previously interpreted, offers no analogy whatever. 

The plot against the king, if it can be called a plot, which Clytaem- 

nestra (according to the traditional explanation) lays and executes, has 

only one part, her own. No one else has a share in it or gives any 

assistance. Upon the other hypothesis the analogy, as shown in the 

note, is both clear and exact. 
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But this is not all. Without the true explanation of the Agamemnon 

this passage cannot even be translated. It is that explanation which 

accounts for the pointed phrase d0Aw xreivavres db0Aw re: and unless 

these words be taken together, there is no construction possible, nor 

any probable correction, as will appear from the expedients proposed. 
It has been suggested (1) keeping the text, to join together ddAw re 

kal...ev TatTd Bpoyw: (2) reading AnPbevres... Pavwor (for \abAaon, 

@avovres), to construe ‘that they may die both by guile and taken 

in the same snare’: (3) reading ddAw ye or doAows, to translate ‘that 

they may be taken also by guile and die in the same snare’. Of the 

three devices the third is the most tolerable, but even this will not do: 

with d0Aw ye, the particle is pointless and out of place, and the plural 

ddAouwe spoils the assonance (d0Aw...d0Aw) on which the point is supposed 

toturn. Moreover, if the second dow be thrown into the apodosis, the 

words év tavré Bpoxw merely cumber the meaning, which is complete 

without them. ‘There is one obvious and only one possible way of 

construing the words as they stand: and if this has not been taken, that 

is because the result is a sentence not intelligible without a true notion 

of the Agamemnon. 

If it be asked from whom and when Orestes learned the history of 

Aegisthus’ plot, it is but natural to suppose that the main outline of it 

would have become known to every one, and certainly to one so nearly 

interested as Orestes. The story, as assumed by Aeschylus, may have 

stated the occasion and means of communication ; but whether it did or 

not, the question is not one which either dramatist or spectator would 

be likely to raise. 

S 16. 

W. 573—574- 
‘ de > a 5 ‘ ¢ ¢7 2 ‘ 

Tplv GQUTOV €l7TELV* TOOaTOS O CEVOS, VEKPOV 

Onow rodwKer tepiBadrdv xaAxevpare. 

“rh tax Eiper: ws et emyixov dé elev. Schol. Stanley compares 

Theb. [610] wodaxes dppa. epBadruv seems best explained with Dobree 

as a metaphor from a net suddenly thrown round an animal. Comp. 

Eur. Med. 1278 dpxiwv Eipous, Herc. F729 &v Bpoxoww dpxvov fudy 

dopo.” Conington. The interpretation is correct. As to the 

illustrations, it should be noted that they leave us still far from the 

expression of Aeschylus. In the Heracles the victim of treachery ts 

V. 4. CH. I2 
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said very naturally and simply to ‘fall into the sworded snare’. In 

the Medea the metaphor has little point; and there is, in my opinion 

(see note there), some reason to doubt whether it is genuine. But in 

neither place is the actual s¢voke of the sword the point of comparison, 

as the context shows it to be here: and, when this is accounted for, it 

still remains to account for the extraordinary wording. The comparison 
of the sword to a net (or rather perhaps to forged fetters, dvodvta 

xadkevpata P. V. 19) proceeds, as Dr Wecklein suggests, on the fact 

that the stroke makes the dead incapable of motion; and it may be 

justified as an allusion to the fettering ‘net’ of Agamemnon, since the 

purport of this whole passage is to draw a parallel between the murder 

and the revenge. But all this, though it explains repiBadav yalxedmar, 

throws no light upon zodwxe. In the most highly metaphorical style 

there must be some reason in the selection of metaphors ; and it seems 

perverse to darken a metaphor in itself obscure by an epithet (sz<ft- 

footed) inappropriate both to the simile and to the thing signified, to a 

fetter and to a sword. In Zheb. 610, roddkes Opa, the context (see 

notes there) discloses a special point, which requires and justifies the 

wording. Here we must look for some similar justification. 

Nor is it difficult to find. The reference to a foot (70d-wxet), which 

is irrelevant to the sense, is introduced simply for the sound, and in 

order to make, in wodwxer repiBarov yadkevpari, a sort of assonance and 

retort to the supposed words of Aegisthus, rodamos 0 E€vos; It suggests 

to the ear that his question is arrested by the sword-stroke at the first 

syllable, and is in fact a rude jest, precisely like those which are 

repeatedly used in the Septem for the expression of hatred and scorn. 

(The best parallel is perhaps the play of Eteocles upon éo@ypara at 

Theb. 263—265.) ‘To put the matter in the simplest and truest way, 

moduxet here does not really mean ‘swift of foot’, which makes no sense, 

but, by a forced interpretation, ‘ swift as the sound of the syllable zod-’. 

The modern reader will doubtless think this detestable: so would 

Euripides, and so would Sophocles. Other men, as great as these or 

greater, have thought otherwise. That it is Aeschylean, no one, who | 

fully understands Aeschylus, will dispute: nor is it less characteristic of — 

him to link this piece of grotesque extravagance with the mighty and 

magnificent couplet which follows it. 
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§ 17. 

vv. 621I—628. 

I need not apologize for offering an entirely new interpretation of 
this passage, which by general admission requires it. The points on 
which I would lay stress are (1) the construction and explanation of 
dxaipws 6¢, (2) the separation and punctuation of the parenthesis, (3) the 
reading and explanation of v. 626, (4) the application of wv. 624—628 to 

Aegisthus. This last is fundamental and, as it seems to me, certain in 

the main, whatever may be said of details. The yuvarxdBovrer pyprides, 
the yuvaiceia atoApos aixyy, are proper to Aegisthus, and almost repeat 

the ES used of him in the Agamemnon. To attribute the aToA Los 

aixyy to Clytaemnestra is impossible, and generally so considered; nor 

could she be described with any point as yvvatxdBovdos. On the 

contrary she was emphatically avdpoBovdos (Ag. 11), the two con- 

spirators having in fact changed sexes. But neither can we take 
yevaixeia GToApos aixyn as a laudatory description of the character 
opposed to that of Clytaemnestra and proper to a woman. This 
is the prevalent view, so far as any prevails; and on this hypothesis 

many read vv. 627—628 as a separate clause, with the conjectures 

of Stanley and Hermann, thus: 

tiw 8 abéppavrov éotiav dopwv 

yvovakeiavy T aroApov aixpay, 

This is taken to mean, J esteem (prefer) the fireless (i.e. passtonless) home 

and the woman of unventuresome temper. But (to say nothing of the 

feeble sense) aroApos is naturally a term of depreciation, and ad6¢ppavros 
éoria even more distinctly such. 

‘Dr Wecklein avoids these objections and, assuming his text, obtains 

asense that we might pass: but as it involves not only the bold alteration 

of wv. 621—628 in several places, but the transference of the whole 

strophe so as to follow the antistrophe, it is not within what I should 

regard as the limits of a critical solution. That the strophe and anti- 

strophe are rightly placed in the ms. is proved (as I think) by ré raivd" 

vk évdixws ayeipw ; in v. 636, a question not fully intelligible except in 

relation to vv. 621—622 as explained in the notes. 

As to the reading, I accept the traditional text without any change 

whatever (for the mis-spelling of ézetxorws is not worth notice). I see 
no difficulty in the construction, and no obscurity, except in @@¢ppavrow 

éoriav Sduwv. But on any conceivable view the fireless hearth is a 
phrase which a modern writer would not have used in this context. 

[2—2 
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It is reasonable and necessary to suppose that it was justified and 

explained by some literary association or convention. With such an 

aid the meaning suggested might be manifest. 

The reading ézreuxotws is obvious and was of course suggested long 

ago: €Bas apparently has not been tried, and indeed, obvious as it is, 

could not present itself as possible, until the parenthesis was stopped 

off and properly divided, and the construction of dyos explained. 

Beyond the mere interpretation there are two aspects of this passage 

deserving a little more notice. It is peculiar and artificial, but not by 

accident. The poet is constrained, because he here touches certain 

difficulties really inherent in his subject. 

In the first place there is no doubt something forced in the device 

by which the case of Aegisthus is imported into an ode about the 

crimes of women. But in fact the proper way of treating Aegisthus 

in this trilogy was an insoluble problem, and the Choephori everywhere 

illustrates the difficulty. In relation to the whole work, and particularly 

in relation to the umenides, it was essential to fix the chief attention on 

the crime of Clytaemnestra. On the other hand, for the justification of 

Orestes, whose acts cannot spare any available plea, it is requisite that 

Aegisthus should be kept prominently in view. We have seen that 

Orestes, in his last-preceding speech, not unnaturally passes the part 

of his mother almost in silence. In this ode the two motives perceptibly 

clash. For the sake of the trilogy it is constructed, as a whole, so as to 

point at Clytaemnestra: and Aegisthus, who in the present situation 

cannot be ignored, is brought within range as best may be. 

Again, the parallel which the chorus, following Orestes himself, 

draw between the crime and the punishment of Aegisthus, undoubtedly 

invites the criticism gwd sexcuse, accuse. But this again, as has been 

remarked in the notes, is a difficulty inherent in the story. It is not 
without reason that both Aeschylus (Cho. 554) and Sophocles (£7. 35) 

are careful to throw upon a divine command the responsibility for the 

deceitful and treacherous means by which Agamemnon is revenged. 

The story of Orestes, as Aeschylus found it, was a story of savage 

times, and was but too plainly marked with its origin. When all is 

said, it remains the fact that Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra are assas- 

sinated by a fraud upon hospitality ; and though the excuses are very 

strong, the Greeks of the fifth century had enough delicacy to feel that 

your hero, if he must needs be a matricide, should, if possible, be other- 

wise immaculate. That they did feel this, and would have preferred, 

had the story permitted, a more gallant revenge, is shown by the 

criticism which Euripides, who had not the least respect for the old 
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legends, and does not conceal his opinion that Orestes w as a villain, 
puts into the mouth of his Electra (Z/. 524): 

ov« aét’ avdpos, & yépor, codod Aeyets, 
ei KpuTTov és ynv tHvd dv Alylobov poBw 
doxels adehpov tov nov eddapary pode. 

Aeschylus propitiates this feeling by pleading the provocation. Sopho- 
cles, with characteristic discretion, is content to modify the legend a 
little in the right direction, and to plead simply the will of the god. 

S 18. 

vv. 692—695. 

kat viv “Opeorns o —nv yap ebBothus eywv, 

e£w Kopilwv oAcbpiov mnovd 7oSa— 

viv 8, rep ev ddpowr Baxyelas xadis 

iatpos éAmis qv, mapotoay éyypader 

The restoration of ce in v. 692 will, I hope, remove the necessity 

for discussing in detail the previous treatment of this passage. Without 

this pronoun it is impossible either to connect these four verses with 

the preceding context or to construe the two last of them. For a 

summary of the interpretations, and remarks upon them, see Mr Sidg- 

wick’s note. All of them either assume unwarrantable changes of the 

text, or else fail for want of an object to which we can apply rapoteay. 

In the text above given the construction of the whole speech tells us, as 

soon as we get the words xai viv ’Opéorns oe—, that the period will 

conclude with some phrase referring to we (rjv apav), and signifying 

that Orestes in his distant refuge has found himself pursued by the curse 
of his family. Accordingly, when we come to the conclusion, we refer 

mapovoav to oe (are) as a matter of course. 

- Not a little of the difficulty (especially in regard to the reading and 

rendering of 77ep...7v) has arisen from want of understanding the 

metaphor in oAc6pios wzyAcs. The truth is that this phrase never would 

have occurred to any one but a dweller among steep mountains, which 

few of us are. Nothing could be less apt than to compare an inevitable 

pursuing Fate to any zyAds, which we are accustomed to think of. 

The zy\d0s which Aeschylus pictures, is a spreading, sliding mass of 

earth and water, stones and gravel, tons in weight and yards in breadth, 

which covers half a hill-side, and swallows up trees and cottages. It is 

in this image that the phrases of the passage find their centre and 
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explanation. The attempts to refer douour to the house or family of 

Agamemnon, and faxxetas to the revel of Fate, or to the rejoicing 

of Clytaemnestra, all end, as it appears to me, in hopeless confusion. 

The period is so constructed that doporor, Baxxetas, and éAmis cannot 

be intelligibly referred to any subject except "Opéorys: but without a 

proper conception of the metaphor as a whole it is impossible to 

explain them. The words Baxyxeias kadjjs iatpos éAris nv are slightly 

disarranged for metrical convenience. The logical order would be 

Bakyxelas Kadyjs eAmis iatpos jv. But since Pakyeias xadjs tatpos is a 

phrase which could scarcely have a meaning in any context, there is no 

temptation to put the words together, and therefore no practical 

obscurity. 

Here, as in other places, much trouble has been caused by attri- 

buting undeserved weight to a detached fragment of the scholia. The 

notes on this passage in M run as follows [692.] kat viv “Opé(orys) : 

avtt Tob TpoTepov. TO yap viv OyAot Kai TO TapeAnAVOds. [693.] TO éSis 

TOD vonpatos* Kat mpoTepov Ew Kouilwv OAC pov (sic) mnAOD Tdda- jv yap 

edBovrAws éxwv “Opéorns: motos ‘Opéeorys; 4 Tots otkous iatiKy eAtis TAS 

ayalns eippootvys: viv b@ arwAeTo.—€w TyAOD 700(a): wapopia. [694.] 

n edhpootvn tav Bactreiwv oixerar. [695.] x tatpds.—ragov avryy 

adbavicbcioav dpa: ws tpos 70 éAris 0 arédwxev. Now if it is to be 

presumed that the collector of these notes was a competent scholar, 

then we must no doubt infer that he had in v. 695 a widely different 

text from ours. What he meant by apa, it is hard to see; perhaps he 

wrote apa. However he found something which seemed to him to 

justify the paraphrase ‘Count it (hope) as gone’; and this, it is very 

naturally thought, was not rapotcay éyypade. But how can we presume 

or believe that the annotator was a competent scholar, or a man of 

discretion? What does he mean by his remark on vz. 692, “vty stands 

here for zpotepov: it sometimes refers to the past”? It is manifest, 

and every modern critic assumes as of course, that viv has its proper 

meaning, zow, and refers, as usual, to the present. Why then did the 

ancient commentator invent an impossible sense for it? The note on 

v. 695, which must be from the same hand, shows why. He thought it 

necessary to wring out of the passage (with & prep for diaep, but other- 

wise as it stands in M) the meaning ‘Orestes is lost’. And this he 

thought might be done, if viv in v. 694 (and therefore also in v. 692) 

were taken, as he says, to mean Aitherto, formerly, referring to the past, 

an assumption which he perhaps justified by some vague reminiscence 

of passages, in which viv or vov 67 has the meaning of the English just 

now. His conception of the general sense was this: ‘‘ As for Orestes, 
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who appeared safe, you must regard him as having been with us 

hitherto only (viv wapovra)”, zc. “you must regard him as gone”. The 

gender of zapotoav he explains, reasonably enough, by the fact that for 

‘Orestes’ has been substituted ijrep éAris jv, ‘the hope of the house 

this is what he means by ws zpos 70 éAmis 8 axéduxer. He regards the 

second viv (mpotepov) as a repetition for emphasis, and the 4€¢ (if he 

noticed it) as merely resumptive: this is approximately right. The 

nominative case of “Opéorns he would have explained as a slight 

anacoluthon, and there is no objection to this. By ragov (count, register) 

he interprets éyypade, which he took, seeing no other way of taking it, 
for the imperative of éyypadew, a denominative verb from &éypados. 

Such a form is far better and more correct than those which the ancient 

commentators frequently accept and use. In short, the only fatal 

objection to his view, as an explanation of the text of M, is that the 

sense which he puts on viv is fictitious and absurd: and the fact, that 

he thinks it necessary to assume that sense, proves that he had the text 

of M. 

The author of the note on the ‘order of the words’ appended to 

v. 693, probably a later and certainly a more dull writer, while taking 

from the earlier note his notion of the sense and the doctrine about viv, 

has confounded confusion by treating the first viv (ex Ayfothest mpo- 

tepov) as if, in spite of its position, it belonged to xopuifwy, and the 

second viv as used in the proper sense (ow). How in that case 

he proposed to construe the last clause so as to get the meaning 

given, it would, I think, be idle to enquire. A commentator, who 

could take viv to mean zporepov, had resources which no one 

can be expected to divine. If he asked himself the question at all 

(which may be doubted), a tacit avtt Tov mapiotcay Kat zapeABovcay 

would have satisfied him, in a case of necessity, that Aeschylus wrote 

mapovcav for gone. The very next note (that to v. 699, ré yap fevow 

tvouiv éotw edpevéorepov;) offers an almost incredible instance of 

capacity for mistake. There is no difficulty. It might be thought 

impossible to go seriously wrong. Yet this is the comment: 7 7 

ayaa ayycAa. Ttoito yap Actas airwov tots fevos yivera, So the 

sense of the comparative etpevéorepov more agreeable is to be completed 

by supplying chan to bring good news. And what then is to be done 

with géov? Either it is ignored, or (more probably) it is taken as a 

possessive ; ‘‘ What is more agreeable ¢o the friends of a friend than to 

bring good news? For this produces goodwill towards the friends”, 

In either case we have a measure of the critic's observation and 

intelligence. For other specimens see the Introduction. 
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There is one word however in the scho/ia here which may be worth 

attention, and that is the last in the sentence tagov avtnv adancbeicav 

apa. Even if we correct this to apa, it does not seem to fit; and we 

may fairly ask, what put the word apa into the mind of the writer or 

copyist. May we not suspect that this was really a distinct and much 

more ancient note, “‘dpay”, signifying that zapotcay in 7. 695 agrees 

with dpav (the curse of the house, see v. 688)? This is practically right, 

and gives, with the extreme of brevity, after the fashion of the primitive 

annotator, just what is wanted to put a careful reader on the proper 

track. To the copyists of the existing notes it was necessarily un- 

intelligible, and it has been worked, as it best might be, into their 
web. See also the Translation and a note there. 

One thing more I will suggest. It is unnecessary to the explanation, 

and there is no possible proof of it; but it pleases me, and may there- 

fore please some one else. The vivid style, at once concise and 

minute, in which Aeschylus has depicted the victim of the éA€6pios” 

mnAos, savours strongly to my mind of an allusion. I believe that he 

had in view a recent and tragical incident, and that rapotcav éyypada 

is part of the story. Some herdsman of the hills, cut off, as frequently 

happens, by an outbreak of the waters, had taken refuge in his cabin, 

and had been found there, drowned by the torrent, which rose and 

filled his refuge. The feet of the man showed that he had escaped the 

first time with difficulty ; the wine-bottle, from which he was about to 

drink, lay by his side; and scrawled upon the wall was the beginning 

of a message, one word more eloquent than many—napecti, /¢ zs here / 

The facts told the story, and Aeschylus has etched it in verse. 

19. Ze) 

UV. 709. omitGorous 5é tovede Kal Evveurdpous. 

Several commentators here substitute the singular, orucOdzovv...rovbe 
...€vvéuzropov, holding with de Pauw, that Orestes has still no other 
companion but Pylades. 

I follow Conington, without hesitation, in keeping the plural, for 
reasons which I will explain as briefly as possible. The point, though 
minute, is of considerable interest and importance. 

The burden of proof lies with those who would change the text. 
The reasons given are 

(1) that in vz. 559 foll. Orestes mentions only himself and Pylades, 
nko Gv avdpi 748 éd’ Epxetous TUAas...dudw Se Povyv oicopev Uapvnooida. 
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I have answered this in the notes. Orestes does not there give, or 

pretend to give, a complete and detailed account of his plan, which 
indeed is not fully formed and settled in his own mind. For he says 

that if the gate-keepers make a difficulty about admitting him, he shall 

wait till the remarks of the passers-by shame them out of their in 

hospitable conduct. Clearly then he had not fixed on his pretended 
message from Strophius, a hint of which to the porter would have 

immediately procured him the interview which he sought. All he says 

is that he (with Pylades, whom he names for reasons there explained) 

will present himself at the palace as a traveller, having “the complete 
equipment ” (zavreAn oayyv) required for the part, an expression which 
will cover not only as much baggage, but as many bearers and com- 

panions, as he might for any reason think it desirable to have. As to 

the number of the party nothing is said or implied. 
(2) that Orestes carries his own pack, and therefore cannot have 

brought any followers. But it will scarcely be contended that avro- 

gopros (v. 671) in itself necessarily means this; the context there 

indicates that it does not; and I will here give another reason why 

it should not, a reason of a different kind. If Orestes carried his own 

pack, how did he account for the presence of Pylades? Since the 

object of his plan was to introduce /wo persons (at least), it would have 

been singularly maladroit to choose for himself a part which did not 

require a companion. 
If therefore the plural here is to be impeached, it must be by 

arguments, not from the text of Aeschylus, but from the probabilities 

of the situation. But these are decisive the other way. 
In the first place the pretended character of Orestes in itself imports 

a considerable company. He represents himself as a traveller of such 

a sort, that Strophius, the friend of princes, after some casual conversa- 

tion with him on the road, entrusts him with a message of grave 

importance, relying not only on his personal honour, but also on the 

certainty that in the course of a long journey he will not depart from a 

projected route. He expects to be received into a royal castle, on 

terms which will bring him into personal intercourse with the lord and 

lady. Which character is best adapted to these purposes, that of a 

substantial merchant, convoying a rich caravan, or that of a pedlar, 

who ‘carries his own pack’? 

And secondly, if the pretended character makes a large company 

desirable, the real purpose makes it absolutely necessary? If Orestes 

proposed to carry out his design (in the circumstances which are de- 

scribed by Aeschylus in this play) with the assistance of Pylades only, he 
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was mad before ever he was a matricide. ‘To say nothing of servants, 

Aegisthus had soldiers in his pay, and a troop of them in his castle, a 

fact which Aeschylus does not and could not allow us to forget. The 

existence of these soldiers did not indeed render it impossible or 
improbable that the enterprise should succeed, provided that the con- 

spirators were in a position to show fight. When Aegisthus could pay 

no longer, his mercenaries, if they had time to think twice, might be 

only too glad to get away. Aeschylus, who for stage-reasons could not 

have any fighting within the action, has so arranged matters that, at the 

critical moment, the soldiers are not on the spot. This is enough; and 

we hear no more of them. But this is represented as being a mere 

accident. Suppose then that things had happened otherwise. Suppose 

that, in reply to Orestes’ message, Aegisthus had come to the gate, and 

had come, as he would of course have come, with his guards about him. 

If Orestes and Pylades were alone, what did they mean to do? If they 

had struck a blow, they must have been killed on the spot, probably 

before even the first part of their vengeance was executed. Or how in- 

deed, even in the events which happened, did they, if unsupported, come 

off with life, not to say with victory ? 

I shall add a third consideration, which to critics may seem below 

the dignity of the subject, but which our dramatist, I believe, would 

have esteemed very differently. One of the few traits of Aeschylus, 

which ancient tradition preserves, is that he liked spectacular effect (rj 

opw tov Pewnévov KatérAnge tH Aapmrpdtytr. Bios AicyvAov Dindorf 

Poetae Scenic). His plays are full of processions, the Agamemnon and the | 

Eumenides as much as any. Now the Choephort, especially the first half 

of it, is unusually wanting in amusement for the eyes of the vulgar. I 

should not easily believe, if only on practical grounds, that Aeschylus 

would have missed the chance of consoling such persons for the 

simplicity of the dirge, and would have brought in two travellers, when 

he could just as well bring twenty or fifty. We may be sure there were 

as many of them as ever the train of Clytaemnestra left room for, and 

that the cay was tavreAys to the highest degree. 
For these reasons, even if the text gave no evidence, we should still 

suppose that Orestes and Pylades did not present themselves at the 

palace alone, but that they either brought with them from Crisa or 

collected elsewhere companions enough to make their enterprise practi- 

cable. As the text does give such evidence, we are certainly not 

entitled to reject it. 

For further corroboration see the notes on vv. 865—867, 937, 2uf. 

§ 23. The mere fact, that in speaking of the evo. the dual is never 
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used, is noticeable and significant, considering the fre juency of reference 
and the habit of Greek. 

In this discussion I have taken no notice of the gloss in Hesychius, 
émoborous* trootpévas, which has sometimes been brought to bear on 
it, but with little reason or result. We cannot be sure that it refers to 
this passage: Arima facie it does not. And in any case it is probably a 
blunder ; it is not very likely, though not impossible, that érurérovs 
really was anywhere used in the sense of furning back. As a blunder 
however, it may be accounted for by this passage. There may have 
been a note here omwGorous* vroorpéfaca, indicating not a translation 
but a stage-direction, vz. that Clytaemnestra, as she speaks 7. 709, ‘urs 
again towards the audience (see note). There have been gloss-collectors 

quite capable of taking such a note for an interpretation of the word. 

§ 20. 

v. 749. TO pa ppovorty yap warepel Bordv 

Tpéhew avaykn, THs yap ov; Tporw dpevos. 

The commentaries disagree widely (and it is no wonder) as to the 

interpretation of tporw dpevos. Conington, Paley, and others accept 

the explanation of Scholefield, according to the humour of its (the infant's) 

mind. But this meaning is not in the words. The citations («¢. 

Aristoph. “rags, 1432) prove only that tpo7or could mean /Aumours, and 

frequently did. They do not even tend to prove that tpépew twa tporw 

ppevos could mean, ‘ to nurse one according to his humour (xara tporous 

Or ék tporwv)’. Nor is this the sense required. The required sense is, 

as appears from the next line, not that an infant must be treated ac- 

cording to its wants (which would be equally true, if not more true, of 

an adult), but that the infant cannot plainly express its wants and there- 

fore the attendant must have a divining mind (zpopavtis, 7. 754). Any 

mere abruptness or incoherence of language might be attributed to the 

nurse with propriety. But passion does not make men say one definite 

thing, when they mean another equally definite and different. 
Much more tolerable is the alternative explanation By the method of 

the intelligence (i.e. the intelligence of the nurse, who divines the infant's 

want), durch die Weise des Verstandes (Wecklein). This is at any rate 

grammatical ; and there is, in the opposition of 76 yu) dpovoty and tporw 

dpevos, a rude epigram which will account, as Dr Wecklein says, for 

mis yap ov; (naturally, of course). 1 think this will pass, and therefore 

leave the text, as not demonstrably incorrect. 
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Even so however the point is indistinct. To interpret cries and to 

understand articulate language are both equally tpozot dpevos methods of 

the mind. After ras yap ov; we expect something specially apt: and I 

have little doubt (see a paper in the Journ. of Philology, Vol. 1x., and 

Agamemnon, Appendix E) that tpérw is an error for torw by guessing, 

conjecture, 2 word of the same family as toralw, vrotomeiv, atomos. 

This at once gives what is evidently meant, and gives it in a pointed 

shape. Since the infant has not thoughts properly so called, articulate 

thoughts, any more than an animal, the nurse must guess from its cries 

what its thoughts would be, if it had and could express them. The 

paper cited will show that in other ways the word is well adapted to the 

context. The improvement is, to my mind, so great and manifest, that 

I should put ré7zq@ in the text, if it could be directly proved that the 
form toros conjecture existed, as well as tory. But towafw proves only 

tora Or tomy, and vrororetv does not absolutely require ré7os. The 

evidence for tozos will be found in the paper cited. It satisfies me; 

but as it is not scientifically conclusive, I prefer not to alter on the 

strength of it what can, I think, just be defended. It is of course not 

impossible to suppose that roy itself was used here; but in this form 

the word would be far less probable as a correction of tpo7w. 

21. 
Ze) 

v. 769. ev ayyeAw yap KpuTTos opbovon ppevi. 

If we are to assume that this verse. or something like it, was really 

written by Aeschylus in this place, I think (with Conington) that we 

should take the correction of Blomfield xurros, as well as opGotrax Adyos. 

M has xpuzros, and the same reading is found in Eustathius on //. 15. 

207 (ayafov éott Kal TO ouverov eivar TOV ayyeAov. oa yap Kal avTos 

katopHot. do Kat Evpuridys pyoiv “ev ayyéXw yap xKpurtos opfotrat 

Aoyos”’), and has the best authority in the schol. there (kat Evpuridys* 

“ey ayyéAw yap KpuTtos” KTA.). 

With xpurros the verse has in itself a very good sense, “It lies with 

the messenger to correct obscurity in the message”, z.e. to explain it if 

necessary. This might be appropriate in another place, and appears 

to have actually occurred (for we need not suppose the references to be 

erroneous) zz Luripides, who modified the expression to suit some 

particular purpose. If so, since Euripides was far better known in 

antiquity than Aeschylus, his version would easily intrude itself into our 

passage. The objection to xpumros here is, that there is no obscurity or 
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ambiguity either in the true message of Clytaemnestra, or in the sub 
stituted message, or again in the message of ‘the merchant’, if (with 

some) we refer the remark to that. 

Dr Wecklein explains thus: ‘For it lies with the messenger to make 

successful a disguised message’, #.¢. a message with a hidden and 

treacherous intention, by delivering it appropriately ; and he refers the 

remark to yafovon ¢dpevi. It is difficult to see how the feeling or 

pretence of gladness on the part of the nurse could lend credit to her 

fictitious message, if Aegisthus had conceived any suspicion of it. It 
would be more likely to confirm his suspicion. 

But a further and fundamental doubt has occurred to me, which I 

will state for consideration. M_ has the verse in the strange shape é 
ayyehw yap Kputros opfoven dpevi. The theory, that it is in some shape 

_a genuine verse of Aeschylus, depends on the presumption that -oy 

gpevi is merely a blundering repetition from the previous line, dvwy6” 

doov TaxioT ayabovon ppevi (sic M). But is this certain? What if the 

whole supposed verse were originally a marginal note on the preceding, 

thus, €v dyyéAw ydp xputtos. opfovon dppevi? This signifies, in the 

style of marginalia, ‘Compare év ayyéw yap kpurros etc. (Euripides), and 

for dvwx8 dcov taxyirt ayabovon dpevi read avwx6’, doov tayurrd y’, 

opbovon ppevi, Give him the message not in the true shape but, by your 

correcting intelligence, in this shape, that he ts to come alone with all 

speed. A critic might easily fail to pick ya6ovoy (commonly yplovey) 

out of the corrupt text. The reading and interpretation suggested are 

much more defensible than those with which ancient critics were 

commonly satisfied. 
The verse, however read, seems to break the sense so incon 

veniently, that I incline to a solution which would get rid of it. 

Saas 

vv. 802—807. 10 Sé Kadds KTipevoy @ 

péya vaiwy orop.ov, 

dds avidety Sdpov avdpos, 
, >, , 

Kat viv eAevbepiws 

Naprpov ideiv pirAlors 

dppace dvodepas Kadvrrpas. 

O thou who dwellest in the fair-built cavern, ic. Apollo, whose temple 

stood over the great cavern (uéyas puxds xfovos) on Parnassus (* 953) 

So Bamberger, reading xriwevoy by conjecture for xrapevoy. The read 
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ing has been adopted by several editors, and requires therefore a special 

discussion. 

That it involves difficulties has not escaped notice. First, in dos 
avidetv ddpov avédpos, since there is no other subject for avdéetv, we have 

to suppose that dopov is the subject, and to explain avdéety (intrans.) by 

avaBAépar (schol.), recover sight, revive. But this is rightly regarded 
with suspicion, since ideiv just differs from PAepar in that it naturally 

suggests an object, expressed or implied: moreover the juxtaposition of 

avuderv...toetv 1s confusing, if idetv has different meanings. And in the 

next clause there is further embarrassment, since if vv (domov) is the 

subject, Aaprpov (an obvious correction made by everyone) must be 

taken adverbially, and then the rest of the sentence has no construction. 

Hence é€Aevbéprov dis, éAXcvGepias Aapmpov ieiv paos, ex dvodepas xadvr- 

tpas, and other suggestions. 

But, apart from these consequential difficulties, grave objection may 

be taken to the phrase itself, ro Kkadds xtiwevov oropuov, as an adequate 

description of Delphi. Let us assume that a cavern with a temple over 

it might without impropriety be called ‘a fair-built cavern’, and that 

Apollo might be said to possess a kad@s KTimevov pvxov xGoves. This 

surely does not prove that, without any help from the context, 0 7d kadds 

Ktiwevov otopu.ov vatwy could be identified as meaning Apollo. There 

were many other temple-caverns besides that of Delphi. Nor does 

oropuov mean a cavern, but simply an orifice, opening, or entrance into 

something, such as a tomb (Soph. Af. 1217) or a harbour (Eur. /ph. T. 

1392). Zhe Great Entrance might possibly be a sufficient description 

of such a cave as that of Taenarus, which was known especially as 

leading to the underworld; but it is neither characteristic nor in- 

telligible of Delphi. 

Lastly, it is well worthy of remark, that though the command of 

Apollo is the base of Orestes’ enterprise, and though a large part of 

this play is occupied with prayers for help, it is never said that Apollo 

promised aid in the deed, nor is he ever asked to render it. ‘To assign 

the reason for this would demand more exact knowledge of Greek feeling 

than any one now can possess. Possibly it was felt that the god, who 

was to purify, must contract no personal stain; possibly it was not 

proper that Apollo should associate so closely with the powers of the 

underworld. But we can scarcely suppose, under the circumstances, 

that the omission is accidental; and this alone would be reason enough 

for not introducing here an invocation of Apollo, when there is none in 

any part of the play. 

The ground for the conjecture xriwevoy was simply that no explana- 
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tion, or even construction, had been found for xrduevov. If this is done, 
we need look no further. With the explanation given in the notes, (eb 
has the same meaning (see) in both places, while on the other hand the 

repetition is correct and corresponds to the thought. ‘There are two 
distinct prayers, (1) that the dead ancestors may be conscious of what 

is passing in their former home, and (2) that the event may be such as 

to give them joy. ‘These are represented in metaphor by (1) ‘that they 

may see above them the house of their descendant’ and (2) ‘that they 

may see it bright’. To repetition as such, provided that it is logically 
correct, Greek had no objection whatever. 

S 23. 

v. 865. povos dv ededpos dicors. 

It has not escaped notice, that the chorus here, in speaking of 

Orestes as povos, ignore the part of Pylades. The fact is remarkable, 

and supports, I think, some inferences to which attention should be 
directed. 

First, it is plain that they are not supposed to be aware of Pylades’ 

position and importance in the enterprise. They could not speak as 

they do, if they knew that Orestes is accompanied by a person standing 

towards him in the relation hereafter disclosed, vv. 898—go2. This 

passage therefore confirms the negative testimony of the whole play, 
that, according to the story of Aeschylus, Electra and her friends know 

nothing about the exile of Orestes, except the place of it. There have 

been no such preliminary communications as in the story of Sophocles. 
But further, we cannot reconcile this povos...duraoits with the 

supposition that Orestes and Pylades have come to the palace alone. 

Even an unknown companion, if conspicuous as the only one, would 

make it extremely unnatural to describe so emphatically the ‘match’ to 

be played against Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra as a match of one against 
two. But if (see on v. 709) they come with a party of followers, all is 

simple. The chorus are speaking only of principal persons, and would 
no more think of counting the followers of Orestes on one side than the 
soldiers of Aegisthus on the other. At present Pylades is to them 
merely one of these followers, and is naturally ignored with the rest. 

Contrast v. 937. 
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§$ 24. 

> a“ , , 

vv. 871—873. arocrabdpev tpaypatos TeAovpEvov, 

ows doxGpev TOVO avatTial KAKOV 
> vd \ \ , , 

elvat. pLaxns yap 57) Kexvpwrat TéAos. 

Such is the reading and punctuation of the Ms. : but it cannot be nght. 

For what is the meaning of payys yap 67 Kexvpwrar tTéAos? The 

stress, be it observed, is on payys: ‘for of the fighting the end is 

determined’, that is to say, the fighting, of which the end is deter- 

mined, is distinguished from something else, of which the end is not 

determined. Now in the first place no rédos, no end, finish, or result of 

anything, is as yet determined. ‘The ending of the affair’, as the maid- 

servants have but this instant said, is now to come, and they propose 

to take themselves away from it. And as for ‘the fighting’, it is so far 

from being ended or determined, that it can scarcely be said to have 

begun. What has happened is that Aegisthus, going without suspicion 

into the building where ‘the travellers’, with the assistance of a servant 

or servants (v. 707), were pretending to make themselves comfortable 

for the night, has called for their principal (Orestes), and while talking 

to him has been slain on the spot. 

Even this much however the maids do not yet know for certain. 

But one thing is evident, that (whatever the meaning of the shriek and 

outcries) there will be plenty of fighting before long. How it will go 

must be doubtful. There are the soldiers to reckon with, and all sorts 

of possible contingencies. If Orestes wins, the maids will be safe and 

triumphant. But suppose he does not. How will they then come off 

in an enquiry as to why the message of Clytaemnestra was altered, and 

why Aegisthus, instead of going to her, who sent for him, went straight 

to the lodging of the travellers? These incidents are the rade, for 

which, as they foresee with panic terror, they may yet be called to 

account. But, as they flatter themselves, they will be able to plead 

that they acted in good faith. They really thought it best, for the 

reason given, that Aegisthus should come without guards or attendants ; 

and when they advised him to go to the merchants, they had no suspicion 

of anything wrong. For the unhappy vesw/¢ they are not responsible. 

“Tt ts the fighting, you see, which determined that; and with this we 

had nothing to do; we were not even there”. The sentence paxas yap 

07) KexUpwrae is part of the imaginary excuse, given, after the fashion not 

uncommon in Greek narrative (and indeed English too), ‘ with inverted 

commas’ or in the actual words. Whether Aegisthus or Clytaemnestra 

0 a a er ae ee ae eae Se ee ee ee 
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would have accepted the explanation, Aeschylus leaves us perfectly at 
liberty to doubt. 

Of the confusion between 7 and a: abundant examples will be found 

in this same play. Without a proper method of punctuation it was here 

almost inevitable, and would be prompted by the fact that the plural payor 
is rare. 

It is the rule with Aeschylus, as I have frequently remarked, not to 

put a weak word in such a position as elvac would here occupy according 

tothe ms. The close of a sentence after the first foot of the verse is so 

decidedly exceptional, in the regular structure of his periods, as to arrest 

the ear: and to arrest the ear upon what is unimportant would be bad 

writing. Upon this ground alone the arrangement might be suspected, 

though it might pass as an exception. No rules of this sort are in any 
writer absolute. But as a fact the poet has here made an effective and 

artistic use of his ordinary practice. Not only the voice, but the run of 

the metre, would tell the hearer that the sentence is not finished at vac: 

and this makes it easy to insert the parenthesis at this point, and to keep 

the significant reAos for its proper place at the final close, where, guided 

by teAovjevov, the hearer is already expecting it. 

§ 25. 

v. 882. oe viv adras teri Evpod wéAas 

aixnv receicbar mpos diknv rerAnypévos. 

Both the recent editors, Mr Sidgwick and Dr Wecklein, adopt here the 

conjectures av r7s0° (Martin) and éméqvov (Abresch), and Mr Sidgwick 

pronounces émé£yjvov certain. Since however Hermann and Conington, 

as well as Wecklein, express doubts of it, I may perhaps say without 

indiscretion that I also think it unsatisfactory, and rather than accept it 

should prefer to give up the problem. 

On technical grounds the change of éxt évpot to érudjvov might pass, 

though it is not particularly easy. But does it make sense? ‘Her 

neck is in danger of falling near the block’. I cannot think this a 

natural way of saying ‘Heer life is in danger’. It is not proved, and is 

not likely, that ‘the block’ could be thus used at Athens as a general 

type for ‘death’. With the Athenians beheading was not a normal 

punishment and is not often mentioned. It was regarded with some 

disgust, and generally relegated to barbarians (Aesch. Zum. 156, [ Eur. | 

Rhes. 817). Slaves of course were liable to this as to all kinds of 

barbarity. Cassandra prophecies, literally no doubt, her own death by 
+ 

V. 2. CH. 13 
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the block (4g. 1276); but Cassandra was a slave, and moreover this 

particular instrument happened to be then at hand, having been set out 

in preparation for the pretended sacrifice and feast (Ag. 1040 foll.). 

Here on the contrary the speaker has no reason to think of a block. 

Clytaemnestra is in no danger of beheading ; she is in danger of falling 

by the sword of Orestes. Nor is the supposed form of expression 

correct ; the ead of a man may fall ‘near’ or ‘beside’ the block, but 

not, as it seems, his weck. This particular difficulty is escaped, if (with 

Mr Sidgwick) we can translate ‘It seems that now again er neck will 

fall beside Azs block’, z.e. the death of Clytaemnestra will follow that of 

Aegisthus. But even if Azs be warranted by the Greek, the block 

would still be irrelevant, since we cannot suppose that Aegisthus was 

really killed in this way. 

The reading to which the Ms. points is przma facie that of the text: 

” a > A 2 A s 
€OLKE VUV GU TS ETL Evpov TeAas 

> \ la \ 7 , 

atxyyv meceto ba, mpos diknv wemrAnypevos. 

Is this incapable of meaning? I think not. The phrase o (7) emt 

Evpov or emi tod Evpod is correctly formed according to analogy, and 

signifies the particular slave, male or female, whose office in the house- 

hold is that ‘of the razor’; cf. 0 ert rod olvov the butler, o éxt THs 

dioxnoews the paymaster, and other like phrases in L. and Sc. sz. 

ext. Remembering that the speaker is a slave, may we not reasonably 

suppose that the expression is modelled upon a slave-proverb, running 

somewhat in the form zéAas recetrat adynv 0 Tov ert Evpod the barber's neck 

will be the next to drop, and signifying that a particular person stands 

nearest to an imminent danger? How such a proverb might arise is 

plain enough: ért Evpod civar (BeBynxevar), ¢o be (stand) upon a razor-edge, 

itself signified, by a metaphorical application, fo de im a perilous position : 

so that in the supposed proverb o ézi évpod is in effect a pun: “ When | 

necks are in danger, who should be so near the danger as o émi Evpod ?” 

The feminine ris éxt Evpod is chosen because in the particular case the _ 

person intended is a woman; and vty av, not easy to explain on 

other hypotheses, signifies merely that ‘here’ is ‘another’ instance of the 

dictum. The meaning will then be simply that, since the avengers of | 

Agamemnon have come, none is in so much peril, or has such need to 

be stirring, as the queen. 

From this point of view zpos dcéxnv should be translated naturally, im 

the natural course of things, rather than justly (see on Eur. Jed. 411), 

and is preferable to zpos dékys (Hermann). 

To establish this interpretation, it would be necessary to prove 
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aliunde the existence of the proverb; but it seems sufficiently probable 

to justify the provisional maintenance of what is in effect the ms. reading. 
For dicta as a marked feature of slave-language see the speeches of the 
Watchman in the Agamemnon and of the Nurse in this play. 

S 26. 

vv. 9I5—9QI16. 

~ af)? c cal , 7 

KA. ov 696° 6 tiwos ovtw’ avredeEaunv ; 
, a“ ~ + 

OP. aicyvvopai cov totr’ ovedjoa cadas.t 

évetdicat m. 

It is plain that there is some error in v. 916, but not so plain that 
the error has been tracked to the right place. The editors all adopt 

éveocoae from the first corrector of M, and discuss only whether cov 

should or should not be changed to co. The great majority decide, 

with reason, that a variation from the regular construction of dvediLw is 

here improbable, and the reading commonly printed is therefore 
> /, , a? > ‘ = 

aicyvvopal gor TobT ovedioar cadis. 

This is grammatically perfect, but what of the sense? / am ashamed, 

Orestes is made to say, to put this reproach against thee in plain terms, 

the reproach in question being his mother’s passion for Aegisthus. ‘This 

modesty and respect is surely somewhat sudden. What plainer terms 

could he use than he has used just before ? 

girls Tov avdpa; Tovyap ev Taito Tadw 

Keloel, Oavovta 5 ovTe py Tpodas Tore. 

And again : 
kat Cavta yap vw Kpeiacov’ WynoTw TaTpos* 

TovTw Gavotca cvyKxabevde... 

and so on. This gross invective has scarcely quitted his lips, and now 

‘he is ashamed to accuse his mother of adultery’. If there is any 

point in this contradiction, let it be explained; it appears to me 

incredible. 
The sense of the verse must have been quite different. In asking 

what was the price for which she sold her son, Clytaemnestra affects to 

ignore Aegisthus. Now this is an infidelity not to her husband, but to 

her lover; and the point to be expected in Orestes’ retort is this, ‘It ts 

shameful that you should need to be told what the price was’, shameful 

because, as he scornfully implies, she might at least be true to her own 

13—2 
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base choice. Such a taunt is not only consistent with his attitude 

throughout, but is conceived in the very spirit of what he says above, 
Gavovra d ovte py Tpodads Tore. 

From this point of view we may see (1) that the letters cov are right 

and represent not oot but o° ov : (2) that oveid#oae is not an error for 

6veidicat, for which there is no place in the sentence: (3) that ov belongs 

to the previous word (rovroy, 2.¢. tov tiwov). Thus we have 

aicxvvonat « ov TovTov eOnoat(?) Tapas 

ZI am ashamed, that this (the price) thou dost not (know ?) beyond doubt. 

It remains to account for ewynoa. I believe that the person who 

wrote it meant what he has written (eidjoa), and attributed to 

Aeschylus, correctly or by inadvertence, the ‘barbarous’ form «idjoae 

to know, analogous to the Ionic future eidyow, and to several irregular 

derivatives, such as «idjpwv, eidnors. I do not myself think it easy to 

prove that Aeschylus may not actually have employed, in a particular 

place and for some reason now not traceable, a verb which occurs in 

Hippocrates. By Euripides no doubt such a word could not have been 

used. unless in a quotation or allusion, as he uses opomrepos in EZ. 530. 

But Aeschylus stands on a different footing. If eidjoar is to be rejected, 

we should replace the ‘ Attic’ form. 

S 27. 

U. 938. €éAaxe & és TO 7av. 

These words have hitherto been taken with what follows, €Aake 0” 

és to mav 6 mv0. gdvyds xtX. Thus taken they must be supposed 

corrupt, but the attempts to emend them have had no success. ‘Two 

suggestions only have obtained any vogue: 

(1) édace 8 és 70 way 

he has driven to the goal (de Pauw) from the scholium, ndacev 8é eis To 

tédos TOU Spopov, 6 eat, Hvvce TOv aydva. But, even if the metaphor 

fitted the context, és 70 wav is not és To téAos Tov dpopuov, and the 

supposed words would mean simply he has driven utterly or completely, 

that is to say, they are void of meaning. Nor is the note any evidence 

against the integrity of the text, being accounted for, as Conington 

observes, by supposing that the writer connected éAakev itself (cf. 

éAyjAaxe) with é€Aavvw, an error committed even in the seventeenth 

century by Stanley. 

(2) édaxe & és to wav (Hermann) 
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he has gained (his object) completely. But neither will this do: Aayety 

to receive is the last word to be used, without explanation, of one who has 

‘got’ with his sword; and it would require some indication of the 

object got. Even €Aaxe 57 76 wav (Schiitz), though better, is open to 

both objections, and to others. 

Yet there is a presumption that the text is not far wrong. The 
general state of these s¢rophae proves a clear tradition. The retention 
of such errors as xapvd.xos, evpadaiow, and éroAoAvédrw impeaches 

indeed the science of the copyist, but establishes his good faith. His 

doubt about xapvdicos, to which he appends a query (7), is almost 
pathetic in its scrupulous simplicity. He was deceived, as the most 

practised eye may be, by the resemblance, in certain forms, of 8 and 

x. I have tried to show that after all €Aaxe & és ro av is literally right, 

and wants only proper punctuation. There seems to be no reason why 

és to av, like other adverbs and adverbial phrases, should not be used 

as an imperative exclamation. So used, it would mean, that the work 

in hand is to be done thoroughly, and in the mouth of Aéky therefore 

would mean, that the vengeance is to be unsparing and complete. 

§ 28. 

v. 947. Oye D ev paya xeEpos. 

I retain the opinion (see Seven against Thebes, App. Il. and 

references there) that the prevalent translation, Justice touched the hand 

(of Orestes) zn the fight, i.e. led and assisted him, is wrong and impossible. 

The objections are briefly these: (1) the repetition (xpurradiov) payas... 

év paxa is then inappropriate ; (2) év waxe is superfluous; (3) the order 

of the words would be perversely confusing ; (4) of Orestes cannot fairly 

be supplied ; why of Orestes rather than of her enemy? ; (5) ‘to touch 

the hand’ of one fighting is not in itself a natural gesture or symbol of 

aid, and in Greek (this is noticed by Conington) would be particularly 

unsuitable, since it actually was the familiar sign of supplication. 

The schol. runs 7 8& Avs Ovyarnp 9 Aikn mapertw (rapeory Abresch) 

év tH mpos Atybov payn Kai ebyato Tod Eidous.  dixacws yap ‘Opéorys 

Hpivato, a paraphrase not committing the writer to any view of the 

construction. But the words éfjaro rov Eous are curious, and look 

as if they had been borrowed from a commentator, who had found 

somewhere, or invented, the reading eOvye dé payalpas (for payatyarpos), 

a very likely corruption. 
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§ 29. 

VV. 973—975. 
It has been hitherto assumed, in the discussion of this passage, 

that the clauses are to be divided thus: 
N X > > / 4p—p ot 

owEenvot pmev noav ev Opovors TOP nevor, 
/ ‘\ “~ ce > , / 

iro. TE Kal vov, ws éerekacar aby 
, a > , 

TApPEOTW, OPKOS T EMPEeVEL TLTTWMACLY, 

the antithesis beginning at iAo, so that the general sense is ‘ They 

were majestic in the past, and [though they are majestic no longer] they 

are loving still’. To justify the different view suggested in the notes, 

let us consider the embarrassments of the other. 

(1) For re we should require 6€ (Abresch, Wecklein and others). 

The use of pev...re, in a direct and simple antithesis such as this, is not 

warranted either by cases where there is more than a simple antithesis 

(wév...te = indeed...but also, see on Theb. 906), or by the not uncommon 

mpara pev...te (e.g. Eur. Med. 125), where there is no antithesis, and the 

irregularity, if there be any, is not in re but in péy. An_ interesting 

collection and discussion of such cases will be found in Mr J. B. Bury’s 

edition of Pindar, Vem. 7, Appendix. It will be seen I think that this, 

though cited, does not really fall within the explanation. 

(2) The clause ws érexacar 7a0y mapeote is objectionable, as 

Conington felt: he writes “the words seem to mean as one may read 

their fate by conjecture”. The construction of the acc. ray has been 

rightly doubted, though it might pass; and it is a graver defect that 

both ra6y and wapeor, which ought by the arrangement of the verse to 

be important, are superfluous, since ws émeckacae would mean as much. 

The conjecture ra6e. (Thiersch, Wecklein) is but half a remedy. 

(3) Lastly and chiefly, even if 6¢ and za6e be accepted, there is a 

deeper defect in weuvo’. For on this interpretation the former cenvorys 

of the tyrants is irrelevant to the matter ; and to make the first clause fit 

we want not cewvot but ¢iAo. or something equivalent. A chain of 

emendations (diAot Menzel, cvurvor Lafontaine, ovvvor Grotefend, Kedvot 

Weil, gvvot Mehler, opuovor Naber, edvo. Wecklein) attests both the 
weight of the objection and the incorrigibility of the text. 

It will be seen that the interpretation in the notes, without any 

change, turns all these difficulties at once: te is nght and necessary, 

ws éretkaoat is reduced to its proper limits, ta6y and wapeore obtain 

their proper importance, and oepvot becomes essential to the meaning. 
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This would be a sufficient defence of it, even if it did not (as I think it 
does) bring out a better and finer thought. 

S$ 30. 

vv. 975 foll. Opkos 7 eupever TueTwpacw* 

Evvwpocav piv Odvatov dbXMiws rarpi 

kat EvvOaveicbar Kai tad’ ebopxws Eyer. 

So these verses are generally punctuated, the last two forming a 

separate sentence. No one however supposes that wv. 976 is correct as 

it stands: a@Aiws at least must be wrong, and the prevalent course is to 

change only this, to a@A‘w, afdwov, aicywrrov, etc. But that does not 

clear up all. There remains not only the ‘awkward’ phrasing (Con- 

ington) of évvepocav...EvvGaveioGac—which ought to mean ‘they swore 

to kill my father and share Azs death’—but also the suspicious re- 

semblance, noted by many, between aéAtws zatpi and d6Aiw rarpi in 

v. 979, a common symptom of patchwork. 

Mr Sidgwick prints the text (with a@Aiw) under reserve; and | 

should do the same, if there were not another piece of evidence to be 

adduced. 
We find in the scholia (at v. 976) the annotation fvvwpoeay Gavarov 

_7@ warzpi, that and nothing more. Given the present text, with what 

object can this note have been written? The words of the note are the 

words of the text, arranged in the form of the text, and in the only 

connexion in which they can intelligibly be taken. Here is a thing to 

be accounted for, and the explanation will also solve the main problem. 

We have here, I think, a clear example of an interpolation made out 

of a note. When the note was written, the text stood, as I give it, 

without v. 976. It was therefore desirable to explain, as in my note, 

the construction of xai S&vOavetoba, i.e. (1) that it represents the oath 

which Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra swore, and (2) that it is only part 

of the oath, the rest being implied by xa¢ (a/so, even) and understood 

from the general context. Some one, probably an Alexandrian, who 

comprehended this, wrote between the lines or in the margin the note 

as it stands, évvwpocav Oavarov 76 warpi, a rough supplement indicating 

the points required : and a later student, for whom the text was too 

difficult, developed the note into a verse, inserting pév (though it is not 

correct) from his own invention, and ‘conveying’ aAtws, with a little 

disguise, from v. 979. 

It remains possible that there really was a verse (early lost) in the 
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place of v. 976; but I see no reason to think so. The pregnant brevity 

of the text without the verse is thoroughly Aeschylean, not the less so 
that it is a little hard ; and it was written, we must remember, for those 
who knew the details of the story, and to whom the terms of this oath 

were probably familiar. There is another allusion to it in v, 894. 

Satie 

Conington’s note on vv. 995 foll. 

“Orestes wishes to find a name for his mother, without saying 

anything that ought not to be said. vev is Clytaemnestra, as is evident 

from what goes before. He proceeds to identify her with the net, the 

instrument of her crime, enlarging on its villainous uses, as if he had 

nothing else in his mind, till in v. 1005 [1003] he at last returns to her. 

This identification is doubtless a symptom of the frenzy which is 

beginning to work on him, at the same time that it has its own 

imaginative truth. Precisely the same identification is made by Cas- 

sandra [in her prophetic frenzy] Ag. 1114 [1100] @ 4 wazat zamat, ri 

T0de haiverar; 7 Siktvdv ti y Aidov; ad dpxus 7 Evvevvos [«rA.]. Thus 

it would be worse than useless to follow Meineke [Hermann and 

others], anticipated by Scholefield, in transposing this and the seven 

following lines so as to insert them after v. 982 [980], even if kav tUyw 

pad’ evotouav were likely to have been said of the net, which Orestes 

might surely characterize as he pleased without scruple”. 

$532. 

Vv. 1002. 

I have punctuated the text on the supposition that the construction 

is incomplete and the sentence unfinished. 

The analogy of GeppatverOar xapa, Oepun Kapdia, Oeppos 7oGos, etc. 

would justify either roAAd dv Oeppaivor dpéva xapa he would often make 

his heart glow with joy, or modAnv av Oeppaivor ppevi xapav he would 

often make a slow of joy in his heart. The two are equivalent and, in 

the style of Greek poetry, equally natural. Further, where the context 

sufficiently explained the metaphor, Oeppaivew dpéva, to make the heart 

s/ow, might stand without express mention of the feeling, just as Oepmos 

avyp may mean ‘a rash or sanguine man’, if the context so determines. 

It is therefore not impossible, on grammatical theory, that zoAAa av 
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Oeppaivor ppevi, lit. he would make many a glow in his heart, should also 
stand as complete, the interpretation of joy being mentally supplied. 
But the turn of expression is singularly artificial, especially for Aeschylus, 
who does not commonly seek variety of construction for its own sake: 
and if it be assumed that the sentence is perfect, I agree with those who 
think that he would have written ¢péva (Iobeck, Hermann, ete.). On 
the other hand, if the original was ¢péva, to substitute dpe was an 
unattractive and improbable error. I prefer therefore the middle way 
of supposing that the sentence is broken. 

g 5 33: 

fal ee | > A “ > , , 

UV. IOI2. vuv avTov alive, viv aromwlw rapwr. 

I agree with Mr Sidgwick that avrov here is the dead father, 

Agamemnon, and that this is ‘evident’ from the comparison of wv. 8. 

Nor do I think that it would have been doubted, if readers had 

attended to the Aeschylean emphasis of the pronoun avrds, which here, 

as often, is essential to the connexion of thought. The full comprehen- 

sion of aivé is also important. 

_ Alternatives suggested are (1) to refer avrov (it) to dovoy, but (apart 

from other objections) this is scarcely consistent with aivd: and (2) to 

take avrov (Wecklein) or avrov (Franz, Hermann and others) as equiva- 
lent to éuavrov (as in Cho. 220 avtos kat’ avrod Tapa pyxavoppads), but 

this (apart from other objections) does not account for rapwv. 

S 34: 

VV. LOIQ—I1022. 

Recent texts agree in adopting here the conjecture made inde- 

pendently by Emper, Martin, and Paley, 

GAN’ ws av eidj7—ov yap old’ 6ry rAd — 

Low that you may know—for I know not how (this) will end etc. This 

emendation, which requires no change except that of t to r (for the 

difference between aAdos and aAdws is hardly more than a matter of 

spelling), deserves, for its ingenuity, the ‘ beautiful’ applied to it by Mr 

Sidgwick. All the more instructive is the fact that it is not mght. 

In the first place it may be doubted whether in this context it ts 

legitimate to leave ree? without a subject: English, with an indefinite 

#¢ to use, is not a safe guide in the matter. But, to pass over that, it is 
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impossible on this hypothesis, as experiment has proved, to deal 

satisfactorily with the following sentences. Unless we make further 

change, we must punctuate thus: 
les \ ? ec , ‘ 
worep Evv iro yviortpopov dpomou 
> la , \ , 

eLwtépw p€povot yap viKwLevov 

peves SVoapkTou. 

But the position of yap is felt to be intolerable. No parallel is adduced 

for it even from other tragedians or from comedy (see Prof. Jebb on 

Soph. PAz/. 1450); and in Aeschylus, who has his own practice in such 

matters, there is nothing near it. Of the remedies proposed the most 

attractive is Stanley’s : 

woTep Evv immos yvioaTpoP& Spopov 

eEwtépw* épovar yap KTd. 

To this however there are still objections, some which have been 

noticed, and some which have not. To say of the charioteer that he 

‘turns with the rein’ out of the course is surely to ignore the very 

purpose of the simile. If his horses leave the course, it is because they 

will not obey the rein, with which, if he could, he would ‘turn’ them 

right. Further, as many have seen, there is thus no point in the 

peculiar comparative, whether translated ‘further out’ or ‘somewhat 

out’. Out of the course is simply out of it ; and we require therefore ew. 

Further, the strong stop after the second foot of the verse (especially 

with the sentence run on without break from the verse before) is a 

phenomenon so extremely rare in Aeschylus, that, unless accounted 

for, it would suffice to impugn a correction which produces it. 

And lastly, the original change, which leads to these difficulties, 

itself gives a sense more specious than sound. For it appears, from 

ews eudpwv eiui, that Orestes does know the fatal end to which the 

steeds of his mind are carrying him; he feels that he has but a few 

moments more for rational speech: and Franz therefore was right in 

thinking that here also we should want further change, not ov yap oida 

but «d ydp oida. 

The general sense—that the consolation offered does not meet the 

case—is truly given by Hermann’s original conjecture aAAos 7dd° €idy” 

Tour ap oto Ory teAet: and the right words, which are indeed those of 

the ms., by that of E. Ahrens aAdws av «i 8) Todr KrA. Nothing more 

is wanted, except to punctuate and to construe them. 
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S 35: 

wv. 1057—1058. 

I retain here, with a change of punctuation only, the original 

reading of M. The corrected reading eico’ 6 xabappos is easily ac- 

counted for, by supposing that the ms. copied had «cow or acvo, either 

of which would offer a common type of mis-spelling. 

In discussing the text, it is assumed by many that the speaker is 

giving Orestes a reason for proceeding to Delphi. But it is clear from 
Orestes’ reply that he is endeavouring to defain him. On this ground 

we must reject for example this: 

ets cou Kabappos: Aogias 6 rpoobrydy 

eAevOepov oe THVOE THuaTWV KTiCeL. 

There is but one purification for thee: the touch of Loxtas will deliver 

thee from this distress. Here els cou (in itself an ingenious suggestion) 

comes from Erfurdt, Aogéas from Auratus. 

Nor can we admit as probable the phrase Aogias mporbrywr the touch 

of Loxias, implying, as it naturally does, that Orestes is to be brought 

face to face with the god. That does indeed happen, but could not be 

thus anticipated, as if it were a matter of course. ‘This also is against 

the reading above cited, or any reading which puts the stop at 

xafappos, and therefore goes to show that Burges, Davies, and others 

were right in taking xaappos with the words that follow. 

Nor is any solution satisfactory, which demands so bold a 

change as that of Aogéov to Aogias. This again shows that there is no 

stop after xafappos. 

The attempt indeed has been made to construe as a complete 

sentence 

Aogiov 8& mpoobyav 
~ , F 

eXevGepov oe TOvVde THmATwWY KTLTE 

by taking Aoégiov zpoo6tyov as a ‘pendent’ nominative (cf. Eur. /pA. 

Taur. 947), when thou shalt touch Loxias, he shall set thee free. But, in 

order to make such a broken construction acceptable, it is necessary 

that the speaker should have some natural motive for beginning in the 

nominative: we must be able to see what, when he used the nominative, 

he was going to say. Here there is no such motive; the supposed 

remedial touch must be the act of the god, not of the suppliant; and to 
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write Aogéiov would be an offence against the laws not of grammar 

merely, but of thought. 

These reasons, or some of them, are valid against all the proposed 

ways of changing the text. I have tried to show that, upon suppositions 

not proveable but reasonable, it can be explained as it stands. 

It is objected by Conington against eiow xafappos there ts purification 

within, the reading of Turnebus, that according to Greek belief “a 

murderer had to flee from his home and seek purification elsewhere”. 

This would be valid against that reading and against mine, if tovde 

aypatwv meant the pollution of homicide. But it refers simply to the 

supposed /allucination, the tapaypos ppevdv. The speaker believes 

that Orestes is suffering from a temporary delusion of the eye, con- 

nected perhaps with the homicide, but perfectly distinct from the 

religious pollution. If there were a known means of relieving such an 

affection, sanctioned by Apollo himself, it would be but natural that 

by friendly compulsion Orestes should be forced, if possible, to use 

that means, before setting out on his journey. 
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Correspondence of Strophe and Antistrophe. 

WITH regard to this matter (which in the Choephori is of uncommonly 

small importance) I have taken here the same position as in dealing 

with the Septem and the Agamemnon. To prevent misunderstanding I 
will briefly restate my position. 

I do not attempt at present to lay down the limit of variation between 

Strophe and Antistrophe permitted by Aeschylus either generally or in 

any particular metres. I do not affirm that he permitted any variations. 

I make no positive assertion on the subject, believing that there is a 

certain preliminary process required, before any conclusion can properly 
be attempted. This process is, as described in Appendix I. to my 

edition of the Sepfem, to form a text of the choric parts of Aeschylus, in 

which there shall be admitted no alteration of the Ms. reading, however 

slight, which depends for its justification solely on a theory of strophic 

correspondence. It is plain that, unless we pass through this stage, we 

argue in a circle; our theory of strophic correspondence, whatever it is, 

is made to prove itself. There has been so much of this circular 

argument, and the prejudices created by it, though diminishing, are stll 

so far from extinct, that it is desirable, if only for clearness’ sake, not 

merely to form such a preliminary text, but to print and explain it in 

this form—all the more desirable, if (as my studies incline me to believe) 
it will be found on review, when we have reached this stage, that we can 

make a reasonable hypothesis about the treatment of strophic corre 

spondence by Aeschylus, which will not require for its support any great 

or frequent alteration of the preliminary text so formed. 

The only assertion which I have made or make is the negative 

assertion, that the theory of sy//adic correspondence between strophe and 

antistrophe has not been proved for Aeschylus, and conflicts with a large 

mass of prima facie evidence. 
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The phenomena exhibited by the Choephori are much the same in 

general as those of our previous plays; though there is some difference 

between this play and others, and even between different parts of the 

play. As I have said before, this is what we ought to expect. Referring 

for further explanation to the former volumes, and repeating once more 

that everything here advanced is to be taken as provisional, I will now 

note briefly those places where the strophic correspondence requires 

comment : 

U. 24. mpéere Tapyis poivica’ apvypots 

: 34. Tvewv awpovuKTov apPcapa 

that is to say, eu aes a hme ea J JY gies 

answers to Fg le eee 

For the purpose of singing, these rhythms are equivalent : the variations 

in the feet or ‘bars’ appear in fact to be common, and cannot (as I 

think) be impeached, except upon arbitrary assumptions of personal 
taste. Whether we do or do not like such a treatment of the strophe 

seems a consideration irrelevant to the question whether Aeschylus 

practised it. Nor is there any general agreement on the question of 

taste. 
v. 22. iadtos éx ddpwv EBnv 

e 32. Topos yap potBos opOdOpré 

iho eee ele beh ee |e eb | Akg 

Sta xy, wiles ae idle pelea 
But Lachmann’s topos d€ may be right. 

, 4 , , ~ 

i 42. TOLAVOE XapLv axapuv a7roT poTrov KAKWV 

v. 53. o€Bas 8 apayxov adapatov arodenov TO Tptv 

that is, Je ls re ees elisa aula si “ 

‘2 JS Se eee 
@ ee @ eoeeo'vgeeivere oe @ eo * 

Here I have accepted Hermann’s adayarov for adayavror, not (I admit) 

with strict consistency: for it is possible to sing v. 53, with adayavror, 

thus— 

‘| Jl paella awe o eeevlieo ete st 



But between two such forms as adapavtos and 

APPENDIX /7. 

a0apuaros MS, authority 18 ¢ : 

little weight ; and the balance of probability seems to be the other way 

vv. 64—68. 

; 
' 

= N ~ 
Ab | a 2 | oe: | eee. A © ce ° Py 
bu al aT €K moe to x60 vos tpo gov tr 

Meee |) CN | | CN] ] UN ‘ ee ee ee etniev#eegeiee ec « 
tas go vos we my yey ov && ap pv bay & 

» « ey? | 
eis e 

aX yns a TH 

meld Pl NY e@eeieestise en 
diapep «& Tov at te ov may 

OS a Sie 
eetwee ce a 
ap KeT as vo gov Bpv ew 

This strophe is answered by vv. 69—73: 

ees Si Pid pig pr 2 es ewteee oe a eee 
ou yov 10 ov Te vuude Koy € w he wr a 

esi Niepopy ys 
ee ose eo etewewtieet@-: 
KOS 7O pol TE wav Tes ek pe as oo dov 

ee lee 
Bor vov tes Tov 

met) Si) Mi 
e@eoeiiee ee oe: 
xepouv = an ~=ov ov Kad at 

5 | ‘ 
e eh | a a e e | oe” 
pov tes ct Ov ocav pa trav 

I have given these strophae in full, because they exhibit, as I consider, 

the very strongest prima facie evidence conceivable against the suppo 

sition that Aeschylus always used an exact syllabic correspondence, and 

not a merely rhythmic or quantitative. If these two groups of ver 

corresponded syllabically, the ms. text must be a mere wreck. 

venture to assert that, except the metrical theory in question, ther 

not a shadow of evidence for such a supposition. It will, I think, 

I will 

bx 
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admitted by any impartial enquirer, that if no metrical theory were in 
question, the corrections of Kirchhoff and Scaliger in v. 73 (i@voav 

parav) would be taken as certain, restoring as they do the sense clearly 

required, at the cost of little more than the insertion of a dot (@ for O). 

With these corrections there is not the least difficulty in setting the 

words to notes muszca//y correspondent. Exact correspondence cannot 

be obtained without rebuilding the whole passage. 

In the Commos there are few variations, and most of them un- 

certain. 
UV. 316. Tvxow’ av exabev ovpicas 

i 333. Olmas Tol o émuTupfiid.os 

that is, ae So aaa avis 

= 2) sl eee 
{U- 324. mupos (7) adepa) yvabos 

lz. 255: Kata. xGoves emp ew 

that is, Ss ivclseer Pel 

= Pelee hy Pie “| 

(VU. 350—351. Ktlooas ToAvXworov 

tapov dSiarovriov yas. 

vv. 368—369. Oavaryndopov aicav 
, \ , 

\ Tpoovow TWa tuvOaver bau. 

The rhythmical correspondence is simple. No reliance can be placed 

on the correctness of the forms xricoas and zpdcow (as compared with 

xticas, poow): but, whichever be read, the rhythm is substantially the 

same. However the text is not free from doubt. See the notes. 

if 329. yoos evd.kos parever. 

v. 360. popysov Adxos mirAdVTwY 

2 
that is, oale ke Ji2 J 

2 oe) 
=) at sera ele 

{2 346. Sopizpytos KaTynvapic Ons 

lv. 364. per adAwv dopikuynte Aa 

that is, oa |: Leg aie es eines! 

= A |e gil saliesee asian ee 
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Here, if the text is right, there is the same balance of variations which 

has been noticed elsewhere (see previous volumes): the ea for ¢ 
appears in both verses, but differently placed. By taking dovpusmpr: 
from Blomfield, and with the scansion Sopitpnros, we can have exact 

correspondence, thus: 

con 

Whether this is really preferable is a question on which a modern, as 
I think, cannot wisely give an opinion. 

a 381. Zev Zed, xarwhev auréurwv. 

U. 395. ev dev, xapava daikas, 

Here it is upon any theory legitimate to doubt whether the text can 

be right. It is physically possible to obtain correspondence of bars by 
setting the lines thus : 

Peper rR Pt) 
o- io opiwFeses@aWFi\«¢@ ee @w. 

Sos ey. ty 
eo- ive @ e@weoeoee: oe: 

And the more carefully we look into the evidence on this subject, in 

Greek and elsewhere, the less disposed we shall be to treat anything as 

impossible, which is not physically such. But the probability, that dafgas 

was meant to be so sung, certainly seems less Arima facie than that of 

Grotefend’s correction katwf avaTéuTuv, which gives to both verses the 

rhythm 
| 1 Q2 | =| |? 

(VU. 404—405. Tot Tot 8n, VEepTepwv Tupal vides ; 

idete, ToAUKpareis apai Pbimerwy. 
) ow an , , . 4 , 

ae 417—418. 7.8 av Pavres TUXOWMEV AV; 7) TaTEp 

TaGopev axea Tpos ye TOY TEKOMEVWY ; 

that is, 

ei J i eo a pee ke; | RP a 
eo: e- ee eeueoe#wee@ = 

Seer o a | 2 a ee re pb 

answers to 

ld. oe he ee a hae 

Bemis ld ols. loddie 
iV, 42. CH, 14 
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The attempts to change apal P6ynévwv into something syllabically corres- 

pondent with ye raév texouevwy seem as needless from a metrical point 

of view, as they have been unsuccessful in respect of language. The 

effect produced by holding the second syllable of apaé for the necessary 

length is, to my feeling, just one of those for the sake of which a master 

of the art would most prize a rhythmical form of composition. How- 

ever the question is not one of taste at all, but of evidence. 

Me 426. avobev avexabev xtitw 0 erippobet. 

Uv. 447. Xalpovor ToAvoakpuv yoov Kexpuppeva. 

Here the metrical variation in the anacrusis Ca and a is common and 
unimportant. But the correction xaipovor for xalpovoca (which appears 

obvious) would not have been overlooked but for a loose presumption 

that the first syllable should be short. The prevalent reading (xéovea 

Dobree) has not any other recommendation, and is technically im- 

probable. No one would have introduced xaipovoa into this context 

without some very strong lead from ms. authority. 

In v. 464 if id (not 6, Hermann) be right, there is either an hyper- 

metric anacrusis (see v. 469) or else the pronunciation was yo, for which 

in this word there is ample authority. 

The first extracte (v. 583 foll.) is very regular in metre. If épwras 

be inserted (which I consider fairly certain), v. 596 has a ‘short’ 

anacrusis, v. 587 a ‘long’. But this is common. In vv. 590—591 

kavenoevt av | aiyiéwy answers sufficiently to vv. 599—600 -pws TapaviKa| 

kvwdadwov. The same principle—the musical equality of ee and 

A py of which many other examples have already been given— 

justifies 
{v. 602.  povriow daets 

lv. 612, dowlay SxvAdav 

and makes it unnecessary to suppose that Sx«vAAav is a gloss upon 

xopav or the like. In 

fv 605. mupday Twa Tpovotav 

lv. 615. Xpvoeoduytacw oppous 

the rhythms are 

ao legis toile ere 
fae aa ilceipel Wee ele 

It is easy to remove one variation by writing ypvcodunraow, but the 

other is more deeply rooted, and there is no reason to suspect either. 
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In vv. 609 and 619 syllabic equality may be obtained by scanning 
£vppeérpov with the second syllable long and reading rvetovf for wviéovd, 
But I believe rather that the scansion is {vppérpov (cf. vw. 607, 617) and 
that the anacrusis in v. 619 is hypermetric or (which is in effect the 

same thing) answers to the ‘rest’ between the verses. See above on 
wv. 65—66 and vv. 7o—71. 

In the next two strophae (vv. 621—636) there is nothing to notice 

except the hiatus between vv. 625—626, which is probably intentional, 

and helps to throw into relief the repetition éz’ dvdpi. Note however 

that the division of the ‘verses’ is recognized at v. 604 so far as to 

lengthen the last syllable of wyoaro, For the most part the metre of 
these strophae is continuous. 

In the concluding strophae (vv. 637—648), so far as the words are 

preserved, there is no trace of irregularity. 

The next Chorus (vv. 779—836) is not properly speaking a stasimon 

melos. As we have observed, there are but small portions of it which 

can be said with certainty, or even likelihood, to be strophic in con- 
struction. Vv. 779—784 answer as a strophe to vv. 790—795. ‘The 

text of the antistrophe is (in my judgment) beyond suspicion, and 

should be taken as the metrical type in dealing with the dubious 

strophe. The corrections ta cwdpov’ and éAaxov & will restore syllabic 

conformity in v. 782 and v. 784. The first at least appears to be un- 

necessary. As to v. 783, it will be time to consider the metre when 

anything can be established as to the sense and wording. If diadicxacac 

(i.e. 8adikacar) can be in any way explained, there is no reason in metre 

why it should not stand. In the second pair of strophae (vv. 796—798, 

808—810), syllabic conformity may be obtained at the slight expense of 

changing écw6e to éow and xAvere to xAtre. But the verses correspond 

in rhythm as they stand. 

In the first part of the Triumphal Ode (vv. 934—951) there is one 

variation, of a kind common in the dochmiac metre, 

Vv. 934. Lprapidas xpovw 

\o 945. Kpumradiov payxas 

that is, PerPpye 
ee Peale 

Of the second part nothing can be asserted with safety. 



TRANSAT One 

(for scenes, time, and stage-directions see the introduction and notes.) 

Orestes. Hermes, god of the underworld, god of my fathers, god 

before whom are done feats of strength, preserve me, and side with me 

in the battle, I beseech thee, now that I have entered this land to seek 

my restoration and standing upon this mounded grave thus summon 

my father to hear and respond... 

...a lock to Inachus for nurture and this second lock for mourn- 

ing... 

...for I was not there to bewail thee dead, O father, nor to thy corpse 

borne out did reach forth my hand.... 

...What do I see? What company may this be, these women that 

come in noticeable garb of black? ‘To what event should my guess 

assign it? Is it that on the house hath fallen some sorrow new? Or 

should I suppose this bringing of libations an appeasement offered to 

my father in the world below? It can be nothing else. For among 

them. I think, walks Electra, my sister, marked by the bitterness of her 

grief.—Ah, grant me, Zeus, to avenge my father’s death, and consent to 

fight in the battle for me.—Pylades, let us stand away, that I may make 

sure, who are these women that come with supplication here. (Zxeumzt.) 

Chorus I. Sent from the palace have I come forth, to accompany 

libations for the dead with hand-stroke sharp. Plain is the red on my 

cheek from the rip of the tearing nail fresh-cloven (my /ear¢t hath ever 

as now lamentation for food); and the rending scream of woven linen 

spoiled hath uttered its laughter-mocking woe, as the fore-folded bosom- 

raiment felt the sorrowful blows. 

For there came a spirit true, lifting the hair, who prophesied to the 

house in dreams of sleep; angry his breath; and in the dead hour of 

dark his cry from the inmost room rang out with terror, breaking upon 
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_ our women’s chambers. And they who read this dream spake bold as 

from a god to whom they must answer, and said that it was the wrathful 
complaint of a soul below, angry against the slayer. 

So an office of appeasement unacceptable, for the turning away of 

harm, is purposed, O Mother Earth, by her who sends me, by her impious 

will; but this address I fear to utter. For what redemption is there of 
blood that has fallen to ground ? 

O miserable hearth, O buried house! Sunless, loathsome to life, is 

the gloom that veils a house when the lord is dead. 

The old reverence, which none might resist, or master, or fight 

against, which made way into the ears and hearts of the people, that 

now is falling away. But fear there is in some. Prosperity !—that 

among men is god or more than god. Yet Justice watches poised 

(on some descending swift in the light of day, though sometimes punish. 
ment bides in the darkness, growing while it waits, and sometimes dark 

ness takes the offender ere aught is done); and because of the blood 

which the earth, that feeds us, hath drunk (for vengeful gore sets hard 

and flows not away), a penetrating plague runs through the guilty man, 

inexhaustibly breeding disease. 
Even as for a virgin, when the chamber is opened, there is no 

remedy, so all streams meeting together, to cleanse from blood the 

polluted hand, may strive in vain. 
But as for me—since the gods laid subjection upon me and mine (?), 

when they took me from my father’s house and brought me into the state 

of slave,—to right and to wrong, in those that usurp the government of 

my life, I owe assent, and must keep down my heart's bitter hate. But 

I have tears, tears which I veil (so wild is the destiny of those I serve) 

for one...whom sorrow hidden is freezing into ice. 

Electra. Women, who serve our house, who give it order, since ye 

are here to attend in this rite upon me, share ye my counsels respecting 

the bewilderment of our case. When I pour these offerings of sorrow, 

how can I speak, how can I pray, in terms of kindness to my father? 

Would it be by saying that I bring the gift from love to the loving, 

from wife to husband? The offering of my mother! That | dare not, 

nor know I what to say, when I pour this sacred water upon my father's 

grave. 

Or might I pray in another form, which stands in the custom of 

men, ‘‘ that to those who send this ‘ wreath ’, may be given in return such 

gift, as is due to...the foul”? 

Or without word or rite, in such fashion as my father was put away, 

shall I pour this out for earth to drink, and go back, like one that carrieth 
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out scape-offerings, when I have flung the vessel, without turning my 
eyes? 

This is the question, whereof, my friends, I ask you to share the 

burden ; for as members of the house we have a hate in common. 

Keep not your counsel in your heart for fear of...those whom I name 

not. For our fate is fixed for us all, for the free not less than for him 

whom destiny governs by an instrumental hand. 

O speak, if thou canst grasp aught beyond this present world! 

S/ave. In reverence for thy father’s tomb, as it were an altar, I will 

speak, as thou commandest, the very thought of my heart. 

£/. Speak, as thou dost reverence my father’s grave. 

S/a. Utter, when thou pourest, such words as religion permits to 
those who love. 

£1. And to which of those bound to me may I give this name ? 

Sla. Name first thyself, then...all that loathe Aegisthus. 

Zl. Then these prayers are to be made for me...and for thee? 

Sla. It is for thee, understanding so far, thyself to consider that. 

£/, What other then besides am I to add to our company ? 

Sa. Remember Orestes, banished though he be. 

£l, ‘That is well said, and right good instruction for me. 

S/a. Upon them then, who are guilty of that blood, thou, mindful 
of it, must pray.... 

£l. The words! Teach my inexperience ; dictate the form. 

Sla. _...That some power, divine or mortal, may descend upon 
them.... 

£l. To judge or to avenge? Which meanest’ thou ? 

S/a. Plainly and precisely then—‘ to take life for life’. 

£l. And is this a pious prayer for me to ask of heaven ? 

Sda. Pious! How not? The requiting of evil to your enemy! 

£7. O Messenger, mightiest to pass between those above and below, 

O Hermes of the Deep, be messenger for me, and summon the spirits 

under earth to hear my prayers, my prayers that seek the regard of 

paternal eyes ; summon Earth herself, who bringeth all things to birth, 

reareth them, and receiveth again into her womb. And I, as I pour. 

these offerings, holy water for hands destined to death, I call upon a 
father, who hath pity for me and our dear Orestes, and say to him 
‘How shall we become lords of our house?’ For now are we 

vagabonds as it were, bargained away by our mother (to purchase for 

a husband Aegisthus, partner with her in thy death), I into slavery, and 

Orestes into banishment from his wealth, while they proudly revel instead 
in that which thy labour won. May Orestes with some aiding fortune 
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come hither, that is my prayer to thee, and do thou, my father, hear it: 

and to me vouchsafe to prove my virtue more, far more, than my mother's, 

and my hand more innocent. ‘These are my prayers for us; and for our 

adversaries I bid arise an avenger, O father, of thee, and that the mur 

derers receive their due of death,—-with this do I bar their imprecation, 

with this imprecation against them: to us bring thou from below what 

is good, with the gods to aid, and earth, and justice victorious.—Such 

are the prayers in aid whereof I pour these offerings. ‘To you it belongs 

by custom to crown the prayer with lamentation, swelling with your 

voices the hymn of the dead. 
Cho. Let the tear fall with a plash, and be lost in the deep where 

our lord is lost, fall on this mound (which bars both ill things and good, 

this horror, from which men turn, against which they pray) as the offer- 

ings have been poured thereon. Hark to me, hark, O Majesty, O Master ; 

let thy dim soul hear. Woe, woe, woe! O for some mighty man of 

arms to deliver the house, a warrior whose hands should shake at the 

foe the Scythian weapon back-bent in the using, and wield in closer 

fight the weapon firm to its hilt! 

El. Jt is done: earth hath drunk the offerings, and my father 

received. But here is strange news for you to share. 

Sla. Tell it: my heart is dancing with fear. 

El. Consider this cutting of hair, offered to the grave’. 

Sia. Whose can it be? What man’s...or what woman's ? 

Ei. That is a thing easy for any guesser to judge. 

Sla. Whereby then? Let my age be instructed by thy youth. 

El. There exists none, save I, from whose head it could be cut... 

Sia. Because they, to whom such mourning would have belonged, 

are foes of the dead too much to offer it. 

El. Look! The lock is...to the eye...just like in feather... 

Sia. Like what hair, prythee? That is what I wait to be told. 

1 It appears to be commonly assumed 

that dpa here is an active form (first pers. 
pres. indic.) ‘I see (or rather saw, hist. 

present) this lock’ etc. But it is worth 

consideration whether it is not rather 
middle (second pers. sing. imperative), 

‘consider, contemplate’. The middle 

form of the present tense is rare in the 

Attic poets; but as Sophocles offers an 

extant example in dialogue, and apparent- 

ly only one (77rach. 306), there is nothing 

a priori against an example in Aeschylus, 

who uses the middle aornst ddéuq* many 

times. 

template with care) is right in sense, and 

The present tense (signifying ¢on- 

the imperative suits the context, I think, 

better than the other. 

the sequel (especially v. 169) that Electra 

is offering the lock to the inspection of 

and that she has found i on 

It is clear from 

the slave: 

the grave does not need to be said. Since 

rdw is not in any case a proper locative, 

it does not affect the question. 
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il. Like ours, our own, just similar to the eye.— 
May it then be...Orestes’ offering, secretly here presented ? 

£. It is very like in look to the locks of Azim’. 

S/a. But how did 4e venture to come hither ? 
£l._ He has sen?¢ a piece from his hair, as an offering of love to his 

father. 
Sda. Then have I more cause to weep than ever, if he is never to 

touch this land with his foot. 

£1. I too feel rising within the surge of bitter thought. I feel the 
stroke of a dagger struck home. Out of my eyes drop, thirsty-like, 
driblets of a strong flood forcing the dyke, as I behold this tress. 
For how can I suppose that any other, any native, owns this hair ?... Yet 
neither again is it the murderess, who took it from her head, the murderess, 
my mother, owner of impious feelings towards her child, that match not 
at all with the name. 

...How I myself can say right out ‘Yes, this is indeed the cherished 
pride of him I love best in the world, Orestes’....... Nay, but I am flattered 
by the hope....Ah, would it had a kindly voice, like a messenger’s, that 
I might not be tossed between two minds, but this tress might either tell 
me plain to spurn it away, if it were cut from the head of one I hate, or 
else be joined with me, as by birth, so also in mourning, to the adorn- 
ment of this tomb and worship of my father!—However unto the gods 
we appeal, who know with what manner of storms, like mariners, we are 
beaten round: and if it is destined that we find safety, from a little seed 
may grow a mighty stem.— 

See !...Yes, there are marks on the ground, to tell us more,...and 
marks of feet...similar marks...and like unto my own...Yes, yes! For 
here are ¢wo outlines of feet, those of himself, and those of some com- 
panion....In the measurements of heel and fore-part the slight-drawn 
lines agree exactly with the marks made by me....It is an agony... 
destroying thought !... 

1 Here éxelvou may refer to Orestes, as 
is commonly understood. But to this it 
is a strong objection that then ékeivos 
(Orestes) in the next line is otiose. To 
needless pronouns Aeschylus shows every- 
where a marked dislike. It is also an 
objection that Electra, as appears from 
the indications of this scene and the whole 
play has no means of knowing the hair, 
us such, of the individual Orestes. If 

therefore éxeivou is’Opécrov, this line can 

mean no more than has been implied 

already, that the lock is Pelopid. But 

éxelvou is AlyicOov, éxetvos Orestes, as 

might on the stage be made clear by 

gesture. Aegisthus is the only person, 

actually known to Electra, whose hair the 

lock (if it be that of Orestes) must resemble. 

See the sequel and Introduction. 
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Orestes. Say unto the gods that thy prayers have brought accom- 
plishment, and pray for such success hereafter, 

£/. What boon then have I now gotten at their hands ? 
Or. Thou hast come to the sight of that for which thou hast prayed 

so long. 
£/. And whom (since thou knowest), whom in the wide world have 

I been summoning? 

Or. Orestes, as I know; and much I marvel at thee. 

£7. And wherein then is it seen that my prayers are answered ? 

Or. Here am I, than whom thou needst seek no nearer friend. 

£il. Nay, surely this is some trick, Sir, devised to snare me. 

Or. A plot then framed by myself against myself! 

£1. Nay, thou hast a mind to mock at my sorrows. 

Or. At mine own then also, if indeed at thine! 

£?. As if then thou wert Orestes I bid thee— 

Or. No, no, it is myself thou seest and wilt not know. Yet when 

thou sawest this piece of mourning hair, thou flewest on wings to the 
thought that what thou sawest was me, and scanning the tracks didst 

fancy thou sawest me in my marks. The lock is thine own brother's, 

whose head hath the form of thine own; put it to the place whence it 

was cut, and consider....And see this weaving, the work of thine own 

hand...the batten-strokes of it; look at the beasts in the pattern !- 

Control thy senses ; lose not thyself in joy ! 
£il. Ah yes, I know how sharp against us both are our kin !...— 

Slave. Welcome to thy father’s house, thou theme of her thoughts, 

her hope bewept of seed to continue her! Sure in the strength of thy 

father thou shalt win his house again. 
El. O sweet is the eye that hath for me four parts of love! To 

thee must needs be given the name of father; to thee falls the love of 

mother, for mine hath merited hate; to thee the love of my sister, poor 

victim cruelly slain ; and brother true I have found thee, giving worship, 

thou and none else, to me: and so may Might be my aid and Justice 

and Zeus (blessed name) Supreme ! 

Or. Zeus, Zeus, let thy contemplation behold what here ts done’. 

See the orphan brood of an eagle sire, that was slain in the plaits and 

coils of a viper fell ; and they are fatherless, gripped with hungry famine, 

for their chase hath not yet power to bring to the nest their father's prey, 

1 The form Qewpds yevod is meant to which he is prayed to exercise on this 

imply (see on v. 124) that to survey from —_ occasion. 

his high place is the function of Zeus, 
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Like them am I, and she too, Electra, in thy sight, fatherless young, 

both outcasts alike from our home. 

El. And the father, who gave thee great offerings and much 

worship! If thou destroyest us, his younglings, from, what such hand 

as his wilt thou get rich honour of feast? As, if thou shouldst destroy 

the eagle’s race, thou couldst never again send signs that men would 

trust ; so if this stock, devote to thine office, wither all away, it will not 

serve the altar on days of due sacrifice. Save it: from small thou canst 

raise the house to great, though now it seems fallen quite. 

Slave. Oh children, oh saviours of the paternal hearth, hush, hush, 

dear children, lest some one hear, and to ease his tongue report all this 

to them that rule! Ah, may I one day see them dead in the spitting 

resinous flame ! 

Or. There is that which will not fail us, the mighty hest of great 

Loxias, who bade me go through this peril, whose voice oft told in the 

morning hour of horrors, freezing the warmth from the heart, to come if 

I did not make quest for my father against the guilty, who bade me slay 

them, even as they slew, answering with a scowl the offer of all their 

wealth. I, I myself, he said, should with my very life pay for neglect, 

under loads of cheerless misery. He, the instructor of man, declared 

that those fruits, which earth brings forth to appease his cares, do then 

breed in him threads of corruption, things that climb upon the flesh, 

with cruel cancerous jaws eating away its natural state ; which corruption 

brings in the temples a dawning white. Moreover he said that appari- 

tions of fiends, brought to effect by that paternal blood, phantoms which 

the victim, though his eye-brows twitch in the dark, can clearly see—for 

that dark element, whereby beings of the lower world can touch our 

sense, is derived from the dead of the race who call for vengeance ; and 

frenzy and causeless fear of the nights vex him and harrow; and they 

make him be chased from his town, with metal scare in his tortured 

body. And such outcasts are not suffered to take part in the bowl, nor 

in libation of love, and from altars are debarred by their neglect of their 

angered sires'; none receives the man ; none will lodge with him ; with- 

1 Or ‘by an angered ancestor invisible’. 

I mention here this question, which should 

have been raised in the notes: opwyévny 

may refer either to physical szgh¢ or men- 

tal xegard. It is commonly referred to 

the first ; but there are considerations on 

the other side: (1) to judge by what goes 

before, we should suppose that a ghost 

would at least to the offender be v7szb/e, 

not invisible; and (2) the whole of this 

section (vv. 290—295) refers to the way 

in which the outcast is treated dy other 

It is preferable therefore to take 

obx dpwuévny marpos unr, the disregara- 

ing of ancestral wrath, in an abstract 

sense. The meaning is that men in 

mien. 
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out any rites, without any friend he perishes at last, a vile mummy 
utterly shrivelled away. Such was the declaration, and must it not be 

believed? Even if I believe not, the deed must still be done. For 
_ thereto run many united impulses, the god’s command, and grief for 

my father, a mighty power, and besides...there is the press of penury, 

the desire that my countrymen, the most renowned on earth, whose 

glorious spirit achieved the destruction of Troy, should not be subject, 

as now, to tyrants, women both—for woman he is at heart, or if not, I 

will let him know! 
Cho. Now, O ye mighty Fates, grant by the power of Zeus achieve- 

ment to that cause, to which righteousness passes over. “ For enmity 
of tongue let enmity of tongue be rendered”, so cries aloud Justice, who 

exacts what is owed, “and for bloody stroke let him pay bloody stroke. 

‘Do and be done by’—thus speaks a saying thrice-old”. 

Or. O father strange and terrible, what can I say, what do, to waft 

my signal from so far thither, where thou art anchored fast? Darkness 

and light are parted and opposite: and in like manner is barred the 

office of love, the dirge which in time past has glorified the sires of 

our house. 

Cho. Child, the spirit of one that is dead is not conquered by all 

the fierceness of the devouring fire. He does make known his desires, 

but not so soon. As the parting soul can receive a lament, so the de 

laying soul can be brought to light. And the dirge for a father, for a 

parent, is a rightful, natural seeker, embracing with wide range both the 

worlds. 
El. Hear then, O father, responsive sorrows repeated with tears, 

From two, thy children, lament at thy tomb shall sadly call thee ba k. 

—But the grave has received the exile, as the suppliant, indifferently. 

What here is good, what free of misery? What triple force can conquer 

fate ? 

Cho. Yet for all this God may, if he will, turn our music to happier 

notes, and instead of laments at a tomb there shall be a hymn of grace 

in the royal hall, restoring the re-united wanderer to them that love 

him. 

Or. Ah, would that beneath Troy, father, thou hadst been done to 

death by the wound of some Lycian’s spear! So hadst thou left thy 

living children glorious at home and admired abroad, having made for 

2 

general, seeing that the marked man family, will not admit him to rehgious 

must be one who is persisting in neglect communion. 

of his religious duties as member of his 
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thy tomb a mighty mound of the foreign soil, filled full with what was 
built thereon !.. 

Cho. ...Welcomed there by thy kin who fell with glory, illustrious 

among them in the underworld as a prince of rank majestic, and 

minister to the highest who rule that nether realm. For an emperor 

there was, while thou didst live ', over those whose hands, great enough 
for the office of destiny, bear the rod which men obey. 

£7. Nay, not this either let us wish, that beneath Troy walls thou 

hadst died, father, and with an alien people slain in war been buried by 

Scamander’s stream. Rather let us wish that his murderers had thus 

fallen, so that their fate had been borne to the ear from afar, and one 

had known nought of all this suffering ! 

Cho. ‘These wishes, daughter, are finer than gold, but higher than 

highest happiness, than Paradise itself. To word them is all thou 

canst. But now—for our ‘scourge’ is double, its thud is beginning 

to reach—our side hath already got a helper below; our tyrants yonder 

(cursed be they!) have hands not fit for the rite; and the children’s 
more effectual rite is performed. 

Or. Through, through the ear this pierces, and as it were an arrow. 

Ah Zeus !—Zeus, who bringest up from below sore punishment for those 

mortal hands, which conceive and beget sin, punishment that delays, 

but is paid at last in full to the parents thereof. 

Cho. O, may it be mine to sing a strong speeding cheer, when the 

man is stabbed and the woman dies! For why should I hide my 

heart’s pennon? Perforce it flutters out, while before the prow is 

blown the salt spurt of my soul’s infuriate hate. 

£7. But when (O when, for shame!), will Zeus lay each strong 

hand on a cloven head? Let faith be restored to its place. Right for 

wrong is what I demand. Hear me, O earth and powers of the deep! 

Cho. Nay, it is law that gore-drops shed on the ground demand 

the shedding of blood again. For the Avengeress calls on havoc, and 

from those slain before will bring woe the second on woe the first. 

Or. How long then, how long, O princedoms of hell? See, 

mighty Voices of the dead man’s curse, behold the remnant of Atreus’ 

house, helpless and dispossessed. Where, in Zeus’ name, should 
one turn? 

‘ I have translated here the reading of  Bagidevs, who bore the title in Aeschylus’ 
M 7v...é€fns. It has occurred to me, since own time (the king of Persia), was unique. 

the note was printed, that this may well He was a ‘king of kings’, an emperor, 

be right after all. It indicates that the and, as such, had left no successor. 

position of Agamemnon, like that of the 
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’ Cho. Nay, my heart shakes me again, to hear this piteous tune. 

Anon it is despairing, and my blood runs black as the words | 

hear’; but when again it encourages, boldness turns sorrow away in 
answer to the happy sign (?). ; 

£/. But of what should’ we best speak? Of what else but the 

sorrows we have undergone at a parent’s hands? A parent! Ah, 

soothe them as one may, those sorrows are softened no whit! Im. 

placable, as the cruellest wolf, is the temper they took from the dam. 

Cho. Iwas as a mourning-woman of Aria, like a woman of Cissia, 

who acts her grief with clenched blows; and many a gory mark there 

was of those fast-following straining arms that from on high descended, 

while with the shock my own head sounded, battered and al! forlorn. 

£l. Fie on thee, mother, cruel foe, who with a foeman’s funeral 

couldst bury a king without train of subjects, a husband without 
mourners, unbewailed ! 

Or. What, with no rites at all! 

£/. Thou hast said it. 

Or. Ohshame! And for shaming so my father shall she not pay? 

Yes, by help of heaven, and by help of our own hands. Let me but 

kill, and let me die! 

Cho. Yes, yes, and this thou shouldst know, that his limbs were 

lopped, at the instance of her, who so buried him, and with the intent to 

put a bar between him dead and thee alive.—Doth he hear how his 

father was cruelly outraged? 

£l.. Our dead father was used as thou sayest. I myself was not 
by, being slighted, of no account. Shut out from the chamber, like a 

mischievous dog, I answered, not with laughter but readier tears, to 

their rejoicing that covered my piteous lament. Let such things heard 

be writ in thy mind. 

Cho. Yes, write them there; but aid them first to pierce thy sense 

by calm, steady thought. For what thou hast heard is fact; thou art 

fain thyself to hear more ; but a temper of steel is fittest for entering into 

the lists. 

Or. Thee, father, thee I summon. Take part with thine own. 

El. And, all tears, add my voice to his. 

Cho. And all this company together add their sound. Obey and 

visit the light, and take part with us against the foe. 

Or. Battle with battle, right with right shall encounter. 

El. Ye gods, determine the right as rightful is. 

1 Literally ‘my bosom is blackened to the words I hear’. 
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Cho. A shudder steals upon me as I hear the prayer. Destiny 

hath been waiting long, but in answer to the prayer it must come. 

Or. £l. Cho. Alas for the inbred woe, the curse that beats an ill 

tune with bloody strokes! Alas for sorrows, heavy and hard, alas for 

the never-resting pain ! 

The lint that must cure this woe is within the house; it is to be had 

not from any without, but from them of the house itself, by means of a 

cruel and bloody fight. 

To the gods of the underworld this hymn is sung. 

Cho. Now hear, ye blessed ones of the deep, this invocation, and 

with ready will send to these children victorious aid. 

Or. O father, who wast so unroyally slain, do thou, implored, give 

me mastery in thy house! 

£/. And I too, father, have a like thing to ask of thee, that I may 

compass Aegisthus’ death, and so find a groom to wed me (?). 

Or. For so will the feasts of the living be made with a part for thee: 

but otherwise at the rich burnt-offering thou wilt lack thy due of fatness 
shed on the ground. 

Ei. And I, of my full inheritance from my father’s house, will at my 

bridal bring thee poured offering, and prefer this grave before all. 

Or. O earth, let my father arise to behold my battle. 

El. Yea, O Persephassa, and give him even now his mould and 

strength. 

Or. Remember the lustration whereby thou wast slain, my father,... 

£l. And remember what wrapping new thou didst put on.... 

Or. ‘Thy feet, O father, entrapped in fetter of metal strange... 

El. And veiled with a shroud of foul device. 

Or. Art thou waking, father, at these reproaches ? 

El. Art raising up (O welcome were it!) thy head ? 

Or. Either send thou vengeance to fight with thine own, or grant 

us wrestlers to have ‘the like grip as before’, if beaten thou wouldst 

win and have thy revenge. 

fl. This cry, this last cry also hear, O father! See these, thy 

younglings, how they kneel at thy grave, and pity thine offspring, girl 

and boy together. 

Or. And bring not destruction on this, the seed of Pelop’s line. 
For by this means thou art not dead, though thou hast died’. 

1 [For children are toa mana saving save from the deep the hemp-yarn there 

means of renown after death. Like floats  engulfed.] 

of the net they hold up the weight, and 
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£/. Hearken to the wail for thy sake so piteously made. Thyself 
art saved, if thou dost reward this address. 

Cho. See now, it is well enough, that ye have given the extent of 

this address to compensate the tomb for its fate in lacking lament. 

_ But now, since thy heart is set to do, forthwith to the work, and try thy 
fortune ! 

Or. It shall be done. But there is a question first to ask, not out 

of the course. How came she to send the offerings, upon what reason, 
trying after so long to make compensation for a thing beyond remedy? 

A wretched boon, sent to her victim dead, unconscious! My guess 
cannot fathom it. The gift so unproportioned to the offence! For 

‘though one should spend the world to pay for the spending of only 

blood, yet were the labour in vain’: so runs the saying. Content me, 
if thou knowest, by explaining this. 

Cho. I know, dear son, for I was there. It was after a dream, a 

waking terror of night, that, shaken at heart, she sent this her impious 

offering. 

Or. Are ye further informed of the dream, so that ye could tell it 
right ? 

Cho. She gave birth in her vision to a snake, by her own story of 

Or. But what was the end of the story, its closing sum? 

Cho. She bound her offspring, after the fashion of a babe, in 

swaddling bands. 
Or. And what was the food, which the new-born monster wanted ? 

Cho. She herself in her dream gave it the teat. 

Or. But how did the udder escape hurt from the venom ? 

Cho. Because in the milk the suckling drew forth the clotted 

blood. 
Or. ‘There cannot be mistake: the vision refers to a man! 

Cho. Then she awaking screamed for terror; and in the dark house 

the eye of many a blinded lamp was opened, that her royal will might 

be done. And therefore she sent here these offerings of love, thinking 

this were a lancet-stroke to make all well. 
Or. Now do I make my prayer to this earth and to my father's 

grave, that this dream may find its accomplishment in me. And I 

interpret it; look you, so-as to tally at every point. For since the 

serpent came forth from the same place whence I came, since it was 

wrapped in the same bands(?), and took between its jaws the nipple 

which gave me food, but mingled the kindly milk with clotted blood, 

and at this thing my mother shrieked with horror, then surely, by her 
. 
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nursing so strange a prodigy, she is fated to a violent death, and I, 
turned serpent, am her slayer, according as this dream declares. 

Cho. For reader then of this prodigy I choose rather thee: and 

‘Amen’ to thy reading! Expound now to us thy friends": tell one 

and another to do or not do, and— 

Or. The instruction is but simple. My sister here must go home, 

with charge to cover the plan contrived by me; that, as by plot and 

plot they wrought the death of a noble prince, so they may be caught 

and perish in the same snare, as was declared likewise by Loxias, by 

high Apollo, a prophet never found untrue. In the guise of a traveller, 

with full and complete equipment, I shall come to the outer gate—and 

Pylades here (such is his name) along with me—to be entertained within 

as a friend (which indeed I shall be) of the spear*. And both of us will 

bring* the speech of Parnassus, imitating the shrillness of a Phocian 

tongue. Suppose then that a gate-keeper gives us no glad welcome, as 

may be when the household are sheer possessed with trouble: then we 

shall wait, making the passer-by to point his conjectures at the house, 

‘Why then does Aegisthus shut his gate against his visitor, if he is here 

at home and knows of his coming?’ And if once I pass the threshold 

of the outer gate, and find that man there sitting in my father’s throne, 

or he comes thereafter face to face with me, and says—be sure that, as 

he says it, his eyes will fall—then, before he can say his ‘ Whence comes 
my visitor?’, swift death from my steel shall arrest his whence with a 

full stop. And the Avengeress, not stinted of gore, shall drink in blood 

unmixed her third and crowning draught. 

Together then let us act; do thou watch well what passes within, 

that all may come pat to the moment; to you my charge is to bring 

a tongue well guarded both for silence, where fitting, and for saying 

the word in season; and my comrade (this remains) shall come hither 

and behold the fray, when my swords are set in order for it. (xeunt.) 

Chorus IT. Many are the strange and woeful terrors bred of the 

earth, and the embracing arms of the sea are filled with monsters, foes 

1 The point of gious is that in the equivalents, like or unlike, exist for cévos 

preceding explanation of Clytaemnestra’s or for dopvéevos, these sentences have no 

dream Orestes has been serving,asitwere, longer any point: but this cannot be 

the function of an énynrhs éx@pois, az helped, and indeed the loss to a modern 

interpreter to the enemy. ear is not much. 

2 Translated into a language in which 3 Or, more probably, ‘will speak’. 

the assonance of the name is lost, and no 
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of humanity ; offspring also hath the interspace, the lights of the air. 
and all that flies or walks the ground can tell that the winds too have 
their hurricane-wrath. But who may describe the high-daring pride in 

a man, or the passions all-daring in women stubborn of heart, passions 
companioned with misery of the human race? And when from the 
yoke and union of the home female passion masterfully revolts, then it 

surpasses both monsters and human kind. 

Whoso is not light-minded, let him know this by study of that thing 
which the child-murderess, Thestius’ cruel daughter, wittingly did, fore- 
shown by the fire and fore-devised, when she consumed the red brand, 

which dated with her son from the hour of his coming with cry from the 
womb, and matched his span of life to the destined day of his fate. 

Or again legend offers to hate the bloody Scylla; who destroyed 

one near to her love at the bidding of one who was naught to her, 

being tempted and won by the golden necklace that Minos gave. 
She severed (O ruthless heart!) from Nisus, breathing unguarded in 
sleep, the hair of his immortality, and the herald of death took his 

soul. 

But since the ungentle feats here cited fit not the present theme 

It is from a fell wedlock that this house prays to be delivered, and it 

is a man, a man and a soldier, against whom thou pursuest a plot of 

woman’s cunning, imitating thine adversary, but showing thus respect 

to that hearth without fire, his cowardly womanish temper,—yet above 

all sins in story stands the sin of Lemnos, and each time that any 
deed of horror is lamented, once more to ¢he sorrow of Lemnos men 

liken that crime; so that, because of heaven’s abhorrence of that sad 

act, the race of those Lemnians perishes with dishonour from among 

mankind, since what heaven hates hath no regard from any. Is not 

then every example brought with good right to my list? 

Lo! the sword is now nearing the heart, to strike with help of 

Justice a piercing wound of its keen point. [For when, quitting lawful 

reverence, we tread unlawful ground, it is not all God’s ground which 

our proud feet trample. No! Then’] Justice is setting her anvil, and 

Fate, the sword-smith, is forging for the deed to come; [and to the 

child of their work the door of his home is opened, that he may continue 

there the old pollution, by the insatiate, unforgetting Fiend, whose ery 

is heard at last. ] 
Orestes. Slave, ho! To the main gate! Answer my knock.—Ho, 

1 Text corrupt. The sentences in only what I suppose to have been the 

brackets, especially the second, represent sense. 

V. 4. CH. 15 
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slave, and hoagain! Is any within?—Once more! Let some one appear 

from within, if the house remains a hospitable house in Aegisthus’ 

hands. 
Gate-keeper. Aye, aye. Here I am. Of what country are you? 

And whence travelling ? 

_ Or. Take my message to the lords of the house, to whom I bring 

with me news which they know not,—and do it with speed, for indeed 

the dark chariot of night is fast coming on, and it is time for trading-folk 

to slip anchor in some house of common entertainment—bid forth to 

me one of those that bear authority here, not the wife; she has no 

power, and the husband were the seemlier; for then a coy theme 

compels not speech to be veiled; man to man speaks boldly and shows 

his proof without disguise. 
Clytaemnestra. Friends, let us know your need. At your command 

is all such entertainment as beseems this house, warm bath, couch to 

soothe toil, and honest eyes to attend. But if there is business to do, 

which calls for counsel, that is man’s work, and to man we will impart it. 

Or. I am a traveller from Daulis of the Phocians. As I was on 

my way to Argos, conveying a freight upon my proper account, just 

when I parted off in this direction, it was said to me by one, a stranger 

unknown, who had fallen in with me and had asked my road and told 

me his—Strophius, as I learnt in converse, was the Phocian’s name— 

“Since, friend, for other cause thou art going to Argos, pray charge 

thy memory to tell his parent that Orestes is dead; be sure not to 

forget. So whichever plan prevail in his family, to bring him home, 

or to bury him where he dwelt, expatriated once and for ever, bring the 

command accordingly on thy voyage back. ‘This much is done, that 
between the ribs of a brazen urn his ashes, with proper lament, have 
been put away.” That is all the message, as given to me. If at this 

moment I am speaking to a person of authority, to one of his kin, I do 

not know: but the parent should know the fact. 

Clyt. Ah me, how we perish, destroyed without and within! O 

evil fate of this house, invincible foe, with how wide a survey dost thou 

bring under the far aim of thy shafts even that which had been set with 

care out of the way, stripping me, alas and alas, of those I love! And 

now it is Orestes—whose prudence still had kept clear of the fatal 

avalanche his rescued foot—Orestes now records thee present even in 

that very home where with returning strength he was projecting a 

triumphant carouse’. 

1 I have omitted to point out in the ‘dramatic irony’. It is literally true, 

notes that in this sentence there is a though in a sense very different from that 
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Or. Had it lain with me, gladly would I have commended myself 
to entertainers so magnificent by a fact acceptable, and got reception, 
What good will is greater than a traveller's towards those who entertain? 
But it was, to my thinking, something of an impiety, to leave un- 
achieved such service to those who used me well, in spite of my promise 
and the hospitable bond. 
_ Cyt. Be assured, thou shalt not the less receive according to thy 
merit, nor find thyself less welcome to us. Some other, in any case, 

‘must have come to bring this news.—But now is the proper hour for 
travellers, after their day, to obtain of their long journey the reward that 

befits. Conduct our guest himself to our chambers of entertainment 
for men, and also these, his attendants and companions; and there let 

them receive what befits our house. And do it, I charge thee, as 

liable to account. We meanwhile will impart the matter to the master 

of the place, and lacking not those who bear us love will take counsel 
on this sad event. (Zxeunt.) 

Chorus I. Come now, friends and fellow-slaves, is it not time 

that we prove what our lips can do in Orestes’ cause ?—O revered 

earth, O revered mound, whose shore is now raised over the royal dead 

whom fleets obeyed, hearken now, aid us now. Now is the hour for 
Persuasion to bring her aiding wiles into the field, and for the herald of 

the deep, together with that dark shade, to sentinel the contest of 

deadly swords. 
‘The traveller’ belike is at his fatal work—But here, I see, comes, all 

in tears, she who was Orestes’ nurse. Whither then bound, Cilissa, dost 

thou pace forth, with grief for thine unpaid companion ? 

Nurse. To summon with all speed Aegisthus, by order of her who 

hath the travellers in hold, that coming hither he may learn more 

exactly, as man from man, this new-told rumour—of her, who before 

her servants hides within eyes of pretended gloom her smiles for a 

thing well done for her, but miserably done for this house, that suffers 

at the rumour told by the travellers...all too plain. I warrant he, 

intended by Clytaemnestra, that Orestes to revel’, is not his Phocian refuge, bet 

is now ‘recording the Fate of his family the house of his fathers. And im this 

as present there, where the hope to revel _ aspect also both réda and Gyypag@e have 

"was sustaining his strength’. The differ- new significance; for it is watt Aut fow 

ence is that Orestes has not suffered the (see vv. 204 foll.) that he has actually 

fate of the family, but comes to execute _ recorded and is recording the presence of 

it, and the ‘house (Séuo)’, where ‘he hopes the avenger upon his native soil. 

i§—<2 
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hearing it, will bless himself, as soon as he learns the story...Oh me, 

oh me! The griefs of the past, all kinds of them, hard to be borne, 

that befell in this house of Atreus, how did they grieve the heart in my 

bosom! But never before did I undergo such a woe as this. Those 

sorrows with patience I wore through, but...to hear...Oh my Orestes, 

the babe I spent my soul on, whom I took to nurse from the womb,... 

and at each loud restless cry...and a trouble it was, oh dear!...and 

nothing for it had I!...For an infant, that cannot think, you needs must 

rear (how else?) by guessing its mind’. The cry of a child not out of 

the swaddling-clothes says nothing: it may be hunger that grips it, 

or thirst perhaps, or the water—and come it must, when the soft flesh 
wills to be eased. These needs I had to forecast, and oft, I trow, 

was mistaken, so that fuller and swaddler shared one office, and the 

two handicrafts fell to me, who received Orestes at his father’s hands, 

and now hear, alas!, that he is dead. But he to whom I go is the 

destroyer of this house, and will be glad to hear of these tidings. 

S/ave. How then, according to the message, is he to come? With- 

out state? 

Nurse. Or how otherwise? Say it again more plainly, and let me 

understand. 

Sa. Or with soldiers, I mean. Or perhaps een alone? 

Nurse. ‘The message is that he is to bring attendants armed. 

Sfa. Then do thou, as thou hatest our tyrant, give not that 

message, but bid him come, in order to hear without alarm, by himself. 

Do it with all speed...with a heart rejoicing.... 

Nurse. But art thou verily sane? ‘ Rejoicing’ at the present news! 

S/a. But what if Zeus means at last to change the weather of our 

distress ? 

lVurse. Nay, how? Orestes, the hope of the house, is gone. 

Sla. Not yet. <A diviner, though of little skill, may perceive that. 

Nurse. What sayest thou? Knowest thou aught apart from what 

has been told? 

Sla. Go with the message, perform thy charge. The gods take 

care for whatever hath their care. 
Nurse. Well, I will go, and will do as thou biddest. May it, by the 

gods’ grace, prove all for the best! (Zx7z.) 

Cho. Now at my prayer, O Zeus, Father of the Olympian gods, 

grant success to them who desire happily to see the good discipline of 

the house established. [Take a just part: this word is all my cry. 

Mayst thou, O Zeus, mark it !?] 

1 Or ‘by a mental way’. 2 Words and meaning uncertain. 
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And ah, Zeus, prefer now to an enemy him who is there within 

for if thou raise him to greatness, thou wilt at thy pleasure receive 
twofold and threefold return. 

Forget not that the young steed, orphan of a sire whom thou 
lovedst, yoked as he is to achariot of distress—And who, governing his 

horse in a race, would require of him perfect grace ?—now sees in the 

ground before him the stretch of his finishing steps. 
And ye, that within the house dwell pleasantly in chambers of 

richness, ye gods, that feel with us, hear! 
Now, now cause the blood of old crimes to be rid away by new’ 

revenge. Murder is aged: let it have progeny in the house no more. 

And for those dead who fell with glory, do thou, who holdest the 
Great Portal, grant that they may look up unhindered to the house 

of our hero, and that their loving eyes may behold its brightness freed 

from the veil of gloom. 

And hereto let the Son of Maia aid, as belongs to him, for none so 

fairly wafts success to the port, when so he will. 

Oft, at his pleasure, he will clear the most obscure, but when he 

means not to be comprehended, he offers to men’s eyes the darkness of 

very night, and daylight makes him no plainer. 

So when that good moment of our voyage comes, O then we will 

launch our ‘Mourner’s song’ for the liberation of the house, a wafting 

cheer of women’s voices together timed, “ The vessel speeds! My gain, 

_ my own, is rising now, and bane departing from those I love.” 

And thou, when it is the turn of doing, do without fear, overbearing 

her cry of ‘Child !’ with the sound of ‘ Father, father !’, and accomplish 

a ‘bane’ for which none can reproach thee, having taken to thy bosom 

the heart of Perseus, and earning by cruelty the thanks of thy beloved, 

both buried and living on earth, by putting within thee the bane of 

murder only for the destruction of him that is guilty of death. 

Aegisthus. If I have come, it is but because I was summoned. 

A strange story this, which, I hear, is told by travellers that have come 

to lodge here, news no less unpleasing than the death of Orestes, 

From such addition to the load of the house, were it the weight of a 

drop, the old blood-sore, raw and bitten, must wince for fear. How 

am I to conceive the story? Is it true? Is there life in it? Or is it 

but a scaring tale of a woman, which leaps into the air and dies in 

nothing? What canst thou tell me herein to convince my thought ? 

Cho. We have heard that—But go in to the travellers and enquire 

1 The ‘revenge’ is to be ‘new’ in the deeds of violence, as has been the case 

sense that it is not to produce yet other hitherto, but is to be final. 
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of them. For enquiring of a matter, there is no strength in a reporter 

like going yourself to the source. 

Aeg. I want to see fe reporter, and to question him again, as to 

whether he was himself present in the neighbourhood of the death, or 

whether he speaks from the weak information of rumour. IL warrant 

‘they will not deceive a mind that is not eyeless’. (Zxit.) 

Cho. Zeus, Zeus, what am I to say, whence now to begin my 
prayers and adjurations? How, with such good will, to give my desire 

words adequate ere I close? ‘This is the moment, when either the 

murderous cleavers, essayed (?) before and stained, will make an utter 

destruction of Agamemnon’s house: or else he, kindling a fire and a 

light for the cause of freedom and lawful rule, shall win the high fortune 

of his fathers. For such a prize, succeeding sole to a bout of pairs, 

Orestes with strength divine is now to wrestle—and O, may he wrestle 
victoriously! (A shriek and outcries within.) 

‘Ah! Ah!’ And ‘Ah!’ say we. How goes it? What is the fate 

of the house? Let us get away from the finishing of the affair, that so 

we may pretend ourselves blameless, if it has been unhappy in the end, 

‘for after all’, we shall say, ‘it is the fighting which has decided that’. 

(Zxeunt.) 

Servant. Woe, and yet woe again, for my lord undone(?)*! And 

woe once yet for a last farewell*! Aegisthus is no more. Now open, 

open quick, and unbar your women’s door. Though the need is for a 

man, and a lusty,—not to help the dead—no use in that—Ho, I say, 

Ho! Ho!—I scream to the deaf, and bay to idle sleepers without 

effect. What has become of Clytaemnestra? What is she doing? It 

will be another case of the ‘ barber’s neck’, near in the natural course 

to be stricken down. 

Clytaemnestra. What is the matter? What clamour is this thou 
raisest to the house ? 

Servant. The dead are slaying the live. That is my news. (Zxit.) 

Cliyt. Ome! I read the sense in the riddle. We are to perish by 

treachery, as indeed by treachery we slew. Give me a battle-axe, some 

one, and quick! Let us know whether we are victors or vanquished. 

For to this point this woeful way hath brought me. 

Orestes, Ah! I was going to seek thee. Ze hath enough. 

Clyt. Ome! Dead, my loved, my gallant Aegisthus! 

Or. Thou lovest the man! Therefore shalt thou lie in one grave 

with him. Dead though he be, thou shalt never play him false. 

Clyt. Stay, O my son; have pity yet, my child, on this, the breast 

9 1 See note below on p. 232. * mpoceretv say farewell; Eur. Hipp. 1099. 
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at which thou oft, slumbering the while, didst suck with thy toothless 
mouth the feeding milk. (Enter Pylades.) 

Or. Pylades, what shall I do? My mother! May I spare her ? 
Pylades. And what then of Loxias’ command yet unfulfilled, his 

Pythian oracle? And the faith of oaths, what of it? Think that the 

enmity of all the world is better than that of heaven. 
Or. I judge thy sentence better, and thou exhortest me well 

Come with me; upon the dead man there I choose to slay thee. 
Because, when he lived, thou thoughtest him a better man than my 

father, so do thou sleep with him in death, forasmuch as him thou 

_lovest, him, and whom thou wast bound to love, dost hate. 

Clyt. It was I who gave thee thy rearing, and now I would live my 

term. 

Or. With the blood of the father on thee shalt thou share house 

with me? 
Clyt. Nay, child, the blame should lie in part on our Destiny’. 
Or. Then this thy death also destiny did devise. 

Clyt. Hast thou no respect for a parent’s curse, my child? 

Or. Not for a mother’s, who cast me away into misery. 

Clyt. It was no casting away, when I sent thee to the house of our 

ally! 

Or. A two-fold sale of me, of me a free man’s son! 

Clyt. Show me then the price which I am thought to have re- 

ceived. 
Or. Oshame! That thou shouldst not know it beyond a doubt ! 

Clyt. Nay, but make mention likewise of thy father’s slips. 

Or. It is not for thee, idle at home, to be hard on him who toiled 

afar. 

Clyt. It is pain for a woman to be kept from man, my child! 

Or. Aye, but man’s labour maintains her, idle at home! 

Cit. Thou, it seems, wilt take, O child, the life of thy mother away. 

Or. Thou, not I, wilt be thine own murderess. 

Clyt. Take heed; beware of a mother’s enraged pursuers. 

Or. But my father’s, how shall I escape them, if I neglect 

the duty? 

Clyt. My words, I see, are vain as the dirge of the living unheard by 

the tomb. 

Or. Yes, vain, for my father’s fate with serpent voice calls for thy 

death. 
Cyt. Ohme! This is the snake which I bare and nursed! 

1 Should we read 9 poipa ? 
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Or. Aye, a true prophet indeed was thy dream-prompted fear.— 

Yes, the death thou didst sinfully do shall be likewise done upon thee. 
(Exeunt Or. and Clyt.) 

Pyl. Ihave sorrow even for these, for this misery...double-fraught. 

But after so many deeds of blood, since Orestes...alas!...hath topped 

them all,...—This any way is better, that the sole light of the house 

should not be utterly quenched. (Zxit.) 

Chorus. As Vengeance on the sons of Priam after long time came 

with retribution heavily-fraught, so hath she come into the house of 

Agamemnon, two-fold to prey, two-fold to fight, crying ‘Slay, slay 

utterly !’, in figure of the exile duly urged with warning from Pytho’s 

oracle divine. 
Raise ho! the joyful cry for the quick return of the house from 

grievous tyranny’ and the wasting of wealth by a cursed pair, from a 

songless, weary way. 

Upon the deviser of treacherous fight she came with retribution of 

craft, and in the fight of strength she smote, true daughter of Zeus that 

she is, and by us mortals happily named—D7zké, whose wrath breathes 

destruction to those whom she hates. 

Raise ho! the joyful cry eéc. 

[Vengeance hath come, sent by ‘Loxias who dwells in the great 

cavern’ upon Parnassus’ hill. 

1 Seoroctvwy...kaxkav must, I think, 

belong together, since (1) kax@v without 

definition is weak in itself and does not 

balance xtedvwy tpiBas, and (2) ddpuwv 

wants no definition, and if it did, dec7o0- 

clvwy isnot anapt one. But it must be 

admitted that the order of the words is in 

that case extremely unnatural, and I would 

suggest that we ought to read éro\oNvéar’ 

@ dvapuyds Sbuwv | decroctvay Kaka 

xt\. A ready cause for the transposition 

is offered by the mis-reading éro\o\védTw 

(sic M), after which the Azatas (éroNodv- 

éarw dvapvyas) would appear impossible. 

The word deorécvvos is used, from the 

‘constitutional’ point of view, in an in- 

vidious sense. I strongly suspect that 

She was long delayed, but now we 

the mysterious mavoluot deomérouv Teov- 

uévou of v. 874 has a similar explanation, 

and means ‘the falling of our lord’. 

In the mouth of a supporter and depen- 

dent of the ‘despot’, which the speaker 

there evidently is, the word is laudatory, 

for the same reason that it is invidious in 

the jubilation of the opposite party. 

Taken thus, the tense and meaning of 

TeAoupuevou are right. Aegisthus the man 

is dead (v. 876) but ‘the despot’, z.e. the 

government of Aegisthus and his satellites, 

is ‘approaching an end’. 

2 The passage in brackets, from the 

state of the text, is wholly uncertain. 

The above is merely a sketch of the 

probable sense. 
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may give thanks to heaven. ‘We are delivered from the strong 

bridle’ that restrained us. ‘Rise therefore, ye that have lain grovel 
ling still too long’. Soon the house shall be purged, the luck shal! 
turn, and the place have new possessors. ‘The light hath appeared 
to our eyes’.] 

Orestes. Behold this pair, who were tyrants of the land, who slew 

the sire and usurped the house. Majestic they were in the past, when 
they sat on their thrones, and loving they were: and still, it may be 
judged, their condition abides with them, and their oath stands true to 
the pledge, that they would share, as in all, so in death; this, like the 

rest, hath been truly kept. 

Behold now once more, ye that take cognizance of our sad story, 

this crafty thing, wherewith my unhappy father was bound, a fetter for 

his arms and a lock for his feet. Spread it out with your own hands ; 

approach and stand about it, and show this net for a man, that our 
father—not mine, but our father, who surveyeth all things here, the Sun 

—may see my mother’s unclean work, and so perchance may appear 

one day as my witness in trial, that I had my just cause in pursuing this 

death,—my mother’s. As for Aegisthus’ death I reckon it not ; he hath, 

as from the law, the seducer’s penalty. But she, who contrived against 

ber husband so vile a thing as this, against him whose children she 

conceived and carried beneath her girdle, a burden some time dear but 

now no dearer than ye see—What thinkest thou of her? I say that, 

~ were she eel or viper, her touch would turn a man rotten without any 

bite, if hardness and native will could do it. 

What words shall I use of such, to take the very gentlest? A trap 

were it for beast ?...Or bath-curtain, fit to wrap the feet of a corpse? 

Nay, rather a seine...no, a snare, you might say...and a foot-entangling 

...garment—This were the kind of thing for a man to get, who cozened 

travellers, and practised for his living to beguile and then to rob them 

with such a cunning weapon might he take off many a life, and his 

heart often glow with....Ah, such an one as she may I never have in my 

dwelling for house-fellow! God strike me dead sooner. -having no 

child ! 
Chorus. Ah me, ah me, a woeful deed! By a horrible death thou 

wast slain, alas: and he that is left hath growing evil to suffer too. 

Or. Did she do it, or did she not ?—Nay, I have a witness in this 

-yesture, that it was dyed by Aegisthus’ sword. It is the welling blood 

which hath aided time in spoiling the many hues of the embroidery. 

At last, at last, he himself is before me; I utter his praises ; I make his 

lament. And speaking to this thing, whose texture wrought my father's 
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death, though I feel the misery of the doing, the suffering, and all, the 

curse of a conquest which gilds'me...with pollution,... 

Cho. No mortal man may pass a scathless life and escape his tax, 
alas! But trouble is not present, when it is yet to come. 

Or. What is trouble to come, when, like one at the turn of a 

chariot’s course, I know the fatal end to which I am running now? 

For outward still I am borne overpowered by a mind that will not obey. 

Fear is ready to make music to my heart, and she to dance to his angry 

tune. So while I have yet my senses, I say, for the public hearing of 

those who love me, that I slew not without good cause a mother foul 

with the murder of my sire and hateful to heaven. And for the 

persuasion which led me thus far, I aver the oracle given me by Loxias, 

the Great Prophet of Pytho, that I should do this thing, if, free of harm 

in consequence, I would keep my life, and that if I neglected it—I will 

not tell the punishment; for never bow-cast shall reach such height of 
woe. 

And now ye behold me, equipped with bough and wreath, as I 

purpose to reach the ground and home of Loxias, fixed at the centre- 

stone, and specially that fire-light famed imperishable, exiling myself 

far away for this kindred blood; for that as suppliant I should seek 

no other hearth than his was Loxias’ command. Of the manner in 

which this woe was brought about I bid all men of Argos bear me 

witness (?); while I, a wanderer, estranged from this land, having left 

of me, die I or live I, such fame as this,— 

Citizen. Nay, as thou hast succeeded (and if thy lips are not bound 

to evil speech, thou shouldst shun even omen of ill) in giving freedom 

to all the city of Argos by lightly lopping the heads from a pair of 

snakes— 

Or. Oh, see, see! 

Are those slave-women? Gorgon like...with raiment dusk...and 
multitude of branching snakes!...This is no place for me! 

Cit. What fancies whirl thee, thee who hast, if ever man had, the 

love of thy father? With so strong an advantage, thou needst not fear. 

Or. ‘There is no fancy in this trouble for me. In very truth these 
are my mother’s enraged pursuers. 

Ciz. It is because the blood is yet fresh upon thy hands: hence the 
confusion that invades thy brain. 

Or. Apollo save us, they are more now than they were, and from 

their eyes they weep horrible gore ! 

Cit. In, in! The touch of Loxias’ purge will set thee free from 
‘this trouble’. 
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7 Or. Ye do not see them, but I do. I am hunted, and stay who 

puiok l! (L£xit.) 

cn Blessings go with thee, and may the eae watching of 

; murdered the prince who led the Achaeans to war; and now 

hath come somewhence yet a third...deliverer, or destroyer shall I 

say? Where then will end the fatal fury, when pass into closing 
calm? (Z£xeunt.) 
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elvat, exist, live, 1030, exist (continue), 93 

cupopyros, 352 

év, O51 
&vdixos, 994, (taken as subst.) Afp. 1. § to 

dvi, 277, App. 1. $8. 
dv wact, altogether, 627 

éEopOpdfw, 270 

drenxdtew, point conjecture at, g6% 
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érecxdtws Syou, 626 

érevoppéw, 645 

érevduvos, 710 

émirkérous éuudrwv, 126 

érwm}, 629 

épydoma, 825 

Epxecor mUAaL, 559, 569, 649 

és 7d may, as exclamation, 938 

ETHTULOS, O47 

evval, anchor, 317 

ed dpoveiv, 770 

Epedpos, 865 
éxew, know, 774 

H 

# or et, 752, 764, 889 

Huepevew, 706 

7 TOs; 763 

-now for -aice in dative, 567 

tS) 

Onpa, power to pursue, 250 

Oryydvew, hit, 947 

l00w, 73 

K 

kdOapua, manner of throwing away, 97 

KkaBapuos Aoklov, 1057 

KNatw, KexAauuévos, of ceremonial lamen- 

tation, 682 

KvicwTh xXOwv, 482 

Kpatew, with accus., 730 

KpaTnp, 343 
Kparovoa Tovs E€vous, 7, 730 

A 

AaBat Guora, 4096 

Anjuna mhuara, 632 

Aoglov Kabapuds, 1057 

M 

parxariouds, 438 

patny Kabeddovres, 880 

eaxn xXEpbs, 947 
uév, omitted, 626 

Hév...TE, 973 

péow, &v (€umodwvr), 145 

Bh aNd, O17 

pu, 620, 787 

MOpos, 295 

N 

ve, vav, forms of, App. I. § 8 

veoKpas, 343 

vw, taken for dative (schol.), Ag/. I. 

§ 11 

vov=mporepov (schol.) App. I. § 18 

vixios, 6, of ‘shade’ or ghost, 724 

Ty 

Evpov, 0 or 7 emi Tod, App. I. § 25 

O 

8de, (rd45e things in this world), 983 

6 (rd) as relative, App. I. § 3 

oicov, 389 

6pOpiagw, 270 

opulfew, 527 
oomrepel, 749 

opbaduos oikwy, 933 

I 

mwd0os, incident, then quality, 974 

mai, mat, 649 

mavdduopos, 1066 

mats, Téxvov, 895 

mavapkéerns, 68, App. I. § 3 

matnp, house-father, 908, 972 

matpwos eds, App. I. § 1 

meipd, meipa, 859 

mepativew, 55 

mnddos d€Optos, 692 

mioTd, ceremony of assurance, 396 

mrdoTLys, 290 

mreoTnplferPar, 1029 

wréov HYyovU, gor 

mvew, of mood, spirit, etc., 618 

modas amesvynv, 672 

modwkns, play on, 574 

mopOuevev, 681 

mpemew, 12, 18 

mpompaccev, 832 

mpos SucceBelas, 700 

mpocBory, 282 

mpocevvéerrw xalpev, 223 

mpoclatacbam, 182 

mukdns, 386 



rida EpKelo, 559, 569, 649 
mrupdans, play on, 606 

P 

F vOubs, of movements of horse, 792 

= 

ceuva Toicw epporw, 108 

ceuvds, 973 
oKo\-, stem of cxodids, 540 

oman, 231 

aré\ew, for cveréd\rew, 762 

orépos, O4 
oTbmuov péya, 802 

orpopets, 756 
arti, venom of snake, 530 

auplier pbpov, 926 
ovokddws, 540 

cwppbcvvos, 782 

Tapaccev, 330 

Tavpotua, 274 

_Té, position of, 811 
_ redounévou der érov, note to translation, 874 
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7, @ particular (definite) thing, 751 
réxos, of accumulated punishment, App. 

I. § 3 
rémos, conjecture, gso 

Tupws, 86 

“y 

bréprepos, in religious formulae, 104 

~ 

pépew (Stapépew), intransitive, with local 

accus., 67 

potBos, 32, App. I. § 2 

puvely Tt, 751 

x 

x, mistaken for asterisk, App. I. € 14 

xapires, office of the dead, 319 

xepos udxn, 947 
Xpuccodurirns, 615 
Xépa=Kard xdpar, 396 

n 

wrepel, 749 
ws (obdév ds, nothing equal to), 847 
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A 

Accusative, with verbal adjective, 231, 

809 

double, with ka@atpew, 72 

with ddyelv, 1014 

with évroNo\vgew and similar compounds, 

941 
of ‘motion to’ (tpamécOa éotiav), 1037 

inner (deyuatodv Néyov), 844 

Adjective, how attached, 859 

concord of, 892 

Adverb, with dependent case, 626, 703, 

735 
of place, time, etc., with gen., 815 

Aegisthus, sword of, 1009 

Agamemnon, plot of, alluded to, 554, 

862, 865 

Agamemnon, imaginary tomb of, 350 

ghost of (6 v’xu0s) 724 

Althaea 603 

Aorist participle, contemporaneous with 

verb, 457 

Aphasia, 996 
Apollo, medical prescription of, 1057 

not invoked as assistant in deed of 

Orestes, App. I. § 22 

Apostrophe, without sequel, 381 

anonymous, 626, 824 

Apparitions, produced by bloodshed, 

282 

Arcesilas of Cyrene, 634 

Aristophanes, discussion of prologue in, 

Ape Sar 

Avalanche, 692 

Axe of Clytaemnestra, 859, 889, 1009 

B 

Battiadae, 634 

Bow, form of, 160 

€ 

Cassandra, allusion to, 865 

Commos, prolongation of the, 476 

Comparative, force of (€&wrépw), 1021 

Corpse, mutilation of, 438 

D 

Dactyl, initial, in sezarzus, 215 

Dative in -y01, 567 

(ppeclv Tripwv etc.) 594, Sor 

dependent on adverb, 626 

instrumental (uoxdo’s xadGre), 878 

implying succession (dAduevoy ddouévy), 

153 
quasi-locative (rirrew médw), 47 

Daulis, 671 

Dead, triple invocation of the, 305, 375 

communication with the, 326, Aff. I. 

§ Io 

blood offered to the, 482 

lament of (yéos), its supposed effect, 

App. I. § 12 

Delphi, medical prescriptions of, 1057 

Disease, produced by earth as a punish- 

ment, 277 

'Dream of the morning, 270 

interpretation of, 37 
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E 

Earth, vengeance of, on murder, 64, 277 

Ellipse of verb, 792, 1019, (in answer to 

question) 992 

of substantive, 1037 

Ephymnia, 779, 934) 94! 
_ Equivocation, verbal, see Verbal Equi- 

vocation 

Euripides, verse of, interpolated, 768 

F 

Fire, signal in Agamemnon, allusion to, 

862 

Flag, 389 
Food, instrument of punishment for 

murder, 277 

Funeral encomia, 1o12 

G 

Genitive with mapavixdy, excel, 599 

in abl. sense, with adj. signifying 

r) removal from, 805 

with adv. of place, time, etc., 815 

H 

Hair, offerings of, 6 

Hallucination, 1046 

Head of victim, splitting of, as symbol, 

396 
Hermes, as god of interpretation, 808 

triple invocation of, 1 

Horse, exercise of, 792 

I 

Infinitive, consecutive, 133 

in wishes, 362 

Interpolation of verse from note, 503, 768, 

976 
Interpretation of dream, 37 

Invocation of dead, triple, 305, 375 

L 

Landslip, 692 

Lemniades, 629 

Lengthening of vowel before «Xin senarius, 

853 

M 

Medical remedy prescribed at Delphi, 1057 

V. 4S. CH. 
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N 

Negative, definition by, 30 

Neuter, collective description for plural 
(rd KaXGs xrdperor), 802 

Nominative, pendent, with anacoluthon, 

518, 785 

0 

Optative, 104 

archaistic (without 4d») for future, 

853 
in -at, 591 

~ 

Paean of reunion, 343 

Paratactic sentence, for conditional, 630 

Parenthesis, Aeschylean use of, 26 

Parent of punishment, sin as the, 354 

Participle, subdependence of, 72, 2%4 

use of, parallel to Latin gerundive, 

793 
corresponding to English principal verb, 

8:8 

present, as predicate, 133, Af/- e 

§ 3 
Pause, after first foot of senarius, 4f/. i 

§ 24 
after second foot, 991, 992 

Personification, 184, 695, 707) 934, 1072 

Phocian accent, 562 

Plural, for singular, of type or character, 

685 

collective description for, S02 

‘Portal, The Great’, 802 

Prayer, form of, connected with erég7 

(wreaths), 93 

Preposition as adverb, 137, 30% 877° 

847 
Present participle, predicative use of, 

133, App. 1. $3 

Proverb, cited in part, 312 

colloquial grammar in, 847 

of slaves, App. 1. § 28 

Pylades, part of, 581 

Pylades, significance of name, sbo 

K 

River-god, offering of hair to, § 

16 
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S 

Scare, attached to polluted persons, 290 

Scylla, 612 
Signal from ships, 389 

Snake, venom of (crv), 530 

as symbol of dead, 37, 925 

Sophocles, passage from, interpolated, 

503 
Stage, evidence as to, 98r 

Substantive, verbal force in, 15, 129 

Swaddling of infant, 527 

Sword-stroke, compared to fetter, 574 

CAMBRIDGE: 

INDEX dT. ENGLISH. 

£ 

Tally by indentation, 540 

Three libations, 575, 1071 

Throne at the gate, 570 

Trochee, initial, in senarius, 653, 1047 

Vv 

Verbal equivocation, 320, 560, 574, 606, 

O44 1065 
W 

Wrestling between two pairs, 865 
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